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The
White House-
Conferenon Libra
and
Informa4natt
Sery1*-4'

01.

The President
The White Houe
Washington,.D. C. 20005

Dear Mr.' Ftesident:

v

. .

I have the honor to transmit for voun consideration the final report of.
the White HOuse Conference on Library and Information Services.

I Ipnt to express my appreciation and the appreciation of the thouands
of persons who parti6ipated in the Conference for yoUr strong support of
its objectives and for.your words to the delegates. 40

This reporttdoduments the ideas and hopes of million's of Americans who

want to meet the future library and informatioh services needs of our
'Nation..

. ,

Your recent appointment of a 13-member Interagency Task Force to study
the report indicates to me the high priority you have set far the goals

of the Conference.

The National Commission on Libraries and Information Science stands ieady
to assist you in any way .possibit;to transform thelecomnendations of the
Conference into reality.,

On behal.f.of the National Commission and the Conference participants, I
wish to thank you for your support and cooperation. We look forward to

your recondendations. 0

spectfu11y submitted,

Charles Benton
Chai , White House COnference on Library and Information Services
Chairman, National COmmission On'Libraries and Information Science
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The resolutions passed by thedelegates to the first White.
House Conference dealing with library and information services are

the core of this report. They are the basis for the proposed National
Library and Information Services Program and new national
legislation contained in the report. These resolutions represent a true

,grass roots expression of the Nation's library and information
services' future need's, They.are the result of the involvement of more
than 100,000 people across the Nation participating for two and
one-half years before the Cdnference in research, planning, and

discussions on what people...really need, now and in the future, from

library and information services. P. -

Several underlying themes are evide t in the resolutions. These
themes reflect larger societal trends and indicate significant future,
directions in our society. First, the delegates clearly saw a need to
reshape library and information services in Order to make these
services more responsive to the people served. Second, there was a

strong call for local control. This seems to be an expressiOn of new
community interest that is developing throughout the country in
-many areas of activity. The current move toward Federal deregulation
of many industries is an additional demons/ration of the trend.toward
less Federal and more local control. Third, there was a denIand for

economy and accountability in public agencies. The delegges felt
that it was very important for agencies Noprovide services in amOre

efficient and cost-effective Manner.'

Thelmplitatios of this report are,significant;especially in .
light of current economic realities. Requests for funding are not in
favor today, whatever the service or product, Thus, it is important
that we specify the uses and benefits of library and information.,
services. These services can, in fact, help us both as individuals and
as a society to deal effectively with the broad economic difficulties
we face as a Nation. A very modest investment in.such services can

yield wide-ranging economic benefits.

For example, the'individual American pays an average of

$5.15 per year to support his or her public library. That is the price
of approximately four gallons of gasoline, seVeralioaves of bread,

one gallon of cheap'Paint, or dinner for two at McDonald's. It does
not buy even,one hardback book, the average cost of which is now
more than $20. All of us kriew what $5.15 can and cannot buy. )
What does that $5.15 buy at the library?

Among other things, the library user can get information on
how to cope with spiralling inflation, how to get.a job, how to fix up

a home or repair an automobile. One can find help in dealing with

income taxes, and maybe save a few dollars thereprobably more
-than $5.15. Most important, a citizen can get information about
government: congressional hearings, State legislation, voting records

of candidates for.public office. Such information enables all citizens

to participate effectively in the democratic process.,

A second example of the economic benefits that library and
information services can provide has to do with tratisporta-
tion/communicatiOns trade-offs, The increase in fuelcost's has

vii
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affected not only the. decision and actions of individuals, but also
those of government. Most of usare aware that airline travel has
gon.e up-42 percent in thg last year. Mbre and more Federal
agencies are finding it financially impossible to have representatives

.travel to meetings'iround the country apd are seeking new ways to
operate...Weitave, in fact, reached a poineat which we must move
informAtion and not people. Many of the new information
technologies now make this possible.

The computer and Communjcations industries are probably our
only declining-cost industries at this time. To ptit this in perspective,
if the costs of the automobile inthistry were declining at the same rate
asthe cogs of the computer and communications industries, you
would now be able to buy a Mercedes 280 SL for $90.00 and get
1;596 miles to the gallon.

Representatives of the White House have emphasized how
important timely and accurate information is to the President and his
staff in making decisions. Having accurate information at your
fingertips when you need it is important in all areas of government
and business. And it is important to each of us in our personal lives.
If we look at information and the resolutions flowing from this
Conference in this light, we begin to see that infOrmation is our new
energy resource, with the potential to replace, irr many ways, our
dependence on fossil fuels and to reduce our dependencen big
government. Library and information services can provide the
information necessary to keep our country running; they can promote
a sense of community; and they can contribute in some very
concrete ways to a more stable economy.

The delegates to the Whitg House Conference based their
recommendations on these powerful and important concepts. This
report contains proposals that can help shape a better future, one in

4 which we would all like to Ike. '

8

Marilyn Killebrew Gell
April 1980
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Remarks "of the President

Remarks of President
Carter at the White
House. Conference on
Library and Information
Services

November 16, 1979

\

4

Chairman Charles Benton, Library Director Juanita Brightwell,
and other distinguised leaders who represent one of the finest aspects

of American life, I really appreciate the book concerning the duties of

a trustee for libraries. In the future I may bejooking for old job
back. .

,So, Juanita, if you can keep it open for me for five years I will
really appreciate it.

I am delighted to be here with you this morning. It has been
one of the developments in mynown Administration to which I have
looked forward with great anticipation. I don't have a text. I don't
feel that I need one to talk to.you...

I had a quid( intro duction to Washington, to Washington
'society life, and to newspaper coverage of the first family. The first
stories that cattle out, as a-matter of fact, were abotit'Amy's reading
habits at the table of an official banqwet when the President of
Mexico came to see .us. She read a bqok throughout the banquet
dinner. When I defended Amy, I had several of my Cabinet members
ask for permission to do the same at the next banquet. (Laughter.) As ,

a matter of fact, we have had to put.a,restraint on that, but since I ,

was a little boy, my own family has had the habit of reading at the
table. We have a liyely conversation and read' simultaneously and
Amy is just carrying on one of the Carter family traditions.

I

l hate to admit this, being an outdoor t pe and An,athletic
type, but my family never had to ask me w t wanted for Christmas
because they always knew that I would rep , "Books."

'When I first went home from the Navy, as Charles pointed,- ,
out, my first public position was as the trustee of the Sumter County
Library Board. I still have my library card. No. 5, and.I use it
whenever I am home.

This morning I would like to talk to you about some of the
elements of libraries that are important to a young boy geOWing up in
an isolated community. Students in our public schools, business
leaders, and employees of business 'who are fairly narrowly restricted
in their ability to get a continuing formal education, and those who
occupy positions of leadership with rapidly varying And challenging
responsibilities from day-to dayin all those elements of life, libraries
and access to books and other informitiorl,RIly an important role.

Times change very fast Information available to the world is
exploding more rapidly than it can be accommodated, and the
function of libraries is to coliktinform'ation, to collate information,
to a§sess information, to store information, and to let information be
available td those who need it.

There are many people in our modern society who are
isolated in some form or another. The deaf, the blind, the immobile,
the afflicted, those who live in isolated communities are obvious
examples. But there are others. Those who have a particular life
career in a fairly narrowly defined area, but who desire constantly to
stretch their minds and to stretch their hearts, and to know more

13 3
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about the world around them, other people, opportunities for a more
gratifying existence, are in the same category as those who are
physically isolated.

Libraries can play this role to make available to people in a
special occasion for an unexpected event an opportUnity for study.
Science, business, politics, government are areas where rapid
information is'crucial for dealing with challenges of the day, where
longtime study to prepare fortan event is impossible, because events
that are important cannot be predicted. There, the instant access to
information-and the calni and reasoned guidance of a qualified
librarian can make the'atfference between the success or failure even,
of 'a life.

A President, in particular, is faced with various responsibilities,
and my access to the Library of Congress,and my access to books is
One of the most important elements of my life. Amy reads,
sometimes, two or three books a day. She and I Ifavwboth had rapid
reading lessons since I have been PresideNt. I read two or three books
a week, sometimes more, and in addition to that have instant access
to the broad-ranging information which is available here in
Washington, and obviously in many,other communities in our
country. .

,The Library of Congress was started, as you know, when/he
Government decided to buy the book collection of President Thomas
Jefferson. He withdrew from formal schooling when his life was in,
the formative stage and began private studywith a tutor, yes, but
heavily dependent not on classroom instructions, but on his access to
a varied gamutof books. I would gess that one of the most well
educated Presidents who bas ever served had limited formal
schooling, and that was President Harry Truman. His education came
primarily from books, history books and others from his locak library.

I am not at all criticizing or playing own, the importance of
folmal_education, but no matter how broad an educational
eXperience has been in a person's life, sometimes determined by the .

state of a person's birth or the wealth of a family or opportunities that
all can't shareno matter how broad a, formal education might be,
libraries are still important if that person desires to continue in
education Throughout one's life.

This need for knowledge about histOry or current events is
particularly important in a democracy, where the strength of a nation
depends to a major degree on. a well-informed public.

One of the most important responsibilities that I have had on
my own shoulders is to make sure that in controversial events
the public has a maximum accessto knowledge about that event. In
the past our country has made some,serious mistakes in war, in
morality, in the functioning of Government. In the few years before I
became President, this was especially true; and in almost every 0

instance, if those circumstances are analyzed, the errors rtr mistakes
were made because the public was excluded from the process of
making decisions of our own Government.

14
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An enlightened public, openly debating a controversial issue,
sometimes creates confusion. It is much easier to negotiat&in utmost
secrecy than to let the Congress and the public know the terms of the
negotiation and the progress being made. But when the controversial
issues can be examined from a broad range of points of view, a

'nation or a Government or a President is much more likely,
, ultimately, to avoid mistakes and to make the right decision to

preserve our own Natibn's security or well- being,,and also peace
throughout the world.

I would like to add just one more comment. We have made
good progress in the lag number of years,in promoting the science of
libraries; of information, of communication. Each generation is
inclined to think we have gone as far as we can with television, '
instantaneous trarismission of messages and photographs, satellite
relay stations, but I wpuld guess that the progress we make in the
future, in the next 10 ears, the next 100 yerars, will be just as rapid
and just as startling as that we have made hi the past,.

There must be a flexibility built into a Government's structure,
and also in the minds and hearts of American people outside the
GoVernment, where most of"the responsibility must, lie. I am
convinced that the new Department Of Education will have a greatly
expanded and much more effective role in emphasizing the
im6ortance of books, of learning; and particularly of libraries. I am
determined that this will be the case.

But I believe that this White Hodse Conference and those who
a1tt nd -it, and those who will Listen to your voice or,whom you can

influence when you get.home,mill'have a much more broad-
reaching effect than anything a President can do or a Cabinet
Secretary or the rederal Government can do. .

In a local Lions Club, a local church, a local Rotary Club, a
League of Women ,alters, Jaycees, in any organization, in a local-.
radio station, telvision station, newspaper, there are avenues fcir you
to reach a broad range of Americans who,don't presently know the
advantages oklibraries. Many people, because of ignoranee,or
because they havelOrgotten the joy of learning, don't have access to
the opportunities that you can offer. . ,.

I hope if yOu don't do anything else at this Conference, that
you will learn fro in one another how best to present the opportunities
of library use and then take that message home and distribute it with
the greatest degree of enthusiasm and commitment. Whenpeople are
reminded, they will respond, and-the joys of books and the joys of
visual presentation's, the joys of movies, slides, paintings, lectures,
debates, instructio , music, drama are all parts of a library program,
and I h4te that yo will broaden your own concept of what libraries
can do as a result f this Conference.

teful that you would come to Washington in
ial way;to participate in learning more about
r and your own in rest can be,made more
ad the wordAbouMbraries and learning and -

rstanding and communication and progress an
hraugh your own work, yo,u can remember that
the White House. Thank you very much.

I am very gr
sometimes a sacrifi
how your own care
effective. As we spr
democracy and and
harmony and peace
'you've got a friend i
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The White House Conference on Library and Information
Services convened on November 15, 1979, in Washington, D.C.,
more than two decades after a library trustee first proposed the idea.

The 'timing, thougndelayed, was fortunate. The Conference
came at a time when computer and telecommunications technology
is fast bringing about profound changes in the ways the American
people get and use information. The world will feel the effect of these
changes far into the future, but many people only now are beginning
to perceive these changes as the harbingers of a new and
revolutionary stage of civilizationthe InformationAge.

As the amount of information expands, and as people's need
for it increases, science and technology are developing neW and
better ways to provide it, ranging from video-cassettes and ,

mini - computers to communications satellites and videodiscs. These
velopments represent new ways to deliver information to an

inf mation-hungry world.

Questions delegates addressed at the Conference included: Do
libraries, the traditional storehouses of information and knowledge
have a place in this fast-moving Information Age? If somewhat should
it be? When should information be private, when-should it'be
without cost, and how should freedom of information principles' be

applied? Is there a need fora national information policy and, if so,
what elements should it-include? Can we apply the principles of
public access to increase the free flow of information across national
borders and through the barriers of conflicting govArnmental
philosophies? ,

. V
s

.. .

A total of 806 delegatesand alternates were,among the 3,600
personsirom the United States and,abroad who participated in the .

White Ho'use Conference. The meeting drew theArgescattehdance of '
any White Ho Use Conference at one location, underlining the
importance of the issues and the widespread interest in keeping ideas

and initiatives alive.

i

Delegates approved a total of 64 resolutions-25 by voice
vote and 39 by paper ballot, The resolution& originated in 34 small
working groups. Delegates later refined them in sessions centered on
the Conference's five basic User-oriented themes: Library and
Information Services for 1) Personal Needs, 2) Lifelong Learning;
3) Organizations and the Professions; 4) Governing Society, and

.5) International Cooperation and Understanding. c4-

4,to The resolutions call for changes of many kinds but they clearly
set some major goals: to reshape library and information services to
serve the people in more useful way\ to maintain local control of
these services, and to insist on more aconomy and accountability
from the institutions that, provide the services.

ti.
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Resolutions urge libraries to take an increased role
A-4* in literacy training; in unproved access to information for
A-5 all, including ethnic minority groups, the blind, the

physically handicapped, and others who are not
adequately served. They favor increased activity by the

E-1 United States to encourage the free Ow of information
among nations. Many endorse the idea of the library as
both a total community information center and as an

A -3 independent learning center. Generally,,the resolutions
support the concept of the library as essential to a

B-1 civilized society, a concern that Government must view
with high priority in the decision-making process.
Delegates to the Conference also emphasized the
importance of technology and considered ways this
Nation can use it to improve information services to
users. They discussed and refined such concepts as the

B-10-16 linking of public telecommunications and the postal
C =12, service with a new, expanded role for libraries.

Participants presented their ideas not only in working
groups bat in Congressional and Conference hearings
open to delegates and others who wanted to express
their concerns.

U.S. Senator Claiborne Pell of Rhode Island and
U.S. Representative William D. Ford of Michigan, both
strong supporters of programs to improve library and
information services, acted as cochairmen of the
Congressional hearing they conducted at the Conference
site.

*Notations refer to resolutions recommending proposals
made in this ,report.

The idea for a White House Conference was first suggested in
,1957 by Channing Bete, Sr., a library trustee from Greenfield,
Massachusetts, at a meeting of the American Library Trustee
Assotiation, a division of the American Library Association.

As the idea gained acceptance, four presidents supported
actions that moved it forward. In 1966, President Lyndon B. Johnson

...appointed the National Advisory Commission on Libraries. In 1970,,
President Richard M. Nixon signed Public Law 91-345 establishing
the National Commission on Libraries and Information Science:as a
permanent, independent Federal. agency.

On December 31, 1974, President Gerald R. Ford signed
Public Law 93 -568, authorizing the White House Conference.
Presi ent Jimmy Carter declared support fOr the.Conference during
his pre ential campaign and, on'May 4, 1977, he sivd an
appropri tions bill which set aside $3.5 million to "plan and conduct
the Conference under the direction of the National Commission.

,s 18
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. The 28-member White House Conference Advisory
Committee, appointed by the President and Members of Congress,
assisted in planning the Conference. An Information Community
Advisory Committee, representing authorities on information services
in the Government, the private sector, universities, and research
organizations, also contributed ideas to the Conference planning

process.

In October 1978, Charle9 Benton was appointed by President
Carter as chairman of the National Commission and the White House
Conference. In February 1979, Marilyn Killebrew Gell was named
executive director of the White House Conference Staff which
coordinated the planning, and organIzation of the national meeting.

The planning, operation, and results of the Conference clearly
demonstrated the democratic process in action. Delegates represented
more than 100,000 people who participated at the State and local
level in 58 pre-Conferences, in the states, the Territories, the District
of Columbia, among American Indians,on or near reservations, and

within the Federal library community.

The goal of the Conference was to ensure a free and open
forum in which the participants themselves would play the leading
role in shaping the structure, concerns and final results.

Congressional hearings on the legislation authorizing the
Conference indicated that Congress wanted the meeting to be more
than a gathering of professional librarians. As a result, Conference
Planners at the national level asked the States to select delegates. to

their meetings so that one-third were 1114rarians and two-thirds were
citizens who are consumers of library and information services.

Delegate selection for ational meeting followed the same
rule. Thus, delegates to both state and Territory meetings, as well as
national Conference delegates, represented a wide cross section of

titmerican society. The number of delegates and alternates selected by
each pre-Conference resulted from a formula reflecting each State's

total representation in the United States Congress. The White House
Conference Advisory Committee chose another 105 persons to serve
as delegates-at-large, selecting individuals from groups that were
under-represented in the list of th7 State and Territory delegations.

- -The democratic.process of the Conference also was apparent
'in the drafting of the final rules. By Spring of 1979 many interested
people had proposed guidelines for these rules. Some reflected
consensus, others indicated conflicting Purposes.. 4
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A first draft of rules, attempting to represent fairly all points of
view; was produced, and appeared in the Federal Register on
September 13, 1979. In the weeks that followed, comments came
from hundreds of persons by letter, telephone, and mailgram,,and a

second revised draft appeared in the Federal Register on October 18,
1979; Final adoption of the rules came after a spirited two-hour
debate among the delegates on the opening night of the Conference
November 15, 1979..

Conference planners also reached out to associations,
government agencies, and private groups with an interest in library
and informatLon services, in the effort to open the debate to a wide
spectrum of issues and organized a series of five theme conferences.
These ,generated ideas to augment the resolutions and
recommendations approved by delegates to State, and Territory
meetings. These theme conferences addressed Federal Funding
Alternatives, the' Structure and Governance of Library Networks,
Libraries and Literacy, International Inform4tion Exchange, and New
Commuridcation and Information Technology.

The Conference staff, with the help of the American Society
for Information Science, also organized two planning meetings and
one post-Conference meeting on implementation,, bringing together
more thans6.Qcleaders of library and information services associations
and organizations.

Funding for the State and Territorial Conferences represented.a-
democratic sharing of responsibility betweei' State and Federal
Government. Partial funding for the pre-Conferences came friorn
Federal money administered by the National CoMmission on Libraries
and Information Science. The States and Territories contributed 45 to
64 percent of the money pay for these pre-Conferences according
to a formula based upon t eir populations.

during the Conference planning expertise and support came
from many different groups, both within and outsidewtovernment
Government organizations such as the Library of Congress, the
National Endowment for the Humanities, the National Science
Foundation, the Office of Education, the Departments of Commerce
and Defense, the Congress, a variety of library and information
services associations, private sector publishers, equipment
manufacturers, and other business interests. This cooperation between
the private sector and various government agencies w clearly

"evident in the tone and content of the final resolutionOof the
Conference fusing the grass roots concerns of the delegates with
national policy concerns.

20
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Information Center

The Future

f."

The Conference Information Center represented an excellent

example of cooperation between Government and the private sector

in building a model for blending effective traditional library
techniques with the leading edge of information technology. The

Center was a highly sophisticated combination of advanced
technology, providing immediate access to more than 100 data bases,
including the computerized catalog of the enormous book and
periodical collection of the Library of Congress. It enabled deleg es
and other participants in the Conference to retrieve information n .

nearly every conceivable subject, including what was occurring in
discussions elsewhere at the meeting.

......

k

The work of theConference is not finished; it is just
beginning. The Conference was e clear demonstration of the power
of participatory democracy: a gigantic town meeting where people

expressed their views and laid plans to transform the consensus' into
policy and law. Shaping its results into a new mission for library and'
information services for file 1980's and beyond calls for the
continuing participation and involvement of all concerned. A
Committee of the-Conference'telected by the delegates and
composed of ten persons already has met; and another National
Committee fig delegates from each Sta_te4s forming to,help carry on

1/4

the Conference's work.

This reportiricludes detailed elements of a Comprehensive

National Library and Information Services Program together with an

outline for a proposed NatiOnal Library and Informa4n Services Act.

These proposaiK and the Conference resolutions,'werrl to the White

House in March 1980. The President has appointed an inter-agency

task force to study them and make recommendations for action..

The role of the National Commission on Libraries,and
Information Science continues as a medigifor sand a broker'b(

con-tPting interests, as a catalyst to future activity for making
Conference results a reality, and, to provide a forum to coordinate

the views of all the constituencies which helped shipe the res,ults.

The challenge of using new ways and means to bring
information to people is enormous. It may even change the nature of

our society. What is certaip is that this challengeequires a new
course for library and information services through the coming
decades to -help preserve our democratic values and institutions. The

'National Commission w111 continue to help chart this course and

. -.stands ready to assist and advise the President ancrthe Congress in

serving our country's library nd information needs.

)
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A National Program

Elements of a
Comprehensive
Nation! Library and
Information Services
Program

.

peeting Needs

./

T. 4,
eg'

sr

A-1

A-1 1

A-1 ,A-3

-7 .

The White House Conference on Library and
Information Services reflected they diversity of our
citizenly and its needs. The Conference:constituted a
microcosm of all parts of our society. Delegates made
clear that they believed access to information is power,
and, that in our democratic society the people
themselves waht to decide how to use that power.

f
A free and open democratic society depends upon

the ability of its citizens to make fully informed decisions
about the choices that affect. their lives and their
communities.

People want accurate information to guide them
in making intelligent decisions about issues that concern
them. They want to know how to find the'government
services they need to solve their problems. They want
information on how to adapt to the rapid changes taking
place in their environment. They want to expand their
knowledge and range of choices through education.

Our citizensibgard free and full access to
information, especially information about public
processes, as a basic right. They believe that library and_
information services should Help to ensure this right.

Our society historically has been a harbor for
those who believe that different ethnic, religious, and
cultural groups can coexist within one Nation, can
enrich our common tradition without infringing on any

A-8 group's right to full freedom of expression, and can live
in harmony without censorship.

In recent yearsour citizens have insisted that they
want more community control over the government
programs that affect them, so that they can exercise more
control over the services they support with their taxes.
Delegates to the While House Conference demonstrated

0
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Rapid Changes \
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New Legislation

18

24

A-9

their belief in this principle when they passed a
resolution calling for a National Information Policy
"which shall include provisions which ensure 1.3631-
control.of community libraries and information services,';

Library and information services are experiencing rapid
expansion and change. The pacetf change is certain fo increase
during thecoming decade. The information explosion, which really
became evident in the 1960's, has-accelerated with the fast
development of new and cost-effective technologies. EConomic
06er.tainties coupled with changing social conditions have added
burdenso library and information services that they cannot-bear
without Federal assistance. Federal action is'necess to' strengthen
and assist local and statewide planning, to coordi ate ores nt a
services for maximum effectiveness, a,nd to meet the needs f many
sectorsof our population for new services and facilities.

Legislation suited to library and information services needs
mustTgrow out of the values and principles that are the foundation of
these services. The legislation of the 1960's and the 1970's is no
longer adequate to meet citizens' heeds in the coming decade.
Congress already has recognized the importance of statewide
planning and or the community base for the provision of effective
library and-information services.

Three major Federal aograms now provide assistance to
libraries in the United States: Title II of the Higher Education Act; the
Library Services and Construction Act (LSCA),; and Title IV-B of the

., Elementary and Secondary Education /Kt. The services of the Library
of Congress, the National Library of Medicine, the National 4

Agricultural Library, other Federal libraries, and the U.S. Government
Printing Office, also are important to library service and resource
sharing throughout the Nation. Federal Government research,
publishing programs, communications regulation, and other services
affect library and information services in every community.

A National Library and Information Services Act is needed.
The Act should result from a review of the current Library Services
and Construction Att, the recommendations of the White House

Theon Library and Information Services, and other proposals.
The Act shothestablish'a new statement of purpose for Federal
action in this,,tartfi and authorize support for new and evolving
functisint-thdOnoclern library and information services should
perform.



A National Program

A comprehensive Natiohal Library and Information SerAces
Program requires a variety of legislative and administrative actions.'
No single piece Of legiSlation can be the appropriate vehicle for all
of these actions, Many other Federal, State and local initiatives are.
necessary. The following is an outline of those elements that
delegates4o the White House Conference believe are essential to a
Comprehensive NationalLibrary and information Services Program.
The ideas that follqw represent concerns delegates expressed at the
Conference. In most cases the language follows the wording of the
Conf,efenc,e resolutions. The potations on. the left side.of the margin
indicate the resolutions that.egiress the ideas:

B-1'

I. National Leadership Support.

1. Establish the position of an Assistant Secretary for
Library and Information Service's in the new
Department of Edttcation.

F71,F-2, , 2. Maintain the National Commission on Libraties and

F-5,F-6 Information SCience as an independent Federal
agency. /

1

A-T0,6 -4 t,3. ,Strengthen the role of the Libilry of Congress as a

C-1.4.D-1 National Library.

F-3 4. Cdnvene a White HousE(Conference on Library and
Information Services every decade.

'II. National Library and Information Services Resources 'in

the Public and Private Sectors'

A-5 1. ,Improve access to National Library and Information
Services, using national collections°, and by
strengthening nationwide networks-for-building and
sharing library and information services resources,

C -2 2. Develop a national periodicals system, with funding
to establish services and facilities that promote
efficient access to periodical and journal resources.

8-6
C

3. Develop an equitable, reasonable pricing structure for
Federal documents,'and expand the system of Federal,

depository libraries to ensure availability of
Government information to all people of the Nation.

C -12 4. Develop a national information policy that
encourages interconnecting networks, fosters service
In all States and Territories, and invites all

'telecommunication services to provide services to
.homes-L businesses, agenCies, and libraries of all tyi:res.

19
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D-1 5.1stablisha National.t_ibrary Service for the Hearing-
Impaired as anew unit of the Library of Congress,
with appropriate additional funding.

D-2 6. 'Enact National Indian Omnibus Library legislation,
that will provide assistance for developing libiary and
information services'on all Indian reservations,
appropriately tied into State and national netcyorks.

7: Establish..a program to assist the United States
Territories in strengthening their information systems
to Meet their own locally identified needs!

'A-12 8. Increase the Nation's access to law library and
information s'eNices and improve resources for them.

B-10 9. Assure timely and adequate statistical data collection
and dissemination to evaluate library and information
services.

III. Community Library and Inforrnation Services.

A-1,A-5, .1.

A-6,A-13
A-4

A-5,D-1

C -13 -

41,

2.

Devel9p libraries as community cultural, educational,
and informaticin institutions, with special efforts from
the.United States Department of Education to reduce
illiteracy, and to encourage development of
information and refekral services.

I

Develop. or extfaanii programs for special users such .

as: children and youth, the aged, the home-bound,
the institutionalized (including those in correctional
institutions), racial and ethnic minprities, the deaf, the
blind, and Other phYsicallyliandicapped; the
emotionallY disturbed, the mentally retarded, the
illiterate, the semi-literate and, non-English speaking
groups, and other groups not now adequately served,

3. Encourage cooperation among libraries of all types,
and between libraries and 'other institutions, in
meeting corrunity educational and information
needs.

A-6 4. Increase awareness of library' and infortnatiori services
through public informatiort,,and instruction in the use
of library and information resources.

C-3 - 5. Support Federal' ernment programs that entourage
limprOYed schooJ ' public library cooperative
services, and\the setting of guidelines for establishintk2..
p sehoOl library ip-every.school.

26 .46
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IV. Statewide Library and Information Services.

A-4,A-6 1. Strengthen State Library Agency leadership and

B-7,C-2, development.
C-15

C-2 2. Support the building and improving of State,
multi-State, regional and nationwide networks for
improving library and information resource sharing.

C-1,C-9 '3. Support the research, development, and application of
new technologies for the improvement of library and
information services.

V. International Library and Information Services.

C-1,C-14 1. Eliminate international barriers to the exchange of

D-3,E-1 library aerials and information to encourage
internatiaal data flow under appropriate guidelines.

C-1,C-14

E-3 3. Convene an international Conference on library and
information services.

2. Provide support for the development and adoptioWof
national and international standards.

VI. Education and Training.

A-5,C-15, 1. Strengthen personnel development and training for
D-4,E-1 library and information services.

C-17' 2. Enact a Federal program for a State Library Leadership
and Development title that provides matching funds
enabling State Library Agencies to pay the costs of
hiring traveling specialists for library and information
services to adults, young people, and children.

C-18 '3. Restore and increase Federal funding for library

r, education research, continuing education, and
demonstration projects to'prep are. graduates to cope
with the changing informati& needs of society.

A-6 4. Train library and information services professionals in
human relations, the effective use of public relations
techniques, and marketing techniques to increase the
public usage of library and information services. ;

A-13 5. Provide training for library trustees to strengthen the
provision of public library services.

2?
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VII. Research,Idevelopment and technological applications
affecting library and information services.

B-10 1. Support grants to institutions of higher education and
other public or private agencies, ihstitutions and
organizations for research and demonstration projects
to improve library and information services.

C-4 2. Evaluate the economic, social, and political
consequences of informatn and data processing
technology so that public, and private efforts can use
this technology for the benefit of all.

C-6 3. Encourage cooperation among institutions for the
efficient delivery of information technology, especially
computer and communications teChregy, irrthe
exchange, and delive y of information, and develop
the necessary softwar ackages to achieve these ,

goals.

VIII. Technical Assistance for Library and Information
Services.

B-5 1. Enact legislation restoring tax incentives for authors
and artists that encourages the donation to libraries of
manuscripts and creative works in aft formats.

C-9 '2. Recommend manufacturing standards for library and
information services resources aimed at preserving
materials which have archivakalue.

B-13 3. Classify independent libraries in the Internal Revenue
Code as.educational institutions exempt from taxes if
they are fully open to the public.

C-12 4. Encourage the increased use of satellite
communication, video techniques, and cable
television in the expansion. of library and information
services.

C-1 5. Adopt a policy which would encourage individuals,
organizatioyis, and agencies creating documents,
books, ancrother information, to prepare these
materials in machine-readable form to reduce
retrospective conversion.

C-7 6. Coordinate Federaf programs thieuse and develop
technology for information storage and retrieval, and
ensure that the public will have access to Federal
da a bases, and other library and information
ma rials except when personal privacy or national,
sec rity is jeopardized.

28
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'C-9 7. Provide Federal, State, and local funds to continue
assessments of individual library needs and,to ensure
that deterioration of current collections is halted now
before unique and valuable library materials are lost.

IX. Funding.

B-3 1 Fund fully the library and information services,
programs authorized under the Higher Education Act
and the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, '

-and, until it is replaced by the proposed National
Library and Information Services Act, the Library
Services and Construction Act.

B-4 2. Increase funding for the National Endowment for the
Arts, the National Endowment for the Humanities,
and the National Historical Publications and Records
Commission, and increase particip4tion on the part of
libraries in these important prograrnis.

B-14 3 Establish special Federal postal and
telec'Ommunications rates which will facilitate the
sharing of resources and information between
libraries, educational institutions, and non-pro-fit
information agencies, especially for remote areas in
the United States and Territories.

B-2 X. Enact the Proposed National Library and Information
Services Act.

r ts
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Legislative. Outline

The Proposed National
Library and
Information Services
Act

Purposes of a New
Legislative Ad and the
Leadership Necessary to

.Administer It

01.

The following legislative outline brings together those
elements, described in the previous section, appropriate for
consideration as a single piece of legislation to:replace the Libra'ry
Services and Construction Act which expires in 1982.

The purpose of this legislation is to ensure that library and
information services are adequate to meet the informational, cultural,
educational, and personal development needs of the people of the
United States. It addresses cost-effectiv e resource sharing, community
library services, linkage of library services to programs of other public
gencies, development of library Services to meet special user needs,
tate library agency leadership and-development, and programs that

assist people in effective lifelong use of library and information
resources. The Act builds on accomplishments in library services and
or interlibrary cooperation under the Library Services and
Construction Act and other library and information services
legislation, and assures effective cooperation between State and
Federal governments-!

Because of the chang4ng character of our library and
information services, and other cultural and educational institutions,
and because of the increasing ov,erlap of information and cultural
programs and interests, an Office of Assistant Secretary for Library
and Information Services should be part of the Department of
Education. The Office of the Assistant Secretary should serve as a
central contact and coordination point for Federal programs affecting
public, school, and postsecondary libraries and other information
resources and services, as well as archives, museums, historical
associations, and public telecommunications. Under the supervision
of thee Sec r ry, the Assistant Secretary shall:

**S 4

A-6 1. Coordinate programs and information concerning
these institutions;

B-1 2. Administer programs of formula grants to States and
Territories for. such institutions;

A-2,B-1' 3. Make. recommendations about Federal policies
ffecting such institutions and act as an advocate for

the nationwide interests of library, information, and
cultural services institutions;' -

B-1\0,E-1, 4. CondUct studies to provide information fOr decisions
Ez-2-Th about such services at national and international

levels;

31 27
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B-3 5. Direct guidelines for research and demonstration
projects in this area;

C-18 6. Collect and disseminate information about librari, and
information science education and training.

7. Initiate cooperative programs with other agencies
dealing with library and information services; and

B-10 8. Assure timely and adequate statistical data collection
and dissemination to evaluate library and information
services.

As an advocate, the Assistant Secretary shall"seek to expand
and enhance the role of library, information, and cultural services. T
contribute to the financial stability of library, information, and
cultural services the Assistant Secretary shall work with the
appropriate authorities to:

A-4,A-11- 1. Stimulate cooperation between different 'institutions
A-6,B-8 and organizations in working together and sharing
C-2 resources more effectively to meet citizens' library,

information, and cultural needs;

A-4,A-6 2. Require Federal agencies and recipients of Federal
C-11 grants to use existing libraries and information

services to provide information to citizens;

B-6 3. Maintain subsidies to ensure reasonable Federal
publication purchasing costs, and increase the
number of available depositories for Federal
documents;

A-10,B-4, 4. Strength n the Library of Congress in its role as a
C-14,D-1 1 nations ibrary resource;

B-5 5. Change the Federal tax structure to encourage gifts to
libraries by authors and artists;

B-8,C-1 6. Eliminate international barriers to the exchange of
t-14,E-1 library materials and information to encourage .

transnational data flow, and provide support for the
development and adoption of national and
international standards.

The speciik-provisions of the titles,under this act addressfirst,
the most effective access to national library and information
resources; second, access at the community level; third, access at the
State level; fourth, provision of library and information services to __

Indians on or near reservations; and fifth, education and research
needed to support provision of services at all levels.

32
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Title I. Improved
Access to Library and
Information Resources
Through Interlibrary
Cooperation and
Network Support

ft

Funds appropriated to the States and to the Department of
Education (ED) under this title are to be used to: 1) develop.and
operate interlibrary and inter-institutional systems and networks to
improve access to dispersed library and information resources;
2) apply new technologies, from the computer and communication
sciences, such as satellite transmission, expanding use of cable, and
increasingly sophisticated datg bases, for more efficient use and

. delivery of resources; 3) improve access to advanced research
capable of increasing productivity and solving emerging problems.

A-4,A-6

c

The purpose of this title is threefold: 1) to provide
incentives for sharing information and resources through
cooperative arrangements; 2) to reduce disparities among
regions; amend, 3) make information resources available to
more people more economically. Federal actions needed
in this area are:

1. Approve regulations and requirements for Federal
agencies and recipients of Federal grants, to use
libraries to provide information; continuing and
vocational education, and literacy education for
citizens.

A-10,B-4, 2. Strengthen the Library of Congress in its role as a
C-14,D-1 national library resource;

C-2 3. Create a national periodicals system to achieve_more
effective access to periodical and journal resources;

E-1- 4. Encourage transnational data flow for reducing
international barriers to the exchange of library
materials and information and support development
and adoptipn of national and international standards;

B-3,8-16 5. Reduce postal and telecommunication rates for the
exchange of library and information services.

Federal funds, incentives, and program initiatives
in cooperation with the States also are needed to
improve community and statewide access.tb library and
information services.

PART A. LASIC GRANTS

States shall receive such sums as may be
necessary, with allocations to be made up of a base
grant, plus additional funds based on populalion figures

--,--from-the-fatest-avaitable census data. Expenditure of
funds would be in accordance with a State plan
including but not limited to:

33 .
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C-2 1. Planning, development and maintenance of
bibliographic access, communications, and delivery
systems on an intrastate, statewide, regional, and
natior4Lbasis,'to facilitate sharing of library
resources;

ti A-10,B-11, '2. Financial assistant for collection maintenance and
C-2 development inclir ing the acquisition and

development of data bases, in major net ork resource
libraries identified in the, State plan, inclu ing major
urban resource libraries, major academic li raries,
and, where appropriate, privately funded li ary
collections which are heavily used as librar
resources by public libraries in the State;N,

A-11,C-2 .3. Demonstration, establishment, developrrlent, and
maintenance of interinstitutional information delivery
systems man intrastate, statewide, regional, and
national basis.

A -1 1,C -2 4. Demonstration, establishment, development, and
maintenance of intrastate multi -type library systems,
where appropriate, including financial assistance for
such systems based upon the State network
development plan, adopted standards, and formula;

A-10,C-2 5. Participation in multi-State library networks when
such participation is the most feasible-mechanism for
sharing resources and services;.

6. Participation in international library networks when
such participation is the most feasible mechanism for
sharing resources and services; and

C-8 7. Purthase and use of equipment and software needed'
to support such activities, including such items as
computer terminals, video equipment, rapid copy
transmitters, micro-format equipment, etc., to be used
in libraries and information services agencies
participating in resource sharing. Funds would not be
expended for books and other library mategals.

A-10 J Not .less than fifteen percent of the Title I
appropriation shall be reserved to the Department of
Education (ED) for grants to multi-State networks,`
consortia, and Agencies for programs such as system
development, research, operationY, and capital costs. A
portion of these funds would be used for research and
network development, including library based
information transfer and electronic home delivery
programs, in cooperation with the private sector.

34

PART B.fADMINISTRATION t)F FUNDS

States shall use not more than five percent of the
funds received under this title for strengthening the
capacity of the State's Library Administrative Agency.
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`Title 11. Public Library
Services

ti

PART \. BASIC GRANTS

A-6,A-5 Grants shall be made to the States for further
a development and maintenance of public library systems

and services. Grants shall be such sums as may be
necessary, with allocations to be made up of a base
grant, As additional funds based oripopulation figures
from the latest available census data. Expenditure of.
funds shall be for the provision, extension and
improvement of public librakservices within a State .

Plan, withodistribution taking into consideration the
adequacy of public library services in geographical areas,
and for groups of persons in the State, including criteria
designed to assure equal access to all publicly held
information fOr all citizens, and that priority will be given

B-3,B-9 to programs or projects'whiCh serve urban and rural
areas with,high concentrations of low-income families,
and to programs and projects,';which serve,areas with
high concentrations of persons who are functionally
illiterate and persons of limited English-speaking
proficiency.

A-6,A-5

A-1 0,B-1 0

PART B. COMMUNITYROGRAM DEVELOPMENT'
...-

Grants shall be made tb the States for programs in
which library services are linked tb the educational;
cultural, and informational programs of: public agencie5
(Social Security Administration, Postal Service,
Departments of Labor and Commerce! etc.); public
teledornmunications;' museums; arts groups;, literacy
programs and services of formal and informal continuing
adult education; archives and historical agencies;
schools; community collegfrs; counseling centers;
information and referral programs; and other public and
private agencies. Grants shall be such sums as may be
necessary, with allocations to be made up of a base
grant, plus additional funds based on population figures
,from the latest available census data. State expenditures
would be made.within a State plan.

V

. Not less than fifteen percent of tie funds shall be
reserved to the Department of-Education for direct grants
for programs with national or multi -State benefits,
including demonstration progranis.

PART C. ADMINISTRATION OF FUNDS

States shall use not more than five percent of the
funds received and his title for strengthening the
capacity athe State's library Administrative Agency.

31
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Title Ill. Statewide
Leadership in
Deyelopment of
Public Services

32

C-17
.

Grants shall be Made to tfie Stater to Assure State
Library agency leadership and innovation in library
services to the public based on a, State plan. Gran,ts to
States under this Title shall be used fOr:

A-6 1. Aclministerin State plans submitted and approveth.
under this Act cludingobtaining the services of
consultants); o 4

,2. Statewide planning for.and evaluation of library andA-6

21.

information services;

3. Furnishing statewide library and information services
to complement and support community services;

B-3 4. Necessary research and demonstration Orojects;

A-6 5, Dissemination of information about library and
information services to increase public awareness and
encouragencourage professional education t nd training;

A-6 6. The activities'of necessary adv"isory groUps and panels
to assist the State's library administrative-agency in
carrying out its functions under this Title;

Strengthening the capacity Of State library
administrative agencies -to Teet tkie needs of the
people of the States; and 4

C-9 , 8. Preservation of historical r.ecords and dolsoments..

A-6 . - Statestshall establish State.Advisory Councils on
Library and Information Services, with members
appointed by the Governors,' which will include citizen
representatives of.the indigenous,populations of the
State. Non-library ands information services
representatives'shall make up at leapt two-thirds of the
membership' of the Advisory Cotincil.

ti

PART,A. STATE LIBRARY AGENCY LEADERSHIP AND
DEVELOPMENT

*
Grants shall be made to the States to strengthen

the Stite Library agencyln library and information
services development and coordination,including

work with academic,,puWic, school,
es, Statewide and regional- services,

luation, coordination with regional,
ational networks, cOntinuiRg education
me'nt, provision of technicarassistance

consultation a
.. and special libra

planning and.ev
C-2, multi -State and
A-1 3,A-1 7 and staff develo

36
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Title IV. 'Library and
Information Services
to Indians On, or Near
Reservations

64

including that in work with children, young adults, and
adults...Expenditure shall be within a State plan. States
shall-receive such sums as may be necessary, with
atrocations to be made up of a base grant, plus
additional fundi" based on population figures from the
latest available census data.

PART,B. SPECIAL USER NEEDS .

A-5,D-1, Granjs shall be made to the States for
D-4 development and maintenance of library and information

services.and,facilities renovations, designed to meet the
special nee.k-Of such persq,ns as: the blind,.deaf, and
physically handicapped, persoDconfined in mental and
general hospitals, correctional facilities and other
publicly supported institutions; children and' adults who
are economically, educationally, or otherwise,
disadvantaged; developthentdlly disabled persons; and
persons whose primary language is other than English.
States shall receive such sums as may be necessary, with
allocations fo be made up of a base grant, plus
additional funds based on population figures, from the
latest available census data. Expenditures shall be made
within a State plan. I

PART C. LIBRARY AWARENESS AND USER
INSTRUCTION

A-6,A-13 Grants shall be made to the States to develop
comprehensive programs of public information and
instruction in the use of library and information,
resources. Programs shall be developed in accordance
with a State plan. These shall ini%olve all typis of
libraries, educational institutions, and voluntary groups.
States shall receive such sums as may be necessary, with
allocations to be made up of a-baseorant, plus
additional funds based pn population figures from the
latest available census data. Expenditures shall be made
within a State plan.

D-2 Grants shall be made to the U.S. Department of
Interior's Center for Information and Library Services to
support, develop, and,operate library and infogpation
services in Indian country*.

,

*Definition of Indian country, 18 United States Code
.1151: Except as otherwise provided in section 1154
and .1156 oIthis title, the term "Indian country," as
used in this chapter means:
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1. all land within the limits of any Indian reservation
under the jurisdiction of the United States
Government, notwithstanding the issuance of any
patent, and including rights-of-way running through

at the reservation,

2. all depqndent Indian communities within the borders
of the United States, whether within the original or
subsequently acquired Territory thereof, and whether
withinOr without the limits of a State, and

3. all Indian allotments, the Indian tribes to which have
not been extinguished, including rights-of-way
running through the same. ,

01.

C-15,C-16, PART A. EDUCATION AND TRAINING

B-10 Grants shall be made to institutions of higher
education, and library organizations or agencies so that
they may prepare and continually educate library and
information profesisjonals to serve manyliverse user
groups through 'developing such skills as needs
assessment, utilization of dafa bases, and use of other
new technologies and relevant techniques.

PART B. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Grants shall be made to, and contracts with
institutions of higher educition and other public or
private agencies, institutions and organizations for
research and demonstration projects related to:

C-4 1. Evaluation of the economic, social and political
consequences of information and data Processing
technologies so thatpublic and private efforts may
employ these technologies for the benefit of all;

tar
C-7,C-10 Inter-institutional cooperation in the delivery of

information;

C-6 3. Application of information technologies, especially
computer and communication. technologies, in the
exchange and delivery of information;

C-1 4. The development of necessary software packages;

C-9 5. The.development and application of techniques for
preservation of library and information resources;

38
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C-8 6. The development of standards for hardware and
software compatibility of computer and
communications nthworks, and machine - readable
information, and such other standards as may be
necessary.

B-8 PART C. NATIONAL CLEARINGHOUSES

44)

7

The department of Education shall establish a
national clearinghouse to assist the libraries and
information centers of the United States in the sharing
and exchange of useful information with similar agencies
in other nations.

z
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Resolutions

Introduction The 64 resolutions contained in this report represent the
principal work and expression of the hundreds of delegates tp the
White House Conference on Library and Information Services. In
preparation` for this Conference, 58 conferences w organized to
ensure all citizens and residents of the United States and Territories
an opportunity to express their concerns and to provide their ideas on
the agenda and structure of the Conference.

Delegations met in 49 of the50 States, in the U.S. , Territories
of American Samoa, Guam, the Northern Mariana Islands, Puerto
Rico, the Trust Territories of the Pacific Islands, the U.S. Virgin
Islands, and the District of Columbia. American Indian citizens living
on or near reservations and Federal librarians also gathered in
separate meetings to define their concern's. Conference planners
conducted five topical,conferences which dealt with library and
information services and funding, resource sharing, literacy,
technology, and international informatiffn exchange. More than 50
professional societies and associations submitted formaksstatements
and concerned citizens from all walks of life sent hundreds of letters
expressing their views on issues the Conference should address.

All of these sources generated approximately 3,000 resolutions
and recommendations which provided the basis for the analysis that
resulted in the structure of the Conference. The Conference was
organized so that each delegate could selet and concentrate on
policy issues in one of the five major themes: Library and Information
Services for: 1) Personal Needs; 2) Lifelong Learning; 3)
Organizations and the Professions; 4) Governing Society_and 5)
International Cooperation and Understanding.

A set of Rules; approved by the delegates, guided.the
Conference procedures. These Rules organized Conference delegates
into 34 different work groups, each with about 20 members. Each
work group addressed policy issues in one of the_five major theme
areas. The work of all groups in a givell theme areatwas consolidated
during its theme session. The work groups drafted resolutions, then
presented them in each of the theme sessions for discussion and
voting. In_turn4be_priority resolutions from each theme session went
before the entire delegate bpdy for consideration in the general
sessions.

To expedite the flow of resolutions from `the' work groups
through the theme sessions to the general session, the delegates
selectectResoleitions Committees. Each theme area had.a Resolutions
Committee comprised of one member from each work group. The
five Resolutions Committees, in turn, selected ten delegates who
served as the CO,nference Resolutions Committee.

The work groups de\reloPed hundreds of resolutions. Delegates
advanced other resolutions by petition. At the final general session of
the.Conference, delegates considered the resolutions in two ways.
The priority resolutions advanced from the theme sessions were
reviewed and voted upon at the generaFession.,All resolutions
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cleared by petition were introduced at the general session; those
receiving a two-thirds vote in favor of consideration were debated
and voted by the delegates. Othet resolutions advanced from the
theme sessions were voted on by paper ballot at the, conclusion of
the final general session.

Under the conference Rules and through action taken at the
general Conference session,. the Resolutions Committee was
reconstituted as the "Committee of the Conference" and was
authorized to prepare the final report of the Conference resolutions.
The committee met in Chicago on January 5, 1980 to review action
taken at the Conference and to prepare the final report of the
Conference resolutions.

oThis report includes 64 resolutions. Twenty-five of these were
adopted at the final general session of the Conference; 39 were
apptoved by paper ballot. The resolutions ark presented under six
general topic headirigs for ease in understariding the total Conference
product. In each topic, those reso'utions adopted at the genbral
session appear first and those approved under paper ballot, second.
The resolutions are not ranked in order of importance. Neither the
delegates nor the Resolutions Committee indicated any ranking.
Because the paper ballot was prepared before the final Conference'
session, some items included in the paper ballOt had already been
acted upon at the general session. The Resolutions Committee has
removed any duplicate resolutions and tried to assure that' each of the
resolutions that follow is unique.

This cepoitpresents the major action of the White House
Conference on Library and Information Services. These 64 resolutions
represent an 'exceptional effort completed within a three-day period
by more than 650 delegates who came from all parts of the United
States. Although they had never worked together as a delegate bddy
before, the delegates labored in work groups, theme sessions and
general sessions to provide this impdrtant expression of policy
directions for the future of library and information services for this
Nation.
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The First
Amendment and
Public Issues
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J 4

WHEREAS, a free, democratic society depends on a fully informed
citizenry, and

WHEREAS, all persons must be provided information which is
objective and reliable, and

.WHEREAS, presently available community services deigned to
provide information to people are often underutilized, and

WHEREAS, public libraries cari play a vital role in providing
information services both to citizens and to their government
officials, ancj

WHEREAS, an people with day-to-day problems or crises need a
readily available, source of pertinent inforMation,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the White House Conference on
Library and Information Services affirms its support for the first'
amendment to the Constitution of the United States of America
which guarantees freedom of inquiry, freedom to read, freedom
to publish, and free and full access to information, especially
information' about public processes, and that these freedoms are
essential to the maintenance of free libraries and informational
services, and

. st

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVhD, that libraries should promote and make
=

available information services on public issues for all segments
of the community:

1) by acquisition of materials that present various side's of
controversial issues;

2), by supporting discussions and forums on issues;

by publicizing widely that these opportunities for
community discussions are available; and

4) by educating public officials on the availability and use of
information resources; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that*Federal funding of incentive grants
be made available to libraries to serve as information and referral,
centers in cooperation with other community.and educational
organizations, and

Bell- FURTHER RESOLVED, that an aggrssive public awareness
effort bpstablished to promote the utilization of libraries as
information and referral .centers.

l

3

,-

1.-

Approved in General Session i...
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/-
National
InfOrmation

A-2

WHEREAS, a free democratic society depends on a fully infOrmed
citizenry, and

WHEREAS, all citizens must be provided information which is
objective, timely and reliable, and

WHEREAS, no citizen.should be restricted from access to information
by the imposition of fees,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that a National Information Policy be
studied and implemented'which would:

1) guarantee all citizens equal and full access to publicly .

funded library and information services; and

\ 2) ensure that government agencies at all levels work togetle
to make available all new and existing library and
information services to the maximum extent possible; and

3) protect the privacy of all segYnents of our society including
personal privacy, economic privacy and national security;
and

4) reaffirm the tradition of local control over the selection and
purchase of library materials.

Nations Policy for
Free Acce s

A-3

WHEREAS, information in a free society is ibasic right of any
individual, essential for all persons, at all age levels and all
economic and social levels, and

WHEREAS, publicly supported libraries areinfitutions of eduCation
for democratic living and exist to provide information for all,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the White House Conference on
Library and Information Services hereby affirms that all persons
should have free access, without charge or fee to-the individual,
to information in public and publicly supported libraries, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the White.House Conference on
Library and Information Services advocates the formation of a
National Information Policy to ensure the right of access without

, charge or fee to the individual to all public and publicly
supported libraries for all persons.

r

Literacy WHEREAS, there is a serious illiteracy problem in the United States,
and .. ,

A-4
,

..-,

WHEREAS, libraries and infofmation centers can be in6easingly
important to the solution of this problem,

Approved in General Session
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THE FORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the United States Department of
Education implement or expand literacy programs at the
community level, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that such - programs should specifically
fund library and information agencies that are capable of
implementing these programs, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOINED, that States shall:

1) ...identify the functionally illiterate adult and out- of -\hool
youth population;

2) identify effective education andlibrary adult literacy
programs;

3) identify localities not now offering adult literacy pograms;

4) coordinate relevant existing education and library programs;
and

5) planand implement adult literacy and out-of-school youth
programs in communities where they do not exist, and
include materials and space for tutorial programs in
libraries; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that under the United States Department
of Education, States shall encourage a cooperative effort among
public educational agericies, libraries and private' nonprofit
organizations with functionally illiterate adults and gut-of-school
youth participating in the planning,process and that the funding
for such programs shall be the responsibility of State and Federal

governments-.

Acces ikirary
and 1 formation
Servi es

A-5

WHEREAS, libraries and information services are obligated to reach

out.to all persons, and ti

WHEREAS, access to accurate and'timely information is essential to
personal needs, and

WHEREAS, libraries often do not reach out to persons who require.
their services, and

WHEREAS, special populations such as children and Youth, the aged,
home-bound, institutionalized (including correctional
institutions), racial and ethnic minorities, those in divergent
geographic areas, the deaf, blind, and other physically
handicapped, the emotionally disturbed, the mentally retarded,
the multiple handicapped, those gifted, illiterate and semi-literate,
non-English speaking groups and other groups are not now
adequately served, and

Approi/ed in General Session
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2

WHEREAS, in- service training, training standards for library
professionals, job retraining for users and potential users should
be made adequate, and

WHEREAS, Federal regulations frequently restrict the right of access
to library materials purchased with Federal funds, and ,

WittREAS, such restriction! hinder the sharing of resources of, rious
types, and

WHEREAS, current funding is not cost-effective and promotes the
overlapping and duplication of services,

THEREFORE BE IT VESOLVED that barriers to such services whether
legal, fiscal, technical, a itudinal, environmental, cultural,
geographic or.othEil st be eliminated, and that physical
facilities and staff must be capable-of providing services tb all
segments of society, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that Federal legislation be enacted to
guarantee the right of equal access to all publicly-held
information for all citizens, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that institutions educating libra and
informational services practitioners assume responsibility
address the needs. of said consumes through their-4raining and
education, and that guidelines by apprOpriate governmental
leaders establish standards of in-service training and that training
standards for library professionals be implemented without delay,
and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that a national public policy fo promote
univers., library and information services be adoptd,,and

.
BE IT FURI- RESOLVED, that cess restrictions be removed from- ,

librey materi44 purchased with Federal funds, and
s.,,, - e.

BE-IT FUlili4,ERoi'RESOLVEp, that all learners, regardless of age, .

residence (including institutions), race, disability, ethnic or
cultural background, should have continuing access to the

. information and material- nec ssary to cope with the increasing
complexity of our changing s I, economic, and techndlogical,
environment, and

,BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that assistance be provided.to establish
. or sustain libraries and other information centers in'the United

States and all States that wish to provide service at centers for
independent learning bringing such services to those not now
served, all with the cooperation of agencies, libraries and
centers, and

Approved in General Session,
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0

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that sUch.alcess programs be.ftunded
adequately by FederaleState,apd local agencieswith.public
participation, under guidelines established try appropriate
governmental legislation; and

BE ITJURTHER ,RESOLVED, that library services be extended-to
..Include persons in korectional institutions and persons in

institutions for(.the'disabsled,,

, .

Public Awareness WHEREAS, libraries, in general; experience a low profile in
communities across-the United States, and

A-6 0 , N. IP- . :

WHEREAS, the public is not aware of services offered, and more
. _

1-.
specifically, °SPetial constitttenciesidentified as non-users or

3
underserveddo-not enjoy-ccessibility to libraries due to the
lack of information provided them with respect to services
available,. (c. help rrwet their needs, and

WHEREAS,' involvement of al aspects'of the community in evaluating
and assessing the needs o tie- entire cornmunity is necessary,

'i- ;'.4 bin only is possible through. inheased public awareness of ,

services provided, and' ."

-WHEREAS, it is recognized thatr5o cisizens lack skills and
+$ aptitudes= aptitudes necessary fo function, and take advantage of services

-...-,,,Vff9red, and
ti a I' t...

r '.=',1

WO i'sS,:,,effective,awar essvograms will provide opportunities
foqrign-users andun r-served,. citizens to assist ih needs °

; .assesitlient programs, a ' .

WHEREAS, librgries argial:;le training that can help,t8
alleviate sociaLmisco,nceptions relative to racism; ethnocentrism
and the lack hderstandipg as it relates to the realities of
handicap' ethni acktrounds and'other situations common to
special cdnstitikkg,cies,'ancl.

4

' WHEREAS, libraries. Aei.to!recognize that public awareness can:

1) increase t olitict.p:vver ttf library - related entities;

2) allovii all,citize totalVe43nd solve iriclividual, social, and
cultural needsr

3). prepare society, in gene a to effectively deal with change;
411 d ,41

4) stimulate cultuial adVancement and inclusiveness,

of

4

Approved intLeneral Session
'49
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THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that in order to accommodate a 'I-
desired increase in public awareness, the following activities,
projects and proposals should be undertaken:

1) development and implementation of an aggressive,
comprehensive, nationwide public awareness campaign,
coordinated at the Federal level, and involving the
followint:

a) a library administration office in the United States..----
Department of Education;

b) State library agencies;

c) local library units;

.d) academic "' and research libraries, special and privately'
funded libraries, and school libraries;

e) national, State and local Friends of the Library groups;.

f) the American Library Association and other
library-related organizations;

g) national,-State and local organizations reprikentative of
all segments of society;

h) , adopting a library symbol for the Nation to be
disseminated nationally;

i) informing the public about existing library and
information services which are needed but
unavailable;

2) implementation of model or demonstration projects to be
- administered and developed by libraries, in concert with

community organizations dealing with effective public
arreness programs;

3) the assimilation of libraries into broad-based community
projects and programs utilizing the most-effective means of
creating public awareness of libraries to all segments of the
community;

4) establishment of a policy requiring thatlibrarfes requesting
Federal monies include effective and viable public
awareness programs and activities to publicize programs to
intended service recipients;

5), training of professionals in human relations, effective use of
public relations, and marketing techniques necessary to
increase public usage of library services; ;

6) provision for national, regional, State and local planning
L_J consultants and specialists to be.made available to local

libraries when needed, in order to increase effectiveness of
existing and proposed programs;

.7) promotion and encouragement of cooperation with
v%lunteer organizations and 4.se of trained volunteters;

1.

Approved in General Session.
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8) for/nation of planning grbups reflective of
communitiesspecifically, those segments that are
underserved or unservedto initiate needs assessment and
to assist in the devejopment of programs to effectively meet
those needs;

9) utilization of all local, State, regional and national agencies,
organizations, and groups representative of special
constituencies in attaining necessary support, political
power and, simultaneously, provkding an instrument for
further assessment and increasing awareness, and

Alp
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the kinds allocated to each State for

the administration of library programs be increased by a fixed
percentage to be allocated to a professional public information
program using multimedia to be jointly sponsored by State
library associations and State library agencies and that the State
library agencies will administer the funds, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that in order to adequately plan these
programs, there should be a statewide planning commit4ee
appointed by the governor with two-thirds lay members and
one-third librarians and trustees, coordinated at the national level
through a public relations arm of the Office of Library and
Information Services Under an Assistant Seretary of Education
and national professional organizations should be involved.

1

Approved in General Session
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Intellectual Freedom
and Contemporary
Writing

A-7

WHEREAS, any request for information should not be judged, and
any individual has a right thread what he or she wishes, and
this right isttiot an attempt to impose his or her standard on
others, and

WHEREAS, a lack of information is keeping much contemporary
writing out ofthe public reach, thereby interferring with the
traditional library function of preserving and transferring the
culturg,

-

THEREFORE BE IT ROLVED, that all libraries and information .

agencies and appropriate boards should adopt policies that
support the concept of intellectual &Odom as embodied in the
Constitution of the United States, Library Bill of Rights and the
Freedom to Read Statement, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the local, State and Feder
governments should support efforts by individuals, groups, or
governments fo ensure the freedom of choice of every individual,
and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that library.education and training
include the acquisition of the works of small and 'independent
publishers, whose works are often outside the visible .

bibliographic netwofk, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVEDth'at Federal incentive be provided to
bring about programs on a grassroots level that would bring
writers and other creative artists of local, regional, and national
prominence-into the library for workshops and other public
presentations, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that a pblicy be adopted by the
designated national library agency which shall assure access by
children arid students to informatioWand library services,
including access to information on social and personal issues of
importance to those-age groups.

Intellectual
Freedom
and Censorship

A-8

WHEREAS, democratic principles and pluralism require that every
American has the right to be exposed to a diversity of ideas and
gain various perspectives -014* life,

WHEREAS, acts of censorship and infringements upon the first
amendment and intellectual freedom rights of all of our citizens'
are major obstacles to freedom of access to information, and

WHEREAS, such acts of Clensorship still occur in the United States,
denying rights to full freedom of expression not curly to adults
but, of equal importance, to youth.

Approved by Paper Ballot
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, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the White House Conference on
Library a d Information Services affirms the Right fo Read

Stat nt and Library Bill of Rights ,of the American Library
A sociation, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that pre-service and in- service programs
be established which focus on the training of-librarians to
promote intellectual freedom:

Local Control

A-9

WHEREAS, there should be a National Information Policy,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that such a National information
Policy shall include provisions which ensure local.control,of
community libraries 'anti information services.

e ACCess to
Information

A-10

e .

MP

WHEREAS, individuals, organizations and professions should have
convenient access to the periodical literature of the entire, world,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the system should fully utilize
existing national and international library strengths, that the
financial Fiabilitypf the document deliyery system of net-lending-
libraries must beYprotected, and that mechanisms should be

-developed to ensure that financial incentives for publishing are
preserved, and

BE II,FURTHER RESOLVED, that r onsibility for developing and
implementing this,policy should include the coordinated efforts *,2,

of the National Library of Medicine, the National Agricultural
Library,'and the Library of Congress.

Access to Public
Agency Information

A-11

WHEREAS, the Government produces a large amoun,t;of information
at taxpayers' expense and makes it available in a passiye
manner, and

WHEREAS, people do not know how pr are unable to take advantage

of government information, and

WHEREAS, currently Government agencies, utilizing public funds are
required to collect, disseminate, or provide information to
citizens, and'

WHEREAS, resources are wasted in duplication and time lost dueto
the difficulty in locating pertinent information, contributing to
decline in citizen participation government and wasting
government resources at a time hen they are scarce, and'

Approved ity Paper Ballot
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WHEREAS, through better coordination, more cooperation (pooling of
information), and aggressive dissemination, these problems can
be addressed, and we foresee the library, with its technical and
professional expertise, playing a central (supportive) role,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that at every level of government
local, State, and FedeQl where agencies agree to pool
information, there be enabling legislation permitting,funds for
mandated information-Agrvices/functions to be pooled so that
information on a cedin subject or of a given type can be
located in a publicly acknowledged public location, and

BE IT.FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Federal Government provide
incentive grant5 to-match cooperative pooling efforts to enable
libraries apd information services tcx provide services in
coordinating and processing information, and require that upon
receipt of Federal funds aggressive outreach be done by librarieA
in the community to stimulate use, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that all pobled infoi'mation shall be
readily available to the public except for limitations imposed by
legal protections for national security, privacyand proprietary
rights.

Basic Legal
Information

A-12

WHEREAS, there is a need for a national policy to ensure equal ,

access to neiessary basic legal information for all people,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the,White House Confere'nce on
Library and InformationServices support the adoption of this
policy; which shall.include:

1) /the 'establishment of programs designated to improve basic
legal resource materials in public libraries;

2) continuing library education programs Which include the
development of basic legal reference skills; and .-

3) most importantly, guaranteeing access t publicly supported
law collections within their locality.

. I

t
Public Library
AsSociatipn Mission
Statement

A13

I

.
L , - , ., sir ,

WHEREAS, there is a need to suppOrt the_Public Library Association,'
Mission Statemegl on users' needs and continuing education,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the White House Conference
endorse the Public Library-Missiontatement of the Public
Library, Association with relation to its new emphasis on the..
libraiy.responsibility to meet the.users'needs, and t/ _

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that Boards of Trustees, advisory, boards
and con unity persons, as ),,,,tell as practicing librarians, be
provided continctint education that is responsive to changing
Community needS.. .

Apjroved by Paper Ballot
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ResolutioniOrgartzation and Finale

Assistant Secretary
-for Library and
Information
Services

B-1

WHEREAS, libraries are a vital elementin the process of lifelong
learning and education, and

WHEREASt a national focus and a national priority for libraries as
centers for information; education and lifelong learning are
needed to provide national coordination for all types of libraries,
and

WHEREAS, the new United.States Department of -Education has not
provided for or recognized the need for a separate and distinct
administrative office within thisdepartment,

7

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that an Office of Library and

Information Services be established within the United States
Department of Education directed by an Assistant Secretary of

Education, and

BE It FURTHER RESOLVED hat this Assistant Secretary shall

administer all grants and programs currently administered by the
Office of Libraries and Learning Resources and shall establish

'ommunications with all Federal programs relatecto library and
information services, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that a representative from the White
House Conference on tiloyaly and Information Services testify on
this resolution before the Congressional hearing on Monday;
November 19, 1979.

A National Library.
Act

B-2

WHEREAS, preseni legislation has not proved adequate to meet the
changing library and information needs of our citizens,

- THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the White House Conference on
Library and Information Services endorses and supportsthe .
enactment of a national library act incorporating the general
principles, goals, and,objectiesof 5.1124 with such
Maclifications'as shall appear desirable after full public -hearings
before appropriate congressional committees, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED; that Con#esS be'requested to hold

regionarhearihgs.to.cansider such Matters as: the definition pf a
library; categorical funding fbr rural; sparsely pipulated, or
impacted areas; a proposed funding formula;,and the structure
and representation of a national committee or a national
d'dvisory board, including the matter of lay and library related

',,,persorls and special constituencies.

Apprwled in General session
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ResolutionsOrganiiation and Finance

Federal Resources
for Library and
Informatis
Services

8-3

WHEREAS, adequate funding levels for existing Federal authorizations
are essential, and

WHEREAS, a irordering of Federal priorities is needed to provide for
library and information sekgte needs, and

WHEREAS, the White House Conference on Library and Information
Services delegates were advised personally by the President that
libraries "have a friend in the White House,"

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED; that the President propose and
Congress approve:

1) that for FY 1981, and subsequent years, there be full
funding of the Library Services and Construction Act,
appropriate titles of the Higher Education Act and )
Elementary and Secondlry Education Act, and the National
Library. of Medicine program, and that this resolution be .

transmitted immediately to the President add to the Office
of Management and Budget;

2) new Federal funding which would authorize:

a) innovative demonstration projects such as: research
and community needs-assessment projeCts, cultural
awareness projects, age-level consultant projects, and
youth incentive projects;

_

b) 'elementary and secondary school libraries and certified
M library instruction and media programs; and

"newnew funding for academic libraries; and

3)' Federal funding formulas which would include:

a) special support for rural, urban and economically
deprived areas;

,b) criteria of population, geography, local particiPation,
need and ability to pay; and

c) requirements of State and local responsibility;

4) federal postal and telecommunication rates for delivery and
return of library, information and educational materials to
non - contiguous or isolated areas be reduced; and

5) designation of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
Title IV-B as categorical aid for school libraries.

jR

Archives and
Historical Records

B-4

WHEREAS, information on past actions and 'decisions of government
at all levels is essential to understanding the past and planning
for the future,kand

Approved in General Session
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ResolutionsOrganization and Finance

WHEREAS, only a portion of this inforthation is contained in, printed
materials deposited in libraries, the major sources being the
archives and historical manuscript collections 15r4served in the
National Archives, Library of Congress, State and Territorial
archives, and historical agencies and libraries throughout the

Nation, and

WHEREAS, funding is needed to identify, collect, describe, preserve
and make this material available to the public, and

WHEREAS, the contribution,i and support of the National Historical
Publications and Records Commission and the National
Endowment for the Humanities to thereservation of the
Nation's historical and cultural heritage are hereby recognized

and endorsed,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that Congress is requested to renew
the authorization for funding the National Historical Publication
and Records Commission and to increase the funding for this
Commission and the National Endowment for the Humanities so
that their essential contributions toward preserving and making'
accessible the historical records of the Nation can be continued

and expanded.

U.

Tax Incentives for
Donations of
Authors and Artists

B-S

a

WHEREAS, prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1969 (PL 91-172), an
author or artist who donated his or her literary, musical or
artistic compositions or papers to a library or museum could take
a tt,x deduction equal to the fair market value of the items at the
tirrre,Olthe contribution, and -A

WHEREAS, since 1969 such deductions have been limited to the cost -
of the materials used to produce the Compositions, and

donations to libraries have been severely reduced, and

WHEREAS, an entire generation of literary papers may be lost to
future scholars through lack of an incentive to donate them to

libraries, and

WHEREAS, restoration of a tax incentive Would contribute to the
equitable tax treatmenttof authors and artists and would increase

public access to and 'preservation of the Nation's literary and

artistic legacy,

THER&ORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the United States Congress enact
legislation restoring a tax incentive for authors and artists to
donate their creative works to libraries and museums.

Approved in General' Sessiop
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ResolutionsOrganization and Finance

Pricing of Basic
Federal
Government
Publications

B-6,

WHEREAS, broad public participation in government is essential to
the effective functioning of a democracy, and

WHEREAS, the Nation's libraries provide students, scholars, and the
general public With free and equal access to-the printed record
of the Federal Government, and

WHEREAS;fewer than eight percent of the 18,000 public libraries,
branches, and college libraries in the United States are eligible to
receive one copy of the Congressional Record, Federal Register,
and other basic publications free through the depository library
program, and

WHEREAS, Ho&e Report 96-245 urges that the Public Printer raise
the price of these and other subsidized publications to fully
recover costs, and

WHEREAS, this action would limit the number of libraries able, to
afford these publications, thus lessening public access to those
fundamental tools of democracy,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the United States Congress
continue to foster broad public participation in the Federal
Government by substantial subsidies on the sale of basic Federal
documents and continue to maintain a system of regional and
local' depositories for Government information.

4

State and Local
Funding for Library
and Information
Services

B-7

to

WHEREAS, current Federal trends are putting greater fistal
responsibility for libraries arid information services on local and 8
State funding agencies,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that local and State priorities be
reordered to respond to that increasing need for excellence and
wide use of library and information services and that this
reordering must result in improved funding for all types of
nonprofit library and information services with significantly
heavier shares borne by the States and the Federal Government.

Approved in General Session
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ResolutionsOrganization and Finance

National
Clearinghouse in
Department of
Education

B-8

BE IT RESOLVED; that there be organised within the United States
Department of Education a National Clearinghouse to assist the
libraries and information centers of the United States in the
sharing and exchange of useful information with similar agencies

of other nations.

Federal Funding
Foimulas

B-9 ti

a

WHEREAS, Federal grants are currently being awarded primarily 'on a
per capita ba'sis and in addition many have_matching grant
requirements, and

WHEREAS, areas, such as the non-contiguous areas of the United
States and rural areas, which have low population density and
low pe'r capita income are penalized by the existing policy, yet'
they have the greatest need for information resources, and in
order thit all citizens will have access to the information they

need,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that a national library act should
include special provisions'for funding those areas with special

needs.

4

Training, Research
and Development

B-110

WHEREAS, thereexists a present and future need for research and
development in library and information services and in the
education of librarians and information specialists, and

WHEREAS, the effective planning and implementation of new
directions in access to library and information services to support
lifelong learning will require an improved understanding of
present and future needs, user characteristics and behavior, and
delivery methods,

THEREFORE BE JT RESOLVED,, that a high priority be assigned to an
expanded national and local research, development and
demonstration program. in relation to resources and services
sharing, user patterns, evaluatiom, networking, standardization of
bibliographic formats, improved delivery capability, and
experimentation with delivery technology,, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that a research arm and a Clearinghouse
for Library and Information ServiCes be established within the
United States Department of Education for this purpose, and

Approved by Paper "Ballot
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I .

BE IT FURTH RESOLVED, that as akpgrt °faille research and
develop ent program, Federal funds be provided to suppoi't
profional library education programs in providing entering
and practicing librarians and information specialists with training
in new areas which are projected as a function of library
information services with special attention -to assessing present
and future training needs in the areas of communitYc'outreach
programming, community literacy programming, non-print
resources services, the information sciences, services to the
'handicapped, adult education, institutional services, public-
relations, research competencies, services to special cultural
groups, and resource-management:

Preservation and
Use of Research
Collections

B-11

WHEREAS, the White Hou onference on Library and Information
Services recognizes the ed io implement an aggressive
program for the physical-preservation and effective use of the
rare andvaluable collections Of our Nation's research libraries, .

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that State and Federal funds should be
madeavailablq to those libraries and repogitories wl-kich are
identified as having key research, rare and valuable collections
of national importance, and which make substantive efforts on

t. their own initiative to preserve their materials and to provide
access by the American people to their collections, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that such funds should be used: to
provide proper environmental conditions for preservation; to
augment research and evaluation of de-acidification processes so-
that the library community can have confidence in an effective
pethod of presfrvation;floestablish training programs to develop
qualified restorers; and to augment microfilming of material
which cannot be saved and storing of-master negatives under
optimum conditions.

iu

Institute fo
Scientific an
Technol cal
Cooperation

. '

WHEREAS, the present Administration has proposed an Institute for
Scientific and Technological Cooperation (ISTC) to:

1) strengthen capacities of developing countries seeking to
apply science and technology to meet their needs, and

2) focus increased scientific and technological research
B-12 attention on the search for better ways to meet basic human

needs and approach global problems, and

WHEREAS, one of the tent major program areas of the' proposed ISTC
is "communications and information systems," and

'Approved by,Paper Ballot
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104

6 't

WHEREAS, these tasks Are consistent with the WhiteHouse
Conference theme "increasing international understanding and

coopeption," and

WHEREAS, the ISTC has been authorized by the CongressF but there

has been controversy over its funding and appropriation,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the White Hpuse Conference on
Library and InfOrmation Services endorses the STC and urges the
Congress to follow up its authorization with he appropriations
needed to make the ISTC operational.

*Tax Exempt Status
for Independent
Libraries .

B-13 -

BE IT,RESOLVW, that independent libraries which are supported by
private foundations whose only responsibility is the support of
suth libraries, if those libraries are full/ open to the public,
should be classified in the Internal Revenue Code as .educafional
-institutions, thus exern ng them from Federal ThEome taxes.

S
Postal Rates

B-14

WHEREAS, there are geographical barriers to access to information
which 'should be eliminated and which particularly affect the

Pon- contiguous areas 64 the United States, and

WHEREAS, the delivery of library books and materials 'and
audio- visual matFfials by surface mailcausesa serious delay in
delivery, often resulting in the receipt of information when it is no

longer of use, and

WHEREAS, domestic telecommunication rates do not apply to
non-contiguous areas of the United States,

4
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the policy of the United States

Postal Sdrvice should be changed so that all library materials
acdressed to non-contiguous areas will be sent as airmail at

sd1face mail rates, and

BEIT FURTHER RESOLVED, that Federal policy regarding
telecommunication rates should be revised to ensure that

domestic rates apply to non-contiguous areas of the United

States.

41;

Postal Privileges

.B-15

d .

BE IT RES VED, that free United States franking privileges be

exten ed to cover mailing library information to citizens and to

other Ii aries for the purposes of encouraging free dissemination

of infor ation and inter-library resource sharing.

Approved by Paper Ballot
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a

Delivery of Library
Materials. ,

, B-16

WHEREAS, geographical barriers and deficient postal delivery impede
access to information by organizations and the professions and

' are particularly significant to the non-contiguous parts of the
United States and its Territories and to the v,isually impaired'

'
and

,

WHEREAS, doinestic telecommunications rates do not apply to
non-contiguous parts of the United States and its Territories,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the United States Postal SerVice
change, approppiat%poljeies, and regulations so that all library
materials addressed lontand from non-contiguous parts of _the
United Statesand its Vrfitories will be sent as airmail at surface

mail rates, and
. .

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, thai Federal ComMunicatioris
.Commission policy regarding telecommunications rates
concerning library services Should be revised to ensure that
domestic rates apply to non-contiguous parts of the United States
and-itsTerritories, and

a.

BE IT FURTHER RE,SOLVEP, that the United States'Postal Service.
handle library materials'addressed to or coming fromathe visually
impaired as first class

tit Federal Relations
Network

*Nt B-17

WHEREAS, libraries need to recognize th t awareness can increase
the political power of library-Felate ed tities,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that a Federal lations network on
'Thibrary and information service,s be establis ed, comprised of
ibrary advocates representing each State and.Territory of the

United States, including representation from speciar
constituencies to monitor and lobby for federal legislation
affecting libriary and information services and to act as a catalyst
for the estabiishment of regional, State, and local 4,ffiliate,
organizations.

0

Approved by Paper Ballot
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ResolutionsTee cilogy, Resource Sharing and Education .

Technology and
Unifoim Stindards .

.c -1

fr

. Approved in General Session

WVEREAS, recent advances in computer technology for the creation
and reproduction of documents can provide substantial reduction

in cost, and

"WHEREAS,'many emerging technologies are now available in the .

public &main and could be instrumental in plementing the
flowof and accessito information, and ,

WHEREAS, development and use of technical and proc dural
standards can improve effectivenessand reduce cost and extend

the use of libra% and information services, and-

WHEREAS; effectiJe standards facilitate the exchange of information
between public and private sectors and that this exchange of
information is needechobetter support organizational,
professional; and personal activities, and

WHEREAS, economical media conversion capabilities are very
important, °

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that individuals, organizations, and

agencies cre4ting documents and books and generating other.
info
mac
retro

mation -be encouraged to create these materials in
ine-readable form in order to decrease thejoad of
pective conversion, and /.5.

q
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Federal Government direct all

federally supported libraries and inforrrthtion services and other
appropriate Federal agencies to support the development,
review, and adoption of national and international standards for
publishing, producing, organizing, storing, and t?apsmitting
information, using established and recognized procedures and

institutionsi and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that high priority be given to
establishing or extending standards which address hardware and
software compatibility, computer and,communications network
protocols, and machine-readable information, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the private sector be encouraged to
participate and to support the develqpment of such standards,

and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that research be funded to develop new
technologies that(permit convenient and economical media

conversion from and to appropriate media.

k
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ResolutionTechnology, Resousr.. Sharing and Education

Networking

C-2

(

WHEREAS, library and information services co ntribute significantly to
informatiOnskresources, And

WHEREAS, access to information and library resources available in
all types of libraries.is needed and must be equally available to
all citizens, and

WHEREAS, all types of library and information centers havg resources
which can contribute to library,and inhumation services,
networkS, and programs at all geographic levels, and

W HEREAS, resource shaping is now mandated by the information
explosion, the advance of modern technology, the rapidly
escalating costs of needed resources, and the wide disparity
between resources available to individuals by reason of

'geographic location or socio-economic position,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that a comprehensive approach be
taken to the planning and development of multi-type library and
information networks, including both profit and not-for-profit
libraries from the public and private secforand

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that such plans be developed at_The'
national, re4pnal,'and local level to ipclude specific plans for a
national periodicals system and the concept of a national lending
library for print and nonprint materials, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLYEQ, that plans bedeveloped for the.
coordi ation of library and information networks 'and programs
which ould identify the responsibility for such coordination in
the U ited States Department of Education's Office of Library,
and Learning Resources (or its successor) and the Sta library
agencies, and such other agencies, organizations, or ibraries as
are involved in such networks, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that control of such networks remain at
the Stateor regional level, and

BE IT FURTHER RESQ.LVED, that mechanisms be dev eloped to
ensure actess-K all individuals to such networks and programs,
and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that Federal and State funds be made
available to continue to support and interconnect existing
networks, as well as to develop new networks, and that such
funds be designated for network operations and for grants in
support of local cooperative actions and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that alI agencies and institutions that
provide education and continuing education for library
practitioners should offer training in the skills, knowledge, and
Abilities which 4N/ill help ensure that practitioners are competent
to provide access through these networks in a most effective
manner.

Approved in General Session'
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School Libraries

C-3

WHEREAS, children must have access to print and nonprint learning
matei -ials, and

WHEREAS, cooperative planning must be encouraged between
school and public libraries, and

WHEREAS, comprehensive programs for instruction mast include
coordination of library services, hours of service expartged
beyond school class jiours,'and the readily available services of
qualified library.prokssiorvals, and

WHEREAS, students must not be confronted by physical and
administrative barriers to access, and

WHEREAS, preschool programs, supplemented by parent- education
programs, should be provided,

THEREFORE 3E IT RESOLVED, that gchool and public library boards V
and administrators should establish policies for cooperation, and
for instructional programs for children in the usage of the library,

and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that school library and public library
staff should specify procedures and implement programs for
cooperation in accord with community and school needs and for
instructional programs for children in the usage of the library,

4 and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that Congress shall set guidelines for the
establishment of a school library in each school and that States

will implement these guidelines and set standards for libraries in

all schools and evaluate local efforts and that local school
districts will plan and implement appropriate programs for their
communities which fit within the Federal and State guidelines,

and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that library services for small schools be
provided through cooperative arrangements contracted' among

school districts or through regional'service centers to ensure
certified teacher librarians and adequate resources, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Federal Government be urged .

to fund at fully authorized levels those-legislative programs
which support.irnproved school and public library services.

Approved in General Session
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Resolutions Technology; Resource Sharing and Education c

Technology for the
Promotion of the
Common Good

C-4

1

c

WHEREAS, organizations and professions have been and are
continuing to be largely responsible for the development of
technology for the storage, communication, and manipulation of
information, and '

WHEREAS, we have 2continuing interest both professionally and as
citizens in ensuring that these., rapidly developing technologies
promote the common good,

THEREFORE BE IT RESQLVED, that`the Federal Goveinment initiate
continuing studies directed at evaluating economic, social; and
political consequences cif inforniastion and data processing
technology so that public and private efforts'may be made lo
direct these technologieOto the benefit of all.

,

How to Effectively
Use Computer
Technology

C-5

WHEREAS, there is a lack of information and coordination about, and
between, professions and organizations that provide services for
human development such as youth, elderly, and special user
groups, and

o -WHEREAS, libraries can facilitate cooperation between these
professions and organizations and foster dissemination of such
information, ,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that libraries offer Material and
services to-these organizations and professions that serve these
groups and provide a clearinghouse for information and referral.

Technology
Transfer

C-6

/

/

WHEREAS, many emerging technologies, such as communication's,
printing and publishing methodologies, transmittal, storage and
archival technologies, among others, are now available in, the
public domain and could be instrumental in supplementing the
flow and access of information,

`THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Federal Government address
itself to transferring and applying those technologies to theIt

16rage and dissemination of information by libraries and
,. information centers of all varieties with the goal of guaranteed

minimum basic technological access for every individual,
organization, or profession.

,

,

Approved byPaper Ballot
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ogy-antr
Federal Programs

C-7

4,4

WHEREAS, national standards for libAry and information services
must be developed at consultation will, the national libr
community in oiTe'r that technology compatible in hardware,
language, and format can be developed to allow networks to
interact effectively, and

WHEREAS, existing incompatible networks must be encouraged to
develop the technology.that Would provide actress to,their
multiple-data bases,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that Federal piograrym for
development and utilization of technology for information

'storage and retrieval be coordinated. The public should have

access to Federal databases,except When personal privacy or
national security are in jeopardy. The library and information
industry professionals should assume the responsibility for
coordination of the Federal and public interest in information
technology, and , ,

. .

BtE IT,FURTHER RESOLVED, that the increased application of
1 technological advances should be,balanced with an increased . -.--,tfe-----

awareness of the necessity-to humanize such efforts. All plans for
future services s ou review those services both from thetli
technological an human effect poiht of view. Information in '-_
existing national centers or national data bases, not subject to
restricted access, should be made available to all libraries on an
equal'and mutually beneficial basis. The application of existing
or future' technology should be cOnsidered.in planninglibrary
services to implement effective methods for obtaining
information in order to eliminate inequities cause,d,by
inadequate resources, geographic and architecturd barriers, and
economic deprivation.

Technological
Standards Research

C-8

.de

WHEREAS, telecommunications and computer technologies,ore
currently in place and facilitating network services in marry
libraries, and ,

WHEREAS, such services would be greatly enhanced through thee
development of technological standards that would assure
cost-effective library systems, and

44,

WHEREAS, such standards would proyide the ability to form larger
networks, thereby providing national access to information by
any library and information center, andli

WHEREAS, only some libraries have been ab19 to avail themiolves of4-

such-technology, .

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the private_ar4the public sectors
join in furthering research directed toward the development of
technological standards, and

Approved by Paper Ballot
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ResolutionsTechnology, Reso.urce Sharing and kducationrl.
4

'ay

t. A
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVE,D,,that fUrrds be sought whicli would.

assure every,library-'Of of least one computer terminal connected
to 'anoappropriate number of data bases.

Preservation of
Library and/
Information
Resources /Materials

C-9

?

.
,

WHEREAS, library andinfoPm'ation'regiurces are continuing and will
continue'to deteriorate unless measures are taken to deter that
deterioration,

,,,,,... 4
ze,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that eflortk made on the Federal,
State, and local levels to- promote and advance the conservation
qnd presei-vattion o ib /ary,a l information- resourcesniaterials,
and

BE 'IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the appropriate Federal,-State, local,
and privatetegencies address the-f011owing issues:

1) the adoption of standards (humidity and temperature
controls) for the storage of library and information
resourcesniaterials;

2) the support of research on the environmental effects on
library and information resourcesniaterials;

3) the adoption of manufacturing standards for those
resourcesniaterials deemed to be of long-term value and for
those considered to be of archival value; and

4) the provision of Federal, Slrate,,and local funds to survey
library and information service facilities and_upgrade those
not providing adequate conditions for the preservation of
materials and resources:

Interagency
Cooperation

C-10

i! WHEREAS, rules and regulations covering various federally funded
programs sometimes discourage interagency, cooperation and
prohibit access'to library and information resources,'

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED,s:that all future Federal rules and
regulations encourage interagency cooperation and access to
federally purchased library and information resources.

Elimination of
Duplication

C-11

B IT RESOLVED, that the ilresiclent should issue an executive order'
.. amending the A-95 clearinghouse review process to require that

application for Federal grants be'reviewed to reduce duplication
of.information services, and

Appr\oved,by Paper Ballot
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ResolutionTechnology, Resource Sharing and Educaiion.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that incentives should be provided to
encourage applicants for Federal and State funding programs to
demonstrate that they will not duplicate an information program
already serving the target group, and that preference should be
given to libraries as inforrriation service providers where such

preference would not duplicate existing programs.

Telecommunication
Networks

C-12

e
WHEREAS, we seek to mall-flan diversity and autonomy of libraries
- and their collections, and to provide a suitable communicitions.

, system which will facilitate equal access to information for all'
citizens and eliminate the inequities created by physical barriers
of time and distance, and to-encourage a diversity oflacilities
and services,

,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that our national information policy
encourage:

interconnecting all networks, foStering service in all States
and Territories, and inviting the cooperation of all
telecommunication industries to provide distributed access
broadband common carrier service to homes, businesses,
agencies, and all libraries;

2) the integration of broadcast, conference, and private
communications and document delivery of audio, data, and

image'transmissions; and

3)- provision of lower rates-for libraries and educational
services. =

Interlibrary
Cooperation

C-13

.7

WHEREAS, formal and systematie.Channels Must be developed to
protide cooperation arming all librar'y and information services
in order to improve access to all information for all cititens,

, THEREFORE BE IIRESOLVED, that COngress, the United States
Departmenrcif Education, and State legislatures_should examine
legislation to ensure cooperation, and that Congress and State
legislatures should .proyide incentives through.appropriatidns for
cooperation, particularly by increasing funding for the Library
Services and Construction Act, Title 611 (Interlibrary Cooperation).

Cooperative
Standards and
Networking

C-14
4

WHEREAS, better procedures should be developed for gathering and
processing information on an international-scale, and

WHEREAS, the application,of technology and participation in
Cooperative prbjects requires the development of and adherence
to mutually acceptable standards,

Approved by Parfet. Ballot
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THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that uniform standards for national
bibliographic records'universally adopted be implemented, and

BE 1T FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Library of Congress be charged
and funded to promote national acceptance and use of yniforrh
standards for the development of international networks-, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Federal Government in concert°
with other Government or international agencies support the
adoption, of technological mechanisms and the establishment of
professional services, including programs to overcome language
barriers.

Cpntinuing
-*Education for
Librarians

C-15

WHEREAS, technological developments demand additional training
for those imparting library skills, and .

WHEREAS, the use of library materials and services depends on the
knowledge and expertise of library.profvsionals,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that funds be ,made available for the
retraining and updating of thifse imparting library skills, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED/that the continuing.education of
librarians be coordi,rpated through library schdols, library
associations, and State agencies..

Library Skills
Instruction

C-16

WHEREAS, every child should have access to a library, and

WHEREAt,treasonablp amoupt oftirrie for instruction in library and
informitioruservices needs to be established in the curricula of
the Nation's schools at aU

THEREFORE BE IT, RESOLVED, that library skills instruction curricula
should be developed and implemented irielementary and
secondary schools; colleges, and other

Specialist Staff for
State Library
Leadership and
Development

C-17- , r
C

-WHEREAS: libraries serve people of all ages, and

WHEREAS, the 1980's will require maximum 'u'se of resources,
programs that anticipate user needs, adaptive, innovative, and
individualized services, and cooperation with community and
governMent programs, and,

WHEREAS, librarians, trustees, and.communitY leadeits Al benefit
from program assistance designed to help them meet the needs
.of_all people, end

Approved by Paper Ballot
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WHEREAS, each State library agency staff needs traveling specialists
in adult services, services to young adults, and services to
children,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the White House Conference on
Library and Information Services urges each State to provide
specialists in adult, young adult, and children's services to assist
libraries in developing needed service programs, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the White House Conference urges
Congress to enact a State Library Leadership and Development
title which provides matching funds enabling States to provide
these positions and the program funds needed for improving
services at the community level.

Training and
Continuing
Education/Staff
Development

C18

Y

WHEREAS, particular attention should be devoted to preparing and
continually educating library and information professionals to
serve many diverse user groups through developing skills in
needs assessment, utilization,of data bases, and other new
technologies and relevant, techniques,

TNEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that there should be immediate
restoration and increased Federal funding for library education,
research, continuing education, and demonstration projects in
order to:

1) recruit minorities and students with a specialized
background that are under-represented in the libriry and
information science profession; ..

2) upgrade facilities, curricula, and faculty competencies to
pi'epare gradjuates to cope with the changing information
needs of society; and 0

3) provide continuing education for current librarians.

Approved by Paper 8aMI6(
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Special
Constituencies:
Library Services to
the Disabled and
Hearing-impaired

(

Section A:
Access-Related
Issues

Preamble

It should be understood and accepted that special constituencies,
including disabled and hearing-impaired persons, do not have the
same needs; nor do these constituencies solve these needs in the
same manner. The issues addressed herein outline specific needs of
various disabled communities and hearing-impaired communities.

Two speCific resolutions, attempting to identify needs and
address various ,methods for meeting such needs, have been
synthesized to express a concerted and concerned voice addressing
pertinent issues in two parts:

A.) Access-related ,issuN
B.) Special information needs of hearing-impaired persons

WHEREAS, more than 34 million disabled and hearing-impaired
Americans are significantly unrepresented in public and private
training, and in the delivery systems of library and information
services, and

WHEREAS, library and information services programs are often
housed 'in buildings containing numerous environmental barriers,
`and

WHEREAS, for the most part, neither pUblic and private lil-caries, nor
school and college library programs, adequately provide library,
and information services for persons with developmental,
hearing, learning, mental, physical, and visual disabilities and
mental handicaps, and

WHEREAS, Section 504 of the 1973 Rehabilitation Act (PL 93-112)
mandates physical, programmatic, attitudinal, and
communication access, and

WHEREAS, the Education for All Handicapped Children ct of 1975
.(PL 94-142) mandates that all children receive an equal
education in the most integrated'setting appropriate,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED:

A. Accessito Library Positions, Boards, Library Programs and
Library Training Programs:

1) 'Steps shall be taken to assure that instructors in library
and information services training programs, as well as
students participating in such pro rams, reflect the
participation of disabled persons.

.2) Library training and continuing educatiop programs
shall be provided for library personnel to increase
awareness of special needs of disabled persons.

3) Steps shall be taken to assure that e public and
private complex of local, regional, d State school

Appro d in Genera/ Session
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and college library programs incldde on their boards
and staffs participation by disabled and
hearing-impaired persons and, further, that
communication and support services be provided..

B. Access to Library and Information Serv)ices Programs and
Facilities:

1) 'Steps shall be taken to encourage more disabled
persons to utilize library and information services; and
special efforts shall be made to provide services
through video and audio tapes, captioned films and
sign or foreign language films for non-English speaking
persons or users of American sign language.

2) Thatimmediate steps shall be taken to ensure that all
librariescovered by Section 504 complete transition

and self-evaluation plans, that Federal funds be
available to Rimplement said plans, and thatlhese same
libraries commit themselves to strict adherence to said
plans, including the required modifications for program
and environmental access.

3) Many other libraries shall be encouraged to review,
with assistance from 'disabled persons and groups,
methods by which their facilities can be made
environmentally andprogrammatically accessible.

4) Special Communigations devices (which shall ipclude
,.but not be limited to teletypes for hearing-imphired
library users, reading machines, and computer
terminals with braille and.speech output for non-print
readers) be provided wherever possible.

5) Special studies shall be'initiated to determine the
feasibility of Providing, on a longterm loan basis,
equipment for the translation of print and audio
sources ink) forms of data vihich disabled individuals
can easily employ. Such a loan program should be
modeled 'after the existing machine lending program' of
the Seraces for the 13iirisd and Physically Handicapped. -

Access to materials:.

1) The Library of Congress shall coordinate programs and
multi-sensory services (print books used in conjunction
1.,th cassettes and recorded books, and captioned
firhs) tailored to the needs of the developmentally
disabled and persons with learning disabilities. This
shad be done with the participation and consultation
of disabled consumers and directors of special.

'education and vocational rehabilitation programs.

2) ,Publishers shall be encouraged develop materia ls
relating to training in independent living for mentally
restored persons, in alliance with library and
information services programs which shill be

,,,
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Section B: Special
Information Needs
Of
Hearing-Impaired
Persons

developed with the assistance of prospective service
recipients.

3) Information on the incidence, prevalence,
characteristics, treatment, and latest research findings
on "handicapping conditions" shall be provided to the
public through special statewide networks.

". 4) Creation of video tapes and other media aides
specifically designed for the hearing-impaired shall be
produced with the participation of hearing-impaired
persons, and distributed on a national level.

D. A4`c s for Persons in Institutional or Correctional Facilities:

he foregoing recommendations shall be adapted to
m -t the needs of disabled persons located in
institu al or correctional settings.

WHEREAS, hearing impairment is the single most prevalent disability
in the United States and is a communications barrier that has led
to misunderstandingAnd ignorance of deaf persons' needs by the
general public, and

WHEREAS, deafness affects people. of every age, race, ethnic origin,
Trid educational background, and

WHEREAS:deafness draws people together in a unique language
which has its own context and meaning, serving as a native
language to many, with English a$ a second language,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that libraries meet the needs of the
deaf in the following manners:

A. State Level

1) train pdrsonnel in-library service to the deaf.

2)

3)

establish a Library Committee for the Deaf under the
auspices of the State Library Commission, which will
include deaf individuals.

establish a clearinghouse that will act as a sole
information and referral source in the State to assist all
libraries to serve the deaf and the general public on
information,nteds about deafness and services fof the
deaf for interlibrary

B. National Level '

enact a National Library Service for the Deaf under the
auspices of the Library of Congress. The service shall
be developed and devised by a bOard consisting of
deaf professionals, deaf consumers, tibia?),
professionals, andlay persons.

Approved
in G Session
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National Indian
Omnibus Library
Bill
D2

dr"

WHEREAS, there is at the present time no funding in any agency
dedicated to the development or operation of library systems in
Indian country*, and

WHEREAS, such funds astave been useckin the past are unreliable,
inadequate, and usually project-oriented, and

WHEREAS, library, cultural, and information resources at a
compensatory level are now urgently needed by American
Indian /Alaska Native people living on or near reservations, and

WHEREAS, the Federal agencies are increasingly aware that Federal
trust responsibility relatingto education mandates inclusion of
library/information resources, and

WHEREAS, the States of Arizona, Illinois, New Mexico, Michigan,
Montana, Washington, and Wisconsin, have called for the White
House Conference to support specific Indian library legislation,

4

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Congress be asked to enact a
National Indian Omnibus Library Bill to include:

1) a title on training, both pre-service and in-service, to be
determined by tribes, Alaska Natives, and Aleuts in .
collaboration with higher ed ation agencies that leads to
certification for Indian library and that tribes and
their designated Indian- organizatioog and institutions shall
be included in such programs. Particular emphasis would
be on continuing education and career development,
on-the-job experience, and work study;

2) a title on historical and contemporary materials and
dissemination of information in all formats;

DEFINITION. OF INDIAN COUNTRY, 18 Uhited States Code
1151: Except as otherwise provided in sections 1154 and 1156
of this title, the term "Indian couhfrK as used in this chapter,
means:

a) . all land within the limits of any Indian reservation under the
jurisdiction of the United States Government,
notwithstanding the issuance of any patent, and including
rights-of-way running through the reservation,

b) all dependent Indian cgmmunities within the borders of the
United States, whether within the,origihal or subsequently
acquired Territory thereof, and whether within or without
the limits of a State, and

c) all Indian allotments, the Indian titles to which,have not
.been extinguished, including rights-of-way running through
the same.

A

Approved to General Session
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3) a title on construction or remodeling of
library/information/cultural resource facilities;

4) a title on technical assistance to be provided to new or
developing libraries;

5) a title on the support of library/information services kisl
Indian studies programs in institutions of hrgher education;

6) a title providing financial support to Indian communities,
both Urban and rural, as a means of conducting information
needs surveys in building a base for library development;

7) special purpose program grants and contracts; and

"8) a title establishing a National Indian Library Center that
would do the following:

a) implement the BIA Plan f r library/media/information.
services development as ntinuously modified,
monitored, and reevaluated by the tribal governments,.
operating under it;

b) serve a
"se.

a stimulus and focal point for the preservation,
production, collection, and distribution of materials of
interest to Indian libraries;

14.

c) operate as a clearinghouse and referral center for
materials (including oral history and language
materials);

d) provide technical assistance througli a bank of Indian
resource people ,w1-1o' can provide intensive, short-term
help;

Tacilitate a rbational network capability;

establish litiks between the National Indian Library
Center,and high school and college coupselors
regardipg Indian students and library career training
opportunities; and L..

g) encopraga horizontal approach to information access
funding within WA, so that health, social services,
economic development, job training and other
progi-ams carry their own information 1.4rvices support
compoNnts.

(

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the National Indian Omnibus
Library Bill should be administered by the United States
Departmegt of the Interior's Center for Information and Library
Services inline with policies established by tribal governing
boards.

e)

f).

410

Approved in General Session
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Information
Systems in U.S.
Territories

D-3

o,

, i

WHEREAS, the people of the United States Territories.have identified
bethe need to have increased access to information and to

.4 served by trained personnel, and .
-

WHEREAS, the United States has the responsibility tb assist these ,
,United States Territories to strengthen their information systems
to meet their own identified needs,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the United States,assist United
States Territories in the establishment of bibliographic control
mechanisms to ensure the availability of and accessibility to their
governmentdoeuments, literary production, technical, economic,
social documentation, et., and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the United States provide financial
and technical assistance to help develop the necessary
information infrastructures`to facilitate their participation in
national, regional, and international networking,-and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the White House Conference on
Library and Information Services recdmmend to the President of
the United. States thal-there be focus on the United States
Territoties to accelerate the better utilization of their present
resources, and that avenues be sought to build new information
resources as needed.

4.....( ,. .

r

.

I

i'

...

,
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Minority Needs

D-4
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WHEREAS, the Nation's people are rich in cultural,and ethnic
diversity,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED4hat library collections and personnels
training shall include a special emphasis on the indigenous
ethnic populations of the local community they serve, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that collections and staff training be
developed with the participation and assistance of,
representatives from the indigenous ethnic population of the
local community, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that Categorical grants be made
available to school, public, and academic libraries to accomplish
these goals.

A

°Approved by Paper BIIot
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International
Information
Exchanges

E-1

N

W EREAS, there is a need to start and expand dialogue among
members-of the international community for the sharing cif all
forms of information, and

WHEREAS, for humanitarian purposes, the sharing bitween nations of
all undlassified information should be encouraged, and

WHEREAS, there is a need to.encourage dissemination of information
of all kinds, and to encourage cooperation in the exchange of
information and personnel among all countries, and

WHEREASthe library and information community has an important
role to play in achieving effective exchange of information,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that anew Federal prograth be
enacted-'and funded which would provide for an exchange and
training ptogram for library -and information service personnel;
and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that protocol for library and information
exchange in the United ,States support the participation in the
Universal Availabilitjrof Publications and 'encourage the
elimination of trade and other barriers to the exchange of library
materials and informatioeof all kinds, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED;that as Federal and State programs for
networking are established,.eonsideration for international
communication and sharing be included within the framework of
thv networks which arescreated, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that 'Federal funds should be made
available for the implementation of international networking.

ederal
International
Communication
and Accountability

E-2

1.

WHEREAS, many departments and agencies of the United States
Government are involved in the international exchange of
information, and

WI-gREAS, there is no central coordination of activities, resulting in
the possible duplication of effort waste, and gaps of coverage,
and

WHEREAS, the United States should examine its role in the new
information society and should formulate policies that are
prospective rather than reactive,

THEREFQRE BE.IT RESOLVED, that the President:

1) make a report on goVernmental agencies engaged in these
activities and attendant costs;

. -
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2) -make recommendations to eliminate duplication of effort
and waste, and to expand coverage where appropriate, and

BE IT_FIRTHER RES4,..VED, that on the baIis orthis report the
'President formulate necessary procedures to coordinate United
States partioipation in international communication and
informatiow)programs,. both-public and private.

0

.
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ResolutiowInternational Issues

International
Conference

E-3

WHEREAS, recognizing-that the unimpeded flow, of information and
published materials iS essential to the promotion of international
peace-and security, and A

WHEREAS, the need for an international standard for exchange
programs in the fields of science, technology, and tither cultural
matters among nations and international corporations is
acknowledged, and

WHEREAS, noting that the UNESCO, the United Nations University,
and the,Economic and Social Council of the United Nati Ons are
interested in the enhancement of all cultures, the promotion of
civil rights, and the status of women in all mations,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the White House Conference On '

Library and Information Services recorovend,to the/President of
the United States that an International Conference on Library and
Information Services beheld.

Center For
International
Studies

E4

WHEREAS, there is a need in the Uri 'ed States ;knowledge of
foreign languages and cultures, and

WHEREAS, the Presidents Commission on Foreign Languages and
International Studies has reported in October, 1979, and
recommend*ways to address this need,

THEREFORE BEJ RESOLVED that the delegates to the White.House
Conferente support the concept of regional and national centers
toArther international understanding, as recommeoled, by the
Commission:

Establish an
International Youth
Library

-

E-5

VI

WHEREAS, the encouragement of appreciation of other cultures. F.
should start at an early age, and there exist few comprehensive
international Collections of children's' literature in the United
States, and

e

WHEREAS, a collection of this kind would be of great value to
- scholars in the field of children's service and could serve as a

- coordinating point and demonstration of such services,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, tliat a center, similar to the
46' International Youth Library in Munich, be established in the

United States, and ./

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that through this center,, libraries
throughout,the country be encouraged to emphasize-children's
pApgramming which recognizes the positive values of cultur-al----

_ differences_iiithtv,hilitiNomotes=internationaLunderstanding._

Approved by Paper Ballot
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international
Copyright
Agreement

E-6

.,

t

J.

11

ev,

4

WHEREAS, the United States is a member of the Universal Copyright
Convention, and

WHEREAS, the new United States Copyright it allows/he United
States.to move toward appropriate international copyright
arrangements,

THEREFORE'BE IT RESOLVED, that the United States should continue
.to seek improved international copyright accords.

'

S.
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o
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Ad Hoc Committee
for WHCLIS:
Planning and
Monitoring

F-1

BE IT RE SOLVED', that the National Commission on Libraribs and
-Information Science convene an Ad Hoc CoMmittee composed
of delegates elected by each delegation to the White House
Conference on Library and Information Services to be
responsible for planning and monitoring Conference follow-up
activities.

4

Youth
Representation

F-2

BE IT RESOLyED, that there be at least one youth appointee named
to the National Commission on Libraries and Information
Science as a voting member, that States be encouraged Ao
include youths on their elibrarVIioards as voting members,, and
that local governments be'encouraged to include at least one
youth as a voting member on the local library board.

Future White House
Conferences

F:3

BI IT RESOLVED, that a White House or a Federal Conference on
Library and Information Services be held every decade Ca
establish the national information goals and priorities for the next

. decade, to assure effective transfer of knowledge to citizenry,
a to accomplish this goal in light of accelerated changes in'
information technology and 15ractices

Commendation of
Alphonse F. Trez4a

F-4

WVEf EAS, Alphonse F. Trelza,..as director of the National
Commission on Libraries and Information Science, h s
demonstrated dynamic leadership in many of the are of
concern to this White House Conference on Library and

,Information Services; and has initiated many of the plans and
activities, which have culminated in this Conference;

® THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that we, the delegates to this
Conference, acknowledge and congratulate Mr. Trezza for his
contributions to this Conference, to the National Commission,
and to the development of libraries and information services
throughout the United States.

it

Approved in General Session
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Ad Hoc Group
for WHCLIS
Implementation

0

F-5

WHEREAS, it is necessary that the resolutions of this Conference be
carried to, the appropriate agencies and bodies,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED,, that a delegation should be
established, consisting-of o'ne lay and one professional member
from each State, Territorial, or speciar delegation to the
Conference, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Nation'alComMission on
Libraries and Information Science shall assist the ad hoc group
selected by the members of this delegation from its number to
plan,' implement, and follow up resolutions from this Conference.

Task. Force on
'National
Information Policy

F-6

tr

i(A

.r

WHEREAS; while we support the 'concept of a national library and
information act to establish national information licy, and

WHEREAS, Study Bill S. 1124 does. not adequately address the
special information needs of professions and organizations,

TOEREFORE BE 1T RESOLVED, that a task force on special
information needs of professions and organizations shall be
convened prorrtptly by the National Commission on 6braries
and information Scieiice to correct these defici n ies, aric14'

BE- It FURTHER RESOLVED;that the task force shad address'a report
and recommendation to be given to the legislators and staff .

persons framing a Natio,nal Library Act, and shall include '
partidipation of providers and users'of information services
appropriate to organizations and professions.

1

r
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An Overview of the Conference

,

Origins'of the
Conference": 1957-1977

4

4

The Conference opened as the Nation moved with increasing
speed into an era that many students and observersofJong-term
social, political, and economic trends now call,the "Informatiorf
Age." As the 1970's ended, social scientists estirr}ated that more than
50 percent of the Nation's gross national product came from actives
related to the production, exchange, and use of information.'

'1, The extent of today's information activities was hardly
forseeable in 1957 when ChanningBete, Sr., a libtarY trustee froM
Greenfield, MassachUsetts, first suggested the idea of a White House fa-

Conference at a meeting of the American Library Trustee Association.
Active support by the American Library Association, other concerned
individuals and special groups kept Mr. Bete's idea alive. Meanwhile,
in response to the recommendation of,the National Advisory
Commission on Libraries; which was appointed by President Lyndon
B. Johnson in 1966, Congress enacted in 1970 a bill, P.L. 91-345,
establishing the National Commksion on Libraries and Information'
Science (NCLIS), as a permanent, independent agency.

The establishment of NCLIS accomplished two things. First,
NCLIS endorsed the concept of holding a White House Conference
oci Library and Information Services, adding momentum to the idea.
Second, the existence of a permanent Federal agency, concerned
solely with libraries an information science, provided a locus of
responsibility for planning and conducting thp Confere.nce itself, and
for spearheading the implementation of the recommendationscoming
out of the Conference: .

President Johnson and his three-successors, Presidents Richard
M. Nixon, Gerald R: Ford and Jimmy Carter, all supported the
concept of a White House Conference on Library and Information

3ServicA.

PL 93-568,,which became law'rn 1974," authorized and
requested the President,toN.call a White House Conference on Librai-y
and Information Services,...not later than 1978 to develop
recommendations for-the further improyement of the Nation's

--?.
libraries and information centers and their use by the public."The
JusticeDepartment ruled that so long as the President,issued the 41
fc),r the national meeting by 1978, the Conference itself 10ally coot
oGcu later. ,

The law said that the Conference Should setgbals corkistgnt
with the following seven staternents: v .

o Acces's(tp infOrMaticin aruAideas is incl4ensable to the
development of:humah poteritial, the advancement of -

civilLation, and the continuance of enlightened 4'

self-government,. "

o The preservation and the dissemination of infotrriation and
ideas are the primary purpose and function of libraries and,
informationenters.

-Jr
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o The growth and augmentation of the Nation's libraries and
information center ale essential if all Americans are to have
reasonable acceso adequate: services of libraries' and
information centers.

.4
okNew achievements in, technology offe'r a potential for

enabling libraries and information centers to,serve the public
more fully, expeditiously, and economically.,

_

o Maximum iealizatton .of the potential inherent in the'use of
advanced technology by libraries and information centers
requires cooperation. through planning for, and coordination
of, the services of libraries and information centers.

4

2

The National Commission on Libraries and Information
:Science is developing plans for meeting national needs for
library and information 'services, and for coordinating
activities to 'meet those needs.

o Productive recommendations for expanding access to
libraries.and information- cenkers will require public
understanding and wport as weft as that of public and
private librariesscl information centers

On May 4, 1977, President Carterkgne8 the Fiscal Year 1977
Sulemental Appropriations Bill which set aside $3.5 milliosk for
NCLIS to plan and conduct the Conference. Just before leavin 4. office
in ja likry 1977, President.Ford, in keeping with PL 93-568 had
na d 5 wrsons to the official White House Conference Advisory
Co mittee. The laW provided for the appointment of la additional
p sons to the 'committee: five each by the PresidOnt Pro Tempore of

'senate aril Speaker of the 1-louse of Represeritativs and three by
t e NCLIS Chairman. The eventual 28-member committee
r presented a wide, range of geographical regions and profesiohal
expertise. In.September 1977, NCLIS hired.-a small planning staff to c

assist the States and Territories in planning pre-White House
Conferences and defining theeissues fdr the national Conference.

/ Dr. Frederick Burkhardi, chairman of NCLIS from-I-4n until
he retired in tvia, 1978, ov,e,.siaw the early planning for the
Conference. Alphonse F: Trezza, executive director of NCLIS, direct
supervised the planning &on-1'1977 to *wary 1979.

4
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State Meetings and
Delegate Selection:
1977-1979

I
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1

In September 1978, Charles Benton' ---affpOinted chairman
of NCLIS and assumed responsibiltry or Conference planning. On
February 1, 1979, Marilyn Killibrew Gell was named executive
director of the White Houk Conference staff.

Under guidelines developed by the staff and approved by
-NCLIS, 58 pre-Conferences were held to ensure all U.S. citizens and
residents an opportunity to express their concerns and to provide
ideas on the agenda and structure 'of the Conference. These
conferences were convened in 49 of the.50' states; in the U.S.
Territories of-American Samoa, Guam, the Trust Territories, The
Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands, The Commonwealth

'of Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands; and the District of Columbia.
Additional conferences were held for American Indians living on ora,

,near reservations and for Federal librarians from Federal-libraries.
Georgia; conducted the first in September 1977. By April 1979, 49
states (all .except South Dakota),, six United States Territories, the

itrict of Columbia, and American Indians living on or near
reservations, had met for pre-Conferences to define the issues, vote

n resolutions and elect delegates to the national Conference. The
ndian Conference, meeting in Denver in Octobet 1978, was the

result of a special request to the Advisory Committee by the National
Indian Education Association to conduct a conference to address the
special library and information needs of Indian. At the request of the
Federal Library Committee, an additional pre-Conference, called the
Federal Libraries and Information Services Pre-White House
Conference, convened in July 1979. This Federal library community,
which had not participated in the earlier planning process or the
White House Conference, elected two delegates and two Iternates to
the national Conference and also produced numerous resolutions and.
recommendations. .

/'
Partial funding for the 0-e-Co erepces ,came from Federal

money administered by NCLIS. The tates and Territories contributed
the revaining'45 tat 64 percent according to a formula based upon
their populations. The number of delegates and alternates selected by
each pre-Conference for the national Conference was determined by
each State'stotal representation in_the United States Congress.

i

PL 9568 did not specifically iecibire seleCtion of delegates to
the pre-Conferences and to the national Conference with a ratio of t
one-third library and informatiork services professionals to two-thirds
lay persons or community representatives. Rather, the law said the
ConferenCe should bring together:.

o representatives of local, statewide, regional, and national 1' .

institutions, agencies, organizations, and associations which
provide library and information services to the public;

o represergatives 'of educational institutionsr agencieS,

_ organizations, an associations (including professional and
scholarly associate s foi the advanCement of edbcation and

.., research);
. . .

o persons with special nowledge of, and special competenCe
in, techno ogy s it, ay be used for the improvement of
library and inf rm lion services; and

efR
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o repreientatives of Federal, State, and local governments,
professional and Jay people, and other, members of the
general public.

'Congressionahearings on the Conference legislation made it
clear that Congress did not want the'White House Conference to be
strictly a gathering of professionals, Therefore, one of The fourteen
planning memoranda that NCLIS sent to the States spelled out the
one-third, two-thirds rule. Conference planners followed this rule in
selecting delegates to the national Confe(ence as well as,the State
and Territory meetings. 4

Delegates to the pre-Conferences passed approximately 3,000
resolutions and recommendations and elt3cted-568 delegates and238
alternateI to the White'HouseConferdnce. The White House
Conference Advisory,Committee chose an additional 105
delegates -at- large. Because the delegates,were diverse in backgroynd
andrepresented a cross section of American society, bringing
together Many users and potential users of Eary and information
services, the White House Conference pr ded a true demonstration
of participatory emocracy. Sociodemographic statistics on the
delegates are provided in the appendices to this report.

\Delegate preparation fore Conference had-two chief goals.
The first was to ensure that th delegates were able to address
effectively the issues that concerned them and the - people they
represented. The second was to assist them to translate these
concerns into) realistic and'specific recommendations to the President
andthe Congress. .

I ,P
.4.The preparation process involved a variety of elements ranging

from efforts to give the delegates access to information on the issues
to helping them with lodging and transportation.

-The Stateand Territory meetings that began in, Fall of.1977
provided practidal parliamentary experience for many of the people
who later became delegates to the Conference. More than 80 percent
of the delegates tb the national Conference participated in State,
Territory &ter pre-Con erencemeetings. Participants learned how
to define issue ; negotiate fheikseeiences and reach consensus.
They begana contintsittdialogue witlylibrarians and other
information providers and the consumers'who,use library and
information services, discussing thb respective needs of the rottjor
groups. Many,of them increased thelir awareness of the issues that
concernetrcitizens living in their areas.

The regional and Special meetings produced more than 3,000
resolutions. A special publication etas prepared sur4narizing these
4olutions and incorporating The analysis prepared by King Research
Oyes and Resolutions; A Summary of PrezConference Activitie4).
Issued to the delegates prior to the Conferelace, the summary-
permitted delegates to examine similarities and differences on key
issues throughout the tiation.

lethe final weeks before the Conference, memoranda and
special information concerning logistics and agenda W4re issued to .
all delegates and alternates. In addition, each delegate was personally

.,
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contacted by telephone to ensure that all arrangements were in order
and thfit the special needs of individuals were meet.

Twosttries of publications provided information on the key
issues, Discussion Guides and Theme Conference Summaries. The
Discussion Guides summarized key issues in each of the Conference
theme areas. The Theme Conference Summaries provided overviews
of five special pre-Conferences on critical issues.

in addition, a series of Context Papers was prepared. The
Context Papers included reprints from journals and scholarly articles,
and provided delegate' with a bread overview of the state of
inforination services .in the.Information Age. A six-part audiotape
series was produced and diseminatepi. Entitled Dialogs on the Future
of Library and Information Services, (he tapes captured varying points.
of view on k0 issues as expressed y leading spokespersons. The
production of the tapes was made ptssible through a grant from the

'National Endowment for the Humanities.

A complete list of publications and media prepared-for the

Conference is included in the appendices to this report.

The ranks of the 911 delegates and alterriates were swelled by
approximately 2,600 other participants, making this White House
Conference, with a-total of 3,500 participants, the largest in
atte,ndance at one single site of any White House Conference in
history. The other partRipa6ts included public and"private sector
representatives, prominent private citizens, dignitaries from abroad,
and representatives of the media.

The large attendance and widespread interest that t
Conference generated resulted, in part, from concerted efforts to

4- strengthen the base of support for the Conference and -from a national
public awareness campaign.

,

The Conferenceistaff, with the cooperationoof associations,
universities, government agencies and,private organizations,
organized a series of meetings dnd five theme conferences to
generate additional ideas and issues to augmenrthe resolutions and
recommendations approved by the pre-Conferences.

The theme conferences dealt with Federal Eunding
Alternatives, the Structure and Governance of Library Networks
Libraries and Literacy, International Information E' change, and New
Communication and Information Technology.

The Conference staff in conjunction with the American
Society for Infodnation Science (ASIS), alsg'organized two planning
meetings bringing together'more than, 60 leaders of library and
information services associations anq organizations. The staff also
organized a 25-member Information Community Advisory

. Committee. This committee, representing a wide range of information
interests, met three times before the Conference and provided
valuable insights and support from .thy Private sector.

The purpose of these meetings,Was to erkourage the free
expression o ideas froth a broad spectrum of librarians and users of
library and informatio,n services on the issues an jectives-of the

- White House Conference.
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Based on a consensus frorr2 pre- Conference activities, the
Conference planners concluded that the White House Conference

-shoulchbe structured primarity.in terms of user needs. The resolutions
passed by the States and Territories revealed a variety of groups with
important stakes in the issues of library and information services.
The Se included librariespublic, school, academic, research,.
Federal, State, special;, informatiOn service organizations
clearinghouses, pUblishers, broaddsters, database'producers; the
governmentFederal, State, and local; educational institution ; the
private sector bitiness and industry, unions, foundations; an he
general -public. ,

Individually authored discussion guides wer prepared to assist
delegkes in examining, the five themes of the ConfErenee and user
need's. These are summarized here.

Library and Information Services to Meet Personal Needs:

I

Should _librarya' rid information providers offer new services
to meet personal needs?

<

o What national policy issues must be addressed,ir libraries
and information services are to effectively meet personal
needs?

o How should library and information services be expanded or
redesigned to meet the needs of special constituencies? .

What legislative and funding initiatives are required to foster
Tr effective use of Itinited resources in our Nation's libiaries?

1 . .

What measures will encourage maximum use of the latibn's
information resources?

Library and Information Services for Enhancing Lifelonaarning.t
.. ,

o
g

How could the present Federal legislative program
supporting libraries and information services (school,, public
and academic) be more effectively administered? t71.

,

.0 what are trig respective roles and areas of cooperation
between school and public libraries in meeting,,theneeds of
school-age children?

o How best can a national network'be implemented to support
the Nation's educational ioals?

0 How can libraries and informal ion-se*rvices improve and
enhance the lifelong learning opportunities of the Nation's
citizens?

sr-
Igr

o How can libraries and-information services best be used to
promote literacy?

-
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o Should there be a.greatef percentage of State support in the
toiil funding of public libraries and what are the dimensions
of the Federal rple?

o Should those academic and research libraries with .,, .

collections of regional' and national significance be accorded
special status fiy the Federal Government?

s.-
o 'How can.locakcommunity, public school and academic

libraries and information services that support our national
educational programs'padapt to the changing social and
technologltal en'viroriment?

.
,

Library area IRfprmation Services for4mprovi.ng Organizations and the.
Professions. - ,

O What new rotes and services should libraries and other'
information.proAdecs.assume in serving organizations and_
professions?

o What kinds of information delivery services should be tlgerk
to meet the needs of organizations and professions?

o How can libraries and information providers best'serve the
needs of special constipencies such as professional gr,ouiSs

and non-profit organizations?

°. 1

6 What should be the roles of the Federal Gdornment and the
private sector in providing information services and systems

at serve Organizations and-professions?

o To what extent should information be made available to
individual and organizational users?

Library and Infortnation Services for Effectikely Governing Society.

c How best can we distribute information needed for
governirig-society?

)0,

.65.

Q Should goVernment share its legislative information system
developed by the Congressional Research Service?

,

0 What new services can libraries offer?

freedomo What are...the issues ip Treedorn of information?

o How do we ensure the preservation of information sources
necessary for governing society?

o Do we need a national information policy?

Library and. Informaticin Services for Increasing. International
Cooperation.

41.
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Work Sessions

0
o In a pluralistic world, do Americans need more information
,frogl abroad? Do other peoples heed new types of U.S.
infoi:luation? If so, how can these needs be met?

o How can comprehensive and well-articulated policies ,and
procedures for sharing U:S. information best be developed?

o As technology advances, how can the goal of broader
informatiov flow be.balanced with the rights of private.
corporations and nation states to control the information
they generate?

o Why should the underlying international imbalance and the
ability to create and disemireate information be reduced?

o How can the United States help the developing countries
meet their information and Communicalion. needs?

:

The above description of the thematic structure and the Major,
issues raised under that structure'were the basis f t the organization
of the White House Conference on Library and I formation Services.'
HOwever, the actual contentof the Conference arid, therefore, its
resultswere determined primarily by the delegatesdthemselves in
their'various sessions.

t,

The Conference process was designed to fun I resolutions
from broad -bled small- working groups to final acti n on the part of
the.eatire voting body; after priority-setting in theme sessions.

Delegates were assigned to one of 34 small working groups
according to their choice of theme area Any delegate who had not
indicated a th ne area was numerically,assigned to a working,group.

4A. -.S
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.g
The process of the small'working groups was very important to

the conduct of the Conference. The Conference, plan was designed so
that most of the resolutions would be formulated in these Sessions.
Any combination or refinement of these initial resolutions would be .
at theJlieme area level. Given that there could be overlap in interests:
and/orconcerns among the five theme areas, the process provided
for a general Resolutions Commitlee of eleCted delegates/who were
empowered to make those com in'ations, accomModationsi, and/or
other alteratiOns that would per it composite resolutions to be voted
on by all of the delegates.

The constituent group for the Conference had a veil/
important role in the sched ing of the activities of the Cdnference.
Specific requests were made by delegates and others during the
Conference planning to increase the amount of scheduled time for
the adoption of the rules for the Conference, for the small group
working sessions, for the theme, sessions, and for the general voting
sessions. Arbitration among, all of the requests allowed for the
adoption of the rules of the Conference by late evening of the
opening day. The final schedule allowed nine hours for small group
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Rules
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t's

work sessions, six hours for theme sessions,- acid six hours for general
. ...,

voting sessions. . . .

The feeling of many1514fessional and lay delegates was that

maximum time should be allowed for the delegates to deliberate and
votepri,the final resolutions These feeling were reflected in the final

schedule.

AF1

By May 1979, many.suggeStions Concerning oth thg process

, and the rules for the Conference had'accumulated. Some of the

suggestions reflected consensus; others indicated conflicting
purpyses. Jn June 1979, a first draft of the proposed rules was'

submifted to the Advisory COmmittee and to the National
Commission for review. These rules took into account the suggestions

ztr. that had been received..following,the review, the first draft of the

proposed rules was published the Federal Register, on September

'13, 1979. During the time period for pulyR comments, hundreds of
letters, telephone calls, an(' mailgrams were received. _

Si.

Aspects of the Conference that the communications addressed

concerned the definition of,roles of participants;-rules on replacement

of delegates; votingprocedure§ (including a Suggestion of a paper

ballot procedure); seatingf delegates arfid alternates; rights-of
alternates or others to speak in working group, theme, or.general

sessions; deadlines for suggestiogs of new-business; quorums;
executive sessions;, and credentials of delegate's. The major area of

concern wa'sthe process for forming resolutions. The consensus was.

that the resolutionprdcess should be controlled, by the delegates.

Forthis reason, the revised _rules that 4ppeared in the Federal

Register Of October Th, 1974, proPosed'a",Reklutions Commiitee
compordtkolely of delegates.

. -

Another iterrt of concern was the chairmanship of the working

sessions. After considering all of the Suggestions from diverse interest

groups, it was determined thatonly those who could not vote or did

not have authority to speak in the context of the Conference could,

as disinterested pahies, chair any Of the meetings.

The rOles of moderators of the theme sessions and moderators

of the. general -voting sessi9ns were also considered to be of such

importance that onry individual i uniquely qualified,to deal with the
iorrnal political processe,s 4f V6ting could be considered for the-se t
roles. For-this reason, a Federal judge and other individuals who had
demonstrated capabilities to lead)su'ch voting meetings were selected

for the roles of`moderStars. Othertindividuals were trained to assume

°' the roles of facilitators in the sinall:workirig group sessions.

4
° . A final area of concern on the part Of delegates vyas that both

the librarians and non-librarians among them should have vital
in the final wording of the Conference Resolutions as well as in the

operation pf the Conference..The-final draft of the proposdd rules,
distributed' to the delegates on_NOVember 15, 1979, defined the

,

4

5' ,
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specific roles of all the participants. These rules stipulated that
delegates Or alternates should not be small group facilitatorS or
moderators of theme or general sessions. They also stipulated that
alternate delegates should not sit'with delegates in their voting
sessions, nor have an unchallenged voice in the Conference
proceedings. The revised rules also put the conduct of the resolutions
process solely in the hands of elected delegates. The rules provided
for the election of delegates from each of the small working group
sessions to a resolutions committee for each of the themes. These -
theme resolutions committees would resolve any conflict or overlap
in the resolutions from the small working groups and Would present
revised resolutions to the. delegates in their respective theme areas.

The rules also provided for a general Resolutions Committee
consisting Of two delegates from each of the theme resolutions
committees. This general Resolutions Committee was charged to
consider all of the theme resolutions, and to formulate those
resolutions that were not voted as top priority by the theme areas into
a "piper ballot," which would be voted on by the entire body of
delegates. The revised rules also provided for the general Resolutions
Committee to be the Committee of the Conference and to "take steps
to provide for the accurate reporting of the proceedings and the
recommendations of the Conference, as well as take responsibility for
any procedures relating to future convening of another White. House
Conference on Library and Information Services!' The revised rules'
also streamlined the process by which a certified voting delegate
could be replaced by a certified alternate. .

The revised rules were adopted by the delegates with one
amendment: each theme area was allowed as many priority
resolutiogs as there were small working groups in that area; since
there were 34 small working groups, the total number of priority
resolutions that could be brought to the final general session for
voting was 34.

report.
The text of the rules is included in the appendices of this

Facilitators The decision to have facilitators, rather than chairpersons, at.
the working group level was a major decision in thefunctioning and
conduct of the Conference, and teflected the overriding philosophy
that the delegates were the key leaders in the process at all levels. In
response to requests for proposals for the training of the facilitators,
two proposals were received. After careful study of both, the A.K.
Rice Institute was selected. the training program was carried out in a
two-and-one:half-day workshop immediately prior to the White
House Conference. This program used group dynamics techniques
developed at the Center for Apptied Social Research of the Tavistock
Institute for Human Relations in London. Forty-one individuals from
all parts of the United Statevolunteered to participate. in this training
program. These individuals paid, their own travel costs and expenses
for their stay both during the training anti at the Conference.

The success of the training program for the facilitators was
demonstrated early in the Conference when they met-tb-develop

98 t9
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Resolutions Process

procedures to carry out their assigned functions. The group
developed a personal definition of their role, within the framework of
the Conference rules. Their definition read as follows, "Those who
have agreed to be facilitators recognize that their role is to manage
the diScussion, decisionmaking, and elective processes in the small
workshops and to work with the recorder in processing'the
resolutions work sheets. It is not part of the facilitator's function to act
as a resource person or as a delegate with decisionmaking.powers."

The critical work of creating the Conference resolutions was
carried out according to the procedures established in the rules. This
process is summarized here. The role of the Conference Resolutions
Committee in this process should be noted. There were two types of
resolutions committees: theihe resolutions committees and a general
Resolutions Committee.

Each small workgroup elected a committee member who
served on the theme resolutions committee for that theme. These
committees-served to synthesize resolutions in each theme area. The
general Resolutions Committee was composed of two elected
delegates for each theme area chosen front the theme resolutions
committees. The function of this committee was to present the
resolutions from the theme areas to the general voting body.

During the first sessions,eaCh small workgrOup elected a
delegate to represent that group on the resolutions committee. The
delegates met on the first evening of the Conference and a in after
their second round of workgroup sessions with the themederators
for their respective themes. During the second meeting the delegates 7
exchanged information as to the expected products of their small /
workgrotips, in order to note any similarities or differences in focu
among their groups. Because each of the.theme res utions //

' committees operated in a unique mannef, this proces will be
described for each theme session.

The Theme I resolutions committee, dealing with eting
Personal Needs, decided on four topics on which there s emed to be
consensus among the workgroups. They presented all r solutions in
these categories to the entire theme delegation, to get ons sus on
the concepts embodied in the resolutions. Followin this, th
synthesized the resolutions for voting at the secon theme sess n.
The resolutions voted as priority were then forw ded to the general
Resolutions committee for discussion and votin at the first general
session.

The theme resolutions committee fo
Lifelong Learning, met both between and
sessions and combined similar-resolutio
similar topics into single resolutions. T
presented to the delegates in Theme
wording of the small group resoluti
manner slightly different from the
debate or amendm'ent to the res
all of the resolutions had been

95

Theme II, Enhancing
fter the small workgroup

s or resolutions dealing with
ese resolutions were

, along with the original
nsr Theme II operated in a

ther,theme groups, in that no
utions proposed was allowed until

oted either up or down.
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..J- The resolutions committee for Theme III; Improving the a ,
Organizations and Professions, established an initial process-for-its
theme session deliberations by which it provided a list of th4 flt
resolutions, which the committee had arranged or merged into a

single list grouped by topic. Each small group delegate representative
vbas then asked to present the resolution from his or her group aA a

4
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Motion.

. In Theme III, it was the theme delegate body that voted the
authorizatioh for combining groups of resolutions in single topic
areas. In Theme III, there was also a different process for establishing
the top priority recommendations; two ballots were used in order to
set the four top priority resolutions from that theme. The first ballot
provided space for the delegates to list their four_priority resolutions;
the second ballot permitted the delegates to rank order all of the
additional resolutions.

In Theme IV, Governing Society, members of the resolutions
committee combined and ranked all of the small group resolutions
prior to the first theipe session for that theme. They also compared
the results of their small group sessions with those of other theme
resolutions committees, and came up with a rank ordering of priority
resolutions taken from the top five priority.resolutions of the small
workgroups in that theme. During the second theme session, the
resolutions were voted on. The committee also suggested that the
remaining resolutions that they had not ranked be voted on by,the
theme session before the rank ordering of the priority resolutions took.
place. After consideration of the resolutions that had been combined
by the resolutions committee, any ot9r resolutions that tame up
from the small workgroups could then be considered.

In Theme V, Increasing International Cooperation, the
resolutions committee developed a,process whereby the delegate
representative read the highest priority resolution of each small
group. The delegates then identified overlaps with other resolutions,
discussed the resolutiOns'and voted. This process was later changed:
delegate's voted on each resolution and then voted 'later on whether-
to combine them with other resolutions. The four delegate
representative5 clarified and consolidated similar resolutions. Theme,
V used a ballot for ranking the 'highest priority resolutions, but
allowed delegates to lobby for resolutions prior to voting.

AftA'allof the theme sessions had gone through their
processes, the general Resolutions Committee convened and, together

C with the general session moderator, established the working
procedurejor the first general voting session of the Conference. The
procedure established by the moderator was that the priority

-resolutions from each theme would be read to the delegates. No
voting was allowed at the first general voting session. The general
Resolutions Committee was aythorized to combine and reword
similar resolutions which had come from the five theme sessions and
to rework these resolutions for presentation and for voting at the final
session. Seventeen such resolutions were presented by the
Resolutioni Committee.
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An Overview of
the Proceedings

ThursdayNovember 15

Under the informal petition process for additional
resblutronsthose which had not come through-the small workgroup
and theme session proCessa total of 32 such resolutions were
submitted to the entire delegation fOrvoting. A two-thirds vote of

tithose delegates present and Voting wa required for a petition
resolution to be considered by the en ire body. The delegates voted
to consider nine of the 32 resolutions that had been proposed and
adopted these 9 resatations. There were"49re-Stilutions on the paper
ballot prepared by the Resolutions Committee. Of these, only four'
were defeated.

... itt

The delegates passed 64 resolutionsz---2,5 by voting in the
general session and' 39 by paper ballot. No ran ng of the resolutions
was done. As provided for in the Conference rules, a Committee of
the Conference was established-to approve the final wording of thgg

resolutions. Transcripts of the general voting sessions, together with
the recorder's annotated draft of the resolution§ adoi3ted, were sent to
the Committee. Final wording of the resolutions was establ4ed by
the Committee at a specjal meeting in Chicago, on January 5, 198

.

More than 1,800 persons registered for theConfere e on
Opening day. Th6 day's events .included a tour orthe Wh e House,
the open* of the information Center; and screenings a variety of
films cleating with both technical inforrgatiOn process and public
awareness of library and information services. The fi s represented
original productions by the library community and ere 'optic:Tally
submitted by States. The schedule included a spe' la( period for

... .

States, groups Of States, coalitions, and'foundati,,ns to meet in
caucuses,.

-

The Conference was officially, opened at an evening bafiquet
by Charles Benton, Chairman of the National Commission, on
Libraries and InforrNtion SOenc7 and Chairman of the White douse
Conference. Abner J. Mikva, Judge of the U.S`. Cour4 of Appeals,
District of Columbia, conducted the swearing in of The delegates. The
participants were welcomed by Marilyn Killebrew, Gell, Director otf
the Conference, and Marion Barry, Mayor of Washington, D.C.
Special awardNeere presented by Martin M. Cummings,,Directorof
the National Library of Medicine, to seven individuals in recognition
ofttheir contribution to the Conference. These individuals were:

Charming L. Bete, Sr. (Posthumous)
:

U.S. Representative John Brademalndiana)

Carl . Elliott (Former U.S. Representative from Alabama) -

SUS. enator Warren G. Magnuson (Washington)

Bessie Baehr; Moore (Vice Chairman of N(LIS and Membei'
/of the Advisory Committee on the Conference)

1(; .
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'U.S. Senator Claiborne Pell (Rhode Island)

U.S. Representative Carl Q. P4kins (Kentucky)

Special remarks were presented by Richard M. Neustadt,
Assistant Diterctor, Domestic Policy Staff, The Vkihite House; U.S.
Representative William D. Ford, MichigarY,Tand U.S. Senator Jacob K.

, Javits, New York..

The first general session, devoted to the adoption of the rules,
was convened after the banquet, at 10:30 p.m. Judge Mikva served as
moderator for the assembly, which adopted the rules within, one and
one-half hours, and adjourned'at 12:15 a.m.

The second general session began ,at 9:30 a.m. with an
,address by President Carter..Five speakers then presented
.commentary on the five theme areas'bf the Conference. The speakers
were:

Clara S. Jones, Member of NCLES Personal Needs.

Francis Keppel, Director, Aspen Institute for Humanistic
Studies Lifelong Learning

Herbert D. Beningibn, Vice President, The MITRE
Corporation Organizations and the Professions

Major R. Owens, New York State Senator Governing
Society

+

Bernard Ostry,"Deputc, Minister of Communications for
Canada International Cooperation and Understanding .

Luncheon lea/wed iscreeningof a videotape, Telefuture,,
produced by the Library of Congress. The rrtaderator was Robert Lee-
Chartran, Senior Specialist in information Policy and Technology,
Congressigpal Research Service, Library of COngres and a Mertiber of
The Whitehouse Conference Advisory Committee. Comments on the
film were presented by Nicholas Johnson, Chairman, National
Citizens Communications Lobby, and Robert B. Pfannkuch, President,
Video Group, Bell & Howell CO.

. .'
Mirk sessions opened. in the afternoon. Thirty-four Work

groups met individually to address issues in the five theme areas.
Each group included 20 to 25 delegates who assembled in a
roundtable format. These sessions were open to alternates, observers,
and the press.

The first of three,open hearings was also held in the,afteri400n.
During the three hearings,,a total of 68 persdns presented testimony
on issues and concerns, 13141,h as individuals and as spokespersons for
organizations. The Friday hearing was presided overiby Bessie Boehm
Moore and Mildred Younger.

More than 1,000 persons attended an evening reception for
delegates, sponsored by the American Library Association and the
Library of Congress, held at,the Library. Caucuses continued during
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the 'evening. In additioryo State caucuses, caucuses were held by
ethnic groups, youth and disabled, lelegates.:at-large, and
professional organizations.

Four, multirnedia.presentations were screened in the evening.
These were produced by the University of Iowa, the University of
Utah, Colorado State Library, and Mississippi State University.

SaturdayNovember 17 Work sessions continued in the morning, while the second
open hearing took place. Horace E. Tate, Member of NCLIS,
presided. During tlie luncheon , two guest speakers, Goverp,or Bill
Clintpn of Arkansas, and George Schrader, City Manager of Dallas,
Texas, discussed pertinent issues within State and city governments.
Warren G. Hill, Member of the Advisory Committee to the
Conferen&e, presided.

Work session 's and hearings continued in the afternoon. The
third °Oen hearing was presidecrover by William J. Welsh, Deputy

. ; Librarian of Congress.

James H. Boren, Founder and President of the International
Association of Bureaucrats, was speaker at the evening-banquet,
presided over by Phil A.-Sprague, Member of NCLIS. /,

In the evening, the delegates met in-thelr theme groups to

L begin' discussing and voting on the large number of resolutions that
had come out of the small work sessions. The delegates created
special committees to synthesize the recommendations.from the small
work groups. Called Resolutions Committees, these groups continued
working during the night.

Sunday November 18 .
Ecumenical religious services at the Conference site,

Conducted by the Chaplain's Office, ltS, Department ota.Defense,
were attended by more than 200 persons. Ralph Nader wis guest
speaker at Sunday's luncheon.

s Theme sessions were reconvened to review the work of the
Resolutions Committee. In the afternoon, a general session was
convened to consider the recommendations from each theMe session.
Voting was done using electronic voting machines. The combined
Resolutions Committee was given responsibility for further synthesis
of recommendations.

/MondayNovember 19 .

In the evening, delegates were entertained as guests of five
embassies and the Department of-State at special receptions.

The final general session was convened, in the morning. Daniel,
J.. Boorstin, Librarian orCongress, addressed the delegates. The body
thenapprcived 64 resolutions and also established a Committee of the
Conference to oversee the final graft of the text.

A joint congressional hearing took place at the Conference
site. Testimony from 10 individuals was heard by 10 members of the
bngress. s"\

The Conference concluded with a luncheon address by Stuart
E. Eizenstat, Assistant to the.President for Domestic Affairs and Policy.
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'During the two-year period of pre Conferences and the
five-day Conference period in Washington, a wellspring of/public
awareness spread throughoutithe Nation through articles in
newspapers, magazines, newsletters, and radio and television
broadcasts. More than 3,500 newspaperymagazine and newsletter
clippings appeared in the national press from September 1977 to
January 1980. Articles appeared in the New York Times, Wall Street
Journal, Library Journal, American Libraries, Los Angeles Times, and
Time.

Before the national public relations campaign began in
September 19,78, public awareness efforts centered on each State and
Territorial_ pre:Conference. In the Spring of 1978, the Confererke staff
and the American Library Association, cosponsored three regional

elworkshops on public relations. Since th e efforts were not
coordinated on a national level, they var d in scope and technique.
Some States, such as Virginia, employed professional public relations
firms. Others, such,as West Virginia, coordinated efforts through their
State libraries'and State library agencies. Widespread publicity
resulted from the efforts of Frederic J. Glazer, the West Virginia.State
librarian, who conceived and Coordinated a nationwide pubticity
campaign for the Conference using the thefne "Be with a-book for a
day." Many other state librarians, publishers, celebrities and business
people lent support to the campaign. Still other States relied,on a
corps of dedicated citizen volunteers working with.librarivs.

In November 1978, the Cdnfere ce staff adopted an official
public relations plan designed to creatMthe widest public and
delegate awareness, interest, and support for the White House --
Conference. This included assistance in media contact and public -
relations-to-the State public,reyions coordinators. The State
coordinators worked with NCL S and the Conference staff, the library
and general media, special groups_and organizations, and library and
information services organizations, to create a national public
relations program.

The Conference staff developed informational materials,
including a fact sheet, a chronology of events leading to the
Conference, and brochures. They also commissioned the'design and
printing of a poster, "Bringing Information to People."

To expand average of pre-Conference events, the staff
developed a working press list of media contacts including the lilgrary
and education press,Was`hington bureaus of major national ' )
newspapers, home offices of major newatkapers, and news wire
services.

In July 1979, the public, relations firm of Ruder and Finn was
commissioned to enlarge the media outreach program, and support
nationwide activities.

With the cooperation of the American Library Association, the
staff developed a.kit for members of Congress to assist them in
disseminating information to their constituents. A souvenir postal
cachet was developed for distribution to the delegates; and, through
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a special arrangement with the Postal Service, more than 60 percent
of the mail originating in Washington, D.C. in September and .

November 1979 was cancelled with a White House Conference
imprint.

A daily newspaper was published during the Conference,
v serving as'a Conference edition of WHC Update, a newsletter

launched in January 1979. A recording studio was set up where
delegates could make 30-second radio interview tapes to be mailed
to home-town radio stati9ns. Delegates received press releaes
designed for publication in their home-town newspapers.

Spokespersons for the COnference'parlicipated in radio and
television programs, made speeches disCussing the Conference goals,

-and were interviewed by members of the press arotindthe Nation.

1 0 .1
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Innovations During (he pre-Conference planning phase and during the
Conference itself, the White House Conference planners used several
innovative approaches, including sophisticated information
technology, teleconferencing, audio-tape briefings, and a ,,
comprehensive information center. Innovative approaches were.also
used in designing the Conference structure and in conducting the
Conference itself. - .

Planning

bk

- . Process

106 .

fp

S

t

One of the most successful and cost-effective techniques'
employed in the planning phase was a telecommunications system
called computer conferencing. Members of the Advisory Committee
to the White House Conference used this, system from June 1979
until the week before the Conference. This was the first time that a
system of this type was used in planning a White House Conference.

Another application of communications technology invoNed
the use of the six -part audio-tape series, Dialogues on the Future of
Library and Information Services, to brief the delegates on Conference
issues. -

..

Organizations dealing with information services also
contributed to the planning of the Conference. More than 60
executives, directors and presidents of information-related
organizations met in May 1979 in Washington to discuss the
objectives of the White House Conference. The meeting was
'co-sponsored by the American Society for Information Science and
the White House Conference staff, and it represented the first time
that computer, communications, micrographics, information industry,
library, scientific, educational and public interest groups had met
together to discuss the implications of the Information Age.

.The officials who attended also d,i,cussed ways to involve
each organization in the Conference process, defined substantive -
issues to be addressed at the Conference, and made plans for
implementing Conference recommendations.

The call for.a White House Conference on Library and
Information Services was itself an innovatiop. No previous White ,

I louse Conference has dealt with a topic twat affects 411 residents of
the United Nes and its Territories in so -many aspects of their lives.

The overall Conference themes and makr issi48 were .
determined through_the political processes of the State and Territory
conferences, group meetin s, and other speci4I topic conferences.
The major concern of th Conference planners was that the interests
of all citizens and residents of the United States should be
recognized. t

, An important aspect of the working process was the broad
base of many small groups within the theme sessions Of the 1
Conference, culminating in the final general sessions. This was a
replication of the process begun at local, regional and State levels.

. ..
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Documentation

The White House Conference on Library and Information
Services was a politic;:l process. The Conference rules were the
subject of unusuall-, intenst discussion and communication prior to
and at the beginning of the White House Conference.

The White House Conference on Library and Information
Services Vvas the first to establish a fully functioning information
center, to answer questions from delegates. j, resources included
books and printed materials, as well as computerized data b'ases.

The resolutions processes for the Conference afforded a variety
of routes for delegates and others to present their resolut s for
consideration.

While open hearings are common practice among White
Hbuse Confereoces, the White House Conference ontil4ary and
Information Services designed te open hearings, as. an integral part of
the Conference process. Many organizations, interest groups and
indivdu.als were invited to testify. Thus;' the hearings brought into the
process additional views and ideas that might otherwise not have

been voiced

-No previous White House Conference has included in its
closing sessions a congressional hearing, held off the site of Capitol
Hill. This hearing resulted from concerted work by the staff of the
major Senate and Congressional Committees of the U.S. Congress.
and NCLIS staff.

In March,1980, a :pecial report on the Conference was made
to representatives of the i5.;:esident. The orm of this report was a
20-minUte videotape documenting the purpose, activities and
outcomes of the Conference. Following the screening of the t,
videotape, Bringing Information to People, Conference officials
presented. the White House representatives with a presentatien
edition of a-multimedia documentation o( the Conference. Included
were the videotape, audiotapes of all major sessions,, rriocrofiche'of
all pre-Conference publications, and a special 100-tpatp monograph,
Final Report: Summary, which included the text of the resolutions
and the proposed programs and legislation.\

,Accepting the report op behalf of the President were: Richard
Harden, special assistant to the President for information

,management; Alfred. Stern, associate' director of the White'House
domestic policy staff; and Richard Neustadt, assistant director of the
White House chbrhestic policy staff.

1
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Applications of New
irchnology and
Service Approaches'

Computer Conferencing

108

The Conference itself provided a. demonstration of two
innovative Information Age approaches to providing improved library
and information services. These were a.relatividy new
communicatiQnS,technology called "computer conferencing" and/a
inulti-resourceN'information center."

ThesC onierence, which itself required the collection and
retrieval of information of all types, was an ideal irena for. utilizing
and displaying aspects omuch of what was discussed by the
delegates. Post-Conference evaluation of the use of computer
conferencing and the information center, indicated that these
processes provided unusually effective levels of efficiency, relevance,
and cost:effectiveness. Neither process has been utilized in previous
White House Conferences. Bothare summarized here.

The development of capabilities for-access to computers from
remote locations, using easily transportable terminals, has made it
feasible to use them for what is called "computer conferencirlg." The
basic idea is that a central computer can serve as an intermediary
among a group of people wishing to communicate with one another.
The computer can receive messages, storing them for later
transmission to other people; it can facilitate the writing of messages,
by providing capibility for "word processing;" it can organize and
keep track of messages; and it fan retrieve messages This computer
application is called "computdr conferencing" because it facilitates
the kinds of communication One hopes to achieve in a conference,
and does so in ways that add significantirti6=the process. For
example,-by providing a pertnabent re rd of the communication, in
a form easily retrievable when needed, the computer conference
assures that communication is reliable and does not depend upon the'
uncertainties of memory.

The Advisory Committee and staff of the White House
Conference used computer conferencing to coordinate the planning
processes for the,November Conference. Thirty individuals received
terminals and training \in their use. The resulting interactive network
of communicators numbered 38 and extended throughout the United
States including tiawaii.'A grant from the Natidnal Science
Fotedation made this project possible. The information system
utilized was the Electronic Information Exchange System (EIES),
operatng from the New Jersey Institute of Technology. The terminals

-(TI 765, with bubble memory) were loaned to the White House
Conference.planners by Texas Instruments.

A knowledge of'the capabilities of EIES is 'essential to
"understand the process. EIES staff have described these capabilities as
follows.; '

The Electronic Information Exchange System (EIES) is a
computer conferencing system, operating at the New Jersey
Institute of Technology, which usesithe abilities Of a computer
tcf facilitate human group communications. This system links
almost 800 people throughout North America and Europe, and

-
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(. IS an organized communications space providing various. .

flexible structures for the exchange of information The
computer. stores and processes messages, conference
comments, and notebook pges until users sign on and receive

Ahern a,t their convenience, thereby minimizing the barriers of
time and space and permitting communications among those
who are geographically dispersed, at a cost below that of
phone, Mail, and travel. This new'communications medium
includes the advantagecof written transcripts, ussr self-paced
interaction, work from the convenience of office or home,,and"
advanced text processing and other programmed feature.s.'The
use of EIES by the WhiteHouse Conference was an example
*of the application of this system for meeting and
,conference-planning purposes, since groups ofwidely
dispersed users sent online messages to make individual
arrangements, used eltronic conferences to form joint
decisions and plans,-drafted agenda, and other material in
computerized notebooks.

A number of "group conferences" were established, enabling
the members of each of the various Advisory Committee
sub-committees in the planning broce$s to communicate easily with
each other. Group conferenc6 took prlace for delegate preparation,
program, project implementation, public-relations, delegate seleCtion.,
exhibits, logistics, and the information center? For example, the
Sub-committee on.the Information Center included Whitt, House-
Conference staff members, mernbets of the Advisory;Committee,-and
personnel from the Library of Congress. Messages relayed to the
Informatioy Center were immediately available to the entire grow,
regardless of rdthysicarlocation.

In addition, group conferences were established that included
all Participants. These facilitated the "broadcast" of releviint.
information and served as a means for keeping everyone up to date
ort developments:

ELES was used for:

clinking the Advisory Committee members with each other
andthe staff;,

o internal staff communications, especially when travelling;

o-handlicg the selection of the National deleg*s: processing
norninations,,,Linking the sub-comAttees, an establishing
guidelines;

o demonstrating_interactive computer conferencing as a ,
-communication and inforrnwion.tool at the Conference; and

o follow-up after the Conference' to-aid in implementing the
recommendations.

An evaluation of the use of computer conferencing by the ,
Conference is included in the appendices to this report.
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The Infor illation Centert
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Information-On-Demand
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The Information Center provided information services for the
delegates in support of the work that they cy,ould be expected-to -

accomplish at the Conference. Growing out of earlier plans for a
large-scale exhibit, the center also was degigned to provide a
functional demonstration' of-how riejesources of library and
information services could meet people's information needs.

r
The Center occupied about 12,000 square feet of the Exhibit

Hall af.the Washington Hilton Hotel. This space, located directly
insidethe main entrance of the Hall was organized into four main
activity areas: information-on-demand, Conference communications,
State resolutions, and blind and physically handicapped media.

A

19formation-On-Demand Area (IpDA) was the focal-point of
the Center. Its basic"desigri, staffing, and resources were identified
and coordinated by a working committee of administrative and
refererice staff of the Library of Congress.*The primary function of the
IORA was to act asa library reference and information service for
the delegates. This component contained a wide array of information
resources, including: 13

.
o More than 100 computerized data bases, provided by ,

on-line service suppliers and database producers. Immediate
retrieval of data, either on VTR screens or via on-line
printers, was made possible by trained volunteer operators.
The range of available encompassed facts and
figures, finance and funding,`and editorial and public..
opinion.

c
.

.
t,- .ef erep c e book collection of mo than 400 titles. This

'election was selected by the Library of Congress staff and
--... was collected and organized by. The Combined Book Exhibit

company. A catalog:of the collection was prepared for
public 'distribution.

e

o General information Wes related to the five major themes
and issues of the Conference. These included clippings,
'pamphlets, brochures, bibliographies, and other sources. The
files were compiled by the Library of Congress staff.

o Newsvre machines from the Associated Press and United
Press International. These ran continuously,duriiig the
Center's working hours.

o Access to the collections of both -oral and distant libraries
and information centers by telephone and telefacsimile. For
example, the Regional Energy/Environment Information

. Center at the Denvecpublic Library transmitted documents
to the Conference Center via telefacsimile.

o Equipment, including: eight computer terminals and printers,
two telefacsimile machines, microfilm and microfiche
reader/printers, cassette tape recorders, and a photocopy
machine.

109
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Conference Communications

4

Message Center

State.Resolutions lea
,

.;

More than 100 protessional public service librarians skilled in
using these resources volunteered their services as stall for Ole IODA
They represented libraries and information centers throughout the

nation

The services of the K)DA were available to all Conteren«
participants, either in person or by telephone A spec la! telephone
system was installed in the hotel to «finect eac h of the 34
workgroup meeting rooms to The Information Center. When
appropriate, specili«loeumentsRhotocopies, computer
printoutswereorepared and delivered directly to the inquirer or-
working group by volunteer 'runners.. Stall provided forms for requests
that they could not answer immediately'

.

Because 01 the tremendous.Iume of demand for IODA
..

)A-1
services, it was not possible to maintain accurate statistics 9n its use
Records compiled by the Library of Congress coordinate g staff
indicate that more than 1,000 questions were asked. 0 these,
three-tourths were directly related to the work of the Conference The
remainder Were requests for information of general or personal
interest+.

The Conference Communications Area consisted of two
sub areas: the "EIES" Area and the Message Center. EIS (Electronic
Information Exchange Sys.tem), a computer-baS6d communications
system, was used at the Conference to Allow delegates to keep track
athe progress of other workgroups. A daily newsletter produced on
EIES Was made available on-line to any member of the EIES system
throughout the country. This newsletter included summaries of
resolutiohs and events at the Conference.

The Message Center included not only personal message
boxes for each Conference delegate and alternate but also an
''electronic bulletin board." This was a closed-circuit television
stem driven by a microcomputer-based character- generator. Here,
daily Confe4ence schedules were posted_last-minute changes in the
schedule announced, and special events highlighted. Any Conference
participant could use this system to post Conference-related .%

information._

.
The State Resolutions Area provided on-line access to more

than 3,000 resolutions produced at the State/Territorial pre-White
House Conferences. Through the INQUIRE database management.
System, and services provided by the National Library of Medicine,
volunteer staff ran "searches," using portable computer terminals. A
variety of inforhiation was retrievable. For example, the number of
resolutions on a given topic, such as networking, produced by any
one.State, or a given group of States, or all States. Such a grouping of
res'olutions could be retrieved by the total number of resolutions, by
the names of the States which produced them; by the title of the
resolutions, and/or by the full text of the resolutions.
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The Blind and Physically Handicapped Media Area was
available to provide on-demand copies of Conference-related

.
information'on audiocassettes or in Braille format, for handicapped
delegates and alternates. In addition, talking-book machines were
available for loan to blind delegates. This area also provided access ,
to two of the latest developments in computer technology for
handicapped persons: the Kurzweil Reading Machine, which
transforms printcd material into synthesized speech, and a
Digicassette Machine capable of producing Braille transcription from
the output of a Computer terminal. Among the services provided by
this area was the complete recording of the resolutions that were
taken to the floor for final discussion and voting on the last day of the

-Conference. The facilities and the sixteen volunteer staff in this area
were made available to the Conference by the NatiOnal Library
Service for the Blind and Physically Handicapped of.the Library of
Congress.
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ormal Opening

ovember 15, 1979:
'formal Opening

Greetings of tharles Benton

M

CHAIRMAN BENTON: Good evening ladies and gentlemen,
delegates, alternates, and distinguished guests. It is my honor to
welcome you to the official, opening of the first Whyte House,
Conference oniibrary and Information Services.

For mpersonallj; this is a proud occassion. It was a year'i
last month that. President Carter appointed me Chairman of the
Conference and of the National Commission on Libraries and
Information Science. If I had known then what I know now, I may
not have,accepted this appointment so readily. But, in fact, the past
year has been one of the most educational, exciting years of my life. I

can hardly believe that this historic occasion is indeed underway.

For some people with us tonight, this is the culMinati.on of a
lifetime of service in their community,l-vithin their profession, in State
and national legislatures. We will pay trilwe to some of the pioneers
of this Cohference later this evening. For others, we hope the next
four days will be an encouragement to continue a cause that they
have joined.

You know, we represent quite an interesting microcosm,of our
society.Arpong us are representatives of every State and Territory,
young and senior, seasoned librarians and interested lay people,
judges, State representatives, authors, poets, candlemakers, coal
miners, teachers, minister$, rabbis, a dentist, a nun, and a former
prisoner of war.

We are joined in several purposes. We want to take a fresh
look at our library and information needs in the light of a knowledge
explosion and the new technology created to deal with it. We also
will try to redefine the institutional roles, priorities, and relationships
to better meet those needs through the 1980's and beyond. That will
require the discipline of working together to make some hard
choices. We want to increase public awareness of the state of the art
and of the attendant public policy questions, and we want to create a
clear statement about the critical nature of library'and information
services in our democratic society. Without making too strained an
analogy, I hope I can say we are all linked for the gathering,
processing,-and retrieval of information for a purpose.

The Conference has been organized into the theme areas,
work sessions, plenary sessions; the circuitry, so to speak, is here and
the current ,is on. We are soliciting many individual contributions to
the problems at hand, so that we can arrive at a collective wisdom
greater thariwhat a single person could achieve.

To reach this beginning took 22 years, but given the speed
with which changes occur today, we will have to affect changes and
bring about the Conference recommendations at a faster clip. The
energy in this room should help propel us forward.

P

Tonight is an evening for celebration and for thanks to some of
those without whose leadership we would not be here. It is also a

\5time to hear from some of our friends at the White House and in
Congress about their hopes and expectations for this event. And
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finally, tonight we will adopt the rules that will guide us through this
Conference

Before we begin4 want to pay a speciaj, pei'sonal tribute to
my'predecessor as Chairman of the. Natior& Commission on Libraries
and Information Science and of this Conference, Fred Burkhardt.
Through Fred's dedicated efforts, NCLIS became an institution of
national leadership that commands respect. I also want to ;thank you,
Fred, for the generous help and advice'you gave me in easing my
transition into this difficult assignment We're honored to. have you
with us as Chairman Emeritus.

The first order of business is the official swearing in of the
delegates. Judge Abner Mikva, of the U.S. Court of Appeals of the
District of Columbia, will officiate

JUDGE MIKVA: Would all of the delegates and alternate
delegates please rise? Please raise your right hand and repeat after
me: "I," and here repeat your name, "do hereby affirm that I will
discharge the duties and responsibilities entrusted to me as a delegate
to the White House Conference on,Library and Information Services
to the best of, my ability." Congratulations.

CHAIRMAN BENTON: I would like to introduce the head table,
starting with Dr. Richard Farley, Deputy Director for Technical
Information, Science and Education Administration of the National fr
Library of Agriculture. Fred Burkhardt has already been introduced.
Richard Neustadt, Assistant Director of Domestic Policy Staff, the
White House. Eileen Cooke, Director of the District of Columbia
Office of the American Library Association. The Honorable Carl
Elliott, former U.S. Representative from Alabama and now a delegate
from that State. The Honorable William D.'Ford, U.S. Representative
from Michigan, and, a member of the White House Conference

vik)ry Committee. The Honorable Carl Perkins, U.S.
Reiir6sentative from Kentucky.

And starting way at the other end of the table, William Welsh,
Deputy of Library of Congress, who also serves for Daniel Boorstin

,on th,tiNational Commission. Next, Channing Bete, Jr., chairman of
the MassachUsetts delegation to the White House Conference. Dr.
Martin Cummings, Director oflbe National Library of Medicine.
Edmund Reggie, Executive Counsel to Governor Edwin Edwards.of
Louisiana, who will serve as moderator of some of the Conference
sessions'. Bernard Ostry, Deputy Administrator =of Communication for
Canada. The Honorable Marion Barry, Mayor of the District.of

.Columbia. The Honorable John Brademas, U.S. Representative from
Indiana. Marian Gallagher, member of the White House Conference.
Advisory, Committee. The Honorable Chaiboine Pell, U.S. Senator
from,Rhode Island. Bessie Moore, Vice Chairman, Natioial
Eorpmis-sion on Libraries and Information Science, and member of

.the; White House Conference Advisory CommitteePAnd ,Senator Jacob
JdVits from°Nev York State.
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Now, it gives me great pleasure to introduce Marilyn Gell, the
Director of this Conference and a person who has performed miracles
to help make this Conference a reality.

MS. GELL: The usual way one begins a speech is to say -
good evening ladies and gentlemen. Instead, I would like to begin
tonight by saying hello to John, Maria, Dick, Mike, Boyd, Timothy,
Susan, Bob,' and each and every one of you. Welcome.

Tonight we come together, many of us, to meet for th'e first
time. Each harbours hopes and dreams, and maybe even a few
complaints. But whatever we bring with us, we are now finally, after
many years of expectation, together; and together we share a vision.
The specifics of that vision may be -different, but it is safe to say that
we share a vision, of a better, brighter world.

In a very real and important way, the future can be ours. But it
is equally true that we get the future we deserve, because in living
the present, we make the future inevitable. Each of us approaches
the task of creation and that is, after all, what we are about, from a
slightly different perspective. Some of us honor and revere tradition,
established values, the enduring importance of histor%Others of us
are 'present" people, and respond primarily to the options and
opportunities that innovation, technology, and continuing change
make available. Still others look to the futu're; we dream dreams, we
see visions, and we find ourselves uncomfortable with the fact that
dreams and visions are so slowly realized.

In individual lives, in conferences, and in the lives of
institutions and societies, each of these approaches is not only of
equal valtie, but is equally essential. To make a conference, an
institution, or a government. productive, we must encompass all
views.-We must value the past, and find in it a foundation and a
touchstone. We must acknowledge the present, for,thAi after all is the
current reality; and we must teach into the future, because it
becomes so quickly the present and so irreversibly the past.

. We are not the first group to gather in twst and in hope. More
than 200 years ago another group met. It was not a White House
Conference, but like this'Conference, it was heavily pOlitical. One of
the delegates to that meetitig was Thomas Jefferson. It was a*
Konference that revolutionized the political process and set in motion /

-liform of government that .we still enjoy. It was based on the deep
belief that people should determine their own destinies. The
deliberations of that group have reverberated through history.
Democracy depends on citizen participation, on the bringing together
not of the same Vt*S, but of dissimilar opinions' and perspectives that
can be united to produce a living, changing, responsive form of
government, A

Tonight, and for the next four days, you will be a public part
of that process. You will make decisions that cap effect the way we
live for.the last 20 years of this century'. You will do this in an open,
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democratic fashion, filled undoktbtedly with debate, and sometimes
even dissent., It is the Amerit% way. The task before you is a L.
formidable one. Not only will your deliberations be part of the grand
tradition, but you will be discussing issues that go to the heart of our
form of government-access to information.

In 1787, Thomas Jefferson noted that the way to preserve the
government that we enjoy is to give the people full information
through the channel of the public papers and to contrive that those
papers should penetrate the whole mass of the people. The channels
now are more numerous than they were in Jefferson's time. They
include libraries, television, anc1vghole host of other information
services that I won't now enure rate. But the principle remains intact.
The success of our form of government rests finally 7 an informed
citizenry.

''`Like the delegates to-'f/he Second Continental Congress, you
will be addresPin some of the fundamental problems of our time.
Your task is to advise ancllecommend actions thataxi,11;bdild on the
best of the past, thalt are tempered by the realities of the present, and
that will create a world in which information continues to be the
basis of freedom. It is a noble task. .

CHAIRMAN BENTON: Ladies and gentlemen, I next present
Mayor Marion Barry of the District of Columbia, our magnificent host
city.

Remarks of , MAYOR BARRY: Thank you,khairrrran Benton. Distinguished
Members of Congress, other distinguished guests, ladies and
gentlemen. It is with great pleasure that I bring to the White House
Conference on Library and Information Services the greetings and

. / begt wishes'of the District of Columbia government. I regret very
tr.much that I'm no't,going to be able to spend a great deal of time with_

. you; but as you knbw, being Mayor of this great city, I wake up
every morningnot wondering if there is going to be a crisis the ,

. question is when it's goi,ikg to be, how much, and how long.
. .:,

'But we're repreSented here by five outstanding delegates from
the District, including qae head of our public library system, Hardy
Franklin. So you can rest assured t at.we are ably represented.**Also,
let me welcome you to a city whic is more than just monuments,
and more than just bureaucrats, and more thap just the.President and
Members of Congress. This is- a city of over 760,000 residents who
make this their home.

Marion Barry, Jr.

1)8

.1

Let me also welcome you to what I describe as the last
colqny; that is, we're the only group.of 700,000 American citizens in
the united States of American who can't vote for our Senators and
our Representatives. As Judge Mikva was administering the oath of
office to you, I was thinking how nice it would be when he or
someone else could administer the oath of office to two Senators
from the District of Colurnhja,
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As Ms. Gell was speakfig about Thomas Jefferson, and the
,great debates of the 1780's, and about taxation without
representation, I was reminded of our own city. So I'd like to ask that
when you go back to your States, and we finish working hard about
library systems and informational services, that you also work hard to
help us pass our Constitutional amendment, which will give us two
Senators and two Representatives. Between now and January, if you
live in California or in Pennsylvania, we need your help-there
because the amendment is alive and well, but it hasn't passed yet.

Also let me indicate thdt, as Mayor of th 'strict of Columbia,
I pay a great deal of attention to the large n ork of public libraries,
such as the District of Columbia's magnificent central library, the
Martin Luther King Memorial Library Building. We have a network of
more than 170 public school librarie;_the libraries of the University
of the District of Columbia; the libraries maintained by the individual
agencies and departments of the District government, In addition to
the District's publicly supported libraries, I have to menthe the giant-
Library of Congress and literally hundreds of other Federal libraries,
located in the District-23 acatier'nic libraries and 294 private and
special libraries. In fact, we are called the city of libraries, and we're
also called the library capital of the world. But large or small, unique
or popular, specialized or general, libraries are the very living .heart
a4d soul of our city. And we love them, we.support them, and we
use them.

The city of Washington, mole than any other leading city, is
dependent upon information and knowledge. Nowhere in the world
is the old truth that knowledge equals Dower so vividly and so clearly
demonstrated than here. Knowledge will forever-govern ignorance,
and a people who negd to be their own governyncrt.must arm,
theniselves with the power which knowledge",gives.

Being born in Mississippi, and growing up in Memphis,
Tennessee, education was cori5tantly pointed to me as a way ut of
the ghetto. Reading was one of the recommended vehicIT, but in my
day ir wasnst real readingit was academic and theoretical. Wf also
found, growing up in mybday, that /reading for one's enjoymeht was for
the most u.art,ajuxury. I think for too many of our young people in
our inner city,"fiprding for enjoyment is still a luxury. We have to
change that around. But whqp people have to worry about a place to
stay, and food to eat, and clothing to wear, they don't hsve,much
time to think about reading a book for enjoyment. So we have to put
together the living and social conditions of our citwraldng with the
reading cond4ns of our city.

Some pebple are fortunate enough to be borri in circumstances
where role models are providedin other words,,the road wgs,,,
paved, the only thing they had to do was get on it and move into the
door of opportunity. But for too Many of our people there are no

N> roads, and there are few opportOnities..We need to figure out how
we can do a lot better.-

Also, we notice that around the country resources are drying
up as relved to libraries. Politician and touncil people and others

.
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find that its very easy to cut the library budget, because there is no
major organized constituency. Therefore, it seems to me that tou
ought to put on your aunda how to better organize yoursdtves
politically, beta & pobicians Understand votes and not talk: I think
the Members-of Congress understand what I'm talking about.

During the summer, the Librarian of the Congress, Daniel
Boorstin, visited me. We talked abopt libraries and what I could do
for them as Mayor. I've tiled' to do all I can in this city to assure that
as we make budgetary decisions the library system is not left out. The
library system of the District of Cipleilmbiacine of the few agencies
this year.that did not receive a recommended cut-from me, because I
believe in that system.

,
This Conference cant IN very meaningful to all of us if we take

back to our localcommunitig some 'Of,the things that we are
learning here. It seems to me that as-yep deliberate and look at the
great issues of the day, yqu have t6 bring them into some sense of
reality, because too many cdnferences are left. With 'empty promises
and false hopes and visionshatsclon't materialize.

, '. .

On behalf of the 700,000 citizens of the District-6f Columbia,
I welcome you to our great city. And if I didn't ask. you while you are

t- here to spend some money, l'woOld be derelip in my responsibilities,
because cities run op money. Everybody, Wants to know where we're
going to get more-money froin. If you spend a lot more here,"lnaybe
Hardy Franklin can get a lot4noryext War w41

cI
Ili ri Liucilet lime

tomes. ..-.

. , .- . / .

Let me just express rfly_greattlelight ih being invited here. I get ,

about 250 invitations 'a week *to skals; and I just asked my
appointment secretary to make sure she hi/ticked out sane time fof--s.- me to come to say hello tayou. Yem,4;11 find in most cities and most '
counties and Most States, sbme politicians; are not ver'7 responsive to
people when they talk about libraries. 1 Wanted to show that we in
the District have a different britkiiicl of politicians who show we do,
care abgWibraries and i.nformationItms. My presence here is an

indication of that. Thaenk you very, very much; and good luck in all
your deliberations,

CHAIRMAN BENTON:Jhank you, Mayor Barry, for that most
inspiring introductiOn'tosur Contervnce;' You have'gef a marvelous,
passionate tone for us; and ydoc -Call-for Political action most surely

4 will be heeded.

444k
Ladies and gentlemen, I present next Dr. Martin Cummings,

Director of one of Our Nation's great Federal libraries,, the National
Library of Medicine. Martin combinesA one person the skills'of
librarianship and infofmation science 51their best. Furthermore, the
National Library of Medicihe is as good a model of a national library
and information service as any that can be found in this country.

$
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CUMIAINGS:Thank you, Charles I want to offer a
special greeting on behalf of your three national libraries.

It is for me a great privilege to participate in this ceremony.
.14Ve are about to honor the leaders whose farsighted iisdom made it
possible to hold the Nations first public forum on the subject of.
libraries and information services. !'must admit, it is a unique
position for me to preside over an assemblage that includes a number
of distinguished Senators and Congressmen, some of whom I have
testified before. It is agratifying turnaround to have them on the
receiving end for a change.

U.S.-Representative John Brademas, Congressman from
Indiana, has made his name synonymous with legislation on behalf of
edOcation, the arts, humanities, museums, and piiblic libraries since
1'959. With deep appreciatPon we acknowledge his role in legislation-
authorizing a permanent National Commission on,Libraries.,I also
should point out that, with Minority Leader Gerald Ford, in 1973 he
sponsbred the joint resolution authorizing the President to'call a
White House Conference on Library and Information Services.

REPRESENTATIVE BRADEMAS: Thank you try much, sir. Mr..
Chairman, my distinguished colleagues, ladies9hd,gentlemen. I'm,
very grateful to my old friend and yourleader, Charles Benton, for
lettinghme speak first. But like my leader on the committee on
Education'and Labor, Carl Perkins, I haveyet a couple'of more
meetings to get to.-That's the way most of 'us live our lives here. ,.

But I want you to know how enormousry grateful I am to you
for the honor that you dome. I'm especially pleased to receive this
certificate, as I do so qn the same evening at which my old friend
Abner Mikva, now a distinguished judge, is with us. And my
chairman during most of my years of service in the House of
Representatives, Carl Perkins, is here, as well my current
chairman, Bill Ford, who's 'giving great leadership in the field of
libraries and higher education; and my beloved colleagues from the
other body, Jake Javits and Claiborne Pelktwith whom I've worked so
closely on all of these matters.

1 want to say just a quick word about libraries. I grew up in
libraries. My late grandfather was a high school-superintendent and a
college teacher in a little town of 700 people in Indiana. In that little
town, he had,a house in which he had a library of some 5,000
books. I grew up in that library; it was a school of mine. Therefore,
I've always been very grateful for what doors of learning libraries can
open. Later on in life, I've had the opportunity to study in some of
the-great libraries of the worldthe Widener, the 13odlei,p, and the
Biblioteque Nationale in other countriesbut I've never forgotten
that library in my grandfather's home in a little town in Indiana.

That's one of the reasons that, whew! went to Congress 21
years ago, I asked to serve on the committee that wrote education
legislation. Since then I have worked with all of the colleagues whom
you are seeing at this head table on elementary and secondary school
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libraries, higher'education libr4ries, the Library Services and
Construction Act, the National Commission, and the White House
Conference:

Let us never forget the intimate relationship between a free .

society and open libraries. The` friends of freedom are the friends of
libraries. .

I've got to say one more, word. I did not realize that here
tonight was one of the greatest human beings I've ever imet in
Congress or out, and an inspiration to all of us who knew himour
former colleague in the House, Carl Elliott of Alabama. He's a great
man. Once again, 'thank you.

.
DR. CUMMINGS: A member of the House of Representatives

from Kentucky since 1948, Chairman of the House Education and
'Labor Committee since 1967, Congressman Carl D. Perkins of

Kentucky. was a principle backer of the Library Services and
Construction-AN. He is one of those-who worked tirelessly on
behalf of,fhe National Defense Education Act of '3963, the HigliVr
Education Act, the Elementary and.Secondary Education Act, the
Medical Library Assistance Act, and other key legislation,, including
the bill which brought us together-tonight /For his outstanding an
effective efforts in the U.S. Congress to make library and informs ion
services available to all Americans, we honor him tonight. Mr.
Perkins.

REPRESENTATIVE PERKINS: Dr. Cummings, ladies and
gentler'nen, and my colleagues, Senator, javits and Senator Pell. I was
elected with Harry Truman in 1948, when no one thought Harry
Truman was going tg get to firsrbase. In 1949, Carl Elliott and I
sponsored a Rural Highway Bill. We Mere representing rural people,
more or less, at'that time. We thought the people in the cities had got
the advantage, through grants from Carnegie and other people, and

' had better libiaries, and,the rural ,people had scarcely anthing. We
had a $5 million bill in the House of-Representatives in 1949-50 that
had passed the Senate,and lost. by two votes in'the House of
Representatives. We struggled until 1956, and wccombined
resources with representatives from cities, as we should have in the
first place; and we passed the 1301.

Naturally, libraries have not faired as well in the Congresses as
they perhaps should have faired, but we have made much progress.
And in this White House Conference, we wish you well. You will
have the full cooperation of the House Committee on Education and
Labor. Bill Ford's subcommittee has jurisdiction over the library
legislation primarily. And I waht to say a word on behalf of my
friends from the Senate, Senators javits and Pell, who have been -)
leaders in the forefront for he library people in the American Library
Association ever since i've been in the Congress.

Dr. Cummings, I accept this citation with much pride, but I
realize that the credit belongs toyou people and everybody else that
has made this occasion possible. We want to move forward into the
future. I thank you.
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DR. CUMMINGS: Now may I present a tribute to two .

members of the same family, fathe'nd son. Twenty-two years ago
Channing Bete, a library trustee from Greenfield, Massachusetts,
suggested the idea of a White House Conference on Libraries to the.
American Library TrusteeS.Association. Mr..pete did notlive to see
the realization of his effort;. fi u t with us tonight is his son, Channing
Bete, Jr., to whom we present an award,in memory of his father and
in appreciation of his own outstanding leadership on the Citizens
Advisory Committee with the Massachusetts Governor's Conference
on Library and Information'Services.

MR. BETE: On behalf of my father, I thank all of you for this.
He would have been proud. I would share- one aspect of this_tharhe....;
shared with me. He neversaw this White House Conference as an
end in itself; he never saw this as an end -at all. He saw this. really as
the beginning. He would have welcomed all of you here to make
that beginninga beginning now for the 1980's and 1990'sand to
make libraries come to life and serve the people of our Nation in
perhaps ways they.haven't been served before. But let's make a good
beginning here. On behalf-of his memory, and of vi family, I thank
you.

DR.-CUMMINGS: Now gives riie great pleasure td introduce
Carl A. Elliott, former U.S. Representative -from Alabama. Mr. Elliott
wrote the National beferise Education Act of 1958, and was a
guiding force in congressional passage of the driginal Library Services
and Construction Act. In recognitipn of your ardent and enduring
library support thrtsugh almost two decades of congressional service,
we are pleased to presentoyou witti this certificate of:appreciation.

MRALLIOTI: Mr. Chairman and friends, in all my time in
public life, I've never known a White House Conference to be held
that there didn't grow out of it much good. I'm looking forward with
anticiktion, as a citizen of this - Republic, to the many good things
that we may be able to do here during this Conference. It's a

.pleasure to be with you and to be with mp old colleagues of the
years gorse by. Thank you, . . .

DR. CUMMINGS: Senator Claiborne Pell of Rhode Island is
the Chairmarrof the Senate Subcommittee on-Education, Arts and the
Humanities, as well as Chairman of the Senate Rules and
Administration Committee. We recognize him tonight for his
leadership and:support of legislation for the establishment of the
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science, and for
his special role as the original sponsor of legislation to authorize the
White House CZnference on Library and Information Services. We
thank him profoundly for his continual guidance of legislation
relating to libraries; education, the arts, and the humanities.

SENATOR PELL: Thank you, Chairman Cummings, and old
friend Charles Benton. I guess all of us are fellow book loverswe're
here because of that fact, I remember when my children were small,
and they didn't treat a book with the courtesy and the

'gentleness
I

felt they should,I'd say, "Don't forget, the book is a friend." In fact,
as life goes on we very often find it's one of our best friends. And I

-
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t,
think it's this respect, reveren«, and affection for books and for .
learning tbat,binds us all together 6

So I congratulate you on- kitting here, as well as on the fact that
you'ye learned something of the political pl'oess in getting here..
Some of you are alternates paid for..by your own States, some of you
are delegates paid.for by Uncle Sam; but you all fought hard and you
recognized in each case the importance of the political process m
obtaining your objectives. I thank you, we all thank you,for coming
'here. This is ari example of citizen involvement as it should be. I
know in my own State, I went to a greeting of one of the regional
groups, and they were going at it lickety split. They were realty faking
ideas and thrashing themout. This was going on across the length
and breqdth of Rhode Island; and if anything goesthe length and
breadth,of Rhode Island, you lenow it's covered a lot of ground and a
lot of territbry. . .r

We should recognize that the federal Government. picks upNaabout one cent out of every 10 that's._ t-, so we,have a
respOnsibility in the Congresto under and your thoughts; and tf we
think they're Ise, to folidw them. I hope that in this Conference you
will focus o deral involvement and,will give thought to various
problems th e face. Forexample, in our Education Subcommittee
we have actually postpdned making *a decision concerning the
National Periodical Center until after your Conference, because we're
interested in what Your:recommendations may be.

So don't feel that yod will make a recommendation and at will
float off into'outer space. We are interested in them, waiting for them
anNor your reactions to ideas that I hope will surfacelike-the
thought pf challenge grants, which the NEA is doing and which you
could develop in yourown communities. The elimination of
functional illiteracy, Which is still so much withusperhaps less
extreme than it was 10 or 20 years ago in some casesbut the depth
and breadth of illitkracy;l think, is liarger now. The average letter that
comes in is less well written, and tlice average degree of literacy
among the so-called educated people, college graduates, has
obviously gone down in the last few years,,to my regret..

These are all ideas that I hope will surface, so we on the Hill
will be able to know what you're thinking and can try to do.Our best
forihe taxpayers, to help'you help the cause of libraries across the
country. Good luck; and thaqk you.

DR. CUMMINGS: The award being presented to U.S. Senator
Warren G: Magnuson of Washington will be received by Marian G.
Gallagher, "a member of the Whit/ Hoase Confer Advisory
Committee, who is from,Seattle. During 35 years of cogressional
Service from the State of Washington, SenatoPMagnuson's leadership
has been of great assistance to the library and education

. communities. His support of legislatirn led to pAssage of the Library
Services and Construction Act, the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act, the Medical Library Assistance Act, the establishment
of the National Corrtmission on Libraries 'and InforMation Science,
and the legislation leading.to this.Conftice.Ms..Gallagher, please
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convey this lard to Senator-Magnuson on behalf of 50 million
consumers of library and information services.

VS

MS. GALLAGHER: Mr. Chairman, distinguiShed guests, ladies
and gentlemen. If Senator Magnuson were here in person, he might.
say something splendid aboutthe State of Washington, so I think I
ought to do that, too. We have Senator Magnuson, and in a true
resource-sharing spirit, we share him with all of you. He does indeed
value information; he knows its power and he does everything he
can to make it more widely1Yailable. In the past, I've thanked him
many times for aid to education so it's a turnabout for me to be able
to accept an award on his behalf from the Conference. We're going
to carry this award back to him tomorrow, conveyed by a very
carefully selected delegation. I'm hoping that none of you will think
that its too utterly partisan if the convoy carries the Washington State
flag. Thank you, for the Senator.

DR. CUMMINGS: (.should add that if Senator Magnuson were
here, I would add 4, special note of thanks for his patronage and
support of the marvelous,new facility being constructed in Bethesda,
Maryland, in honor of a- distinguished former Senator of Alabama,
Senator Lister Hill.

I have deliberately withheld the citation for Bessie B. Moore,
Vice Chairman of the Natal Commission on Libraries and
Information Science, and a member of the White House Conference
Advisory Committee. Tonight we call attention to your enthusiastic
promotion of library causes for more than five decades. Your tireless
efforts, both in your home State of Arkansas and in the Nation, to win
citizen participation in directing the future of the Nation's libraries
and information services, have won our appreciation and gratitude., In
addition We pay homage to your undis e rule as the "corporate
memory" for the Commission an e Conference. Bessie, we thank
you.

MS. MOORE: As you may imagine, this is certainly an
emotional experience'for me. I look back over long years of interest
in libraries and remember many occasions that I won't have time to
talk to you about tonight. With theexception of Senator Davits, I have
testified before every single one of these Members of Congress and
their, committees over a number of years.

I happened to be the national president of the Library Trustee
Association when Channing Bete said to me,, "What a wondcyful
thing it would be to have a White House Conference." I remember
that, and I remember his very deep thinking and his gracious
manner and his thoughtfulness for the future. He said to me one
time, "Wouldn't it be wonderful to live for the xt years? I wish I
could." He didn't, but I am here and I want to pay tribute especially
to his memory.

Then I remember some other times when we had an Advisory
.Commission appointed by President Johnson. Carl Elliott and I went
all over the country holding hearings, which was really a.great,
experience. I look at yOur faces tonight, here in this room, and I see
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many who have given me the opportunity to serve with you at many
a library conference. I even see a former college professor of mine;
I'll have to admit he's younger than I am, but I thought I'd like to tel
you he's here.

I would like to say to those of you who are delegates,and
perhaps this is your first experience working with librariesthat the
finest people you'll ever meet are those that work in this cause. I
know, because I see so many of my friends out there.

I'm especially pleased to get this award. I'll hang it
prominent place and always enjoy it. I'd like to say to our good
friends here who have voted the money for this Conference, that it's
well to start off with something wonderful; anjl I'll have to say that
the'Congress of the United States set a gdod able for our first
experience.

CHAIRMAN BENTON: Thank you, Marty Cummings and our
award recipients, for being here tonight. We're delighted to_ II.ve
with us three men to whom we owe a great deal, a repres.Fniative of
the White House and two Members of Congress who serve on the
White House Conference Advisory Committee. The presence here
tonight of Richard M. Neustadt, Assistant Director of the White
House Domestic Policy Staff, Senatorlacob M. Javits of New: York,
and Representative William D.. Ford of Michigan reflects the role of
the National Commission as an independent Government agency
reporting to both the President and to the Congress. We will hear first
Iran Rick Neustadt, whose responsibilities at the White House
include information and communications policy and regulatory
reform.

Remarks of MR. NEUSTADT: As someone who works on information
Richard M. Neustadt policy day to day, I'm thrilled that you're here. It its been a

long wait, but your timing is spectacular. We're at a transition point.
We've worked through-most of the information agenda of the 1980's
on privacy, patents, commuhications,regulation, freedom of 4

information, and the need to bring education to the Cabinet table. All
those issues have been debated and the directions are clear. Now it's
time to frame the agenda for the next decade.

O

;426

(

a,

going to be a decade of limits, and of hard choices, but
information is a field of hope and opportunity. Information can
improve our productivity. Books consume no oil; there are no limits
on knowledge. In the next three days, you are going to play a vital
role in framing the new agepaeli. You can help us structure the new
Department of'Education. You can point to new directions, through
the Government's library programs. You can help the information
institutions in each community to share facilities and take advantage'
of the new information technologies. You can help define the
information roles of the public and private sectors. You can launch .

projects to strengthen America's economy, and enrich Americans'
lives.
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Remarks of
Representative William Ford.

NOw those ends are magnificent. The means to realize them,
as you know, are limited. Arid the time to set priorities is short. You
are going to. have a long, hard weekend. But it's worth it 1 plan to be
with you, and others from the White House will be with you through
most of that time, and we're really looking toLward to every minute.

This is a Ne House C riference and I'm from the White
House, so 1,:d like proRhise 'a toast This is to Charles Benton, Besie
Moore, and Marilyn Gell7Those of us ho watched them through the
last few very hard months must have wondered with you whether
we'd ever all see this night. We owe yo all of us, a diebt of
gratitude. Congratillptions.

CHAIRMAN BENTON: We wish to thank our next speaker,
the Honorable William Ford, for his strong leadership in making
possible the passage of legislation essential to the improvement of
library .and information services in public and school libraries and for
librarieyand institutions offering-post- secondary education. We also
commend him for his successful efforts in the passage of postal
legislation favorable to libraries, and his continuing interest and
support of the National Commission on Libraries and Information
Science, as well as his peticipation as a member of the Advisory
Committee to the White House Conference on Library and
Information Services.

REPRESENTATIVE FORD: Thank you very much. It's a real
pleasure to be here this evening and share the feeling of enthusiasm
that was brought to me by The Michigan delegation when they came
to my office today to share some of 'their thoughts. I can warn the rest
of you that they have some great ideas, and if they are in pny way
typical of the kind Of enthusiasm that is gathered here, this is going to
be a very busy weekend indeed.

I'm informed that there are only about 3,000 resolutions
introduced at this po t, but that it is expected that if my friend Judge
Abner Mikva manages t,,:et you through the rules well enough
tonight, and holds off any kind of a gag rule, yoti'll still have
time to get & few thousand more in before tomorrow just to fill in any
of the spare time that might have been left this weekend. That's an
ambitious number, isn't it?

senator Davits and , as members of the Advisory Committee,
have been watching with great interest the very positive kinds of
reactions that have been coming from all across this country as you
people have been preparing to come to this Conference. You've
heard from the people tonight who talked about how many years and
how much effort it took to finally reach the reality of a' White House
Conference. I'm sure that some of you are wondering, as certainly we
wondered when we came to this town to sit in the Congress, exactly
what we were doing here and what people were expecting of us. The
very least that I hope you will remember ifik weekend is
that, we're hoping that a much larger part of the American public
than you might possibly imagine are watching, and will be listening
and watching in the future for the signs of progress that you point out
to us. Not only, as Senator Pell has said for Fede'ral policy, but
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for an understanding of where that Federal policy will mesh with the
efforts of other traditional supporters of libraries and information e °

science.

We-are struggling.at the turn of the deCade to look fortard,
since change is overtaking us very rapidly. When long-standing
traditivs of support for or most important institutions are breaking
away, and support that was taken for granted just a short time ago, as
Mayor Barry said, is drying up, we're very much concerned about
what the role of the Federal Government is going to be, in
partnership with public and private resources all over this country.
We want to make sure that we don't lose track of the tremendous)
growth of information available not only to Americans but to all of
the' world. My good friend John B9ademas` equated the open doors of
our'libraries with the open sociat'?" that we're proud to boast about
throughout the world. As usual, it's an accurate statement that is in
no way an exaggeration.

But those of us here from Congress know full well that when
you have &lot of suggestions put together for us to examine, one of
the toughest arm-twisting lobbyists that I've met down here is going
to be coming around to gently, quietly, and firmly and effectively
convince us that you were right. American Library Association has
been represented by a gentlelady over to my left, Eileen Cooke, since
I've been down here. I hesitate to introduce her to my constituents,
because I like them to believe that I'm under pressure from really
mean, tough, big husky brutes down here, and they go away with the
mistaken impression that lobbyists are nice and gentle and thoughtful.
She's all of,those things; but I'm sure that if you took a poll of the
Members of Congress with whom she communicates, they\would all
agree with me that you're very well represented in the halls of
Congress.

We're looking forward, as Senator Pell said, to your guidance
and counsel, although there is no guarantee that because we voted to
create this Conference we're going'to pay any attention to you at all.
That depends on whether or not you can provide us with a rationale
for the 1980's and 1990's that will make solid sense to theAmerican
people and -to their representatives in the White House and in the
Congress,'who have the responsibility of rationing out scarce dollars.

I'm sure you'll hear during the weekend that if we spent just
as much money on your projects as we did on defense, that would
solve everything. When we ask for resources for education in any
form and for libraries and library activities, we're not, competing with
the Pentagon, we're competing with cancer research, with the
cleaning up of our waterways, with the building of highways and
mass transit, with every other legitimate claim that can be made on
the Federal Treasury. And while I'm sure that you know that it's
getting tougher and tougher to compete for those dollars, we have
been doing'rather well in forwarding the role of the Federal
Government as a full partner in the support of education, and all of
those things that are necessary to support our pluralistic educational
system in this country.
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Remarks of
Senator Jacob K. Javits

Obviously you cannot predict our success in funding the great
ideas that will somehow be born and polished and refined here;
that's our job afterwards. But it) also your job. I agree with what the
Mayor said to you. You've already become involved, as Senator Pell
also indicated, in the political process because that's how you got
here. If you still entertain the idea that you can participate in
anything as important as this activity and then bow out in graceful ,

retirement when you leave here, I wish you'd leave now and let one
of the 'alternates take your place. Because we're dounting on you're
not only sitting here and exercising your wisdom in the democratic
process that will lead you towards solutions and suggestions of future
projects to undertake. We hope that you will be the voice of this

.7sConference to the American people, and make it possible for all of us
to face our constituents And say, "The expenditure of your money,
taxpayers, for the White House Conference will come back to you
and to generations to come, many, many times, because these people
did the kind of a great job that we expected of them,"

We wish you good luck, of course, and we look forward with
real ticipation to the contribution we know that this Conference is
goipg to make. You will never again, pdrhaps, in the lifetime of the
peopl in this room, have a platform such as the platform from which
You will be speaking in the Conference to talk to the American
people about one of the most important concerns in any civilized
society. I hope and trust that this Conference will recognize the
seriousness of that challenge and make us all proud to be a part of it.
Thank you very much. \

CHAIRMAN BENTON: Thank you Very much, Bill. Senator
Javits, we wish to recognize your-untiring efforts and support of
library legislation for overa20 years, not the least of which is th_,
National Library Act which you put forward along with SenatOr
Kennedy as the Study Bill for this Conference. We also wish to
recognize your participation in the legislation process making
possible this Conference and your active participation as a member
of the Advisory Committee to the Conference, as well as your
sponsorship of legislation creating the National Commission on
Libraries and Information Science. We're very glad to have you with
us:

C' (
SENATOR JOTS: Thank you very much, Charles Benton, ond

congratulations to -Bessie Moore and to Marilyn Gell. It's a great joy
to be here with my colleagues who have also helped in this field. I'
think every one of the speeches made to you tonight is extremely
important and deserves the respect of this Conference. For ourselves
in New York, we have a great delegation down here in the
Conference, led by our education commissioner, Gordon Ambach, by
a member of our Board of Regents, Laura Chodos, by one of our
State Senators, Hugh Farley, and by a man who wrote a book on this
subject, Whitney North Seymour, Jr., popularly known to us as Mike
Seymour. So we are taking this very, very seriously in New York.
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I will not undertake to repeat anything that has been said
tonight, I have a thoughtot my own I'd like to leave with you.
First, I thank you very muc h for this award, it's very gracious, and it
will be prized and treasured he( ause I'm a product of libraries. My
libiary was on Rivington Street on the lower east side of New York. It
was a corollary to illy public school which was half a block away I

went hove every evening with arms full of books. I wondered as a
young person it I would ever read them all, but I did, and !believe
that they contributed enormously to my,educiation. Even more
important; to me the library w4s a cathedral of the mind; it 'was so
MLR h more pleasant than any of my home surroundings, although my
parents loved each other and home was very warm and dear. But
home «Aild never duplicate the marvelous horizons, the wonderful
visions of other worlds, other lives, other ininds, other thoughts, other
ophmisms that the library meant to flUi. I have said of my native city,
New York City, that there's a new adventure around every corner; I
felt that way about its libraries, too

Now, I would like to lust take the counterpart, the other side
of the coin, that the Mayor of Washington took. You're urged to get
politically.oriented As Claiborne Pell properly said, you are at the
beginning, and, as my colleague, Bill Ford emphasized, this is a

take-oft point, not a landing. But the Federal Government, I must tell-
you, will never do for you what you need to have done. What you
can do with the Federal Government is to make it a secure source of
support that will aid and assist in everything you want to do.

This Conference ought to be a staging area for all of you.,
That's a military term for the place where you get ready for a big
campaign. You need to get ready because our suppdit is level now
and there's grave danger of more cuts next year. We'll fight them all
just as we have before, and we'll do a good lob. But in the fin, to
analysis it's success that gets Federal money and it's success that gets
public attention. So I hope very much that you will use this
Conference to draw upon each other's experiences and try to take
home to your communities the very best that's been done, in order to
aggrandize the library situation in your area or your State or
community.

Remember, State's-3N unicipalities, counties, villages and
, towns are political entities too, with voters, and their public officials

have to appeal for the suppor of those voters. Also, landlords have
buildings and stores that are often empty, and people like recreationCr
0-frid entertainment. Have you tried readings, have you tried '
recordings, have you tried community meetings? If you're excited
about libraries as I am and all of us here are, what about your
community? Has ,it been inducted into the fantastic panoply of man's
thought, man's history, the individual lives of men, man's art, man's
science arid invention, and the fantastic story of human achievement
which is- within your libraries. And then, lots of people have books,
whole libraries of books, great books; they leave many of these things
to museums or to their relatives;, what ark they leaving to you?

All of this is an enormous well you can tap, because the
library is very attractive,, very appealing, very sympathetic. Then there
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are all those young people who can ring doorbells. I know, I've
waged successful campaigns with lots of high school students, as
have my colleagues. In any case, please think of being resourceful
and using everything you can and I predict that as you are successful
in this whole library effort the Federal Government will come through
better, as will all other levels of government.

Witness the National Endowment on the Arts (NEA), and the
National Endowment on the Humanities (NEH). I have the great
honor,,with Claiborne and John Brademas and others,lo be a
founder of NEA, which has grown enormously in Federal
appropriations, as has NEH, which is essentially Claiborne Pell's
invention.

Now, your Chairman suggested that Ted Kennedy and I
introduced the National Library Act as a document for study. Yes, it
is a text, and I hope that you will study it and that we may have your
views, for the success of this living organism will come from your
brilliance and imagination, your indefatigible dedication to making it
of tremendous use to your community. If people don't come to your
library, don't blame it on them, blame it on yourself, just as we do
when we fail to attract the voter. If you're doing things right, that
library ought to be a magnet in your community, a place to which
people love to go. They'll be begging you to keep it open day and
rfight, including Saturdays and Sundays. That's your test.

We've put out to bring you here, now you put out to bring
home to us the only reward we want, a fantastic increase in those,
who attend libraries, those who profit from them, and a vast increase
in the resources of libraries. I must tell you in all frankness that the
American library is getting, almost as obsolescent as the American
industrial machine. There's an enormous amount to be done. It's a
joy to do it with you as we have tried; now it's very much up to you,
and I hope you will go away from here with Xhe inspiration, the
drive, the ideas, and, beyond everything else, the understanding of
the critical importance of the national purpose in which you are
dtgaged.

We're all self-starters, and you've got to be, too. The
genius of this society is that we don't need commissars. to tell us to
go read in the library. You just make it vivid enough and exciting
enough to the individual in the American town, city, village and
county, and they'll innundate you. That's our objective. Thank you
very much.

CHAIRMAN \3ENTON: Senatdr Davits, that's an inspiring note _

on which to end the speeches and awards. We dill now adjourn for
15 minutes, and reconvene for the adoption of the rules.
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Adoption of Rules

Thursday, November 15, 1979

Proceedings

CHAIRMAN BENTON: A conference of this magnitude
without rules is like a body without bones. It would collapse of its
own weight. The rules are the laws-fy which we will live over the
next four days. They will govern the procedures of the Conference
and the format of the results. I urge you all to give your utmost
attention to this very important first general session of this
Conference. This is your Conference, and, in accordance with our
democratic process, yob will decide the rules that govern .it.

4

We have two splendid moderators for this session, Judge
Abner Mikva of the United States Court of Appeals, District of
Columbia, and Mr. Edmund Reggie, Executive Counsel to the
Governor of Louisiana, Edwin W. Edwards.

Both of these men re jurists and lawyers with impeccable
credentials and national r putations. We have reached out to them
because they care deeply ut the reasons we are gathered here.

I have known Abner Mikva for over,20 years. He ably
represented the congressional district where I lived, the Tenth
Congressional District of Illinois, from 1968 until September of this
year, when he took the oath of office in his present position. Ab has
a superb legislqtive record and a keen knowledge of one of the major
issues that will concern us during this Conference, the question of the
individual's rights to privacy versus the public's right to access to
information. He gained this expertise during his service on the
American Bar Association's National Commission on Individual
Rights and Privacy. I turned to Ab for his special role in our
Conference because I felt we needed him. I am delighted he is here.

I had not met Mr. Edmund Reggie personally until tonight, but
I have heard of his high reputation as jurist and moderator. His .

qualities were very much in evidence when he served.as moderator
of the Louisiana Governor's Conference on Library ancljnformation
Services in September 1978.

v.
Mr. Reggie has a long record of public service to both' the

people of Louisiana'and of the Nation. Eighteen years ago. he served
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as President John F. Kennedy's special eavoy. to the is Ile East t
inquire, among other matters, into the P'1estinian reitrgeelproble

Closer to home, he has also served as 15irector of Extension
and Continuing Education to the State of Louisiana and has a special
knowledge of issues concerned with one of the major themes of this
conference, library and information services for lifelong learning
which, incidentally, happens to be the favorite theme of the
Conference is judged by the choices of the delegates. Mr. Reggie, we
thank-you for your presence at this Conference.

JUDGE MIKVI Welc4rie, all of you. I thihk that my main.
credential for being here is thal I have survived five terms in the
Illinois State Legislature, which is oft knawn as the last vestige of
democracy in the raw. I think that Charlesfelt that if I could survive.
that, certainly I could survive a group of distinguished 'Americans
who are here talking about a subject that we all hold dear.

I just have to think how excited you all must be to be involved
in an opportunity to take one of the best cinstitutions in our society
and not save it from ruination. You're not here on some big bail-out
operation, and not in terms of providing a proper interment.for an
institution that is dead, but rather for an inVitution that.is very vital
and very alive, and, as was said 6o much more eloquently tonight, it
needs some new directions and new agendaBut for the rest of your
lives and kir your children's lives, you will remember that at this one,
gathering of many hundreds of people there was a new set of inputs
into how to make the library system and information system even
better than it has ever been. Since it is the measuring stick both of
our freedom and. of our growth, it's gqt to be an exciting opportunity.

,.-

Well, so much forthe oppqrtunity. With, the opportunity goes
the responsibility. And the responsibility for tonight is how you
fashion a set of working rules that will permit you to enjoy the
greatest participation in a proceeding which will, give you' the greatest
latitude for making, these important determinations nd come out
with a product. The great tragedy of all would be if all this talent
were to be here for four days and so convolute yourselves, for
whatever reasons, that the product*, rioyhere.

I have no doubt that it will-be a successful Conference, but the
rules are to help you get there and that's what we are here about.

Let me give you just a very brief statement about where we
are as we come in here tonight, so you will Understand what the task
is at hand.

V

First of all,-I hope you all have in yoUr kits a document which
is dated "Draft, NoVember 13, 1979, Part I, General, White House
Conference on Library and Information Services, Proposed Rules.",

We will start doing it by sections. Let me assure 'ou that this
is not a brand new document, the likes of which you never saw
before. Back pn September 13th, the.very.first set of proposed rules
was mailed out to all of you, and to yoUr brothers and sisters, and
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uncles and aunts, and anybody else who had ever looi<ed at a library
book. They were also in the FedW1 Register at that timer Akeffort>
was made to get these.as,widely circulated as possible and get input
from people who were expected to be delegates to,thrs,Cqnference:

`4a . ).
A substantial number of you put in your suggeStions and

comments for changes, and or October 12th, a Second set of
proposed rules was sent to yovwhich incorporatedall of the
recommendations that had been put forward by various people. That
document and this document are very, very similar, as far as rules are
concerned. In fact, the only changes between the October 12th
document, which you had an opportunity to- review, I hope, and this
one, which you may not have seen until today, are some te'chnical
changes,and a, change in the credential system as far as'the seating
of alternate delegates. ,

If you will rook,around this room, you will understand that the
logistics of this Conference are going to be one of the great miracles
Of our time. In order to make sure that the logistics work, there has
been a proposed change in the credential system so that if it is
desirable as far as a State delegation is concerned for an alternate tow
take the place of a regular delegate: l) that replacement is a
permanent thing; and 2) it has-to be certified by.the head of the State

.delegation so that on each day, at-the beginning of the day, you-bwill
all know who the voting delegates are, and that those will be the
delegates for the rest of the &inference.

That voting machine in your hand is very simple, but like all
simple thingkit needs a little bit of interpretation. There's 'a word on
rt that says "alitstain." That position on thelvoting machine is to clear
the machine. Before a vote start's, each of you who are voting
delegates should put your macThine on "abstain" so,that it is cleared.
Then, as you note, there are three letter positions on the machine, A,
which is yes; B, which is no; and C, which is abstain:

It is important that before.we start a ..vole that you do clear
your machine because it will be the only-way we will be able to
really know how many people are 'abstaining, whetheE a quorum is
present, etc. There will be a tabulation of the vote going on,
electronically. I believe it will be projected, and you will know
quickly. Indeed, it will be the only way that we can possibly get a
real understanding of what is the consensus of opinion amongst this ,

large a group.

ThiS ties into the next housek ing rule I was going to
_mention. All Of-these proceedings are be' taped. This is aqiublic
gathering in,the highest'sense.;Everything we 11say is a matter of.
record, a matter of historic moment. Therefore, the moderators are
going to have to insist that when you seek the floqr you must go to
one of the positions where there is a' microphone and identify
yourself by name and by delegation and present your business to the
body:

Let me at this point introduce the other people who are bp the
panel with me. Wrgaret,Warcten is a distinguished member of the
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White House Conference Advisory Committee and has served as
chairman of the Rules Committee. She is a former State senator from
the State of Montana. She will be my pain source of information and
inspiration if the questions get harder.

You've already met Edmund Reggie, who will serve as my
co-moderator. I would like to also make sure you know who Mr.
Newman andl,itt. Stackpole are. Mr. Simon Newman, sitting,
immediately to my left; hedis the parliamentarian..To his left is Mr.
John Stackpole, who will be one of the assistant parliamentarians.

4

Now 'let me talk aboUt the document that is before you. It is at
this point sheets of paper, with no vitality other than what you
because until this body acts, there an be no rules. We will op ra
temporarily by Robert's.Rules in terms of understanding how pe ple
get the floor and-what are the main motions and so on. But Robert's
Rules are not the way to a conference. These rules or whatever
variations you put on them obviously are going-to be the ground
rules by which the Conference is run.

There are a couple of things that I think I ought to comment
on. First, there is a provision that talus about a two- thirds vote to
change any of the rules. Since there re no rules at this point, I.have
construed that two-thirds to talk about changes in the rules after they'
are adopted. I think that, unless someone has strong objection and
proposes a change, which they can do, it seems to me that the only
way to adopt rules in a democratic forum is to allow whatever
amendments are sought to be made, by a majority vote, which is the
traditional way by which rules are adopted. Once-those rut are
fixed, it seems to me it is reasonable and proper, which is what the
proposal suggests, that from there on it may not be changed except
by two:thirds vote, and that too is subject to your amendment
tonight, But I wanted you to understandlhat as far as I was
concerned, I was going to wle that any amendments that carried by a
majority vote would be accepted'as amendments to these rules, and
only after they were adopted would it require a two-thirds vote if
there was to be a change.

I am also prepared, and here I guess I'm going to need
unanimous consentthat's a great phrase that we use in the Congress
and most legislative bodiesthen something abseutely needs doing,
but it would be very complicated to go through the process of doing
it. You ask for unanimous consent and hope that everybody
understands how absolutely it'npenitive it is that it needs doing.

There is in. these proposed rules .a requirement that all,-.
proposed changes in the rules be submitted at least five hours before
they are to be acted upon.) would suggest, and would hope that this
would be by unanimous consent, that that rule be construed to mean
that those of you who have serious amendments that you hove spent
time on in your State delegations and were courteous enough to have
provided copies of them early on, those have been duplicated and
copies are available to be considered. But if other amendments come
up tonight for whatever reasons, they will be.put on transparencies
and will be put on the screen so that everyone can see what is the

0
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proposed ai*ndment. I do intendntend to observe or enforce the
five-hour rule, unless you as the plenary body overrule that
suggestiOn, because it just seems to me unreasonable to gag this body
by any kind of rule like that, and, again, I don't think that was the
intention. I think it was the assumption that there was a break
between the time you got the kits and the time this rule session ,
started.

With those interpretations, I would think that the proposed
rules as set forth on the draft, dated November 13, 1979, ought to be
put before this body. I would entertain a motion from one of the
delegates to put those rules before the body, aal then would rule that
the rules are open for amendment at any place by any delegate. Is
there such a motion from the floor? ,

MR. RICE: Mr. Chairman, John Rice frcim Louisiana. I move
the adoption of the proposed rules.

JUDGE MIKVA: You have heard the motion. Is there a second
to that motion?

. MR. MOORE: Iv'ory Moore from Texas. I second the motion.

JUDGE MIKVA: You have heard the,motion and the second.
That motion is now the pending business before the body.
Amendments are in order to that motion. I would propose that all
amendments be voted on as they come up; and when all
amendments have been considered by this body, we will then revert
to the main motion, which will be the motion to adopt the rules with
WhateVer amendments have been adopted. ,ire there amendments?

MR. WRIGHT: Mr. Chairman, my name is Boyd Wright,
chairman of the North Dakota delegation, and I 'would like to move a
substitute motion that we work from The draft-of the rules dated
October 12th. If you. will notice, the several proposed
amendments that hay112.een distributed to you tonight all were.
drafted basedion the-1 ,Ws that we've been looking at for the Jast
month. I don't think it's fair to try and amend a set of rules that we
just saw in the last 15. or 20 minutes and have not had a chance to
make a comparison.

So; I would make a substitute motion thatwe adopt the rules
dated October 12th and use that as the basis for the consideration of
these amendments which were put in within the five-hour time limit.,

JUDGE MIKVA: The substitute is clearly in'order. Let me say,
before you decide ho jaau want to vote on this, that in terms of any
technical changes at Wuld be required because of different
wording or dif ent,sectioning or so on, we would conform the
amendmen that were made on an earlier date to this draft.

So, if it is purely for technical reasons, that I think we could
commodate. But, again, it is up to this body to decide which set of

4 rules they desire to work from or which document they desire to
work from.
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MR.WRIGHT: Mr. Chairman, with that assurance, I would
withdraw my substitute motion.

JUDGE MIKVA: The substitute has been withdrawn. Are there
substantive amendments to the rules?

.16

MR. RAYNOLDS: Some of the delegates, I believe, have in
their hands now a sheet of amendments headed by a page entitled
"Analysis." The top group of pages, the first five, relate to
amendments put together by the Steering Committee of the western
caucus. There are other amendments in this same sheet, many of
which I personally would agree with, but I do not move them,
because they are not my motion. I would like to speak, if I could, to
motions contained in the first five pages headed by a sheet entitled
"Analysis," and I wonder if enough delegates have the paper before
them.

A PARTICIPANT: I call a point of order on the gentleman.
Judge Mikva 'ruled that we would take the amendments up one at a
time, and I think if we're going to, we may as well do that. We do
not have copies of his.

JUDGE MIKVA: I have not ruled on it, and, agairt,, if a sponsor
of the motion proposes to consider them in block, that would be in
order, unlessz the delegates prefer to consider them separately. But it
is important'that you have this docuMent before you. I think that Mr.
Raynolds provided the staff with the material so that we should- have
enough copieS for the delegates. J would ask Mr. Raynolds to
suspend for a moment or two until copies are given.

So you will understand, the five-hour .rule wasn't proposed as
some kind of a gag rule. There is a problem when you deal with a
body like this, which is coming together for the first time, on how do

rwe make sure people know what it is they are being asked to do.
And yet, at the same time, how do we get on with the business of the
Conference? We clearly didn't come here to spend four days arguing

" about the rules, and it's this kind of combination that has to go out.

(Applause.)

Mr. Raynolds, you are recognized.

MR. RAYNOLDS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

JUDGE MIKVA: Due to the size of the room the number
of reople, we simply cannot act as informally as we otherwise might
want. Any comments addressed to the body must be addressed by a

delegate, who identifies himself from one of the stations where a
microphone is present. Otherwise, we will be in chaos long before
our time:

MR. RAYNOLDS: M.ay I yield to the question from the floor?

,JUDCNIKVA: You Certainly may.
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MR. STEELMAN: I'm'Don Steelman, aidelegate.from Texas.
Woulti the distinguished delegate from Wyoming be willing to
consider his proposals amendment by amendment? I think these are
of such an earth-shattering nature that that might be the only way in

4 which we could really give tlIpm the consideration which they
deserve.

r

MR. RAYNOLDS: I think I would prefer, if possible, to
consider them either in block or in three groups, since they have
been put:4w three categories: four amendments to expedite
business which fit together; five amendr,nents to increase delegate
Participation, which fit together; and, finally, there are ten which
really look like small little details butgets us closer back towards
Robert's Rules of Order, and those relate to orderly-procedures.

JUDGE MIKVA: The gentleman continues to be recognized.
it his request to have them considered in block, or the first four in
block?

MR. RAYNOLDS: I would preferto consider them in block, if
that's agreeable to the meeting, Mr. Chairman.

JUDGE MIKVA: We wit:proceed on that basis.

MR. RAYNOLDS: Furthermore, Mr. Chairman, with your
indulgence, I would propose that, rather than read the full text aloud,
I be permitted merely tread the preparatory analysis and then by
reference have discussion of the amendMents.

JUDGE MIKVA: The gentleman is recognized for that purpsise.

MR. RAYNOLDS: Sir, the analysis is as follows; and I repeat,
this refers,only to the first group on the first five pages: "The attached,
amendments are designed to ensure delegate control of this,
Conference, speed up the workflow, and produce significant results.
The goals of our Conference appear to be: A) produce resolutions
vdelich specify needed national legislation and regulations; B) develop
'resolutions which' would encourage needed legislation at the State
level; C) develop resolutions to improve libi'ary personnel and

'enhance public participation in library services.

"These amendments remove limitations op the number of
resolutions, but retain the concept of prioritieS. They make Oossible
the revised time schedule on page five, which includes time for State.
caucuses.

"The first four amendments are designed to expedite business
thro 'h the creation of three mini-plenary sessions to channel
resolutions directly toward the Conference goals." That would be the
national legislation at the State and local level.

"The effect of these proposals is illustrated on the flowchart on
page five. The next five ameatments permit increased delegate
participation in ,key functions. The final ten amendments relate to
orderly procedures for our Conference.

13G
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"11hank you for your courtesy in studying these proposed
amendments."

I would now hope for a second, Mr. Chairman.

0 140'
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JUDGE MIKV1: Is there a second to the motion?

MR. WRIGHT: Boyd Wright, chairman of the North Dakota
delegation. I will second that motion.

JUDGE MIKVA: The motion has been moved and seconded....
that the proposal that are before you in this document entitled
"AnalysiK' consisting of I series of 19 separate amendments;be
made to the proposed rules. That motion is now before She delegates:
Is there discussion of that motion?

MR. KING: Just a point of information, Mr. Chairman.

JUDGE MIKVA: The gentleman is recognized at station lour.

MR. KING: Bill King, from Alabama. Will the Chair rule, can
this be redone in the manner that has been suggested?

JUDGE MIKVA: Let me say again that the rules for this
Conference are absolutely up to the people who are in this room,
who are voting delegates. There is no preordained set of rules that
must be adopted. There's nothing4n the statute that requires any
specific rules to be adopted. If the question is: Legally, can they be
adopted? The answer is: They are within the jurisdiction of this body.
There are, obviously, some other questions that I think are contained
in your qu stion, which I assume will be discussed by the delegates
and by the staff. I would.call on anybody who has any information

iNn this, aling with some physical problems or with some
arra :e ents problems which may be affected by the changes, but
that i again, for the delegates to decide.

MR. KING: The reason here, Mr. Chairman, is that as of now
we have absolutely no rules, right?

JUDGE MIKVA: That is correct.

MR. KING:So the direction is primarily in your hands, am I
not lo.suggest?

JUDGE MIKVA: No, no. What is efore the house is a
proposed set of rules by a motion made y the gentleman from
Louisiana, and there is now before the h use an amendment to that
propbsed ,set of rules. Both of those'are ploperly before the house.
The amdndment is up to the people, i this room. May I recogniie the

:woman at Station three? .

then.
MR. KING: Well, I move that we consider these item by item

3 7
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JUDGE MIKVA:My parliamentarian advises me that that is an
appropriate motion. It is a motion in the nature of seeking a division.
Once again, that is up to this body, and that is not debatable. That
will come to an immediate vote The gentleman has moved that the
question be divided, which means that we will take up every one of
the 19, arne,ndments here seriatim, one by one. That is the question
before the housenot the adoption of the amendments, but whether
or not we should consider them all at once, or one at a time.

A PARTICIPANT: Point of information. Has there been a
second to it?

MR. STEELMAN: Mr. Chairman, I second the motion.

JUDGE MIKVA: The gentleman from Texas seconds the
motion. The motion is properly before the house. Let me again repeat
what the business before the house is so that you can be prepared to
vote. First of all, 'is our voting apparatus in order and ready to go? We
are about to test it. Will everybody, first of all, clear their machines
by putting them through "Abstain"?

A PARTICIPANT: Mr. Chairman?

JUDGE MIKVA: We are in the middle of a vote. What is the
gentleman's purpose of speaking?"

19

THE PARTICIPANT: I move that the dote on this matter be
delayed for five minutes for the purpose of discussing with the
membership the amendments. We'll be here all night to vote on all
these amendments.

JUDGE MIKVA: The question is not debatable.

THE PARTICIPANT: I made a subsequent motion to delay the
vote.

JUDGE MIKVA: The only way that can occur is that the
gentleman who has moved for a division and the seconder will seek
to withdraw that motion. Let me also say to you, though, that if it is
defeated, it can be renewed again at a future time.

We are now on the vote. 14O further discussion is in order. If
you e in favor of discussing, all of these amendments at once and
votin on them all at once, you will vote no, a'nd that is the B
pose ion. If you are'in favor of voting on them one at a time and
discussing them one at a time, you will.vote yes, and that is the A
position. If you have no expression you care to make, you will vote
C, and that is the abstain position. Thellelegates will now proceed to
vote.

;7 y
(Whereupon, the eiegatq.voted.)

.
o

,,rAgain,,,we'ttill do not heave any ryl'es. The Chair issoinvo
adopt again, Unless somebody strongly objects, an arbitrary three
mi,pute,e limit for the voting. Let's modify that. Let's make it one
't p
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minute. I chink one minute ought to be enO"ugh5 {ime. So the machines
will be open for one minute and then the vote witi be taken in final.

v
Has everyone voted who wished? We declare the votes

finalized. Those voting yes in favor of the motion to divide are 70;
those voting no are 352; and those abstaining are 6, and the motion
to divide is not agreed to.

The business before the houte is the motion of the gentleman
from Wyoming.

MS. SLOCUM: Mr. Chairman, I thought I was recognized.

sr JUDGE MIKVA: Excuse me. Somebody is at station one.

MS. SLOCUM: I was recognized earlier.

JUDGE MIKVA: The woman's point is well taken. She was
recognized before the vote was before the house.

MS. SLOCUM: Thank you. Grace Slocum from Maryland. The
last vote means that I do not have to get up 19 times and speak
against this amendment. I spent considerable time before I came to
this Conference figuring out what was going to happen when and
how it would wgrk.fl don't see that the suggestions put forth are any
improvement, but, rather, a confusion. I speak against any of the*,
amendments that.would change the structure of this Conference at
this late date.

JUDGE MIKVA: StAion one.

. MS. MOORE: I am Elizabeth Moore from Michigan. I rise for a
point of information. What effect would the change make upon the
program, the cirders and arrangements of different sessions?

JUDGE MIKVA: I think I'm going to ask Ms. Warden, who has
served as chairman of the Rules Committee, to comment on what the
changes would be in thelogistics of the program.

MS. WARDEN: I would just like to preface my remarks with
the fact that we worked for about two years on the planning of this.
As you notice, the space is very limited in this particular group. We
still have lunchedns and things that we have to do, and logistically it
would be impossible, not just firetty impossible, bt.it completely
impossible;to try'and rearrangE,the room struttures at-this particular
time. The hotel facilities are used. They have provided the rooms and
that sort of thing,"and to completely turn around and put many
plenary. sessions in there would bring together greater bodies of

, people rather than the work groups that are scheduled. I would say
it's logistically impossible.

JUDGE MIKVA: Station two.

tTR. SHER: Mr. Chairman,my name is Michael Sher. I'm a
delegate-at-large, I would like t6 speak against this motion and

of
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,against t mendment because I feel it's generally nitpicking and a
stalling tactic. 's keeping us from our-real work, which is a
discussion of the nstitution of the libraries in this country. I ask that
everyone vote against this amendment.

MR. MORENO: Mr. Chairman, I would like to be recognized.

JUDGE MIKVA: Station four.

MR. MORENO: Gordon Moreno from California. I think that
we should take into consideration that we, -the delegates that are
representing the people of our communities, have to deal with this
thing no matter what has been done by the staff or whoever is on' top
of this. We have ta'approve what we want to approve, not what
somebody else wants to tell us, and I think Dave has come up with
something that is really relevant to what we're all about.

If we want tO change things throughout the country, we have
to get together on something that's factual. As you know, the rules
have been changed; the times of the meetings were changed;
everything has been changed, and if we have something relevant that
we can work on, it shouldn't take Lis long. We're people, we're
intelligent, and we have given our time for the last three years, and
some of us more, to come to something conclusive. So, let's do it. If
we aren't going to do it enough, let's get the hell'out of here if we're
not going to work.

JUDGE MIKVA: The woman at station one.

MS. POTTER: Hazel Potter, delegate from Nevada. I would
like to go on record as being against this. I am a member of the
western caucus and this does not reflect the consensus of the western
caucus. I would like to move the question.'

(Applause.)

JUDGE MIKVA: The question has been moved. Is.there a
second?

A PARTICIPANT: Second.

JUDGE MIKV--A -71t has been seconded. At this point, the
question before the house is whether to cut off debate and vote on
the amendment to the main motion. That is what moving the
question involves. Therefore, the first vote will be whether or not you
further want to deb§te this amendment. If you do further want to

.debate this amendment, you will vote no, B on the machine. If you
feel that you have heard enough about this amendment and are
prepared to vote,, you will vote to cut off debate and vote A, yes, on
the machine. If you have no view on whether or not to cut off further
debate, you may abstain by voting C.
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Will everybody please clear their machines? Those in favor of
the previous queslion, cutting off further debate, will Vote A; those
oppose g will vote B; and the voting machines are open. They will
remain bp'en for one minute.

(Whereupon, the delegates voted.)

The machines are closed. The'vote is 413 in favor of the
previous question; 41 against; 3 abstain. The previous question has
been ordered.

We will now immediately vote on the amendment offered by
the gentleman from Wyoming, Mr. Raynolds. Those in favor of the
amendment, which consists of the block set of 19 amendments to the
proposed rule, will vote aye, the A position. Those opposed to Mr.
Raynolds' amendment will vote B, the no position. Those who have
no view will vote C.

Will everybody please cRj their machines? Once again,, those
in favor of,the amendment to the rules will vote aye by voting A;,
those opposed will vote no by voting B; and the abstainers will vote
C. The machines are open. No one is recognized and the previous,
question has been ordered.

A PARTICIPANT: Point of personal privilege.

JUDGE MIKVA: You will have to wait until the vdite is over,
and I will then recognize you. The machines are open. You have one
minute to vote.

(Whereupon, the delegates voted.)

Those people whose machines are not working, please raise
your hand.

(A showing of hands.)

The time is up. Those in faor of the amendmelinre 52;
opposed are 397; abstaining are 11. The amendment is not agreed to.

(Applause.)

rBefore I recogn\Ae the gentleman from Texas on his point of
personal' privilege,, will ihe delegates indulge the Chair for just a brief
resume of what the various points are. Since it is a big body, it's a
late hour, and there's a lot of work to do and you have four days to
reform the entire reading system of this country, I hope that future
Chairs will observe these same restrictions.

A point of order is a point objecting to the proceedings that-
are then before the house. It's a very technical. point...It isn't a request

Ato speak and it has to pertain to something dealing with the rules or
the parliarreentaryprocedures that are before the house. It has to be
stated. There is no debate on it and then there is a ruling by the
Chair. If you don't like the Chair's ruling, the Chair's ruling can be
appealed, but it is not a synonym for'seeking the floor.
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A point of information, a point" of clarification, and a point of
personal. privilege are all within the discretion of the Chair. There are
no such things for all parliamentary purposes, except when the Chair
feels that it will help,in an orderly proceeding to recognize somebody
for that purpose. What that suggests is that it, again, ought not be
used as a substitute or a synonym for debate. This Chair and most
Chairs are most indulgent about points of information. Obviously, it
is important to the people who are being expected to vote on these
things to know what they're voting upon. It's the same with a point of
clarification.

A point of personal privilege deals with the fact that someone
feels he has been abused in some way by the body or by the Chair,
and for that purpose, I recognize the gentleman from Texas if he
seeks to be recognized. If so, would he take the microphone.

MR. STEELMAN: Mr. Chairman, although the Chair called for
a test of the voting machinery, the delegate from Texas did not
observe such test. The delegate from Texas would therefore request
that the machines be tested to determine.whether or not votes are
being recorded properly by the equipment, and would respectfully
point to the Chair that he does not believe that this has been done.

JUDGE MIKVA: Without yielding that there is any invalidity to
any of the action that has been taken, I want to make sure everybody
is satisfied that the device in your hand is ,in fact a working device.
Therefore, I will ask everybody at this point to vote yes. There is
nothipg.before the house except the testing of the machine. Vote yes.

(Whereupon, the delegates voted.)

It's obvious that the machines are correct with about four or?
five deviations. In light of the fact that none of the votes were at all
that close, the Chair is going to rule that the votes are valid.

pplause.)

3
That within the normal error of the machine, we are told.

(Laughter!) We knew a long time ago that people are better than
machines. t.

The Chair is going to suggest that when a vote is close, he will
entertain a motion to go to ari alternate form of voting, which-will be
very time:consuming and delaying, but obviously if a motion is close
we are not going to have it resolved by the vagaries of a machine.
So, if there is that close a vote where the one or two percent error
rate can make the difference, we will go to a paper ballot vote and
discontinue the elective vole on that motion. But since none of the
votes heretofore have been that close, there will be no changes.

So th,pf everyone knows, the business again before the house is
the main motion made by the gentleman from Louisiana to adopt the
proposed rules and that motion is gneridable at any place. The
woman at station one is recognized.
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MS. LAKE: My name is Ms. Marilyn Lake. I'm from Missouri. I
would like to ask a point of information and then possibly make a
motion. As I understand, the main motion is to adopt the rules as we
have been given them. I think it's the November 13th edition. Is it
possible to move the question on that with no further amendment?

JUDGE MIKVA: It is possible to move the question.

'MS. LAKE: I move the question with no further amendments.

MR. BIGBIE: I second it.

JUDGE MIKVA: The question has been moved. Has there been
a formal second by a delegate? Would the delegates identify
themselves?

MR. BIGBIE: Justice Bigbie, Alabama.

JUDGE MIKVA: The question has been\moved and seconded.
Let me state that the Chair has no alternative but to put that question
to a vote. It is not debatable. It is up to the delegates to decide
whether they have had full discussion on all of the rules or whether
they would want to entertain other amendments. If this motion
carries, if the previous question carries, we will them immediately
proceed to vote on the adoption of the rules.

Let me remind you that it will take a two-thirds vote of the
delegates present and voting to cut off debate. This is unusual
parliamentary procedure. It's normal, but it is considered sufficiently
unusual so that it requires more than a majority vote.

I regret to say that since the question has been put and
seconded, the Chair has no alternative but at this point to put that
question to a vote. I will entertain a point of information. The

,-gentleman from_Wyoming is recognized.
6

MR. RAY.NOLDS: Point of information, Mr. Chairman. Could
you explain to us the effect of the present motion as regards all the
other amendments which were duly submitted todati

.JUDGCMIKVA: If the motion for the previous question is
adopted by two-thirds of the delegates voting here tonight,*that will
preclude the consideration of any of those other amendments, and

. we will then immediately go to a vote on the rules as proposed on
November 13th. It is in fact, as the gentleman described,, a closure
motion, If two-thirds of the delegates do not vote to cut off further
amendments and debate, we will then proceed for,the consideration
of the other amendments that people have td offer.

° The question before the house is: debate be cut off, and
further amendments be cut off, and shall you proceed to an
immediate vote on the rules as recommended?"

Those in favor of-cutting off debate and cutting off any further
amendments will vote 'A; those oppoed will vote B; those who have

1 4 3
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no view will vote C. The Chair has ruled that it will take a two-thirds
vote of the delegates present and voting to carry this closure motion.
The delegates have one minute in which to vote. Clear your
machines first. Put them (AI "Abstain." Now, the machines are open
and you have one minute in which to vote A, yes, cut off debate r-11:1-

further amendments; B, no; or C, abstain.

(Whereupon, the delegates votefl.)

41*

Has everyone voted who wished? While we get the exact
percentage, the Chair will rely on having gotten a very good public
school education, augmented by the,good public libraries of
Milwaukee, and rule that the motion has not carried by a two-thirds
vote'and further amendments are in order. The gentlewoman at
station three.

MS. BEAMAN: Mr. Chairman, Dorothy Beaman from
Maryland. I would like-to suggest an amendment to rules 4.16.1 and
4.16.2. I would like to recommend that they-be amended to submit a
total of 34 resolutions to be brought to the final plenary session for
each theme area, presenting the same number of resolutions as there
are work groups within-That theme area.

The rationale for this, of course, is that the delegates were
given a choice as to which theme they wanted to be in and since ten
workshops are in Theme II, that indicates that that area has the most
interest so far as the delegates are'concerned. So, if they have the

'right to bring ten resolutions, this would represent the fair p #oportion
of the interest. And, of course, the theme areas with smaller number
of workshops then would have a sr-hailer number of resolutions to be
brought forth.

JUDGE MIKVA: I would ask the gentlewoman if she would put
a copy of her motion qn one of these slips so that we can see it.

'A.PARTICIPANT: We already have it.

MS. WILLIAMS: I second the motion. Mary Williams from
Virginia.

, .

JUOGE MIKVA: That motion has been rhade anaseconded. Is
therediscussion on the amendment?. .

A PARTICIPANT: Point- of information.

JUDGE MIKVA: The gentlewoman at station four.

THE PARTICIPANT: Would you please explain two-thirds to
us? Is it members present and voting or two-thirds of the delegate
asserpbty? ' ,

JUDGE MIKVA: Two-thirds of the members present and
voting, at least until you adopt alleis to the contrary. Is there
discussion of the amendment? Are you ready for a vote? All those 'in
favor,' say aye.

. 144
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(Chorus of ayes.) .

JUDGE MIKVA: Before we do that, the reason I'm suggesting a
voice vote here is I have heard no contrary discussion. If I a,m in
doubt, we will go to the electric machines. All those in favor, say
aye.

(Chorus of ayes.)

Opposed, say no.

(Chorus of nays.)
2

The Chair is in doubt. We will use the electric machine. All
those in favor of_the amendment offered by the gentlewoman from
Maryland will vote yes. First of all, clea .your machine.

(So doing.)

I asked if there was further discussion. I do not want to
develop the reputation of a fast gavel, which is something like a..
hanging judge, so I will ask you for a vote.

A PARTICIPANT: Repeat the motion.

JUDGE MIKVA: While the gentlewomarfis proceeding to onel\
of the stations, could we have a rereading of the motion so that
everybody knows which one it is and exactly what it does.

MS. BEAMAN: It's on the next to the last page of the package
that you received and the recommendation is hat rules 4.16.1 an
4.16.2 be amended to_permit a total of 34 resolutions to be br
to the final plenary session, with each theme area presenting the
same number of resolutions as there are work groups within that -
theme area. And, as you know, there are 34 workshops,

h

- JUDGE MI)S : That would change the potential number of
resolutions froni,W to what?

Ator

MS. BEAMVkililt,,wotilld'tlianie it from 25 to 34.
v

JUDGE MIKVA: So it would permit an additional nine
resolutions to be presented. The gentleman is recognized at station
three for discussion of this amendment.

MR. McADAMS: Linnie McAdams, delegate from Texas._ I rise
to oppose this rule change. I dd not believe that the particular
sessions necessarily demand a giveh number of resolutions. I think
we'handicap ourselves unnecessarily by requiring that any particular
work group come back with a specified number of resolutions. I think
we can best do that by what we believe that particular topic
demands and not be hampered by a particular number.

JUDGE MIKVA: The gentleman at station two.

A
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MR. RICE: Mr. Chairman, John Rice from Louisiana. First of
all, a point of inforrnatiOn and ,then a comment. Would you please
infdrrn the delegates exactly how....many work groupSthere are for
each one o(the themes?. We Clo not kfibw that to begin with, and
then I would like to make a comment. '

te,
MS.'WARDEN: We have an answeer)to that point of .

information. The first,theme group has nine work groups: ten for
number two; four for number three; seven for number four; and- four

fop number five. ,'
.

JUDGE MIKVA: A total of-34., .

MS. WARDEN: If you were to take resolutions from the'°
different theme groups, that is what the figure is.

sir MR. RICE: Arid nbw my comment` Mr. Chairman. I would
like, through the Chair, to ask the deledate making this particular
motion to clarify for us that we are-seeking, a given number of

,resolutiohs-from 'each oneof these theme sessions, and not
guaranteeing that necessarily there will be one resolution coming to
the floor from each work group. The:cortiment seemed to suggest that
13efbre,*and I think that need's clarification.

,,-

JUDGE MIKVA:WOUlei t, e4gerithewoman from Maryland care
to state,whether that was`the intent Ofs". er motion?

BEAMAN: It would he one of thek.4'greatest shocks of my
life if the' various workshops came up with 'any less than 25 or 3'O
resolunins. What I am suggesting is thawhe number to be vot
upon.at the plenary session be limited tgi34 and in proportion o the
interest .shoWnas opposect.tolhe rules7,-/hi6h call for five from each
tlieme grktp. So there would be-25, but they would be equally
allocated bertt4en the theme areas..

;sb . 'JUDGE MIKVAI But is ite
group could de8creOthetiter, tb to
or tytto from the singl*group, or
would be rip-to the themk4rou

rectN any individual theme
ex one frbit each one of its groups,'
ree from 'the single group? That

-.3Li:Y

MS. BEAMAN: Sure..Atisolutt:";,

JUDGE MIKVA:poes1
XL.

anscn.,er:thy gentleman's question?
,

MR. RICE: Yes. ,
,., -ks. ,

t
JUDGE MIKVA: The tlerna row Illinbs.

. .
i ,i,-

MR. WRIGHT: Don Wrigh sieirgate from Illinois.sThe Illinois
caucus considered this resolution: altern on and supports. it,
because we do understand that there ig, a'' to have a different
number from the various theme session ea d t at there will be an
opportunity to votelon those not prioril resolutions at a different
stage during the Conference.' c.

JUDGE MIKVA: The gentleman at station three.

ti
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MR. FOLSOM: Mr. Chairman, I'm Henry Folsom,. chairman of
the Delaware delegation. We also have the.same objections to
numbers that were mentioned a while ago. On the fourth from the
last sheet of the amendments, we have a suggested amendment
which would eliminate all numbers and leave a more flexible
position in 14.16.1.

JUDGE MIKVA: The Chair is going to suggest that'in order to
maintain an orderly 'procedure, so that we know exactly what we are
voting, on, if you are proposing this as an amendment to the
amendment, it is in orcter. But then we would ask 'you to write it
down so that we know exactly what it is. If you prefer, the Chair
would' entertain it as a separate amendment, depending on what

happens to this amendment.

MR. FOLSOM:Well,,rather than present it is an amendment to
the amendment,, I agree with you.

JUDGE MIKVA: The Chair will recognize you for purposes of
offering an amendment if you so desire after this amendment is
disposed of.

MR. FOLSOM: I'm asking the maker of the motion if she
would consider eliminating any numbers from her motion."?

JUDGE MIKVA: The gentlewoman declines to accept the
-amendment. The gentleman at station four.

MR. KING: Bill King from Alabama. Is the person from
Maryland saying that we can only vote on a certain number of things
coming outfof each theme group? Is that in the rule? .

JUDGE MIKVA: That is currently in the rule, sections 4.16.1
and 4.16.2. TheSe deal only with the priority items. Every resolution
coming out of every theme group will be voted on.

MR. KING: I move for the question then.

JUDGE MIKVA: The question has/been moved. Is there a
*second?

A PARTICIPANT: Second.

JUDGE MIKVA: The question has been moved and seconded
on the amendmentoffered by the gentlewoman from-Maryland. At

.this point we are going to have to dispose of that motion for the
previous question, before anyone else can be recognized. That
always cuts off debate. Will everyone please clear their machines?
Those in favor of calling the previous question on the amendment
from the gentlewoman from Maryland will vote A, yes; those
Opposed wart ote no, B; those abstaining will vote C. I will remind
you that 0011 take a two-thirds vote to close off debate. This is to
cut off deThite: It is not to vote on the amendment itself. You have
one minute to record your vote.
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(Whereupon, the delegates voted.) *

Have all voted who wish? The vote is closed and the results
on the previous question are:, in favor of it, 393; opposed, 8;
abstaining, 4. Obviously, the previous question has carried. We now
immediately proceed to vote on the amendment of the gentlewoman
from Maryland.

The gentleman at station ode is recognized.

MR. COPELAND: Leon Copeland from-ChIrleston, West
Virginia. What is. the previous question? I see here a rule change, but
it's not in the form of a proper amendment.

JUDGE MIKVA' Because of the point that was made before,
the Chair ruled that it wouldit hold anyone to making an
amendment in its technical form because of the fact that there is a
new document here.

MR. COPELAND: Who will do that?

JUDGE MIKVA: The parliamentarians will put it in the proper
form so that it conforms. If there is confusion about what is intended
here, then a point of order may be out of line.

MR. COPELAND: So it's a blank cheCk then to the
parliamentarian?

JUDGE MIKVA: No, I hope not. Is there confusion in the
gentleman's mind about what is intended by this motion? Does the
gentleman make a point of order?

MR. COPELAND: Point of order, then.

JUDGE MIKVA: Does the gentleman make a point of order
against the form of the amendment?

MR. COPELAND: Yes.

JUDGE MIKVA: The Chair is prepared to rule on the point of
order. With the interpretation that was given by the gentlewoman
from Maryland, and with the statement by the chairman pf the Rules
Com ittee as to the number of subgroups within each th-e"'me group,
the hair is prepared to rule that-There will be no discretion by the
par amentariaris in effectuating the wording of this motion. It will be
clea that the theme groups will be entitled to present the number of
resolutions according to the number of groups within their thPme,
which means that one group will hkve ninit, a second group will
'have ten, a third group will have fan-, a fourth group will have
seven,,and the fifth group will have fourfor a total of 34.

Since there is no discretion that will require the
parliamentarians to further interpret what is the clear intent of that
motion, the Chair will rule that the point of order is not well taken.
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MR. COPELAND: Appeal the ruling of-the Chair.

JUDGE MIKVA: Appeal the ruling of the Chair has been taken.
Tha,t is not debatable. Please clear your machines.

,' A PARTI (PANT: Take a voice vote.

JUDGE MIK A: It takes a two-third vote. Those in favor of the
ruling of the Chair will vote yes, A; those opposed will vote B, no;
and those abstaining will vote C. This is on the ruling of the Chair on
the point of order. You have one minute in which fo vote. I would
remind everybody it takes a two-thirds.vote to appeal the ruling of
the Chair.

(Whereuponthe delegates voted.)

My apologies. I am.quoting y6u congressional rules, which
requires a two-thirds vote. It takes a majority vote to appeal the ruling
of the Chair. Therefore, a majority vote presently voting can overturn
the Chair's ruling on this question.

MS. ANDERSON: Mr. Chairman, point of information. I'm
Becky 'Anderson, delegate-at-large from Rhode Islas . I would like to
ask a question about the present rules or the rules t t we were given
today in the packet we received.

JUDGE MIKVA: Will it affect your.vote?

MS. ANDERSON: Yes,it does, because I want to know if, in.
fact, under the system that the staff has set up, there would be five to
eight priority. resolutions from every theme area, which means we
would have a total of up to 40, If I vote for this amendment, am I
voting for a 17-eduction in priority?

JUDGE MIKVT:11The Chair will state that we are not-Wt voting
on the amendment. We are voting on a ruling of the Chair as to what
the amendment is. Therefore, your point of inquiry 4 not well taken-
at this point. You may renew it as soon as we finish this vote. We are
in the midst of the vote. Let's finish this question of parliamentary
piocedure and we'll get back to your question.

The question, again, is on the appeal of the ruling. f the
Chair. Those who want to supOorf the 6hair's ruling that the motion -

is in proper order that's all I ruledand that, the parliamentarians'
can-Word it, will vote A, yes; those who think'the ruling of the Chair
is bad and that it should not be.sustained-will vote B, no; and.those
Who desire not to vote at all will vote C, abstain. Has everyone voted
who wished? The machine is Gloser"

(Applause.)

That's the biggest vote I ever won anything on (Laughter.) The
question now refers to the amendment of the gentlewoman from

-Maryland.
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A PARTI ANT: Mr. Chairman?

.JUDGE MIKVA: Before I recognize anybody, the gentlewoman
at station four had an inquiry, a point of information.'

MS.-ANDE SON: Which I'm still not clear on.

JU E MIKVA: I would ask the chairman of the Rules
Committee to state her interpretation of the present rules as against
the existing rules.

MS. WARDEN: To clarify, under the present rule as it is
drafted,,you could come up with between 25 and 40 resolutions. The
motion from the lady from Maryland would reduce this to 34. '-

MS. LYNCH: Point of information.

JUDGE MIKVA: Le.. me also remind everybody that the Chair
rs indulging points of information, but the business before the house,
as ordered by the delegates, is a vote on the amendment.and there, is
no further discussion permitted at thipoint. I will indulge some
points of information because you obviou5ky want to know what you(
are voting on. The gentlewoman at station three.

MS. LYNCH: I'm Ann Lynch frOm°. Nevatla. The information
that was just given to us said that we would have between 25 and 40
resolutions. However, on page nine it seys that the delegate.s will
vote On the.top five, that we could collet fivelO eight,.bbk
eventually we would be voting' on five. I wanted some clarification
on that.

JUDGE MIKVA: As the Chair understands the interworkings Of

those thiee pieces ofrthe proposed rulesand the chairman of the
Rules Committee or anyone else can correct methe'ultimate
number of priority resolutions under thMes as proposed. before the
amendment would in fact be a maximum of 25. Is that correct?

A PARTICIPANT: NoNkmaximum of t.

JUDGE MIKVA: Eight votes by five is 40, a maximum of 40.
Someone else can decide this differently later on. I would suggest this
would be something you would want to clear Op.

As I read the:Janguage, while ehore resolutions might be
presented in the plenafy sessionanywhere from five to eightthe
top five priority resolutions for each theme area will be forv'arded to
the general voting session for vote. And as.plainly as I can
understand it, it means a maximum of 25 would come to the plenary
session. Therefore, I believe that the mathematical effect of the
gentlewoman's motion from Maryland would be to increase that
maximum potential to 34.

I remind everybody that we have some ordered b ness

'before' the house, and unless there' is a point of inquiry to clear up
any further confusion about whaj.you are voting on, the business.
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before the house is voting on the amendment of the gentlewoman
from Maryland.

The gentleman is suspended unless he has a point of inquiry.

MR. DILLON.,pr. Chairman, Howard Dillon of Illinois. I have
a point of inqUiry that I would like to ask the maker of the motion
through the Chair, if I may.

JUDGE MIKVA: The gentleman may state his point.
4

MR. DILLON: I would like task delegate Beaman of
Maryland if the purpose of her amendm, t 's permissive? That is, in
the proposed rules before us there imum of 25 resolutions
permitted, not required. Do I under-star). hat thepurpose.of her

, motion is permissive, in the sense that it-would permit, but not
require;a maximum of up to 34?

MS. BEAtvlIAN: Yes.

JUDGE MIKVA: The gentlewoman indicates that is correct,
and that is the way the Chair has interpreted what has been before
the house. May I remind again, everybody-that we are under an
ordered vote. Unless. someone has further points of information or
inquiry, I would like to move to the business that hasbeen ordered
by the delegates.

All those in favor of the amendment of the gentlewoman from,
Marylandwhith you will recall will be to increase the number of
permitted resolutiogs up to a maximum of 34, as distinguished from
the present maximum of 25will vote A. for yes; those opposed to
the amendment wIote B for rib; those abstaining will vote C. Will
you Urst clear your achines?

(Discussion takes place.).

Those/in favor of the gentlewoman's amendment, with
whatever confusion there iwn it will vote aye; those opposed will
vote no; those who are too confused to vote will-vote C, abstain. The
machines are open. You have one minute to vote.

(Whereupon, the delegates voted.) ,

JUDGE MIKVA:
r
Have all of you voted who wish? If so, the

machines are closed, andon this question of adopting the
. amendments to the rules, the ayes are 2.9, the nays are nd 13
abstaining. The-amendment is agreed to.

. .

(Applause.)

Ar6-there further amendmeotS to the rules?

MS. WILI:1-AMS: Mr. ctiaisman'.
--,.. .---

JUDGE MIKVA:iThe gen'tlewornan at station four.

A
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MS. WILLIAMS: I'm Mary Williams, chairptrson of the
Virginia delegation. I would like to move our amendment, which is
in thk package' of amendments that you already have. It has to do
with the seating of alternates along with the delegates. I have heard
comments tonight how this would be logistically impossible. I don't
think that is the case for our delegation, and I know this is true for a
number of other delegations with whom I have spoken. The
alternates have been an integral part of their delegations and I think'
it's a shame to isolate them in (he other end of the room.

I would also like to make two sugg ions which don't have to
. do with ride chdnges, but I think it would elp things-logistically:, that
you try to get two more mikes;and that you try to get a floating .mike
so that we can recognize the disabled in their -seats rather than
making them to go the mikes.

(Applause.)

JUDGE MIKVA: The two points are well t4en. The
amendment is clearly in order and there will be discumion on it. I

would point out, though, that if present procedurelor voting only
by delegates and not by alternate is to be continuedand I think
that,is endemic through the planned Conference thus faryou have
to 'figure out how you make sure that only delegates vote if you're
not going to sequester thedelegate section. I would hope that in the
discussion of.this amendment there would be some attention paid to
that point.

The 'gendenTan'from Texas 'at!station three. You recognize that
the:question before the house is the amendment.of the gentlewoman
from, Virginia?

-4 A PARTICIPANT: Mr. Chairman, I would like to call the
-

question on the amendment.,

APARTICIPANT: Point of_order, no second has been made.;
e

JUDGE MIKVA: Point of .order is well taken. Has there been a .

second to the amendment ?_

._
A PARTICIPANt7-1-Wilf second the 'amendment, and I would

like.t6'speak also in support of it.

JUDGEAIKVA: I would a the gentleMarifroM Texas to
withhold. his mot-ion.,It is in order, but clearly Where a controversial
motion such as Vs .has just been matte, and there are pople standing
anxious fo be heard, I think the delegates ought to hear some
discussion before it'sput tO an immediate vote. Would the gentleman
withhold motion?

A PARTICIPANT: I will withhold the motion, Mr. Chairman-.

JUDGE MIKVA: The Chairmarirecognizes.station four.
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A PARTICIPANT; First, I would like to second the motion
made by Ms. Williams. Second, I would like to speak tb the merits of
it.

These people who have been elected as alternates are brilliant
people. They have worked hard. They are people with great talents.
The purpose of being here is to deliberate, and I believe that these
alternates have contributed and can further contribute to the
deliberation of the matters about wW,,ch we are here. I would
therefore urge that we arrange to seat them. They're all in the room
now, and there's no reason why they can't be seated with the
delegations.

Now, in terms of who votes, you have only a limited number
of voting machines anyway. Of course,, it's a matter of maybe one is
absent and the alternate votes. But at any rate, you only have a
limited number of machines and those machinestan be situated so
that each State will have its own particular'number.

JUDGE MIKVA:- You people have been very, very patient and
just great. I think this is one of the mgre controversial amendments,
and I think if everycoe will forebear the private discussions for a little
bit and hear what the delegates have to say, maybe we ean resolve
this. The gentleman at station one.

MR. DICKERSON: Thank you. My name is Kevin Dickerson.
I'm a delegate from the State oeCalifornia. I have a couple of
observations speaking in support of the amendment.

Number one, the logistics. The States are not necessarily
seated by States as it is, because there was no provision made for this
as they came in.

Number tw4.1 can see the needto have alternates there
because of,open hearings being held, and alternates serving staff
purposes as well. However, I do see the logistical problem. And as
far as voting is concerned, may I suggestand I will not make it in
the form of a motion, only just to air this opinion=that something be
set up to allow the alternates of a State some accessibility to their,
delegation, to assist them with the actual delegates' voting
responsibiliftes. Is that understood?

JUDGE MIKVA: Yes. Has the staff noted these suggestions?
Obviously at this point we don't know what the final outcome of this
decision is. I recognize the gentlewoman at station four.

MS. COLLINS: Mr. Chairman, the delegate from Alabama,
Betty Collins. I speak in opposition tothe motion, t feel that in any
deliberative assembly you have certain persims who are elected as
voting delegates, and we represent our States. We have alternates
who were elected alternates. I -think logistically and every other way
it would amount to a lot Of confusion, and I sincerely urge that we
support staff in their plans and not disrupt everything at this point. I
speak in firm opposition to the motion.

(Applause.)
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'JUDGE MIKVA: Delegate at station two.

: MS. CALLOWAY: Mr. Chairman, Bertha Calloway front the
State of Nebriiska. I am not representing the State of Nebraska, but
would like to speak from a point of personal privilege. I would first
like tO1`5ay that I think most of the people came to the Conference to
discuss libraries and what we can do about it. I don't,think,we came
to,nit-pick and .argue about small points and rules of Order. I would

, like to go on record as saying that I think if we're interested in
libraries and what We can accomplish, that we shquld start
immediately to go about doing that and stop all the nit-picking and
the other things that are going on.

(Applause.)

JUDGE MIKVA: The delegaie at station one.

MS. ANDERSON: Barbara AQclerton, California. I would like
to caution you on the problem of inctergating the alternates. This
may also _lead to seemingly a larger delegation from a State. We're
from one of the farthest reaches of the country. We come as a large
group of delegates, because the delegates have been propVtioned,
according to the population in the States. States that are close to
Washington could have a larger number of alternates also attending,
since the alternates pay their own way,, generally. And I think that
this would be very difficult. I'm in oppOsition.

JUDGE MIKVA: You are in opposition to this. The gentleman
at station one.

MR. WELDON: I'm a delegate-at-large, Edward Weldon. I ask
what would be the effect,.sir, of the passage of this on the
delegates-at-large who are omitted?

JUDGE MIKVA: May I seek information of the maker of the
motion. Would you care to answer the very legitimate question of the
delegate-at-large?

MS. WILLIAMS: What he spotted was a typographical error. It
was "Statse delegations and delegates:at-large." I would be open to a
friendly amendment.

JUDGE MIKVA: That amendment will be construed as a
technical amendment..lf that amendment is adopted, the
parliamentarian will make any correction. The gentleman at station
foUr.

MR. ATALIG: My_ name- is Felipe 'Atalig from the
Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands. I rise to speak in
support of the proposed amendment by the lady,from Virginia. We
do have several alternates from our territory whd travelled more-th'an
20,000 miles just lo attend this Conference. These people paid their
own fares. Upon arriving here; they-have not been even recognized.
They were not even considered as delegates. These alternates are the
real persons who originated the Idea of the pre-White House
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Conference in the Territory of the Pacific. I feel that at least they
should be given a little courtesy and should be considered as part of
the delegations for this Conference.

JUDGE MIKVA: The gentlelady at station three.

MS. IVORY: I'm Ming Ivory from the State of Massachusetts.
I'm in favor of the spirit of this resolution, but-I think it's far more
important to have the alternates able to speak within the small work
groups than 'it is to have them present in the voting, which they.can't
doanyway.

JUDGE MIKVA: The gentleman at station twos',

MR. McCARROLL: -I'm Brian Mc Carroll from Connecticut and
I would like to move the question.

(Applause.)

JUDGE MIKVA: The question-has been moved. Is there a
second?

A PARTICIPANT: Second.

THE PARTICIPANT: Mr-Chairman?

4 JUDGE MIKVA: The gentleman will suspend. When the
previous question is moved by a delegate, and it is seconded, the
Chair has only two alternatives: 1) to ask the gentleman to withhold
if there are other people seeking itcognition; and 2) to put the

' question. I will ask the gentleman who made that motion if he is
'willing to withhold at this poiit, since there are other people seeking
recognition.

"-f-iN MR. McCARROLL: No

JUDGE MIKVA: The gentleman declines. Therefore, the
question before the house iS: Shall we vote the previous question,
which will cut off debate on this amendment?

Let me remind you again that this is only the procedural vote
to cut off debate. Those in favor of cutting off debate and voting on
the amendment of the delegate from Virginia will vote A, yes. Those
who would desire more debate will vote B, no; and those who
haven't made up their minds will vote C.

Clear your machines. The voting machines are now open for
one minute.

(Whereupon, the delegates voted.)

Have all voted who wishecl?_The time is up. The question on
the previous questiori is yes, 386; no, 6. Obviously the delegates
desire th'at the previous question be ordered.
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Those in favor.of the amendments of the delegate from
Virginia, which will be,lo have the alternates and the delegates
seated together, will vote yes,A; those opposed and who want to ,
continue the existing arrangement ...

A PARTICIPANT: Point of order, Mr. Chairman. Do not
Robert's Rules of Order cover where, if we were to adopt these rules,

matters are unspecified? ,

JUDGE MIKVA: Robert's Rules of Order do not cover where
peop . sit.

THE PARTICIPANT: Right. So, in other words, if the matter
were to come up again, would it not just be simpler to appease both
factions and lust call for a ten minute recess and thereby they could
consult with one another?

(Chorus of nay's.)

JUDGE MIKVA: The Chair will construe the gentleman's point
as a question, and I think that the question that he is asking is in

'order whenever you're in plenary sessions or at any time to move for
a recess or to call an individual recess. The answer is yes. And when

you move for it, if enough people agree with you, you can have it. If
'it's a personal recess, you can take it any time you want to.

'(Laughter.)
a (2

The Chair did not mean that with the kind of connotation that

you thought. I was referring to the fact that during the plenary
session, if the consultations with the alternates were important and
this motion were not to pass, obviously one can go and consult with
the alternates and the alter ates can come and consult with the
delegates. That is always i order. A motion for a recess is always in
order. But the question be ore the house at this point has been voted,

I believe, by a two-thirds vote. The previous question has been voted
by'a two-thirds vote. The question, therefore, before the house is the
amendment of the gentlewoman from Virginia. It is really in two
parts. It is to seat people by States and to have the alternates and the
regular delegates sitting together. Is that correct? That is the way it
was stated in the amendment that was proposed this afternoon. I call'
your attention to what it says. Let met read the amendment.

"Sta'te delegations and delegates-at-largeState delegates. and
alternate State delegates seated together by State." So that you
understand it, it is the alternates'and the delegates not only seated

,

together, but by State. That is the motion that is before the house at
this point.

Everybody clear your machines. Those in favor of the
amendment of the gentlewoman from Virginia will vote A, yes; those
opposed will vote B, no; and those who wish to abstain will vote C.

The machines are open for one minute.

(Whereupon, the delegates voted.)
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Have all voted who wish? The machines are closed. Those in
favor are 416, opposed .... clearly the machine has gone berserk. It
is declared no longer 'functioning, as if you didn't know.

We will try it by a standing vote. This:is a very important
amendment. I have tried not to col6r the discussion or the decision
by the delegates, but it is an important amendment. I want to make
sure that we get an accurate count. I don't think I can do it by the
ayes and nays.

,
..

THE PARTICIPANT: Mr Chairman, we ,have. handicapped
people in this room. Let's take account of that fact.

JUDGE MIKVA: The point is well taken, and anyone who is
handicapped may vote by whatever means is most convenient, either
a hand or a written ballot. I would request the staff and others to
record the votes of the handicapped who cannot stand.

The Chair will ask those
gentlewoman from Virginia to-ris
keep you up for that long time,
delegates in that. section over the

favor of the amendment by the
nd remain-standing. Rather than
will stand by sections. Will those

e {indicating) who are in fvor of
the amendment of the gentlewoman from Virginia, rise and remain
standing; and would those who need assistance in voting, please so
indicate? We will have staff over there to make sure your vote is
recorded. Those in favor of the amendment of the gentlewornian from..
Virginia, please stand and remain standing in that section. I am going
to count all delegates who are standing. I would ask people who are
not delegates to please clear that section. .. '

It,

(Whereupon, the delegates voted.)
,

I count four delegates there standing. 'That section will be
seated. Those in this section here broken by that center. linethose in
favor of the amendment of the gentlewoman from Virginia, please
rise,and remain standing; and thcAe who need help, please indicate

'.- your need...I am counting everyboj remaining standjng who is a
delegate.

(Whereupon, the delegates voted.)
4)

In the third section, those in favor of the amendment rise and
remain standing.

(Whereupon, the delegates voted.)

In the fourth section way. over There, those in favor of the
amendment of the gentlewoman from Virginia who are delegates
please rise and remain standing. Those who need help, please so
indicate.

(Whereupon, the delegates voted.)

In the section on my far,left, I would ask those delegates who
are in favor of the amendment to rise and remain standing. If you are
not a delegate, please clear the area or sit down, please.
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(Whereupon, the delegates voted.)

Those opposed to the motion in the section to my far right,
please rise and rem.3in standing.

(Whereupon, the delegates voted.)

Would those in, section two rise and remain standing?

(Whereupon, the delegates voted.) .

Would those in section three rise and'remain standing?

(Whereupon, the delegates voted.)

The Chair-declares that amendment is not adopted. The
gentleman in section (we).

ti

'MR. RICE: Mc Chairman, John lice ft:0m Louisiana. I would
like tomove the previous question on the original motion.

(Applause.)

JUDGE MIKVA: The previlts question has been moved, and
seconded on the motion, which is the adoption of the rules as
amended. You will recall that only One amendment has been
approved..lf this motion is adopted, that will terminate any further
discussion and an further amendments. The question has been
moved.There are-other people seeking recognition. Does the

gentleman wish to withdraw his motion?
.Y.

MR. RICE:. No.

JUDGE MIKVA: The g entleman declines to withdraw his
motion. Therefore, the question before the house is the moving of the
previous question. I.will try it with a voice vote first. Those in itor
of the previous question, which would be tutting off debate, will say
aye.

(Chorus of ayes.)

Those opposed will say no.

(Chorus of nays.)

In the opinion of the Chair, two-thirds of the Delegates have
voted for the previous question and it is adopted.

The ctuvion now recurs on the adoption of the rules.las__
amended. Those in favor of the rules as amended Will say aye.

_

(Chorus of ayes.)

Those opposed will say no.
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Chorus of nay'S.)'

.

The rules are adopted.

(Applause.)

JUDGE MIINA:.The gentlewoman is recognized at station
four. -

THE PARTICIPANT: Mr. Chairman, I would just liketo 'make
an appeal to the body for decorum, because I foresee a lot of
cynicism already, and this is just the first general meeting of this
convention. So, if it's going to be like this at this meeting, how will it
be for-the rest?

"MS. GOODMAN: Pointdkformation.

JUDGE MIKVA: The Chair recognizes the gentlewoman at
- station one.

MS. GOODMAN; Laura GoOdman, New York. My point of
information relates- to the resolution we, passed a fel.7v minutes.ago or
we rejected, vVhich had two parts. In the discussion t really-did not
hear two parts beThg discussed.-

I would like to knoNisi whether there is any possibility for 4
bringing to the floor separately the tdea'of sitting l?y States, which
was included in.the other resoltlitiain that had tie alternates as a part
of if.

JUDGE MIKVA: .The Ch'air wi,11 state'that at this poiiirFe rules
haN2e been adopted and any amendment to the Jules will require a
two-thirds vo,te and sorge place in the agena Now, that I will leave
to other heads in terms of when it could bebrought up.

The Chair will also State, again, since the amendme'nt has
been rejected, there is nothing that prevents people from sitting in
whatever manner or shape they want if they Are delegates. Clearly if
they want to sit by States, not only can they, but I would trust that
the staff would try to facilitate that any way they could.

se

The question obviously was mainly belVeen delegates and
alternates sitting together. The gentlewoman at station two.

A PARTICIPANT: Would someone on the Rules Committee
interpret the rules to me on the point of whether or not th'e alternates.
have permission to participate in the discussion in the small working
groups? .

JUDGE MIKVA: Clearly yes.

THE PARTICIPANT: Thank you.

A PARTICIPANT: Mr. Chairman, Joe SCanlon, Missouri. The
Conference having completed its program,'I move we adjourn. ,
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(Applause.)

JUDGE MIKVA:'We are going to adjourn within minutes, I.
assure you,- and-you will be recognized for making that motion in a
very shorts period of time!'

I will tolerate a few pints offormation.

MS. SLOCUM: Grace Slocum from Maryland, We have S
resolution concerning an enlargement of the committee follow-up
of the conference. I'm wondeiing what is the appropri w y to
bring that kind of a suggestion to the body.

JUDGE MIKVA: That would be at.the'general session. It is not
covered byohe rules.

MS. SLOCUM: And would this be by a petition:of 100?

JUDGE MIKVA: Yes, that is correct. Or it can come out as a
resolution.

MS.-SLOCUM: The resolutions have to come out of the theme
groups? .

JUDGE MIKVA: That is correct.

MS. SLOCUM: Otherwise it would come as a petition of 100?

JUDGE MIKVAi That is correct. Either ?Ile would bring it
before the plenary session.

MS. SLOCUM: Thank you.

JUDGE MIKVA: Ladies and gentlemen, it is 12:35 a't night. I
think you hale been incredibly patient, and I really think thitpis
bodes very well for the rest of the Conference. I think you are going-
to have great results.

The gentleman from Missouri is recognized on his motion to
adjourn. All in favor say aye.

. , (Cilorus'of ayes.)

.(Whereupon, at 12:35 a.m., the meeting was adjourned.)
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(

CHAIRMAN BENTON: Welcome to our session on the five
Conference themes. This panel will be moderated by Frank
Fitzmaurice, a producer for Niational Public Radio, who will
intrqduce our distinguished speakers.

Frank is a specialist in transmitting important information to
large audiences throughout the Nation. In his work with National.
Public Radio here in ashington, he had been responsible for live
radio coverage of many important events in the Congress and from
the White House. He has also supervised the production of
multi-media information programs which combine printed matar
and audio tapes to presenj diverse perspectives on nationissues.

Frank has also served as moderator for many National Town
Meetings on national issues, at the Kennedy Center here in
Washington. Frank, let ut begin.

MR. FITZMAURICE: you Very much. lational rPublic
Radio consists, of course, of about 225 non-commercial radio stations
around the country,.about ten of.which are owned by municipal
library systems.

This is General Session II on the principal themes of this White
House Conference. We have five distinguished speakers, each of
whom will be addressing one of the principal Conference themes.
Each of the speakers wilt speak to you for about ten or 15 minutes.
That takes us up to about 11 o'clock, at which point the hotel people
will be setting up microphones in the aisles. That will be your chance
to ask questions directly of many of the speakers for half an hour.
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I would like to introduce the first speaker, who will be talking
about the aspects of personal needstise of libraries and information
services.

Clara Jones, director of the Detroit Public Library from 1970 to
1978, now teaches library science at the University of California at
Berkeley.

As director of the Detroit library system, Ms. Jones led .

planning, design, and operation of an innovative program to tailor
library information services to the personal needs of the people of
that city. This information service program is called TIP,'Ihe acronym
for-The Information Place. Libraries in Detroit provide answers to
more than 80,000 inquiries a-month abgut-how to get help for
problems relating to health, social sectirity, transportation, and many
other subjects of daily concern. CiPary specialists from other cities,
both in this country and abroad, have visited Detroit to study the TIP
program.

Please welcome Clara

(Apilause.).

Personal Needs MS. JONES: The five themes of the Conference encompass so
much that each One of have to be highly selective in what we
talk about undereach headingand believe me, that is difficult.

The term "information society" will probably come to our
minds very often during this Conference. The incredibly swift
advance of science and technology, together with expanding research

4 in the social sciences and other fields, especially since World War II,
have brought about an information explosion and a publishing
explosion.

The volume and staggering potential of research'and invention
have heightened the significance of the word "information" for
science, industry, business, education, and libraries; in fact, for
everything.

Approximately $38 billion is-being spent annually in this
country on research and development. Half of our work force is
engaged in occupations that relate to the production, processing, and
distribution of information. The utilization of scientific, technical, and
social information is the basis of decisionmaking that will affect the
quality and stability of our lives and those of generations to co+ne.
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Another term in wide use, coined by Daniel Bell, the eminent
Harvard economist, is the "post-industrial society." Its central idea is
that, having evolved from a pre-industrial society which was
occupied with the extractive industfiesagriculture, fishing, forestry,
mininginto an industrial society, which was based on
manufacturing and commerce, we havenow entered jnto the post-
industrial society, wherein our emphasis and work force are
concentrated in the sphere of services, technical and personal.
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From another perspective, this term post-industrial society \
suggests that our society will more and more be marked by
interaction between people, rather than between people and nature
or between people and the fabricated means of r5rocessing the
resources of nature.

And then comes a deduction that is highly significant to us. I

quote: "Our primary institutions are expected to be the university,
the academic institute, the research corporation, the industrial
laboratory, the, library."

er,

Libraries and information science are iaextri-Cably involved as
'primary moving forces in the,posNindustrial society in which we live.
Strong new challenges are already coming. It is basic toexistence in

l_obrtechrlogical society to provide big and s4isacated
vinformat on services, on a scale hitherto unheard,of, through both the

public and the private sectors.

On a different level, but an equal important level, access to
pertinent, accurate information is the key to effective decisionmaking
in personal affairs, just as it is in research, business, government,
education, etc.

Everyday information needs of individuals are increasing as
.1 contemporary life grows more complex and impersonal..lt is

important to bear in mind that information is not only big servicing,
big business, big government, and the big scientific industrial
complex, but also small, individual, and a necessary part of people's,
everyday lives.

In the final analysis, the purpose of all h an activity is to
serve-personal needs. In an information society, w ere the work force
is heavily concentrated in .the sphere of professional and technical
services, personal needs will inevitably be more clearly articulated
than formerly. It seems logical to anticipate, therefore, that our
approaches to undertakings °Pall kinds will be altered eventually. In
what ways, constructive or not, remains to be seen.

In the library and information science world, the public library
is, of course, the most direct supplier of information for personal
needs. It will be hard to think of ways in which we can meet the

cchallenges of the information era when we are plagued, by budgetary
problems and cutbacks. We might say, "All we can do is just stay
open and try.to hold on, waiting for good times." But I would say,
"When are the good times, except when we look backward fondly
and selectively through rose-colored glasses?"

The challenges that are coming to-us now we must meet with
Courage. We must be willing to take a hard look at what we have
been doing all along. We must realize that more money to keep on-
doing what we have, been doing, without meeting challenges, will be
self-defeating in the end because it will not enable us tdrore
effectively deliyer information to people, which is our tr e mission.
We must face what needs to be done and incorporgte it into our
planning, into our thinking. It does not mean that we will'simply dO
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the usuarreview and patching up, sirtrtitthening he,re and there. A
true overhaul is needed when the challenges are as great as they are
today. This means straight across the'board in supplying peisonal
needs with information from libraries. It means that children's
services must be developed and strengthened in spite of the
challenges that are facing us.

(Applause.)

. The President spoke to us this morning of.his experiences in a
library as a child and what it has meant to his life., That experience oa
points up that librarians help children to discover, the pleasure of the,
use of their minds. What Zou Id be more important? This goes down
the line to all sectors of our society. In the midst of cuts, in the midst
of seeming discouragement, we must still plan imaginatively and
mov& forward.

A noteworthy response to individual information needs is the
development of community infcirmation and referral services in`
public libraries. There has been, sufficient exploration of the concept,
undergirded by documented, successful experience; to warrant
serious consideration by librarians and citizens at large.-gommunity
information and referral service is an expanding dimension of
traditional reference work that is coming to the foreground as a vital.
force in public libraries.

In the past, because tliepublic-library did not view itself as the
comprehensive infor n center of a community, nearly, allthe
information it provided ame from published materials within-ts
collection. There was no systematic attempt to direct the publi to
sources outside the library or to coordinate in- house referenc
'questions with relevant community resource'.-',

Acceptance of this larger role means that librarians are'
beginning to realize their responsibility for the great Ica ly of
unrecorded community information. They are discovering that their
professional skills are transferable to organizing and providing
information of any kind from any sourcee. It is as reasonable to supply
answers to the life-coping questions as it is to search traditional
sources to identify a literary qUotation, verify spelling or birth dates,
which we do all the time in libraries, or look up a patent number.

Community information and referral service, not as an add-dn
project, but full! integrated into traditional srvice, proves to be' 1,
expan)ded-referencework. "`

in the pattern of contemporary life, the rr ss media,
particularly television and radio, surround everyone with a plethoratt,
of instant information, much of which is not useful because itis
piecemeal or unrelated to common needs. Most people,are not
motivated or able to Undertake a laborious sckirch for information
they need, especially since-it is often couched in unfamiliar language.,
or forbidding format. Many people are not ever aware that aliwers
to their questions exist, or that assistance with problems might be

-available to the community. It will be an impcirtant,step, therefore,
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for the public library t.....o take, to.becorb,e a comprehensive information
, ,

center in every community., .. . r. I . ..

21 , .
. 'Libraries are plagued bythe image thatme:are nice, but not a::'4'

indispensable. it is very simple.tosee-that-if we had a warehouse
filled with all the knowledgelkiere was, bt.it which was not organized
and serviced, ii would do no onb any good. But this image plagues
us at budget time, that we are icing on the cake, but not meat and'
potatoes. !. ", ,,

We must face up to this Problegi. This conference must face
up to this prOblern.7The citizensbhere-Who are participating know this
as well as librarians do.

Proof of utility is the-4hard test in hard tWes, which me4ns all
of the time. Libraries are at the heart of GivilizItTon, and yet we are
wrestling with the need to cut hack. Perhaps we-are being told, "You
must close a half dozen braikchlibraries./.`,W.e must -stand on our two
feet and say, "Would you cut back in that .manner in education, for
example, saying that the children atsuch-and-such schools here,
there, and yonder will no onger have schoolg, will no longer be
taught to read and write?"

When the'cuts come, they must come across the board, to
everyone, as fdr as libraries are concerned. And if they leaders, the
well educated, protest, that is all to, the good.

We have all kinds of practical prOblems to face, but we must
relate them to the demands of the information age I am sure that we
have grown too cynical to think of libraries in terms of having
anything to offer that is compelling and irresistibleperhaps- except -,

to our mystery fans, who certainly fPfrtd it that way in returning again
and again. ,

But 1 want to suggest that one breakthrough, not a panacea,
but a major breakthrough, does have some of these qualities, because
wherever it has been introdutecthe public has accepted it very
enthusiastically and has used it extensively_ 'I suggest that in dealing
with Ahe overhaul that we must face up to and the challenges that
:come to usirom-the information age, it is not out of order to offer
information service as a ,gut level service that reaches people where
they are and grabs their need.

Thank you.

(Applause.)

MR. FITZMAURICE: Our next Conference theme to be
addressed is the use of library information service for lifelong
learning.

The-speaker is Francis Keppel, a man who has been in the
foreft'cmt of learning education programs for many years. He is now
director"of the Aspen Institute for Humanistic Studies, where he heads
their program for education in a changing world.
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Mr. Keppel also serves as a senior legislative representativdrin
the Harvard University Graduate School of Education. In the early
1960's, he served as United.States-Commissioner ofVucation and as.
an Assistant Secretary of th Department of Heafth, Education and .

Welfare. He was one of'the chief legislative architects of the
Elementary and Secondary gducation AC of 1965.

Before joining the Aspen Institute, Mr. Keppel served as
chairman of the board of the General Learning Corporation, an .

eduCational affiliate of the General Electric Gompany and Time,

Mr. Keppel.

(Applause.)

MR. KEPPEL: In the discussion guidethat you have somewhere
among those papers,- the one related to lifelong learning was,
prepared for this conference by Profess& R: Kathleen Molz. Eight
issues on the topic of lifelong learning were brought to your
attention. In view of the time available, it obviously Will not be
possible for me to review thoseissues. Therefore, I can only urge you
to read this discussion guide and also to look particularly, when you
get the chance, at the section of the document called "The Summary'.
of Pre-Conference Activities;" which deals with this topic.

I may have miscounted, incidentally, but I think in that section
there are 177 separate resolutions on this topic alone for you to
consider and to put into some kind-of priority °rt. Since most of \,
them suggest more tax money to domore of what is now being done, '
the choice of 'priority depends on what kind of lollar-support you
think will-be available.

o

I Suppose, given that fact, probably the most civilized tilt% foc,
me to do under the circumstances would beto quit now, leaving you
time for aprayer and meditation.

.

Alas, however( periOd; of silence at American meetings-are
riot custoptfary and tendlo be unnerving. There is the horrid feeling
that the other 'person is writing faster Or thinking faster than we'are.
So let me provide what I might describe as some background
drummingslow, ornamental, background drummingwhile you
decide whrYou want to do about this tdpicand how to vote on 177
resolutions.

(Laughter.)

aQ

. -
. .

While you'je doing thiS, let me suggest in,thisibackground
drone three what seem to me fairly basic policy decisions that yOill
affect the directions that we ail going. to take in the next 25 years. I' ,

hope that these will help to order the priorities on a lot of the.related
issues. .

The first of these decisions may seem to you too obvious to be
worth discussion. For generations, Americans, and above all

-. librarians, publishers, and editors, have fought to carry out the
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provisions.of the first amendment of the United States Constitution.
You remember it.."Congress shall make no law abridging the

47 freedom of speech or of the press or the right of the people
peaceably to assemble."

Some of the noblest traditions of the libraries and of the press
have grown from the defense of.these freedoms: Why, you may ask,
do I raise the issue today? The reason is not that we face.an assault
from the forces of censorship, or oppression, or dictatorship of
opinionat least no more of an assault than we have arways faced.
The reason is of a different character and yet, I suggest, perhaps of
equal concern.

Let me quote one of thpapers sent to us as background
reading, written-by Paul Zurkowski, dealing with the emerging
information age. Forgive me for a fairly long quote:

!A third aspect_of the information age_is_its trend toward
centralization. Obviously, iP ithe system of freedom of expression in
this Nation developed during the Gutenberg erathat is, of dispersed
and decentralized printing capabilityis,to suryive, we must begin
considering how to protect that system when the media involved
requires centralization. If the media of the information age is
electronic, largely invisible in operation, and depends on a central
computer facility accessible through a centrally controlled
communications system, it becomes imperative to address the
question of who controls the switches of information if a system of
freedom of expression is to survive.. ,

"The answer will ultimately be found in first amendment
terms," he says. And then he comes to a Conclusion that may have
shaken sOrne.of you as it did eriet-

I
"We are moving from a pred.Orninantly industriarage to an-4

information age, from decentralizeJ,publishing and information
dissemination activities to electronic centralized networks, from a free
enterprise system to increased Government controls, especially in the

,.. , industrial environment. It is time we stopped to take stock of what
this Mews for the f* marketrilace of ideas in our cherished freedom

..---- . of expression. There-is a clearly market! trend towards .the growth of
. ..

a centralized state press in secondary information activities.",

I V

I do not ask you to agree with hi'sconclusions, but I do ask
you to take seriously the questions he raises. If, as seems likely, there
will be asteady expansion in our society of lifelong learning by all
our citizens, n the naturand the availability of information
,service r that arning becomes a yery great matter of continuing
concern; above all to libraries, and other sources of information.

Unintentional censorship Can be as dangerous as intentional.
The system of government we established to control what Mr.
Zurkowski describes as "the switches of information" become a
matter of the first importance. There is, I think you will agree, a

1 strong argument to be made for continued decentralization and
countermanding powers against becoming centralized.
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A second decision involves The extent to which we b@lieve
that libraries and information services should take a central role in t+
providing both the 1eTirning materials and the human services to4-ielp
lifelong learningincluding the'materials and the services made
possible by the new information age.

Surely few will disagree that whatever is done should be done
in concert with, and not in opposition to, the existing educational
institutions. The problem is whether or how much libraries should
take the lead, because if they do take even partial responsibility for
assembling materials, using electronic developments and using
computer capabilities, libraries will have to face policy questions on
how to finance and manage such materials .and services.

I will be candid and say I was surprisedfrom what I can
gather from reading the' resolutions that grew out of State
conferences--that most of the emphasis on financing vas placedon
the balance -and extent of local, State, and Federal taxes, and
relatively little on direct charges to users:

We all know that organized educational programs are
extremely expensive. We know that Federal policy in post-secondary
education is to finance that education by loans, grants, and
work -study for students, for the individual. Is it reasonable, I ask you,
to think that this Federal policy will be radically chanted for lifelong
learning if it Y an ed through libraries or other institutions?

If the decision:1s taken by this Conference to play a larger role
in lifelong learning by using the latest developments of information
services,1 submit to you a further decision is necessary. Theyresey
methods of financing, the capital costs of hardware and, indeed,
some of the software, are, I think I'll say flatly, not adequate. And it
may be unlikely that user charges could solve the whole of the -

problem. Perhaps this iotin area for categorical grants, to use the
Federal lingo. In any case, I submit that this issue deserves careful
study before policy is determined.

A third decision also lies ahead. It's clear that five are only at
the start of linking traditional, library methods of governance and .

finance to the demands of either information science or of ale
probable growth of lifelong legrning.

I submit that this statement is ;demonstrated by the nature of
the great majority of the resolutions as recorded in the summary,
which, in effect propose intorovementS in present i;ractices. It may be
that these practices will have to be radically altered before the end of
the century. Should thisfbe the case, then the materials on pages 74
and 75 of the Summary`ummary on research and development in technology
should be given your most careful attention and high pri6rity.

As an observer of the scene, I have the impression that there is
a long way to go before the optimistic promises of information
science can be turned into economic realities, and that we must '
increase substantially our present estimate of the scale and the costs
of an adequate research and development program. We must not, I
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submit, make'the mistake of promising our clientele that we c.a.
deliver too much too soon. I did that, and many of my'generation did
that, in the middle 1960's.

Fifteen years ago, you may remember, there was a euphoria
about what the electronic age could do for education, a euphoria that
soon changed to disillusion. Now I think there is a new euphoria,
and let's not lose it. Fifteen years ago, we did not have the R&D basis
on which to build. Therefore, we must not neglect the very basis of
gaining the,knowledge that we need to progress in this new area,,
progress toward professional competence, toward integration of
information resources, and toward economic viability.

If the Conference - decides to give top priority to R&D, it must
also be prepared to reflect the findinxf R&D in the education of
the professionals and the managers, before and on the job, who
will carry out these changes in the future.

Perhaps a new oral-es-Si-arils-in the Making, 'Sr at least a

substantial change in the content of preparation. The size)of the task
of R&D and the task of revising programs of professional education
for the new era, in any case, require that these two interrelated tasks
be given a third top priority for our consideration.

Freedom of the press, the role of libraries and information
services in providing the methods and the means for lifelong learning,
and the demands of R&D that may lead to a new professionthese
three issues, I submit, deserve our special attention. Thank you.

(Applause.)

MR. FITZMAURICE: The third of the five Conference themes is
the use ofthe library and information services for organizations and
the professions, and our-speaker on this topic is-Herbert D.
Benington.

Mr. Benington is vice president of The MITRE Corporation, 'a,\
research and development company: Prior to 1963, he worked on \
computer design and programming for the (4nited States Air D fense \\
System. He then joined the United States Department of Defen
where he was Deputy Director for Plans and Assessment in'the office
of the Director of Defense Research i1Engineering.

The MITRE Corporation for the past 20 years has included a
number of developmental projects. One of their major priorities has
been, the analysis, planning, and development of systems in
improving library and information services, appropriately enough. Mr.
Benington is general manager of MITRE's Metrek Division, which
focuses research on sytems development for air-transpqrtation and
for problems involying energy, resources, and the environment, all of
which sound like a full-time job.

Mr. Benington.

(Applause.)
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MR. BENINGTON: Thank you very much, Mr. Fitzmauricelt's
a real honor to be with you today. As you heard from my
introduction, l'am a fellow librarian. I am in the information services
business, and my comments will bring you some news from that
area, then I will close on a comment to the librarians.

In doing my homework, I noted that my theme area has the
fewest number of issuesexcept for the internationaland the lowest
interest On the part of the delegates.

I find that strange, because my main message to you is that the
business of information services, in particular for organizations and
for professions, has been undergoing a true revolutiolsince the
mid-1970's: I think in the 1980's we are going to see a continuation
'of that revolution, and I want to talk to you about it.

I think that in this particular areaand let me separate it for
awhile from technology and educationthe United States is making
a progres that is unprecedented, which is having a fantastic impact
on our pro uctivity. This is going to continue. J will give you some,
examples.

Let me talk about six factors quickly. First, there is technology.
About 25 years ago, I worked it MIT, and we built a computer that
would occupy about one-third of this room. At the time it was one of
the first very high-speed corriputer built' for high reliabilitydthat could
work in an operational system. It took us six years from.the time we
knew what we wanted to do until' the time that computer was
working. It cost us $2 million in.parts'and labor, and those were
1950, not 1979, dollars. It was aery, very large venture.

Today, as a result of technological development gike then
that computer costs $10 and can go through the eye of a needle. And
I think the most important thing is that today the technology for that 11.
computer, from design to test 'to completion, could be done, in two
weeks.

,-
Justimagine the tools that it has taken to put togetherthe

design tools, the planning tools, the production tools, the testing
,toolsso that a watbeenatician, alogiC designer, could' sit down with
a 'machine in his nifttcl that is much more complicated than that one; [
and we could go through an autordated process ending up with a
reliable system in two weeks. That technology is just about in hand.

We havd progress of 100 percent about every year. We ha,ve
triple-digit inflation in the progress that we're making. We know that
is going to continue for the next ten years. The laws of physics are
there, which' leans that we're going to find another factor of 1,000
increase in productivity in this area during the next decade.

/-
Let me.(blate this to libraries. Today we can store the 17,

million books and periodicals that are in the,j_ibrary,of Congress.in
mass stores that are commercially available and would just about fit/
on this stage. We have the communications satellite technology
available todayit hasn't been flown yet, but it's availablewhereby
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we could take the entire 17 million volumes in the Library of
Congress and transmit them via satellite from New York to London in
less than eight hours. These are the kinds of information storage and
communication capabilities that we're talking about.

A second factor in this information revolution is the extent to
which private corporations already have found that they need this
technology to do their business.

I was talking to the chairman of the board of the Hughes
Aircraft Corporation, which is a multi-billion dollar corporation. He
described his job,as managing the information services at Hughes
and said that so much automation has come, so much information
service has come into all parts of their business=planning,
marketing, production, engineering, salesthat his job is knowing
how those information services are developing, what the plans are,
where they should be Biel together, where they should be left
separate so they can mo e ahead more quickly.

A third factor is the t endous amount of information that
becomes available and stays aliv s needed. This ranges all the way
from surveys that we do in rural areas satellites that collect
information on the status of the earth's surface or on what's going on
in the outer stars. Tcl a is information can be stored.in digital form and
moved around very easily. It's probably going to be cheaper in two
years to store the printed page in this digital form, on tape,. on the
video disc, within a computer, than it will be to store it on paper. I
have heard very good estimates that;within ten years it is going to be
cheaper to store very high quality color photographs within this
digital form than it will be to ,store them as we do today.

So this information can be captured; it can be moved around;,
it can be stored; it can be analyzed.

-the fourth factor is the growth of a very large infrastructure
which is providing information services to organizations. I'm not
talking about the people who sell computers Or computer programs.
I'm talking about the people who are putting together very large
private networks. of computers and communication and will sell a
very largyariety of services on the freema'rket. This business is
starting to/explode now. I'm sure.yoirknow some of the large

,manufacturers that are.getting into it because they see a tremendous
'markeeSo, in the same way you can buy communications today,
you4ill be able to go buy your data processing and your data
pr4esspgservices by the yard from these'organizations.

The fifth factor is the ambition that people have to be able to
network all of these services. Then if-we have a Large company with
its'own organic information services for.iall phases of its operation,
and if it's dealing with two large suailias of information seryices,

s
, "we're aiming to get a compatibility among all of them.'

. In the same way you can go out in that hall and pick up the
phone and direct dial a'hotel in Paris, within ten years if you have a
computer and you have a data base, in prin'ciple you will be able to

4
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browse all of the data bases in the country That are made available to
you to browse. You will be able to communicate with their data
processing capabilities and select wl-pt you want from them.

And, finally, anote which says we're not getting too
centralized. I think the reason that this great progress has been made
is that it has taken place within the free market. We have seen
companies start at the special services, move very quickly into them,
and fail; but we have also seen somegrow. We have seen very large
companies adapt, but there is still great competition between the
large corporations.

I think for the most part that the American public really is not
aware of the extent to which this kind of capability is here now, or of
the rate at which it's spreading into other organizations, professional
and otherwise.

One of the best aspects I've seen of the way people feel about
this growth was when I was visiting IBM at one of their advance
production installations recently. I was talking to people in their
mid-50's who had grown up with this business and who are now the
senior managers of.that activity. I was extremely impressed with the
euphoria that they felt,!not because they saw some promise, bift
because they knew -they were starting to do things that really were
changing the business. Now, these are people who have been in the
business for 30 years. You would think they would have become
jaded. Instead, they were all enthusiasm, smiles, and youthful vigor
because of the things they were sta ing to do th0.e, which are going/v. to impact this market during the ne ten years.

One of my concerns is that there are two segments that are
going to have trouble taking advantage of this kind of system
progress. It's not technology; it's systems. One of them is very large:
the Federal Government; and one of them is smalhthe small user,
the local user.

4
In the Federal Governmentboth because of Acts of Congress

and because of the ways that very large bureaucracies tend to work
in central waysI see many, regulations, many laws, many policies
that I think may tend to inhibit the ability, of the..F_ederal Government
to take advantage of these services that we're talking about.

'call one of mid-centralization. It has not become a nationalized,
enterprise, and I see no threat whatsoever iii the.next ten or 20 years,
that it will be.
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I thipk equally important to you, to the extent that the Federal
Government is not with itdoes not hayg pebple who know ,what is
happening in the businessit is going to be hard for them to get the
,suppott and the right kind of ideas to provide the money and the key
place-where they can help many of the things that you're concerned
'with. ,

.. 1

I have talked about a major new industry which is already
under way: corporations exchanging information services, providing
information services. This has happened on a scale which I would
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On the other hand, there are such economies of scale that it's
hard, as I said earlier, for smaller user to take advantage of this,
Here I think is a great challenge for those of you here who are in the
library profession, to find out what is going on, to relate to these
activities, and to find out ways in which, as these activities develop,
you can take advantage of them and make them available in a local
way.

Let me give you a good example of what I thinkjnay be one
of the greatest challenges here. The technology is availgble today for
computer-assisted instruction. There is no doubt about it. It's not
something that we need research and development for. The colts of
computation and display and processing have gone down so much,
and are still going down, that if you_wanted to have a very
economic, viable computer-assisted instruction system available, you
could easily do it. As a matter of fact, it's been done in two or three
,cases in a significant way. There is one hitch, and that is that
developing the course-ware for a particular subject is quite
expensive. It involves much, much more than writing the
corresponding pages of a book. On the other hand, once you've
developed it, then it can be easily replicated and rnade available.
You can let the local user know it's available. You Lean develop ways
in which he will want to use it in his special way.

So here we have somewl t of,,a dilemma. I think that the
library as an institution should be extremely interested in how .
computer-assisted instruction could become a part of the local
inforniation service. HoweVer, if I look at the various institutions that
we have for fundingfor developing the necessary course-ware, for
making it available for making it responsive to local needsI just
don't see that thos institutions are available yet,, and I don't know
how we put them gether.

As you can tell,, I am someone more invoked in the
information services than who knows th-elibrvy business In our
company, we have a very-heaGy'inforpation services need. We have
all sorts of, computers and word processor*s-and the-like. We also
have a library that is staffed by profesiocials..One of the things that
has impressed me very much over the last five years is that our'
library has in no way withered. Our librarian and the professionals

----...-workingovith her have found out what's going on in the company,
what's going, on j,n the library sciences, and what's going on in the
community, and they have provided a vital bridge between our high
technology, internally, and some-of the things that are taking place in
the outside..

I hope at this Conference that you find ways of strengthening
those bridges. Thank you.

, .

(Applause.)

MR. FITZMAURICE: Thank you, Mr. Benington. The fourth
major Conference therne'a.rea is library and information services for
governing our society. Our speaker is New York State Sengtor Major
R. Owens.

O
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SenatOr Owens has written a number of articles on the
problems of libraries and of finding effective ways of ensuring social
justice for members of minority groups. He is a graduate of
Moorehouse College and of Atlanta Univer'sity. Before he was elected

° to the New York State Senate in 1975, he directed a community
development organization in New York City.

Senator Owens is a member of New York's Black and Puerto
Rican Legislative Caucus and of the New York State Council of Black
Elected Officials. He has received several awards for his work to
improve conditions for minority groups.

Please welcome New York State Senator Major Owens.

(Applause.)

.0 / Governing Society SENATOR OWENS: My participation in about a half-dozen,

pre-White House Conferences has led me to the conclusion that the
concerns the library community feels most intensely about may be
placed at two opposiie 'poles, and the introduction here this morning
also follows the same pattern.

175

On the one hand, there is an enthusiastic focus On the infinite,
possibilities for service improvements through technological gains,
including electronic communications, computerized data bases,
coin- operated inforenatiorr.banks, and other Similar devices.

At the other extreme, thereis a preoccupation with devastating
budget cuts, the emasculation of school libraries; the astronomical
rise in prices for books and other mateFials, and other similar survival
problei-ns in libraries.

The present plight of libraries and Information services is a
dramatic illustration Of the need to find ways to more effectively
govern our society. We face a dizzying.array of gadgets, a
star-spangled future with unlimited possibilities; while at the same
time the cancer of neglect is killing the frail structures which already
exist.'Misplaced priorities are the deadlyiresults pf a'soCiety thdt_is
badly governed In this topsy-turvy world, the challenge is for us to
lead the Nation in reestablishing certain vital 13T,i,orities.I

First, our case for vital need must rest on the assupptioulithat
this complex democratic society cannot be effectively govemed
without a knowledge and information system which matches mOdeen
society's complexity. The library which is merely a quiet place to
read belongs to an era that is ended, an age that is Over.

America has some of,the best publicly supported libra4s in,
the world, but our existing efforts are still rather primitive when
compared

I to the kind of I4iowledge and information heeds of our
---time. .

Imaginations do not have to be strained or even stretched. You
heard the last speaker. We do not have to enter the realm of science
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fiction to find examples of the kind of information systems which are
capable of meeting the public needs.

The4previous speaker gave us very good examples. Adequate
information systems are already here, alive and well, operating in the
service of industry, other private special-interest groups, and selected
government agencies. The que0on is not: "Shajl we design new
systems?" The question is: "How do we use what technology and
human ingenuity as already devised to promote the common good
and the,generar welfare?"

No problem or obstacle related to the development of
adequate public knowledge and information systems is
insurmountable. But to persevere and overcome,, first we rinust *
believe, we must be convinced, that libraries are vital. We must feel
in ourselves that the flow of information and knowledge to the public
is a.life and death matter.

When the electorate is ignorant and citizenship illiterate,
democracy will surely die. Listen again to the words of Thomas

Jefferson, still as wise as they were more than 200 years ago.
Jefferson argued that the people-are capable of governing themselves
if they have adequate education and if they have adequate ,

information. Those who" hear and truly understand Thomas Jefferson
will not hesitate set the right priorities, to provide the resources
necessary for library systems.

'I1 education and information are the cornerstones Of
democrcy, then there can be no priorities above them. Democratic
decisionmaking is on trial. These are times when the ability of the
people, of the electorate, to make wise choices is being tested.

NI* You have heard of basic literacy, functional literacy, and
infornr;ation literacy. Try now to go one step further and accept and
understand the concept of citizenship literacy. I define citizenship
literacy as the ability to use history, current theories, facts, and public
pronouncements to guide individual decisionmaking on public issues,
propositions, the election of public officials, and other s filar
matters.

Democracy is pn trial beCause too 'arge a percentage of our
Populace are citizenship illiterates. Citizenship illiterates sometimes
choose to boycott the processes of public decisionmaking. The nearly
50 percent of the eligible voters who did not bother to cast a ballot
in the last Presidential election belong to this misguided tribe.

Commentingon this lack Of participation in the democratic
prOcess on October 24th, Walter Cronkite on CBS radio concluded
that since one-half of our citizens are.functional illiterates who are
incapable of making -reasonable decisions, we should not encourage
non-voters to become voters. Cronkite's horrifying, message was the
introduction to a book on the dismantling of the most successful
experiment in gOvernment that the world has ever seen. As political
descendants-of Thomas Jefferson, we cannot endorse this deadly
proposal for political triage. %,

J. 75
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Instead of attempting to 'throw one-half of our populace..
overboard, leaving them in a sea of ignorance, we must resolve to
mobilize allavailable resources, including television commentrors,
in a coordinated campaign against citizenship illiteracy.

And those wh refuse to participate are the citizenship
'illiterates who are an ous to acquiesce, to follow blindly, behind

' experts and dictators.

The experts gave us fiery death in the Dq-1 O. The experts
calculated an easy victory in,. Vietnam and, many thousand dead
bodies later, refused to concede their errors. The experts constructed
and regulated the plant at Three Mile Island where one nuclear,
accident threatened the lives.of millions. a 4

The events of the last ten years Have made it .crystal dear that
we must have the knowledgeand information to protect ourselves
from the experts. .

.
Better thanall, other indicators, there is one prevailing

phenomenon wWh 'clearly illustrates the need for better information
systems. Examine the opinion'polls, and you will find that the,
collective mind of the electorate is a great ball of confusion.

We repeatedly.contradict ourselves. We express great anger
and dissatisfaction at,tlie elected officials,whom we ourselves have
chosen. We demand specift solUtions to problems which run -

directly counter to our vpressedgeneral beliefs. Confusior0 the
result of continual bombardment by the propaganda of vested interest
groups. It is a by-produt-of the mild trauma that voters experience,
each time a politician promises one action before election and Men
reverses his position after election. .

Confusion comes when we are forced to depend too heavily
on biased, self-serving information sources. Some sacred placers'
where objectivity is the goal, where diversity of viewpoints is the
rule, where fhoroughness is possible 'some public shrines which
make the-swift search for truth feasibleare needed. Before
democracy is consumed, sucked down into a spectacular
phantasmagoria of contradictions, of confusion, let iis'build a stri5ng
national public knowledge and information system. ,

'It would be folly to argue that libraries alone stand at the brink
preventing our democracy from plutiOng into chaos. Certainly they
are not the'only element heeded, and despite our strong emotional
commitment we should not blunder into an assertion that libraries are
the most important component of an overall_ public knowledge and
information system. We deem it sufficient to say that libraries are a
vital part and, where appropriate library services are not included, no
public information system is a complete and adequate Structure.

The key message of Plato's Republic is that justice exists when
,every eleffient in society is accorded its proper place. Many interests
contribute to the vital flow'of knowledge and information.
Appreciating and encouraging each unique role is of paramount
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importancelor the preservation of a total, Adern, free
communications environment.

Libraries should never dtlempt to do what the free press can
do better. Public school systems, on the other hand, should not flee
from their duty to develop programs which decrease the amount of
basic and functional illiteracy in our society. Teleli2on
commentators should not usurp the role of.politic7Trganizations
Colleges and universities shouldiassume greater responsibility for the
provision of education for citizenship literacy. Pxivately owned radio
stations should not pretend' o be as objective and disinterested as the
variety of viewpoints fou on the shelf of a public library.

If all of the components were arranged on a continuum from
the most costly to the least Costly, commercial television would be at
One extreme and libraries would rest at the opposite end..Although it
has the laigest audience, because of its enormous cost, television will
never cArlvey anything more than miniscule amounts of the
informon needed to maintain citizenship litdracy.

Radio, pop-ular magazines, newspapers, and lecture halls
fol*ow suit. As the costs decrease, the thoroughness of the available
information increases. On any given issue or subject of public
significance, television and radio are likely to do no morethan trigger
the interest and the curiosity of the public..

Magazines and newspapers may expand and amplify beyond
the electronic media, but only the public library will provide the
citizen .ith a variety of viewpoints and a cross- sectiofl of coverage.,
In.other words, the library is potentially the final satisfying organ for
any search stimulated brthe other components of the-overall
knowledge and information construct.

`At the place where the search ends for people who want
information 'io help them make decisions, citizens deserve the best
that is available..Terminals for computerized data bases, video
cassejtes, oral history tapes', teletype lectures, newsletters from the
radical right, and ritiisletters from the radical leftnothing should be
off limits for the public library.

libIn order for lib ries and.information'services to contribute to
the effective govern.ngof our society, a new national public ,

knowledge and information-system must be,created. Within
present-day budget constraints, this is possible. It can be made
workable. :

(
We do not need a bureaucracy preoccupied with central

control and detailed direction. That is not necessary. However, a
national body with certain specified Federal powers must be placed
at the apex of a national system. Talguide this national policy body,
we must adopt the concept of information as a public utility.
Information is a record of phenomena observed and a record of
decisions made.

181
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The Federal Governmentis the greatest single sponsor of .

research and survey5 where phenomena are observed, and it is also
the greatest single generator of decisions of public significance. The
people already own a body Of information: census data, the Federal
Register, topographical and geographical surveys, the text of Supreme
Court decisions, the unclassified research of.the C.JA,- Bureau of Labor
statistics, etc. This information flows continuously and is forever
expanding.

Since the people own the raw material, then it is reasonable to
require that certain entrepreneurs who wish to refine and package
such raw data be either charged at the outset or taxed on the basis of
actual use. Such a requirement would allow-the creation of a special
fund to,subsidize library users of commercial machine retrieval
services.

t

This is only one example of where the concept of information
as a public utility may lead us. Funding, we know, is'the great and
enduring problem; and that great and enduring problem will cease to
be a,croblem when our budget decisionmakers are convinced that
our society can no longer be effectiyely,governed without adequate
libraries and information service

The amount of money need0t1 to revamp overnight all the
library systems of America, to bring tbemlo a level whdrethey-could
provide adequate model informatio services, is miniscule when
compared to the amounts our po lace spe s for tobacco and
liquor. Since no one is proposing an overni evarnping,Itle
amount of money is still small. However, the amount is not so.smalJ
as the pitiful pennies presently, offered by,,,our Federal Government.'

In all of the years "since the first Federal support for libraries
began throug*t*Library Services and Construction Act, the total
Federal funding ambunts tQ less than the cost of two Arc raft Carriers.
To ange this scandalous situation, Presidents', governors; mayors,
con ressmen, legislators, 'city councilmen, all must be made to
en erstand that libraries are more important th'b 'proved sewers.
Worse thaq contamination from poor sewage, ignOrance,is a poison
forever seeping through the systems of our\body polities.

Too many etected officials hold office because they have
manipulated the gullibility, flattered the worse instincts, and gt nerally
preyed upon the ignorance of the people. Across the country, most of
these elected officials are consciously or unconsciously, hostile
toward the development of library-information services. In any given
era or period, it is guile possible for public officials to collectively
and systematically,cotrimit errors that are Monumental and atrocious.
The treatment of libraries over many decades represents such a secret
scandal. The inadequate funding of libraries is a major blunder, a
ghastly'example of-inverted priorities.

It is my hope that this historic conference will resolve that we
should not bear tamely the continued neglect of our libraries. This
eager and enthusiasti'cibody gathered from all parts of America must
reaffirm the passion of Thomas Jefferson. Jefferson showed no
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*to concern for sewage systems, because he knew thatgreat civilizations
have been built without costly and elaborate 'concrete pipes, but.
democracy can Survive only if the people have adequate education,:
4,)nh,',if the people have adequate information.

When all the deliberations of this Conference have ended, let
us return home with at least one unifying thought. We believe in
Thomas Jefferson Libraries are not sentimental ornaments Library
information services are vital for effectively governing our society.
Library information services are vital for the survival of democracy.

(Applause.)

MR..FITZMAURICE: Thank you, Senator Owens. The New
York State Senate must be a very interesting place to be.

Out final speaker Is going to be speaking to us on the subject
piffle international understanding aspects of library and information
services He is Bernard Ostry, Deputy Minister of the Department of
Communications for Canada.

Mr. Ostry has arso worked as an author, broadcaster, and a
scholar. He gfaduated frorn th-el,,University of Manitoba in 1948. His
postgraduate work included stints in international history at the
University of L:findop.

'Mr. Qktry Joinedlhe CBC, Canadian broadcasting Corporation,
early`,960's and was the moderator of a CBC radio ogram,

"NigFrttine:" He later served as supervisor of-the-yretwork's
Departi:nerilbbf Pirblic(Affairslor`radio and television' and received
several aViarcis'ft4r production.'

Mr. Ostry was Commissioner of th
Force on Government Information from
written several books including The Age ofiM
of a Leader, and a number of articles.onCa

4 and cultural

4°- "ft;

f./tr. Bernard chip-4J:
# ' ...es+ -
,(Applause,-)t

International Cooperation MR. OSTRY. Mr. Chairman, m'ember;"ofirthe panel, 1 think that
. and Unde4tanding after the last speaker we would dor- well:to stop. I would be glad to

make way for questions.. . ,

-.. , , 1).
.

(Laughter.)

e Minister's Tae
O.:1970. He has also

nzie Ku* The Rise.
ddian social, political,

4

I need hardly say that it's an hOnor to be'in this4istoric place,
in such distinguished and powerful company.

I should like to thank the-convenors for inviting me to
introauce from a Canadian viewpoint your fifth theme on libraries for

increasing' international cooper4ionf I add rn,y special tha'nks to Mr. ;
4C ha rle Benton for encouraging me to come and to Mr. Joseph

to' Becker for giving me the benefit of his, great wisdom.on the subject.
o
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,I thank you lot myself and for my country. Our two Countries
have a common dedication to liberty and the dissemination of
knowledge for all our citizens and if, as trading partners; neighbors,
and allies, we cannot achieve cooperation and understanding4then,
it's unlikely that we shall be able to achieve them IA our relations
:with the rest of the world

In the words of ttAr, Becker, "It is here that the first crucial
,steps will be taken." Perhaps-It's not a bad idea to have a Canadian
here anyWay. Because of the immense size of our country and the .

way our comparatively small population is scattered across it, we
have had to become expert in the technologies of communication.

In the past, the canoe, thetelegraph, and the railway took us
across the continent; and in the present century, telecommunication
has been vital to national development.

Marconi made, his first transmissions on our soil. You may be
shocked to learn that many of us lay claim to Alexander Graham
Bell, Whose body lies in Nova Scotia. And more recently we have
done pioneering work with communications satellites, optical fiber,
the application of digital transmission, and
iideo-text technology.

But there is more to tneFife of a country than technology. Our
history aficl our politics have not favored the creation Of those
integrating symbols that unify American society. From the beginning,

. our far-flung communities have preserved their distinctiveness as
.offshoots of the European and even-American society. They have

sought to guard their autonomy. .

You all know about Quebec, But a're you equIty aware that,
to date, only Nova Scotia has ever tried to secede? Time hasn't*
brought us much clo,er together, but .we've learned to agree,t0 differ.
We have become intensely aware of the importance of understanding

'social and cultural differences` in nurturingcivilized_Afe in any
context.-We have learned the walue-of understanding among our own
people and among the peoples of the earth. Our nation is founded on
give and take. World cooperation cannot be rootecl in any better -
ground.

There is another reason why Ithink you might find it
worthwhile to hear a Canadian voice. Of all the peoples in the,
world, yours and ours '-srnost alikethose of us speak French no
1pss than thoSe who speak English. Cooperation and understanding
between us is rooted, in the complex ties that bind us together.,

Could anyone seriously suggest that libraries and information
systems, concerned as they are with the intangible life of the mind,
might affect the stability of our relationship? That's precisely what I
am going to suggest, that we are so alike that we,,are blinded to our
subtle bUtenuine differences.

If aGanadian can tell you that new technologies in this
apparently mutual field pose a serious threat to this country's

- 1 o
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independence and-continued existence, what would someonefrom a 14?

less "closely related country say?

Let me begii by suggesting the conditions I believe necessary
to cooperation and understanding in this field;' and then, by way of
example, describe how you might apply these principles in
developing library and informatidn services in Canada. Finally, I shall
argue that these lessons. can be applied to all kinds of information
exchanges, trough all countries. -

Cooperation is'a tricky word. It seems to me that true
cooperation must begin with respect for differences. But even where
that exists, even where the differences are too obvious to be missed,
cooperation doesn't always lead to understanding. Take the story of
the lobster and.the oyster. A Cape Bretodfisherman looked over the
end of the wharf one,day and saw a lobster cooperating with an
oyster. The lobster turned red,. white, and blue,with emotion and at
last crawled off away eintO the shadows. The fisherman addressed the
oyster "You Should be ashamed of yourself," he said,'"can=5,ing on
like that with another*species. It's bad for the ecology and i don't
know what else. And besides,.it's pOintles_s. Nothing can come of it."I

"But don't you see," said the oyster, I*gging herself in
ecttacy, "that's just the point. It was pure, .disinterested. No ulterior
motive whatsoever. None. My pearlS.".

(Laughter.)
4 *, .

But even between consenting-shellfM, cooperation may no y
be beneficial to both partners. Of-course, my country anOtours -
cannot be compared,to such low-life creature. We are"sor- ejgn
nations. Our government, like ypurs; has the duty to safeguard the
rights of a sovereign people to freedom, to security, to independence,
to bread, and Co opportunity.

) And since it is a duty, it cannot be shared, traded away, or,
sold down the river. We look forward to a time when aU our citizens
will have equal access to the knowledge, to literature, and the art of

mthe whole world, will be made free by the whole mind and
imagination of mankind. That's what our libraries are fbr. That's w.hatg
our museums are fof; what our schools and colleges and universities
are for; our communications networks, our broadcasting, film, and
publishing industries; ,

v But sure you will agree that, in all this, it would'be
irresponsible not to leave room fOr the growth of mind and culture of
one's own people.. Canadians are not to become, they will not

e, cons* to become', mere passive consumers of knowledge and
cultbre packaged outside their borders by purveyOrs who have no .

interest-in their concerns, and little or no knowledge of their poritikai,
economic and cultural identity. Even for those whose tastes do pot"
run to tea parties,,th(s coul4become vexation without 'representation.

-
, _.

. -

Canadians hsie always had to live with this problem. It's nqw
a problem all countries- of the, orld will have to five with. The

IP
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merging of communicatiow ?incl comikters makes it'possible to
transfer, prqcess, and store data it -nters'outside countries' borders;
and therefore subject to laws no t its own making. ,

iii ....
,

This fact alone givg°every'sovereign nation a new interest in
information and access-to it. Sovereignty is now perceived as.going
beyond the geographical4ealni. Nations cannot give up the
responsibility to make their own decisions about their own countries,
or to conserve and foster their economies and cultures,

What we are talking about is nothing less. than the survival of
independent nations.'Cooperation then is a tUo-way process. William
Blake remarked, "One law for the lion and the ox' is oppression
Maybe my fish.'story has a:similar meaning. Oner.law for the
crustacean and the'biota mvy well be-larceny. The necessary
conditions for understanding and cooperation are mutual respect for.
sovereignty, riot only in the te.rritorial-sphere'but in, the economic and
cultural spheres as well.

Now, how do these general considerations apply to our
concern with libraries and information services? Some of us who are
closely in touch with the dazzling achievementof the new
technology are apt to sound like "star trekking" when we talk about
libraries, .as if the human -mind had already been replaced -by silicon
intelligence and the computers, had ousted librarians. But the library
remains--,perhaps will alwaysnemainzLa.center'of human:
intelligence ;Lt may be augmented. It w1,11 not,in my view, be
replaced,, by computers.

11)00

rnia57nr tney....existirLtaani3/400eal-7--
-national, and international context.,So.the first thing to remember
about the National Library of Canada, for example, is that it is a
Canadiaiiiipstitution, collaboraled, first of all, with, other Canadian
libraries in ,the service &ra Canadian pe.O.ple and only thew with
other North° ican and sister institutions abroad.

The National Library of Canada is a comPadtively new
..finstitution, tittle more than 25 years old, and its underdevelopment

does usli credit. But a retrenchment,, and limited budgets for this
and other dian libraries, have brought their own benefit, in that -

T. they have ned tf-re''eyes of libranam to the advantages of sharing
and cooperating. a

s

.

.

In*-the future, it's likely that the National Library might
consider, in cooperation with other computerized OblrograPIlic t.

centefs, a decentralized bibliographic network to insure the fullest
sharing of inibrrnation and library materials among Canadians

'wherever they live. Any such plans would have bes.00rdinaled
with Canadian communications policies and would prcsbablOmake
use of international and foreign indexing-ant:I abstracting. TiiiS is,,one
'way in which international cooperation cduld reduce costs for all ,'
.ustrr,natitins. -

,

TherAas even been talk'in Canada of a tas orce that mightCanada
.. . .

e arrpointed to study the inteeface between library ihformation
. , C

* 1 '.:7)v-..-
.
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servicesand new Canadian videotape systems, like Teleco, orothen
techniques by which home users could interact with them. All parts
of such a, plan will call for an unprecedented degree of cooperation
among:bibliographic centers at all levels.

Since you yourselves are blessed with a fedetal system, you
will hardly be surprised to learn that we too have problems of
jurisdiction, and bureaucratic conflict. Our national librarian prof ably
already perceives difficulties in resolving the problem.of ownership.

Meanwhile, pumping our information services into American
computers is already threatening our independence in the economics
sphere. My own department of the Government of Canada produced
disquieting evidence of the nature of the thkat.

In 1977, a survey of some 400 firms and,organizations in
Canada indicated that the'valUe of transfer to computing services
could escalate tt3 $1.5 million by 1985, At least 23,000,jobs could,be
lost to Canadians by the same date, and possibly as many as
100;000. The evidence also showed that 90- percent of the computing
transfers to the United States was__by Ca.nadiansidiaries and
branches of foreign organizations. We already h)ye unemployment
and balaLtce of payment-problems which are causing concern to our
politicians.

It might seem that the national security has nothing to do With
librarytaild information services; but if a country allows all its vital
data on business, on culture, and on the economy to be stored
outside its-borders, it- becomes alarmingly-dependent-on the integrity

1

4

and-Teliatitity-drtrelore4,gn enterprises t at1100-vt e its Computer
services., Its, security is thus compromised.

These are blunt words, but they are spoken between friends.
Only when we have assured control over our own fdunddtion of
information networks can we truly be 'agents of cooperation and
subjects for understanding. Only when our two countries meet free

`a'nd fair on those terms will we be reacly to set an exarnpl&of
cooperation to other .countries.

Ina paper given on the subject in Florida l4 week, Adrjert
Norman Spoke even more bluntly. Adrien is an Englishmak but he is
also a senior member of.one of the leading United States consulting
firms in this field, so he sees these questions from two sides.

.

s. He argued thaith,e American political system would be
'incapable of adapting its own institutions to the aspiptions of other
qations. His conclusion, profoundly pessimistic, was that the country
-which most eagerly seeks t ensure the free flow of information
internationally will. peevent Ne making of the .international
agreements necessary to achieve-this gaol, and the absence of
international agreements to nitmove barriers will lead to national and
regional measures to protect indigenous industry and culture.,

-

It ' . No Canadian can be quite" istie. Having livedi)next
door to the United States for so we Canadians hold it almost as 3 "-

o

,. ...

. ,.. A..,
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an rticle of faith that differences between our countries can be
woked out to our mutual benefit. We have too much -to lose to
believe otherwise. Confrontation has never been our way, and our
long history:of cooperation has left us with most of the mechanisms
needed to resolve these problems, both in industry and government.

And when we sit down together to tackle issues, -Ighooe we
shall agree to put the question of library'networking high on our list
of priorities. Something no less valuable thrt dollars or jobs at
stake: the integrity of the mind and imagination of two free 'freoples,
Thank you. .

.(Applause.)

fiti

MR. FITZMAURICE: We have come to the portion orthe
program where you, the memberg of the audience, get to question
the speakers directly.

Sir.
Let's start with the gentleinan up front.inthe center Yes,

MR. CHACHRA: My name is Vinod Chachra. I'1m a delegate
from Virginia. My question is i,gldressed to Mr. Herbert Benington.-

The great success of computers and communications is partly'
based on the complete and transferred interchangability, in the
application and use of the two media: A part of the problempf
applying compute technology to libraries is the burden of wording-

4
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Where we see great advances in going frOrri computer media
to print and voice and so forth, I see remarkably-littleadvances in
going in the reverse direction from printed words and so forth to the
computer media. Why do ,you think we are not making progress in
that direction? Because that i$ absolutely necessary if we are to use
computer technology forlibraries.

MR. BENINGTON: I- generally agree with your observation
that people in the pall 25 years have had great hopes that we could
go 'from the printed.-Word, the spoken-word, into the computer, and
that the piogress'6as been relatively' slow. And I myself, at this stage,
cannot promise any great progress.

4

1 think in gOing.from,the written word, more and more as
getting.into typesetting, word processing, and better optical

character recognition, that we will be able to make seri* prtgress.
Going from the spoken word into computers is moving ahead very
slowly, though. It takes a very large compUter system to understand
the vocal/ylary of several Fiunil,red words in'a limited' context. I think
this is one bf; the barriers that we .have to work or*, and one We have
to recognize. .

. 'MR. EITZMALAICE:Alltfhgrit. Our next questioner is a
gentleman in the aisle to,my left.°

SI
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- PARTICIPANT: I'm a delegate-at-large from the State of
Illinois. With the increasingly technical information storage, retrial,
arid transmission systems, l'<ni wondering rf we may face a problem,
keeping the management of our information system in the proper
hands; by which I mean, in the hands of those who we either elect
or select to manage, as opposed to the effettive control falling, by .

default, into the hands of the technician

I,would offer as an, example of What I'm `talking about the .

event of a year or so -cago when a computer expert managed to
transfer a considerable sum 9f money to his personal account through

_tics knoWledge of a computer bank transfer system. It seems clear to
me that the misuse of information systems could be immeasurably-
more destructiVe and dangerous than the misuse of our banking
system. And this other event,occurred right after my local banker had
explained to me the faiisafe system that they had in effect to prevent
this'kind of misuse by people with technical expertise.

So I'm Just wondering whethec any of the speakers see a
daAger in this area and, if so, how do. we try to handle it?

MR. FITZMAURICE: Mr. Benington?
$

MR. BENINGTON: Thew two important issueS. On the
subject of management, I agree with you very Muc k that that threat is

.tAere. The reason?hat I tell the story about the chair an of the board
of Hughes, saying that he was the idfO knation man er, was to
refl. ttit,._w_hen_you_have_as pervasive compul ed

arge corpefrificrrrirk-e at has, that, he's
fu damenta114esponsible to see that making changes in that system -s\
is \he Lesponsibility of the management of the organizationassisted
by technicians, b not dominated by them.'

The second question you raise is one of security. Senator'
Owens warned us about trusting technical people, as we ha;.)p been
for awhil.e,. When you get into those problems, I think that, in fact,
today progress is being made in security. It's something that you can -,
easily handle, if you're quite careful about it; but even then there will
be some few people who will continue to pull "DC1117s" on banks.

43
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'MR. FITZMAURICE: Thank you, Mr. Benington. Leti take a
question,from the gentleman in the aisle to my left: .

MR. KL/NE: I'm Marty Kline.from WBAI Pacific Radio. I would
like to ask Senator Owens how the widespread awilability of home

, compu4er terminals will affect the futdre viability of libraries that
provide computer services?

SENAT0hOWENS:Tdon't think we are going to see a -rfi,
widespread availability of home computer programming. It's an iteM'
which may find its way into a small Orcentage of middle-class
homes; but for the vast melority of the popillation, the likelandbd that.
they're going to'have home.computers.is very slight, despite the
that the'costsshave gone down greatly. . .

,
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1 think it's more probable and more feasible for all libraries
across the country to have computer programmm dr.terminals rn
libranes or various kinds But that is a goal which is attainable and
more real.

MR. FITZMAURICE: Thank. you, Senator Owens. The
gentleman at the near mike in the censer aisle.

MR. SCANLON: JOhn Scanlon frOm the State of Missouri. I

would like to address a question to Mr. Benington.

There is considerable concern among delegates about the
possible establishment 6f a national library network. I believe you
'pointed outthere is a definite lag in are technological field between
those in. Government and those in srhall industry, and I presume that
applies to libraries as well. Do you see any conflict in time between
a push for a national library' 'network andthis explosive development
in the private industrial field?

MR. BENINGTON: Well, first of all, sir, I would carefully
remember that you are from theState of Missouri, and on this
subject, generally speaking, I am too:

One 'of the things that I didn't haN)e time to stress is; I believe
that one of the ,great aspects that has helpedithe revolution that I was
talking about is a recognition that the s s have to be distributed,
confederated, delegated, i terretate but ript optimized in some
idear centra-liz oill-think once we.started actirrmhat way .witti
respect to the computers, the communications, the organizations, the
people, and The managemtnt, and learn how to nianage, that we
created a climate at what I call the mid-centralized level, which has
really allowed us to"rriove forward very quickly.

With respect to a national network, I don't know enough
about it. I know that our library absolutely needs all the data bases
and the networks that it ties intoibut ('don't know enough about the
issue of a national netwohk.

tr MR. FITZMAURICE: Thank.you, sir. The gentleman at the far
mike In the center aisle.

MR. SMYSER: I'm Dia-Smyser, a delegate from Tennessee. As
the rest\of you were, I was very taken with Senator Owens' talk but I
must comment on one pont he made. He suggestedsthat Thorngs,
Jefferson was insensitive'nsensitive Io sewers. Now, as anyone_who has been to
Monticello knows, Thomas Jefferson personally designed a most
intricate and beautiful sewel. system.

As a lay delegate, I-simply want to suggest that maybe, for.
technical reasons, we offer people some other alternative between
libraries and seiwers. I would have difficulty making the choice. if you
care to respond, sir?.

(Laughter.)
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SENATOR OWENS: Vast amounts of money have been poured
into the sewage systems in our country recently, partially as a
response to e vironmental considerations, which are important. But
sewers also co some of the worst corruption going on in this '
country right now, nd the vast amounts of money being poured into
the kind of systems at they are being.poured into-now is
questionable.For that reason, 1 did single out sewers. There As* a
number of things that are going on there which we ought to take a
look at. They made a priority ouof proportion, I think, to the nerd.

MR. FITZMAURICE: Thank yOu, Senator. Let's take a questient
from the woman in the aisle to my right.

MS. BRUMBACK: I'm Elsie Brumback, delegate from North
Carolina. I would like to direct my question to Mr. reppel.

In a time of ,austere budgets, when citizens cry for more
acc-ountabilify in spending and-neprograms, there also seems to be
a push by the general public for schools'to take on more
responsibility at bothtends of the spectrum. For example, the
community school Acts that are across the country right now, and a
push forsonie call it race, in a mew generationit's going back the.,
other end of the spectrum with the pre-school program.

In the past, these responsibilities, the lifelong,sle ning and the -%

early childhood learning, have been. public library responsibiles. As
former Commissio er.of Education, do you see this as a school--;
library responsibilit , a, public library respon ility, joint venture?
WHat are your thoughts on that?

MR, KEPPEL: I suppose the answer that you would expect, and
which I'll give, is All of-them do it all: That is a very American
response, and also very characteristic, I think, Of our societythati'at
the same time libraries and schools ate being asked to provide,mkre
services at loweAtEosts. This is going on for both the library world
and the educational world. t,

I don't see anysolution no the question of lifelong learning,
except a much more effectiVe'collaboration between local schools
and 'local libraries. It's the only ;Nay I can see it work.

MR. FITZMAUR E: Thank you,'Mr. Keppel. We'll take two
more questions. Let;sostart ith the gentleman at the near mike'in the
center aisle.

MR. BRADLEY: I am Tom Bradley, 41eIggate from Maryland,
s and my question is related to th last one. This its directed-towards

'Ms. Jones and her present.atidn n personal services.

If I under:stood the presentation cor.rectlyl,and"1:,m
paraphraingthers was a statement made tho most people get,their
iQformation flip libraries. I would like to.offer,that there are
hi.;ndreds of thousands of boys and girls in school' libraries who daily
get muchtof their information in their education. And in the further
part of that presentation; there an innuendo that competition for

,
.
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funds needs to be taking place, where public libraries may have to go
after the funds that may have been allocated to schools.

In a period where school funds are rapidlyshrinking, there is a
national trend to closing schools. I suggest that many communities go
through the heartbreak of having to close coomunity schools.

/.11 in all, what I'm sayingis that I don't think that there needs
to be competition, but rather between school libraries and public
libraries there needs to be a partnership. If we remember those young
students who were using libraries or media centers, or whatever you
call them,.these people do grow up and they are going to be
taxpayers. I wonder if you might react to that? That was to Ms. Jones.

MS: JONES: My principal reaction is that I agree with your
statements and your attitude'and there was no intention on my part
to suggest rivalry'and competition. I am a great believer in
cooperation rather than competi;ion.

MR. FITZMAURICE: Tharc you, Ms. Jones. We have time for
lust. one more question. The man who has been waiting the longest is

.the man at the far mike in the center aisle.

MR. SIMON: My name is Ralph C. Simon from Toledo, Ohio.
My que,sti6sh is directed towards Senator Owns

We all appreciated his speech very much, but one thing that
did disturb me was the repeated use of the word "adequate," which
is sometimes related to the word "normal" or "average." Could we
perhaps not find anotheeiword which would, shall we say,, have a
more positive connotation for all of us?

SENATOR OWENS: I can't think of a better wo or I would
have used one. I think one of the tasks of thiS Conference o deal

412`- with deciding what is adequate, and the bigger problem is deciding
how to get the funding to approach what R adequate.

There are all }rinds of standards, of course, 'developed by they
American Library. Association and other groups. Those standards have.

weresomething to do with what we wer talking about when we were
talking about adequacy. But ink e areas, thgy have not even
started developing standards,-have not considered it at all. ..

So I can't refer you to them to get a definition of it. That's one
of the tasks, I think, that we have to wrestle with here at this
Conference.

MR. FITZMAURICE: Thank you, Senator.

Thanks to our participants today. 'thank you for coming. Good
Morning.

(The session adjourned at 1 1:30 a.m.)

i
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November 16, 1979:
Luncheon Session

Remarks of Robert B.-
Pfannkuch

MR. PFANNKUCH: Ladies and gentlemen, it is indeed a
pleasure to be here. It was a pleasure to work on one of the
committees that worked on putting this operation together, I think it's
very .exciting and very challenging, and a real look forward to what
can be done. I feel very strongly that a lot of work that will come out
of this Conference will sustain us for many years in the future of
inforrhation handling in the public sector.

In this videotape, we have Just seen an example of what the
future holds in the way of some freedom for the television set that -
hasn't existed in the past. Indeed; .the television set, as an information
dissemination device, has been largely restricted by both its time
schedule and its content to the 'hands of a.few people, by and large
the broadcasters. I think*What we're saying is.that this is going to
change, and it's changing right now.

By the end of this year, a million homes, will have videotape
:recorders in them. Although they are not, in and of themselves, new
program devices, they do indeed encourage new programminr. They
largely record,nff the air. Right now, those progrdnmers and those
broadcasters are stuck with building around a narrow slot of time
called prime-time, which-is about three hours a day. Add the magic
of videotape recording, and we now have 24.-hour prime time. We
havelie ability to bFoadcast in that ttherunused or resser-used-21:
hours,°and have it reused during our own personal prime time.

To try and sum up the impact of the J2 minutes of technolOy
you"ve iUst been shown in about 10 minutes is a rather forrnidable
task, so 1'H hive to restrict the probably hundreds of issues that could
ie aldressed to two or three.

1Becaiise of videotpe recording, the individual use of,
television in the home become much more prevalent. People
kill,be able to vAtch what they waht, when they want fowatch it. I

think we'll also4ind this a much moire encouraging area for the
program procfuers. Freeing the programmers from having to go

, througlk broadcast networks may provide some very exciting new
programming opportunities.

But television's new role as a supplier of programs for the *
,special use of television,--as opposed to the general use of televisiCiti,

pis a'n area that I think poses both a threat and an opkoltuniN.
Libraries represent One of the existing distribution technotogies, if you
will. What we saw here today talked a great deal about electronic
distribution, as qpposed`to physical distribution; and, by and 1prge, I

think the libraries represent tl-ag physical distribution side of the
equation. But I feel very strongly that, although all this wonderful .,-
delivery system, satellite, dit, and_tape, ale there, we are still going
to be faced with the issue of physically getting the programs. BecaUse

. even if programs are being.transrnitted by satellite into homes,
someone requires, and demands; and sets the schedules as to what
goes on that satellite to the home, or whatgoes on that cable.' to the
home.

vr 1 SJ
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I think the marriage that we see of the new electronic
distribution technology is very exciting. Taking existing physical
distribution:and marrying it to electronic distribution, poses a very
good alternative, and a very good. opportunity. It also poses.some
threats, one of which I, would like to just mention. Next week, a
company called Fotomat, which has 4,000 little yellow kiosks sitting
around rfie parking lots of this world, after a year's pilot test, will be
offering nationally reqtal libraries of some 100 feature motion
pictures. They have leapt into an area'arid said, ''There's room for a
commercial world of librarying; Go in and rentget your ItiVeo
cassette right now, bring it home and use it, then ret.yrn it. "Right
now,,,,it's restricted primarily to entertainment programming, but as
someone who is reasonably close to the organization, I think it's very
ear that if a'market-developsfor how-to, educationa), data base
materials, we are going to see the private.sector entering in the
librarying field' of audio-misual materials.

There ,are lots of materials that will still be restricted by the
profit riiotive, that will be, in man, ways, .mass media. Maybe
thousands Or millions of homes will want to see a particular movie;
bit how abOtit the-vast amount of reference works, alidto-visual
materials that existris there a way to get these distributed? Herein
lies a massive_opportunity that should at leaSt be explored at this
Conference.

There are some 15,000 16- millimeter titles of inotion pict&T.
in the educational-informational field available right now. They are
available through libraries and through school systems. Howeyer,,
they are very costly to deal with. One scenario I can depict is
reaching the physical distribution of the libraries through an
electronic distribution system, perhaps by centralizing these 15,000

,titles and putting them up on a satellite. If some fairly low-cost
satellif eceiver technologies were installed at the' ibraries and
schoo systems around the United States, physically distributing them
may be ar more. cost-effective than trying to use fiber-optics, cable,
or any of theotfrer technologies. I think we will see, as we move
forward in thiS area, sorrie challenging opportunities that the group in
this room can very well address.

We have'a situation that needs gkernmental involvement.
Indeed, thereare many public access problems' in this area, and
some Very big issues that affect us. All'of thte-are 'ssues hat are ,,
being faced today-by the v,ast resources of th electrknifs arid the
broadCast industries. Certainly, in the edycational-industrial area, we
have been very lucky in seeing the growth of television in its mor-&---
important social responsibility-areas.

I encourageeveryone.here to look at the opportunities. Most
of (haCtechnOlogy which washdescribed in this tape is being put forth
by profit-making organizations, but it has,a great many applications
in the field in whiCh we all work. Making data available, all forms of
datatelevision data, entertainment data, data-base information,
alpha-numericsby using what these peopleiareputting together
with satellites, tapes, and discs offers .us an opportunity too, do
something that I think is very important and very exciting.
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-'I would like to close by saying there has betitNa gap in what
'happens in theischool, what happens in the library, and what
happens in the home. It's easy to tAegprinted material from the
school library to the home; but \%ve are ring in an audio-visual age,
and it has not been easy to take audio-visualaterial,home.

a think we can play a role here. There are some 200 university
film. associations prOdtletng exciting programming every day. There
are many video artists emerging. There's a group in Chicago called
the Chicago Editing Center, which we support, producing several
hundred hours of exciting programMing with no.outlet. By taking the
educational-inform'ational materials that:are available today on
audio-visual materials and getting them into the home, by moving the

4,videotape'recorder and the videp playback medium into the home,
we have the opportunity to b?idge the gap between the formal
educational systems and information repositories, such as ours, and
bring it directly to the home in this new format:

As we go forward in this future,.'Iute that we take advantage
of and find ways to use this technology to do:that.

MR, JCA-INSON: Some years ago, a black disc jockey friend of
mine came by, my office at the Federal Communications Ozimmission
and told me about his- experience-in the first job he ever got iri the
broadcasting business. He walked into the radio station, and he
station mana8er handed him a stack of records, and said, ." ere, boy;
you play these."

...; ..
My friend said,, "Mister, what about the news ? " ,He said, "Boy,

we don't have any news on this station.'' And my friend said, "Wellt
what about the news wire? Maybe I could just read the.folks some
news off the news wire." He says, "We don't have a news wir 'al ,

this station." And my'friend2said, "Well, maybe I Could just re d the
local papergo outsanttalk to-folks, and find out something a out
what's going oni-cOme in, and tell the people on the radio station, in
between the recorck."

The station mana er turned to him, and said, "Boy, I don't
seem to have made mys f clear to you. You're not going to educate
the people of this community at my expense."

3

Now, what you can admire about a- man like that is the total
abs nce of any hypocrisy. He's fight out front, telling you where he's
com g4rom. He underitands that knowledge is power, and that the
ignor nce of the masses is another kind of power for another class in
that society, oiler which he happens to belong and in which he
would, like to stay.

You don't get such straight talk fro the vice presidents of the
networks.' Oh, no. They say, "Well, We st give the people what the
people want. Why, if wesput public aff rsshows on, nobody would
watch them. And you don't want to p -that controversial stuff on. Ito
just gets peopleupset." Because the_elevision business, as yod kndw
and I know, has.nothing 'to do with progia-ayrning,-and I don't care
whethei it's coming to-you by satellite, or.off a videotape.-`

N
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The front cover of Broadcasting magazine this week says: We

Bring You Starsky and Harriet. Now; you don't know,41Rit there's a
show ca ed Starsky and Hutch, which I have to know about, because
I'm a TV ogram repairman whb has to follow this. So "Starsky and
Harriet's" a playoff of that, see. Then it gdes on to say, on the cover
of Broadcasting, "We can deliver you more _women between 18 and
49 than any other show." That's jhe business they're in.Jhat's the
business they're proud-ot. That's trff business they advertise on the.
cover of their trade rrhxazine. They're buying and selling you like
cattle in the stockyard A-hd just' like the cattle, you don't get any of

The money, either. You get sold off at (a cost per thousand. That's
what that business is.I

Now, what's appening4o it technologically,which NBCy
didn't tell you aboutd, neither did 13611 and Howell, in some
respeCts, is the extrit to which we're-Osing this technology for other
purposes than theaotaltarian system called tOevisionand I use that
word advisedly. WIu're talking about an instrument that doesn't have
a microphone jack on it.
44,

I gave the speeches, 15 years ago, when I was.on the FCC, and
I said, "We're going to have this grand communications_ revolution,
and everybOdy will be able to work out of their homes, and so
forth." And I did believe it, I really did; but nobody else did at the
time, and so I sort of forgot about it. And ',came back in 1979, and
found it was all here. Texas Instruments has goy little portable
terminal that you can carry around with you like a pOrtable-
typewriter; #id anyplace you've got an electric plug and a telephone,,,
you're on line,And,what you're on linp, to is the most-fantabulous
thing you ever could have imagined:n-1 your wildest dreams. It's

'down there in the COrifereneelnformation Center:If you do nothing
else while you're here, it will make your whole trip Worthwhile if you .4'
go down there and find out abodt soMething_called EIES, the
Electronic Information Exchange System

. A,

I'm not goirig to tell you more about it, because 1 can't. I've
only got 10 minutes. For4sonlebody thak's used to lecturing for at
least an hour-and -a-half at a tirreapd.I'vg got at least five lectures .

on thrs'you can appreciate the pressure this puts me under. But yoir
go down there and lo,9k- at TI's terminal'and the EIES system. You
fincione dat.a.base in that information center. Look at SOLJRCE, for
instance; that's the poor man's version at $2.75 anliour,SEFend 213
minutes with it, and really try to understand, if you haVen't done it
already,

It seems to me a theme has evolved, from last'eveningthrough'
this morningand I hope it will stay with us through this White
House Conferencethat the libraries of this country are a
revolutionary instjtution. And those of you in this business, it seems
to me, have got to recognrzirtiat that is your-role. You are in the t
class strUggle. You are innhe busines.of breakipg down power. You
are in the business of taking_away, power from, the rich 'and the
Powerful and the elite,-and giv.iiag it to the masses. And thelrich and
the pOwerf4dI and the elite have pever wanted .you to do that: They
don't-want you to do it today. They're doing theirdamnedest to kelp
you from'doing it. And'tfi 'i're going to continue to do that
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We heard last night from tvtayo/Marion Barry that knowledge
and information are power. We heard it from Rep. John Brademas'
that the friends of freedom are the friends of open libraries. What do
you think they're talking about? They're talking about that radio
station general manager I told you about. They're talking abouIthe
advertiser that keeps things off of television.

Today, knowledge more and more in electronic data base

forni. How are the pt or going to get access to it? That's your job.
There are a lot of people who don't want the poor to have access to

it. They!re doing their best to see:that they don't get it; and they will
benefit, politically and economically and socially, from keeping them
from getting it. That's the fight you're in, and there are a lot of people

who want to help you wage it.

It's the same problem that we had in the Middle Ages, when
the churches owned all the manuscripts. That's the problem you have
now. If you've got Fevo,luti o na ries in a country, what do they go for
in order to take Aver the country? They don't go for the farmland, or
the banks, or thelfeactories. They go for those. radio and television
stationsfor the information. That's how you control, how you
govern. And that's what's going on in this country right now.

Senator Major Owens gave a stein-winder of a speech this
morning, and he brought up Thomas Jefferson, who surely has been
walking.with us from the beginning of this session, and will
throughout, and rightfully so. You know; when he died, the thing
Jefferson wanted to,be remembered for was not that he was
President, but what he had.done for education and for libraries in this
country. That was, to him, his most important accomplishment and
contribution.

That is really the issue that is before us today, at bottom. After

you look at the new technology and the books and.the budgets and
the staffing andlall the problems that you've got, the questiori is, "Are
we stills committed, as a people; to the concept that self-governing by
the citizens of a democracy necessarily requires that the poOrest
among us will have access to the information of the wealthiest' and
the most powerful?" That was the issue 200 years,ago, the issue 100
years ago, and it's the issue today.

Senator Owerfs said, "We hope that the Tree of Liberty does

not have to be notirished with-the blood of-each generation." But I'll
tell you, as you know, that the Tree of Liberty does have to be
nourished withthe blood of each generation. We've got to go out
and fight again for our lives, for this principle, if we believe in it. I

think you do,And together, I think we can do something about .

advancing it in this time and this place.
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GOVERNOR CLINTON: I think it's very nice that you wire
,kpnd enough to ask a Governor and the leader of a city government

to come here. Its a little painful for me that you picked Arkansas and
Dallas, Texas, a poor state and a rich town, but perhaps Mr. Schrader

will be merciful with us.

There is one real reason that I'm very proud to be here, apart

from the fact that we have been able to advance the causelof , .

libraries in our Sthte. That is that I take a great deal of satisfaction
always in being in crowds of people who are interested in books and

reading.

Every time I've ever run for office, somebody running against 1

-me has said, "That kid's never done anything but go to school, teach
school, and read bookshe's obviously not competent to hold public
office.",Every time that has happened, the majority of peopleexcept
the first time, and I'm grateful, because then I'd never have gotten to

be governor if I hadn't been beaten the fiTst timehave said they
didn't mind if someone said somebody should hold public office who
had gone to school and taught school and read books. I believe,
therefore, that the work which brings you here has fa great deal of
public support, even in this time of anti- government feeling and
anti-tax feeling-. It is for you to decide what direction we should take,
and what you expect from governmental leaders in manifesting that

support.

We're very fortunate in Arkansas to iSve a fine 'hew State

library building. We are now spending about 50 cents per capita on
library aid in our State, which I know is not the highest in the
country; but only about half the'States are higher, and since we're

49th in per capita'income, I think that's pretty good. Our new .

constitution, thanks to Bessie Moore and to some of the people at
these two ta,bles here, which the people will vote on in November of

1980, actually contains a provision requiring the State to develop

libraries aPthe local level.

I have had more good fortune in m life than most people.
I've been lucky enough to study in some of greatest libraries in

the world, like the Library of Congress, the Bo leian Library at
Oxford University. But I can honestly say that I get almost as much
thrill out of going into small libraries,, as 1 have all the way from
california to the State of Maine.,,

In my state of Arkansas, the public will support public
expenditures for pueposes when they believe they need the services,

and they think the money is not being wasted. You might be
interested to know that in Arkansas, in the last election, people voted
against a measure to cut their taxes, 55 to 45 percent. Thereafter, the

people in Little Roc'k,-our capital city, which has the highest property

taxes in our State, voted twice by popular vote, within the next year,
to raise their property taxes, once for their schools And once for the

',Children's Hospital of Arkansas, which serves all the people of our

State.
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So I believe that we do not need to for see a bleak future, as
long as people are convinced that _what we're doll, and what we
wish to do at the State and local level, is in their interests and will
spend their money well.

I would like to talk briefly:about my v ew, as Governor of my
State and as a citizen, of the function of pub is libraries today, anclp
the future, at least in a rural 'State, for the ki d of people we serve. As
Governor, I have two distinct but related views of libraries. In the
administrative environment, they represent branches of governing
bodiesthe State, the cities, fhe.,khool systems, with inherent
problems of budget and personnel, which we must try to alleviate.
Secondly, they provide services to citizens, students, and scholars,
and we must ask continually, in this age of information explosion, if
we are meeting their needs. Are we doing it effectively and
efficieptly? Are we reaching the total population, including the
handicapped and the minorities who have remained insulated from
our efforts for far too long? For those of us wha have citizen boards,
are those boards actively and aggressively establishing' the kinds of
high standards and goals that people deserve and expect?

In a rural State like Arkansas, especially one which has a high
percentage of low-income people in the cities and in rural areas, and
one with a very high percentage of people in their later,years, there
are special problems. Therefore, we have 'to set special priorities.

One of our problems, as you might imagine, is the cost pert
capita of providing library services to people who are spread out in
far distant areas. And one of the things that interests me about the
proposed National Library Act, which I understand Senator Javits has
already discussed with you, is,the formula for distributing the aid
which the Act would provide. I think that it should recognize the
minimum standards we should attempt to provide in every State, and.
the real per capita costs of providing thoSe minimum standards, as
they vary among the various States of our4country.

At the State level and below, we need more cooperation and
coordination with all areas of responsibilities. Oftentimes, in
individual library units our collections are small. The population

lb which uses theme even around that unit, is highly diverse and
dispersed, and bur budgets are usually inadequate. Accordingly, it is
essential to do the best we can within the current fiscal limits, and
not waste a penny. That includes, it seems to me, the sharing of
resources through statewide networks, and the provision of.flexible
interlibrary loan policies, and unified acquisition policies, to prevent
duplication of expensive materials.'

-

In northeast Arkansas, at the'Mississippi County Community
College*, we have established what I suppose you would call a multi-

ry
community library. The community.college is cooperating

successfully there with its county, and is providing library services to
both its citizens and its students.] view this effort as an excellent
measure of cooperation, and one which we must extend to other
areas of our State, if we ever hope to maximize our- resources.
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The delivery of rural library services, as I've said, is expensive;

. but we are constantly reminded that it is an important, even a '
necessary, investment. Our farmersand local'businessmen, our
retirees and Our children, require more sophisticated information than

they (Rd years ago- -more, indeed, than they did last monthin order

to study continually changing markets and new teehniques.4, their

fields and their interests.
.4, tit

ti

Moreover, in Arkansas, a d in many other States, we are trying

to attract new jobs-to rural areas hich previously had not shared in
the economic growth that have come to us in general. In order to
broaden our economic base'in rural, areas and toprovide better
employment opportunities, we have to be aware of the fact that it is
virtually impossible to attract some kinds of jobs to areas which
otherwise could accommodate them. Beyond, the economic interest,

we mtistcontinye to satisfy the personal needs of'individuals for

information and for learning purposes. As irany area of services,

States have to be concerned with the best way to reach people. Thar,
becomes an Issue of surpassing-importance, if you live in fa highly 44;;--

rural area.

: The bookmobile. in Arkansas has been one of our best tools.

But, as you might imagine, the rising cost of fuel is having a
tremendous' impact on obi- ability to use it and, tb increase
bookmobile services. I am beginning to look at what other
innovations we should bring to our outreach programs, in view of the
large concentration of senior citizens'in rural areas, ifi'view of the'.

very large percentage of handicapped persons we-have in our State,

and in view of the fact the still/notwithstanding all of oj.ir efforts at
integration, many of our minorities are still iR4sidential and
community enclaves that do not get the full reach of 'public services

that they deserve.
. ;

Obviously, every State is acuibly aware of the responsibilities ,
and ramifications of improving the services,and strengthening the'
collections available to students irf public schools and institutionrof,r\--

.higher education. I mention them here only to.point outilfg.min my .

study of our budgets and our projection of future budgets, the book

costs, the paper costs, the printing costs, inflation is going to be at
least as high as the rate of inflation in the country as a Aihole;-

perhaps higher than the general rate of inflation. If that is trut,, we
have no choice but to band together and work together to maximize
the coordination and the sharing of all library resources in the publ ic

sector, if we hope to do anything like, keep up with the costs and tVe

demands for learning.'
f

There-is a critical concern which underlies these issues, and .

relates to your general theme, "Bringing Information to People." You
must remembenall the people. As If have MentiNed already, li6raries,
I believe, have to make additional efforts to see minorities, the
handicapped, the aged, and others with spechtl needs and special
problems. We do not now know all of the need's of-those.wehave -

not served as well, as we should. Accordingly; we cannot meeybose°

needs without bringing more groups of diverse backgrounds into they

decision making pr,ocesseverything from'the planning Of buildings,
r
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to the decisions about allocation's, to the provision of the outreach
services that I have already mentioned. I believe you have made a
significant beginning in this Conference, and I want to congratulate
you-for that effort..

The growing need forinformation, and for a nationalily
coordinated organization and accessibility system to new infOlmation,
affects each of us every day. Without even pretending to know as
much as I should about it, I can tell you that it is satisfying to me to
know that this Conference is working on improving and refining the
wide-ranging information services already enjoyed by, our People. To
keep the commitment o'f the people, and all levels of government, to
pay for the changes and improvements we need in our libraries'is
imperative. I pledge to you that we will do.what,we can in our State,
Within our limits.

I believe that this Conference has a story totell, which has
perhaps not been told as well as it might have been, to thee
Governors of the various States. I've been talking with your
repres,entatives here at-the head table, and I want you to'VloWthat I
belie/Ye you should be present when our Governors' Conference
meets here agair? in Washington in February, to tell that story. I will
do what I can to see that you have a chance to present your views.

I am interested in this Conference not only as a Governor, but
as a citizen. I don'tlwant to get into the kind of anecdotal
reminiscence that is so easy for'people*to lapse into when they look
out and see librarians, and think about the ones they knew, and the
books they read, and where they spent their hours as children.
Besides, the lady WHO runs the library in the Governor's office has
already told me President Carter did a better job of that than 1 could.
but I would just like to remind yok4 of something that perhaps you
already know. Every day I try to deal with incrediblydifficult
problems, and try to make people believe that they can solve their
problems, and mobilize them and move them, and save people from
wasting their lives, and improve the institutions of .our society. But
without the ability'to read and to think and to believe n the capacity
of one's mind, it is impossible for a person, as an indificlual, to have
the sort of security, self-confidence, and sense of freeGlornion which
the whole dynamism and success of this society rests. ",

-Accordingly/it is impossible for a society, faced with the
challenges and thq stern tests which we face today,. to band together,
in an optimistic and aggressive frame of mind, to.deal,with the
problems we face. We are being challenged today, I think, in a way
that re haVeThever. faced before. This is not the worst Time we have
ever faced, to be sure; not even the worst time in my lifetime. And,
certainly not the'Mvorst time of the last century. But we have unique
and profoundly diffic0-challenges that cannot be met except by
people full of.hdpe, with well- disciplined, well - developed minds that
give them the sense of security that they can move down the road/6
a better day.
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V Not long before he died, our late 81-year-old senior Senator
from Arkansas, John McClellan, had a talk with me. We Were friends,

even though we ha -disagreed on more than half theThings we

talked about. -He told me a story,about his 10-year-old grandson

doming to see him when he was 81, saying that he wanted to grow
up and have a career in public life, and he wondered what he, should
do'to prepare to. be a lawyer or a teacher or a politician. And John
McClellan told his grandson that two generations tad passed since he
was the same age. The world was very different, and he could be
sure of only one thingthat he should develoil his mind as.best he
could.

4

One of my favorite stories is about a lawyer and dormer law

teacher. it involves Oliver Wendell Holmes, who served'on.the
Supreme Court, as some of you know, until he reached the age of 93,
and was lucid until the end. When he was 91, his 22-year-did law
student broke in on him in his stucry'and found him reading a
dog-eared copy of Plato's Republic. And he said, "Mr. Justice

Whara-re-you---1-Joing, at-your-age, straining your eyes with
tha olcl yellow-leaf book?" He said' ''Young rnan,I'm.trying to
improve my mind."1"

These are the kinds of stories that, if you believe in the
capacity of the human mind to liberate and enrich the spirit and to

advance the tau of mankind, you never forget once you hear. Th, ey

mean more, sometimes, than we are aware of. If you just take-
President Carter, who has been here with you. Thjnk of .the pressures

that he'has been under in the last few days. Think of the 4

opportunities he has hail to make a misstep here., doing too much
and overreaching, or doing too little, and%acking off too much.
Think of the incredible discipline it has taken to learn, to think, and
to move with what I think has been exemplary decisiveness in an
extremely difficult area. I honestly believe that there is a relationship
between the manner in which he has conducted himself in this crisis

and the time he has spent in his library.

4' So I ask you, in closing, to remember that, as we talk about
the computer technology and microfilm, and all these complicated
things that the world has brought us in the new age: do not shirk .

from mastering them and using them and-incorporating them in what

we do. Don't ever forget that information is nothing, nothing, if it's
not in the hands of someone who can read and think and act.

`Beyond that, knowledge has a virtue of itself to enrich the human
spirit anti advance thquality of life that is worth nurturing and
worth paying for.

As I think AbOut the future of our State, I remember often these

stories that I've related'to you. Usually what I ask school children to
do isio do whatever they can to make their minds work as well as
theyetan, because that is something that cannot be taken away from

anyone. It is the source Of ourue freedom.

. I a
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. MR. SCHRADER: Governor Clinton, disti guished colleagues,

ladies 4nd gentlemen, thanks, so much for the Co pliment df the
invitation to be here with you today;, and the pri lege of sharing with
you in these important deliberatiOns. ilook forwa to the results of
these deliberations, so that I might share them wit my colleagues in
Dallas and with my professiorial colleagues-in the 11 ternatiopal City
Management Association.

I've been specifically asked by Chairman Cha es Benton to
Share with you some experiences from my past and s me ttews of
Mine about the future and its prospects, and to do tha from the
municipal service perspec ye. I..

A city that I know has rebuilt totally its public li ary system-in
the lastlwo decades. This city continues to build its libr ry system
with pride and with the kind of building style that results in
prizeWinning architectural facilities out of.which to oper te.This city
has raised, within the last year, $10 million in private fun s to help
finance the cost of construction of a new $40 million cen al library
downtown, to serve as the hub of library service ii) the future of this
city.

In 1959, just two decades ago, this Aknerican city had just five
small neighborhood' branch libraries, and investeds.$1.44 pe capital
for a $970,000 budget. BO 1966, this city had 12 neighborhbod
branch libraries, and invested $3.10 per capita, fora $2.4 million
budget. In 1972, it had 14 libraries, and invested $4.04 per capita,
for $4 million kidget. This same city today has 17 branch libraries,
and invest $7.$ per capita in library service, for a $7 million
budger; and it hes $43 million worth of library construction'
Underway, and $2 million more funded fOr future. development and ,
additional neighborhood branch libraries.

This kind of local support and generous giving of lOcal funds
only emerges where library services meet the citizens' needs, and the
community responds by making use of these services and by offering
loyal and generous support for the public library. That kind of
association is no fluke, I submit, because this year, just 11 days ago,
the cilizens'bf this same. community, in a similar kind of association, '
gave or promised $16.75 million inpublic funds, and matched
between $310 and $35 million in public money for fine arts
muSeum and concert-hall site, and a new theatre.

I know there is such a city in this country,.- because the4
citizens

of that community and I claim it as our city, the City of Dallas. The
citizens of that city and,' claim that library as our library, the Dallas
Public Library; the city government and the city organization and I
claim the library as an essential and major partner in'our municipal/
service program, one which joinslis in serving our public, and
contributesto the work and the effortof the rest of us in air city
organization. Because of the stature and the reputation of s.

effectiveness of this part of our city organization, it has the
responibility for the implementation vf the goals for D4Ilai in ,

community education, continuing education: But no government, and
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no public library, can,achieve results Unless it is useful to the citizens

and has its suppport.

There are three'element1s of the relationship of the Dallas

Public Library Aith the community and its citizens which I would like

to make a special comment on. The first element is that all new
programming and capital development is.performed in association
with the citizenship., For library planning purposes, Lillian Bradshaw,

the Director of Libraries, and her staff are constantly in touch with-
the users of the library.

Let me cite some examples. Our,Friends of the Dallas Public

Library, with a membership of 950, are avid users and supporters of

the library programsipWe seek their advice and their help in planning
our services and in planning our future. This Friends group'was
organized in 1950, with the objective of aiding the library by creating
an awareness in the citizens of the specific needs of the librarY, and

its functions. It's a committed group of people who give'
immeasurably of their efforts. They give beyond any measure of

monetary value. Their assignment and their opportunity is giving and
helping and advising, but never demanding or restricting.

The best example I can give of the Friends' help was in our
recent drive foe$10 million in private funds to assist in building a
library. Led by a,former Mayor of the City of Dallas, they Ifd the .

effort to raise those private funds, and also to acquaint the public on

the proposal for the development program. They prepared the public

for the bond election, and through,their work the banks, the Dallas
Advertising League, and other organization.), worked on behalf of that

(Rive. The Friends distributed published, inf6rmatien. Toky spoke at
community group meetings. They staffed information centers, not
only in pUblic, high-traffic areas, byt private as well. ,

The drive for public funds was successful; $10 million was
-given by, literally thousands, b schobl children, and those
distributing the proceeds from estates, and they came from as far

away as the Middle East. This $10 million was added to $5 million _in

grant aid funds and $25 million in funds voted by the citizens of
Dallas. After the' election, Lillian Bradshaw shared my pride in o'ne of
the newspaper headlines: "Dallas Voters Approve Basics: Police,
Fire, and Libraries." The Friend4 quietly moved onto other projects.

The second important element in this relationship with the
citizenship is the library's development of its long-range planning
targets and objectives. Its program is prepared for my office, and for
approval of the city council, based on citizen contributions.secured
in a variety of ways. Neighborhood committees were held throughout
the city, chaired by members of the-Library Advisory Board. Citizens
were encouraged to come to those meetings to speak, to assist in the
planning, and,to criticize and indicate the services that they
wanted-Lthat they considered valuable.

We seek to tailor library service programsto the areas they lk

serve. Communities are different, and library services need to be
different as well. Today we tend to suffer from the delivery of servicg

u0
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: in a monolithic kind of style, from a cookieecuttcr kind of approach.
We need to innovate,, we need to experiment, and we need to risk
risk success, and just as importantly, not be afraid to fail.:

We use questionnaires that are distributed for assessment of
public opinion, and we do satisfaction surveys of ail those who use

al the services of the library. The grocery stores and drUgstores
cooperate with us, so that we can distribute our surveys -through
them, as a means of securing the opinions of some who may not be
usinittle libraries.

.

The library invites prominent citizens with special skills to'
consult with the staff, so that the best of economic, social, and
business forecasts can be used in our library planning. We find that
these invitations are too attractive to bankers and' industrialists and
government officials'to be turned down, and their free advice and
forecasting is invaluabl Of course, it tends to involve each of these

authorities in the library responsibilities of his or her community.

The third element that I'd like to 'mention is the availability, in
the library, not only for the people to participate in the deciding but
also in the work of the library. That's an opportunity that is open to
anyone who is willing to take the training, and 150 of those people.
have. They enrich the service program of the library by handling
reading programs and story-telling and book reviews and checkirig
books and answering the telephone, and doing the work of the
library in v. tually every way. They permit the library to be something
more than it therwise could possibly be.

In essence, then, we, elieve that local involvement by those
who pay the bills is absolutely necessary for service satisfaction, an
for the intelligent and continuing support of city government
progi'ams and bond elections, and for the support of libraries.

Today, we are poised here with you at-the.gateway to the
decade of the 1980's and the rest of the Twentieth Century. We're,
fresh from this kind of an'expetence. For 18 months now, 35

'Naeagues and I, from across North Amei-ica, have struggled .for a
vision of the future of the 21st,Ce tury. We've come to see that we'll
have the kind 'of future that we m e for ourselves. Our future will be
a reflection of our will, and the ref ectia oY our prpficiency in

,t.

We came to see a fundamental, if not revolutionary, kind of
'change, requiring management. It would be agreat pleasure for me
t6 describe what we saw; but I suggest that you might want,to look
forward to Alvin Toffler's,book that's coming,out, The Third Wave,
because it's going to be essential that we explore daf future, if we're
going to conquer it. We came to see long-term economic and social
prosperity as a possibility, after a decade of management fo{ severe
economic and social adjustments. We cameto see new worlds of
service, and we reported our views and our conclusions to the
Internatibna' City Management Association last month at our annual
meeting in Phoenix.

t.
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We've talked a great deal about the availability 01 funding-,

and we've found iii our own experience in the City of MIllas that its

an inescapable necessityof coursea fundamental necessity It's a

great temptation for all of us, here and at.liotile, to view our
ambitions and our achievenrents of the past, and the limitations on
them, as having been limited by.,the shortage of funding ft,'s just as

tempting to view the prospects for our future as,dependent upon the

adequacy of funding alone.

If I could make a special point with u here, it's that funding

and achievement rest themselves on proficient of management and
mobilization and n'larketing, as well as on a strategic search for

money. We need to build rewarding associations and alliances. We

ne0 to build programs and services into the Alves of the people, so

they are at once a partof them and have dilake in them. And we,
need to do that.through long-term, consistent, persistent work, in

building a favorable reputation, in building stature in the community.

The community that tried to get a vision of the future came to

see the new world as including the essential city It came to see the

new world's service as incloding essential public services, which, in

my city, if you will recall the headline in the Dallas paper, include

not only police and fire protection, but library service as well. I

submit That your city should, and can, and has to include library
service as a pact of the essential city of the future. Anew world of
service will be more local. It will be aimed at communities and
neighborhoods. It 'will be more locally funded, because
circumstances will lead Federal authorities to shift funding to local
jurisdictions, and citizens won't want tobuy back the local discretion
for tailored local programs. And it will involve local citizens investing
their tim'e and their service and their work in behalf of it. -)

Let me discuss with yocif-rve strategiesoPurban-service that we

see in the fUture, as a part of the major forces of change, during the

next 20 years. These strategies may affect your quest for expanded

an improved libraries.

We're going to have to learn to et by more modestly ip the

future. The era Of massive growth of public service, more Toney and
more people, is over, happily so. Budgets arv, going to have. to be
fashioried without assuming that there Will Be incremental increases

and growth in expenditures, that there will be an expanding pie. No
longer will everyone gel a larger piece. It's going to'be an era, in the
next 10 years, of the poliCy of the shrinking pie.

And there wilQe a need to leverage our efforts through
securrng'the resources and the cooperation of the private sector with
the public sector. It will mean more joint ventures, using private
capital for public ends. lt'will Neat) the privatization of non-essential
services. It will mean a greater effort to improve the local climate for
private sector economic activity, so that the private sector can make
that greater contribUtion that it will be called upon to make.

It'will bean eta of greater emphasis oti, and need for,

volUrileerism. As the availability of diseretionary time increases in

society in general, a special effort will be needed to encourage
people to use a portionof that time for public ends.

202
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And then government and government se ices will be
localized. They will be shifted to communities.a d neighborhoods.
We think this be the wave of the future. Government that
concentrates on the community or-neighborhood level will be the
kind of goverilment that builds support with the citizens of the, future.
It may also be the best way for the citizens to help themselveS,
without the need.for government.

For those of you here today, such fostering of involvement
encompasses contacts on several frontsthe public libraries and the
citizen, the school libraries and the parent, the university library and
the faculty member,'the informational specialist.and the consumer. A
network of library service must meet the needs of the public, and that
public mus& contribute. We can't plan and market any enterprise in
the vacuum of the board room, regardless of whether it's.the board
room of the governing body of the city, the public library board,'the -

school board, the board of regents, a private board, or even the City
Manager and his.staff.

From my own experience in Dallas, I believe the success of
the Dallas PubliC Library comes from the baseline. It's created,
approved, funded, and enjoyed by local participants, and it's based
on planning and promoting and building over a long period of time.
In Dallas, we believe public library service is an essential, not a
luxury; and it's going to be a part of that centraLcommunity of the
future.

-
I close with the urging that we join the public and private .

sector on behalf of our efforts in library services. Librarians must get
out from behind their desks and becOme active in.the community at
large, become influence-makers on civic committees and
policy-making boards and community groups in the private sector.

.( Citizens must be encoursflged toidiscuss library services with
appointed and elected-officials. One has so much to offer the other.
And citizens must be offered the opportunity, even encouraged, to ,/
participate far beyond the cteciding.that I mentioned a moment ago,
to participate more importantly in the work'of the library.

-

The 21st Century will require the associations I've discussed, .

but it will produce the service prograin wanted and needed by the
people. It will make the library an essential service in the essential

"city in the new world' There is nothing more local than,a,libiary,
nothing so.tailored or personalizedthe library,'in many ways, is the
city:And it will be a better future, in the future.

In one of your recent American, Library Association
publications, I was particularly impressed to read, "Shaped as much
by those who use them as by those who serve in them, American
'libraries will be a mirror of our society's achievement, as well as its
potential." In this age of change and,diversity and stress and need for
adjustment, it's important.that all Of us work together to see that this
does happen. A joint partnership with your local municipal .

representatives may be something like a marriage, in that all such
partnerships, Like marriages, aren't made in heavenbut, like a good
marriage, it's worth working for to get.
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MR: NADER: I4onored guests, ladies and gentlemen, you're
here this week to discuss something that can,be elusively, abstract,
unless it's made more concrete. It can also be elusively forgettable

Information is power. Unless it's viewed as art instrument and

reflection of power, I fear that we might -get too immersed. in the

emphasis on the technology, the newPsoftware, and,thenew
pcTibilities,,without involving people, name groups.; and
corporations in what has been over the years a very successful power

struggle by, not surprisingly, those who have poAr.

When 1 vns atlaw school, I began to look'A the reasons why
the law overwhelmingly ascribed responsibility to drivers in crashes
and injuries on the highway. One of the reasons, and'perKaps the'
most important reason, is that the laW reflected the availability. of
information about traffic crashes. That information was almost
exclusively focused on driver neglect, driver §leepiness, driver
drinking-7and very little was focused og the role of the vehicle, the
engineering aspects of vehicle crashes and injuries, as well as the
rolepf the highway So esort of vicious circle occurred, because the

law relied on a very,narrbw information base. Lawyers dealt with that
information base, and the lawsuits revealed driver-to-driver combat.
situations, while the vehicles ors the highway were almost totalli,
neglected. The cases were built up in terms of precedents, then found

their way into the taw school case books, and ,another generation of
law students learned it that. way:

gar
Now, why was there so little information about automobile-

deficiencies and highway deficiencies, -is a question I asked.then. It

w8 quite clear that if inforrhation was publicly available, the
allocation of responsibility would not focus sin'iply on-the driver, but
would begin focusing on the highway and the vehicle.

it

Those were the days when there were rio recalls, when
General Motors was believed to be able to do no wrongiWe now
know, of/course, that the vehicle's tires, brakes, handling systems,
and lack of crash-worthiness were very much related to death and
injury on the highway, and that even if clAivers were negligent, were
involved in a crash, that the crash could be survived if the vehicle

.Was built for safety.-Now we see shoulder harnesses, seat belts,
,padded dash panels, collapsible steering'columns,'and the air bbg.'
Lconing up in the 1980's, all tip try to reoctie, at the last possible
minute, tFie.motorist from going into steel, Plastic, or glass. With the

of this informatim, becaus'e of congressiial Fiearings,it

was quite clear that the responsibility had to be shared and
differentiated between manufacturers of.motor vehicles, drivers, and

highway;. 0 ,4 fl

".

It was really interesting that when., some of us had obtained
this information in the late 1950's and the 19-60's, that it.was very. 4-
difficult to get it out to the public,- because the newspapers and`

magazines had no traditibn of'discussing or reporting information that
talked about brand-name cars. When 1 was working on the'Corvair
issue, for example, for a-few months the newspapei's would timidly
refer to it,as a middle-sized rear-engine American car. They didn=t

se
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want to call it what it was. Now that taboo is broken. 'Why? Because
the information that was obtained from a few engineering studies,
patent reports, and medical school studies about unsafe cars was
taken to the congressional arena,, and because there were
congressional 'hearings. The media felt thatthey could report it, and
nobody could call up and say, "Hey, what Are you doing?"

In,short, the lesson is the following: government money
funded researc.6at a number of universities on auto design failures.
The reports were put out in extremely technical fashion and with very
little'publicity thrust behind them, because the researchers didn't
want to Make waves..They just wanted to continue to get grants, and
put out technic& reports. There-was no bridge between the technical
reports and Main Street, USA. That &ridge was built when Congress
conducted a hearing and the national press, nightly news, and
national magazine covered, it. Then the legOation was passed, and
the standards are being issued and implemented, although not as fast
as they should. ,

4el;

Why did it take so long? The equipment that was put on cars
in.the late 1960', which is now saving thousands- of lives in crashes,
was available anywhere from 20 to 45 years before that, and not jut
in theoretically described patents. As a matter of fact, some of the
principles were as old, if not older, than Archimedes, who, among
some of his unconscious contrib tions, gave.M a great deal.of lead
time, which it didn't take.

Now, this information did not start getting out until it was
viewed as a power struggle, until it 'became controversial. While
there may be other ways to achieve our goals in the information
dissemination world, it's a'pretty good idea to ask the questions
about monopolizations of power and how controversy, which is the
lifeblood of democratic dialogue, can be deliberately generated. .

There's nothing to be ashamed of in generating controvetsy. That's
what gets people thinking. And in getting controversy generated,
based on the facts and value systems that have to be applied and
recognized, we get down to naming names.

,

The experience as a law student mades-rne interested in
information policy in government, and we did a great deal of work to
try to get the Freedom of In ka 'cation Act and the Privacy Act passed
in recent years. Again, you see, irwas,a real power struggle. I mean,
who could be against Freedom of Information, outside of
Washington, D.C.? Plenty of people. One veteran lawyer once
described to us Ilik_greatest talent. He said, "I get inforMation a few
hours earlier than most people." Information is power.

The com nies in this town who have lobbying offices spend
a great deal of time trying to suppress information, or trying to make
sure that it is obtainable only by people who can hire lawyers and f.
pay them thousands of dollars. eight now, for example, Congress is
considering a greater trade secrecy imposition on the information that
the FederalTrade Commission gets from the drug industries and the
oil industries and the medical profession, and others'.
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The Freedom of Information' Act representedo shift in power,
aided and abetted by the Watergate scandal, no doubt, but still
reflecting the demand by people that they don't want a government
that has files on them, and keeps these files secret from the very
people whose names are on the file. Unlike any country in the world,

we now can write the FBI and the CIA, and have a better chance.of
getting personal files th'an any citizens in other countrie.While the
FBI and CIA may not befullv, disclosing these files, the fact that
people have a right to them is going to have an effect on the future.

4

. Let me run throtrgh a few examples on information as power.
Back in the 1930's, the asbestos companies, such as Johns-Manville
Corporation, knew about the dangers of asbestos to workers. They
kept quietAs a resultaccording to Professor Selikoff,' there wilLbe
200,000 or more people dying in the next 20 years from asbestqs
contamination. Thus, lack of flow of information is a life and death.

.

It's a life and death.issue in-our ghettos, as well. How long"

ago did the paint manufacturers and others know about lead-based,
paint? How long ago did people in officialhapacities in the cities
know about ghetto children's practice of ,peeling off the pj3int from
their tenement walk and eating and poisoning themselves? A long
time ago. But action didn't start. until the victims, such as a group in'
New York City, began organizing, and began deinanding that fh.rs
information be brought out. Again, it was a few public health people
putting out their technical reportsand a small audience, connecting
up with the victims, organizing and reaching a much larger audience.
It's that concentric circle of audiences, larger and larger and larger,,

with each group having a role-to pray, that must reflect the

metabOlism,( of this whole effort.

Chemical waste dumpslet's see if information flovf t ere is a
life arld death issue. Ask the people at Love, Canal, at Niagara Falls,
'4vho unwittingly moved into houses, 350 of them, raised their
families, above one of the deadliest chemical waste,dumps in North
America, including dioxin, on ounge of whicWin water could kill a
million people. Hooker Chemical Company, which filled that
chemical waste dump, in the 1950's,'paved it over, sold it to Niagara

Falls for a dollar, and did not tell the city and the community what
was ,undei"neath. As a result, over the years, birth defects, people

,getting sick in mysterious ways, the stuff weeping into cellars, into
children's playgroundsfinally, Hooker Chemical owned up, came
to Washington and testified. "Why?" a member of Congress asked
the executive from Hooker Chemical, "Why didn't you disclose this
inf'or'mation ?" Answer: "Because we were afraid of being sued:"

So the flow of informatign is a life and death issue, particularly
now that there are some 40,000 chemical waste dumps around the
country, which are just being located in terms of the public access to
this informationnear water systems, near residential areas, near
schools, some of them only a few feet from college dormitories!

Another illustrationcampaign contributions. It's interesting
that in a society that puts such a great premium on private
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ownership, we have obstructed the public's right to know who owns'
our SenatOrs and Representatives. Indeed, we can't even fiAd out who
leases-them these days.

Well, now, more and more, the information is becoming
available, but where? It's very inaccessible. It's so inaccessible that
there are people in Washington, full time, who are getting the
information from the public files and trying to disseminate them in as
small a way as they can. This should be available at the push of a
button.

You want to see who you're going to vote for? You diaj a
number, or you get a printout, or you go to the library, and its there.
And it's therein much greater detail than it is now on the public
record, which brings up another problem'of how you put the
information in shape before it's disseminated.

Recently we were involved In getting the Community
Reinvestment Act through Congress. It tells people in the community
about the money- they go and put in their community banks, savings
and loans, and other banks; that they are entitled to know where the
money is invested, if at all, in their community. This Act requires that
the banki inform -the community of their mortgage lending locales, so
people can say, "Wait a minutewe're putting the money in the
bank, and you're not bringing it back into the community. You're
redlining our community, and this leads to further deterioration of our
community and our home values. Then the insur'ance companies
come along and begin to redline too; and before we know it, we've
lose our community."

Again, information is very critical to those kinds of issues,
because they involve'a shift of power. If you've got the information,
you're going to have more power to*allenge the ba-nls on the
redlining issue.

And the handicapped. For years, we've been trying to get
information on one of the cruelest consumer impacts of all.
Sometimes you can test the morality of institutions like corporations
by asking,."How do they treat the weakest people, the most
vulnerable people in the society?" And look at the way corporations
treat people who have,to have prosthetic devices,,or wheelchairs,
and the unconscionably high prices and deficient designs of these
life-necessary equipments. There's a wheelchair produced by one
company in Englandit's more than tWice.the price in this country!
Getting that kind of information out began to stimulate the

ft, Organization of Disabled People, and of course it was A two-way
street. They demanded it, and they got more of it. But it still has
hardly made a dent in these critical areas, because, once again, the
basic information is not readily available. It requires not only
dissemination, it requires the power of law to get this information to
show price-fixing, product -Arig, and other illegal activities.

We must emphasize that, even if you' have a distribution
system that's very accessible and free, you've got to have legal
processes and citizen Organizations and research to produce the
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information. Although we have an enormous amount of information
yet to be disseminated, there are many areas where the information is
quite inadequate, or not understandable even if it is disseminated.

Take the issue that's now increasing controversythe
Educational Testing Service multiple choice standardized test. For
years students have been willing to be judged by a -testing system that
was, in reality, not objective, not scientific, and not predictive. Here
is an institution, the Educational Testing Service, with more than 80
percent of the market, which defines what aptitude and intelligence
are. Then; through the exaggerated 4cceptance of its test scores by
admission officials at colleges and 'universities, it proceed; to allocate
the educational opportunities and career roles of millions of people.

That is poWer. If a governmen agency had that much power,
there would be a revolt against it. But 't isn't a government agency,

a'private institution in-Princeton, Ne Jersey, which does this. It

has more customers in a year than Ford's nd.Gendral Motors' new
car customers combine or years, the, basis for these tests and
questions was not available o their victims, the'students. For years,
the questions themselves, an the answers, were of available, except
once in 1972 when the bar exam tests were re aled publicly, and
two law professors who rap the coaching courses for tht bar exam
for the law school graduates here in Washington, D.C., took the test,
and disagreed on 25 perent of the questions.

s

The validity studies, which in effect are supposed to predict
how students will perform educationaTt' were not disclosed after the
test scores came in to be evaluated. The students decided to say,
"Enough of this; enough of this secrecx. We're going to get an
inforrrfation flow going." By a coordinated lobbying effort in Albany,
culminating in a law, Truth in Testing, signed by Governor Carey in

July, starting in 1980 the test scores, the questions, and the answers,
will have to be made public, as well as the validity studies. Sa now
teachers, educators, parents, students, and others outside the tight
circle of the ETS family can look over this major measuring rod of the
future opportunities of students.

d

And what do these tests test? They do not test indiv uals'
creativity, idealism, judgment, experience, wisdom, determination.
\Aie are a specialized, highly industrial society, and as a result the
students' curriculum tends to be shaped increasingly in anticipation
of the multiple choice standardized test. There is less emphasis on
writing the English language, perhaps less emphasis even on reading.
I mean, with spatial relations, why doyou need to know how to
read? All you need to know is ho to roll your eyes just right.

This information flow is beginning to shift power to the
consumers of multiple-choice testing, to challenge the basis for this
foim of testing. Why is it given such an exaggerated significance? To
what extent does it degrade the premium which should be put on
what students have done, in contrast to what they have marked in a
three-hour tirr.pressure morning in October or April; or on other
attribthes of Tie students, which now have no entrance value because
they don't come under the multiple-choice rubric?
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Well, the battle goes on. The Truth in Testing law was passed,
and now there are forces trying to repeal it. Some of the
administrators of the test are saying they're going to pull out of New
York, because they can't make up new questions fast enough
which, of course, is belied by internal records of ETS itself, which
will soon be made available.

The New York State Commissioner of Education himself,
Gordon_Ambach, has Aestified against.the bill, and is going to make
sure that the regulations under the bill are such as-to vitiate this law. r
This is something which has to be much more open, and mu more\
open to focus. It is not enough that the questions and answers 'a
the validity studies are going to be on file at the New York State
Department of Education. They have to be reproducible by people

\ who can go and make copies at a relatively inexpensive price, not
just to go and look at them and be prohibited from copying them
down.

214

. The importance of infoimation flow as a system of power has
to relate to specific policy questions that are coming up for us right

"'now in the U.S. Government. Number one, the U.S. Census has
become an information tool for business, but not very much an
information tool for citizens. It's also an information tool for
government administrators. People in neighborhoods who want to
organize around certain causes should be able to get the Rind of
information, on a neighborhood basis, that the Census Bureau is'able
to obtain and make publicthe demographieinformation and the
like, which means that some .of the census tracts have to be
redesigned to correlate with actual neighborhoods. In the past, we
have tried to get the Census Bureau to pay more attention. They've
recognized the need for it, but I guess they have enough, trouble just
getting out the Census in the next few months to pay much attention
to it. But it really Tmportantthis is the major public information-
gathering system we have, and we should pay more attention to it.

Secondly, the Government Printing Office. Here is a classic
illustration which libraries should note boredom as a camouflage
device. Any time someone tells you that an institution'is boring,
watch out, because that is its main defensive weapon. It is 'so boring
that nobody wants to look into it. The People's Printer, that's what it
was supposed to be when it was set up inthe Civil War period. And
it's a long ways from that. Well, we put out this report, and I
remember I was trying to get reporters interested in it, and they said',
"What, the GPO?"

Well, the GPO is the Printing Office, the 'distributor, and has a

lot to distribute. But its prices have been skyrocketing. I grew up on
the GPO. I used to get reports for a dime, fiziteen, twenty cents. The

'baby care pamphlet, which was 20 cents a few years ago, is now $1
or more. Congr8sional Record prices quadrupled in the last few
years. They say it's dues paper price increaseswell, part of that is
true, but part of it is that 'thehe Congress is pressuring the GPO to be a
pay -as- you -,go situation. And that, to-me, is contrary to the entire
inspirational philosophy of the Government Accounting Office. It is -

not to be aspay-as-you-go. It is to be a service, perhaps not free, but
it is to be a service.
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It also should be a defender of the reader's interests. It should
bargain in a tougher way with the eartel known as the paper industry.
After all, it's a big buyer of paper.it should develop a remainder
situation. \I was shocked to hear, a few years agq, that they shred
reports when the number of orders falls below a certain level. So in
1971 they shredded 3,000 copies of a ,tremendous compendium on
the automobile industry, put out by,the Senate Small Business
Committee. Of course, they don't promote these, No wonder there
are no orders. They even shredded hundreds of copies of the Special
Prosecutor's Report on the Watergate Scandal,, because they said
nobody was demanding it. Well, why don't you put out a remainder?

4. Why don't you say, "Anybody wants to pay postage, we'll ship them
out free?" They haven't done that. Every week, they are destroying
important publicationsnot just ones that are legitimately obsolete
and have to be replaced with updated substitutes, but important
information which will be out of print probably foreyer, except for
the few libraries that may have been lucky enough to obtain and

keep them.

The Federal Government's information polscy has got to be an
issue of very high visibility. The way to do it is to relate it to the
pressing needs of individuals all over the country in their respective
roles, whether they're consumers or taxpayers or tenants -or_disabled

people or minority groups. It has to relate to their special needs.

You see, nothing ever happens in terms of citizen action
unless tuiere are issues of justice and injustice within the particular
subject that is being considered. Information policy and information
services have exuded too much of a technical appearancethat it's
primarily just learning what's available-.41 got to be given the'
lifeblood of the classic struggles between competing power groups,
between perpetrators and victims, because that's what it's all about.
People keep information from other people, in order to control them
more. If you have to adjust your behavior to certain standards that
are established by technical standards groups, or Educational Testing
Service, and you don't have the information to Challenge and review
these standards, you're going to be a prisoner of these standards. So it

has to involve the texture of these kinds of struggles.

The oldest form of exchange in human history is barter, where
people came out of two caves and exchanged things. Now, because
of computer system's that are available, barter is-coming back. But it
isn't simply A bartering with i3, but A feeding information about what
A wants to barter into a computer information system, along with B,
C, D;E\F, G, etc., and all kinds of connections can be made. So
here you have the old-fashioned system of exchange coming back
there's about $250 million a year now in barter, and growingboth
between businesses and between consumers, because of increasing
deployment of the comput6r technologies.

What does that tell us? It really tells us. that the question of
whO termines the democratic use, or the non-democratic use, of
information technology is a top-agenda item. \\

I once spoke with some computer people on the West Coast;
4nd I said, "You know, I've heard all about what you're, doing. But
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there's one consistent theine to all your hardware, and that is that it
is all aligned on the selling side of the economy, not on the
consumer side." I said, "Why don't,you develop consumer
information systems; such as data about different prices of insurance
policies, auto insurance policies, or different effectiveness of
detergents, or different durabilities of safety of cars, and then provide
it as a service?"

And they said, "Well, you certainly don't think we haven't ."
thought of that." I said, "Maybe you have, but why haven't you done
it?" And they said,, "You can't.,Serve two masters." You see? in other
words, they're serving the selling side\ with their computer material'
and software, and they're not about to cross the line,.and 'equip with
information power, based on brand-name differentiation, consumers,
who can reject certain Auto insurance policies and certain detergents
and certain cars. In just that one ,reply they showed how clearly
information control is very much the power game'ttat is played for a

good deal of our gross national product. -

NoW, how do we get out of this situation? First of all, we
should remember that this room right here has beeh witngss in the
past to hundreds, if not thousands, of enthusiastic conferehte,goers,
and enthusiasti& political party members. They've streamed out the ,

doors, saying wlOv a terrific conference, it was exhilarating; fingering
their resolutions, r, in this case, bundling the resolutions. Then, back
out in the hustings, the energy seems not to be focused, because
what needs to be done is to have an implementation section after
yoU finish the resolutions sections.

And so I hope'that, before you disperse all over the country,
you will really put the heat on and get the conferences or meetings
going to develop what has to come out of this conference, which is a

'citizen lobby that fans out throughout the. country. And the first thing
yOu've, got to figure out is what you're going to call the citizen lobby.
I would advise you not to call,it the Citizen Lobby On Information
and LibraryService;

. In the Fr Odom of Information fight, there was a slogan that .

wasn't the best, but it was betterit was. called "The Right to Know."
Because thatcyou see, indicates that the -right to know, is being
oppC4ed:It indicates there's a power struggle here. The problem with
librarids is they also hate had a dull image. You don't think of a
librarian on a white horse, moving off into the horizon. And as long
as they have ,a dull image, and an image of worried tranquility,
they're going to,see this society's support for them declineand not
lust because of Proposition 13. To give you an example, when
Howard Jarvis was challenged on the consequences of Proposition
13, almdst nobody saift, "It was your effort that led to the decline of

.tax support for libr ries." They don't think they can make many
points that way.

'Now, how doeg'this change? First of all, it changes by having
controversial people at Friends of the Library meetings and at library
convocations.. I can give you a list of a lot of contreversial people,
and you should have a list of controversial people speaking at your
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library. There is no better way to get home the point of the need for
information flow. You also get good newspaper copy.

The second change is that libraries have to reach out more.
When they see a chemical waste-dump situation they should take a
part in that struggle, to get tfia,t information off, both as individual
libraries'and together. They should deniand, for example, that the
Environmental Protection Agency, which is collecting the information
about 40,000 cheitical waste dumps, find a way to make it available,
with an exhibit in the libraries. So you have an exhibit in the library;
for a week or a month, which in effect says tat information is not
milk toast. You show pictures of waste dumps, and material's, and ,
addresses where people can go and get information. We need more
adirresses of groups, so people can go and get information beyond
what the library has. ,

After a whole decade of citizen activity in Washington, finally, k.,
a groJp put together this compendium called, Periodicals of Public \\
Interest Organizations. It's just a page on each consumer
environmental group, and other groups', publications. This is the type
of thing which tlibraries should have, so that people could look
through them and say, "Oh, here are the addresses, and I will send
for it." That's a primitive way, to begin. Some day it will go over in
an electronic fashion much more efficiently.

You can get the government to supply you with these kinds of
exhibits, and these kinds of current topics. For instance, the

16, Department of Transportation would be very happy to work with
libraries'to supply them with graphic material OR new car technology,
air bag technology, dealing with traffic safety. And they would love
to haVe that kind of information system. Sometimes they don't even,
think of libraries, you see, and you've got to make them think of
libraries in that context.

To give you an illustration of another perception that lias to be
developedin this country the public owns a great deal of property,
hut we don't control it..The public owns the airwaves; the television
and radio companies control it. Workers own half a trillion dollars of
pension monies; banks a insurance companies control and invest it
their way. Consumers'own half a trillion. dollars of assets in mutual
life insurance, and another alf a trillion in savings and loan deposits;
but the companies and the banks control it and manage it. The
public owns most of.the oil and gas which tvill be found in this,
country, because it's going to be found on public larkis, onshore and
offshore;jyet the oil companies, under leases that are very
inexpengive, control that oil and gas. So the idea is to take what we
own, and move to control it:

We can start with the public airwaves. The idea that Morris
the Cat ,has a greater informational contact with 200 million
AmeriaK an the public airwaves, than 200 million Americans have
themselves, on those same public airwaves, is an absurdity. Two
hundred million Americans can hardly get on television, unless they
make a spectacle of themselves before City Hall or something. And a
lot of people don't like to have to make a spectacle of themselvesp
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So" together the Wational Citizens Committee On
Broadcasting and a number of other supportive groups, we have
proposed to Congress something very simple. But it's only simple
when you clear away certain perceptions. If you don't have the
perception that you own the public airwaves, you:II be satisfied %kith
a little Fairness Doctrine here, and a little correction there, and a

'little ascertainment over there. But if you think you own it, which is
true, and That the Federal Communicsations Commission is leasing, this
valuable property for a pittance to theetelevision and radio stationsI
believe a New York television station pays less than$8,000 a year fOr
its licensethen you'll make the'proposal which is what we've
called the Audience NetWork Proposal. That is, That either by
legislation or by FCC regulation, an audience network is chartered;
let's sayir-s chartered by Congress.

k
It is a, consumer group, open to anybody who wants to join for

$5 per .year duesany viewers or listeners, whoever in the country
wants to join. It is Organized on a local and a national basi4. It has a
proficient staff of programmers, reporters; and others to fill up one
hour of prime time a night on every radio and television station. This
congressionally-chartered audience network ,would get back one hour
of its proearty so that this great cernmunications system of ours can
reflect divers*y and valUes at-A controversy and taboo subjects which
are now not getting on television these days. Give us back one hour
of our property, s, that we an open,,accessible audiencegroiip, can
program it.

eks This is very importantlfOr your parficu r purposes, because '
you've got to step back-and dig in, in order o go forward. How are
we going to achieve the public literacy th we're talking about
concerning the new technology and its av ilakiility? How are we
goinglo reach people? How do you pull yourself .up by your own
bootstrap's if ouclon't have access to a ass Communications
system? It's tI audience network cOneeM,that will give you that.

In St. Louis, a media coalition group has already developed,
based ott labor, neighborhood, community, and consumer groups.
They have met with .the television -radio broadcast executives, and
they've got a little manual on how you can form your own media
coalition group. w ta

The second instrument of citizen organization, in terms of shift
of power in this area, is an information cooperative,. Some of you
may not know that in a,few days or weeks the National Consumer,
Cooperative Bank will open its doors. Created by Congress, signed
into law in August, 1978, this is one of the few great victories of the
consumer movement and the farmer co-op movement in recent years.
This bank will be able to extend loankand technical assistancOto all
kinds of consumer co-opsthe traditional ones, such a. sllealth
co-ops, housing co-ops, food co-ops, repair co-ops, and the new
ones, such asTnergY co-ops, and-information and communication

'co-ops. What,you should do is try to develop a series of proposals, or
sit down with the anks staff in a few'Weeks, to see what th
opportunities ar
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The,,infontiation co-pp can be the fundamental, bedrock co-op
of theM'all; it is what spreads he information about other co-ops,
among other,.thingS. -As some of-you may have heard, there's a small
group in New York that's trying to develop a long-distance telephone
co-op, using the new technological opportunities. That is

tremendously,excitingthe 'grass root, funded, operating consumer
group, focusing on informatiOn access and flow. It can be connected
with libraries or With.other more established institutions, probably to
a, great mutual advantage.

The third point i the Friends of the Library and li.4irar support
groups. The America Library Assbciation needs to hire one or two
people who have alOeig history ofsUccess in'organizing agAation, so
they can develop a bard -core group in each community to focus On
the Senators and 'Representatives who will ,war-whoop, without
thinking, a $35 billion, obsolete, nonsense mass.transi system for MX
missiles; but they will cut down, of give a real hard time, to a
fiaction of the 'amoOnt of money for libraries.

If you .don't,haVe information systems, people won't know ve-ti

What a complete white elephant monsterthe MX missile mass transit
system is. Mass transit for missiles ahead of people; and it doesn't
even work. The Trident "submarinEnow runs roughly 1.1.4 to $1. \
billion a submarine.At's a new sufirparinelhat candestroy 400 cities.
It's replacing a smal%r sAll which .coutcf Kay aestroy^100 cities.
What is the annual Federal support for libraries? It's a lot less than a ,
Trident submarine,A ktartia4A_ visiting this couhtry would never
believe it.:

We can go .on- &reater length, in terms of thellbraries'
support groups, but theme-ally hay.e got to become much more a part
of the ferment andthe movement'in their c9mmunities for
information .materialsothen there's a fight about city hall king
s&retive on soniething,.the4ibraries should take a role. They should
go to the citizergroups and say, "\4/e can make this information
accessible." This is something' which libraries obviously have not
wanted to get involVed in,but maybe 'if they have a support structure,

4 that can be donelqy proaxy.

Finally:Ike focus on elementary and high school education.
Millions of youngsters are going through school these days, and
graduating, and they doneven know h to read. They have
absolutely no idea of what.citizen5 and con umer skills are,*and that
is not accidental. You).do not run youngsters through four, eight, 1,2
years of education or more, aild have theft come out without any
citizen'and Conumer'skills, W-accident.

' Developing citizen and consumer skills means going into the
comehunity, to do researcW.lt vans interviewing; and it means
equating value systems knowledge, and bridging knowledge to
action. It means'challengingthe analytic skills of young, imaginative
minds before they're stilled by traditiOnal education formats. That can
be very upsetting to the power structure in a communityand most
educational institutions are merely a reflection of4he way power is
divided beyond the doorways.
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The question is, "What cn be done, in a rapid fashion to get
the students to learn about the new techriology, to learn about the
important usesof information for developing citizen and consumer
skills. I mean, do high school graduates know anything about how to
influence Congress? Do they know the various levers of power and
access? Do they know how to get information? The same is true ath,
city hall. Do they 'know anything about the industries that are
determining the air and the water they breathe right in their own
community?, Do they know anything about the tax system? Do they
know hotv'to buy anything,ror not to buy anything?

. .

Most students don't know anything about-nutrition. All of the
eat. What do you wap,,t to di-ink? Give-me -a Coke. What do you want
to eat? Give me a hot dogthe pink torpedo. They don't know
what's in it, and.they're eating it. It's one thing not to know what's
going on; it's another thing not to know what's goinidh, and then
swallow it. Your average hot dog is 29 percent fat, it percent water,
miscellaneous percentages arseasoning and coloring agents (which .
are going`tb be banned soon) and debris like-rodent remains and
things like that, anal substandard meat products with low protein,
including crushed bone and.rope strands. You know, if high school
students knew that, they might, minder a bit and might ask questions
about nutrition. - _ .

.
These kinds of consumer and citizen skills require an opening

to new or old, but unavailable, sources of information; and it can
came so beautifully and So quickly and so graphically, through
modern technology. So I do hope that some attention will be paid to
curriculum expansion, to extracurricular activity, to get a foothold

,,and sort of qualify before it gets into the curriculum pattern itself.

Outside of school, perhaps we would further many of your
resolutions if we deeieloped, around the country, consumer clinics
and citizen training clinits. Not the kind where you pick up a civics
book, open it, and say, "Our Government is divided into three
branches, legislative, judicialgand executive." Citizen training clinics
like we're developing. And'let me tell you, from our preliminary
feedback we've seen that people are hungry for this kind of
information. They want to know how to do reconnaissance on the
local supermarket. They want to know how to analyze property tax
records, and see that the big companies are grossly underpaying, and
they're paying more than they should be pyrng. They want to know
these things. They want to know about credit and insurance,They
come, and they stay the whole day. They're sorry the time is up at
5:00a whole day of a consumer training clinic.

Not only that, but they have a lot of fun. And perhaps that is
the basic discovery, that citizen and consurnir training and citizen
involvement, such issues that you're confronting this week, are not
just a,chore. They are a pleasure. They Care a privilege., They should
be fun. . .

et _
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Proceedings

MR. REGGIE: The meetingis now called to order. By way of
introduction, my name is Edmund Reggie. I'm from Louisiana and I
will be your voderator this afternoon.

Ladies and gentlemen, with your`help and your cooperation,
we will have a splendid general session, but we are going to have to
depend on your close, close cooperation. With roughly 650 people,
if everybody takes a minute, that's a little over 10 hours. So we are
going to really need your close; close cooperation.

I think in the spirit of timebecause you are all professionals,
you have all been working in those theme groups, you know what
we're talking aboutwith your permission we will ask repretentatives,
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of each theme group to read their priority resolutions and to forego
the reading of the preamble or the ''whereas" portion. You knoim
what we're talking about, but it will give you a sense of how the
problem is being solved. Does that meet with everybody's approval?
Is there unanimous consent?

(Applause.)

Is there any objection to handling it Jike that?

(No response.)

All right, then. Without objection, it is so ordered, and if you
notice, we don't give you much chance to object. So, that's what we
will do. We will go through all of those resolutions, 'and I must tell
you that we are talking about 34 of them, so we'd better get moving.

At the conclusion, we have asked the staff to give us a list of
those petitions that have been filed with.resolutions in the initiative

. procedure so you can be made aware of what you are going to be
voting on tomorrow in that regard also.

Beforethe afternoon is over, you, are going tonOtice there is
going to be allot of similarity in some of the resolution, as could be
expected: If you want your Resolutions Committee to synthesize
those, we will ask at a later point in the meeting for a resolution

Authorizing that synthesizing of the varioug resolutions to make sure
we come up without robbing the general nuances and feelings that
are incorporated in any of the resolutions.

So, if this is our ground rule;and with your permission, we
will get started. Here bs wharwe are going to do. We are going to ask
you to be a little flexible with us. We had really planned to do, it in
reverse order, to give you those in Theme V, then IV, then III, II, and
I, and the reason why we thought ofihat ingenious idea was because
II and I were not yet prioritized and they were running a little late.

Please understand, we are not going to vote on these this
afternoon. We are giving you this information so you may formulate
your oWn ideas and thoughts, so you can vote after some' cogitation
and meditation tomorrow morning at eight o'clock. So motions will
not be in order this afternoon.

It is my pleasure to preset the two representatives of Theme V
wK are going to make the prese tation of their priority resolutions..
From Texas, Mr. Robert Navarro, and from Kansas, Mr. Duane
Johnson. I turn the meeting over now to those representatives of
Theme V.

MR:. JOHNSON: Thank you,. Mr. Reggie. Theme V is that
subject area dealing with increasinginternational cooperationiancl
think it's worth 'noting that, as all of the theme discussion groups
must have been, this was a very complex process, involving a lot of
consideration. As much as was humanly possible, theAgroups
.involved 'considered things like national security, copyright laws,
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questions of ethnocentricity,..and other human considerations in all of
the, processes relped to the-generation of these particular resolutiOns.

The rank one priority of the workshop related to the control of
Federal international informational acNties. The resolved clause is:
"Therefore be it resolved, the White House Conference on Library
and InforMation Services recommends that the President instruct that
the Office of Management and Budget supply him in, this fisCal year
with a report outlining: a) which governmental agencies are engaged
in these activities, with a tabulation of attendant costs; and -

(13) recommendations to elimin'ate duplication of effort and waste, and
toexp.andecoverage where appropriate. That on the basis of this
report, the executive branch formulate the needed procedures for
coordinating UnitecrStates participation in international ,
communication and information programs, both public and private."

Priority two of this'thee group relates to overcoming barriers
to inf. ation on l h international scale. The resolved clause:
"The e be it resolved, that a,U.S. congressional commitment be
made provide for fin- exchange program of library and information
personnel, for educational and professional in-service training and
experience.

"Be it resolved, that the library apd information communities,
of the United States 'support the existing programs of Uniyersal .

Availability of Publications and the elimination of trade and other
N barriers to the exchange of library materials of all kinds.

"Be it further resolved, that as Federal and State programs for
networking areestablished, consideration for international
communication and sharing be included within the framework df the
networks which are created.

e

"Be it further resolved, that information services and the
appropriate media be available to all users, including the
handicapped.

"Be it further resolved, that funds should be sought for th.ee
implementation of international networking .and, resource string
through coordinating of existing sPeciali2ed collections, as well as
through other resoutces."

tv1R. NAVARRO: The'third prioritYdeals with media
integration and conversion/ "Resolved, that new standards be
developed for the creation and use -of material-in-computer

..

processible form; and that individuals.,,organilations, and a$ dies
creating documents and books and generating other ipformaThgn be

<

encouraged to create thesd materials in computer processible form in, .-

order to decrease the logd of retrospective conversion; and that
research be funded to develop new technologies that permit
convenient and economic media tonversion,from and to media-like
print, microfiche, magnetic; °P.M, voice, etc."

the f rth raked purity deals with Ore low-cost delivery of, r
library materials: "Be it resolved, that a system for rapid low:cost
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delivery of library materials and information within the United States
and its nonContigupus`c0frimunities, including reduced or subsidized
postal and telecommunication rates, must be guaranteed for library
benefits.

'11

"Be if further resolved, that the United States should enter into
agreements with foreign countries for this same purpose."

MR. REGGIE: Presenting the priority resolutions of.Theme IV,
we have from the-state of Vermont,. Mr. Wink Pearson, and from the
state of New York, Mr. Gordon Ambach.

MR. PEARSON: Thank you. The theme session of Theme IV
looked for ways that we could use our libraries and information
services to more effectively govern our society. The session passed 19
resolutions, seven of which we, put in a priority order, since we had
seven work sessions.

The first priority resolution that we had was to establish a
national*tformation policy with certain elements'. "Be it resolved,
that there be proclaimed and implemented a National Information
Policy which includes provisions:

"1) to guarantee all citizens equal and full access to publicly
funded library and information services;

2) to ensure ver ment agencies at all 16/els work together
to make availab new and existing library and inforrriation
services to the maximum extent possible;

"3) ta.redress all past imbalances,in providing librar'y and
information services to minorities, underserved, and special needs;_

"4) to ensure that technology not be a barrier to full access 'to
all information;

"5) to support the cultural diversity of our society by making
available information on our different cultures and heritages; and

"6) to protect the privacy of all segments of our society,
including personal privacy, economic privacy, and national security."

The second resolutionin priority order went to the purpose of
establishing a voice in the new Unitgd StatesDepartment of
Education at the Assistant Secretary level. I believe there are quite a
few resolutions in other groups that touched on this issue: "Be it
resolved, that the Office of Library and Information Sei'vice.be"
established within the United States Department of Education at a
level with no less authority than that of an Assistant Secretary.

"That a representative from this White House Conference 9n
Library and Information Services testify to that need before the
Congressional hearing on Monday, November 19, 1979.
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','That the new Secretary of Education be notified of this
Conference resolution, and that the delegates and alternates to this
Conference be requested to contact their congressional
representatives to encourage support of this resolution."

The third r.esolution ranked in priority deals with ensuring that
our citizenry is informed: "Be it resolved, that public libraries should
promoteand facilitate the discussion of public issues by all segments
of the local community: by acquisition of materials that would
present various sides of controversial issi4gs; by supporting
discussions and forums on issues; by publicizing widely that these
opportunities for community discussions are available; and by
educating public officials on the availability and use of information
resources."

I would ask you to look, if you need to, at the firelays, if
that's helpful, because we decided to use those to help you to know
what the priority items were. Thank you.

MR. AMBACH: Mr. Chairn)' an and members of the delegate
body, the fourth priority ranking for, our theme has the. title
"Networking": "Be it resolved, that Federal legislation should be
enacted to promote increased funding for coordinating library
networks. The Federal Government should encourage through
funding and loan programs coordination of networks at the national
level, keyed to state and regional multitype library networks to
achieve maximum interlibrary cooperation. It should designate a
specific proportion of Federal funds for network operations at the
State level and for grants in support of local cooperative action."

The fifth ranking priority for our theme area has the title of
"Increasing Federal and...State Funding": "Bile resolved, that the
White House Conference recognize the urgenT need for a reordering
of local, State and Federal priorities to respond to the increasing need
for excellence and wide use of library and information services,, and

"That such reordering-must result in improved funding for all
types of nonprofit library and information services, with significantly
heavier shar s borne by State and Federal governments."

Our sixth priority in this theme area, and very particularly,
related to the. issue of citizenship and of responsible participation in
government, is a reaffirmation statement about the First Amendment:
"Be it resolved, that the White House Conference on Library and
Information Services affirms its support for the first amendment to
the Constitution of the United States so as to guarantee freedom of
inqUiry, freedom to read, freedom to publish, free and full access to
information, especially information about public,processes, and the
freedom to assemble and discussin public meetings, all of these
freedoms being essential ,to thee maintenance of >free libraries and ,

other information sources."

And, finally, our resolution seven in,Theme IV, having to do
with the Library of Congress and planning functions, again related to
governance issues: "Be it resolved, that the Library of Congress be
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designated-by Congress to provide leadership in the development of
plans for such services as a national depository for all governmental
publications, a national periodicals center, a national referral center,
and a national network system, and

"Be it further resolved, that the State library agencies be
designated as integral participants in the planning and development
of national services and leaders in the planning of State and local
services, such as the distribution of governmental information and
development of workshops to inform and instruct citizens in the uses
of"these services."

MR. REGGIE: Thank you. While we are waiting for the Theme
III documents to come down, I have the pleasure of presenting to you
two gentlemen who are here to serve as parliamentarians. Perhaps
you have met them at other sessions, but I have.the distinct pleasure
!...presenting to you a documentation consultant from here in

Washington, D C , Mr. Simon M. Newman.

If you have never met a certified parliamentarian, or a member
*TA he American Institute of Parliamentarians, or a registered

rki=lratnentarjan, or a member of the National Association of
Parliamentarians, you have as great an honor for the first time as I
had in mee4ing him. It's my pleasure to present to you Mr. John B.
Stackpole.

Ladies and gentlemen, 'we do have the petition.resolutions that
have already been filed. I will discuss them- with you to tell you what
they are, but we should be very cautious and understand thatthey
didn't have to be filed this early. They have until eight o'clock
tonight under the rules you adopted at the beginning of the session
on the first evening. So reading them now, or what they purport to
do, is not indicative of what we have. It is not what you are going to
be voting on tomorrow, nor are we trying to do an injustice to any of
those that will be filed by giving those that are filed any kind of
unfair advertisement or exposure. Is there any objection to following
that procedure?

THE PARTICIPANTS: No.

tvlig. REGGIE: Thank you. "Be it resolved, that: 1) a White
House or a Federal Conference on Library and Information Services
be held every decade to establish the national information goals and
priorities for the next decade, to assure effective transfer of
knowledge to citizenry, and to accomplish this goal in light of
accelerated changes in information, technology, and practices; and
2) an interim Conference be held eery five years, under the aegis of
the National Commission on Libraries and Information Science to
assess the national progress made in implementation of the
recommendations of the preceding national Conference and the
progress in providing library and information services to the citizenry,
and to project further improved services in the light of national
needs."

Here is another: "Resolved, that the White HoUse Conference
recognize the urgent need fora reordering of local, State and Federal
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pribrities to respond to the increasing need for excellence and wide
use of library and information services.

"That such reordering must result in improved funding for all
types of nonprofit library and information services, with significantly
heavier shares borne by State and Federal governments.

That Study Dill S.1124 be developed into a strong National
Library Act, giving impetus and sustenance to this reordering of

---, priorities and reallocation of resources, and providing substantial .
response to the major s ecific library and information service needs*
which may be subjec to Federal assistance. ,

"That a structyre of responsibility be confirmed by the White
House conference4or effective follow-through with this
develoOrnent." That one would be called "Approved by the
Pennsylvania White House Conference Delegation "

1 44-

The next one is the "Connecticut Delegation t the White
House Conference on Libraries": "Resolved, that the library in
America be given a predominant presence everywhere in the Nation
by the creation of an Assistant Secretary of Libraries in. the U.S.
Department of Education."

- : The next one is submitted by Edward Weldon, at-large
delegate from the Society of American Archivists: "Resolved, that
Congress is, requested to renew the authorization for funding the
National Historical Publications and Records Commission, and to
incr ase the funding for thik Commission and the National
En

for eserving and making aCcessiblelthe historical records of the
o rnent for the Humanities, so that their essential contributions

Nation can be continued and expanded."

Can we get started with Theme III? Can you share with
somebody near you? If you can, we can get you out of here earlier. Is
that all right?

THE PARTICIPANTS: Yes.

MR. REGGIE: We are pleased to present to you the two
representatives from Theme III who will make their presentation of
pribrity resolutions. From the State of Nebraska, Mr. Bob Braude, and
from the State of Ohio, Ms. Nancy Lorenzi.

MR. BRAUDE: Theme III was concerned with improving
information for organizations and the professions. Ours are not
ranked in any particular priority order. We only had four. We thought
it Was a little redundant to establish priorities for four resolutions.

The first one concerns the Assistant Secretary: ",Be it resolved,
that there be an appointment of an Assistant Secretary for Library and
Information Services, reporting directly to the Secretary of Education,
who shall administer all grant programs currently administered by the
Office of Libraries and Learning Resources and shall establish
communications with all Federal programs related to library and
information services."

ts
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The second resolution concerns networking and equal access
to information: "Be it resolved, that a comprehensive approach be
taken to the planning and development of multitYpe library and
information networks and programs, including both profit and not-
for-profit libraries from the public and private sector; and be it further
resolved, that plans I5 developed for the coordinatiOn of such library
and information networks and programs; and be it further resolved,
that mechanisms be developed to ensure access by all individuals in
organizations and-professions to such networks and programs,"

MS. LORENZI: The third issue deals with establishing and
implementing standards: "Therefore be it resolved, that the Federal
Government direct all federally supported libraries and information
services and other appropriate Federal agencies to support the
development, review, and adoption of national and international
standards for publishing, producing, organizing, storing, and
transmitting information in the fields of library and information
services, utilizing established and recognized procedures.

"Be it further resolved, that high priority attention be given to
establishing or extending standards which address hardware and
software compatibility, computer and communications network
protocols, and machine readable information.

"Be it further resolved, that the private sector a couraged
to participate and 4 support the development of suc andards.

"Be it further resolved, that the Federal Government direct all
Federal libraries, publishing and information services, and similar
federally supported activities to play an exemplary role in the
acceptance and use of established standards.

"Be it further resolved, that the Federal Government support
activities which lead to broader understands w and adoption of
established standards throughout the Natidr

The next issue is to retain Federal funding levels for present
library programs: "The library interests at this Conference appreciate
that we have-been told that we have a friend in the White House,
and we call upon the Administration and the Congress to fund at
current authorized levels the Library Services and Construction Act,
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, the Higher Education
Act and the National Library of Medicine's library programs in the

Thanknext budget year." Thank ou,

MR. REGGIE:, If e can get back to some of those resolutions
that were filed by, petition.

The one from the American Library Association is: "Be it
resolved; that Congress consider and approve legislation directed to
library services which meet the needs of ethnic groups in America."

Another one is presented by the deaf caucus. It is not exactly
in a resolution form; however, I know that at least one section that I
participated in earlier picked it up as a resolution. But this is pretty
much what you would call, I guess, the resolution section.
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On the State level: "To train personnel in library service to the
deaf; to establish a, Library Commission for the Deaf which will
include deaf individuals; to establish a clearinghouse that will act as
a sole information and referral in the State to assist all libraries to
serve the deaf and the general public on information needs about
deafness and services for the deaf, a storeplace for collection of
special media for the ddaf for interlibrary loan."

And on the national level: "To enact a National Library
Service for the Deaf. The service shall be developed and devised by a
board consisting of deaf professionals, deaf consumers, and library
professionals." ,

I think that takes us through the resolutions that we have filed.

A PARTICIPANT: Maybe during the time we have to wait you
can give us the procedure for discussion of amendments and votin
on the resolutions.

MR. REGGIE: All right, we will get to that. I think it is a good
idea, but I do want to recognize this lady.

A PARTICIPANT: Point of information. The Maryland
delegation, under my name, had submitted a resolution with 150
signatures on implementation. Since it did not come up on your list, I

am wondering if it was ruled out for some reason of technicality. We
still have a few hours to develop it ,a second time.

MR. REGGIE: All I can say about it is, I was h41,clefi these.
There was one on the back of one page which may lbe yotirs: "Be it
resolved, that the National Commission on Libraries and Information
Science convene an Ad Hoc Committee, composed of delegates
elected by each delegation to the White House Conference. The Ad
Hoc Committee shall be responsible for planning and monitoring
conference follow-up tivities."

THE PARTICIPA T: Thank you. That is it.

MR. REGGIE: Thank you. I'm glad you called it to my
attention. It was on the back of a page and I just missed it.

A.PARTICIPANT: When will the other theme areas, other than
the seven priority issues, be taken up?

MR. REGGIE: They will be taken up tomorrow on a paper
ballot, but they will not have discussion time.

A PARTICIPANT: Mr. Chairman, could I respectfully request
that you checkAthe backs of the other ones, because there was,a
resolution that had a hundred and some odd signatures submitted by
the youth caucus, and that was not read.

MR. REGGIE: Yes, I found one: "Be it resolved, that this
Conference recognizes the urgent need to formulate information
policies for the people of the United States and cliarges the NCLIS to
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consult with other agencies and organizations to formulate such
policies and propose necessary legislative acti,on." Is that the one to
which you made reference?

THE PARTICIPANT: No. This is about the youth on library
boards.

MR. REGGIE: Here is the youth one. You should double-
check with whoever is in charge of having that lodged or filed,
because it may have gone astray. This is not quite in form, but the,
substance of it is "We, the youth of the White House Conference,
recognize that youth have a negative image of libraries, that there, is a
general unawareness of many goods and services that the libraries
have to offer, and, despite these barriers, youth between thePages of
five and 24 continue to make-up approximately 40 percent of the
library users in the country ...".

AiPARTICIPANT: Mr. Chairman, point of inforation. In this
period of delay, would it be appropriate to move any of these
resolutions?

.MR. REGGIE: No, sir, not at this time, because it is a matter of
first reading, just for informational purposes.

A PARTICIPANT: We have heard a number of the resolutions
from a number of the theme sessions and have recognized that they
are quite similar. We have also heard petition resolutions that appear
to be quite similar. Therefore, I would like to move at this point, if it
is in order, that the Resolutions Committee be directed to' synthesize
clearly duplicative theme session resolutions and petition resolutions,
incorporating into each fihal product all identifiable elements of the
individual resolutions proposed.

MR. REGGIE: appreciate that motion very much, because I
was going to ask for i . Since we have this lull, would you be kind
enough to give us t document that you read, so that we may
follow it as a gui e if that resolution does pass? Does anyone
want to speak to that esolution at this time?

A PARTICIPA
)

T: Second.

MR. REGGIE: It
Resolutions Committee
present them tomorrow
versions.

A PARTICIPANT:

s been moved and seconded that the
nthesize the approved resolutions and
orning for adoption in their synthesized

Will we be allowed to amend tomorrow?

MR. REGGIE: Yes.

THE PARTICIPANT: We'were not allowedto do that today in,
our sessions.

MR. REGGIE: Yes.

20e%
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MS. EASTMAN: Mr. Reggie, Ann Eastman from irginia;.While'
we're on this matte,- of the duplicative resolutions, how do we handle
the adjustments and account for theme area in working with the final
resolutions on the flOor tomorrow? That is, Themes I and II will have
a, larger number of resolutions than Themes III, IV, and V, because
fewer groups discussed the topics.

MR.,REGGIE: We are goineto take all 34. I think they may
wind up being 33, because in Theme I there, was a consolidation. I

think that we may wind up with 33 or 34 at the outside.

MS. EASTMAN:,,I know three groups that have put through the
suggestion that theresbe an Offief_Library and Information Services

'and an Assistant Secretary of Education. If you combine those three
into one substantive resolution, that leaves two open .slots.

MR. REGGIE: They won't be charged to any one' group. At
that point, it will be coming out of theResolutions*Committee tothe
floor. They lose their identity as having belonged to a certain theme,

as I understand it.

MS. EASTMAN: I'm asking for clarification.

MR.. REGGIE: That is the way we would like-to handle it
tomorrow. In other words, the theme identity will no longer exist. It
will b,e a matter for the Conference to adopt.

MS. EASTMAN: You will bring to us probably 34 resolutions?

MR REGGIE: Plus those that have come up on an issue.

MS. EASTMAN: Thank you.

MR. REGGIE: There is a motion. It has been duly seconded
that the Resolutions Committee be directed to synthesize clearly
duplicative theme session resolutions and petition resolutions,
incorporating into each final product all identifiable elements of The

individual resolutions proposed. Are ),ou ready for the question?

THE PARTICIPANTS: Yes. 9
MR. REGGIE: Unless there is objection, we will call for the

vote.

A PARTICIPANT: Just a point. When vyill we have those in

hand synthesized?

MR, REGGIE: Tomorhow,morning at.voting time. Here we go
with the voting. As many of you as are in favor of the motion as just
read, signify by saying aye.

v.
(Chorus of ayes.)

And those opposed, please say no.

(No response.)
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There being none in the negative, We will show that it passes

unanimously,

(4pplause.)

Ladies and gentlemen, the Chair recognizes Ms. Patricia
Wrightz,

MS. WRIGHT: First, I would like to say that the position paper
that the-Chairmn started to read was also very important, and we all
hope that you took notice of that. But the particular resolution that
was presented by the youth caucus reads as follows: "Be it resolved,
that there beat least one youth appointee named to the National
Commission on Libraries and Information Science as a voting
member, and that States be encouraged to include youth on their
library boards ds voting members, and that local governments be
encouraged to include at least one youth as a'voting member on the
local library board." Thank you.

MR. CHITLIK: Mr. Chairman, point of information. Paul Chitlik
from the California delegation. I am very curious to know What the

,agenda is for the rest of the afternoon. If the Resolution ,commiliee is
going to be synthesizing the resolutions, what are wegOing to be
doing?

MR. REGGIE: We hope that you are going to be Oa, ing :what
those resolutions are, as we would in arty deliberative b at first
reading. We just won't get yOu una4re, then: That was reason _

for having it done this way. We should have those documents here
momentarily.

However, if we can cover another very important subject, it
,will cut down on our time tomorrow morning. The yoitng lady.h9re
asked a while ago aboutour.voting procedure in the morning. So we

.might as well cover that; because We have a little time now; and we
won't in-the morning, becauswe will be pushing, with that many
resolutions.

As the first order of our business tomorrow, we are going to
take up the resolutions that have been passed by the various theme

'groups. After them will dome the initiative resolutions.

Next, they will be presented byka reader. We are hopeful that
,you will agree that we can dO it like we did this afternoon, without .

the preamble "Whereas," but just front the resolution paragraphs
where you call for some action. We are going to ask you for:th,at
approval in the morning. The reader will read that portion. ,

I will be presiding, if all goes.well, and we will ask for a
discussion or for a vote. If you like the way it was synthesized, or
you like the way'it was-Presented without being synthesized, and
there is nothing else to be added, we will go ahead and adoprit. If,
however, you want to amend it, or change it or do some other' ,
playing around w4ith'it, the Chair will be open to4hat.
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I do want to ask-your cooperation in trat regard, because I am
certain that th finest word to describe an act(vity or an

because
won't

be used I'm sure that many of you will have'a better word to be

used, or a better. phrase to be used,. or abetter term to- be used,,and I
am sure that we will use something that you would rather is not
have in the' resolution. But we are reasonable men and women, and .
we are going to have to depend upon the reasonableness of all of the
delegates in that regard. We are not going to be able to satisfy
everyone .100 percent, but that is not to say that we are going to run
a great big steamroller. At tin'Tes you will think that I am running
steamroller, but 1;'am not going to 'really try to stop debate or
discussion.

The other point that I would'like to make is\that we are
dealing with a group of very erudite and knowledgeable people in
the field that we are discussing, and we will be voting on the
resolutions at the end of the discussion. All of bs have Flad exposure
to this subject for several days, besides attending our State
c6ferences. So it won't be necessary for us to heal from every
proponent or opponent of an amendment or of a measure. Unless
you want to say something that you feel has some'"extra quality of

(- interest that no one else probably thought about; we will ask you to
let the case stand on its own merits. Because we are going to need a
spirit of brevity very, very badly. 6

lf,we are able to synthesize 34 down,to 24, which we might
be able to doif we are able to merge them and then if we are
going to have 20t by initiative, that is gOingto giv'e us 44 resolutions
between eight and 11 o'clock. We don't have a flexible amount of
time, because at.11 o'clock they are-gbihg to Commence-,
congressional hearings. So, you see, we are boxed in. We Could all
understand that. -That, again, is one of the reasons why we wanted to
have this period tonight, go We would all understand the rules and
you would also understand, with 'me, the necessity 4 our starting on
time tomorrow rhorning.

A PARTICIPANT: Would the Chair, in the interest of time,
entertain a motion-that we pass on the issue of only presenting the
resolution part?

MR. REGGIE: The question is: "Would the'Chair now want to
make a rule for tomorrow morning that we present only the
'Resolved' portion of the resolution?" What is-your pleasure?

THE PARTICIPANTS: Yes.

MR. REGGIE: Well, if you want to cover iha't, vile can get that
far ahead.

1
,.

MR. REGGIE:it has been, moved and seconded that the
presenters iomortow do it in the same fashion that they ili today;

THE PARTICIPANT: Mr. Chairman, I Make that motion.

,
A PARTICIPANT: Second.

t-

2 9 ^
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that is, that they give only the "Resolved" portion of the resolution
and leave the preamble "Whereas" off. Is there any discussion on the
motion?

A PARTICIPANT: I think that would be all right for the ones
that we have in our hands, but we won't have the initiatives.

<

MR. REGGIE: You will know what the topics are. The
resolution will have its own.

A PARTICIPANT: I would like to know if there will 12e a copy
provided that does include the "Whereas."

MR. REGGIE: Yes?.Every copy that you have in hand will.
Only the presenter will elimrhafe that.

THE PARTICIPANT: Then how will those who cannot read
know about the combked 'Whereas ?"

MR. REGGIE: We would hope that a reader would be able to
accommodate them on that.

A PARTICIPANT: Mr. Chairman, I believe there are facilities
available to tape-recofd these resolutions, and I do not feel that a
reader is appropriate. I feel that the people who are not print readers
ought to be able to listen to the tape. There are facilities available tcm4
do this. .

MR. RGGIE: I stand corrected. That was what the solution
was, rather than readers. You are correct on that, and I stand
corrected.

A PARTICIPANT: Point of order. We have an amendment on
the floor.

MR. REGGIE: We have a Atkin on the floor to alloe the
readers tomorrow morning to read only the resolution parairaphs.
Are you ready to vote on that?

%,

THE PARTICIPANTS: Yes.

MR. REGGIE: Is there any objection to voting?

A PARTICIPANT.: Mr. Chairman, one caveat. There is a
possibility on resolutions that we have not hail, that there may be
some disconnection or not contiguous thought that should be put into
the "Resolved." With that caveat, I would `like to see if some
mechanism could be done to recognize if it could be.better tied'inP

'no

MR. REGGIE: I think if that is noted in the morning, we can
.certainly makq an exception and have it inserted as an amendment or
'a,correction. After all, we want to get the job done, That's what we
really, are trying to do.
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Are you ready for the vote? As 'many of you as are in favor of
the motion that we'read in the morning, only the resolution
paragraphs of the resolution, signify by saying aye.

(Chorus of ayes.)

And those opposed, please say, no.

No response.)

There being none in the negative, we show that it passes
unanimously. Thank you for thp.

A PARTICIPANT: For purposes of easing tomorrow morning's'
activities, would you entertain a motion this afternoon to set a stime
limit on debating a particular motion?

MR. REGGIE: Lerme say.this.- I'm willing to do whatever you
want me to do. But I have an idea that with our group and everybody
getting along like we understand each other hereand I think that is
the way it is Ong to prevail tomorrowI don't think we will ever
need it. If we start looking like we're getting out of kilter, we'll just
stop and back up:We will be frank and Ionest about IL

-Rather than set an iron-clad period of time, I think we can be
flexible and do the same job. If it doesn't work, we can entertain that

. motion in the morning,

".t
(Applause.)

We are going to ask you in the morning to remember that
some of your side remarks that you make are not picked up, because
they side remarks-4but sometimes they ate very important to
judge-Fe sense of the meeting. However, they are not picked up by
the interpreter, and then those persons who have a deafness
condition are unable to pick up those little nuances of knowing what
really is going on in the room. So we -will ask you in the, morning, if

you have something to say, to please talk about it at the microphone,
.where the translator can pick it up and relate-those nuances and
feelings to those who'have that hearing,impairment.

(Applause.)

6ZARTICIPANT: Mr. Chairman, Would you kindly inform mel
as to wMt is about to happen to those resolutions beyond the first set
that .were approved by each theme group. Are they*going to be -
submitted to.this,group?

,M.R. REGGIE: They are going to be submitted to this group
tomoWow morning on a paper ballot.

THE PARTICIPANT: It was my understanding that if a
resolution beyond number seven had been approved by my group, I

could move its adoption. Is that a correct understanding, or do khave
to have 100 signatures in order to be able tO present it?

.
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MR. REGGIE: YoU are going to have to have 100 signatures in
order to present it but all of them are going to be presented on a
paper ballot for approval. Do'ou mean you want to bring it back up
for oral argument? .

THE PARTICIPANT: I just want it to be voted on.

MR. REGGIE: It Will be voted oh on a paper ballot.

THE PARTICIPANT: Even if I don't have 100'signatures?

MR. REGGIE: You don't need 100 for that. Every one of them.

-THE PARTICIPANT: But if I want to bring it up and talk to -

you, then, logistically, I have to prepare a resolution now and have
100 signatures,on it?

MR. REGGIE: Yes, sir.

MS. LAKE: Mr. Chairman, Marilyn Lake from Missouri.. Will
we have a chance to see these other resolutions, which weren't in
the top priorities, for any length of time before we are to vote on
them on this paper balrot?

MR. REGGIE; I really don't know. I can't answer that, because
it depends on how fast or at what hqur of the night they can get them
done. We will try to get a ruling for you on those paper tallOts by
the staff before the meeting adjourns today.

MS. LAKE: Thank you.

MR. REGGIE: Thank you. It's a goad question.

\

. MR. STRONG: Mr. Chairman, Harry Strong from Virginia.
Would you please explain the procedures of the voting on the paper
ballots, or let me know where I can read about what, that procedure
i5.

MR. REGGIE: I have not received fully the paper ballot
procedure; therefore, at this point I am at a loss to give you any more
than I know. All] can tell you at this juncture is that they will be
voted upon with a paper ballot tomorrow morning._Other than that, I
really can't tell you any more at this staiN

MR. STRONG: I appreciate that. I think the locus of my
concern is that going through somewhere around 30 resolutions with
discussiOnsand amendments and so forth, which is totally
appropriate; will take some time. We have a limited amount of time.
What I'm curious about is whether I'm goiDg to sit 'Atth another
whole mess of resolutions written up in great detallwitti little boxes
to check off, yes, no, or abstain in my lap, and I'm going to be put
into a position of having to check that all off in the list five minutes

-16sfore_a congressional hearing.

MR. REGGIE: I'm sorry. That maybe the case, and that is the
reason why your resolutions were prioritized.
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: ,MR. STRONG: Could I urge youif you have any input into
that proces to set some time aside so that we can deal with that.

MR. REGGIE: We are going to try, but I can't make a promise.
I think the point you make is valid, but I just don't know lialti, we

might be able to solve that.
. -

A PARTICIPANT: Did I hear you say before that tomorrow
morning weare inflexibly bound to end at 11 o'clock, when the
congressional hearings, begin?

. .
MR. REGGIE: Yes, ma'am. That's as the program indicates.

THE PARTICIPANT: We were assured by a telephone
conversation with Ms. Gell before the Conference that the
congressional hearings would be held ,in another room, so that if it
was necessary for the plenary to continue it-could, there would be
that flexibility if the delegates wanted it.

tv$, REGGIE: I'm sure that the delegates run this Conference,
and if they want to stay in session until the afternoonI'm only

*4
telling you what the program calls for. .

In just a few minutes, you are all going to have the priority
resolutions of Theme I in, your hands. We are going to have the
representatives of Theme I read the portions from the "Resolved" I

paragraphs. At this time, even at the risk of encroaching a minufe.
before you get them, but to keep the program going, I would like to .

call on the delegate from the State of Nevada, Ms. Delia Martinez,
and the delegate from the State of Oklahoma, Mr. Marcus Salazar.

MR. SALAZAR: This may have come out very appropriately
because, as you notice, -Theme I had many comments in their
resolutions. There_are also a couple of items I would like to me tion

41 before we get started.

Theme I had two resolutions that dealt with a very particular
and special need, the needs of the physically handicapped and the

deaf. The delegates from Them I felt that this was such an important
issue, that it had such a special cpncern for individuals, that these
1w6 resolutions were adopted as parts Of .outesolutions.

J .

s

.

i

One of the things that I will say is that I would like to have
your permission when I get to that section to just read a synopsis.
You do have the copies before you and the resolutions have been
read by the `Chairman. If you have anyi'questions about that, I will be
glad to take more time with it; but I think the importaht thing to
understand is that Theme t felt like these two, particular resolutions
had special erriphasis:and special meanings to populations and,

therefore, were combined.
5

In Theme I; meetingpersonal needs, the first area is access:
"Be it resolved, that barriers to such services, whether legal, fiscal,
technical, attitudinal, environmental, cultural,-or other barriers, must
be eliminated and physical facilities and staff must be capable of
providing services to all segments of society; and .

4.- ... 237
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"Be it further resolved, that Federal legislation beenacted to
guarantee the right of equal access to all publicly held information
for all citizens; and

4

"Be it further resolved, that institutions eduCating library and
information service practitioners assume responsibility to address the
needs of said consumers through their training and education; and

"Be it further resolved, that a national public policlito
promote universal library and information services be adopted; anti

"Be it further resolved, that library and information services be
provided these persons through appropriate jurisdiction, Federal,. State
and local; and

:'Be it further resolved, that access restrictiong,be removed
from library materials purchased with Federal funds."

The second resolution deals with funding: "Be it therefore
resolved, that:

"1) Congress fund the Library Services and Construction A'ct
and all titles of this Act to provide adequate funding for libraries;

"2) the Federal Government reduce or subsidize postal and
telecommunication rates for delivery and/or return of library,
informational, and educational materials to include noncontiguous
and isolated areas;

"3) Congress establish a funding formula based on population;
geography, local participation, and need;

"4) Congress provide new funding for: A) innovative
demonstration projects, such as research and community needs,
assessment' projects, cultural awareness projects, and youth incentive
projects; B) elementary and secpndary school libraries, and certified
staff library instruction and media programs; C) college and university
libraries;

"5) Congress needs to provide financial support for rural,
urban, and economically deprived areas;

"6) the President increase. his 'budget recommendations for
library programs."

The third resolution deals with public awareness: "Be it
'resolved, that in order to accommgdate desired increase in public
awareness,-the following activities, projects, and proposals should be
undertaken:

"1) develop and implement an aggressive, comprehensi'V-e
.national public awarenes,s campaign coordinated at the Federal level
and'involving the follOving: A),Library Administratfon'Office, United
States pepartment of Education; 8) State library agencies; C) Weal ,s

library units; D) national, State, and local Friends of the Library

4 4'
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groups; E) ALA,and other library-related organizations; F) national,
State, and local organizations representative of all segments of
society; G) to adopt a national library symbol to be disseminated

nationally;

"2) implementation of model or demonstration projectsto be
administered and developed by libraries in concert with community
organizations; dealing with effective public awareness programs;

"3) the assimilation of libraries into broad-based &immunity
projects and programs, utilizing the most effective means of creating
public awareness of libraries to all segments of the community;

"4}establishment of 'Dailey requiring libraries requesting
Federal monies to include effective and viable public awareness
programs and activities to publicize programs to intended service
recipients;

"5) training of professionals in human relations, effective use
of public relations, and marketing techniques necessary to increase
public usage of library services;

"6) provision for nationdl, regional, State, and local planning
consultants and specialists to be made available to local libraries
when needed in order to increase effectiveness of existing and
proposed programs;

"7) promote and encourage cooperation with volunteer
organizations" (and this is a change) "in the use of trained
volunteers." (Strike the word "licensed" and make that "trained.")

"8) formation of planning groups reflective of communities,
specifically those segments that are underserved or unserved, to
initiate needs assessment and to assist in the development of
programs to effectively meet those needs;

"9) utilization of all local, State, regional, and national
agencies, organizations, and groups representative of special
constituencies in attaining necessary support, political clout, and,
simultaneously, providing an instrument for further assessment and

increasing awareness."

The fourth resolutior) ';s the item that I spoke to. You Will find
in your packet two docurKenis, and I will not try to, read both of
those Asj explained ear=lier, we have been up late finishing these up,
and my tongue is,still very'much asleep, I'm afraid. The first
clq ocumqnt jot`havg.ig-the resolution that was passed by the
Physi.ally handicapped group, It was in resolution form, and this
,committee adopfed it in thbit form. If you will allow yourself to read
'that, I will dispense from reacting all of those items, unless there is a
request to do otherwise.

MR. REGGIE: I don't mean to interrupt, but I do want to
assure everyope that you will notice in these Iwo resolutions there
are some technical points. When they'are synthesized, we will
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positively preserve the technical language that is necessary in each
group. You can rest assured of that.

MR. SALAZAR: The second document, if you will flip over
about three pages, "Issue: Goal six," and it will be, I guess, subtitled
under the area of "Services to the Deaf." The, major issues there are
very easy to pick out. This document will be combined with the
document pertaining to the physically handicapped.

The major items on the deaf are: "Train personnel on librai'y
services to the deaf; establish .a library committee of the Library
Commission for the Deaf which will include deaf individuals;
establish a clearinghouse that will act as a sole information and
referral in the State to assist all libraries to serve the deaf and the
general public on informational needs about deafness and services for
the deaf for interlibrary loan." Those were proposed at the State
level.

At the national level: "Enact a National Library Service for the
Deaf along the lines of the National Library Services for the Blind and
Physically Handicapped. The service shall be developed and devised
by a board consisting of deaf professionals, deaf constmers, and
library professionals and lay individuals." Thank you.

MS. MARTINEZ: Our ranking number five was titled
"Networking": "Be it resolved, that Federal and State funds be made
available to continue to support and interconnect existing networks,
as well as develop new networks, until the network is truly national
in scope, using compatible technblogy; and

"Be it further resolved, that the United States Department of
Education's Office of Library and Learning Resources, or its
successor, should coordinate and facilitate the national network in
consultation with States and regions; and

"Be it further resolved, that all agencies and institutions that
provide education and continuing education for library practitioners
should offer training in the skills, knowledge, and abilities which will
help ensure that practitioners are competent to provide access
through this netwcpk in the most practical, efficient, and empathetic
manner('

Our ranking number six was titled "Literacy": "Be it resolved,
that Federal funds and State funds, administered by appropriate State
and local agencies, be provided to enable libraries to: 1) develop
literacy programs; 2) obtain books and other materials suited to the
ages, interests, and reading level of participants in literacy prOgrams;
3) provide materials and space for tutorial programs; 4) act as centers
for the coordination and support of activities of agencies engaged in
promoting literacy." 0

umber seven, "National Library Act/National
Advisor Board": "We endorse the concept of a national library act
and urge Congress to schedule regional hearings, with input from a
broad based citizenry, to Consider its variousiaspects, with particular
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emphasis on the following: 1) a definition of libraries; 2) a proposed
funding formula; 3) a structure of a national committee or a national
advisory board, with representatives from each State or Territory of
the U.S., to formulate national information and library policies, that
will include bog) lay and library-related persons and representation

from special constituencies."

Number eight wastitled "Information and Referral": "Be it

resolved, that a Federal funding incentive grant beecgiven to libraries

to serve as information and referral centers, along with the
appropriate community and' educational organizations, in supplying
the necessary information requested-by patrons.

"Be it further resolved, that an aggressive public awareness
effort to promote the utilization of such centers, whether at the

libraries or as separate centers, be established."

And, finally, number nine, "Resource Sharing ": "Be.it
resolved, that through consultation and consensus with local units,-
the responsible State level,agencies should initiate plans for
interlibrary cooperation or expand current efforts. Through the same
process, regional, multistate consultation and consensus should be
initiated and existing interlibrary resource sharing expanded. Current
voluntary initiatives in forming Retworks,.interlibrary loan
arrangements, and resources sharing consortia should be respected,
encouraged, and promoted as examples of the value of grass roots

ability to achieve success through voluntary efforts. Federal funds
should be continued to assist in the development and Maintenance of
sucl interlibrary cooperative activities; and

"Be it further resolved, that.every State library agency should
take-a leadership role in initiating planning sessions, drawing together
the required statewide leadership, and monitoring and encouraging
the developme t of these plans. Regional resource sharing plans
should arise ou of consultatiorramong States in the region or, if in
existence, show represent such consultation. The national resource
sharing effort s ould be aimed at promoting growth'through incentive
grants and provision of.technical advice and encouragement, such as

that now furnishdd by the Network Advisory Committee of the
Library of Congress."

MR. REGGIE: Thank you very much, Delia and Marcus. I want
to make a couple of announcements and we ate going to move the
program right on, because everyone now has`the Theme II
resolutions. We have gotten some very good nevi's. The disabled

delegates and the deaf delegates will be meeting after this session to
synthesize those two resolutions, and they will.make their work ,`

product available to the' Resolutions Committee. I think that is a good

breakthrough.

(Applause.)

The resolutions; as a product of the synthesizing that will take
place, will be at the message desk, hopefully, at seven o'clock in the
morning so you can pick them up. It will give you a chance to look
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at them, and you might want to compare them to the copy that you
have tonight in your hands. Understand, again, that maybe the turn
of a phrase, or word, or sentence may not be exactly what you
would have done; but please keep in mind that it'is done in good
faith.

A PARTICIPANT: Mr. Chairman, I have a c ange which I think
is an error. Under the Theme I, the resolution con ected with the
deaf says: "Establish a Library Committee of the Library Commission
for the Deaf which will include deaf individuals." I believe, as it was
passed earlier in our theme session, it should read: "Establish a
Library Committee for the Deaf of the Library Commission which will
include deaf individuals.". It is important.

MR. REGGIE: You are correct. I was there, and inadvertently it
was written that way. I appreciate you calling it to our attention. Will
those,from Theme I please make that, correction?

A PARTICIPANT: Mr, Chairman, I have a point of information.
It was said several times that we are going to synthesize the
duplications. Does that mean that some of the other resolutions will
be added after these are synthesized, because we will have many
fewer than 34? o

MR. REGGIE: No, we will not be working to add any more to
the agenda. We will be using the synthesization onry for the purpose
of better understanding and to more adequately cover the same topic,
but we won't use those slots for new material.

MR. SULLIVAN: Mr. Chairman, in the interest of time
tomorrow morning, assuming that in fact the synthesized resolutions
are available at seven o'clock, and assuming again that we will begin
promptly at eight o'clock with our deliberations, I was wondering if
those people who have amendments'to the synthesized resolutions
submit them in writing to the Chair before eight o'clock, could these
amendments be read at the end of the reading of the resolution in
order to facilitate the making of the amendments? Because I foresee a
great problem with amendments in the morning.

MIS. REGGIE: We will be happy to receive the amendments,
but I think it's too much of an onus on the delegates to have to
pre-file before the session starts.

t

MR. SULLIVAN: That was not my intention. That was simply
to facilitate it.

MR. REGGIE: We will be-glad to have them in hand to
facilitate it.

A PARTICIPANT:,We'will be able to speak to an am \ndment?

MR. REGGIE: You will be able to speak to an amendment.

A PARTICIPANT' Mr. Chairman, for the benefit of those'of us
who have petitions Out circulating, would you announce where a full
petition may be turned in by anyone whoLeirculating
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M.R. REGGIE: Yes, that's a very good question and I happen to;
have the answer. The petitioqs that you want to file. on initiative to
have a resolution considered should be filed after this meeting and

before eight o'clock with Jean-Anne South at the Rules Desk in the

registration area.

We are going to Theme II right now. Ladies and gentlemen, it
is my pleasure to present to you those two representatives from

Theme II who will discuss their resolutions. From the State of
Massachusetts, Ms. Janet London, and from the State of Illinois, Mr.

.Howard Dillon.

MS. LONDON: Thank you. I just want to say first that the rank
numbers are incorrect, and as I go through them, I will give the
correct one as they came up; with the number of people voting for
the particular resolution.

Lifelong learning was the total name of our theme, and this.

one was also the issue called "Lffe long Learning." It was ranked
number five, not number one.

Again, I will not read the entire resolution, but I would like to
make an addition that was left out when it was printed up. In the first
sentence after "race, religion," you add commathis is approximate,.
because we had to remember "handicapped or other condition."

.We can look this up when we get back together tonight. And it
reads: "Therefore be it resolved, libraries, together with these other
agencies and institutions, should work cooperativelyTito provide the

resources and services that will enable all our people to take
advantage of opportunities available to them."

The second one is ranked, second, and the issue was literacy:
'The United States Department of Education should give high priority

to the problem of adult functional illiteracy by expanding existing
programs or planning new programs to provide for effective literacy
programs at the community level. Such programs should specifically
fund library and.information agencies that are capable of
implementing such programs."

The next is ranked number one, and Department orEducation
is the issue:, "There should be created within the United States
Department of Education an Office of Libraries and Information
Services administered by an Assistant Secretary."

, The next page rank was third, not fourth. The issue is funding
existing Federal programs: "To provide Federal funding under existing
enaPing legislation for: 1) Elementary, and Secondary Education Adt;

2) the Higher Education Act; 3) the Library Services and Construction
Act, and provide direction for new legislation.",

The rank of the issue access, that says fifth, I believe is fourth:
"Resolveq, that children must have access to library print and
nonprint Materials, library instruction, and library enrichment
programs through every stage of their development and education:"
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MR. DILLON: The rank, order from here on out is correct.
Resource sharing is one: "There is an immediate need for the
development of a system to improve the sharing of resources." Under
means A, B, and C; you see such things as a national system, State
and regional networks, support for research and development, and a
network for a national periodical system.

On the next page, rank seven, a national library act:
"Resolved, that the White House Conference on Library and
Information Services endorse and support the enactment of a national
library act incorporating the general principles, goals, and objectives
of 5.1124, with modifications which include categorical funding to
better provide for rural and sparsely populated areas, impacted areas,
all types of libraries, and other modifications as shall appear desirable
after full public hearings before the appropriate congressional
committee."

The next page, ranked eighth, school libraries: "Be it resolved,
that the Federal Government, under the direction of the United States
Department of Education, mandate an adequate library (media center),
staffed by certified (qualified) personnel for every elementary, middle,

, and secondary school, and provide further access to service for
schools in sparsely populated areas.

"Be it further resolved,ffiat-library services for small schools
be, provided through cooperative arrangements contracted among
school districts and/or through regional service centers to ensure
certified teacher/librarians and adequate resources."

Rank nine, public relations: "A professional public information
program should be launched nationwide, dedicated to informing.the '

public about; 1) existing library and Information services; 2) library
and information services which are needed but unavailaizrte- the
level of support needed to provide quality library and-information
services in the future."

Finally, rank ten, access, our second 'resolution on that topic. I
want to give you a correction in line one. Please strike the
parenthesis and the word "including." Following the word
"institutions," you will insert four words, end paren, "including
correctional. and medical."

Now that line and the text reads: "All learners, regardless of
age, residence institutions (including.correctional and medical), race,
disability, or ethnic or cultural background, should have continuing
access to the information and materials necessary to cope with the
increasing complexity of our changing social, economic, and
technological environment."

MR. REGGIE: Thank you very, very much. My thanks to Ms.
Londowand Mr. Dillon.

A PARTICIPANT: I'm just a little confused about what
happened:here. Some of the' resolutions they read "Means." Some of
the resolutions they read "Policy." I hope the Resolutions Committee.
will get 'them in the correct form!
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MR. REGGIE: You are right, and you will notice some of them

are not in resolution form. The Committee will work on- that too.

A PARTICIPANT: The wording on our ninth resolution is for
public information. Therrfore, I wonder if we could change the name
of the issue to "Public Information" from "Public Relations." It's an
editorial slip that just got carried along.

MR. REGGIE: Thank you. The committee will take that into

consideration.

A PARTJCIPANT: I would like to ensure that the following
goes in the permanent record. I don't know whether others will care
to join me or not. In order that future conferences may benefit from
the inevitable mistakes, I would like to place in the permanent record
the following observations. .

I believe that discussion would have been greatly helped if the
themes fOr the White House Conference had mirrored those of the

various Governors' Conferences, rather than a rearrangement by the

staff on different principles.

(Applause.) 0,

I believe that the two-hour meals, which included the
introduction of many dignitaries and speeches by persons of note,
represented an inefficient use of delegates' time. Working luncheons
would have been more helpful. I believe that much too much time
was spent in largely ceremonial activities. I came prepared and

anxious to work. .

I believe that the staff's insensitivitiesito the needs and feelings

of alternates was remarkable, constant, and reprehensible.

I believe that they staff should have adequately trained the

clerical support for the theme working groups so that working-papers

were processed with dispatch, and an imaginati' ran through with
ted contingency plans might have helped.

0

. MR. REGGIE: Thank 'you.-Posted in the registration area later

will be information on the paper ballot. I have not been,able to give

you a straight answer on that-paper ballot business tomorrow. In the

registration area later this evening there will be the ground 'rules on
that and you will be able to get those.

Ladies and gentlemen, let me just say a personal word before

,we adjourn tonight. I want to thank you all for your splenclicl,

cooperation. You could have gotten huffy with me. You could have ."

gotten short-tempered because of the heat. I thank you very', very ,

much for your inc(uigence. There were times, I'm sure, I should have
recognized you quicker and I didn't and I flubbed, and we took a
longtime to get the material put. But it is because of your patience

you make presiding here as moderator a real joy, and I want to thank
you'fo'r making my job easy. Thank you very much.

(Applause-.)
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MS. DOLAN: Mr. Chairman, Louise Blalock Dolan, Rhode
Island. As we are aware that the resolutions we approve will
represent the work of this Conference across the Nation, I move that
this body formally urge the Resolutions Committee to pay strict
attention to the concepts of clarity and brevity as they work at it and
refine the resolutions to eliminate redundancy in the priority
resolutions. t

MR. REGGIE: And I say to that, Amen, Sister, Amen. ,

Thanks very much.

(Whereupon, at 4:55 p.m., the meeting was adjourned.) 4
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Ladjes'and.gentlemen, our program is going to

istrt nowN weeVill,calt this general session to order.

' 15;
1.adies,and gentlemen, at this time J hive the high pleasure

and distincY 'Or of;Vresnting to you Mr. Charles Benton.

tHAll/NBENTON: Thank you very-much..

I can thin
#

f more fittingspeaker to address this

Conference pretaresto enter our fin -al deliberations than the
distinguished Li Zrian 'of Congress, Daniel J. Boorst1n.

We who arr eMbe of NCLIS are fortunate indeed that this

.universal man pour group. Dr. Bporstin is an author,
educator, historian, and. rrister-at-large of world renown. His
di&guished academic:ca eer began at Harvard Univfrsity, where he

graduated summa Cum laude, and continued at Oxford University,
where he was a Rhode's scliorar, and on throUgh the Inner Temple in
London and Yale and Cambridge Universities. He haslaught at many

of America's leading universities and around the world and ,holds
numerous literary sand adademic honors, including the 1974 Pulitzer
Prize for his work, The AmericansThe DemocraticpperienCe.

cf

'"
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I will close my introduction with his own words from his
Punt er Prize-winning book, which I believe are particularly
app opriate on this final day of this landmark White House
Con nce: "History wrote, it has been man's effort to accommodate
himself to at he could not do. A erican history in the Twentieth
Century more than ever befor sts man's ability to accommodate
himself to all the new things he c uld do.",

Ladies and gentlemen, the Librarian of Congress, Dr. Daniel
BoOrstin.

(Applause.)

DR. BOORSTIN: Members of the White House Conference, I
welcome this opportunity to talk to all of you folks, people attending
the White House Conference on Library and Information Services.

As the Librarian of Congress I speak for a national fortress of
knowledge. In other words, I speak 'for a library and for libraries. Our
relentless Jefferson ian quest tempts us to believe that all technologies,
and perhaps, too, all ideas, were created equ41. T4js favorite axiom is
only slightly clolided by another axiom equally Afferican, for we
have touched touching national belief in annual models. In our
national lexiOn "newer" is a synonym for "better."

The result is illustrated in the title, and I suspect too in the
preoccupations, of this Conference. Libraries, or, as you say, library
services, are here equated with information services, which is
perilously close to saying that knowledge can or should be equated
with information.

In the few minutes allotted.to me this morning I would like to
foots your. attention on the distinction between knowledge and
info?mition, the importance of the distinction, and the dangers of
failing to recognize it.

You have a hint of my theme in the melodramatic difference
today between the condition of our knowledge institutions and our
information institutions. The last two decades have seen the
spectacular growth of the information industry. We are exhilarated by
this example of American ingenuity and enterprise, the frontier spirit
in the rate Twentieth Century.

A magic computer technology now accomplishes the dreariest
task in seconds, surpasses the accuracy of the human brain, controls
production lines and refineries, arranges inventories, and retrieves
records. All this makes us'proud of the human imagination. And all

I am glad to say, has produced a new, unpredicted world of
profit and employment.

The information industry, we are happy to note, is flourishing.
It is a growth industry. It enjoys the accelerating momentum of

.techotqlogy and the full vitalitylif the marketplace. Ile information
. . industries are a whole new world of business celebrity. The jargon of

the stock exchange accurately describes theirs as "glamorous" stocks.
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Their leaders hold the national spotlight, and with good reason. The
President of the United States even appointed the head of one of the

greatest of these companies to be perhaps our most importnat
ambassador, to the Soviet Union.

Meanwhile, what has become of our knowledge institutions?
These do not deal in the storage and retrieval of information, nor in
the instant flow of facts and figuresewhich will be displaced by
tomorrow's reports or bulletins. Rather, they deal in, the enduring
treasure of the whole humab past. They include our colleges and our
universities and, of course, our libraries. While the inforrhation
industry flouri4es and seeks new avenues of growth, while people
compete for a chance to bu.x into them, our knowledge institutions

go begging.

Knowledge institutions dorrot pay the kind-of dividends that

are reflected on the stock market. They are sometimes called
philanthropic, whith means that they profit nobody, except
everybody, and that their dividends go to the whole .c.pmmunity.

These knowledge institutions, and especially our public libraries, ask
charity, the community's small change, lust to keep their heat and
their lights on and to keep their unrenovated doo?s open. We, the
knOwledge institutions, are ,the Nation's poor relations. We anxiously°

solicit and gratefully acknowledge the crumbs.

tIt is especially appropriate in White House Conference
that we should focus on the distinction between knowledge and
information. Today I would like to put it very briefly into historical,

perspective.

In my own lifetime we have moved from the age of publishing,
into an age of broadcasting. In that age of publishing, launched by
Gutenberg, printed materials with a community's memory, wisdom,
literary imagination, an -knowledge were, or course, widely diffused.

The vehicle was the bo Knowledge was thought to be cumulative.
New books did not disp ce old books. When today's books arrived,
people did not throw away yesterday's as if they were newspapers or

out of date. bulletins of information. 4

On the contrary, the years gave a-Aew vitality to the books of
past centuries. We too easily forgot then that the printed book, too,
was a triumph of technology. The dead could now speak not only, to

the select few who could afford amanuscript book, but to thousands
to homes, in schools, and in libraries everywhere. The very words of
Homer and Plato and Machiavelli and Dickens now could reach

everyone.

Books became th vehicles and the record also the catalyst

and the incentivefor ost of the knowledge, the amusement, and

the sacred visions of the hole human race. The printed book has
given all humanity its inexpensive, speedy, reliable vehicles across
the centuries. Books conquer time.

But the peculiar magical vehicles of our age conquer space.

Television makes us instant eyewitnesses of riots in )ran, airplane
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wrecks in India, children starving in Cambodia, guerilla attacks in
Rhodesiaalong, of course, with an overflowing current of
entertainment programsand the special commodity of our
electronic age of broadcasting is, of course, information, in alrits
amplitude, in all its formats.

While knowledge is orderly and cumulative, information is
random and miscellaneous. We are flooded by instant messages from ,

everywhere in excruciating profusion. In our ironic Twentieth Century
version of Gresham's law, information tends to drive,knbwledge out
of.circulation. The oldest, the most established, the cumulative is
displaced by the most recent, the most problematic. The latest
information about anything and everything is collected, diffused,
received; stored, and retrieved before anyone can or could discover
whether the facts have meaning. The mountain climbing symdrome
rules us. Information is gathered simply because it's there. The
electronic devices for diffusion, storage, and retrieval are used simply
because they, too, are there,,and otherwise the investment -might be
wasted.

I'm not complaining..Orr the coot ry, I am charmed and
amazed, for so much of human progre has come from people
playing enthusiastically with their new 'technological toys, with results
that are astonishing and ofterrproductive.

Whatever the motive, we see the knowledge industry being
transformed and even, to. some extent, displaced by an information
industry. In the school `room, history tends to be displaced by current
events. The resources of science, and even of the humanities, are
newlfidominated by multiplying journals, by looseleaf services, by
preprints and inform'ation stored in computers, quickly and
conveniently modified, and instantly retrievable

To the ancient question; "what is.truth ?" we Americans now
reply, "Sorry, I haven't yet seen the seven o'clock news."

What does all this mean for the world of knowledge, which is,
of course, the world of libraries? It should be plainer than ever that -

our libraries are needed to keep civilization in perspective. The more
electronic our society becOrnes,, the more urgent it is that we have
prosperous knowledge institutions. Yet, this urgency is less noted
every year. If you consult the authoritative Encyclopedia of the Social
Sciences, the 1933 edition, and look under "Libraries/' you will be
pleased to find that there is an article on librarieson public

ariesan extensive article, but if you consult its successor
pd lished in 1968 and looked/for an answer for libraries, you will
find no article at all. Instead, you will find a cross-reference which
says, "See under Information Storage and Retrieval."

The fashion4ble chronologic myopia of our time tempts
enthusiasts tb forget the main and proper mission of our libraries.
"Libraries have been selling the wrong product for years," one such
faddist exclaims. "They have beerk emphasizing reading. The product
that we,have, is information:" People who Speak thus are false
Messiahs.
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Of course, we must -use computer technology and enlist the

whole information industry. At the Library of Congress we have tried

to be a leader, and I think have to some extent succeeded in being a

leader in these uses and exploring their applications. We will '
continbeto do so. -

In the long run, however, we will not serve the information
industry, nor our civilization, if We encourage extravagant or
misplaced expectations for the role of information or the deOices

which serve it up. We must never forget that our libraries are our
fortresses of knowledge. If we allow these rich and redolent

resources, still pr,eserved mainly in books, to be displaced by the
latest thing, by today's news, and journals, andpreprints, and
looseleaf services, and telephone conversations, and currently revised

printouts, we will isolate the world of scholarstiip from the world of

libraries. ,`
cto

To avoid such dahgers as.these, we have set up in the" Library
of'Congrest a Center for the Book, to use old and find Few ways to

keep the book 'flourishing, to keep 'people reading books, and to
enlist other media to promote reading.

One such project, "Read More About It," with the enthusiastic
collaboration of the Columbia Broadcasting System, was shown on

television the other, night falter the-shOwing pf the movie All Quiet-on
the Western Front, and it brought our suggested reading list to some

31 million viewers. We must and will do more of this.

. If lib<rians cease to become scholars in order to become
- -

computer experts, scholars will cease to,feel at home in our libraries;

and then our whole citizenry will find that our libraries add little to
their view of the world, but only reinforce_the pressures of the

"imperial instant everywh." To enlist scholars more actively; and

more intimately in the scholarly activities of the Library of Congress,

we are now szting up in the Library a council of scholars. they will
help us discoveK.the needs of the scholarly world and will help us
provide an ongoing inventor of the state of knowledge and of

ignorance.

A great civilization needs many and varied resources. In our

Time, our libraries have4two paradoxical and sometimes conflicting
roles, and it is well that we should recognize when and how they
conflict. Of course, we must be repositories of information, but we
must also somehow rerrrain places of refuge from the tidal iwaves of .
information and misinformation. Our libraries must be conspicuously
the treasuries of news that stays news.

The Era of the Enlightenrrient, the late Eighteenth Century, the

age of Franklin and Jefferson, the founding epic of our Nation, was

an age of publishing. That age left us a }happy phrase. They said that

peopleshould read for amusement and instruction. This was why s'
they read the poetry of Dryden and Pope, the philosophy of HuTrie,

the history of Gibbon, the novels of Sterne/ and Fieldings. The two

delights, amusement ancThls,truction, were insepa'rable..The book was

a prototypical provider of both. When a person was amused, it was a
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quite autonomous activity set off by a catalyst which was the boa._
In those day), book publishingwas an amusement industry. But our
age bf broadcasting tends to displace amusement with entertainment.
While we once had to amuse ourselves, we now expect to be
entertained. The program is the entertainment. While the amusement
is in us, others must and can be our entertainers.

flow, of course, the-re is a flourishing entertainment industry.
We do not consider book publishing to be part of it. This is .

something to reflect dn. It is a clue, also, to the special need -for
libraries. The more an industry tries to e'ntertairl,Us, the more we
need libraries, where pleasure and amusement are found by the free
and active spirit,

14,is-a cliche of our time that what this Nation needs is an
informed citizenly, by which we mean a citizenry that is up on the
latest informationwhich has not failed to read this week's aws
magazine, today's newspapers, or to watch the seven o'clock news,

-and perhaps also the news at ten o'clockalways for more
information, always to be better informed. I wonder if that is what we
need. I suggest, rather, that what we need, what any frsee country
needs, is a knowledgeable citizenry. Information, like entertainment,
is something that someone else provides us.-.1t is, properly speaking, a
service. Welexpectto be entertained and also to be informed, but we
cannot be "knowledged." Each of us must acquire knowledge for
himself. Knowledge comes from the free mind foraging in the rich
pastures df the whole "everywhere" past. It comes from finding order
and mean* in the whole hunian experience. The autonomous
reader arnising and knowledging himself is the be all and the end all
of our libraries.

Thank you.

/ (Applause.)

.or

CHAIRMAN BENTON: Thank you very, very much for those.
most appropriate comments. No person in our country his
enunciated more clearly the interrelated r les of nowledge and the
media inou society than Dr. Boorstin. Ove your moderator now.

Procbedings MR. REGGIE: Thank youlvery -much.,Now we are ready to get
to some business that we promised you we would4 getting to on

.
I think 44.might be appropriatethat we just establish, for

everybody's understanding whet ground-rules we are expecting to
follow. We will, fi7st,bring up theresolutions as they,have been
synthesized. In some ihsfaneestini not quite certain if they have or if
they haif.en,ot,but thepresenters will go over that with you'. As you
ruled.Iresterday by jiditi motion, they.will read only.the "Resolved"
clausesor paragraphS; .

. tiVe will take up theePetitions, that is resolutions offered by
initiative or by petition. In that regard, we would 4e to state that we
will deal with the petitions under the provision of section 4.7.1 of the
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rules. We will take them up in the order in which they have bepn
filed. That is, in the chronological order in which you have them in

your stack by. number.

We will read' the "Resolved" clauses of those resolutions that

are offered by petition. When that is read, we are going to ask you if

you want to consider that resolutiOn. To merely consider it requires a

two-trhirds vote of the delegates. If you vote two-thirds that yo want

to consider-it, then we will enter the debale and, ultimately, vote on

that resolution offered by initiative or petition. To pass that resolution

will require a simple majority.

In that discussion on that resolution we are going to curtail
debate. We are going to permit comments, such as,61It's poor forrin,"

or-"This resolution is just like another resolution that we passed," or

something of that type. We will permit it,but not discussion on the
merits of the resolution, not at that juncture.. Then we will vote
two-thirds for consilltation. We will then have the debafe on the _

motion, which will be open to regular debate, and then the adoption .

on a majority'vote.

..Last night our Resolutions Committee worked until past

midnighlrying to synthesize those resO,Iptions that we had. You have

themIn your possession. it is my understanding that -any blind

persons here havereaders. If that is-not correct, if'you will please -1'.
'make it known to me;a4,reader will immediately be supplied,
beCause we will be passing up the Whereas" clauses or the
preambje..elauses and we wantto make sure that there. is a full

di.sclosure for everyone.

We are ready to start now. With your permission we will

move on to the first resolution marked number one, and Mr. Wink

Pearson of the State Of Vermont will present that resolution:

MR. PEARSON: This is resolution number one, entitled "The
First Amendment and Public Issues": "Therefore be -it resolved, that

the White House Conference on Library and Informatiori Services
affirms its support. for the first amendment tothe Constitution of the
.United Stafe`s-of America, which guarantees freedom of inquiry,
freedom to read, freedom to publish, and free and full access to
information, especially information about public piocesses,- and that

these freedoms are essential to the maintenance of free libraries and.
informational services; and -

. "Be it further resolved, that public.libraries should promote11; tam

and makeavailable information services on public issues for all

segments of the community by acquisition of materials that would

present various sides of controversial issues, by supporting
discussions and forums on issues, by publicizing widely that these
opportunities for community disctission are available, and by6

educating public oacials-on the availability and use of information

resources; and . . ,

. -
"Be it further resolved, That Federal funding of incentive grants

be made available to libraries to serve-ds4Fiformation and.referral

24 8
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centers in cooperation with other community and educational
organizations; and

"Be it further resolved, that an aggressive public awareness
effort be established to smote the utilization of libraries as
information and referral centers.".--.

MR. REGGIE: Delegates, the reading will cokstitute the
moving in every instance, and so no seconding will be required.

. I want to remind you that the microphones will be open to
. your comments, discussions, amendments, etc., but I want tlpoint
out to you what we said yesterday. Maybe the phrase isn't precisely
what you want, or the word you could think of would be much
better, or the sentence would be much better, but give us your
indulgence on that. We will try our very best to shape it up if there is
a grammatical error. We are going to ask you for a curative
resolutiohl at the end, asking staff if there is such error that they be
allowed, without changing of the substance pf it, to clear the
resolution.

With that in mind, the Chair recognizes the gentleman at
microphone two.

MR. GAYLOR: Mr. Chairman, Robert Gaylor, delegate from
Michigan. I would like to make just one small word amendment. It's
the second "Resolved," which begins, "And therefore be it further
resolved, that public libraries " I would like to delete the word
"public." As an academic librarian, I feel that it should nol just say
"public libraries," because academic libraries do this, and schools as
well.

MR. REGGIE: Is there any objection to the deletion of the
word "public"? If there is no objection, we won't have/to vote
because we will have unanimous consent to change it So, I will ask
you again,, is there objection to the deletion of the word "public"? tf
you have objection, raise your hand, please:

(A showing of hands.)

Okay, there is.objection.

A PARTICIPANT: It should say not "public" but "public
funded."

MR. REGGIE: That would change the substance of the motion,
and, therefore, I rule you out of order,

A.re you ready-to vote? As many of you as are in favor of the
motion to amend the second "Resolved" clause by removing the
word "public" from the first line, signify by voting yes.

MR."PrERARD: Mr. Chairman, I wanted to speak to the
4amendment.
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MR. REGGIE: Oh, I'm sorry, sir.

MR. PIERARD: Richard Pierard, lay delegate from Indiana. The
idea behind public libraries was that this was to be part of citizenship
education and citizenship literacy. not sure that the intent of it

was to put the academic librarians in'the same role. In other words, it

was to engage the public librarians more in community education
and making local citizens aware of local issues..That is.,the reason
why "public libraries" was put in the Original motion.

MR. REGGIE: Thank you sir. Does anybody else want to be,j heard on the motion?

MS. EDMONSON: Susan 'Edmonson, KentuOky. I agree t at

C
not only public libraries should have this responsibility. Howev r, I

would agree with the lady who said that "publicly, funded" w uld be

a more appropriate phrase, because if we simply delete "publ c
libraries,- this means that we are resolving that such libraries as

medical libraries should have this necessary function of promoting
information on community and civic things, and I don't believe that
is the intent of the resolution at all.

MR. REGGIE: Thank you very much.°Are you ready to 'Vote

regarding the motion to delete the word "public" in the *st line of
the second resolved paragraph? If you vote A, that's yes; if you vote

B, that's no; if you vote C,-you have abstained from voting.

(Whereupon, the delegates voted.)

Has everybody voted? There are 254 yes votes;, 182 no votes;

and 11 abstentions. The amendment passes.

MR. BURNS: Mr. Chairman, Bill Burns, delegate from the State

of Iowa. With no intent to belabor the discussion, I do have an
amendment that I personally feel is important. To add to the first
resolved after the word "affirms," "in the strongest language

possible," and after the word "for the," "the primacy and
indivisibility of the first amendment." I also think it's important that

possibly this first resolved be` separated from the secoeod, because I

think it dilutes the intent.

MR. REGGIE,. Are you making a mcAion for two amendments?

I only have one.-After the wor'd "affirms" insertion of the words ."in
the strongest language possible for the primacy and indivisibility of

the First Amendment."
Jet

MR. BURNS: 'That's it,, sir.

MR. REGGIE: You have heard it. Is there any discussion on

this amendment.
"

A PARTICIPANT: I didn't hear a second.

MR. REGGIE: Yes, it has been Moved and seconded. The
question has been asked for. Is there any objection to voting?

2,, 25,5'
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There being no objection, are you ready to vote? As many of
you are as in favor of the amendment to insert after the word
"affirm," "in the strongest language possible for the primacy and
indivisibility of the First Amendment," signify by,saying aye.

(Chorus of ayes.) .

Those opposed, say no.

(Chorus of nays.)

The Chair will rule that the nos have it and that the
amendtment has failed.

MR. CASTO: James Casto, West Virginia. I speak to the
penultimate paragraph' of the resolution and I would move to delete
it. As a newspaper man, I am indeed delighted to see this group
coming to the defense of the belief of the first amendment. But I find
it indeed ironic that the support of the first amendment is voiced in a
resolution which, I think, contains the at least implied threat to it,
posed by Federal funding of these information and referral centers.
Mr. Keppel warned us earlier in this Conference that censorship can
be both intentional and unintentional, and I think the latter is often
worse than the former. I would respectfully request that the group at
least consider this threat.

d
I move to delete the paragraph in question.

1

MR. REGGIE: Is there a second?

A PARTICIPANT: Second.
a

MR. REGGIE: It has been moved and seconded that we delete
the second to last paragraph in its entirety. Does anybody want to
speak to that?

MS. JACOBSON: Nancy Jacobson, delegate from
Massachusetts. This is one of the most important "Resolveds" in the
whole resolution, I feel, and it has nothing to do with censorship, It
just provides information and referral for all people through libraries.

,

MR. REGGIE: Anybody else want to be heard?
5,

(No response.) ,
. ,

Are you ready to vote? If there is no objection to voting, all
those in favor of the amendment to delete the paragraph in its
entirety, signify by saying aye. .

(Chorus of ayes.)

Those opposed, say no.---,

(Chorus of nays.)...
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The motion fails.

MS. CA PLAN: I would like to offer an amendment to this
resolution. I'm MarshCaplan from Ohio.

On page one, it will have two "Wherease s" to be inserted as

the second and third "Whereas," and it will have one "Resolved" to
be inserted as the second "Resolved ": "Whereas, public libraries can
expo-se people to the wealth of creative writing available; and

"Whereas, an individual has the right to read what he or she

wishes

."Be it resolved, that public libraries make available a variety

of traditional and contemporary creative writing, including the works

of small and independent publishers which are often outside the
visible bibliographic network, and that these works of creative writing

be easily accessible to all regardless of age."

We feel that this resolution covers only Public issues and
informational nonfiction works and that a whole area of library
service has been left out that's very important and still is being

censored in many communities.

MR. REGGIE: The Chair is going to rule that the.motion to
make the amendment changes the character of the resolution as ,

presented, and is therefore out of order.

(Applause.)

Are you ready to vote on the resolution?

THE PARTICIPANTS?Yes.

MR. REGGIE: As many of you are as in favor of the adoption

of the resolutibn as amended, signify by saying aye.

(Chorus of, ayes.)

Those opposed, say no.

(Chorous of nays.)

The ayes have it. We will move to number two, which will
also be presented by Mr. Wink Pearson of Vermont.

MR. PEARSON: The second resolution is.entii?d "National
Information Policy": "Therefore be it resolved, that a national

information policy be studied and implemented.,This policy should:

1) guarantee all citizens equal and full access to publitly funded
library and information services; 2) ensure government agencies at all

levels work together to make available all new and existing library
and information services to the maximum extent possible; 3) protect
the privacy of all segments of our society, including personal privacy,
economic privacy, and national security."
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MR. CHITLIK: Mr. ChaiPman, Paul Chitlik, State of California. I
would like to make an additive amendment: "Resolved, that this
policy should reaffirm the tradition of local control over the selection
and purchase of library, materials."

This is a point that has been left out of any other fesolution,
and it fits perfectly here as part of the national policy to maintain the
individuality of ,pmmunity libraries and ensure the responsiveness of
community libraries to the needs of their community.

-MR. RE GIE: Is there a second?

A PARTICIPANT: Second.

MR. REGG1: oes anybody_ want to be heard on the
amendment?.

(No response.) .

Are you ready to vote on the amendment?

A PARTICIPANT: Point of order, Mr. Chairman. I really wojild-9
like to have the machines checked. I think that's only fair.

MR. REGGIk: We are going to do that right now. Your point is
well taken. just for a test, would everybody open your machines and
vote,A?

(So doing.)

We are showing,488 votes: two of them on B, and one of
-them on C. I understaiinrom the parliamentarian that the machine is
not as critical as we would want it to be. That is, it may be a few
numbers off; but there is that possibility in the totalization that it
could be slightly off. So I do want to rrbake you aware that we are
told abopt that.

Are you ready to vote? The amendment is for a fourth
paragraph to be added: "Be it further resolved, that we reaffirm the
tradition of local control over the selection and acquisition of library
materials" As many of you are as in favor of the motion, please vote
A; those opposed, vote B; and if you abstain, vote C.

(Whereupon, the delegates voted.)

3.18, yes; 182, no; and 10 abstentions. The motion passes, and
we recognizeihe lady at number one.

MS. IVORY: I'm Ming Ivory from Massachusetts. It seems to
me in this resolution as it was presented yesterday, there was an
additional paragraph that referred to the Federal Government
redressing imbalances that existed in access. Could someone explain
where that paragraph .ended up?
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MR. REGGIE: I wouldn't have the slightest idea. I know that

they got together and worked until after midnight last night piecring it

together. It may be Court in another paragraph, in another resolution.

I'm4ust not able or qualified to tell you' where it is.

MS. SWANKER: Mr. Chairman, Esther Swanker, delegate from

New York. I offer an amendment t6the first "Resolved," that it shall

read: "guarantee all citizens free, equal, And full access to publicly
funded library and information services." Insert the word "free" in.
front.of "equal."'

MR. REGGIE: Is there a second?

A PARTICIPANTLSecond.

MR. REGGIE: It has been seconded. Is there any discussion?-

(No response.) .
Without obillition then, we will vote. Everybody that is in .

favor of inserting the word "free," signify by voting A; those
opposed, B; and those abstaining, C.

A PARTICIPANT: Mr. Chairman, this point is too important....,

this issue is too critical to this Conference to trust a machine'that

. seems to be improperly working. Could:we requesta standing vote?

MR. REGGIE: Yes. All.those in favor of inserting the Word'
"free",please-fond. I will ask the staff in each section to do the

counting. There are handicapped people who cahnot stand. Those
people will raise their hands. Would the cOunters please come up to

the rostrum and make a report on the yes votes.

Those opposed, please stand.

Now I need the tallies from the tellers. The*amendment failed

210 to 197.

MR. SPRAUV: Mr. Chairman, Gilbert Sprauve from the Virgin

Islands. I am going to suggest that the amendment I would like to
make will shorten it and also improve on it. I think that the very last

-line and the line before that"including personal privacy, economic

privacy, and national security" ought to be deleted. I think it
weakens the rest of that statement and weakens the whole resolution.

. My amendment would be for- deleting the words starting with
"including" and endin ith "security."

MR. REGGIE: Isthere a second?

A PARTICIPANT: Second.

MR. REGGIE! It has been moved and seconded. Are you.leady

to vate?.AII in favor signify by saying aye.

(Chorus of ayes.)

\
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Any opposed, say no:-

(Chorus of nays.)

The nos have it. The motion-fails.

MS. EASTMAN: Mr. Chairman, Ann Eastman, citizen delegate
from Virginia. Perhaps the-gentleman's problem' is that .national
security is not a privacy. I would like to recommend that the
Resolutions Committee make an editorial change in resolution two so
it makes sense. that's our problem. .

. A.
A PARTICIPANT: I call for the question, Mr. Chairman.

..' (Applaiise.)

MR.,REGGIE: The question has been called for*. All in favor of k
.taking uplhe question signify by saying aye.

(Chorus of ayes.)

Those oppoeds say no,

(Chorus of magi.)

The ayes have it. We're 'ready to vote. As many of, you are as
in favor of the resolution as presented signify sliy saying aye.

(Chprus of ayes.)

Those;opposed, say no.

(Chorus of nays.) s,

The ayes have it. Let's go to number three.

A PARTICIPANT: Mr. Chairman, there is edne resolution in the
packet that does have a critical Arne factor, Resolution 13. There has
to be someone upstairs at .11 o'clock to testify at the congressiOrial
hearing. I move that we go to that one, so this body can ex-press tos. ,

the Congress what we want to do.

MR. REGGIE: To suspend the rule, sir, takes two-thirds. Youl
heard the motion. Is here a second?

A PARTICIPANT.: Second.

MR. REGGIE: All in favor of going out of turn and taking
resolution 13', and suspending the rules so we may do so, signify by
saying aye.

(Chorus of Ayes.)

Those opposed, say no.
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(Chtbrus of nays.)

The Chair rules thAilpe will go to 13. We are going to ask Ms.
Delia Martinez to please give us that one.

OS. MARTIEZ: "Therefore be it rekolved, that an Office of
Library and In(prmation Services be estadlish a within the United
States Department of Education directed 13/ a Assistant Secretary of

5dUcation; and

"Be it further resolved, that this Secretary shall administer all
grants and programs currently administered by the Office of Libraries
and Learning Resources, and shall establish communications`with all
Federal programs related to library and information services; and,

"Be it further resolved, that a representative from the White
House Conference on Library and Inforniation Services testify on this

resolution before the Congressional hearing on Monday, November

19, 1979."

R. REGGIE: All right, are you ready to vote?
.

THE PARTICIPANTS: Yes.

'MR. REGGIE: As many/4)f you are as in favor of the resolution
number 13, signify by saying aye.

.°TChorus of ayes.)

Those opposed?

(Chorus of nays.)
f

4 -

You're wonderful. The resolution passes. Okay, we will go
back to our regular order. Number three will be presented by Ms.

Janet London of Massachusetts.

MS. LONDON: "Therefore be it resolved, that the United
States Department of Education implement or expand literacy
programs at the community level; and

';Be it further resolved, that such programs should .pecifically
fund library and information agencies that are capable of.
implementing these ptograms, and that States shall: 1) identify the
functionally, illiterate adult and out-of-school youth population 2)
identify effective education and library adult literacy programs; )

identify localities not now offering adult literacy programs; 4)

coordinate relevant existing education and library programs; 5) plan
and implement adult literacy and out of school youth programs in
communities where they do not existthese programs to include
materials and/or space for tutorial programs in libraries; and

"Be it further resolved, that under the United States (
Department of Education, States shall encgyrage a cooperative effort

among. public educational agencies, librarie and private nonprofit

25G
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organizations with functionally illiterate adults and but-of-school
youth Participating in the planning process, and that the funding for
such programs shall be the responsibility of,State and Federal
governments."

MR. REGGIE: You have heard the resolution. Does anyone,
want to speak to it?

MS. JACKSON: I am Ruth Jackson from the Virginia
delegation. I would like to propose another "Resolved" as an
amendment. One of the problems that we have with adult literacy
programs is that there are not sufficient high-interest low-level
reading materials to promote the program.

My amendment is to add: "Be it also resolved, that the Federal
Government should provide tax incentive or contract awards to

"publishers who would agree to publish titles of high-interest
low-reading-level books and media resources for new adult literates."

't

MR. REGGIE: Is there a second?

-A PARTICIPANT: Second.
_.----"-

MR.REGGIE: Are you ready to vote?

THEPARTICIPANTS: Yes.

MR. REGGIE: All in favor of the amendment, signify by saying

(Chorus of ayes.)

Those opposed, say no.

(Chorus of nays.)

The amendment is defeated.

(PANT: The queslion.

MR. REGGIE: The question has been moved.

A PARTICIPANT: Second.

MR. REGGIE: All in favor of taking up the question, signify by
saying aye.

(Chorus of ayes.)

Those opposed, say no.

(Chorus of nays)

The question will be voted. We are now votingbn the literacy
resolution number three. All in favor, signify by saying aye.
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(Chorus of ayes.)

Those opposed, say no.

(Chorus of nays.)

The ayes haveit.

A PARTICIPANT: Mr. Chairman, a point ainformation. We
have just passed resolution number 13. I would ask the C r.to
inform us who will testify accordi 11 g to that resolution. T very last
paragraph calls for a respresentativ from this Conference testify.

I

MR. REGGIE: The Chair feels that he does not have the
authority to make that appointment. How6ver, if anyone has a
suggestion, the Chair would entertain. it.

A PARTICIPANT: Mr. Chairman, if the body were willing, I
would recommend thaf Delia Martinez, who introduced this
resolution;be asked to go to the hearing and to read the motion
which was passed in order to place this before the Congressional
Committee.

(Applause.)

MR. REGGIE: Is there a second?

4
A PARTICIPANT: Second.

MR. REGGIE: All in favor of Delia Martinez, who gave you the

presentation, signify by,saying aye.

(Chorus of ayes.)

Any opposed, say no.

(No response.)

You won firm over. ,
t

'A PARTICIPANT: Mr. Chairman, I would like to urge that we
have another designee to testify. We have former Congressman C4r1

Elliott, who has been a great leader in libraries. I would ask to have
him join M's. Martinez. . - .

're, A PARTICIPANT: Here, here-.

MR. REGGIE: It has been moved and seconded that we havel'
Congressman 'Elliott join Ms. Martinez in that testimony. All in favor,
signify by saying aye:-

(Chorus of ayes.)

- Opposed?
w
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(No response.)

The ayes have it. So both of them will represent us.

Now to resolution four, please.

MS. LONDON: "Therefore be it resolved, that barriers to such
services, whether legal, fiscal, technical, attitudinal, environmental,
cultural, or other barriers, must be eliminated and physical facilitie$
and staff must be capable of providing services to all segments of

\society; and

"Be it further &solved, that Federal legislation be enacted to
guarantee the right of equal access to all publicly held information
for all citizens; and

"Be it further resolved, that institutions educating library and
information services practitioners assume responsibility to address the
needs of said consumers through their training and education, and
that guidelines by appropriate governmental leaders establish
standards of in-service training, and that training standards for library
professionals be implemented without delay; and

"Be it further resolved, that a national public policy to
promote universal library and information services be adopted; and

"Be it further resolved, that access restrictions be removed
from library, materials purchased with Federal funds; and

"Be it further resolved/that afl learners, regardless of age,
residence (including institutions), race, disability, or ethnic or cultural
background, should'have continuing access to the informatibh and/
material necessary to cor. with the increasing complexity of,our
changing social, economic, and technological environment; and

"Be it further resolved, that assistance be provided to establish
and/or sustain libraries and other information centers in the Ujited
States and all States that wish to provide service at centers for
independent learning bringing such services to those not now served,
all with the cooperation of agencies, libraries and centers; and

"Be it further resolved, that such access programs be funded
/ adequately by Federal, State, and local agencies, with public

participations under guidelines established by appropriate
governmental legislation::

MR. SULLIVAN: Mr. Chairman, I have anrnendnient+would
like to offer, to add a clause to this resolution to read as follows: "t3e
it further resolved, that library serviCe0 extended to persons in
correctional institutions and to personsrri institutions for the mentally
disabled."

I

MR. REGGIE: We will vote on the amendment.. As many of
you as are in favor of the motion, signify by saying aye,
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(Chorus of ayes.)

Those opposed, say no,

(C110(41.5.01flayOr-

The ayes have it.

A PARTICIPANT: It's already in here.

MR. REGGIE: The Chair will rule that Mr. Sullivan's motion
passed. At the end of this session we are going to ask for authorW,Lior

1' the Resolutions Corrfmitteela clean up those resolutions, and if it was
in there and we said itaga?n and it's redundant, they will clean it out
or put it in its properform. So there won't be any harm done'', okay?

(Applause.) .

Are you ready to vote on the motion?

THE PARTICIPANTS: Yes.

A PARTICIPANT: Mr. Chairman?

MR. Rt1110E: Yes, ma'am.

THE PARTICIPANT: One point of information that involves
this motion and all others. If the information is given' in the
"Whereases," does that informationtontrol what goes, on?.

MR. REGGIE: No, ma'am.

THE PARTICIPANT: So it does have to go into the "Resolved"
as well.?

\MR. REGGIE: Right.

oe

MS. SIMMONS:.Ruby Simmons, Virgin Islands. I have an
amendment to make on the first "Resolved." I would like it to
include geographical barriers, because geographical barriers affect the
Virgin-Islands and all the other Territories.

MR. REGGIE: You have heard The motion. We will take it as a
friendly amendment. Is there any objection to the adoption of it as a
friendly amendment?

THE PARTICIPANTS: No.

A
MR. REGGIE: There being no objection, it's ordered. Is there

any objection tovoting?

A PARTICIPANT: (need a point ofslarification. I'm a
non-library-related delegate, as many of u%are here, and sokeiinies
we get a little confused by the jargon. Before I vote on this with' an
informed vote, I need some information. First of all, about the term
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"infOrrnation."Ooes This include fiotion and other forms of creative
writing? . .

z

MR. REGGIE: Those people I hear out there are saying yes.

THE PARTICIPANT: Okay. And the other thing that I don't
.understand is the.siZth;".,VyhereIs": "Whereas Federal regulations
freqtiently restrict the-right df access to library materials purchased
with Federal funds," and tfieriaithas t corollary "Resolved" on the
next page. .I don't.oriderstand what that means, and I'd like some
explanatiOn! titp

MR. REGGIE: I believe that there are certain guidelines in the
purchasing"06licienhat do not allow free and open purchasing, 1
which they want to.eliminate. Are you ready now for the questionj

THE PARTICIPANTS: Yes..

A PARTICIPANT: Call for,the question, Mr.Chairrrfan.

MR, REGGIE: As many of you as are in favor of thequestion,
signify by saying aye.

aye.

(Chorus of ayes.)

Those opposed?

(No response.) r
All in favor of the resolution as amended, signify by saying

(Chorus of ayes.)

'Those opposed, say no.

(Chorus of nays.)

The'"Access" resolution has been passed. We now move to
- number five, "Special Constituencies," which will be presented by

Mr. Howard Dillon of the University of Chicago Library.

- MR. DILLON: I want to point out that this is a three-page

.266

resolution, 'and the "Resolveds" are quite long. I want you to know
that it was prepared initially by a caucus of the concerned persons
from these special constituencies. They have worked carefully on it.
The Resolutions Committee received their materials and reviewed
them carefully,

,.),want to ask if this body would be willing for me to read the
major points but not to read the entireitext? I think perhaps the'Chair
should be advised,, particularly by, those who may not be able to ,

read, because if they have objections,,of course I Would want to read
it all.
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MR. REGGIE: I,think under the circumstances, Mr. Dillon's
.suggestion is well taken. This resolution, as yOu se'e it, was written by
the disabled people and By the blind people in a meeting that they
held jointly last night, and this is their work product.

A PARTICIPANT: Second.

MR. REGGIE: All right,.are you ready to vote?

THE PARTICIPANTS:, Y4t.

A PARTICIPANT: What are we voting on?

MR. REGGIE: On the adoptiop-ofthe_resolution.

A PARTICIPANT: (through an interpreter): This list is missing
the "Preamble." I want you w add the "Preamble' befoi-e Section A.
We deleted the "Preamble" so that this could be consistent with all
of the other "Whereases" and "Therefores." None of the other ones
had a preamble, and we tried to incorporate what was in our
"Preamble" in the "Whereas."

Si

. MR. DICKERSON:'Mr. Chairman, I think it's-very important
that that "Preamble" 15e included, because of the fact that you
combined to separate resolutions.

4

.MR. REGGIE: The Chair will rule that the "Preamble" will be
restoredfor background source 'material. Unless there is objection, iv.

will-be soordered. Is that all.light with everybody?
-IL

.(Applause.)

Now all,ln favor of the mown, signify by saying aye.,

(Chorus of ayesA

Those opposed, say no.

(Chorus of nays.)`
Awe
Okay,' then the motion passeOtet's-go to the next one.

Resolution number six, "Lifelong Learnips," will be given by Ms.
N'ancy Lorenzi.

MS: LORENZI: "Therefore be it resolved, that libraries together
with those other agencies *id institution§ should work cooperatively
to provide the resources and services that will enable all people to
take advantage of opportunities available to them;, and

"Be it further resolved, that programs be developed that. create

a climaie for, cultural, educational, and practical use in -response to
community needs."

MR. REGGIE: You have heard the resolution. Is there an
amendment?. I
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A PARTICIPANT: Mr. Chairman, I call for the question.

MR. REGGIE: The question has been-moved:

A PARTICIPANT: I would like to say that I think this resolution
is very general. Everything in it has been covered somewhere else. It .

really doesn't say anything. I strongly suggest we reject it, because I
think it weakens us to put in something this general. Thank you.

I,

MS. ELAM:'Mr. Chairman, I vras at the microphone.

MR. REGGIE: That's why I'm permitting you to go on. I won't
permit anybody after you because-the question has been called. Go,
ahead.

- 0

MS. ELAM: Mr. Chairman, I would like to offer an amendment
to this resolution which might make it specific. My name is Barbarall.
Clark Elam and I'm a librarian delegate from the State of
Massachussetts. I would like to add: "Be it further resolved, that
individuals seeking and using these programs be involved in the
planning and implementation in determining the needs of their
communities."

A PARTICIPANT: Sicond. '

MR. REGatE:/You've heard it. It has been moved and
seconded. Are, you 'ready to vote on the amendment? All in favor,
signify by sayinglaye.

(Chorus of

Those opposed, say no.
4.4

4(Chorusof nays:)

ti

The nos have_it. The amendment -fails. Are you ready now to
vote on the main motion? I

.

THE PARTICIPANTS:.Yes..

/ e

:MR:REGGIE: Would you use your machines? If you want the
resolution to pass as you have it in your hands, please click on to A.
If, you do not want it to pas, please click on to B. And if you want to
abstain, please click to C and hold it there. ,

(Whereupon, the delegates voted.)

204 for; 244 against; eight abstentions. The resolution fang.
We will go now to number seven, which willbe presented by Mr.
Robert Braude, concerning networking.

MR. BRAUDL: This iS resolutiOn number seven,
'Networking": "Therefore be it resolved, that a comprehensive

-Approach be taken' to the planning and developmgnt of multi-type .

i III
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library and information networks and programS., including both profit
and not-for-profit libraries from the-public and private sector; and

"Be it further resolved, that. plans be developed at the
national, regional, and local level to include specific plans for
national periodicals system, and include the concept of a national
lending library for print and non-print materials; and

"Be it further resolved, that plans be developed for the
coordination of such library and information networks and programs
which would identify the responsibility for such coordination in the
United States Department-of Education's Office of Library and
Learning Resources (or its successor) and the State library agencies,
and such other agencies, organizations, or libraries as are involved in
such networks; and

"Be it further resolved, that control of such networks remain at
the State or regional level; and

"Be it further resolved, that mechanisms he developed to
ensure access by all individuals to such networks and programs; and

"Be it further resolved, that Federal and State funds be made
available to continue to support and interconnect existing networks,

as well asp develop new networks, and that such funds should be
designated for network operations and for grants in support of local

cooperative action; and

"Be it furthty resolved, that all agencies and institutions char
provide education and continuing education for library practitioners
should offer training in the skills, knowledge, and abilities which will,
help ensure that practitioners are competent to provide access
through these networks in a most effeEtive manner.",

MR. REGGIE: It has been moved for adoptioh.,The gentleman
at microphone one.

A PARTICIPANT: Mr. Chairman, to save time, I propose an
amendment that would eliminate resolution number nine and make
resolution number.wen shorter. I am elimivating the third and fourth
paragraph from seven and subSfitifte-"Therefore be it resolved, that
control remain at the State dr regional level, with a representative
body at the national level appointed by the President or,Congress
being responsible for coordination and integration of regionaLand
national systems."

What this resolution does, Mr. Chairman, is to give the power
to the Departr,nent of Education; number nine gives the same power
to the LibraVof Congress. Let our Congressmen decidcwhich
Federal agency in cooperation will do it.

A

is to

MR. REGGIE: Is there a second?

A PARTICIPANT: Second.
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MR. REGGIE: Are you ready to vote on that amendment?
Please go to abstain. Those of you in favor of the amendment;please
click to A; those opposed, click to B; and those abstaining, click to
C. ,

(Whereupon, the delegates voted.)

142, yea; 203, nay; and 118 abstaining. The amendment fails.
Are you ready to vote on the resolution?

THE PARTICIPANTS: Yes.

MR. REGGIE: There being no objection to voting, we will now
call for the vote on the resolution as presented. All in favor, signify
by saying aye.

(Chorus of ayes.)

Those opposed, say no.

(Chorus of nays.)

The ayes have it, and it passes. We will now go to resolution
number eight, and that will be presented by.Mr. Howard Dillon,
"Coordination of School apd Public Service."

MR. DILLON: Mr.-Chairman, in the prep ation of this
material in the Resolution Committee's packet, ere was an error,

and I will now correct that. :The members of this body may want to
also refer to Theme Packet ll,-Which was distributed yesterday; I will
be readirle one paragraph from that as an insertion. It is rank number
eight from Theme Packet II, which was titled "School Libraries." I
will be reading from the second major paragraph under the heading
"Specific Elements and ResOurces" and recasting that as)a
"Resolved." That material will be inserted o qeig

bat
as-tlie next to ther

last paragraph. It will be inserted just before at i now the last
paragraph.

gr
, .

I am now reading from page eight of the Resolutions
Committee and I will tell you when I am making the insertion:
"Therefore be it resolved, that sc.11pol and public library boards and
administrators should establish policies for cooperation; and

'Be it further resolved, that school library and public library
staff Should specify procedures and implement programs for
cooperation in accord with community and school needs."

tr
.0.

I am now moving to.the insert' which I take ffom die packet
for Theme Group II, rank-eight: "Be itfa her resolved, that Congress..

'enact a law mandating each State to set guidelines for the
establishment of a school library in each ghool and that States
implement Federal guidelines and set standards forilibraries in all

okschools and evaluate local efforts, and t local school districts pians
and implement an appropriate program r their community which
fits within the Federal and State guidelines."

1
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Now returning to page eight of the original packet: "Be it
-further resolved, that the Federal Government be urged to fund at full
authorized levels those legislative programs which support improved
school and public library service." I move the motion.

A PARTICIPANT: Second.

A PARTICIPANT: I have an amendment to this motion. Taking
the first "Be it resolved," second line: "and administrators should
establish policies for cooperation," and adding to that: "and for
instructional programs for children in the usage of the library."

I think this is important because if you look at the third
"Whereas," they ask for comprehensive programS for instruction.
Thlks not carried out in the body of the resolution. Also, if you note
that instruction was a priority item in Theme 11, and it didn't get up to
this area, I think we can move it into this resolution. I move for
adoption of this'amendment.

MR. REGGIE: Isere a second?

A PARTICIPANT': Second.

MR. REGGIE: All in favor, signify by saying aye.

(Chorus of ayes.)

Those 61308Sed say no.

'(Chorus of nays.)

The amendment- psasSes. Now we go to you, sir.

MR. OAKES: I'm Donald Oalses.from Oregon. I am opposed to
what.was read from 'Theme 11.! wonder how many schools want the
State to se up 1ederar guidelines for all their libraries-. That is the
wording that'l amtpposed ,to. I. am not opposed to the idea of
having mogt of what.was 41'that amendment in it, but I am opposed
to the wording of Federal guidelines.for States.

MR. REGGIE: Are you making a motion to strike that insertion?

MR. OAKES: I suggest that we leave with the States the right to
set tlit standards and the guidelines and eliminate the words
"implementing Federal guidelines."

`MS: MALVERN: Kathryn Malvern from New Jersey. The ntent
of this, as I worked with the theme session pn this resolution, was
that the local communities would indeed write Iheirvown ictrpgrams,
just within the State guidelines.

MR. REGGIE: Thank you:

MS. MOSER: Ma yn Moser oftheDistrict of ColUmbia..This-e
was a very 4mportant part f the Theme II. We worked that in. We
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also would like Mr. Dillon to insert that "in each school library there
be a certified school librarian."

MS. LYNCH: Mr. Chairman, I'm Ann Lynch from Nevada. I
urge that you defeat the insertion section because of the one word
which is in there, the mandate by Congress to every school district,
because I do not want Congress mandating to my local school
.district, whether I design the guidelines or not.

MR REGGIE: Thank you, ma'am. Now the Chair will
recognize the gentleman for purposes of making his amendment.

FLOAKES: In- this proposed draft, I will read it the way I
underst nd it and then I will reread it the way I think it should be, if
that's ok.

MR. R No. It's up on the screen. Just read the way you
want the ame dment.

OPARTICIPANT: It's only.on one screen.

MRy DILLON: Mr. Chairman, I'm sorry. They have only been
able to produce on the transparencies on the right screen.

MR. REGGIE: ith your permission, we will pass number
eight and come back and ggt it. We will go on to the next resolution

4,and pick up number eight, because we are not in posture now to
pass it. I will come back to you, though, sir. You will be first on the
agerida.

We will move now to number nine, and I would like to hear
' - from Ms. Nancy Lorenzi, who will discuss "The Library of Congress

and National' Planning."4

27,2

MS. LORNZI: "Therefore be it resolved, that Congress
designate the Library of Congress to provide leadership in the

-development of plans for such services as a national depository for all
governmental publitations, a national periodicals center, a national
referral center, and a national library network, and that the State
library agencies be designated as integral participants in the planning
and development of national services and as leadqrs in the planning
of State and local services."

MR. REGGIE:, You hay. heard the resolution. It has been
moved for adoption. t.re ypu ready to vote?

4

A PARTICIPANT: No, Mi. Chairman.

.MR. REGGIE; Do you propose an amendment?

THE PARTICIPANT: No, I am speaking to the resolution. Theret
are several things in here that directly conflict with what we adopted
in number seven: This is giving the leadership for development,
coordination, andiplanning to the Libraty of Congress, and in number
seven we were giving that to the United States Department of

O
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Education. And this clearly specifies development. of a national
network; the other one does not. I think it is clearly in conflict. I
don't think we can have both of them, unless we're going to look
pretty silly saying, "do this," on the one hand, and "do something
directly conflicting with it," on. the other.

MR.,REGGIE: Are you ready to vote on the resolution?

APARTICIPA NT: Mr. Chairman, I would like to offer an
amendment. It seems that every State had this in their resolutions, but
it's never come up at the Conference. Sol am now offering a very
short amendment that the Library of Congress officially be designated
the National Library.

THE PARTICIPANTS: No.

MR. REGGIE: That is his motion. Is there a second.

A PARTICIPANT: Second.
4

MR. REGGAE: All in favor of designating tl e ibrary of
CongTss as a National Library signify by saying aye.

(Chort.is of ayes.)

Those opposed, say no.

(Chorus of nays.)

The amendment fails. Okay. All those in favor of resolution
number nine as indicated on your sheets, signify by saying aye.

-0

(Chorus of ayes.)

ThOse opposed, say no.

(Chorus of nays.) a

The nays have it and number nine fails. We will ask you to
turn back now to number eight, where we made that insertion: I

-7"thirrk-we-hav4-thenwording_up on the transparencies. The Chair
recognizes the gentleman at ophone four.

. MR. OAKES: I woulkmake that a motion to amend it so that it
wouIck read: "Congress,shall set guidelines for the establishment of a
school library in each school.States will implement guidelines and
set standards for libraries.in aitschools and evaluate localefforts.
Local school districts will plan ind,implement an appropriate
program for their cornmunitrOhich fits within the State guidelines."

MR. REGGIE: You'have heard the amendment. Is there a
SeCO rtd? ,

-.------ , 0
A PARTICIPANilecond.

Vol
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MR. REC_GIE: Are you ready to vote? All in favor of that
amendment, please turn to A; those opposed, turn to B; those
abstaining, turn to C.

(Whereupon, the delegatesioted.)

It passes 243 to 150, with 77 abstentions.
r 4

MS.CADE: Mr. Chairman,-I'm Barbara Cade from Georgia.
This Wholesection has been ar ed. I think tkat's the problem with
all of it 'Could we refer this t the ditorial committee to go back and
work on it after this? It has lef out lot of the other information that
is necessary-in there. It should hav an addition of &certified school
librarian. Those were things t t we e passed upon in the whole
theme committee, and it's jus all mixed up.

MR. REGGIE: Thank you, ma'am.

A PARTICIPANT: Mr. Chairman,, I have been informed by .

persons who drafted some of this material that the texthat they gave
me this metning to insert was incomplete, and they have an
additional Ssentence to add.,I will readthacsentence.

MR. REGGIE: Are you making a motion? to.

THE PARTICIPANT: I am moving an amendm on. their
behalf.

- MR. REGGIE: Okay.

THE PARTIcIPANT^. You wilit.recall that r inserted a paragraph
into what you have in front of you on page eight and that was
projected on at least this scree. It is now proposed that just

receding that,as a part of that paragraph, there be the follovVing
se tence: "Be it futtheresolved, that library services for small
schools be provided through cooperative arrangements contracted
among schOol districts and/or through regional service centers to
'ensure certified teacher librarians and adequate resources." That is a
motion, sir.

A PARTICIPANT: I second it.

MR. RGIE: All right, you havez motion, It has been
seconded. As many of you as are in favor,of that motion, signify by
saying aye.

(Chorls of ayes.)

Those opposed, say no.-

(Chorus of nays.f

The ayes have it, and that is adopted. N'ow we will go to the
main motion as amended. If there 66e no objection, we are ready to
,vote. As many of you as'are in favor of the adoption of number eight,
signify by say aye.
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(Chorus of ayes:)

Those opposed, say no.

(Chorus of nays.)

Thank you, and the ayes have it. Now we move to number
10, "Technology," which will be presented by Mr. Duane Johijsore'.

MR. JOHNSON: "Therefore be it resolved, that the 'Federal&
Government direct all federally supported libraries and information
services and other appropriate Federal agencies to support the
development, review, and adoption of national and international
standards for publishing, producing, organizing, storing, and
transmitting information, using established and recognized procedures
and institution; and

"Be it further resolved, that high priority attention be-giveh to
establishing .or extending standicds which address hardware and
software compatibility, computer. and communications network
protocols, and machine readable inforniation; and

"Be it further resolved, that theprivaten'sector be encouraged .
to participate and to support the deveOpment of such standards; and

"Be it further resolved, that researth be funded to develop
new, technologies that permit convenient and economic media
conversion from and to media-like print, microfiche; magnetic,

, optical, voice, etc."

A PARTICIPANT: Mr. Chairrrian, I have two corrections to the
resolution as it was written. The Jast "Whereas" should be a
"Resolved." I think that's a typographical error, and that makes a
substantive change to the whole resolutio'n. ,

MR. REGGIE: Are you amending to say that thelast
"Whereas" would now say: "Be it resolved, that. individuals,,
organizations," etc.? ;

*aid
THE PARTICIPANT: Yes, sir.

MR. REGGIE: Do you want to accept that as,a friendly
amendment?

THE PARTICIPANTS: Yes.

MR. REGGliE: Is there any objection?

(No response.)

Then it is so ordered.

A PARTICIPANT: Mr, Chairman, I think,that in combining the
resolutions from Theme III, number three, and Theme V, number
three, you really coSmbine apples and oranges together. It's going to
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be very confusing for those of us that have to go back and pinpoint
the resolutions. Is there some mechanism whereby we can separate
the two resolutions already asseekOtherwise, I will have to go
through the process of doing all the amendments to this resolution.
Can we restore the original wording in the two resolutions that are
combined by the Resolutions Committee?

MR. REGGIE: We can do this, if you make a motion. I will ask
the parliamentarian for a ruling. What we are trying to do is allow a
vote on Theme III, number three, and ThemeiV, number three, and
let the.body vote on them separately, because all of you have them
in your possession. I think we can do it if we have unanimous
consent.

(Chorus of nays.)

/
There-is not unanimous consent. Now the parliamentarian will

tell us hoWto do it. The parliamentarian tells me that if you ask me
to do it by unanimcs consent, I can present it to the assembly. You
just asked me; I heard you. Would y6u want 'to do it by unanimous

I 4
consent?

(Chorus of nays.)

Okay, the answer is no. The majority may split them and.
discuss them separately and vote on them separately. If you ask us to
do that now, we will ask for a majority vote of the delegates. Would
you please go'to ybur machines? If you vote yes, you will be voting
to split this resolution, to as it was presented in Theme III, number
three, and Theme V, number three. If you vote no, you are voting to
preserve. And if you abstain, you're chicken.

(Laughter.)

(Whereupon, the delegates v'ted.)

/ 104 vote yes, to split; 246 vote not to split, to keepogether;
and 13 abstain.

The question has been asked. Is there any objection to taking
up the question?

5 -(No response.)

All in fay& of the motion as presented, signify by saying aye.

(Chorus of ayes.)

Those opposed, say no.

(Chorus of nays.)

Then it passes. Let's go to number 11, which will be presented
by Mr.'Duane Johnson.
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MR. JOHNSON: "Therefore be it resolved, that the President:
1) make a report on governmental agencies.engaged in these
activitieclescfibed in the "WhereasesZ"and attendant costs;
and 2) make recommendations to eliminate duplication of effort and
waste and to expand coverage where apprqpriate; and

"Be it further resolved, that on the basis of this report, the
President formulate necessary procedures to coordinate United Statesparticipation in international communication and informateorku
programs, both public and private."

A PARTICIPANT: Second.

%

MR. REGGIE: It has been moved and seconded. Does.aftybodywant to speak to/he motion?

A PARTICIPANT: l,would like to offer an amendment. I amagainst this resolution as it stands, and I would like to offer an
Amendment that would delete "2)" and the next "Resolve,si."

MR. REGGIE: And substitute what?
< .

THE PARTICIPANT: "That procedures be developed to ensure
that libraries play a 15y role in serving to, coordinate efficiently and .
disseminate impartially information both nationally and
internationally." I thinl that as it stands, the resolution negates the
role of the library inproViding information to the community and in
general.

1.

MR. REGGIE': Is there a second?
V

4

A PARTICIPANT: Second. ,

MR. REGGIE: Are you ready to vote on the amendment? As
many of you as arein favor, signify by saying aye:

a
(Chorus of ayes.)

Those opposed, say no.

,(Chorus of nays.)

The nos have it.-The amendthent fails. Are you; ready to vote
on the main resolution? As many of yod as are in favor of:number 11
As presented, signify by saying aye.

ge

(Chorus of ayes.)

Those opposed, say no.

(Chorus of nays.)

It passes. We are going now to number 12, which will be
given by Mr. Robert Navarro.
. '
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MR. .NAVARRO: "Therefore be it resolved, that a new Federal

program be enacted and funded which would provide for an

exchange and training program for library and information service

personel; and 4IP

"Be it' further resolved, that protocol for library and

information exchange in the United States support the participati

Univ6Kar Availability of Publications and_eticourage the elimination

of trade and other barriers to the exchange of library materials of all

kinds; and

"Be it further resolved, that as Federal and State programs for

networking are established that consideratiOn for intepational -

communication and sharing be included within the framework of the

networks which are creat0;,,and

"Be it further resolved, that Federal funds should be made

available for the implementation of international networking."

MR. REGGIE: The lady at microphone two. is recognized.

A PARTICIPANT: k have an amendment to propose, which

would delete the words "library materials" in the, first "further

resolved" paragraph,. at the end of "elimination of trade and-other

barriers to the exchange of."

MR. REGGIE: And then do what?
41*

THE PARTICIPANT: And put just "exchange of information of

all kinds."

MR. REGGIE: The amendment is to strike the two words

"library materials" in the second resolved paragraph pend insert

Instead the word "information."

THE eARlICIPANT: Can I explaii why I would do that? It

seems to me that the international.'recommendations of this body

rave been too narrowly construing the problems. It seems to me that

/the Third World and other countries are more interested in kinds of

information that don't necessarily come.from libraries, and that we

should-take some positive stance to redress the imbalances that exist

in international ek,change of -information of all kinds, not just library

materials.

MS. LOWRIE:Jean Lowrie from Michigan. I agree,with yoyr

concept, but this is in for a particular reason. Under the Florence

Prot000l,,it is possible to import book's and print materials, but it does

not make it pbssible to import nonprint materials;'therefore, that

phrase "library materials" is a specific identification of the kind of

thing that needs to be included for free triacle barriers.

MR. REGGIE: Are you ready. to vote?

'A pARTICIPANT:.Mr. Chairman; may I suggest that, for

clarification, if the person making, that amendment would accept an

%3
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alteration, we lave "library materials" in:there and simply add
"information." Let" both stand.

A PARTICIPANT: That's.fine. A

MR. REGGIE: Is that a friendly. amendment?

A PARTICIPANT: Yes.
00

MR. REGGIE: Then if there is no objection to-the adopt', we
will keep the worj;is "library materials" and we will insert "an
information." That is a friendly amendmrt and it is so adopted. Are
you ready to vote on the main resolution? As many of you as are in
favor of number 12 as amended, signify by saying aye.

(Chorus of ayes.)

Those opposed, say no.

(Chorus of nays.)

Thank yob, and it pates. We wi now go to number 14,
beCause we have already taken 13. N r 14 will be given by Ms.
Delia Martinez.

MS. MARTIREZ:. "Therefore be-it resolved, that the hite
Houseonference on Library and Information Services endorses and
sUpportTthe'enactmen't of a national library act incorporating the
seneral principles, goals, and objectives of S.112'4, with-such

imodiaations as shall appear desirable after full public hearings
, before appropriate congressional committees; and

Vc
' "Be it further resolved, that Ccingress be'requested to hold

regional hearingslb consider such matters as: the definition of.a
library; cptegorical funding for rural, sparsely populated, or impacted

_areas; a proposed funding formula; and the structure
representation of a national committee or a national advisory boa d,
inducting the matter of lay and library related persons and special'
constituencies."

A PARTICIPANT: Mr. Chairman, there has been so much,
discussion of this in the past four days, as well as prior to that, I do
not think that there is a single argument that could be made for or
against this that we haven't all already heard, so I call'the question.

MR. REQGIE: Is there any objection to the question? `E,

(No resp9inse.)

If you, favor number 14's adoption, please click to A; if you
are opposed, please click-to' B; and if you abstain, please click to C.

(Whereupon,-the delegates voted.)
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369, yes; 108, no; and 16 abstentions. It is adopted. We nov\go to number 15 on "Public Awareness." We call on Mr. Marcus

/ISalazar of Oklahoma.

MR. SALAZAR: "Therefore be it resolved, that in order to;
accom odate the desired increase in public awareness, the following
activities,\projects and proposals should be undertaken:

"1) de lop and implement an aggressive, comprehensive-,
national, public areness campaign, coordinated lirthe federal level,
and involving,the 'lowing: A) Library Administration Offic , United
States Department o Education; B) State library agencies; ) local
library Units; D) nations State, and local friends groups of the

"library; E) ALA and other rary-related organizations; F)/national,
State, and local organization representative of all segments of
society; G) to adopt a national library symbol to be disseminated

,nationall.y; ,H) inform the public about existing library, /and
,informationservices which are neecledbut unavailable.

"2) implementation of model (or denlops(ration) projects to be
'dmihiseered and developed by-libraries to concert with community

41r-

Organizations dealing with effective public awareness programs;

,43) the assimilation of libraie into broad-hised comrnuriity
prbjects and Programs utilizing the rrfost effective means of creating
plablicacivarenes-s of 'lbw' s to all segments of the corprnunky;

"4) establishment po y requiring lib4iries requesting
Federal moniesto includ Oe and viable public awareness
programs and activities to.pub e progrAs to intended service
recipients;

"5) ainingpf professionals in human relations, effective use
of pub' re1ation5aiii marketing techniques necessary to increase

# public usage of library services;
71'

e

"6) prOvision for nationa14. regional, State, and local planning
consultants and specialsts to libraries.,made availafIle.to local libraries.
when needed, in order to increase effectiveness of existing and
proposed -prbgrams;

4).

"7) promote and encourage cooperation' with volunteiro
organizations.and use of trained voluntevrs;.

"8) formation of planning groups reflective of communities,
specifically those.segments that are underserved or unserved, to
initiate needs assessrhent and. tp assist in,the'clevelopment of
prograrhs to effeefivetY meet thbse needs; :
IP

. SI.

"9) utilization of,all local, Stat, regional, and niatiooal-
agencies, organizations and groups representative of spcial
constituencies ih attaining necessary'support, political, clout, and
simultaneou511 prcividing an instrument for further assessmented
increasing awareness; and

10
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"Be it further resolved that: '

"1) the percentage of funds allocated to each State for the
administration of library programs be increased by a fixed percentage
to be allocated to a professional public information program using
muff" dia, to be jointly sponsored by State library associations and
State library ncies, and that State library associations'will.
administer the fun

"2) in order to adequate y plan these programs, there should
be a statewide planning committee appointed by the governor, with
two-thirds lay members and one-third librarians apd trustees. These
statewide public information efforts should be coordinated at the
national level through a public relations arm of the Office of Library
and Information Services under an Assistant Secretari, of Education.
The American Lihrary:Association should be involved as the national

professional organization."

MR. REGGIE: I recognize the lady at number four.

MS. EASTMAN: Thank you. Anrf Eastman, citizen delegate
from Virginia. We have carried a typographical.errOs from the first
draft of this resolution. On page 15, under-"Be it further resolved
that," item one, next to the, last line, should read: "State library

"V agencies will administer the funds." It is a simple typo.

MR. REGGIE: Instead of "associations"?

MS! EASTMAN: Correct.

MR. REGGIE: Will we accept that as a frier amendment?

THE PARTICIPA`NTS:diYes,

MR. REGGIE: All right, then it is so ordered.

A PARTICIPANT: Mr. Chairman, I would liketq amend,
hopefully in a friendly'fashion, the first item, which begins: "develop
and implement an aggressive, comprehensive national public
awareness campaign." I would suggest that that read "nationwide
public awareness campaign."

And also, rather than: "coordinated at the Federal level,",,
"coordinated by the ALA and the.following."

THE PARTICIPANTS: Nor-

MR. REGGIE: You were doing okay, I think, until you got to
tht hist point.

TIE PARTICIPANT: The reason for suggesting that; sir, is that
the words."national" and "federal"timply that this program may
ultimately come from the new Office of Education. If it does, it's
likely/that those materials will never get on television; and if they
areQ,:t On the air, they Will do libraries no good.

a 281
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MR. REGGIE: Is there any objection to changing the word
"national" to "nationwide" as a friendly amendment?

THE PARTICIPANTS: No.

MR. REGGIE: Do you want to make the other as an
amendment?

THE PARTICIPANT: I would dotthat, sir.

MR. REGGIE: Therf there is, an amendment that we strike the
words "at the Federal level" to the words "coordinated by the ALA."
As many of'you as arein favor of striking "at the Federal level" and

-subsiiteiting in place thereof "6y the ALA," signify by saying aye.

,Chorus of aes.)

Those opposed, say no

(Chorus of nays.)

The nos have it. ,

MS: GIAGNI: Mr. Chairman, my name is Ann 6iaeni. I am
here as a delegate -at -large repreSenting'theArnericanfederation df .

State,Counfy and Municipal Employees is a pLitlic employee ,
union. On the first "Resolved,"l .ubmit'as an amend,rAent that we
strike number seven.

THE PARTICIPANTS: No..

MR. REGGIE: Do you want to make that as'a mvion, ma'am?.
MS, GIAGNI: Yes, I do.

MR. REGGIE: You have heard themotidn that we strike.

number seven that provides for volunteer organizations. AU in favor,
signify by saying aye .

.

(Chorus of ayes.)

Those opposed, say no.

(Chorus of nays.) '

It does not-pass. 4. S

t MR. IstSSALLO: Paul Vassallo from New Mexico. 1.4yOuld like '-
to point out that a ,very significant sector in the library and

. information services not included in this:. I wpuldllike to offer an
amendment friihe"Therefore be it resohAd," number one', right after
"C),local library units," to include "academic and research libraries."

.

. '

, MR. REGGIE: Is theli any objection to the insertion of it as a
friendly amendment?

al
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(No-response.).

There' is no oblation, salt is a friendly amendment.

3,1)A PA) TICIPANT: Mr. Chairman, we have little money A the
present time t even buy books. We also have a lot of committees
and a lot of bureaucracy. I would therefore strike completely the
second "Therefore be it resolved" at the bottom of the page: It's

ridiculous-. It ikes away more Federal money.to publicity, and what

we need is books. F -

MR...REGGIE: You have heard the motion. Is there a second,?

. .

A PARTICIPANT: Ye's. ..
.. .

MR. REGGIE: There is.amotion now to delete everything'a
paragraph nine totally. All in favor of the motion, signify by sayim

aye. .

(Chorus of ayes.)

Those opposed, say no.

(Chorus of nays.) thoo!

The motion fails. ,

4

4

libOgs. LANDAU: Herbert Landau, delegate-at:large representing

the American Society-for informationScience. On the second page
under "de it further resolved," I would like to,Tnake an amendment
that the last sentence of number.two, "The American Library

' ,AssoCiation should be involved as the nationaf,professional
organization," be deleted; and substitute for that, "National
profe al organizations should.be involve."

REGOE: All in favor c)f the motion, signify by Lying aye.
)

(Chorus of ayes.)

Those .opposed, say no.

(Gkorbs of nays.)

'The ayes have it, andthe motion passes. -''' ,
,

k .

. * et
f

. -....t A PARTICIPAtIT: Two,,brief friendly amendments to clarify on

. ,the first page. Under;Therefore be.it resolve-4':
.
11D), to distinguish

' from oigai.QUaker constituencies it might read,' 'national, State, and

4 local Friends of the Librarygroups." ,* - . ,

MR. REGGIE: Do you accept Oat as a friendly amendment?
. . .

THE PARTICIPANTS: Yes.t.. ,
i

i .' / - , _
MR... REGGIE: All Tight; then it is so ordered
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THE PARTICIPANT: And to 1(a): "to'idopt a library symbol
for the Nation," instead of a "National Library symbol."

MR. REGGIE: Js there any objectiono adopting that as a
friendly amendment? We accept that as a friendly amendment.

A PARTICIPANT: Mr, Chairman, I have a friend amendment
to offer. Between (C) and (D) on/page one, I would like to include
not only academic and research' libraries, which were mentioned
earlier, but special libraries, which represent Federal libraries and the
libraries in the private sector. They are an important part of the.
information community.

MR. REGGIE: Do you accept that as a'friendly amendment?
o

THE PARTICIPANTS: Yes.

MR. REGGIE: Is there any objectiob?

(No response.)

Okay, it is so ordered.

A PARTICIPANT: Friendly amendment. I would like to inclbde
school libraries also. I danot feel that they are included under
academic.

MR. REGGIE: Is that a friendly amendment

THE PARTICIPANT: Yes. ,

MR. REGC4IE: Is there any objection?

(Nto response.)

Then it is_so ordered:

,A PARTICIPANT; Mr. Clyirman, it is veryevident that this
particular resolution has now been so emaculated'tkat it is diffiCult
to know what we're voting ori. I am in favair of the general principie,d
but opposed to the adoption:oPbis one. do not think we.need it.
We have c,overed it in fhe national provision for the Senate Study.
Bilt. have covered it in terms bf relationship with the United
States Npartrent of Education. We will Certainly be able to get at it
in any regional mettings that are held. I think this is unnecessary and,
we ought-to just vote it 'down.

MR. E *hank you, 'sir.

3 - ,

A PA IPANT: In the'final "Be it further resolved," number
one, f see a athernatical problem. I would sUitest the deletion.of
the first percentage to correct it. It.vyould then read,'N'The funds
allocated td each.State for the admini ration of library programs be
increased by A.fixed Percentage."

' o dr,

1'
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MR. REGGIE: Is that a friendly amendment?

THE PARTICIPANTS: Yes.

MR. REGGIE: Thank you. Are we ready for the question?

THE PARTICIPANTS: Yes.
. ,

MR.
as

As many of you as are'in favor of 'adopting the

resolution as amended by all those friends, signify by saying Nye.

,(Chorus of ayes.)

Those opposed, say no.

(Chorus of pays.)

The ayes have it, and it passes. We will move along. Would

tr- Mr. Salazar please go to the next one? -

MR. SALAZAR: Number 16: "Be it resolved, that the Preside
propose and Congress approve:

,

"1) tha. for Fiscal Year 1981 there be no reduction in funding
and/or full funding Of the Library Services andContruction Act,
appropriate titles of the Higher Education Act, and Elementary and
Secondary Education Act, and the National Library of Medicine
program;

"2) new federal funding which would authorize: Al innovative
demonstration projects, such as- research and community needs

assessment projects, cultural awareness projects, age level consultant
projects,,,and youth incentive piojects; B) elementary and secondary
school libraries end certified staff library instruction and media
programs; and CJ new funding for academic libiaries;

,

"3), Federal funding formulas which would include A) special
support for rural, urban, and economically deprived areas; B) criteria
of population, geography, local participation-, need, and Se ability to
pay; ancl'Orequirements of State and local responsibility;

' '

- "4) Federal postal and telecommuniCation rates 'Gr delivery

and/or return of, library, inforMatidnal, and educational materials to
rioncontigUous or isolated areas shoulbe reduced;

"5) ElernentarSi and Secondary 'Education Act, Title IV-B,
should be designated as categovicaraid foL school, librariel!"

. tio " fr

MR. M4LLENSON: Mr. Chairman;Roy Oillenson, ,

delegate-at-large l thoUld like to propose an amendment for the first
"Resolved" clau`se, the section which is marked number pne. At the
end add: "And be it further tesolved, that this resolUtion be
transmitted immediately to the President and to the Office f

Management andBudget."
6

23
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The reason for that amendment is best contained in the sheer
that was passed ouqy /the American Library Association yesterday,
showing that the White House, the Budget Office, and the President
himself are contemplating a reduction Of $73-million in the budget
for library program's. Those decisions are being made now. We
should not wait for thif'resolution to be transmitted.

MR. REGGIE: Is there any objection to the adoption of the
amendment?

,);

(No response.)

If there is-no objection, then we will accept it'as a very
friendly one.

\ MR. RICE: .A friendly amendment, Mr. Chairman. John Rice
from/ Louisiana. In the first "Be it resolved,"'number one, the first
line, after "1981," add "and subsequent years."

MR. ,REGGIE: We. will accept that as a friendly amendment,
Mr. Rice. k1

MR. BRIJI\IJkS: Kenneth Brunjes from Pennsylvania. On the
basis that there is no) free lunCh, 4 recommend the deletion of item
number four. Special rates for special interest.groups\will shift the -,
cost of those services to the other users of those serves.

!It MR. REGGIE: Thd gentleman makes a motion. All in favor of
the ,motion, signify by saying aye.

I

(Chorus of ayes.) .1 ,

Those opposed /o deleting number four, saNA,no.

(Chofus of nays.)

All: right, that roses.

MS. JACKSON /f Mr Chairman, Ruth JacksO-Arom Virginia.
Point of information. In ite B) under "Resolved," what is meant
by "geography?"

MR. REGGIE! I think they had in mind distances. I think the
word will just have to stand on its own, unless you want some
definition of.thes word. I

MS. JACKSON: I want to question another, the'lical.
participation." it seems to me that that is rfundant, ivhat you've ,
got "requirementsfor.State and, local retpo sibility." I move that that
statement be struck; just the words '.'locarp icipation."

MR. REGGIE: The lady makes a motion that we strike' the
words "total participation" from 3(B)..

MS. JACKSON: In that it is covered 'in (C)...

r) r
9 ,(3
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MR. REGGIE: All in favoi, signify by saying aye.

. (Chorus of ayes.)

Those opposed, say no.

.(Chorus of nays.)

Okay, then"it remains and that fails.

A

MS. REEVES: Joan Reeves, lay delegate from Rhode Island. I
think we may have two typos here. The first one is, and I suppose we
call that a friend)/ amendment, under "Be it resolved" (1): "for Fiscal `-
Year 1981 there be no reduction in funding and/or full funding,"

-could be read tomean there be no full funding. May I suggest that

we change that to "there be full funding," to make it make sense?

. MR. REGGIE: Okay. Do you want to accept that as`the
amendment? All in favor of making the amendment change, Signify

L... saying aye.

(Chorus of ayes.)

Those opposed, say no.

(Chorus of nays.) ti

Then we will make the change.

F.

et v

4.

MS. REEVES: I had another one I think is a typo.

- A PARTICIPANT: 911 for.the question.ar,D ,.

MR. REGGIE: Make
(
this last one; and with your permission we

44. are going to go to the qu'estion.betaUse we. really are taking an awful
.....,,

long time.
,, ; '7k--

,, - MS. REEVES: It be a typographical error.

0- .. \ MR. REGGIE If it is,' the staff will clean it up, is what I'm
trying to say. If you have a suggestion afterwards, just drop.it off and
tell our Resolutions Committee about it.

.. -

MS. HOLMES: I'm Helen Holmes, lay'delegate from :,

. Oklahoma, and I propose a very friendly amendment. In they sentence

"Be it resolved," as it reids it seems that we are Mandating that the
President do something.'l suggest and I move that we add after the
word "jhat" the words '"we request the President to propose and the

Congtess to approve." .
.

.

6 .

.

MR. RE IE: Doyou make that as a motion, ma'am?
3 ,r 9 .

a

MS HOLM S, Yes.

EG IE: All in favor, sign ify by saying aye.
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(No respons'e.)

And those opposed, say no.

(Chorul-of nays.)

' + +, ,

The amendment failsi.No e are goings the previous
question. Is that all right everybod ? d'fft wiht to cut anybody
off. \

ANTS Mr. Chairman, I wOuld.lib make a simp\
amendment. Under 2(B), where it statescertified library

staff," there are thousands upon thousands of libiarians who are not
certified who certainly read the, instruction. It should be "all library
staff."

a

288
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MR. REGGIE:-The gentleman's amendment is that we strike
the word "certified" in paragraph 2(B and insert the word ."all." All
in favor, signify by saying aye. '---

(Chorus of ayes.)

Those opposed,

(Chorus of nays.),,,

The nos have, it. It does not pass. We now move the previous
, questioh. All in favor of the.resolution as friendly amended, signify by

saying aye.

(Chorus of ayes.)

Those,opposed, say no.
. .

(Chorus of iiays.)

They it passes: Those of you.who had any housekeeping or
god firivndly amen` for it,,you cantiust check with the
RSolutiAms Committee up here and they will do it. Okay Mr. Salazar,
would you go on to the next one?

MR. SALAZAR:" De4gates, I would like to pressoht to you the"
last resglution from the Resolutions C6 mittee:t"Therefore be it
resolved, that local and State priorities be reordered to respond to

. increasing need for excellence and wide use of library and
informatidan services. This reorderinernust result,in improved funding
fOr all ty,Oes'of nonprofit libi6ry and informatidn services, with

°. significantly heavier shares borne by the Stites."

MR. REGGIE: Are you ready to vote on that? As many of you
. as are in favor of the resolution as indicated, signify by saying,aye..

O
"(Chorus of ayes.)

Those opposed, say no.

1

2L.) .1
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(Chorus of nays.)

I think the ayes have therZfore.we declare it passed. That

tales us through those V7. -

A PARTICIPANT: Point-of information, Mr. Chairman. There

are ten of us who are going to have to leave probably before we get
through, our next order of business, because we are testifying before

the Congressional Hearing. I would like on our behalf to know what
is the procedure for using the paper ballot. When and where can we
turn thoSe- in,Lbecause I'm sure we're not going to get to those before

we leave?

MR. REGGIE: Pleas cast them and leave them in the box at

the cfbor by five o'clock.

A PARTICIPANT: Mr. Chairman and members of the body, I ,

have been considering a move to reconsider the "National
Information Policy" resolution that we passeAlTerause-1 was
concerned thati the statement, point number fourdegarding local
control, was ambiguous and could be in conflici(with our
reaffirmation of first amendmen rig Several people I talked to felt
that that could imply censorship. I don w quite how to resolve

that, but I think it's a very, very important issue, nd I wanted to put

it before the body

MR. REGGJE: We have declared at this oint, however, that
you are out of order. If you want to bring it up t the end, we have
some other business that we will be taking, up.

We have a procedural question and I would like to have your
approval. There are ten delegates of this Conference who have been
invited to testify before the congressional cbmmittee.They have
asked that they have (he right to vote outside of the room oh a paper
ballot that would be counted in considering the resolutions that are
goirCg to be coming up now brought up by petition. Do you
understand what our problem is? What is your pleasure? Do I take, it

that you will allow the voting of those ten persons?

(Chorus of ayes.).

The only thing is, I have no malinery for sending for'your
ballots each time. .

..

A PARTICIPANT: Mr. Chairman,, could I suggest on that that
only if a vote is sufficiently close that our votes would make a
difference in the outcome.°

MR. REGGIE: I want to make this clear because I don't want

to break faith. I have no machinery to serldfor your votes.

THE PARTICIPANT: );oct have 'ho runners available? May I
suggest that we ask for a volunteer from the alternates?

2i4 289
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MR. REGGIE: You may do anything you choose to get those
ballots here to me, and I vVill.count them. All I ask You to do is you
Jake the responsibility ahout.getting them.

A PARTICIPANT: 116Tal-fteeilifi vote is 'Within teh Votes 'of
being passed:

MR. REGGIE: There-is your volunteer right there. NoW, we
have reached the hour of 10:55. We are going to exte d the meeting
so we can.get through witli'thisbusiness. Do we hive
consent to extend, the meeting?

'THE PARTICIPANTS: Yes.
1

MR. REGGIE: All right, thank you. We will spend the time
necessary to get through this next item.

A PARTICIPANT: M. Chagman, I voted on the prevailing side
of-the "National Information Policy" resolution on-page-twb, andr-

- move to reconsider it for purposes of clearing up' the censorship issue
in the amendment, point number four.

..

A PARTICIPANY:,Second..
...

%,.. .?!'
,

s. MR. REGGIE: The motion is to, reconsider, i-esolt.i tion number
.. °

4, 'two. ' .*.
, . .7.,-

.. , THE PARTICIPANT: Item four.
Ir.

e''''
`aMR. REGGIE: We need a simple majority to reconsider this

. matter, according to the parliamentarian;.-therefore;OFI the
e t-gentleman's motion to reconsider resolution number two; f ask you to

go to your voting machiries and put them on abstain. Ifyou want t9,
...

reconsider, pleaSe click to- A. If you do not want to reconsider,No to
$ B. And if you do not want to vote, goto C. ,- . 1

(Whereupon, the delegates voted.)

173 vote yes, to reco'nside'r; 207 vote no; and 44 abstain.
Therefore, -there will be no reconsideratCbn of number two.:4

A PATICIPANT: Point of information Ofttiieresolutions
which are coming up lypetition. Will they be read-from the
podium? . ..

- ,

MR. REGGIE: If that't all right with everybOdy. Unless*there is
an'objection, I will relffhe "Resolved" section and move it along.

..

We have petitioni-eSolutKnumber one, which you have
been furnished. Weneed a wo-thirds.Vote to consider it; therefore, I
ask all those in favor of considering it, signify by haying aye.

(Chorus of ayes.)

Those opposed?

{.
'r
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(Chorus of nays.)

We rule that there a ?e in fact two-thirds voting in favor.
C

"Be it resolved, that: 1) a White House or a Federal
Conference on Library and Information Services be held every decade
to establish the national information 'goals andipriorittes f9r the next

`decade, to,asstire effective transfen of knowledge to the citizenry and
.to establish this goal in light of accelerated changes in information,
technology and practices;'and 2)an interim C6nference be held
every five years, under the aegis'of,the -National Commission on
Libraries and InforThation Science, TO assess the national progress
made in implementation of the recommendations of the preceding
Natiprial Conference and the progress in proyiding library and
information services t9 the citizenry, and to project furiher improved
services in the light of national needs." Anybody'want to speak to
that? A '

BETZGERTMy name is Patricia Berger, and I'm a
delegate-at-large for the Federal inforrnation community. This reflects

a resolution passed by our pre-White House Conference in July. I
think it's important to continue the dialogue we have begun here.

. This is the first time in our history thatnot only all segments of the .

information community, but the lay people who are for us and
against us, have come together to talk. I think it would be absolutely
criminal if we went h6me without providing for ourselves a way to
address future national needs, and I submit we cannot wait another

-25 years before we get back together.

MR: REGGIE: Does anybody want to speak against it?

MR. RAYNOLDS: Mr. Chairman, I:low/id Rainolds from
Wyoming. I move to strike the second paragraph.

MR. REGGIE: There is 4 motion to4trike the second

paragraph.

A PARTICIPANT: Second.

MR. REGGIE: It's duli, seconded.AII in favor of striking the
second paragraph, signify by saying aye.

(Chorus of ayes.)

.krhose opposed, no. '"

(Chorus of nays.)

Then it passes. The second paragraph ,is stricken.

A PARTICIPANT:- I have a comment. I feel that it would be
more effective if we not have White HO'use Conferebces every ten
years. I think thaT the second re.solutiori, which you will see in your
packet, will probably be more effective, In that, it would be aArrall
group getting together, and this pup would_ work' toward the
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implementation of the.gdals. But (don't see Where just getting a large
number of people ata large expense,just to talk would be really in

$ ouPtbest interests every ten years.

'MR. REGGIE: Thank you.

MS. PAUL: Linda'Paul, delegate from Idaho. I disagree wit
the previous speakel., because a small state like Idaho really requires
this kind of national visibility and the opportunity to meet with other
state 'delegations, Ir addition, we need to provide this continuing
dialogue at the national level with the White House support, with
that kind of importance, -for the development of public policy which
reflects the most critical place of informatidn and access.

MR. REGGIE: Okay: We hal;e had a speaker for and against.
Are you ready for the quegtion? All in favor 'of the resolution as
amended, signify by saying aye. .

(Chorus of ayes.)

Those opposed, signify by saying

(Chorus of nays.)

The ayes have it, a simple majority on ,theppassing.

We go'now to number two. All in favor of considering number'
two, signify by saying aye.

° 6 (Chorus of ayes.)

Those opposed, say no.

`C(Cohorus of-nays.).

;It passeS4ith two-thirds. "Be it resolved, that the National
Commission on Libraries and Information Science convene an ad hoc
committee composed of delegates elected by each delegation to the
WHCLIS. The ad hoc committee shall be responsible for planning

Monitoring Conference follow-up activities."
oa

Are you ready to, vote on that resolution?

THE PARTICIP TS: Yes.

&IR. REGGIE: s-there any objection to' voting?
..

MR. BRAUDE; Robert Braude, delegate from'Neliraska. It's not
an objection to this resolution, but there is something in the
Conference Rules that provides for this exact practice, Which we all
adopted on Thursday. If you look at the Conference Rules, it says the
general Resolutions Committee shall, be responsible for follow-up and
planning of future Conferences. Those rules,were passed by this

0 body,

292 .,
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I A*.
MS, SLOCUM: May I speak io,that point? Grace Slocum. I was

the one,who developed this particular resolution. We were very

aware of the rule. We were goipg.to propose this originally as a
substitution-for that rule. That "committeeif you look at it, has a very

narrow charge. Thrsrtisolution, we feel, opens up a follow-up
committee that would take into account the vast knowledge andt.enthusiasm that all of the delegat have brought to this Conference.
The language is purposely vague, ecose it would allow for each
delegation to elect a representative to thpt committee. It dogs not

require that you do so. It's Eery permissive. The National Commission
is in favor of this and might finda,way to have more than 57.

.
MR. REGGIE: Thahk you. Are you ready to. vote? As many of

you as are in favor of the-resolution, sign, ify by saying aye.
/

(Chorus of ayes.)

, .
Those opposed, say no.

1 v.-
(Chorus of nays.)

. I qt.
It. passes, We will nr w go to number three. All in favor of

considering -number three, signify by saying aye.

A PARTICIPANT: Mr. Chairman, that is not necessary. The
Pennsylvania delegation, which proposed this resolution, Is happy to .
see that all of its request have beet Voted affirmatively. We

,

withdraw it. .1.a

M. REGGIE' It has been withdrawn from the files by the
proponents. All in fiv r of considering number four, signify by saying r,

aye. ,4-

(Chorus 9f ay s.

Those opposed, say no. .

(Chorus of ra r

3

A PARTIC
the body. ,This h
repeat it, and I a

MR. REG
who want to con

/PANT: yr. Chairman, I appeal td the good sense of
s already been accelgect. There is no need to just
k the Newlersey'delegation tb withdraw it.

k:4Ititas been disclosed that reciandantr. Those

ider it signify by saying aye.

1

'n(No respOse.)
1

Those Whoste opPosd to considering it, say -no. .

(Chorus of nays.)

Then the nos have, it. We move to five:

c

r

11,
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With your pehission we will read the "Resolved" section,
and then ask you what yOu want to do: "Be it resolved, that this
Conference recognizes the urgent need to formulate inforrnatiop
policies for the people of, the United States and charges the NCLIS to
consult with other agencies and organizations to formulate such
policies and propose necessarylegislative action." Do you want to
consider it? All in favor signify by saying aye.

(Chorus 'of ayes.) ,

Those opposed, say no.

(Chorus of nays:)

The nos have it. We move on now to number six: "Resolved,
that Congress is requested to renew the authorization for funding the
National Historical Publications and Records Commission and to
increase the funding for this Commission and the National
Endowment for the Hurnatlities so that their essential contributions for
preserving and making accessible the, historical records of the nations
can be continued and expanded." Alrin favor of considering this
matter, signify by saying yes.

(Chorus of -ayeS.)

Those opposed,-say no.

(Chri-of nays.)

Then we will consider it.

A PARTICIPANT: Call for the question.

MR. REGGIE: The question has been called for. Do yore want
to speak to thiS, sir?

MR. WELDON: Yes, sir. There is a critical error-in the last
) line. I'm the sponsor, Edward Weldon. That should be "Nation,"

singular,

MR. REGGIE: We will accept it as a friendly amendment. All
in favor of the resolution signify by saying aye.

(Chorus of ayes.)

And those opposed, please'say no.

(Chorus of nays.)

The ayes have it. Number six is duly adopted.

MS. S,WARTZ: Mr. Chairman, my name is Renee Swartz. I'm
Chairman of the New Jersey delegation. We would like to withdraw
the next proposal as being passed, and we are very pleased about
that. ,A.0e4.L
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MR. REGGIE: And we are too. Number seven is Withdrawn.-
.. We move to number eight.

A PARTICIPANT: Mr. Chairman, yesterday we directed the
Resolutions Committee to try to synthe ize both the Theme-session

resolutions and the petition resolutions.

MS. LONDON: We did not merge them, buftwe went through
the petitions and we did list where we felt they were totally unique
and where we thought they were incorporated. We cannot tell you
right now where they have been incorporated. We did not have time

to write it all aut.

MR. REGGIE: On number eight did you have any

MS. LONDON: On number eight, we felt that that was

incorporated in several resolutions.

MR. REGGIE: On number eight, the Resolutions Committee
reports that that was incorporated in several,resolutions. Do you want

to consider it? Those in favor of considering it, say yes.

(Chorus of ayes.)

And those opposed, say no.

(Chorus of nays.)

All right, then, we will bypass it. Numbe nine clearly has

been considered in that long resolution that was a joint product that

was adopted this morning, I think unanimously. Do you want to
consider it? Those who want to consider number nine, vote yes.

(No response.)

Those who want to pass- it,

(Chorus of nays.)

Then we'are not considering that one. On number 10, does
the Resolutions Committee have an observation?.

MS. LONDON: Yes, we feel that it was considered.

MR.,REGGIE: The Resolutions Committee has reported that

number 10 has been covered and is redundant.

A,PARTICIPANT: Mr. Chairman, the title of number 10'was

put on it by the typing pool and is not an accurate reflection of the

sense of this resolution. This resolution deals with the concept of free

library service in a free society, and ifreally should need no further ,

explanation. I move that we consider this resolution on its merits.

a

MR. REGGIE: All in favor of considering it, vote yes.
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a

(Chorus of ayes.)

All .qpposed, vote no.

(Chorus of nays.)

I think the nos have it. it certainly doesn't have two-thirds. We
now move to number 11. Would the Resolutions Committee give us
their report?

MS. LINSLEY: M. Chairman, I have a point of information. I'm
Priscilla Linsley from NeW Jersey, sponsor of this resolution. There is
a serious omission.'It was left untitled. The title should be "Library
Services for Institutionalized Individuals."

MR. REGGIE: That, I think, was covered by amendment this
morning.

MS. LONDON: Yes.

MR. REGGIE: All in favor of considering number 11, say yes.

(Chorus of ayes.)

Those opposed, say no.

(Chorus of nays.)

The nos have it. We now move to number 12. Would the
Resolutions Committee give Lis a report, please?

MS. LONDON: It was unique.

A PARTICIPANT: Mr. Chairman, thisis also in the paper
ballot. It might be easier for the purposes of expedition to leave it on
the paper ballot, where it would be considered and voted upon.

MR. REGGIE: The poinrmade is that it's on the paper ballot
and that you will havea chance td vote for it there. All in, favor of

'considering it, signify by saying,yes.

(Chorus of ayes:)

Thoseopposed, say no.' a

(Chorus of nays.)

The Chair rides that there are two-thirds and that we will
consider it Now we will read the "Resolved" clause: "Therefore be
it resolved, that the Congress be asked to enact a National Indian
Omnibus Library Bill to include

"1) a title on training, both pre-service and in-service, to be
determined by tribes, Alaska natives, and Aleuts in collaboration with
higher education agencies that leads to certification for Indian library

296
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workers,; and that t ribes and their designated Indian organizations and

institutions shall be included in such programs. Particular emphasis

would be on 'continuing education and career development,

_.,,on -the -job experience,'and work study;.

"2) a title on historical and contemporary `rfralerials and

dissemination 'of informa n in all formats;

, "3) a title on co struGtion or remodeling of

libranformation/614u I resource facilities; .

"4) a title on technical assistance to be provided to new or

vdeveloping libraries; . . . ..

"5) a'title on the support of library/information services to

Ifidian studies.programs in institutions of.higher education;

"6) a title providing financial support to Indian communities,
both urban and rural, as a means of conducting information needs

surveys in building a base for library development;

"7) speCial purpose program grants and contracts; and.

"8) a title establishing a National Indian Library Center that

would do the following: A) implement the BIA Plan for library/

media/information services dgvelopmefit as' continuously modified,
monitored, and'reevaluated by the tribal go\iernthents operating'
under it; B) serve as a stimulus and focal point for the preservation,
production, collection, aod distributiNi of materials of interest

Indian libraries; C)'operate as a clearinghouse and referral center for
materials (including oral history and language materials); D) provide
technicallassistance through a baril, of Indian resource people who

can provide intensive,' short;term help; Erfacilifate a national network

capability; I) establish linksioetween the National Indian Library
Center and high school and college counselors regarding Indian ,

students and library career training opportunities; and G) encourage a

horizontaLapproach to informatio,n access funding within BIA; so that

health, social services, economic developrhent,job training, and
other'prograins carry their own information-serxiEes support

components;

. "The National.Indian Omnigusfl:ibiary Bill should be
administered by die United States Department of the Interior's Office

of Library and Inforrhation Services in line with policies established

by tribal governing boards."
.

.

A PARTICIPANT.' I move the question.

MR. REGGIE: The iiestionlhas been moved.

A PARTICIPANT: 'Second. 't",

A PARTICIPANT: Mr. Chairman, ',Would like to/speak in favor

of motion. As we know, this is the one large community that has
been excluded from library services. It really: is the responsibility at
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the federal level to provide library services on or near the reservation.
We would like your support in seeing that this kind of service is
delivered to the community.

(Applause.)

MS. BERGER: Mr!Chairman, I'm Patricia Berger, delegate for
the Federal information rommunity. I would like to concur in what
my colleague said, and I would like also to add that this bill is long
over dug.

MR. REGGIE: Are you ready to vote? As many of yoj as are in
favor of the resolution signify by saying aye.

(Chorus of ayes.)

Those opposed, say no.

(Chortts of nays.)

M

it passes. Let me just point out to you that we will strike that
out on the paper ballot; and in the event that persons vote it down
on the paper ballot, it will still have passed. .

, )
All iight, we are on number 13. Whaf is the Resolution

Committee's observations?-

MS. LONDON: First I have to say that we only wentup to 16
last night, because we didn't have any-others..; but "Youth Caucus"
was unique.

MR. REGGIE: AU right. "Be it resolved; that there be at least
one youth appointee named to. the National Commission on Libraries
and Information Science as a voting member, and that States be
encouraged to include youths on their library boards voting -
members= and that local governments be encouraged include at
least one youth as a voting member on the local librar

I now need a two-thirds vote if we are going to consider'a
vote on the resolution. All in favor of considering number 13, signify
by aye.

(6orus of ayes:)

Those opposed, say no.

horus of nays.).

I.think the two-thirds have it. Now, all in favor ofyl
of the resolution, signify by saying aye-:

(Chorus of ayes.)

Those opposed, say no.

2 :3
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(Chorus of mays.)

The 'ayes have it. We go now to number 14. hat is the

Resolution Committee's report on number 14?

MS. LONDON: We felt that the "People's Library Bill of

Rights;: was incorporated.

MR. REGGIE: I won't go through the whole resolution,

, . because you have it there and I thijak you know what it is, I need

your permission whether to consider.it or riSkLet's go to the
machines, pleasePlease put them on the abstain position, if you

want to consider the "People's Library Bill of Rights," vote A; if you
do not want to consider, vote B; and if ydu abstain, vote C.

(Whereupon, the delegates voted.) J

187, yes; 146, no; and 6,abstentions. I-will ask the

parliamentarian to make a ruling.

It loses. It doesinot have two-thirds in favor, and therefore we
move now to take up number 15: "Be it resolved, that the White

House Conference hereby reaffirms the role of school- and pelblic
librariel as not only an educational resource, but also a recreational

resource committed to-providing the public with a wide range of

books, periodicals, and other kinds of traditional library resources."
What does the Resolutions Committee wport?

4

MS. LcYNDON: We felt that this was unique.
44.

MR. REGGIE: If you want this matter taken up, please Vote

yes; if you don't, vote no. I need two-thirds. All in favor of
considering it, please signify by saying aye.

(Chorus of ayes.)

4

Those opposed, say no.

(Chorus of nays.)

The nos have it, and therefore we bypass it. On number 16,

_ what is*the position of the Resolutions Committee?

MS. LONDON: We felt this was unique also.

MR. REGGIE: The Resolutions Committee found-this_unique_l

will read you the resolved portion: "Now therefore be it resolved,

that: An office staffed with Spanish-speaking professional librarians be

instituted within theNational Library Agency to address the library
and -information need of the Spanish-speaking, and that this office be

authorized CSact in-the following capacity: ,

"1) to coordinate national projects aimed at the Spanish-

speaking;
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"2) to collect and disseminate information on local, St4e, and
national projects;.

"3) to collect data for purposes of evaluating, and reporting on
the status of library and information services to thti Spanish-speAing
in the country; and

"44) to serve as a direct liaison between the Spanish-speaking
communities, the library profession, libraries serving the Spanish-
speaking, and the Federal Government." 41

I need a 6-thirds vote iLwe are going to consider it. Go to
the machines, pl ase, and put.your machines on abstain. If you want
to consider this resolution, please put your machine on A; if you are
oppoSed to considering it, put it on B; if you do not want to voter put
it on C.' ,,..

. ,

(Whereupon, the delegates voted.)

219, yes; 160, no; and 6 abstentions. The two-thirds have not
been reached; therefore, it fails. On,number 17, does the Resolutions
Committee have Any re.commendation?

I

M9. LONDON: Unfortunately, that's where we stopped. We
had no other reklutions last night.

MR. REGGIE: All right. We will read-the resolved: "Resolved,
that,a110,91

'HelegateS,
alternates, observers, and other participants in the

White ouse Conference on Library and Information Serviees make it
their immediate goal that no pupil in theirState or Territory shall
finish this school year without coming to know and, as muctas
possible,, to feel at home in a neighborh'od library, and

"Be it further resolved, that each participant in the Conference
shall take it upon himself or herself to enlist the support of the State
or Territory's parents, librarians, teachers, public administrations,
private' associations and businesses, and other appropriate
instrumentalities to accomplish this definite goal."

All in favOr of taking .up number 1)7, signify by saying aye.

(Chorus of ayes.)

Those opposed, say no.,

(Chorus of nays.)

It does not meet the two-third rule; and therefore it will' not be
considered. We have number'18.

. . . II
A PARTICIPANT: In light of the fact, ore resolution on

Hispanic affairs, that more prole voted to consider it 'than not
consider it, could we add itas a separate thing to the paper ballot?
Carl I make a motion to that effect?
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MR. REGGIE: I'm going to rule you out of order, because what

we add to the paper ballot is not germane to the topic that we. are

discussing. We are only discussing the' resolutions by initiation or

petition.

A PARTICIPANT: Mr. ChairMan, if I might speak before you
introduce resolution'18. I do have a means of possibly moving or
acting on resolutions '18, 19, 20, 21, and 22 in one fell swoop, if you

will'give me permission to do so,

MR. REGGIE : That's a friendly amendment.

THE PARTICIPANT: Resolutions between 18 and 21 have all
been submitted by the American Library Association (ALA). Many of

them have been addressed in Conferende resolutions from the
delegate bOdy here. I would like to make the statement that all of

the'se resolutions are already in the hopper and work has already
begun through ALA in these areas. It's a sort of housekeeping job for

what we had already implemented or started. a,

We would like the support of this delegation 'on the
resolutions without withdrawing any of them. ,

i\R. REGGIE: Okay. We'll go to 18: "Therefore be it resolved,

that the White House Conference delegates respectfully urge that the

United States Senate pass legislation during the 96th Congress similar

to HR.79, the Postal Service Act of 1979."

I need a two-thirds vote to consider that. Go to the machines,

please. Please put your machineson abstain. If you want to consider
18, vote A; if you do not want to consider, vote B; and if you want

.to abstain, vote C.

(Whereupon, the delegates voted.)

243 for; 140 against; and one abstention. Therefore, two- thirds

have not been reached. My parliamentarian says we needed 255.

There are 10 delegates who are out. If all of them voted, it would be-

253. Therefore, the Chair is going to rule that even with those that

are absent, if they had all voted for it, two-thirds would not be

reached. So we now move to 19.

MS. MOORE: I'm Jeanne Marie Moore from Denver and I

Want to propose that resolutions 19, 20 and 21 have been covered in
other areas. I'm making a motion to withdraw the three of them.

MR. REGGIE: Were you the 'proponent of those?

MS. MOORE: I made two.

MR. REGGIE: I understand. Let me do it this way. If I cariget
the two-thirds, then we'll see where we.are. We will do it on
one-by-one basis. On number 19, if youare in favor of considering

*it, please say

4

29C
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(ghorus of ayes.)

. And those who are opposed, say no.

(Chorus of nays.)

The nos have it, and 19 will not be Considered. Now let's go
to 20, keeping in mind what the young lady just said about it being a
duplication, "Libraries within the Department of Education." Do you ,

want that read to you?

THE.PARTICIPANTSt No.

MR. REGGIE: All right. As many of you as are in favor of
considering 20, signify.by voting yes.

(No rernse.)

And those opposed, say no.

(Chorus of nays.)

It will not be considered. Number 21, dealing with funding of
federal library programs. Do you want it read?

THE PARTICIPANTS: No.

MR. REGGIE: As many of you as are in favor of considering it,
vote" yes. J

(Chorus of ayes.)

' And those opposed, vote no.

(Chorus_of nays.)

Then that alsoyvill not be considered. Now we are at number
22. It's a resolution on "Literary, Musical, and Artistic Donations to
Libraries." The resolved clause.is short: "Be.it resolved, that the U.S...
Congress enact legislatioq restoring a tax incentive for authors and

artists,to donate their cregtive works to libraries and museums."

As many of you-is are in favor
.

vor of considering this matter,
ple se say yes.

(Chbrus of ayes.)

Those opposed, say no.

(Chorus of nays.)

Okay, then we will now consider it.

A PARTICIPANT: Call for the question.
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MR. REGGIE: You have the matter on the floor. The question__
has been called f_or. If there is no objection, we will vote. All in faVor
of adopting resolution 22 as y6u have it, signify by voting yes.

(Chorus'of ayes.)

Those opposed, vote no.

(No response.).

Then it passes. We will go to 23 `Is 23 the one that I have
titled "A Resolution to Encourage?"

THE PARTICIPANTS: No. -4-
'

A PARTICIPANT: Number 23 is "Resolution for Support of
Education forlibrary and information." It reads as follows: .
"Therefore be it resolved, that continued and intensified efforts be
made by the Federal Government,to provide direct designated
support to education in library, and information sciences, and this
support be in forms which will encourage recruitment and
instructional improvement, research, and demonstration

,MR. REGGIE: Do you want to consider that resolutioh? As
many of you as are in faVor of considering the resolution, vote yes.

(Chorus of ayes..)

Those opposed, vote no.

(Chorus.of nays.)
6

I didn't hear two-thirds; therefore; we are going to hold, that

we did not reach the two-thirds. Would sbrrieone read 24, because I

don't have it:

A PARTICIPANT: It's'a resolution for funding for elementary
and secondary education under ESEA.

A PARTICIPANT: "Be it 'resolved, that the participants in the
White House Conference on Library and Information Services

communicate to the President and the Congress of the United States
,thek support for the full funding'of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act, Title IV,B program to at leat the, level of the fiscal
year19794980 budget; and

"Be it further resolved, that these funds be designated for the .
exclusive purchase of library, materials (print and audiovisual
materials) and equipment fOr Use within theinstructional program in
America's public and nonpublic schools."

MR. REGGIE: I think representatives of our Resolutions
Committee Who. wrote the furtding one last night can say that that is

covered in the funding resolutions already and is redundant. Would
,anybody like to speak to that?
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, , A PARTICIPANT: Yes, Mr. Chairman. I have not been
authorized to withdraw this resolution; and since the plight of school
libraries is so desperate, I feel obliged to get the sense of the meeting
in support of this resolutioli. .

. , . *'44,4,
MR. REGGIE: I think the meeting has adopted it.

MR. RICE: Mr. Chairman, John Rice from Louisiana, I am a
chairman of a Title IV advisory council in Louisiana. Right now, we
are losing better than half of the money that is going to serve our
school libraries. I want to beg you to consider it.

MR. REGGIE: Okay, I got your message. The Resolutions
Committee says that it is redundant. We heard from the proponents,
who would like to have us, consider it.

Please put your machin'es on abstain. As many of you as are in
favor of taking that matter up for considefation, signify by voting A;
those opposed to considering it, Vote,B; and those abstaining, vote C.

(Whereupon, the delegates voted.),

240, yes; 168, no; and six .abstentions. It does not carry.
Two-thirds have not been reached. Number 25 is a resolution-to
encourage the elimination of duplication in the prdvision of.libraries
and information services-. _

-

MS. McKAY: . Chairman, I'm Nancy McKay, lay delegate
from Oregon. What Fuld like to say is that this resolution is
included in your paper ballots under Theme III. However, I asked the
Resolutions Committee what the difference was between your
affirmation of a paper ballot and your affirmation of a ballot that was
brought to you by petitions, and I was told that something that could
be passed here on the floor would carry more weight than affirming it
b the papef would like you to know that before you vote
whether to consider it. Correct me if I'm wrong.

MS. LONDON: If it's brought to the floor, you would have it
to discuss, and would have,,to'have more weight to get it passed. I

havemo idea what the difference is.

MS. McKAY: I'm sorry. I misunderstood you then.

. MR. REGGIE: You still don't want to withdraw it?

MS. McKAY: No, I do not wish to withdraw it,, then.

t MR. REGGIE: There-is no resolution clause. You see it there
before you in its present form. It will require, if,it passe's, to'be

properly drawn, but you do see a sense of it. The Chair will refrain
from reading it unless So requested. Are you ready to vote on
consideration? AT.many of you as are in favor of 'considering this
resolution number 25, signify by saying yes.

(Chorus`of ayes.)

2J3
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AncPthose opposed, say no.

(Choru; of naj,.)

The nos have it, and we will not consider it.

MR. SULLIVAN: Mr. Chairman, on , a point of order, please
S.

"MR. REGGIE: Yes, sir, Mr. Sulliktim.

MR. SULLIVAN: I would like.to fliJe that we reconsider the
consideration df resolution number 10. It was .vdted not to consider,
but I Niyould like to move that we reconsider based on two
parliamentary points: 1) that fhe Committee inaccurately stated that
the clauses contained.in that resolution were contained in 'other
resolutions already passed by this body; and nthat there was not a 7
quorum at the time of the vote to not reconsider that motion.

MR. REGGIE: Would you give me a little cooperation (IR( this4
subject? Let u4finish what we have, before we go' back and prow

over. Would Yokkrind doing that?

MR. SULLIVAN: On the understanding that this motion that I
am npw'making will be reconsidered by you, sir, I will do that.

MR. REGGIE: Sure. Let us get through, and I promise you:we
will come back to you; but let us get through with the agfrida..

MR. SULLIVAN: Thank you very Much, sir.

MR. REGGIE; Thank you for your cooperation.

Number 26, "Local Control"::'.'Resolved, that there be
inclyded in the national information policy elements to ensure
continued local control of community libraries*and.information
service." As many of you as. are in favor of considering that
resolution, signify by saying ayes.

J

(Chorus of ayes.) I
. And those who are opRos.ed to its;Cdrisideration,ay no.I

(Chorus of.nays.)
4. .

:

e 4 Ca '
- The nos hav,e it, and we bypas number 26. We now go fo
number 27Z: ',',Be it resolved, that the Federal Governmeht fund a 1,,

study to develop and validate.persdnnel selection procedure to
ensure that the most capable personnel are selected and that equal
employment opportunity is prodvided for all." 0-... ........?'

. t...
Are'youready!to vote on considering that matter? As 'many of 1

you who are in favor of considering number 47, signify by-saying
aye. .

,

to,

-

. * '
(Chorus of ayes.)
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And those opposed, say no.

(Chorus of nays.)

The nos have it. Two-thirds were not reached. We move now
to number 28: "Be it resolved, we the delegates of the-Conference,
acknowledge and congratulate Mr, Trezza for his contributions to this
Conference, to theNational Commission, and to the development of
'libraries and information setvices throughout the United States."

(Applau-se.)

All in favor of Considering resolution number 28, signify by
saying aye.

(Chorus of ayes)

Opposed, say no.

(Chorus of nays.)

There being none in the negative, it's considered.

A PARTICIPANT: Call the question:,

- MR. REGGIE: I thlrrthe ques tiOn is called. We voted to
consider 28, but it's now for your approval. All in favor of resolution
nuMber'28, commending and congratulating Mr. Trezza, signify by
saying aye.

(Chorus of ayes.) 4

And her being none in the negative, show that it passes
unanimously.

-

*/* Number 29: "Be it resolved,that the United States assist the
United States Territories in the establishment of bibliographic control
mechanisms to ensure the availability of,and accessibility to their
government documents, literary production, technical, economic,
social documentation, etc.; and

';Be it resolve-d,-that the United States provide financial and ,

technical assistance to help develop the necessary information
infrastructures to facilitate their participation in national, regional,
and inteT_ational -networking. and

"Be it further resolved, hat the White Hou§e Conference
recommend to the Presidebt of United Stateg To focus on the
United States Territories to accelerate the better utilization of their
present resources, and that avenues be sought to build new
information resources as needed."

A

Are you prepared now to vote on consider,ing it? As many Of
you as are in favor of considering this resolution as presented, signify
by saying yes:

3 ui
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(Chorus of ayes.)

those opposed, no.

!Chorus of nays:)

.4

Then it is considered. Are you ready for the question? As man
of you as are in favor of number 29 as submitted, signify by saying

aye. a4

(Chor '-of ayes.) et

Any opposed, say no.

(No response )

Show that it passes. Number 30 rs-li resolution on-pricing of

basic government documents: "Therefore be it resolved, that the
United States Congress continue to f ster broad public participation
in the Federal Government by s nti'al subsidies on the sale of

basiC Federal documents"

All in favor of considering' it, vote yes.

(Chorus of ayes.)

Any opposed, vote no,

(Chorus ofr rays.)

All right, we will consider it. Are you ready to vote on the

question"?
.

MR. WELDON: Mr. Chairman, Edward Weldon, delegate-at-,

large. I would like to amend the very last "Resolved" by deletinglhe
period and adding the phrase, "and continue to maintain a system of
regional' and local depositOries for government information."

A l'ARTICIPANT:'Second.

MR. REGGIE: Do you want to offer that as a friendly

amendment?
v

MR. WELDON: Yes, sir.

MR. REGGIE: D9 you accent it? Is there any 'objection to
accepting that as a friendly amendment?

(No response.)

Then it is so ordered. Are you ready to vote fo,r it? All in favor.%

of the resolution as amended by that friendly amendment, signify by

saying aye.

a

(Chorus of ayes.)
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Those opposed, say no.

(Nd response.)

It passes. We move quickly to number 31 which has a little
kind of unique drafting. There is no resolution clause, but if we do
adopt it we will have to get it in form. If you adopt it, it will be
implicit in the 'adoption that its format will be corrected: "It is
therefore resolved, that there be a proposed constitutional
amendment to provide" for those top seven. It covers everything on
that page. I need your permissibn, however, to consider it.

Are you ready to vote on whether you want to consider it? As
many of you as are in favor of considering number 31 as presented,
signify by saying yes.$1

A PARTICIPANT: Aye.,
MR. REGGIE: And those opposed, say no.:

(Chorus Of nays.)

It does not pass. Number 32: "Be it resolved that Federal
legislation include a title for library planning and development to
provide matching funds from State library agency planning and
evaluation, studies and research, coordination with all federal library

re grant programs, planning for a state network development d
coordination with multistate and/or national networks, continuing
education and staff development, and administration of Federal
grants."

I think that's redundant but I leave Rip to you. I ask.your vote
now for consideration. I need two-thirds. All in favor of considering
32. as- presented, signify by saying yes.

ft.

. (Chorus of ayes.)

And those opposed say no.

(Chorus of nays.)

ThenCis have it, and it does not pass.

MR.,431_,LIVAN: Mr. Chaiipan, I will repeat, if I may, my
motion regarding the resolution which is entitled number 10 and I
have been asked by those who are supporting resolutions number
eight and number' 24 to include their cause with mine. Number 10
was voted not to be considered by this body under two erroneouv.
criteria: 1) I believe the Resolutions Committee had conftised the
body by saying that the material in that resolution was already
contained in other esolutions. It is contained in "Whereas" clauses
to other resortionlut it is not contained in the operative clause of
any resolution at all; and 2) At the'time that this body voted not to
reconsider numbers eight, 10, or 24, there was not a quorum in this
hall; therefore, this body had no right not to consider it, and those
petitions are therefore still live petitions.

4:k
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MR. REGGIE: I'm trying to get a clarification from my
parliamentarian. Ifayou will give me jUst about one minute, I'll have

it.

Mr. Sullivan, the parliamentarians tell me that if indeed you
are making a motion to reconsider number 1-0, as I gather you are

MR. SULLIVAN: And on behalf of other people, some others,

yes.

MR. REGGIE: If you are, a simple majoritrof this bcidy can .
consider it, But it will take two-thirds to pass it. Do we understand

those ground rules?,

MR. SULLIVAN: I understand. May I have 15 seconds to
explain the one l'm initrested in, which is number 10? We have not

as a group expregsed the desire that free public libraries area good
thing; and till's d sn't mean you can't charge for Xerox machines._gle

Are free public libr ies a good thing or not? This body has not said

that yet. Now, as a tate legislator, I'm going to tell you something. If

you start charging fees for libraries, don't bother coming to the State
capital, because that's the end of the ballgame.ffhey're just going to
say, "Raise your rates, 'buddy." So) think that this body should at
least come out in favor of the notion that is 200, years old in this -

country of free public libraries.

MRS. REGGI&.You've hea-rd the motion to 'reconsider number
10. Are you ready to vote on the motion to reconsider? I need only a

simple majority.

All,machines now should be on abstain. If you favor the
reconsideration, not the merits, but bringing it back up, vote yes, A; if
you do not, vote B; and if you want to abstain, vote C.

(Whereupon, the delegates voted.)

243, yes; 107, no; 5 abstentions; therefore, . Sullivan's
motion passes. We are back where we started on O. I need a
two-thirds vote to consider it, since it is one of those resolutions by

initiative.

Y6u should go back to abstain first. Now, if you vote yes to

give me the two-thirds vote, vote A; if you vote noand don't want to
give the two-thirds vote, vote B; and if you abstain, vote C. But when

we show the votes if we.don't have two-thirds on A, we are not
going to take-the matter up any more.

(Whereupon; the delega voted.)

249, yes; 94, no; and 19 a stentions. It passes. If you are

ready to move for the adoption of umber 10, the Chairwill entertain
a motion for the previous question.

, 7

MR. SULLIVAN: Call the qUestion.
.
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MR, REGGIE: The question has been called. A simple majority
will adopt number 10. All in favor of adopting number 10, signify by
saying aye.

(Chorus of ayes.)

And those opposed?

(Chorus of nays.)

I -rule the ayes have it.

MS. ROUSE: Charlie Lou Rouse from Oklahoma. It is my
understanding that the Resolutions Committee brought two
resolutions together under the topic "Coordination Of School and

.Public Library Service." It has been stated previously before this body
that an error was made by the Resolutions Committee in bringing
together issues five and eight under Theme II.

I reque4t that this error be rectified. No changes in the text are,
seq- u ested, but it will be necessary for editorial changes to be made to
separate the intent of number five and number eight. It is requested
that this matter be referred to the editorial committee. If this requires
a new resolution, I request that authorization by this body be given
now. I so move.

MR. REGGIE: You have heard the motion'. Is there a second?

A PARTICIPANT: Second.

MR. REGGIE: Are you ready to vote on the motion? Let's open
your voting machiries. Put them all on abstentiOn. If ydu favor the
resolution, please-click to A;.if you are opposed to the resolution,
click to 'B; if you abstain, CI,

(Whereupon, the delegates voted.)

149 affirmative; 159 negative. The motion.fails.
,

A PARTICIPANT: Mr. Chairman, on the same basis as
considered for the state of New York in number 10, the delegation
from California earnestly requests consideration for numbers eight
and 10 "Service to Ethnic Communities::

MR. REGGIE: No, not 10. We just passed that.

THE PARTICIPANT: I meant tight and 16. Eight deals with
legislatioruto fill the need of ethnic groups in library services. Our
delegation, with its three Asian Americans, its nine Black Americans,
its seven Hispanic Americans, its two Native Americans, and the
delegation as a whole, earnestly requests this Conference fo considerk
those two resolutions. I so`niove.

MR. REGGIE: It takes a simple majoiity for his motion, and
then I will need two-thirds to consider it.
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AM PARTICIPANT: Mi. Chairman, I would like to speak to
resolution eight also, please.

A PARTICIPANT: I want to ask a question. In order to have a
vote for reconsideration, don't you have to have a person who voted
on the prevailing side-request it? It sounds like these are partisan
people asking for the reconsideration.

MR. REGGIE: I think you are,correct. The parliamentarian
agrees with you. We need a person from a prevailing side. The
gentleman from California, were you oh a prevailing side?

THE PARTICIPANT: Yes.

MR. REGGIE: On his honor, he said he was. I need a majority
vote. Let's open the voting machines. Please put your voting
machines on abstain. If you want to bring eight up for
reconsideration, vote A; and if you do not want it, vote B; and if you
want to abstain, vote C.

(Whereupon, the delegates voted.)

146 affirmative; 155 negative; 48 abstentions. The motion
fails.

MR. RICE: Mr. Chairman, John Rice. I have two proposals to
offer, sir. The first would be a motion to the delegates to commend
the Chairman for the job that he has done; and the second would be

to adjourn the session. I move the first of those motion, sir.

' MR. REGGIE: I thank you very much. You have been a great

group.

MS2BEAMAR.,..1: Point.of order.

ty11?..,)EGGIE: Yes, ma'am?

MS. BEAMA:- Dorothy Beaman, Maryland. I would like the
Conference to thank thp.alternates, many of whom made paid their
own expenses to come here, and.who have been a great service to
this Conference.

MR. REGGIE,Thank you very much.

THE PARTICIPANT: I would like to propose that we add
motions eight and 16, that we were so close on, to the paper ballot.

MR. REGGIE: We don't have the facility to do it., I will rule /
you out of order.

THE PARTICIPANT: We can write them in.

4*
MR. REGGIE: I am going to rule you out of order.
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MR. RICE: Mr. Chairman, when you recognized me before, I
indicated to you that I had two motions to put befoi-e the house.

MR. REGGIE: There is a motion to adjourn before the house.

MS. SULLIVAN: Point of order.

MR. REGGIE: Ali right, there is a point of order.

MS. SULLIVAN: Peggy Sullivan, delegate from Illinois. Mr.
Sullivan's earlier motion included resolution number 24, which was
earlier considered but has not been reconsidered. At that time, I think
several of us had difficulty discussing it without referring to the
substance. Thi was concerning school library assistance. It is
essential that this be reconsidered and voted. It can be voted by a
rising vote as people leave, if you wish.

MR. REGGIE: I'm sorry, but I'm going to rule that the motion
to adjourn now

MS. CASTRO: Mr. Chairman, I would like to speak.

1 MS. SULLIVAN: You are dropping part of this motion if you
do so. it

MR' REGGIE: Lguess I've done it. I'm ready to adjourn,
ma'am.

MS. CASTRO: I am Margaret Castro from the State of
California. I'm very proud to be born in this country, and I feel as
though at this Conference I and every ethnic minority have been used
as a token here, because you eliminated our,services.,That's right,
and you guys better think about what you've done. On.that line item
number eight, you guys better all think about what you've done to
the other part of the people that you guys ignored.

..

MR. REGGM: The motion now is to adjourn. All in favorof
adjourning,signify by saying.

(Chgrus of ayes.)

Those opposed, say no.

(Cho'rus.of,nays.)

Let me say a personal word here. You've all been great. We.
all can't have everything that we wanted. If I've stepped on anybody,

"I apologize fett it. I want you to know you've been a great group. I
thank you very, very much.

" - -
. (Whereupon, at 12:40 p.m., the meeting was adjourned.)
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Remarks of Charles'Benton

My friends, Let me congratulate you. We met a once-in-a-
lifetime challenge, and you performed nobly.

Talk about lifelong learning! The past five days have been a
\ntinuing education, a mind-stretching experience, invigorating,
inspiring, even galvanizing. We heard from a number of people
whose books grace our,libraries, whose leadership in Congress has
supported our goal, and whose messages have expanded our vision.
We have met with each Other; we have talked together, debated, and
learned from each other. It has been an intense experience in the
democratic process for all of us. AO we have learned that there are
no simple answers.

It has taken more than 20 years and four Presidential
administrations to pull this Phite House Conference together. First
there was Channing Bete, a man with an idea. The idea grew into,
reality gradually. Under President Johnson, a National Advisory
Committee on Libraries was appointed. Under President Nixon, a
"pernvnent and independent planning agency, the National
Commission on Libraries and Information Science (NCLIS) was
established. President Ford signed the authorization and request to
call the White House Conference on Library and .Informatidi
Services. President Carter signed the appropriations bill which.
provided the funding for-this Conference. And, at last, after a long
series of 57 pre-Conferences in the States and Territories, we have
had our five days in Washington.

9' As you well knok, an event like this is the result of hard work
on the part of many, many people. We have estimated that 100,000
people have been directly involved. I would like to mention the
dedicated efforts of NCLIS and.its staffAl Trezza, Doug Price, Ruby
Robinson, Ruth Tigheand I want to give a special recognition to
Mary Alice Hedge Reszetar, who served as the official liaison
between NCLIS and the White House Conference.

Our profound gratitude goes to the White Nouse Conference
Advisory Committee and the Information Community Advisory
Committee. Of course, many other groups, associations, and
individuals too umerous to mention have helped to plan this effort,
and we thank th all.

And now we want to give special recognition to the White
House Conference staff and its Director, Marilyn Gen. Marilyn
Killebrew Gell assumed her position on February 1, 1979. In.the
space of a few short months, she raised more money to support the
Conference than any other White House Conference director in
history; directed the smallest staff on the most complicated issues of
any White House Conference; and performed a herculean job with
grace, style, and dignity. Your strong and imaginative leadership has
been absolutely essential to the success-of the Conference, Marilyn,
and you have our unending thanks.

I would also like to recognize the magnificent efforts of the
entire staff, but especially senior staff: Jerry Manolatos, Deputy
Director, who performed the exhaustive and gxhausting tasks of
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coordinating all the logistics for the Conference its.planning and
operation; Dick Akeroyd, coordinator of the InfHation Center,
films, and videotaping of the Conference; Vera Hirschberg,
coordinator of the entire public affairs and press operation, public
outreach program, major speakers, and special !events; Heather
Nicoll, who was responsible for all staff computerized operations, the

-.computerized examination_of State resolutions, and for the,
coordination, editing, and production of all delegate preparation
materials; Kathleen Smith, who was responsible for international
activities, including receptions, for credentials, and for staff support
for Advisory Committee selection of at-large delegates; Jean-Anne
South,Who was responsible for the entire program coordination far
the Conference, including speakers, moderatorsjacilitators,
volunteers, and voting on resolutions;..and we a4'so thank Peggy
McLaughlin, editor of the daily conference nevtaper, Ross Heller,
jtsublisher, and Linda Lang, volunteer coordinator.

Thanks also goes to the special staff consultants: Charles
Culhane, editor of the program book; Jack Duncan, legislative
consultant Barry Jagoda, coordinator of the Information Community
Advisory Committee; Tom Lennox,,editor of delegate preparation
alaterial; Wendy Martin, "chief of staff of Kappa Systems; Bob Rector,
for is work at the Information Center and general trouble-shooting;

'Sue Roschwalb of Ruder and Finn, for her work with the media;
Chad Wyatt, our photographer; and Russ Mead, fundraiser with
Lawson Associates.

Time d* nbt-Permit me to ame the support staff; the many
volunteers from all over the count ;and all of our indispensable
assistants, without whom this W to House Conference could never
have occurred. I'd like, once ag in, tb call attention to the marvelous
work of our sign language-translators, who have helped the hearing-
impaired delegates. ,

.
.

_ We_were called to Washington to take a fresh look at our
library and information needs in light of the, knowledge explosion
and the new technologies created to deal with it. We have, indeed,i,
defined those needs. YOur.votes show that among the top priorities
are:

ari Office of Library and Information Services within the new
Department of Education,, with an Assitant Skretary of Education'
at its head; .

a national information policy to ensure that governmerit agencies-.
at all levels work together to make available all new and existing
library and information services to the maximum extent possible;

State, local, and Federal governments to work togpther to identify
the functionaTIfilliterate, coordinate programs to train them, and
that State and Federal governments should share the costs of these
programs; :

librar s to reach out to special groups of the Population,
ch. ren,,yOuth, the aged, homebound, racial and ethnic.
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o.,minobies, physically handicaypd, and emotionally disturbed
and eliminate barriers that now separate them from library and
information serviceL and

a new Federal prOgram to provide Tor international.training and
exchange, of library and information personnel, and the free flow
of library materials of all kftds across national borders.

Of.course, this Conference is a culminating event; but it is
also-a new beginning. Let us-consider together what happens next..

In December, the'Conference AdVisory Committee and NCLIS
will both ri4ft to distuss the structure of the final report of the
.Conference; This report, based on your resolutions, is'due on the
President's desk 120 days from today; and 90 days from thatrdate,
the President will make his Own recommendations to Congress.. Just
as NCLIS' activities in the:early.1970's.became the basis of its
national pr'ogram, this report will be the foundation of its.program for
the 198tYs aricl'beyond.136t Senator Javits told us Thursday night,
the ConferenCe should be the staging area for the big campaignnthe
follow-up,for improved library and information. services by all of us4

r Clearly,your job fsnot overit is jus%beginning.4u have
taken part in a historic firt-WhitetioUst) Conference on Library and
Informatiorii.SerAices. The.:.cyel4 flow repeats. What began as
Channing Bete.'s idea became a historical national forum in
Washington; how4vesults..will*be earried by eachand very one of
lou back to.the.gra§sroots. The final history of the Conference is still
being written. A niewlientim is gathering. You have proven your

-dedicatiop these ,94t few days, especially the 347elegates who
served as' roup readers, and the Resolutions Committee, who worked
through flight when It was necessary. They exemplify the spirit
and co mitipent of all the participants.

our President has stressed that when controversial issues can
be examined from many Points of view, "a nation or a government
or a President is much more likely, ultimately, to avoid mistakes and
to make the right decision to preserve our own Nation's%ecurity or
well- being, and also,peace throughout the world." 0%t

t.

I am convinced thatwe have contributed to that process here
in Washington,these past five damk As we set out to 'attack the
enormous tasks all' ad ofus, let usidraw courage, strength, and
wisdom from each other. Good luck, and thank you all.

The first WhikHouse"Conference on Library and Ifformation
Servic&is now adjourned.
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CHAIRPERSON MOORE: The hearing will please come to

order. A '

Ladies and Gentlemen: This hearing ha; been set upby.the
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science, and the
White House Conference, which has responsibility for planning these
heirings, in order to ensure that people have an opportunity to enter
into the record of theConference anything tWarthey would like to
say.

Obviously, there have been more people asked to testify than
there is time. I will. call the people in order. If that person is not here,
then we will proceed to the next persOn and go back and pick up
someone who happens to be late. In ordefthat a maximum number
of speakers can be heard, oral testimony will be Itrnited to five
minutes, and in many instances we hope it would be-less than five
minutes and they will be able to summarize their testimony and then
leave us the entire testimony for the record..

f

I would like to call attention to those who are going to testify
that this timer has been set up here in front at green whenthe person
starts to testify. It will turn yellow as a warning at the end of four
minutes, and one minute later the red will come on to signal that
your time has expired. Everyone will be held to the five minutes
maximum.

Panelists, if they wish, will then have a maximum of five
minutes to address questions to the witness. The witnesses should'
also be told that their order-of appearance has been changed
somew.hat to fit the schedule, but we hope this will not cause any
inconvenience for anyone: As I said at thbeginning, the allotted
time that we have for this hearing has been spoken for, leaving no-
additional time for the witnesses; however, it is possible that we may
finish ahead of schedule if each person will sow consideration, and
in that case, additional people who have regired will be able to
testify. If any witness fails-to appear, these slots will be utilized in the
same way.

Those of you who had wished to testify before this hearing
and weren't able to do so are encouraged to submrt written
statements for the record. Your statement, whether you speak it or
not,.will be entered into the record of the White House Conference,
and will have bearing and wi be considered with the results of the
Conference when the recom ndations of the Conference are made
to-the President. The- record will remain open until December 3, so if
you are here and you have not yet written a statement or if there is
something that is said here today that you wish to refute or that you
differ with, you have until December 3 to get your statement in for
the record. Any testimony received before December,3 will be
included in the record.

Now, may I introduce the panelists heqe who are all members
of the National Commission on Libraries and Information Science.
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Statement of
Robert E. Goodenow

I

On my left is Caries Cuadra; on my right are Philip Sprague and
Mariail-Leith; all are members of the National Commission.

I would like to say-to you that I may not be good at
conducting this hearing, but I.,,have had more experience than
anybody in the United States -doing it. I conductedsheaangs,for the

'Johnson Advisory Commission way back in the 1960's, and then,
throughout thexountry for fhe new Commission when it held
hearings across the United States. For the latter part of the hearings,

-Mr. Sprague and Ms. Leith, since they are newer members of they,
Commission, will probably have fresher and more interesting
questions tharr we will have.

I ash we had more time for more adeq(ate,introduction of
the people so that we might let you know that they truly are-
knowledgeable and experienced witnesses, but unfortunately the time
will not allow it, s6we will only give just a title.

Cur first witness is Robert E. Goodenow; who represents
Advanced;ommunications Institute of America, and he is going to
talk onthe Microtechnol9gpical Revolution.

A
MR.-GOODENOW: Thank you, Madame Chairman. Ladies

and gentlemen: I urge this 'Confere,nce and this committee to
_recognize the inevitability of the Microtechnological Revolution. The
Industrial Revolution is phasing out very quickly. The '
Microtechnological Revolution is succeeding it and is coming upon
us atian extremely fast pace. .

1 The forces behind the Microtechnological Re-volutforYincIttde
the Apollo Project /the Vietnam War, marketing, and certainly the
desire to collect and retrieve information in an efficient and reliable
fashion. Electronic mail is in the business world with the power of
management workstations to access multiple data bank with,
multiple or many different 'protocols.

The Industrial $evolution has been succeeded by
communications that can permit libraries to manage their information
and staffs-irimore efficient ways. Adv-anced technology permits each
datum to be more accessible.and controllable by people.

The comppter is more reliable than people and, yes, this does
permit informatidn to be more accessible and:controllable. As certain
books and paper go away, as we witnessed here tilt morning, the
new computer piCo-second that is displacing today nano-second,
and other developrrients, will cause integrated data bases ta belhe
.backbone of the Microtechnological Revolution. The library will be
one segment of this infrastructure.

Libraries and ty must monitor the timeliness of each el,
inolggical de ele nt.,This includes the hardware, firmware (i.e.

po erful, pre-pro ammed hardwartcustomized by the user), and
systems design, so that: 1)ther is a need to know,..or the need to

4
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know can be evaluated for appropr e access; 2) the impact on labor
distribution, the skill base, and c ricula can be understood and
projected. Note the curricula. We have not learned our lesson with
the'teacher and how the educational institutions were not able to
guide, 'or assist in guiding, the appropriate skills or curricula for what
skills would bli-fe'quired; 3) the recognition of industry and
information opportunities that will permit society to grow; and 4) we
must monitor the timeliness of those negative impactsI call it the
technology unemployment:

What happens when we do not have a need for the
automobile engine? What happens to the need of all those laborers?
Or what happens when the inevitability of relectr iz goes into
the home where the home will have access-to the library? What
happens to all those 600,000 plus postal workers?

I propose that a blue ribbon feasibility panel of library,
industry, and technology experts be assembled to determine if first a
commission and then possibly, if a government or a quasi-public

'94ency or other should be formed to comprehend and communicate
to the public where and how the infrastructure is going and when.
Again, the timeliness of the impacts is very crucial.

This blue ribbon feasibility panel will be chartered and
'certainly, again, this would be part of this feasibility study, would

. outline what that charter would be, the funding, the representation,
and the selection criteria for such a body. It would be assembled to
determine the applicability of an information science index, which

provide a tracking mechanism or data base for: 1) the demand of
commercial and institutional skill requirements; 2) the curricula needs
to meet all of the above; 3) capturing and synthesising hardware,
firmware, and softwareincictentally; software is going awaywith
related functional labor displacements. The blue-collar worker has
decreased proportionally in demand because automation has
displaced his labor units since the 1960's and early 1970's. Today,
we have office automation for the white collar worker and similar
mechanization will have very,positive impact on library operations.
Yes, this mechanism for data bases will assist in the determination of
positive technological impacts on creating new and changing

'institutions and industries; and 4) the timing of the advanced-_2 .

technological displacement for current industries, products, and
people.

This index wirAroQide accurate data to develop the timely
educational library and industrial apparatus to support the needs of
our future information society.

f

I thank you very much for this opportunity. Any questions?

CHAIRPERSON MOORE: We have a 'question, I believe, from
Mr.'Sprague.

MR. SPRAGUE: Mr. Goodenow, my impression is we have
had lotsbf blue ribbon committees in this country, and they Haven't
served us too well for one reason or another. Who do you think

,-
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should appoint a blue ribbon committee? Who should, select its
members? How do you feel that it should enable the public to
comprehend what you just told us abbut? And how would it
communicate to the. public the import of what you just told us?

MR. GOODENOW: I believe that the answer to these
questions would come out of a feasibifiky. panel. There have been
many feasibility studies, I grant you. Congress or the Executive
Branch should appoint such a body. On the other hand, I believe
that, yes, we may have some Senators who are familiar with the
technology or certainly are concerned with where it is going. This
morning I met with former Governor Schafer of Pennsylvania, who is
very concerned with this matter and who may be meeting with either
Senator Glenn, or Senator Cohen of Maine, very dynamic individuals.

Yes, how do we pu gether the feasibility study? I am
suggesting that yo,u people take initiative through your

MR. SPRAGUE: That is, the Commission? '
MR. GOODENOW: That is correctthrough the liaison you

may have with Congress,.or the White House, to receive adequate
funds to use by a group of people who are from industry, the -7
technologies, the libraries, the educational institutionsyou name
itto come back with the necessary criteria to monitor this inevitable
impact. Is it a public agency or body? What kind of control? We
don't want an FCC. But I promise you that unless something is done
today, we are going to have a negative impact or we.are going to
miss certain significant opportunities.

MR. CUADRA: The kinds of things you mentioned that we
ought to keep track of are regularkhought about and, in a sense,
kept track of and discussed in professional public ions, trade
magazines, information industry meetings, etc. y question is: What.
is it that is not happening? What is it that is not eing done that

.requires setting up still another institution to do it?

MR. GOODENOW: You are right. We have some excellent
r orting on these developments. However, I feel strongly that that
ind of reporting, the kind of information and, iriparticplar, the

sources of information in supporting this concern, are disjointed.
There is no organized approach to guiding educational institutions on
what curricula they should be offering today, what curricula they
should be offering in 1990 or 1995 for an appropriate skill base.

Do we have to have the disjointed development of systems or
networks for funding of specialized protocols when today, on the
latter point, where micro-processors and micro-circuitry are going,

. specialized protocols are not needed? Universal protocols are here,
and if we don't recognize that, the IBMs and the AT&Ts are going to
take advantage of the disjointed approach of systems development in
the library field. There is a lot of oyerlapping taking place, and I'm
saying no organization or coordjnation exists of these kinds of
information collection to prevent redundant and costly development
with what may. contribute to obsolete skill bases,
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CHAIRPERSON MOORE: Thank you very much. Ms. Leith.

MS. LEITH: My question is very much related to Dr. Cuadra's.,
Over the years, many studies have been done and many attempts
haVe been made to influence the changing curpeuta. Do you have
any suggested ways of doing something differ6tly?Educational
institutions are slow to respond, for one thing, and I believe a great
many people are trying to influence them to respond in different
ways. Certainly a blue ribbon committee doing a feasibility study
would have very little impact op determining curricula.

MR. GOODENOW: Thank you for the question. I don't feel
that a feasibility grOup itself would be able to define how institutions
should control or develop curricula. Please be aware that today we
do have excellent indications that in the late 1990's our curriculum
-requirements are going to be vastly different from what they are
today:

There is a lot of funding coming from the Federal Government
and there may be more. Is it and will it be appropriated in the right
direction? Should we have a mechanism that institutions can use to

`plan so'that under-employmenr will decrease and the welfare rolls
will not expand? Is there a way for a body to assist in giving good
information on the kinds of skills that are going to be required?
Educational institution's don't have the capability.

CHAIRPERSON MOORE: Thank you very much. I would like
to present a panelist, Mildred YoUnger, who is a member of the
Commission from Los Angelps. ,

Our next -witness is Henriette Avrann, who will be testifying oh,
the American National Standards Institute Committee Z39. Ms. Avram
has long been working with the Commission in this field, and we are
delighted to have her here today.

MS. AVRAM: First, I would like to take this opportunity to
thank the Commission for the present support ofthe American
National Standards Institute Committee Z39, and then express the
need for its continued support.

With the proliferation,of information s stems nationally and
internationally, the need for increased inform tion sharing becomes
apparent as the worldwide economic situatio becomes increasingly
difficult. Present technology, and the marriag of the computer with
telecommtinications, increase the potential fo information sharing
while; at the same'time, increasing the need for standardization.
Effective and economic use of the technology and compatibility
through standardization become more and more urgent. It can be
said that standards are the sine qua non of inflormation systems.

In the United States the principal responsibility for developing
and'promoting standards for information systems rests with the Z39
Committee, which set es,e standards for the Library Information,
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Science and Publishing Agency. Thus, the Z39 Committee develops
standards relevant to information systems. Z39 encourages the use of
these standards by the information communities and works to ensure
that standards within its scope remain viable, that duplication of work
is avoided, and that individual enterprise and initiative are
encouraged.

InternationallyZ39 participates in the actiyitiesof
international standards bodies, such as the Intermitional Organization
for Standardization. Standards developed by Z39 are submitte to the
international body for adoption, and standards established At

internationally are often adopted nationally. A significant exa ple
this type of acceptance of work done elsewhere is the exchange o
data and machinefiv which forms the basis for compatibility
worldwide. -

The result of this acceptance, of the standards adopted
elsewhere-has not only itnpr6ved international information transfer,
but resulted in a large savings of resources, time, money, and people.
Stan c ialLsLare developed following formal procedures established by
the American National Standards Institute:The substantive work is
perfOrmed by subcommittees of individuals with expertise in
particular areas. Once reviewed or completed by cOncerned,bodies.
and individuals, the proposed standard is submitted to a Board of
Standards Review; and if that bock approves it,'the standard is
published.

The time of the individuals making up the subcommittee that
avelops standards isn't contributed by the individual organizations,_
but funding is required to bring the subcommittee members together
as often as required to complete this work in a timely faShion.*Funds
are also required for Z39 memberp to participate in international
standardization activities.

Since OctOber, 1978, the National Bureau of Standards has
contributed office space and housekeeping details to Z39, which is a
considerable contribution. Interim finartcial support is currently
received from the Council on Library Resources, the National Science,
Foundation, the National Commission on Libraries and Information
Science, and OCLC, Inc.

However, three of the four have project-oriented functions and
funding policies which have reduced their ability to continue as
major supporters. The Z39, to remain an effective standards
mechanism and to continue to build programs which are responsible
to community needs, must have adequate funding.

Two draft resolutions submitted for consideration are directed

to the information communities, public and private. One encourages
widespread use of standards. The other recommends support,
including financial support. Both are aimed at increasing the
probability of successful information sharing for the benefit of all.

I would like to add that Bob Gray, the Executive Director of
Z39, is here and has a full statement of my testimony if you or
anyone is interested in having it. Thank you.

. .
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CHAIRPERSON MOORE: I think it might be well for the

testimony to be submitted so that it might be included. Now is the
time'for questions. Mr. Sprague.

MR. SPRAGUE: Having broken my lance in private industry in
trying to develop standards in the technology,field, I have to ask this
question. Given the extraordinary rate at which technology is
growingI think there are three new versions of disc video recorders,
unstandardized, as an e4ampleare you optimistic? I sometimes
think that in the United States standards are almost anathema to our
diversity and to our inventiveness. Are you optimistic about
standards?

MS. AVRAM: I am very optimistic. In fact, the standards were
undertaken by Z39. I know that if we did not have standards that
existed out of information transfer, we would have a terrible
imbalance. We could not understand each other. So my answer is
yes.

MR. CUADRA: I think I would like to follow up on 'Mr.
Sprague's point, and it has to do with those circumstances under

A which standards help and those under which they prematurely freeze
the technology.°1 remember five or six years ago when I was running
an on-line service, I was being asked: Wh on't y u all do the same

.thing and have them all run the same way?

,.That would have been -a terrible disservice at that time,
because during the past five years there have been, on the average,
one or two system improvements a month from many of these
services. And if anyone had tried to freeze the protocbl procedures,
we would not have the, kind of systems we enjoy today.

- )
So, the question is, in the standdrds'work, how do you

differentiate between those things that are premature to freeze and
those which provide obvious ends, or do you make that distinctioid

MS. AVRAM: Yes, I think the point that you brought up is a
very important issue. I think, to make this distinction accurately to the
best of our ability, it takes individuals with expertise and with
experience. I know and recognize the area is not black and white. It
is very often grey. But in spite of that, in my involvement in the past
15 years, believe that the area of standardization is encouraging.

CHAIRPERSON MOORE: Thank you very much for your
excellent testimony. We are glad to have Bub Gray here, too. Now,

.our next witness is not identified by title. His name is Frank M. '

Graves.

,

Statement of Frank M. Graves MR. GRAVES: Madam Chairman; I am an economist in
Washington, with a long-standing interest in information problems. I
am currently doing a benefit/cost study, for example, of the
nationwide electronic information system that is being developed by
the Federal Judicial Center for the Federal court's. Like other
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information systems, this one is proving to be expensive to design
and install. The existence of many prospective courts as users,
however, may in qle end justify the expense by their common
sharing of the fixed, costs. The more users, the less the burden on
each.

Thus, in the discussions at this forum, 'a question that must
repeatedly be asked is: How are we going to pay for the needed
information-handling improvement? For electronic systems, a partial
answer to that question can be found in the phrase'aggregation of
the market." Deliberate gathering together of, prospective users
aggregationcan, from the beginning, show the way to lower unit
costs for each participant. The lower the unit cost is, the more users
will be attracted, lowering costs for each still further. .

The idea of deliberate aggregation of markets for techhological
improvements has been espoused by the National Scienc
Foundation 'for some years. They see it as a suitable Federal policy
for assisting the spread of expensive technology that will contribute to
improved U.S. productivity. Certainly improvement in the
information-handling capability of our library system falls within the
scope of this notion.

C
I have a simple, five-point proposal which I think the

Commission should spend some time thinking about and carrying
out, if it really wants to be practical-in finding a way to pay for the
electronic system improvements which are so desperately needed as
one part of library system strengthening. One need only look at the
huge increase in published pages being supplied by the Chemical
Abstracts Service, for example, to see the underlying cause: explosion
of information supply.

The first point is for the Commission, urged on by this
Confert.pce, to secure from vendors of information services and from
owners-dklata bases their price schedules kir 200,-300, 1,000,
2,000, 10,000, additional subscribers. Vendors will respond if they be
asked: "What would you charge us if we doubled your present
subscription list? Trebled it? Quadrupled it?" The quoted prices will
go down, because fixed overheads will be shared by more and mere
users, thus bringing down full unit costs to each; and because the
prices charged are usually cost-based. Competition forces this. ,

*4
The price schedules thus obtained, based on larger numbers of

users, should tend then to attract still more users, eventually. The
National Commission should circulate these price lists to the libraries.

The second point is for the libraries, meanwhile, to prepare
financial plans incorporating the amount of funds they believe Could
be raised fromlocal taxes and gifts and from a user fee schedule. As
a guideline, a national, fairly standardized schedule could be
provided as a memo from the National Commission. It would then be
reasonabyto assume, I maintain, that Congress and the many State
legislatures each would be willing to put up 25 percent of the
information system annual costs, but only if local effort guaranteed
50 percent.
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The third point is that user fees must be zero during the period
of promotion and familiarization. Vouthers could be issued to library
patrons for some (number of 'Iree queries, but it would be valuable at
some paint to,introduce user fees to raise revenue. Because people
don't knoW what they want until they see what they can have, it is
very important that there be a free period of promotion and
familiarization to build educated demand. '

A fourth point is for the National Commission to take the lead
in preparing presentations for congresional and State legiSlative
committees, setting forth the need for information system funding and
the justification based on quoted prices for aggregated markets and
affirmed local. effort. ,

For the fifth point, early a detailed work program and budget11

--for the above market-aggr gating activity would be necessary at the
start. The Commission recently has appointedra new task force, the
public-Private Sector Task Force, which would be an excellent group
within the Commission to carry this-responsibility.

Overall, then, my argument is that a strategy of merely
begging for money will not be effective. To get legislative funding, a
sound, workable means of lowering costs and of demonstrating
substantial local effort are essential.

\

CHAIRPERSON MOORE: Thank you very much. Questions?

MR,. SPRAGUE: I am just curious when you say it's got to be
free during startup: Who would underwrite the free part of this
program?

MR. GRAVES: That has to be a part of .the budget of the whole
thing, taken into account at the beginning. Some legislative money,
some local money would be needed.

MR. CUADRA: Have you asked any substantial number of
data base producers of,on-line services the question you suggest we
ask? ,

MR. GRAVES: I have not called them, but I know the
economics of their industry sufficiently to know that in the case of
one firm, for example, it is limitedio about 600 subscribers
nationally at a unit price of $1;000 per subscription. The vendor
thinks that, at that' price, he has saturated his market. He has pot
looked at what he could do with a lowered price.

MR. CUADRA: I think your. arithmetic is impeccable, but I
have talked with some, 217.data base producers and 59 on-line
services that exist. And most of them would not respond, I think, to
that question, simply because it's a business matter and they don't
know the impact.of the sales of printed products,. say, on increasing
volume of on-lin servic(s. That doesn't say we shouldn't look into it,
but I a urious s to whether you had any ready basis for that
information.
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MIRci GRAVES:. Well, let The put it this way: If they do not
respond, it would indicate that they have formed, in effect, a-kind of
cartel. It is not reasonable to. think that if they are, in fact, competing
with each other, they.won't respond. And further, if the existing
information firms don't respond, then there is an obvious market
opportunity for someone who will.

MS. YOUNGER: Ate you not, in effect, asking the Commission.
to endorse one product at "the cost of all the rest?

MR. GRAVES: No, I don't believe I am. What I am''saying is
thatlooking at the huge increase in information output being
produced by Chemical Abstracts Service, forexample, which over the
last 20 years has gone from an index number ofNone to an index
number of 5.24 in total pages publishedwhat I am saying is that
there is no human way to keep up with such ap information
explosion other by using modern, expensive information
technology,:

What needs to be'done, then, is to lower the fixed costs of
that expensive technology by spreading it over many more users than
are now available at the currently quoted high prices. That is where

. -
market aggregation by the Commission comes in.

MS. YOUNGER: It seems to me that the end produ,ct would be

tying up tax money at all levels for one product.

MR. GRAVES: No. This kind of thing has-to be a part of an
ov rall budget. First, let's get the quotations infrom vendors; second,
let s see what local effort can do; third, let's budget for all of the
spectrum of activities and things we think, we need to do. I am
morally certain that market aggregation will lower prices, because it
would loWer costs, without doubt. I am absolutely sure of that. When
that happens, it will free Lill scarce library resources that can be used

in other library activities.

CHAIRPERSON MOORE: Thank you very much, sir. I work
with economists a great deal>and I wish that more economists would
become interested in helping us sort out the library and information
serviges. Next, we have Dr. Marion Weiss, who Rill testify on the yse
of television and film as informational resources.

0.
6

Statement of Marion Weiss DR..WEISS: I represent the University-film,Association, 'which
is a national organization made up of people like me who teach film
production or film studies at the university level. The organization is
also made up of film television students athe university level and
those who make documentaries and instructional films for institutions
of higher learning.

The words "TV" and "film' are familiar Words fo everyone in
this room,, especially for me, and probably all of you who watched,
when you were growing up, about an average of five hours of
television a day. I remember very little about my teen years except'
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the double features I sat through on Saturday afternoon. We all grew
up thinking that TV and movies were to be enjoyed, nothing else; to
be our electronic babysitters; to act as raw material th3t we could
passively, and without thinking, soak up like sponges.

s,

Today, coincidentally, I am 40 years old, and today I know
that film and television ar,e not merely escapist fate; they can be
regarctecl as important means for obtaining information. Television
shows 4ike "All in the Farnily,"° and even "As the World Turns," can
serve as informational sources about American family life and
contemporary attitudes or''moralitY. and, other time-binding concerns

alike war, justice, and love.A,

Films like the recent "10," "Starting Over," and "Rich Kids"
can likewise communicate information about marriage and the'
mid-Ilf,2 crisis. Classic films like Renoir's "Grand Illusion" and
"Citizen Kane" c'an give you glimpses into the tyranny of war and
peace, respectively.

t,So far, I have been talking about commercially produced and
consumed examples of information dissemination: There exists
another type of television and film which lies outsidejhe commercial
industry, and that's the non-theatrical field. Since Worm War II, the
non - theatrical, area has developed into a fragmented network of
libraries, universities, schools,.museums, and clubs that exhibit
documentaries, educational films, promotiona i s, industrials,

..--.foreign films, avant-garde films, and social stat nt film; and their
subjects range from -artto zoos, from aging to

Educational films and television programs, Rvarticular, forma
large part of the non=theatrical field. I know there is no elementary
school or junior high.school or high school in this Country that
doesn't use film or terevisidn in an important way as.pafrt of itsi-
instruCtional curriculum. The successful informational film or
television stiows are essential parts of the learni4 experience. The
good ones have 'a logical beginning, middle, and end, are
stimulating, have vocabulary geared to a specific audience, and are
often allied to a text and accompanied by#a teacher's guide or
manual.

Novicothe avant-garde ancrtelevision shows also form an
impoltant part of the non-theatricij field, but people often don't want
to deal with these works. Thvy a4thought of as "art for art's sake." I
want to suggest that they can offer unique points of view about the
world and document -a specific subject the commercial incliistry fails
to treat at all.

,

e,

For example, during World War II, the commercial films
tended to be comedy and war 111ms, but there was'an avant.garde
film, Maya Dereq's "Meshes of the Afternoon," which gave a .

°different bufrealistiC view of the same period where individuals were
troubled with sexual and identity crises. A more recent avant-garde
film, Stan Bahage's personal documentary on the birth of his first
child, has een thought of by doctors being the best film on

"natural ildbirth, for instance. Bruce Conner's film, "Report," is
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probey the most-remarkable recrelon of the Ntiohal mood
immediately following PreMdent Kennedy assassination.

Hopefully, our children-no longer will see the electronic
media as simply a means of escape of entertainment. Hopefully, they
will conk to know television and film, as I haVe, as two of the-most
exciting, stimulating, and visual ways in which to know the world.

CHAIRPERS01\1 MOORE: Tharik you very mach. Any
questions?

MR. SPRAGUE: What would you have.us to doil

DR. WEISS: I would have you particularly make people awar"
that they can get some of these films through their local library fre'
of charge, and that they are terrific. They are just wonderful and I
think every library does have access in'the budget to get films.

Also, our local television shows, our commercial television
shows, can be wonderful sources of learnifig, as "I am sure we all
know. "Ail in the Family" can be taught from the standpoint of
language, of non-verbal behavior, of how to tell wherea person is
coming from by just the arrangerrient Ofhis furniture in his living
room. There are a lot of things there. Even for "Three's Company" or
"Morkand Mindy," `we should' look beyond just the obvious surface
reality, look beyond 'the obvious entertainment commodity, and a
little more into the learning capability of/these commercial shows
and films?

/ CHAIRPERSON MOORE Thank you for coiling. Our next
Witness is William R. PrinCe, and he is to testify on the subject
"Serving Blind People through the Public Library."

r°1*

. Statement of William R. Prince' ,MR. PRINCE: My name is Bill Prince. I am a delegate from Los
Alamos, New Mexico; and, -for the record, I am blind. The subject of
my presentation 'this afternoon is, "Access to Nonrecwational Printed
Material-,': what I shall refer to-aslime-dependent maferial.

1p.

.
The Library of Congress and its -National Library Service for the

' Blind and Physically Handicapped (NS) administer a talking book
program for the blind and handicapped. This program is one of the
longest continuous progratns serving the blind. It was initiated-almost'
a half- century.ago, in 1931' The public law flos been amended
several times. The NLS administers the talking, book program through
its regiobal library system and its sub - regional libraries. The program
provides booksand periodicals to the blind and handicapped mainly
'through recordings. The material is provided in either hard records,
flexible discs, or in tape cassettesCand the' pr?gram also provides the

yback equipment..The blind and the handidapped have free
access to the talking,book program. As you can tell, I am a strong
advocate of the talking book program; however...it limits its material
primarily to recreational reading.
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What I am asking access to is nonrecreational reading or, as
they say, the time-dependent material. This Conference which we are
all attending is a typical example, if not an exceptional example, of
the amount of printed material which all of us have r ceived 10f to
this meeting. As a blind person, and.' imaiine the other 'capped
people, we have had very little access to/the material.

As you know, tile National Commission on Libraries and
Information Science mentioned, in one of the pre-Conference
program papers, that all persons had the right to read. Further, the e

Commission acknowledged that the Federal Government has the
responsibility to make this possible. The Commission also indicated
that it estimatits there are some six million blind and handicapped
p t le who are non-users of our libraries. I, in some small way,
would like to reduce this number.

What I would like to suggest is that small pre-fabricated
tape-recording booths be made available for our regional lib ies,
and also for sbme'strategically located local public libraries The
administration of the purchase of these booths, which, by e way,
are currently available for only a few thousand dollars, sh,buld be, I.
would think, through the NLS. The reason I am mentionin: this is
that I feel strongly that we need to have uniformity in the ty
booth that would be purchased, and also to ensure compatibilit
the produced tapes with the existing hundreds of thousands of
playback machines now in use throughout the country...

I could recommend, if I may, two,ways that we could
implement this program. First, we could ask Congress to d the
presAnt public law, which mandates the talking book program, so as
to make Federal funds available. Another way would be to use our
State libraries to request funds through Title IV-B of the Library
Services and Construction Act. As all of you know, this Act was
amended in 1966. In the amended act, the libraries were asked to
improve their services to the blind and physically handicapped.,

In closing, I wouldttuSf like to state that-rap, sure.you will
agree with me. that an informed person, be that Orson hafidi&pped
or not, is a participaAtperson, and independent access to printed
material would go a tong way toward restoring freedom of choice to
the blind and physically handicapped. Thank you, Madam Chairman,

CHAIRPERSON MOORE: We thank you so much, Now we
have a question from Ms. Leith from the State library in North
Carolina.

a

MS. LEITH: Mr. Prince, my comments are more in the form of
, comments than questions. I am a little dismayed by yoUr

presentation, because I really believe that almost everything.ttiat you
have suggested be -done is being done. Ydu are very correct; Library
Services and Construction Act money is used for the blind and.
physically handicapped and much of tihat money goes into public,
libra?es, into,regional libraries, to do precisely what you have
suggested.
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I believe that the standardization,'for instance, of your booths

would be relatively impossible because of local autonomy. But I also
wonder if you don't think the Kurzweil machine is going to take care

of most of this. I believe that' libraries are beginning to purchase
them. I think that this is a more valid outcome or solution to your
problem. Do you not feel that way?

MR. PRINCE: Youtgave me several things to comment(on.
Number one, I Cannot agree with you that our library system is, in
any way, giving me as a blind person access to anything other thanh
recreational reading: I do not know of one regional library or one
local public library that has a tape recording booth purchased with
Federal funds. The NLS has been consulted in setting these up and
getting the proper equipment for more than 100 privately funded tape

-recording booths; but these are, by a large majority, uged by

volunteers.

All I can say, in response to your comment, is that in order to
participate knowledgeably in testifying for legislation and testifying on
different committers that I am on, I have had to impose upon
secretaries and friends to transcribe printed material onto cassettes. I

may say that I don't know whether you are blind or not, but it is
double frustration to get a cassette that is unintelligible. I'm not

-criticizing the people who put. it outbut, generally speaking, a
volunteer system will not work. Volunteers, due to the nature of the
program, cannot-provide in a timely fashion the material that I am

talking about. 11

l'forgot the last comment that you made. Would you repeat

that, please?

MS. LEITH: The Kurzweil machine.

MR. PRINCE: I am very familiar with the KurzWeil and also
the telesensory synthetic speech machine; and;yes, I think they are
obviously a great technical innovation which would help the blind.
But I am sure you are aware of the cost of the machine. I don't know
the current cost, but the last I heard it was going over $35,000. It* is
not, accessible to an individual. It would have to be made accessible
through institutions and so forth. N

CHAIRPERSON MOORE: Thank you'very much, Mr. Prince.

We appreciate your testimony and are glad you are with us-,We
preciate your suggestions. Our next witness is Stuart CarbtKers..

-

MR. CAROTHERS: I am the executive director of Recording
for the Blind. It's rather a coincidence that Mr. Prince was just before

me. I would like to give my prepared comments, and then I would be
happy to discuss the relationship between the subject he was
discussing and Recording for the Blind. I think it might be interesting4.4

I welcome the opportunity to appear before an open hearing

of the White House Conference on Library and InformatiOn Services.

32G
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I have felt a sense of involvement for several weeks, since at our
headquarters in New.York City we have been putting on-tape for
blind delegates some of the fascinating material being sent out in
preparation for this Conference.

Let me first ,tell you something about Recording for the Blind,
and then describe our new library program. Recording for the Blind
(RFB) is a national educational organization meeting a critical need
for visually, physically, and perceptually handicapped students and
professionals. It is the only national library that provides free on-loan
tape-recorded books for educational purposes to thousands of
handicapped AmeriCans at every academic levql.

SinCe its founding in 1951;more than 53,000 men, women,
and children, in every State have used RFB's service, learning by ear
to prepare for independent, self-sustaining careers as teachers, social
workers, ministers, engineers, mechanics, security analysts, and

- business people. RFB's library of spoken words, the largest
educational resource of this kind in the world, makes possible for
them a productive future.

RFB's constantly expanding master tape library contains more
than Kocm titles, more than one million. recorded hours on topics as-
varied as astrophysics, macroeconomics, -and art history. With the
dedicated assistance of highly, trained volunteers working in the 29
RFB recording studios throughout the country, the master tape library
is growing at the rate of 400 titles per month. Last year alone, RFB
filled, from our headquarters in New York City, requests from more- ,
than 13,000 borrowers for nearly 90,000 titles.

The National Endowment for the Humanities recently made a
substantial grant to RFB to create a system for subject search of the
titles in RFB's master tape library using key and subject words,
annotations, and text abstract information. For the first time, blind
and print4iandicapped students and professionals wishing to do
research will have a quick, dependable mechanism for searching the
taped material available to them.

Let me explain. While RFB has a strong record of providing
educational texts to the Nation's visually handicapped, we have
historically been able to answer requests for books only by author
and title. As the aspirations o lind grow, requests forRFB's
books grow apace at an average 10 percent annually, and we
increasingly receive inquiries fro both students and prof6sional
users for material on specific sub' ct areas. Blind and
print-handicapped students and professionals are doing more research
for courses, theses, and dissertations, and RFB must be able to
respond to their requests. Professional useri,as well, need this
capability.

As a result, RFB plans to catalog all its ti tles in MARC format
with the assistance of the National Library Service for the Blind and
Physcially Handicapped of the Librai'y of Congress. Let me add,
parenthetically, that the services of RFB and the National Library
Service complement each other, NLS concentrating on recreational

0
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reading and RFB on educatiorial reading. We will then augment these

records to facilitate search. We will put our catalogue in the
Bibliographic Retrieval Services, so RFB's bibliography can be

searched at any of the system's terminals. We will combine this
cataloging system with taped books from other collections.

It is important the blind and print- handicapped students and
professionals across the country, as well as librarians and educators,
become aware of the capability RFB is developing. We would like to
hear from - anyone who has. suggestions about how we can improve

our seryites.

This morning, President Carter referred to the frequent
isolation of the handicapped from library services and the printed
word. Title IV of the proposed National Library Act addresses thk...s
problem directly by proposirig funding of special'services for the
handicapped.

I cannot leave this hearing without urging that this Conference
recommend that the United States Government help defray the
operational costs of private libraries like ours, which, fill a critical and''
unique function and haveriproven track records of serving the visually
handicapped in all 50 States. Thank you.

CHAIRPERSON MOORE; Mr. Sprague.

MR. SPRAGUE: I'm not sure I understand whether there is a
dispute between you and Mr. Prince, but Mr. Prince seemed to
indicate that all that was available to him was books for
entertainment. You described a,lot of things that are not
entertainment. Perhaps it hasn't reached Mr. Prince. Secondly, I
though I heard him say that the use of volunteers just didn't work.
Did 1 hear you say that you do use volunteers?

MR. CAROTHERS: We do use volunteers. Perhaps what Mr.
Prince was focusing onand you can correct me if I'm wrongis the
fact that he would like to be able to go in the library and find some
reference material and have it placed into recorded form on a
relatively immediate basis. We.proyide the tapes from our mash.,
tape library in New York, which On mean, as far as time to run tr,!
copy and get it out to the individual requesting it, a matter of two of

three weeks. If it must be recorded, we assign it to one of our 29
studios, and we may be talking in terms of one, otwo, or three

months. There is a large gap there, just as Mr. Prince points out. For
new material, that is, not in recorded form, that in regard to the
service he was suggesting it makes a great deal of sense fOr some of
this material to be recorded on the spot.

. MR. SPRAGUE: Would you comment, too, on the technology
praltrrn? That is, the variety of tape machines and the suggestion he

made about a uniform console orvestibule, or whatever it was. Do

you feel that is a problem? Is that the correct solution?

t- MR. CAROTHERS: For the way we record, we feel we: have

the best, a more than adequate system. Basically; the difference, as
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he pointed out, between RFB and the Library of Congress is-they do
the recreational reading. So their emphasis is quite different from
ours, which is education. We want tobconvey information. We do it
so it can be referenced immediately. We are not as concerned about.
the-4 won't say qualitybut we are not as concerned about-whether
it's Alexander Stewart or Whether it's alvolunteer who can convey it .

in a very adequate fashion.

MS. LEITH: In the past, RFB has mostly taken careof students.
Do I understand from your presentation that this is to be an expanded
service of reference for any blind or visually 'handicapped person?.

MR. CAROTHERS: RFB began purely with students. In fact,,we
started out serving college students, and it has expanded down arid
up. We now record and send duplicate copies for elementary
students, graduate students,.apd many, many professionals. We have
2,000 to 3,000 professionals, who are,in all walks of life and careers,
who are using our recording texts on a very regular basis.

MS. YOUNGER: What about the individual who would like to
study a particular subject but is not enrolled in any program and
hasn't obviously achieved prof6sional status, and perhaps this
material is not available to him ?

MR. CAROTHERS: We will still provide those texts. When we
say "education," it must be something that is either connected with
some curricula requirements or, in a very broad sense; is educational
in nature. We don't, frankly, split hairs as to whether it's an
immediate course requirement. But we do not focus, as does the
Library of Congress,, on recreational reading such as the best sellers.

CHAIRPERSON MOORE: Thank you very much. It hai been
very enlightening. We appreciate you coming. Our next speaker is
the Reverend Roger Pickering, who will talk about libr'aryservices for
the deaf.

REV. PICKERING (through an interpreter): My name is
Reverend Roger Pickering. I am a full-time clergyman serving as
minister to the deaf community in the Episcopal Diocese of
Pennsylvania. am speaking this afternoon as the Chairman of the
Deafness and Hearing Impairment Council of Southeastern
Pennsylvania, and also as a member'of the Advisory Committee for
Library Services to the Deaf, a free library system of Pennsylvania:

~would like to demonstrate to you theneed at the national
level for support for, and encouragement of, library'services
specifically for the hearing-impaired citizen. It is not generally
recognized that hearing impairment is the most prevalent serious
disability in the United States, occuring, for example, four times more
frequently ihan'blindness, to which deafness is often compared. For
another statistic, the sign language of the profoundlyoleafis the
fourth most comn6only used language'in this country, followinOfter
English, Spanish, and Italian. ,
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More importantly, while blindness cuts off a blind persOn from
things, deafness cuts off deaf persons from other people or, to put it
another way, blindness is one of the most visible of all serious
disabilities. It is a handicap of mobility, while deafness is most
invisible. It is a barrier to communication; and it is precisely the
communication of ideas, and information, and knowledge, and
cultuie that is the basis of a library system. Yet, despite the fact that

95 percent of the hearing-inipaired and deaf population are
taxpayers, self-supporting, self-respecting members of their
communities, until just recently the library systeffis had dOne
absolutely nothing to break through the barriers to provide services to

the deaf.

The -Free Library is one of the pioneers providing such service,

buVwhen I tell you that it has been in force in that area all the way
back to 1976, you may begin to understand how very recently it is
that our libraries have begun to make any effort to bring equality in

-services to the deaf community.

In that short span of three years, the Free Library of
Philadelphia has discovered an entirely new world of problems and

opportunities. I have with me as an attachment to this transcript.of
my remarks a brief fact sheet that lists several things that have been
accomplished in Philadelphia as examples of what can be done and
should be done: For example, storytelling hours, interpretative
programs for deaf children and adults, preparing and distribution of
resource kits, books colleclions on deafness and sign language, the
installation of a telecommunication device that provides, for the first
time, accessibility for a person such as me to phone information and

-reference services which my hearing compatriates have taken for...
granted for years and years, full participation in community affairs
and, in particular, our Deaf Awareness Week.

As I have said, few areas have been pioneering in providing
this service, to reach out and seek to make available to their
hearing-impaired citizens what has long been available to the
hearing. But the deaf people live in every State, in every city, in

every rural area or community. It is my plea and the plea of other
deaf people, including some delegates here at this Conference, that
this White House Conference on Library and Information Services

will recognize our spe1cial needs and take steps_to-sethat those
needsare no longer overlooked. Open to us, if you will, the doors of
the libraries throughout the Nation and allow to us the store of
information that-iSals much our right as it isyours.

CHAIRPERSON MOOZE: Thank you very much. Is there a

question;4 0

MR. SPRAGU,E: Could you be more specific about programs
you would advise usto undertaker

. kEV.,.PICKERING: Are you speaking about the local example
of Philadelphia, or things here at the Conference?

MR. SPRAGUE: Should we use the Philadelphia example
nationwide?
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REV. PICKERING: It is one example. I don't want to give you

the impression that it is the only one., Here in Washington, D.C., they
have another example of a program. What I want is some focus on
those programs as models for the Nation, yes.

1

MS. YOUNGER: I certainly appreciate this particular
testimony. I spent 17 years without the ability t speak. So I
experienced ma f the things that the deaf e perienced, because
.the assumptio was often` made that I was deaf, This has been a very
touching kir.t of testimony to hear and I want You to know that there
is at least one Commission member who is extremely sympathetic.

CHAIRPERSON MOORE: Thank you very much,. Our next
witness is Nancy C. Jacobson on "Information and Referral Services
in the Public Library."

-----.)

Statement of Nancy C. Jacobson MS. JACOBSON: I think I need to reiterate a few things that
were said already today much more eloquently than I could say
them, but I think it will reinforce what has been said.

Informatidn explosion is a most timely topic. We are told it is
the fastest growing industry, with megatons, of information.
Historically, libraries, through lilararians, have been major brokers.in
the organization and dissemination of knowledge. This role must
continue in ever more sophisticated ways to bring order out of chaos
for individuals in need of information. For the general public, the
public library has been a vehicle for bringing about this service,
which today is taking on broader connotations. It is often called
information and referral.

338

Adopting this function, which will be .Aal to each and every
person living in the 1980's, would warrant a change in focus from
books to information with publicity. This is likely to produce a by-
product called money. In the long run these actions might just prove
essential to the survival of these same libraries.

Just what is information and referral, I &R for shoit?.There- are
as many Aplanations as,there are people who discuss it; but
essentialryl&R is a process of linking an individual with an
informational service need to a resource designed to meet that need.

Nearly all libraries already fill the, information part. Referral
indicates an added-feature, better coordinated local community
information. It means furnishing the names of people and agencies, to
provide assistance to those who need it.

Information, might be as simple as facts about new or used
cars: Refer Might be as complicated as a recent call to-our library
when a oman asked: "What do I do? My husband just asked me for
a divorce." In this case, recommendations might b'e to the
appropriate agencies to corer the emotional aspect, counseling,
seminars and support groups, the financial and legal aspects, and/or
employment inforination,`such as homemaker re-entry progra.ms.
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Obviously, these questions are not in the area of trivia, nor are they

school assignments.

The library can be the first point of communication in some
rather momentous decisionmaking. One of the strongest features of

l&R is that it serves everyone, including the physically handicapped,
the minority, the elderly, and the poor. It is important to mention
here, too, that most libraries have some form of networking which
allows interchanges of information, so thammaller libraries are able

to communicate witklarger ones and give individual patrons access
to a greater scope of resources.

Computers currently have the capability of providing this
access. They are not yet, to rhyl'knowledge, being u lized in this
way, although I did talk with a delegate from Colors yesterday
who said they were doing this very thing. In order 4o a rt the pu ,ic
to the services already 40red in libraries, it is necessary provide
massive doses of publicity. The desire for publicity e up in
various forms in many of the State conferences. Identi y Jibraries

as information centers can, I belie,ve, bring attention to what libraries
are already doing; and this thrust could not only heighten the state of
the art, but bring increased revenues, which in turn would assist in

further improving the quality of I &R.

All of which lead me to the final part of the triumvirate:
money, an essential along with l&R and public relations. One can
save money from both endsas an individual user, as a taxpayer.'
Whether it is through information gleaned in orider to buy that '
aforementioned used car, or whether it's only an 800-telephone
number-to call a specific agency, in these.days of high inflation and
tight pocketbooks, the library can be a real source of personal
economy.

Public libraries, in recent years particularly, have found
themselves competing.v-igbrously%nd often futilely for local funds.

Everyone knows, fire and police protection is essential; as well as
garbage pickup and disposal. Information isevery bit as important,
yet the populace has not yet realized it. If libraries were seen as
indispenAble, as envisioned by the activities.already'inentioned, they
just might be in a better competitive position for the increasingly.
scarce dollars available for distribution.

Considering their very limited budgets, libraries are perhaps
the best bargain in government. One does not have to be'a seer to
read the dire message for the future. Without a major injection of
energy, I predict that public library service in the qUantity and quality
we know It today, limited though it may be, will dwindle to an
almost worthless state. I can describe this in very simple terms.
According to a recent Kiblinger report, the consumer price index is
expected to rise from 50 to 75 percent in the next five yeah. The
recommendation to businessmen is that they - anticipate at least a 60
percent increase. With Proposition t3 in California and a four
percent tax cap in Massachusetts, it is incomprehensible that local
units of goKernment 41 willingly and automatically increase library
budgets. 12 percent a year, and that would mean breaking even.
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In summary, public libraries are indispensable units of
government, because everyone needs informationand this includes
readers and nonreaders. Therefore, by enhancing the reference
service, by publicizing it as information and including some referral
aspects, universal public demand would be created. And once the
need is recognized, then libraries would no longer be at the bottom
of the budget heap, and the increased fundin would benefit all other
library services as well.

.--.N.

, A national campaign publicizing the concept of libraries and
information could rejuvenate public libraries and give them the
opportunity, through a more equitable share .of funding, to continue
current programs,improve the information referral aspect, and allow
preparation for the future, which so-rapidly becomes the present and
even more speedily the past. Thank you.

CHAIRPERSON MOORE: Is there a question?

MR.'CUADRA: You have reminded me of a conference I
attended in 1974 at`Long Beach on information and referral services.
There were about 150 people there and a great deal of excitement. I
think 'only about 10 people in the conference were librarians. I came
back to the Commission and tried to convey some of the excitement
about this kind of service as a possible extension or maybe even
salvation of the public library, and I failed in conveying that.

*
One of the problems that I recall at the time was that the

librarians in 1974 took a rather dim view of some of these services
. because they bordered on advocacy. They took a dim view of taking

someone in a car to the agency that had the information. They took a
dim view of following up to see whether the person's information
needs had been met.

.. .

So, my question to you is; Is the time now different, or do you
think that concerns about advocacy or services which border on
advoca.cy are in any way changed? Is there greater readiness to adopt
this kind of service?

MS. JACOBSON: I hope so. I'm not sure how.far we can go in
regard to advocacy, but I must say we haven't made'much progress
since then. in Massachusetts there was a conference recently o
information and referral services, and out of 150 people, three re
librarians, which I find quite shocking. I find other organizatiQn are
taking over this aspect of service, when here we are 'sitting on the
inforrpation. We have so much more than they to offer, because it's .

right there.
MI

MR. SPRAGUE: But what if the way it will be right there is on
my television screen for which, somebody said tod y in a
demonstration, ',might pay $15 a month? Now, if a million people in
a trade area pay $150 a year$150 million, have I of that
right?and that were made avails_ble to libraries, you wouldn't have
a fiscal problem, would you?

- .

MS. JACOBSON: Absolutel2Ot.
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MR. SPRAGUE: .But something is running right around you.
They'll put it on my television screen while you wither and die. Is
that correct?

MS. JACOBSON: Well, it could happen. (;don't know, I'm
probably totally wrong, but I think it will be a while before questions
can be asked of a television screen, or computer, or whateier, within
each home. I.really do feel that with the oil problems and inflation,,
we aren't going to be quite so free and so able to buy all the
hardware and various things that we have been doing in the past. But
that's my personal opinion.

CHAIRPERSON MOORE: Thank you very much. Next we
have Joyce Post, who represents the American Society of Indexers in
Philadelphia. Philadelphia is well represented here today. A lot of
people are talking about it. The former Director of the Philadelphia
Free Library was a member of the original Commission, the Johnson
Commission, Emerson Greenaway, who has rendered great service to
this Nation. We always remember him with deep affection.

MS. POST: I welcome this opportunity to present the concerns
of my organization. The American Society of Indexers was founded jar
1968 to raise the low status of indexes and indexers in publishing, td"
improve the quality of indexes, and to set standards for professional
indexers. The society addresses itsejf to three issues for consideration
at this Conference.

First, users of information and indexes. Delegates drawing up
resolutions in the first two theme areas of this Conference, libraries
and information services to meet personal needs and libraries and
information services to enhance lifelong learning, should be-aware
that bodies of information for personal day-to-day decisionmaking,
such as government files, lists of local interest groups and human
service agencies, community information banks, and so forth, will
only be turned into dynamic useful tools if they are properly indexed,
using terms and schemes relevant to their users.

The American Society of Indexers recommends that delegates
affirm the importance of indexes to this type of information, and that
provisions for,indexing those bodies of information needed for.
personal needs and lifelong learning be included in the resolutions
considering these information needs.

Second, publishersand indexes. Many nonfiction books are
published today without indexes. Of those that are indexed, many do
not meet minimum indeZ standards. The American Society of
Indexers recommends that these situations be corrected immediately
in the following two ways: 1) that a dialog be opened.between this '

society and the other publishing grour5S attending this Conference to
explore'mutual interests and work out individual differences
regarding the presence and quality..of indexes in nonfiction books
and other printed works; and 2) that delegates pass a resolution

ming both the necessity of having indexes which meet recognized.
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standards in all nonfiction work and the desirability of a
publisher /indexer dialogue to implement this need.

Third, libraries and indexes. Dwindling financial resources,
coupled with the rise of nonlibrry organizations that provide
ififormation searching and consulting services for a fee, have meant
that libraries need to reasseg their role in the information-rich
environment,of the next decade. A recognition of the value of
indelk,es and a requirement that they be present In all nonfiction
booqs, resource materials, and information products purchased by
libraries, and also that such indexes Meet acceptable criteria, will

Jielp libraries through this difficult reassessment period.

Delegates voting on resolutions concerning the proposed
National Library Act, and/or some type of national level library'
coordinating agency, should make certain that provisions for ensuring
the presence of indexes along the lines set forth in this paper be
included in the design pf such legislation and/or coordinating agency,
possibly by means of a specific policy-making index provision within
the larger national agency.

The American Society of Indexers urges this Conference to
recommend the following two points when considering library
priorities: 1) that individual libraries require that good indexes,
relevant to the'-needs of the intended .users, be present in any
nonfiction book or information product they purchase; and 2). that
any national legislation and/or coordinatirig agency established to
oversee library and information services include a distinct prOvision
for index policy-making: o

Up to this point, every idea expressed in this statement has
been concerned with conventional- information sources, whether they
be the older, more traditional printed format or the newer on-line
format. We don't have to look too far into the future to see even
more excifipg change's in iriformatioeformats and delivery. These
changes also will mean changes inindexes as we now know them.
New formats for making them available will have to be explored, and
the immediacy with\which they will have to be prepared will
become an increasing concern. The 'American Society -of Indexers
expresses its confidence in the information formats of the future and
its eagerness to participate in the indexing challenges that will
accompany them.

CHAIRPERSON MOORE: That is good testimony and we
thank you very much! Anybody have a qaestiorr?

MR. CUADRA: Comment. There are, as you know, a number
of experiments under way, primarily in Europe,in information
systems for the home. My impression of these is that very few people
who underkand indexing principles or librarianship or the

'organization of information have been tapped to consult on some of
these projects.

There are at least two experiments going on in the United
States at the present time. One is by the GTE Company and the other
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is by Mike Ridder. I think it would be useful for you to bring the
attention of your organizatOn to these kinds of organizations,
because they understand vay well the computer technology and the
telecommunications technology, but not necessarily how, to organize,

and tag, and lakl information to communicate with the consumer.

MS. POST: Thank you.

MR. SPRAGUE: I'm not sure I understood you completely, but

I thought I heard you say that, for example, the Commission ought to
recommend that people index in a certain way. What force would

that Nave? If we recommend as a National Commission, that doesn't
mean anybody has to do it. It's just a recommendation. Do you think

!it would really do any good?

MS. POST: We don't have anything like that up to this point,
and I think that we certainly need to begin to have something like

:this. I think that it 'would do some good because-we just don't have
any recognition of this up to this point.

CHAIRPERSON MOORE: That's an encouraging sign, to think
that somebody believes we have some influencevery pcouraging.
We thank, ou for the compliment. Our next witness was to be J.

Gary Nichols, the State librarian in Maine. His substitute will be
Richard Gross, who is testifying in place of Mr. Nichols.

MR. GROSS: I have no prepared text. I c.nply would like to
express a couple of points of view that the State of Maine has about
the issues that are before the Conflrence--priMarily, the National
Library Act. We are in favor of the Act in principle. We are part of a
New England cauctis that ineludes delegates to this Conference from _

the New England States: The member's Of that caucus alsosaid that
they would favor the Act in principle.

I personally have had an opportunity to speak with one of the
'authors of the Actfrom Senator Javits' office, so I understand what
the authors Of the Act are looking for in terms of positive indications
from this Conference that! will lead them to*z,on and refine the bill-,
so that it will, hopefully, become a law. There are three or four areas
that the gentleman from Senator Davits' office mentioned. I think that
the delegates to this Conference should be aware of,those areas,
because probably most of them are not. They are looldhg for an
endorsement of the principle of a national library-agency, not
necessarily where it will be placed in the)Federal bureaucracy, or

what it will replace'if it will replace anything, but the concept of a
national library agency. We also very strongly urged them to consider
all types ,of libraries when they talk about a national library agency,

so that all types of libraries would come under the function Of this

agency. '

;They are also looking for support for some kind of a funding-
formula, not necessarily the forttiulethat is in this study bill. They are
looking'also for.supptrt for a national per capita standard of financial
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support for libraries. These principles were espoused by Mr. Morris
from Senator Javits: office as the indicators that would urge them,
after the Conference is over, to refine this bill and, hopefully, to push
it through Congress.

Another alea otconcern that I would like to address is the ,

coopertion between all types of libraries. One of the positive lessons
that we are kieginning to learn in Maineand I hope this is
happening in other Stags, from the Proposition IT experienceis
that we cannot continue to duplicate within small geographical areas
the knowledge resources of this world. There simply is not enough,
money to do this. We have got to learn to talk to our neighbors in
other types of libraries and in other geographical locations close to
us. Geography is a problem in the State of Maine, because we, are so

'huge. But, many of us find ourselves in situations 'where we do have
sister cities across the river, and we cart talk to each other and we
can do things that are going to save money in terms of the fact that
we.are not going to be buying the same resources, subscribing to the
same-magazines, and things of this nature, This becomes, in my
opinion, an effort where everybody tries to work together to buy the
resources, but not to dupl'i'cate the resources.

(really feel very strongly that this is a I son that is coming
very hard for many people, but that we will arr ve at that po int at
some future date and that future date is not too far o o of

. us. If the cooperative eff&ts are to be c , we have got to stop
talking about the public libr , nool libraries, and college
libraries, and just t ko-IthAll libraries. Whatever type they may be, we
are servin: same people. These people, have the same needs, and

to cooperate, and see tcOt that people are the ones who get
The information needs supplied.

CHAIRPERSON MOORE: Any questions by members of the

-MR, SPRAGUE: I would like to take advantage of this fresh
"tA'reriSort from Capitol Hill. In their consideration of a national library

agency, and since I am a new member, of this Commissiondoes
what you have said imply the demise of this Commission, in their
view, or a criticism of it? 0,r are they both to remain and have a life,
if this new agency co s about?

MR. GROSS: This question was asked because some of the
people on the committee that I.was serving on, which Mr. Morris
addressed, were cohcerned about creating another bureaucracy. The
question was asked, but no substantive answer was given. Personally,
my own feeling would be that we would not create another
bureaueracy, another agency. There was .a lot of discussion of the
idea that this agency probably would fall within the new Depa ent
of Education. One thing-that we did urge them very strongly o
consider is the fact that this national library agency has got to serve
the needs of all types of libraries, whereas the National Library Act

.specifically mentions funding for public libraries only.
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Another thing that Mr. Morris dick warn us about in our
meeting with him is that the Higher Educatign Act is coining up for
refunding in the Prxt sesSion of congress. -L4SCA does not corneup for
refunding until 1981, I believe. He therefore led us tp believe that
there may be some very real problems in getting Corkress to devote

much 'time to the discussion of,an Act,to fund public libraries, when
they alrady are committed by their agenda to consider Higher
Educatit% Act money because that is running out.

MS. YOUNGER: I was interested in your remark about.

,requiring equal funding at all levels. How would die Federal
Goveininent go about that?

MR. GROSS: I:m not sure I follow your question. I didn't say
equal fundingAre you talking about the fUnding formula or the per

capita sub-gidy-or per capita standard?

MS.:YOUNGER: At one point you talked about all units of

government havingng the same input-financially.

MR. GROSS: No, I didn't.

MS. Y UNGER: I see. Then I misunderstood you.

)1* 4.

not say that. You mean State, Federal, and

local levels? ....

YOVNGER: I understood that you were-requiring a
guarantee at all of those levels.

e e

ReSS: No. The authors of this.bill are not concerned
aboufth percentage figures at this point either.

YOUNGER: Then are you talking bout pure Federal

MRoltRO'SS:;Niq, we're talking about all three levels. At the

co sionAl levkl, they lump local-and they include State, city,

co ; whkeverit may be, parish funding, as one amount.
,.i -qt-

tf 1
.

iS. tYOUN GER: Don't they have to require a certqin.level of L.

pertapita in 'order to consider that in-the overall funding
. .4

It . ,,, t

M GRP. That rn not sure_ of. I don't understand the bill

adequately err, u h yself to be able to answer that question. I don't

Vt think so, butrit uld be wrong. 4)
.,- .
-c '' ,

A MEMBER OFTHE AUDIENCE: According to my notes here,

the person was suggesting that the National Library Act deal with all

libraries:
,

.

.
1

...."'".

MR. GROSS: The national library avncy.
. 0

i 0

A'
0 itO

.
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CHAIRPERSON MObRE: I think you.come as an advocate.
You are like the rest of us, you're not sure what yo rre advocating.

I '
MR. GROSS: That's fight. I don't think that weshould get tied

down in'30, 20, or 50 formulas, ol a $10.89 per capita'standard
across the country, at this point.

CHAIRPERSON MOO,RE: I think *I'd like to make an
ex0lanation here. The way the present Commission is structured, we
are a planning agency, and not a'iroperating agency. This bill
proposes an operating agency, which probably wo,uldlake over the
functions of the present Office of Library and Learning Resources or
something of that kind. ,

MR. GROSS: Yes.

CHAIRPERSON MOORE: I think there's really no conflict. In
any case, this is going to be debated rather fully, notice from the
schedule of witnesses yet to follow, and there will be plenty said one
way or the other. I'm sure alt of us have been getting slips under our
doors and been hailed by people asking us to sign petitions, or
handed a,,brochure. So we will be ver'inf4med, I'm sure, or at least
will.hear more arguments by the time this White House Conference
is over. We thank you very much for your interest in coming.

Statement of Helmut Alpers

Our ne witness is-Helmut Alpers, who will talk about kbrary
conservation pr grams, a program that is dear to the heart of, I guess,
all librarians, most library trustees, and everOrdy-who--reads_akook
that they're afraid is going to get worn out, too soon.

MR. ALPERS: I appreciate the opportunity to present testimony
S. on the subject of physical preservation of information materials. I

wish to address particularly the area of preservation of rare and
valuable library materials, which are no* stored in libraries and other,
repositc,ries. A crisis exists which demands action now on the pait of

II levels of government and the public.

I believe a brief word regarding my credentials to speak on
this subject are in order. spent 18 years of my business career-with
IBM, during which I was deeply i-Ryolved in information systems. In
my last positioras a' key individual in IBM's.clata procesSing
divisionthat's the sales divisionresponsibl for bringing a
networking capability, to IBM's product line. Fo e last four years, I
have been associated with the General Bookbindin ompany, a
library binding firm of which I am part owner. I want t ,fkrther state
that there is very little financial gain that our company wou achieve
though any major programs in the preservation area.

In view of this background, I believe I can bring perspective to
this impdrtant subject, which I feel has been overlooked in much of
the material which we have received. This is pot a criticism. Ita .5, ,

`usually is overlooked, since it is a problem (Abe backroom or
technical services area of the library, and is thus out of sight. In
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addition, delegates had little awareness of this crisis in Ohio. it was
only after diligent effort by a number or people at the Ohio pre- 1White
House Conference that the subject of preservation of the informati
materials was discussed and finally accepted as one of Ohio's 16

recommendations.

Turning now to the problem, which exists primarily in our

research libraries and acadgmic institutions. There are also a number

ofpublic libraries that provide outstanding research collections, and
these are included ps part of the library community facing this

problem.
'Itazzazif

aitiNe are here at this White House Conference to develop
thoughts and recommendations that are key to the future of libraries,

and I fully suppbrt this activity. However, in the area of preservation
there is an immediate crisis before us at this very moment. I have
attached, as part of this testimony, a'brochure which my company
made available fo the members of the Ohio pre -White House
Conference and which states the problem. It is entitled "No
Tomorrow for Library Collections Unless," and you will have copies

of that later.

The problem can be summarized by giving a few statistics. Six

million out of 17 million volumes in the Library of Congress are too

brittle to be given to users. Fifty percent of New York Public Library's'
five million books are in aMadvanced stage of disintegration. The
Barrows Research Laboratory, which focused on this problem until its
demise, determinehhat only 10 percent of the Paper used in books
published between 1900 and 1949 would survive this century, if
given the best of care. Columbia has one and a half million books in
its collection of five million falling apart. Publishers continue to print

on paper which is not of archival quality. Archival paper is more
expensive and thus books would be more expensive; which would

limit the market. Therefore, books being printed this very day will be
part of the preservation problem within the next 25 to 50 years. It is a
problem which is compounded by the increasing number of
publications thaKre being collected by libraries-today.

Based on much of the literature which I have read in

preparation for this Conference, one would surmise that the book is
doomed. The November 10, 1978; issue of College and Research
Library News carried as a cover article a synopsis of Stanford
University's library director David Webber's address to the University
of Oklahoma School of Library Science in September of this year on

the subject of Research Libraries in the Year 2030. I quote: "Extensive
collections of published materials on specific topics will remain the
heart of the academic library. Despite many changes," Webber
concluded, "libraries too` will share a great many similarities
theory, operation, and a"host of particular problems with those of the
2030's." Fifty years hence, libraries.still are apt to have quiet reading

'places for students to alwb and integrate their classroom and
laboratory studies with yorinted informdtion in a variety of formats.

The codex format has been with us for more than a thousand

years and has proven to be a most efficient means of presenting
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information. Commissioner Keppel warned us today of the great
amount of time and effort needed to integrate new technology into a
system. I disagree with Mr. Beningtbn's assessment of his discussion'
with IBM development personnel. I was one of them. Enthusiasm by
IBM people does not ensure effective acceptance into the
marketplace on the schedule determined by IBM. .

On balance, despite the-many technological advance's that
have ocCured in computing in the last 20 years, and are sure to "'-
continue, along with video disc, enhanced microfiche capabilities,
and others, the book is sure to continue. In summarizing the
problem, we have a crisis today and ore which is going to continue
for the foreseeable future. I urge delegates to this Conference in each
of the4ive theme, areas not to overlook this critical prOblem. -

CHAIRPERSON MOORE: Any quetions?

MS. LEITH: Would Z39 help us at all by imposing standards ofro.
paper?

MR. ALPERS: That's a go d question, and, quite frankly, I

cannot give you a good answer o that at the present time. My
comments are very simple. _I ould air-condition libraries. I would
start with that, becau-se we've of books falling apart today in
libraries that any new standards are not going to help. I am also
talking abut the future, but I'm looking back for the moment. I'm
looking at the collections we've had since 1850. If you've been on
your hands and knees in the New York Public Library stacks the way
I havethat's`what we have to stop, that problem that they have '` '-
today, and at Yale, and Harvard, and Columbia, and, all of the other
libraries like that. That's the issue I'm really trying to address. We
should look forwaid, I agree with you, on standards; but that's a
tough one for me to react to, because its very difficult economically
to comment on:

MR. SPRAGUE: What would it cost to air-condition our
libraries, and what would we get for that? How many years would
we delay destruction of these materials?

MR. ALPERS: Regarding the destruction of paper, a chart
which I have indic that the life of paper can be extended by a
"factor of 12 with a 15° Centigrade drop in temperature (35°
Centigrade to 20° Centigrade or 95° Fahrenheit to 68° Fahrenheit.)

Now,11ov ,. much would it cost to air-condition libraries? I
Jolit know, but I'd s9rt with maybe $10 million, and I think that's
practical. Even $50 million is not mind-boggling as far as I'm
concerned, and I think we could get a crack at it with $5 million for
10 libraries.

Mk SPRAGUE: Which 10 would you do?

MR. ALPERS: Well, you've got four already. I'd do Harvard,
Yale; Columbia, and Nev' York Public. Those are the first four.
Stanford has a new library. Their old library has not been
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aii-conditioned; and I understand it's regarded as the Harvard of the

West, so I certainly would include that as one of the five. You'd have

to help me with the South and the West, other than what I've
counted. But seriously, I'm not here. to propose a specific program, as

,Iindicated-in the rest of my comments. I'm trying to say here, we're

at a Conference where we're looking into the future.And I have
found in my business career, when everybody is going in one

direction, let's look the other way just to be sure we haven't misseil.

anything. I do feel that we have missed this area of preservation here .

in preparing for the Conference. It only received 55 resolutions from

the states out of 3,000. Why? Because two-thirds are lay delegates, as

lam.

You'don't know about the back room unless you're associated

with the indukry as I am through the bookbinding (irm. That's why
I'mhere today. I've seen this problem. I have nothing to gain: I'm not

selling air-conditioning or anything like that; I justmant to sevome
of those great volumes and great boas that I've hasa chance to use

at the New Yol:k Public:Library saved for my children and their

children- and the children thereafter. That's wh I'm reallly trying to

say here in this testimony.

CHAIRPERSON MOORE: And you did. We appreciate your
testimony very much indeed. Our next witness is Dr. Margaret -

Goggin, who coroes to testify from the Assotiation of American
Library Schoolsorthe topic Of library education. Dr. Coggin
recently' retired as dean of the Library School at the University of

Denver. She has had wide experience, of course, in her field, and has

be a strong supporter of the continuing educ.itiori network which

this Commission started.

I would like to say at the present time that I Must leave the

hearing and I haye\asked Ms. Younger to chair the remainder of the

hearing. Unfortynately, one can't be in two places alone time and I ,

have to go somewhere else.

Statement of ,Margaret Goggin DR. GOGGIN: I am here in the capacity of delegate-at-large
representing the Associgtion of American Librarj, Schools, and I

r. Would like to emphasize something,.which we really all know but

which often we' forget to express. That ist, that no matter what the

deliberations of this Conference are, almost every deliberation will
have some effect upon the education, the preparation, the in-service

training, the continuing education and preparation of qualified staff to

do the many things which the delegates are,saying that they would

like to see in the library of the 1980's.

The effective provision of library and information services to
meet the current and future needs of citizens will depend larg.th,

upon the availability of competent staff to provide these serviffls . The

growing complexities of the information-based.society,4he changing
needs ofpcitizen, the new technological applications tior information

delivery,,theseNd many more factors are dramatically changing the

role of libraries ad information agencies, and are demanding new

349.
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kinds of education and re-education of librarians and iltrmation
m,anagers.

lri whatever ways the issues of this week's deliberations are
articulated, the emerging needs will require personnel prepared at
graduate professional programs, at the masters, post= masters and
doctoral levels, and staff whose competency is continually updated
and revOred through career-long continuing library education.

The Federal Government, through the years, has recognized
that the formal graduate professional preparation for information
professionals is a national concern and a national lesponsibility. The
Higher Education Act has provided scholarship and fellowship
support to graduate schools of library and information science to

* assist highly qualified students 'to prepare for a career in libraries.and
information agencies. The Association of American Library Schools
affirms the national characteristics of graduate education for this
profession and considers it essential for the Federal Government to
continue the support with increased vigor as the need for preparing
competent, dynamic leaders for the information agencies'of today
and tomorrow become more apparent.

We Would like to stress the national characteristics of
recruitment and preparation of graduate students to becomq
professiohals. No professional 'association, no professional group, is

,strong unless there is interaction between people from diverse
cultures, frdm diverse backgrounds, from different parts of the country

.th different,experiences. It is this divergence which brings`to
ofessional issues excitement, creativity, and new directions. It is for

this reason that support of the Federal fellowship and scholarship
program is Seen as a national responsibility.

..._, / We are also concerned that the continuing education needs of
staffs In all kinds oflikiraries.are met through some form of suppO?t
for the institutes and training brogr9ms, for staff development; for
personnel, and personal development. It is the upgrading of the staffs
in the libraries of today that will make it possible to meet some of the
challenges that we will be facing,.91 end of the White 'House -

Y4Conferenceiwhen we will have our resolutions, and sonic demands,
anci requests, and hopes for. new, exciting services for citizens in all
parts of our country. , 4 .

, -
.,,. Changes in the direction ,of-education are'repiring us to

recruit a different kind of faculty member, and to' update the
competencies of those faculty, members now ih library schools in
tenured positions. We feel that a very definite program on faculty
development will need.a.subsidy to get started, will need some help
and sorne resources, in order that we may have the best qualified

- -faculty wtio,can educate the new inforniation prOfessionals, and who
also can, conduct some of the research graduate

t i
. studentsearch with th

that so necessary. \..
- .

J .
.. . ,

We have f5r the Association'a resolution which we would like
-to.peCsent. I don't know whether you want me to read it or just

. -present it to you in written form.

or
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MS, YOUNGER; I think it would' be better,, in view of our time

constraints, if it could be presented in written form.

DR. GOGGIN: It is in the document you,have before you, and

it does provide for support for library education.

MS. YOUNGER: Thank you. Our next witness is Robert Fox,

speaking on libraries and contemporary literature. I

.

MR. FOX: In deference to Mr. Alpers, who is a membeof the
Ohio delegation along with myself, I would like to say that the...books

which my publishing company, Carpenter Dress, publishes, are printed

on text stock that has a guaranteed shelf life of 250 years. But I don't

'think I'll be around then, or that any of us will, to know how
effective that guarantee is. I am .4§.o.very concerned with the issue of

preservatioliaBut what I'm here to speak about today concerns the

role of the Wrarian, and the survival of our serious literature. You
have,my abstract and background paper in your package.

The traditional role df the librarian, as being responsible for

' the, preservation and the ransfer of our culture, is in serious jeopardy

as far as the preservation of.serious literature is concerned. Now, by

"serious literature" I would like to diStinguish entertainment .

literature, 'such4as novels by 'Harold RobbinS', which are used for

recreational purposes, from serious fiction' and boetry, the kind of

novek and poetry that are-very challenging. As Clarence Major, a

writer, stated in a recent article in the American Book Review,

sometimes it provides discomfiture rather than the 'pleasures of

entertainment.
, . .

Well, serious writing is in jeopardy for one reason, because of

a number of myths which abound about the publishing industry, I'll

put it another waythere's an unwitting conspiracy that is

responsible foi a grave lack of attention paid to contemporary fiction
and poetry. We are living in an'unusual period,of history in this

country right now, when more serious fiction writers and poets are

working more than ever before.,Yetethe general public and librarians

don't know that these writers exist.

One of the reasons why is because these Writers are being

published by the independent press. The independenr press.is filling

-the gap'that commercial' publishing has created.-Commercial
publishing has abandoned publication of serious literature to go after

the big book and the million dollar movie, and 'to become involved

'in much of the information hardware and software that is the subject

of this Conference.

The publishing industry has been taken over by multinational

corporations. Since 195k, there have been more tharr 300 mergers

an takeovers in the book p.ublishing industry and what's happened

is that a supermarket mentalithas taken over the handling of books.

Since 1952, the.number of books pubtished in this country4las more

than tripled, and yet the number of serious works of fiction, poetry,

ancrdram'a has remained the,sarrie_
)1.)
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What I'm basically concerned about is that our literature is the
mirror of the Nation's spirit. Without this mirror, we cannot grow.
We cannot continue to grow spiritually. We cannot continue.to look
at ourselves and understand what we are as a people. If we are to
survive spirit4ly, and if our literature is to survive, several changes
have to take place, I think, in the training of librarians. They will

need special training about review media,,particularly, because many
of the widely used review media are owned by the multinational
corporations that I spoke of and are representative of a very'special
interest.

4.;

MS. YOUNGER: Do yOu have a written, proposal?

MR. FOX: Yes. My paper is in your books. And I would be
happy to answer any further questions that you may have right now.

MS. YOUNGER: Are there questions?

MR.,,SPRAGUE: I'm groping here. What_would you have us
do? What can we do to change this situation and this concentration
Of publishing, the interest in popularity, and in the box office attitude
toward making money? How can we change,that situation?

MR. FOX: Well, I'm not interested in attacking the
multinational corporations as such, although I think one has to

_realize that they have no allegiance to any particular culture and no
responsibility to the products and the aspirations of any particular
culture. But I would like to see some sort of awareness created about
the existence of the network"of small, independent presses that exists
in this country. Perhaps this could be incorporated in library training,
in library schools. It can be set as a priority. I would like to see some
affirmation given for the acquisition of the products of members of
the small press community.

MR. SPRAGUE: I take it that you feel that the library public at
large is not aware of this network? .

MR. FOX: Yes, and librarians could play an instr9mental role
in educating the public: But first by educating themselves, by
betoming aware of the network and of those many review media that
exist that do review books Published by the small presses.

MS. YOUNGER: Thank you very much. Our next witness is
Alex Allain.

Mit'ALLAINfAs I appear before you today, I wish to speak tq
the imperative need for understanding the importance of libraries, for
I am utterly convinced that what we do here may well determine the
course, the welfare, and the destiny of this Nation, and perhaps
others, for generations to come. Time constraints make it necessary
that I speak to the roots and the trunk; not the limbs, the-twigs, and
the leaves. Hence, I will go directly to the point.

Nte
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MuCh has been written about waste. Yerthere has been
nothing in the press nor the other media about the almost criminal,
waste of our most important resoureg, our population, which forms,

its most basic natural resource. There are twoetsentials for the best
human existence possible: bodily food, without Nvhich life cannot be

sustained; and intellectual nourishment, without Which mental acuity
cannot be achieved. Whatever.has been done in this Nation and
elsewhere has been accomplished through the use of the mind,
which directs man's literary, artistic, and manual skills.

The libraries of this Nation form the very heart of its

educational system, and the compendium of human knowledge is
contained within the libraries of the Nation and the eoild. Litraries
are undoubtedly the most universally used tool for the cquisition of
this essential knowledge. No lawyer, no doctor, no sci n'tist, no
engineer, no individual can function completely or intelligently
without access to the knowledge which books cOntai Human

beings, njoy a'reasoning ability centered in the min , and nothing

c es,in that.mind save through the senses. Whe education fails,

knowledge regresses; and if we as a Nation continue to regress, I

slibrinit that we will certainly be buried.

Knowledge, however, is only a part of being a civilized human

being. Anothet is the ability to understand. Even total knowledge, if it
could be achieved, would only be the skeleton of a building which,
without understanding, would have neither walls nor roof.

It is, said That one may have much knowledge but, without
understanding, be truly ignorant. An example of thii might be the

lack of understanding of the simple truism in both morality and law
that no liberty in the context of the fifth or the fourteenth amendment

to the Constitution grants any license to harrrranother's person or
property. Failure to understand this basic doctrine has caused grief
beyond measure, and the cost to this Natidn of acts of vandalism,, ,

arson, and murder must run yearly into billionsthough money is
less important than the sorrow, the anguish, and the pain suffered by_

the victims, which leave permanent scars.

Complete lock of understanding is also evidenced by bigOtry,

bias, prejudice, and hatred. It has always'been both morally and
_legally 'wrong to denigrate anyone's human dignity, within the
meaning of a persbn as used in the Constitution of the United States,

a meaning which excludes no one. A serious question must be

posedhbw much grief, bitterness, strife, hatred, and disorder have(

been caused by the lack of understanding of these simple doctrines?
And how divisive is this lack of understanding of this simple

Jet doctrine? And how much does it undermine our national unity?

Understanding, is as basic as knowledge to the full
development of the mind, and that knowledge is stored uniquely in

our libraries. The Senate of the United States tells us that $20 billion
are being spent because of functional illiteracy. How much better

these funds could be spent for other purposes. This is not to stress the

money waste; but the waste about which I speak today as being
almost criminal is the waste of our natural resources. Something must

be done about it.,
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I propose that the highest priorities be placed on developing
each individual to his fullest potential through the artsthe sciences,
and technical, and manual skills. It was for this reason that the
resolution, known as the ;'Louisiana resglution," was written for the
Govethor's 'Conference. It was approved by the American Library
Association, and adopted by the legislature of the State of Louisiana,
and copies were sent to the Louisiana delegation in Congress. The
reasons set forth in the resolutions form the reasons I would submit at
this Conference, for it speaks to the highest priority which must'be
given to libraries as the prime, thodgh not the only source ...

MS. YOUNGER: I'm sorry, we're out of time.

MR, ALLAIN: I would leave a copy of this with you for
consideration. If you do not mind, I would like to give three
recommendations that follow this.

MS. YOUNGER: I'm afraid that we Can't because we are way
over time.

MR. ALLAIN: Then may I just give them to you?

MS. YOUNGER: Please do. Thank you very much. We are all
extremely sorry about what has happened with time, but we are very
happy that so many additional people have asked for time since they
arrived at the meeting. I think that it would be greatly appreciated by
those who wire not scheduled if perhaps you could limit yourself to
two dr three minutes and give some of them, at least, an opportunity

`--to have something to say.

The next individual who is scheduled.is Herbert Landau,
representing the Ame?ican Society for InformatioQ Sci,ence.

MR. LANDAU: My name is Herbert Landau. I am the
delegate-at-large representing the Americari Society for Information
Science (ASIS) and am the president of ASIS. We are an international
professional society with more than 4,000 members, dedicated to the.
improvement of the information transfer process through research,
development, application, and education. We are essentially an
umbrella society, whose members include librarians, computer
specialists, educators, information managers, communicators,
Publishers, researchers, information industry,, etc.

I am also assistant director for information systems at the Solar
Energy Research Institute in Golden, Colorado. My role at the'
Institute is the application of information science to solving'one of
our major national problems, which is energy. My job, therefore,. as
well as my professional society affiliation,, is directly tied to the
charge which I am now presenting to you on behalf of ASIS.

ASIS has prepared a statement of issues which is predicated
upon certain basic assumptions regarding natipnal information
activities. These assumptions are that it is our goaland by our goal I

34'7
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mean-not only of ASIS but of the Conferenceto facilitate the transfer
of information from the source to the users, to solve their problems,

and to deliver this information to Users when_and where they need it.

The second assintption is that information delivery structures and
information packages should follow need. The third assumption is.
thatinformation funding at all levelsand this includes-both private

*and public fundingshould also follow need.

ASIS felt that any deliberations of and resulting outcomes from
this Conference shciuld be considered in proper perspective. The

, Conference, as suggested by its name, is organized to address both
library services and information services. The structure of the five
basic themes for the Conference enforces that organization. In the

'course of your deliberations, we hope 'that you have the opportunity
to consider the eight basic issues, which I will briefly cite here by
title, since the-material you ilave describes these.

These issues are: 1) information as a national resource; 2) the
need forsa national information policy; 3)- the application of
technology to the improvement of library and information services; 4)
information for the citizen at the local level; 5) public/private
interface; 0,the cost of access to information; 7) international
activities; .and 8) research for information science.

1^,

In conclusion, I would just like to emphasize again that the

name of the Conference is the White House Conference on Library
and Information Services have been concerned that in many, of the
remarks that I've heard #cesterday and today, and in'many of the
theme sessions, there seems to be a belief on the part of many
delegates, and many of the speakers, that this Conference is
addressed to libraries per se, and specifically public libraries. To
reiterate, this Conference should, if we are not to do a disservice to
either our constituents or ourselves, address the real issue of
information transfer, using whatever mechanisms, structures, tools,
and organizations that are available and can best satisfy'the need.

MS. YOUNGER: Thank you very muchMr. Landau. Cecily
Cocco will now speak on library and information services in rural

areas.

MS. COCCO: My name is Cecily Cocco, and I am an alternate

from the gre State of California, a member of the Lake Counfy
Library Advigory Board, and president of the California Association of

Library Trustees and Commissioners.

What image tio-you conjure up when you visualize the rural
library user?' Many of us traditionally have thought of the stereotype
of the country.hayseed who comes to a conference such as this with

a stalk of grain firmly implanted between his teeth. I myself firmly
resisted the offerof a "Where the Hell is take Port California?"

- T-shirt to drive my point home. No stereotype could be further from

the truth; and, in fict, no stereotypes apply. here, since the rural
designation transcends age,-ethnic persuasion, and economic

condition.

33.
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The common ffierhe running through rural concerns is, in my
estimation, a sense of isolation. I concur with the California
delegation's reaffirmation of the American tradition of a free and
open irstitution for information, education, and culture, known as the
public library, in the following areas.

First, libraries are obligated to reach out to the unserved and
underscrved. All barriers to such service, whether legal, fiscal:
technological, attitudinal, or physical, or any other barriers, 'must be
eliminated, Physical facilities and staff-must be capable of providing
services to_all segments of society.

Second, there is a need for mandated, guaranteed, and
continuous ederal, State, and local funding for-libraries, -with the
understand g that the implementation of programs artd services will
be cost-effec 'ye. Libraries and information services should 'make
every effort cooperate and coordinate their services to avoid
overlapping duplication. Minimum'standards for library.?ervices
must be established,, and local agencies must continue to administer
.library services.

However, your ideas of minimum standards of syice may be
quite different than cnine If I can make ou.aware that g-iinimum`74
levels of service in a -rural .library may not now include access to
such technological breakthroughs as the telephone, thetypewriter,

qP card catalogues, and duplicating equipmentor even access to the
building for the handicapped, as is the case with the Lake County
Library in Lake Port, Californialet alone sophisticated networking
equipment, computerized information and referral systems, or TTYs,
for example. If I can.mak you aware of those distinctions, then', will
have partially discharged my duties to the Californians we represent.
We may not be saying: "Stop the world; I want to get off," but'we
might be sa": "Slow down, world, we want to catch up."

or

Third, children. are the future of our libraries. Libraries must
ensure that the young are involved in the planning for all library
services. It must be established as mandatory that State education
codes set.the specific amount of time for instruction in library usage
from kindergarten through grade 12. Every school child must have
access to a library.

Citizen participation is essential if libraries are to meet the
challenges of today and tomorrow. Libraries are visible. Support for
and improvements in library and information services can only come
about if the public knows what is happening and what is needed.
The public must be kept informed by all possible techniques of all
library programs and services. This is an essential duty for all
libraries. Those in libraries must keep abreast of all future political,
social, economic, and technological changes in our society. We must
make certain that needed information2is produced, and that it is
disseminated in such a way that all who wish to can use it.

In closing, I reaffirm the recommendations of the 300
delegates to the March, 1979, California Conference on Library and
Information Services, and thank you for the opportunity to present
their recommendations to you.
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MS. Y OUNGER: Thank you.cl hope that will be committed' to
writing and submitted.

,
MS. COCCO: Yes, it will.

. .

MS. YOUNGER: We will go next to Caroline Grills of the

National Micrographics Association.

MS. GRILLS: My capsulded message is about microforms.
Microfilm and micrOfiche.inave solutions to information handling and

linking problems. ,

/

I am Caroline Grills, representing the National-Micr raphics

Associationgasthe association's official observer. Microfilm. as long
been available-1n libr'aries as anarchivarstorage convenience,

. - particularly in relation to periodical volumes, rare reference material,

books, arid dissertations on microfilm. Today the Federal Government
utilizes microforms in.neatly,every agency. RS use,in the United
States patent data, in social security records, military records, and the
GOvenm, Printing Office, is extenTive and vital. Microform'is also .

meeting some reference needs at the Library of Congress: Certainly,
gro,...ving storage and retrieval needs at all libraries mean that we ..

should be looking to microforms to'be .able to solve some of these,

.problems.,e- . .

I would like to urge anyidelegates, as well as all other
interested persons, to discover how microforms today mean not only

a viable answer. to archival storage needs, but also-to learn how
micyforms can be Utilized as information capsulized -in mylar

memory. Microform techology foday is a device that easily
integrates or links with computers, word processors, and even

satellite communication systems.
. ;'

Microforms as mylar membry.can function solely as an
information bridge to close'the loop, if you will. Microforms 410

-microfilm or microfiche can also be valuable tools to bring
information to the visually and physically handicapped.

%.

/

The National Micrographics Association maintains a resource

center in Stfver Spring, Maryland, and 'is ready to assist you with
micrographic information. As the association's representative and

observer at this important Conference, I will be available to answer

your questions about microforms and welcome your' inquiries.

MS. YOUNGER: Thank you very much. Are there any

questions?

A MEMBER OF THE AUDIENCE: Are these free answers?

MS. GRILLS: Yes, there is much free information available. I

. would like to give one particular example. We have a Services to the
Handicapped Committee as a wing of the National Micrographics -
Association. In that area we have identified many waysthat

' handicapped persons, such as chair-bound persons, could access
inforri,ation for example, a ramp leading from a parking lot to the
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firsfloor reading room within a library. That reading room could
house more than a million volumes in one room if they were stored
on microfilm, and there are tremendous collections of material now
that are avaitable, all current popular periodicals. I personally am the
microform's manager for the American Chemical Society, and we
have over a 100-year-old collection of jOurnals in the field of
chemistry on microfilm.

MS. YOUNGER: Thank yob very much: Stanley Huffman, Jr., .

from the Virginia Educational Media Association and director of
Learning Resources Center, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State,
University,Xill speak next.

MR. HUFFMANL:-I appreciate the opportunity to talk with you
this afternoon.. I believe I am the oblyofficial.-Observer here
represeping a State association that has a concern with both libraries
and instructional technology. In this regard, let me redefine libraries
just briefly for you and then proceed'With my.statement

A library resource center may be looked' upon as a collection
of ideas in either print or nonprint format,4retrievable in 'an easy
manner so-a4 to have utilitrbythe pursuer.of knowledge. To this
end, we ri-iu34 move'forWard to the basic tenets of htinan learning by
using visual and oral resources at our command for information
processing.

Through the appropriate Use-of human and technological
resources, We can satisfy the need for a literate society and for
lifelong learning. The universal concern for learning at all levels must
not be preempted. A primary, concern for all people is to advance
print literacy, visual literacy, and oral literacy to a comprehension
level for achieving an, educated society.

Human ingenuity and creativity are providing new
technological dimensions in the use of vrint and nonprint mat9rials.
Printing, electronic, Asp', and auditory technologieoffer'a variety
of word processing. systams. No single information resource medium
can resolve the need for knOwledge, The challengebecomes hOw.to,,
best meet the divergent needs of information-seeking indickduals.

.
The designers of learning experiences, learning systems, and

learning materials must take into accoupt the varied interelts,
abilities, anek needs of individuals, so that large bers of pe9ple
may be sere d. It may be necessary to crea ultiple message
formats, so that communication channels may be selected by theuser
to accommodate different learning stylesoand individual differences
end- preferences.

Books remain an easily accessible, highly important
component for developing educated people. By the same token, it is
incumbent upon each of us to become more sophisticated in the use
of technological resources as a parrof the Word processing and
information system. Since library resource centers must meet a'wide

,1



range of interests and needs, it is neither possible'nor practical to stay
with, or go to; one technology system alone. It is mandatory to-find a
delicate balance of resources, easily capable of being accessed for
the fulfillment of individual desires and needs.:

It is essential in today's world that print and non-print
inforniation coexist. The deve,lo f of skills necessary to translate
simple and complex facts and cohce is in a functional manner is
imperative. As individuals become proa Live in message design, thoUght

stimulation, and idea processing, they ust also become-interactive
wit available telecommunications, technologies for the exchange of

information. Also, individuals need to be reactive to achieve higher
levels of information experience as a result of creative rearrangement-
of ideas. Again, as We perpetuate intellectual curiosity and. integrity,

no single communication system provides a utopia for man's inquiry.
Therefore, it is mandatory that a variety of resources be'acces'sible on

a broad basis.

In the 196,0's, we were saying that in the year 2000 we Would
have 2,000 timeOs much information as was known to man in

960. At the present rate of information-processing, that estimate may.
low. In 1962, I talked to audiences about the communication

revolution of the 1960's and the 1970's. During the 1980's, I
anticipate auQnsformation of research and development technologies
into practical &alities,for knowledge accessibility to provide
individuals with resources to-solve Koblems of intellectual curiosity
'and need.

There is an overwhelming need to fulfill the public's right to
know, as a component of knowledge acquisition and lifelong Ilk
learning, and to take advantage of thegtechnologies which perr4t;
easy eation, transmission, reception, storage, retrieval, and
repr ation of information. Technology exists tochange the many

.1 fac s of library, resource centers, and its proper use will enhance our
u erstanding of the many complexproblems of today's world. To
no use the many technologies which exist today, and to view
lib aries as a storehouse (or books only, is short-sighted.

0

The new Department of Education is very narrowly conceived,
since irdoes riot give major attention to libraries and instructional
technology. It is incumbent on everyone at this Conference to bring

..about theforces necessary to effect change in this regard.
Professional associations, educators at all levels, and lay citizens must
work cooperatively to bring both the resources and th technological
balance necessary to serve the many needs of individ als. Thank you.

Statement of Sandy .Dolnick

MS. YOUNGER: Thank you for your briefing. Our next
speaker is Sandy Dolnick, president of the-Friends of Libraries of -the

United States.

MS. DOLNICK: I am Sandy Dolnick, president of 'Friends of
Libraries of the U.S.A. and officia[ observer to the White House
Conference. I would like to thank i'e Commission for the opportunity
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to appear. Our organization feels that you are air Friend's of the'
014-ary, and we wanted to offer that opportunity to others and give
information about our new organization.

Friends of Libraries, U.S.A:, was formed to provide access to
information and ideas for library support groups. We havg.lerned to
deal with practical day-to-day problems through our newsletter,
which' has provided material for more than two years to more than
700 such groups across the United States. As an educational and

- advocacy group in support of better library service, we will help
stimulate and encourage grassroots advocacy, disseminating
information with help from the Washingtoq office of the American
Library Association. We will help with our members' public relations
efforts, to make the public aware of their existence and of the
services they perform. We plan on publicizing the White,House
Conference results and their implementation across the country.

As weexpand our services with regional efforts, Friends of
Libraries, U.S.A., will help fill the void that has existed in the
establishment of citizen-support. We want to encourage the
develophient of more suchFri'ends groups. One-of our firstlefforts is
here at the White House Conference. Friends can be anything you
want. Use us, please.

* MS. YOUNGER: That came as a great surprise. Thank you
very much. Are there any questions? I suspect that you will indeed be
used more and more in the future. The next speaker is Cheryl
Metoyer-Duran.

MS. METOYER-DURAN: I am Cheryl Metoyer-Duran, a
Cherokee Indian, and I am the libraoi delegate from the pre-White'
-louse Conference on Library and Information Services forindians on
or near reservations. I have worked with numerous library projects on
and Off reservations in different periods, and I am currently an
assistant professor at the Graduate School 9f Library and Information

*Science, the University of, California, Los Angeles.

throughout the years, the information needs of American
In'fc ian people rarely have been recognized and even less frequently
addressed; yet wampu belts, and memory sticks, and paintings on
skin 11.51:/e been the tra itional means by which Indian people have
recorded, preserved, nd disseminated information for the people in
their community. He ce, information storage and retrieval are not
new concepts to-Indian people; rather, perhaps, the traditional Anglo
concept of a library or a library facility is new:

The current status of library and information services to Indian
people can be characterized by five conditions: 1) there is a lack of
understanding and documentation of the information needs of Indian
peoplp; 2) we have inappropriateor inadequate materials to meet
these needs; 3Vthere is an inability or unwillingness of public
libraries in-urban, areas to meet these information needs; 4) there is a
lack of library facilities on Indian reservations; and 5) there is a lack
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of a sufficient number of American Indian librarians to staff Indian ,

libraries. To illustrate this final point, I cannot now name for you one
singleAmerican Indian librarian with a master's degree in library
science working in a reservation library on a full-time)basis.

While there are numerous and diverse pieces of Indi,Q,
education .1eWation, there does not exist one single law that

-.. specifies dol rs for Indian libraries on reservations. We feel that this
situation cannot endure. Legislation relating specifically to the -

educatiOn of.lndian people has made Possible the link between
education and libraries. Indeed, the purpose of the Indian Self --
determination and Education As'sistance Act of 1975 is as follows:

To provide maximum Indian participation in the government and
education of Indian people; to provide for full participation of Indian
tribes in programs and services conducted by-the Federal
Government for ndians'; and to encourage the development of
human resources of Indian people."

The development of Indian libraries as an element in the
educational process of Indian people is therefice applied and implied
in this legis Lion. A handful of Indian librariaffbecause there ly
are a handful --and a few committed educators, Indian and
min-Indian, have in the past worked for t$e improvement of
information services to Indian people. Now, with the increasing
complexity of Indian life, urban and reservation, considering land
rights and mineral rights disputes, the list of information-concerned
persons is ever-growing. Tribal chairmen see information needs and
information itself as invaluable commodities for governing their
tribes. Economic and legal planners working for, and on, the '
reservation's recognize the need for immediate access to information.
And, finally, the, local Indian r.esident, who simply wants to know
where to register a consumer complaint, has come to recognize that
a library and information center is the place and the resource to
answel-that question.

American Indian people have demonstrated their desire and
their need for responsive information services. We have had
successful demonstration programs. It is fitting and appropriate that
with carefij assessment, planning, implementation, and cooperation
with other informatiA agencies we will be able, in a rocal
reservation library, to provide the proper information to the, proRer
person at the proper time.

You can enable strong and continuing support for Indiao,
librarieS by doing the following: Work with us to pass the legislation
that will provide fiscal resources for Indian library development.
Indian tribes, and organizations,and agencies' should be ablcetIto
directly apply for thesefundS. without unnecessary intervention. We
have demonstrated our need and our desire for this. We mean to
have it. I thank you for your time.

MS. YOUNGERWe thank you very much for your
presentation,
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MR. SPRAGUE: I will reveal my ignorance with my questions.
, What is unique about the Indian need for libraries as different from

other people's needs? Is it just more or is there something specific?,

MS. METOYER=DURAN: k isr very specific. Indian people
living on reservationsor really, I could say, all Indian peoplehave
a very different relationship with the Federal Government. It is that of
a trustee relationship. When the Bureau of Indian Affairs was
established in 1811, that relationship was established by the Federal
Government. This means that although people think, for'instance, in
a regular situation the local public library closest to the reservation
automatically can provide library services on the reservation, that is
not correct. Xhere is-no local tax base on a reservation. There is no
mechanism for matching funds. Consequently, the people on the
reservations Flo not have automatic library services.

MR. SPRAGUE: So it comes out of the structural situation. Can
you speculate with me on why your associates, your colleagues, have
not chosen libraries as a career? You said there isn't'anyone with a,
master's, I believe.

MS. METOYER-DURAN: Part of that has been caused from
within the profession, which has not made known that there is a

,profession of library and information science out there. In terms of
recruitment, you must recognize that we are now competing against

,medicine, and law, and urban planning, which are professions that
bring the immediate ability to directly aid the communities.-In this
sense, we librarians are like the public at large, because we have not
sold Our professio,n as being critical for the provision of information.
The tribes do not have this understanding, any more, I would say,
than the general publi,c, and that affects the ability to recruit.,

MS. LEITH: Wouldn't you also say that you,have not had ,

libraries on reservations? Therefore, the children growing up have not
had.the relationship with the library, so that that's not one of the
things they want to be.

MS. METOYER-DURAN: Right. I was going to amend that and
say that is why I go back to the fact that, although Milian people
have under-Stood the need for wisdoM and information, we just have
not connected it with the library, the librarian, as we know them in
the majority society.

MR. SPRAGUE: Finally, I hope I don't offend you with this
question, but I have been raid that you're sitting on some of th- ost
productive energy land in the world, which you do not cho se-to
give up, and which you will lease or work out some arrangement

.with the country. Why don't you say that in exchange for 500 ,

'libraries, staffed, we'll lease the land to you at something like
that?

. MS. METOYER-DURAN:`1 would say that possibly there are
trade-offs, but I wouldoever ettempt to answer Why any reservation
community would choose to go either way. I could never do that
honestly. I could nof 'anSver your question as to whether or not we
think that's a legitimate trade-off.'
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MR. SPRAG4: YoUr bargaining position has improved, I
understand.

MS. METOYER-DURAN: Considerably.

MR. CUADRA: How well arc Indians represented in this
Conference, both at the professional 'and at the lay level?

MS7,tviET6YER-DURAN: FrOm out Indian pre-Conference we
have four deleOtes: one library delegate, that's me, and three lay
delegates, with the alternates, Then across the country Indian people
who were elected,as State delegates and alternates, approximately
25. That's delegates and alternates across the board from the United
States.

MS. YOUNW:I want to thank all of you who stayed until
the bitter end. I 'do want to remind you again that if any of you have
materials that you wish to have go in the record that you hve.until
December 3rd to get it in fo the White.House Conference office in
writing.

(Whereupon, at- 5:30 p.m., the proceedings were adjourned.),
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MR: TATE: Welcome to this second open hearing session
scheduled fOr delegates who are attending this historic first White.
HouseConference on Library and Information Services. I am Horace
Tate, a member of the National Commission on Libraries and
Information Science (NCLIS), and I will be chairing this session. With
me to serve as panelists are lour persons who are members of NCLIS,
who will, if needed, address citiestions to the presenters or witnesses
in a'n--35tempt to clarify Or gather additional information about the
presenters' testimony. These ComMissioners are Frances,Naftalin,
Fraacis Keppel, Robert Burnsand Joan Gross, There are 15-members
of the NCLIS, including the Librarian of Congress; I -do see the

chairman emeritus of the National Commission, Dr. Burkhardt, here
at This meeting, too. .
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AgSisting NCLIS in the implementation of the policies established
by the Codmission is an efficient staff headed by a dynamic and,
energetic executive director, Alphonse Trezza. I would at this time N.
like n a,sk Al Trezza to stand and be recognized. for what he has,
done to aid and improve the libraries and library services in this
Nation, and for what he has done in helping NCLIS to carry out its -
function, I am deeply grateful. I feel certain thet'm expressinghe
sentiment of the overwhelming majority of the Commissioners when I
utter this statemdit. We appreciate your efforts very much; and I for
one, since I do delve into politics a little, appreciate your'efforts in
lobbying around the Capitol Hill to see That what people want in the
way of better libraries in-this Nation. This ceriainly.is being pursued
by you, our executive director..

JO.
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While we know that recommendations will be forthcoming from
this Conference, I know, further, that librarians who are to serve the
people of today and the future will have to address the problems that
have perplexed librarians of the past and the present. While I have ..

'heard much about libraries that would utilize networking,techniques,
data banks, and satellite technologies, l have not heard much about
library programs that address the problems of illiteracy and problems'
of the handicapped.

..,
While the library must address the problems of the, literate, the

librarian must also address the4task of gathering and disseMinating
information to those who.cannot read, write, and interpret
information they receive. While we must be concerned 'about new
technology thati available to the libraries of ks Nation, we must be
aware that-thousands of people 'do not have a' ess to, nor have an
appreciation for, the libraries of our Nation as they exist at the

present time., 41
Now, of course, yoy as representatives of people and libraries

throughout the Nation, 'may during this open hearing.address
yourselves to any issue which you feel will enhance the American

. .

library and.the services it renders and might continue to
,-

renderhopefully, will continue to render=to the comnfunities of
this Nation. During this open hearing; each speaker shduld have
registered and submittect.an abstract and .a fun text of is

This is necessary because the-testimony will form part the official
written record of this Conference. Anyone who desires to speakbUt
has not registered, should register at this time, becausesuch persons-
All be heard at the proper time, in the event preregistered speakers
complete their testimony before 11:30 a.m., when we plan to stop
the session. Ea/6 speaker will be limited to five minutes. Those who
do not haye an opportunity to testify today are encouraged to submit

that ti
ot

eived within that time period will be inc ded
written statements. e record will remain open until December 3,
and any festimony
in the final official record.

The first person registered to testify this Morning is William G.
Asp, who will talk on an act for networking.
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MR. ASP: Chairman Tate and members of the panel, my name is
Bill Asp. I am the Chairman,of the Chief Officers of State Library
Agencies (COSLA), and director, Office of Public Libraries and
Interlibrary Cooperation, Minnesota Department of Education. COSLA
is an organization consisting of the men and women who head the
library development agencies in the States. Our membership consists
of the State libraries, of all 50 Statesthd of the Virgin Islands.

Our organization consistentlx,rhas supported the programs of
NCLIS and has endorsed the national program for library
development. We, therefore, are most eager that this White House.
Conference adopt recommendations for implementation of the
national program. COSLA has developed a legislative proposal which
I have filewith you as my testimony. this morning. I would like to

. talk just briefly about some of the essential components of that
legislaiive proposal.

COSLA has called for new Federal legislation to support library ,

development in all types of libraries. Our legislative proposal,
however, addresses one component in what could be a totally new .

direction of development. That component is library networking and
public library development.

We 'see some essentials for any new Federal program for library,
developmentsome thing which we call basic considerations. First
of all, we feel it 4s essential that representatives of users of libraries,
and representatives of all types of libraries within each of the States,
have a vehicle and a mechanism to advise the State library agencies
on administration of Federal programs within the State. So, our first
consideration is for an advisory council consisting of representatives
of all of these groups. We're used to working with these kinds of

' 'advisory councils. We feel that their contribution has been
significant, and Vve urge that they be continued.

. .

Second, we feel that, fo accomplish a national program for
library development, 'it is essential that all libraries which are
recipients of Federal funds for support of any of their services share
their resources with One another, within the statewide library
networks, which are parof any national program. We also feel, in
those Sitates,where multistate library networking is the most feasible
approach, that any. Federal program should be flexible enough to
allow development of multistate networking and to allow ongoing
support of that multistate networking to come from the participating
States.'

Our legislative proposal, as I have filed it with you, consists of
five titles. The first title is the "Network Development" title, in which
werecognize that for an effective national network to develop there
must be strong library networksin each of the States' We propose,
then, that a Federal program for develop-tient should include funds
for the development and the'operation of networking within the State,
and we believe, that thisis a shar,ed respojsibility of_the,State
.government and the Federal Government. We ako believe at the
national levelthat there ought to be a national program which sets

ee,
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aside funds for research and demonstration purposes for library
networks to be awarded to networks on a competitive basis.

Our second title is for "Public Library Services," and it recognizes
that there is an appropriate Federal role to be played in provision of
library services for all Americans. We recommend a provision for
direct aid for public library services, but based on the State's adopted
plan and the State's adopted standards and formulas. We also believe
that there is a need for special' purpose demonstration grants and
establishment grants, again based on each State's criteria, on each
State's plans. And we believe that there should be a provision for
Federal support, shared with the States, for ongoing statewide library
services for public libraries.

Our third title is called "Services for Special Constituencies." We
recognize that there are,peeds for specialized public library services
for users whose physical condition, economic or cultural stivation
requires that certain efforts be made to tailor library services to their
needs. We recognize that there is a need for library services for
institutionalized persons, for services to persons who are blind and
physically, handicapped, and Title III of our proposal calls for special
services for these groups. ,

Our fourth title, "Library Planning and Development," callsfor
strengthening the State library agency, its planning afd evaluation
function, its research function, and its continuing education function.

Finally, our fifth title calls for "Funding for Construction of,
Pubtis Library Buildings," for making public libiary buildings -

accessible to physically handicapped persons, and for acquisition and
remodeling of existing buildings.

We see our proposal as one component to implement a 'national
program for libraryand information services. It would allow an
effective link between the Federal GOvernment and the States for

'implementing your program. ,

MR. TATE: Thankyou very much. The second person who will
make a presentation this morning i'S.Robert W. Frase.

-64

MR. FRASE: I am Robert W. Frase, executive director of-
American National Standards Committee Z39, which establishes,

avoluntary standards in the field of libraries, information sciences, and
publishing. HOwever, I am not appearing today Officially for that
committee, because we had a witness yesterday who did that.
Instead, I am appearing as an individual ttr subject of the
Protocol to.the Florence Agreement.

.0
The Florence Agreement is -an international treaty to which fhe

Vnited States-adhered in 1966, and it iricludei about 67 other
countries! The original Agreement, among other things, eliminated in
all of these countries import duties on a wide variety of educational,
scientific, and cultural materials, irkludipg books, periodicals, printed
music, and newspapers.

3 i;
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In 1976; the UNESCO General Conference, which sponsored the
original Agreement, recommended a Protocol or an addition to the
original Agreement, which would extend, among other things, that
same duty-free privilege to other materials such as audio materials,
visual materials, and microform materials. Since this is an
international treaty, the President must submit to the Senate the
Protocol as a treaty. After the Senate has acted, both Houses of
Congress must pass implementing legislation changing our tariff laws
to eliminate those duties that are now in the U.S. tariff laws.

Though I am gearing as an individual, because of my long
experience with the Florence Agreement and with the Protocol, I
think I might say that I'm appearing informally on the behalf of a
'large number of other organizations, including NCLIS, which have
endorsed the Protocol. This would also include such organizations as
the American Library Association, the Motion'Picture Association, the
Record Industry Associatioh of America, the Association' of American
Publishers, the Author's Guild, and the Association for EctUcational
Communication and Technology.

My testimony includes a resolution placing the Conference on
record favoring early action on the Protocol, and several delegates
are offering that resolution in the regular process of the Conference. I
think there is no question that this isas far as the Federal
Government is concernedthe most immediate practical step that
could be taken, and has to be taken, by the Cove nment, to help .

libraries, their users, and educational institution Thank you very
much. ,,

MR. TATE: Are there any question rom the pawl?

MS. NAFTALIN: Mr. Frase, that's an impressive list of supporters
of the Protocol. Is there organized opposition?

MR. FRASE: No, there is no organiz4c1 pposition. There is a
certain amount of what we might call lethar in the Federal
bureaucracy. It to,gc 16 years from the time the United States signed
the original Florence Agreement until it became operational.

---/There is a technical problem which has delayed this, and that is
another provision of the Protocol. It would extend duty-free entry to
equipment and materials for the handicapped, provided that those
materials were not produced in. the United States. So such ordinary
iterxls as wheelchairs or crutches would not receive duty-free
treatment; but if there were'some special equipment which was
available abroad, but not produced here, the duty would be waived.
The dovernment agericies concerne with these matters hye had a
hard time coming up with the specifi \language to determine how
this judgment,would be made in indivi uglecases.

MR. TATE: The next person who will make a presentation:is Dr.
John S. Clayton, who will talk on intonational freedom of --z-----

information exchange.

E
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MR. CLAYTON: I am John Clayton, a citizen of the United Stiles
of America. May I first expres's my appreciation for the opportunity
you have afforded me to present a suggestion and idea.

The American society and the American strength were formed
not only through the immigration of peoples but through the
immigration of ideas. Both people and ideas were foreign until We
rnade them our ownAmerican. This is our heritagethe creation of
a society open to the ideas and the contributions of the world.
must continue to build upon that heritage. To contribute toward that
endeavor, I should like to propose that the Government of the United
States of America offer to the countries of the world the unrestricted'
use of a dedicated UHF channel to present their views, culture!
priorities, and opinions to the American people, so that we may have
a better understanding of how they perceive themselves and the
world. in which we live together. Let us listen to them.

Of course, there will be some whO will feel that the American
people wed to be protected from the influence of foreign opinion,
propaganda/ lies, distortions, or, in some cases, even the truth. I think

4 we can..do no better than follow, in such matters, the advice of
Thomas Jefferson, who might well have been referring to television,
but was, ifact, referring to the .medium of his daythe bookwhen
he wrote, "If it:be false in its facts, disprove them; if false in its
reasoning;.refule it; but for God's sake, .let us listen to both. sides."
The qiiestion is, are we, the American people, willing to hear both
sides? Or, perhaps more precisely,tre the gatekeepers and
representatrves of the American people willing for us to hear both
sides? le

That there are risks in allowing others to address our people
without restriction is self-evident. We can be misled,, fooled our
passions aroused. We are human.Lel us be clear about the nature of
the risk. We are not proposing to trust others. We are proposing to
trust ourselves. Long ago the Greek leader, Pericles, understood the
requirements of a free society when he contrasted the restrictions
placed uporOoreigners in Sparta to the open society of Athens where,
as he said, "We trust less in system than in the native integrity of out
peoble." Of course,, inthe world in which we live,, trust is very rare;
and it is not surprising that nationals from other countries find it ir
difficult to believe that we practice what We preach. They scoff at our
claim to free expression as a fiction, protesting that our news and our .

views are carefully tailored to disguise the truth from the public.

Strong argument for providing a public, unre tricted, television
channel for the presentation of national viewpoi s other than our
own is that it will represent dramatic eaVy un erstood, and
irrefutable evidence of the American cpmmitplent to freedom. Its
emphatic statement will be that'we do,, in facf, practice what We,
preach; that we are unafraid; that we trust ourselves. To do this, .1
would propose the following:

c 1) that the people of the United States make It possible for
everyonewho owns a television set in the United.States to have

3 t;
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access to a channel that carries whatever message or content other
nations wish to make available to the American people;

2) that the people of the United States offer to the nations of the
world the unrestricted use, so far as content is concerned, of these
channels, so that they may present their views, opinions, culture,
counsel, advice, observations, experiences, or criticisms without
modification or censorship by any agency, public or private, of the
United States;

3) that the use of these channels be available tolhe legal
representatives of an nation recognized as legitimate by the United
Natibn , withoUt regard to diplomatic recognition by the -United
States, nd without regard to our judgment as to whether that
represe ation is salutary or pernicious;

4) That rovide such access even if a state of war'exists
between us, the elief that the more severe the stress, the more
important it will be to hear and to understand opposing points of
view;

.p that use of the channel, or channels, be restricted only by the
availability of time and the need to provide equitable opportunity to
all nations;.and

6) that an appropriate commission be appointed by the President
of the United States and funded by the Congress to achieve these ,
objectives.

Statement of DorOthy Shields

This is not the forum for an examination of detail. Rather, I
believe it is our role to consider what recommendations and what
policieswie would like to endorse consideration by those who bear
the responsibility for transforming the American dream into an
American reality. In presenting this idea it is my hope that those of
you whose lives are dedicated to the preservation and dissemination
of the hopes and dreams and experiences of all mankind will find in

. this small proposal-some contribution toward your endeavor, and that
this Conference will recommend its approval and support. Thank
you.

MR. -TATE: The next presenter is Dorothy Shields, who will
discuss service to labor. - .

MRS. SHIELDS: My name is Dort?thY Shields, and. I'm the
assistant director Of the.Department of Education of the American
Federatidn of tabor and Congress of Industrial Organizations, On
behalf of the AFL-CIO, its members, and their families, I appreciate
the opportunity to participate in these open hearings before NCLIS
during this White HoCise Conference. The-labor movement in this 4

coUntry has Jong been ao advocate of the free public library in them
commbnities of Uis Nation. Indeed, we've a proud history and
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Our concern and support for the community public library
parallel our ongoing struggle to achieve free, quality public education
for all AMericans. In the early establishment of the public library,
labor envisioned the continuing educatiohal opportunities for all its
memberschildren, and adults together. ,In 1926, the American
Federation of Labor, in convention, called attention to..the necessity
of the irtdispensable co peration of librarians to assist union in their
educational work, par ularly in the field of adult education,The
AFL recommended t at unions everywhere seek thefriendly aid of
librarians and that'the American Library Association 'be kept advised
of our needs and plans. We would have to say that we have had
mixed success with our hopes and plans in this regard.

Labor's stake int the publiC library system-is both individual and
institutional. Indeed, labor's stake is'an equity interest. Union
members have a stake as workers, taxpayers, parents, citizens, and
members, Unions themselves have a stake as educators and
advocates for social reform and as partners in the collective
bargaining process. Our findings indicate that libraries suffer from
misconceptions and lack of information about both roles. We are
here today t at mpt to alleviate that condition and to promote a
closer workin relationship between two institutions important to the,
lives of work g people.

Our me ers, as parents, look to the public libraries as a
repository of ri h r uice material for their youngsters to use,
particularly wit special school assignments. At the AFL-CIO we have
a special school program under way to introduce the study of labor
into the curriculum elementary and secondary schools. We hope

o
that the public library will be the added dimension to complement
the efforts underway in the classroom.

By resource material on labor, we are not only talking about
bulletilTs published by the Department of 'Labor, as important as they
may be:We are also talking about materials that reflecrthe
contribution of the laboring man to the development of democracy,
to music and literature, to the progressive social legislation for the
safety, health, and welfare of workers and their families. We are
talking about resources that illustrate the partnership of labor and
management in the-settling of thousands of collective bargaining
agreements peacefully rather than resources that just illustrate those
disputes that have reached an impasse.

We are asking that the contributions of the working men and .

women in their unions for the development of, this country be given a
fair and balanced representation in the collections and programs of
the public library..You may have assumed that this was the case.
Unfortunately, we have evidence that it's far from xy:-..tolthough
there has been exceptional service rendered by such great institutions
as the public Iil?raries of New York,"Detroit, and' Minneapolis, to cite
a few.
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In,1926, the AFL suggested that we keep the American Library
Association (ALA) aware of our concerns, and we have worked
closely with ALA through the years. In 1945, we formalized out
relationship with the establishment of the Joint Committee on Library
Services to Labor, composed of *ion -members and professional
librarians appointed by their respective sponsoring organizations. This
committee has worked effectively, providing and poomOting services
to labor through publication of newsletters, bibliographies, labor
program ancLoccasional surveys on library services to labor.

.
In 1976, the most recent survey was conducted among public.

libraries located.in communities of more than 10,000 people and
having a central labor council. I will attach a full report of that survey
to this paper. It is still relevant today, However, I wish to highlight
some particular findings that we found very disturbing. Attitudinal
factors indicated that many libraries mistrust unions, and dismiss
them as valid consumer groups-13.6 million members
notwithstanding. This was indicated by one particular comment, and
was echoed in many others: "Ask union members to check books
out, not skal them."

Another public librarian stated: "Unibns will ruin the United
States. This library does not wish to assist in oucountots downfall!'
Several librarians suggested urchasing high interest, low vocabulary
or literacy materials for unio membership, attesting o their
assumption that union mem ers have reading probl nd ignoring --

the reality of the educational levelLof the average un on member
today high school graduate f nd above. It is very difficult to repair
and maintain modern equipment and machinely, or fly a 747 to
Paris, and not be..able.to'read. Mapy librarians went out of their way
to i.ndic,ate that basic information about union organizing should be
excluded from tkie public librry. I can't imagine how a student is to
study the struggle of the migrant farm worker to gain equity-in,this
economy in such 'a library..

The survey was significant to us. We, therefPre, cannot assume
that librarie5 recognize labor's contribution without further assistance,
education, and in- service training. Moreover, they must have the
cooperatiQn and support of the local unions in their area:
S ecifically, we would like to see labor, ajpng with other consumer
gr ps,-represented on library trustee boards in recognition of their
rol in the community. i ,.

We ask for a balanced presentation.of t e contribution of the
labor movement in the library collections, an not necessarily
confined to .the history or business section.

We ask that-local librarians have,the necessary technical
information`and economic dafato grovide help for unions in their
collective bargaining research efforts, or to make such data,available
to them through regional library facilities.

We ask that librarians take a- fresh look at the composition of the
American labor,movement and discard their caricature impression of
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.working people, a caricature no more valid than that of the typical
librarian.

.
We ask that public librarians be impartial in their

labor-management judgments when selecting materialS for their
libraries, as in the case of books about organizing.

We ask that public librarians work with uni6n nTmbers and
their families, who are major consumers of library services. We, in
turn, shall encourage our members to continue to bnthusiastic
advocates for the public support so desperately needed for libraries to
fulfill their educational services for all our citizens.

Mk. TATE: We will hear next from Mr. Robert Stueart, who will
testify in place of another person who could not be present.

MR. STUEART: I'm Robert Stueart, and I am an alternate from
the State of Massachusetti. I would like to summarize for the record
the findings of a research study conducted by. the faculty members of
the Simmons College School of Library and Information Science and
spongorecf by the U.S. Office of `Education's Office of Libraries and
Learning Resources. This is a survey into the everyday information
needs of NeW England residents.

These information needs relate to occupational and
non-occupational situations in which residents made decisions;
sought answers, or clarified or solved problems. As a result of this'
probing of individual situations, the data for this survey provide
insights into the behavior of information seekers, sources consulted,
perceived level of satisfaction with source providers, institutional and
environmental barriers to effective information seeking, and reasons
for use and non-use of libraries.

The six New England States vary greatly in ternis'of residential
sites, socioeconomic statirs;.and.availability of information source's. ,

By providing the insights ihto a,yariety, of information situations,
information-seeking strategies, and barrierlogicountered in the search
for information, a study of New triglabd has relevance for dither parts
of the United States. This study is the first td examine information,
needs of adult citizens on a regional o,c niiltistate' level. It places
library use in the context of specific situations and details the range
of other sources consulted in the search for information.

Individuals from 2,400 households were inte4tviewed by iI
teleppone. These interviews Wobed work and nonworktitvations and
respondents were asked to explainrecent situations in which they,
had sought information in the past month or so: The interviews
resulted in the mention of more than 3,500 situations, both wok and
nonwork. The most frequently runtioned situation related to
consumer issues, job-related issTes, housing and household -
maintenance,

.
education and schooling, money matters, recreation,

and health. These accounted for 74 percent. ,

00C
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When categorized into areas according to the themes specified
for this Conference, 73 percent of the infQrmation needs related to
the theme, of meeting personal needs, while fq,Lir percent related to
the enhancement of lifeibng learning, 20 percent related toi improving
organizations and the professions, and two percent related to
effectively gm;erning society.

Respondents were also given a list of source providers and asked
to select those,which they used, or were in the process of consulting,
to resolve their information needs. The mosttfrequent sources
consulted, other than one's own experience, were a friend, a relative,
or a neighbor; a newspaper, magazine, or book; someone in a store,
company, or business; a co-worker; or a professiOnal person, such as
a lawyer or doctor. Libraries were listed ninth in the order of
information source providers consulted, and they accounted foabout
17 percent of the total situations mentioned.

Respondents were asked finally 'to specify whj, they used the
library for the situation. Some 87 percent of those using libraries' did
so based on their perceptions that libraries held materials relevant to
resolution of their problems. For those situations in which libraries
were not listedas information sources consulted, survey respondents
were asked why not The most often mentioned reasons were: "didn't
need libraries," "didn't think libraries could help," "had enough
information from other sources," "didn't occur to the information
seeker," and "past experience in failing to find what was needed,
and wanted,in the library." These reasons accounted for 76 percent
of the total library non-use situations.

A final report, which is a much more detailed analysis, will be
available in-the Spring of 1980, and I have copies of the summary
report for the panel.

MR. TATE: The neVterson make a presentation is Lois Am.),
Colaianni,

G-Statement of Lois Ann Colaianni MS. COLAIANNII: My name is Lois Ann Colaianni,..and I am the

C

li

director of libraries at the Cedars-SinaiNedical Center in Los
Angeles, California. I am also,president of the Medical Library
Association, which has a membership of more than 5,000 health

-----sciences libraries and librarians. Today, I. am speaking on behalf of
this association..

The Medical Library Association (MLA) shares with other library,
associations a concern about the future of infor' ion sery s in the
United States. It-recognizes the potential of this Conference to
promote our common goal of providing for the information needs of
our citizkens. Many health sciences librarians already have contributed
to the work-of this Conference by actively participating in tie
,pre-Conferences in their home States. In addition to these individual
contributions, the MLA l.4s prepared a position statement concerning

s,
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issues which we believe to of extreme iwportance. At this time, I
would like to call your atte tion to the association's
recommendations.

Our first recommendation concerns access to information. MLA
supports improved access tolinformation: Our particular interest is

.
improved access by professionals and the public to halth
information. We urge the inclusion of funds for information:services

facilities in all appropriate legislation, and-we also encodrage the
sion of existing library legislation to intlugle'health sciences
s. The growing demands from health professiwkals, patients,

e public for infOrmation ancl education, couple witlythe rise
ok, journal, and audio-visual costs,-have placed a trefnendous

inancial strain on health sciences libraries. Past legislation has not
allvays included provisions for information series to support neva
programs health field, nor have resources been available to
*vide adequate information for the fullest b_enefit_to all people.

Our second recommendation relates to resource-sharing. MLA
supports the development of networks which include all types of
libraries. Health sciences libraries, because of their experience with
the'national medicA library network, are oriented to participating in
resource- sharing programs. It is not, possible for any one library,
whether in the health sciences or any other subjecearea, to meet
everfuser need-from its own resources. `Health sciences library'
resoisrces must liPincluded in cooperative library efforts in order for
these programs to meet fully the needs of,their users.

Third, we are concerned about outreach programs, MLA supports,
outreach or extension programs that will bring health information
services tothose who are now isolated by sociqeconomic, cultural,
or geographic barriers. There is.a critical nered'forcurrent information
in the inner city areas, as well as in the rural regions in which 46
percent of this country's hospitals are located.

Our last recommendation relates to continuing education. MLA
supportS innovation in and expadsion of educational opportunities
which enable librariins to take full advantage of'new technologies

- and information management methods. If librarians are to provide the.
quality of serviceieecessary for today's citizens and their informatioq,
needs,,they must continually update their professional skills. The
pace of new developments in the field of information services
requires that educational opportunities be made widely available to
librarians through Al stages of their careers.

I have summarized for-you the MLA's position statement, which
was mailed to all official delegates, and I have eel-a copies for those
who wish them,

MR.. TATE: We would next like to hear testimony from, Sophie
Mitrisin.
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'MS. MITRISIN: My name is Sophie Mitrisin, and I earn my living
- by working in a library. Since I work alone, I do everything that has

to be done in a library, and I have no wish to increase my
responsibilities nor my du..

-A composite statement from two library texts, both dated 190,
reads, "Librarianship is a dalliqg that devotes itself to bringing oks
into-We common life of the Orld. Through guidance and stirriulation,
of reading, librarianship aims to promote an enlightened citizenship
and enriched personal Hiles. To bulwark and extend individual
reading, there must be individual possession of books. Ownership of
books has unending:Mplications and possibilities. It may reveal ,
unsuspected tastes, or stimulate unrealized capabilities. It will surely
deepen and stabilize; in any household, the intangible elements of,.
culture: Books are the most0interesting and distingUished accessories
of any home. They give a home character and meaning."

/This eloquent statement addresses the potentials of book
ownership. It is not the purpose of this presentation to suggest even
remotely that librarians and libraries should enkage'in selling books
or engage in other commercial enterprises dealing with the
development of personal libraries. Libraries are defined as places for
the retention of books to be used for study or reading and not for

If librariansThave neglected to encourage the individual -11111
possession of books, the neglect can be regarded, as indigenous to the

nature of librarianship. Book ownership involves a substantial
exchange of moneycustomers persuaded to spend some of their
money on books, and the equipment to house and maintain them.
'Librarians see their monetary decisions as being confined to the

needs of the collection tinder their carea collection maintained for
use, not for sale, to provide for the needs of readers, Or holars,
students, borrowers, or patrons. They, do not rest gn'ae customers, or
purchasers, or even clients, as descriptive of a public that Calls upon
their services.

Librarians are,notoriously uneasy in the exchange of money
etween themselves and their patrons. They recognize the usefulness

of money. They know its negative aspects, as a punitive measure
such as fines, to discourage the misuse of library property and the
infringement of lib.lary rules.They know its usefulness as an

exclusionary measure in the form of registration fees to limit library
use. While librarians'are well aware of the costs involved the
maintenance of even-a modest library collection, they are not
equipped by inclination-of definition to move easily in the business
of book selling. They see themselves as being required to provide a
maxinium ot..eervice at a minimum outlay of public money, and they
find it uncongenial to talk realistically to their patrons about the cost
of maintaining a personal library.

"'-
Librarians have directed their efforts toward the stimulation of

reading, the pleasure of reading, the benefits of reading, even the
necessity of reading. It is to be expected that people who buy books
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read therr Book' readers are reported to be an affluent, well-educated
group who like to loiter in book shops. There are those practical
people who buy a book, go home, and read it the same night, and
place it on their shelf where it fillk up space. There are other less
realistic accumulators who put i newly bought book on the shelf,
where it must wait two or three years to be read. In either case, 20 or
30 years of book buying and reading is apt to result in an impressive
accumulation of books which have implications and possibilities as a
resource for the geographic and intellectual community.

Separate from the problem of reading and, sorbing the
information and knowledge that &collection of this kind represents,
the owner has had to deal with the difficulties of selection,
acquisition, arrangement, organization, the possibilities of insurance
costs, tax deductions, periodic disposal of excess books-, and

-eventi.ally the disposition of a personal Collection,

MR TATCMiss Mitrisin, your time is up. Would you bring it to a
conclusion, please?

MS. MITRISIN: I described further in my wrirn statement the
problems, the trons, the programs, "and the eventual product that
could be ex cted from the encouragement of personal book
ownership Vthe prof allibrary.comm'unity. I am glad to have
this opportunity to focus our attention on t is problem which has .

engaged me for some time.

MR. TATE: The next presenter will be James E. Crayton.

MR. CRAYTON: My name is James Crayton. I'm an alternagt
from the State of California. I pve,submitted a paper entitled "Public
St ement Regarding Concern pf the California Black Delegates and
Alternates." It is, hovvver, also statement of concern of the
Californialibrarianst,'" Black Caucus of the California Library
Association.

Both groups support the California position mitiich will be, or has
been, presented at one of the open hearings. We also support the
goals and objectives of the.National Library Commission that will
work toward implementation of the National Library Act. We reaffirm
The Amerkan tradition of a free and open institution for information
and educationnamely, the public library. We also believe that
libraries are obligated to reach out to the unserved and underserved.

. As we lOok at the state of library and information services on'a
nationwide basis and propose guidelines and set priorities for the

f
eveloPment of library services for generations to come, I, as a
epresentative.of the California delegation and the California

Librarians' Black Caucus, would like to call attention to the needs of
the black community, These needs are often shared with others, but

Is . are more concentrated in the black portion of the population, for we
are often more than one minority. We are sometimes the elderly, the
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persons existing at poverty level; the unertiplced, the semi-literate,
the-shut-in,,,the handicapped. We are, too,,the regular library user,
the mid-income taxpayer, and the community model citizen.

."1 itik

Library service must appeal, and relate,, to all aspects of black
society, but focus particularly on the underserved. SOmetimes
libraries in the black community may be underutilized. Attitude' of
staff, content of collection, programs offered, and hours of operation
may be at fault. Libraries, because of their governmental .affiliation,
are sometimes warily viewed by the black commity. Every effort
should be made to include black community representation in the
operationanddecisiOnmaking of the library. Some administrators
have stated, that the cost for Operation of outreach services must be
weighed against basic services, but they do this without providing
basic service: I contend that outreach services are basic services. AF

,part of the citizen involvement in libraries, black citizens should b
. included in decisions on what should be offered in particular
411ibraries.,This means, that the attitufles of library, administrators must
change

.

What are the needs of the black community? These needs' should
be entertained at this Conference. Furthermore, the'needs should be
ascertained from within the black'communk. To do so, lay people

.

-.44, of therespective communities must be involved in decisiortmaking.
1.1

In addition, every e ort should be made to ensure that,libraries
are kept free, accessi openiand that user requirements are
minimized and no feesif91 s ice charged. This is particularly
necessary more than ever4:s puterizedirdormation systems,.
which are expensive, are dsev ped andribe cost is passed along to
the user. This has the potential of for:ming an information elite based:
on the 4ility to pay.,

c-ulturarContribiltion'of bla -;t1americans should be
# ' 'recog zecnas a .%itat part and way, o.life.:Funds for collection f

development tareflectthe balck contributibnIo societje.mustibe ,
available. In many libfgries,_special funds 'are designated for local or
oral history collection. Rarejy does this Include records of the black
community, whichexisis as a-part of the Idger community bul may

-have developed quite differently from yt

Youth and 'children are-our future, Ciref.y1 and special ..
consideration must be given to them. In`siimmary, many ohhe needs
Of black Arriericans are the same as these of the majority and other
minorities:There is an urging,' however, in'the bled( community 'to
make the libraries relevant to the immediate and Ipng-raiige needs of
its cit4ens. Thelibrary, on the other hands is the most likely
institution to gpvid,e this knowledge. Outreach service and basic
Service are one and the same, and should be maintai:ned and

git

adequately supported as a national policy by this Confettke.

MR. TATE; The next presenter is David Cohen.

3 7 1
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Statement of David Cohen MR. COHEN: I am David Cohen. I'm wearing two hats. I
coordinate the Ethnic Materials Information Task Eorce for the
American Library Association, and I'm ap official observer.for
Queens College for the City University of New York. In'that capacity,
I direct a minority fellowship program; and we are now havpig our
fourth institute on ethnicity and librarianship, rhich I want to talk
about.

.1 have already filed a statement which contains some
recommendations for legislation which would deal specifically with
the question of materials and services in,public libraries for ethnic
groups. We feel the need for making this statement, because we
thought that there was going to be a task force dealing with ethnic
grbups set up by NCLIS. Apparentlyit was never finalized, although
there was still some talk about having some additional input.
Librarianship is closely related to ethnicity, in that it intendsito serve
all the people in the community and to find ways and means to
reach all the ethnic groups in the library orbit. It is also incumbent on
this Conference to deal-with-the-positive-aspects of ethnicity in
developing a national outlook on libraries which makes service to
ethnic groups a substantial part of any library program, not simply a
special feature added to meet prevailing, or persistent current
demands.

c

1 .
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This Conference should also consider what must be done'
through library agencies to combat racism and sexism. It must
examine ways in whith libraries An support ethnic minorities in our
country in their efforts to overcome prejudice, stereotyping, and
discrimination, especially in print and nonprint media. We have ff

made considerable progress since Pjlilip Roth, in his Goodbye
Columbus, described the scene in-.*e library where the librarian is
perplexed so; uncertain of what to do when a young black boy walks
in. Consider that-in 1_968, the National Commission on Civil.
Disorders reported that black students lacked motivation because
learning materials available tofhem at that time had little or-no
relevance.

Progress is relative. When 1 get off the subway on 42nd Street
and 5th Avenue, I go by the New York Public Library. On Thursdays
it is closed. In addition, the branches of the New York Public library
have been seriously reduced in hours. I think that that's typical not
only of New York but of the great urban centers in America;, and,
that's something NCLIS must try to deal with.

You may say it requires money to reverse this disastrous trend,
but I think you have to think in terms, first, of what this crisis means
to the people who want to use the library. Those'are the potential

ers and non-users, and thoseare the people we want to reach. If
e're reducing the hours of the Tompkins Square Library on the East

ide from 89 hours to 29, how in the world can we say that this is
service to minority grotips rn that area? .

e

The Brooklyn Public Obrary has set up a Spanish Inforrriation
Center. It is funded under LSCA, and recently it needed another

0
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professional with Hispanic backgfpund, but there was no one
qualified. That .situation underscores the need for further training andfurther fellowship programs, which have been seriously cut in the
present budget. 1. urge NCLIS to see what they can do about that.

Sonie years ago a reporter visited the ElmhurSt General Hospitaland discovered that the patients represented 20 different languages.
'Subsequently, the hospital developed a corps of volunteers to deal
with those different languages. The public library should be in a
position to do likewise, During my professional life we've reached
about 10 to 15 percent of them, and the report on the New England
survey gives a figure of, 15 percent. Now, thik hasn't changed
materially. The Commission should see what, can be done to move
beyOnd that figure. Otherwise all this great talk about technology ismeaningless.

-

In conclusion, I quote from the CalifornTha Ethnic Services TaskForce: "The ultimate goal drevery public library would be complete
integration-of-services to the'point where a separate ethnic
component is not necessary. Ideally, ethnic and'ethnic-oriented staffshould exist at all levels of the library from. top administrition to

. pages. Inclusion of ethnic needs in the PtAnning of programs and-services should be constant and automatic. All librafy s,t'aff should beinteractingiwith the community, not just signaled outreach
libraries. ".

.
MR. BURNS: I-am interested in theprogoms relating to Englishas a-second language. I would be 'interested to hear your

° recommendations as to what legislation the Commission
support-to offer libraries the opportunity to present English ks asecond language.

..-
MR. COKEN: The Federal Government is thoroughly eor miffed

to this pr'ogram, and there is a tremendous amount of money
available through the Office of Bilingual Education. It is,,up to us, asthe professionals, to try to develop bilingual programs and apply for
money to carry out those programs. The Commission should

,encourage this, but at this point, we-don't need any sp-ecial
legislation;9it's already there. Although the focus is on classroom
110instruction, libraries, both schoolibraries and public libraries, have.,to go to the Offide of Bilingual Education and say, "We'd like to
encourage bilingual, and bicultua-educition in our district and we'd

'like some of that money; how do we get it?" . #
MR. TAE: Before theaaexi presentation I'd likkto rvco'nize two \persons in our,audience. I serve as a member of 4he Georgia,

legisldture +addition to my work in education and with libraries.'1 -see One of my colfeagues, who is representing'the Statd of'Georgia'jnplace of the lieutenant Governor. I would like to rqcognize
RepresentativR7Gaylor, who is a teacher and State legislator. I would
also like to prelent the chairman'of the Georgia State, Board
Education, Roy Henry.

10
The next person to make a presentation is Vivian Balester.
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MS. BALESTER: Mynane Vivian Balester. I'm a delegate from

Ohio. l' an attorney and a law librarian. The matter I wish to bring

before ou is the esr,ablishment of a national laW library.

I think that it is an essentiial and critical mission for this Nation

to have such a national law library. As a delegate to this Conference,

and a participant in the theme work group on effectively governing

our society, I have seen several, different themes recur. One concerns

freedom and the equal opportunity of access to information. Most

dfteri thiFisfeflected in an expresed need for equal access to legal

informieon Of one kind or another. There has been another

consistent theme; ,it deals'with the collection and`preservation of.

public documents. Many people are concerned that all kinds of

public documents are not preserved in this country, much less made

accessible to the citizenry. They are not even truly accessible to the

lawmakers or the, law enforcers. This happens on the local and State ,

level more than on the`Federal level.

People want to know, whattheir.laws are. They want to know

what their regulitions are. They wan(to know and have access,to

their Municipal ordinances. People are recognizing more and mote

that their everyday lives are controlled by laws and regulations from

all levels ofri;ernment, and they do not hive access to them. -, 4

1L4 . ° I , f'

It is rrly contention that the country needs a national law library

to colleCt, to maintain, and to make acceAible all legal documents

which affect the lives of Americansso that we can plan a more

effective social and:political future. _

,;-- ,
. ,

It has also been predicted that we will become a less

materialistic and consuming society. Becauseof this, it is felt that

J '
many citizens in the near,futoriethat is, within the next 10 or 15

years-will be much more interested in government than they have

4 been in the past; thus, they will need effective access to legal 9

materials. The reason I propose a national law library-' is that we do

.-- not have any single institution in this country that is chrged with the

'responsibility of collecting and,smore importantly_ making accessible J

4
(...-

to all, people, all our legal documents. A national law library could

accorrtplish tItiis mission. :
.

,.. . ... e

,
.-

We, have, within the Libiary.of CongrCongress", a tremendous law

o
I , library, probably the greatest in the world: It is'not, ho\Never,.part of

that library's,mission to'c011ect every single scrap o legal informaqon

that it could. It also has no meehanrsm f6r making these documents

available to the rest of the world:tor the citizens of this country.

The national law library that I propose would do these things. It
, world maintain bibliograplaic:centrol of 'all the legal documents from

..
our country, wherever gene to . It would make them accessible to. -

the People by putting toget network of law.libraries throughoUt --

this land.
, .

r .

The model that I think,this library could riMsonably follow Would

-be the National Library of Medicine. This'is'a lorious,irrstituti6n.

Which probably,has changed the,sevel of Medical care in this , -

. - country, The establishment of this Isilprary was authorized in 1956,

382'
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and it has become not only 'the repository, but tne actual
disseminator, of medical and scientific information to the world.

With that as part of the background,-anake the following
recommendations: 1) that the national law library be established by
the Congress of the United States; 2) that thetaw Library of the
Library of-Congress be the'nucleus forthe nationaldav\ library; 3) that
the physical facilities of this library be located as close as possible to
the U.S.=Capitol and to the U.S. Supreme Court, so that it can
continue to serve these bodies as they have been served in the past;
and 4) that the Congress make findings and declare a broad and
all-inclusive policy fOF the national law library, as it found and
declared fdr the National Library of Medicine in 1956, and as it has
consistently refined and reaffirmed, since that time, as set forth in 42'
LI.S.,1Code,Section 280b.

MR. KgPEL: Is the Bar Association planning to introduce a bill
in Congress, or has a bill already beendrtroduced by some Merrilber:-
of Congress?

MS. BALESTER: I do not know.

MR: BURNS: What are law libraries doingio share their
materials with other types of libraries?

MS. BALESTER: I don't think law libraries themselves have a.
duty to share their materials with Other libraries. nother idea that
I'm running into in my work group is that public libraries should
make legal materials, at least a basic collection, ailable to their
citizens. Further, because legal materials are somewhat difficult to
use, explicit in the.recommendation.is the idea that there must be
trained librariar on staff to assist, people in using the legal materials
that are available.°It's very difficult for publicslibraries to maintain

,.. extensive legal collections, but most publjc libraries should at least

.contain a copy of the U.S. Code and their own State cok and
perhaps a set of their own.State Court decisions witi\are digests for
access.

MR. TATE: The next pres&ner will be Roger r. Jacobs.

: eer

0 1,

.., .

. .

Statement of Roger F. Jaco.bs MR. JACOBk.My name is Roger F. Jacobs. I'M a law liblarian. I
. , , have served in that capacity at the University of Detroit, the

1 . ,
,

Oniver'Sity of Windsor, Ontario, and Southern Illinois University, r

Carbondale? I'm rmer member of the - Executive Board of the ...-
. .-

I , American' n of.Law Libraries4m a former President of the
4 Canadian non, of Law,libraries and the tiAidlAmerica ,

Associatio of Law Libraries, I'm,a former ri-ielnberof the Board of

Trustees of he Carbondale', Illinois, Public Lary and the Shawnee,

a k
Illinois, Regional Library System. Lam currentlythesLibrarian of the Ii-

. . .
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I come before you this morning to make one simple point, which
I believe is exceedingly important to the Nation. My point is this: The
laws of this country need to be made more accessible to its citizens,
and it is altogether appropriate that this Conference clearly and
vigorously call attention to this matter. Ev21y citizen, whether driving-
,down the highway, buying a home or a' television set, attending a
meeting, cooking a meal, or teaching schoolalmost every endeavor
known to societyis under the control,,the regulation,'-or the
jurisdiction of some law. Whether it's a,statut§of the Congress,
an administrative regulation, or a'city ordinane, formal laws and
regulations are.pervasive in today's society.

Political philosophers, lawmakers, librarians, and almost anyone
who ever considers the point, recognizes that citizens in a democracy
ought to have, access to the las that govern their lives. After all, are
not these their laws? Are they not expected to have some basic
familiarity with the rules of the society in which they live, or, at the
very least, fundamental access to these ruteserelyto state the
question provides theans'Iker. ,

Yet to a large extent, access to legal material'ha$keen limited.
The public development of collections of books and clkouments
containing the law has largelyrbeen left tgNthe formal Components of
the legal profession, the legislative library, the courthouse library, the
academic law library. With minor exceptions, public libraries have
not developed collections which would reveal the law, of explicate"
the legal framwork governing a'course of action.

,

Professor Dan Henke, an eminent California law librarian, asserts
that, "Few public libraries Maintain extensive collections of legal
materials, and as library support in many communities is curtailed,
this condition may be expected to continue." My own investigation
into the results of legislation relating to law libraries indicated that
even in those jUrisdictions Which had the strongest legislation the
libraries were largely in the hands of the professional legal

--library be open to the public, it was generally placed within an
community. Even where legislation 4)ecifically.clemands that the law1

ircitution which would have presented formidable barriers to public
access-. These barriers must be reduced, if igot eliminated.

We should encourage the increa sed education of all of our
citizens, the development of 'law cowses in every element of thecitizens,
academic 4academic cprriculum, from junior high school through the
universityand a pbpuiace whiCh is corn etent to read and
undersfand the Substan5e, of the basic law books. When faced with
the need fE)r this information, the citizen will go to that information

urcwe'traditiOnally available ro provide continuing education on
every siThlect=the publicpublic library.

6 A *

-What will the citizen find there? The Nations laws as expressed-
in i!ts-statutes? In its regulationsein the pronouncement of its Supreme
Court? The parallel documents from state oy minicipality?Th large
measure, the public libraries in our communities have not had the

- human or financial, resources to establish ihEbe legal collections. If

0
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they have had them, they have not provided the staff training
-equired to offer a egtuate reader services. .

This-great Conference ,provides a singularopportunity to speak
ouAln favor of principles aimed at, first, recognizing, and then

remedying., this shortfall of resources. 'Specifically, I would ask.this
Conference to consider seriously the recommendations of the
American Association of Law libraries (AALL). First, access to legal
information is an individual's right. Second, that the Nation's legal
health, like its phy%ical health, needs public.support."Third, the
availability of legal information must not be restricted to the libraries
of the legal profession.

1 urge this Conference to recommend that the Congress and
NCLIS investigate and imple'ment appropriate. programs which would.
'encourage access to legal documents by atl citizens; programs which

t Will foster the development of basic legal collections in public
libraries and the training of library staff i the use of legal materials. ,

.. 01-he laud belongs to the people: Let us rn ke it available to them in-
their libraries. .

4
., MR. BURNS: I am deliged to hear this message in view of myft

I '
,previouscomments to tne witness that the law belongs to all the

people and it shobild be widely disseminated. I do, however, have
one question which relates to Aapdards of adequacy. I would like to
know if the professional Association of Law Libra( ns has
recommended standards on what constituteS'an ad uate law library?

f.itt Something, I would' suppose, similar to accreditation, but I'm Froping

)

.MR. JACOBS: I don't know if the AALL has develOped any '
. . .

.
. . L..

pomulde?be directly applicable to the public libraries
in our communities..Stantlards have been drafted, and tended to be
drafted, for county law libraries, some of which maybe accessible to
the public. Standards certaint,y4bave been drafted for priscp libraries, .

Strangely or paradoxically enough. I ddn't know that standards have
been adopted which are aimed specifically at law libraries. It's very
probable that public libraries, depending on the community they are
in; the number of people they serve, and the lads of resources they -

have available,..woUld have to have a flexible standard appropriate to
their circumstances.

(

e.

2

MR. BURNS: I suggest, then, that before we begin asking for.
money or funds to support such collection, we have some idea of
what constitutes adequac?. Who is our goal,in developing an
adequate resp'onse to user needs? This seem be the responsibility
of the professional association. ---.--1

.

,

MR: JACOBS;.That's a very good Ant, and aslen association,
and as librarians and members of the pubic, we can look to the
good examples of some public librailes4balhave begun and have
collected and developed the kinds of collections which should be
availabie'rn?re widely.

1 ----) .
i

MR. TATE: The next presentei is Kamla J. King.
...
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MS. r(ING: I am Kamla King; a law librarian. I am here today to
ask for suppoi-t for basic law collections in public libraries. Legal
inforination should be av2ilable to everyone, not just the, legal
profession. Recognizing fBis, the American Association of 1,..ay4

Libraries' recommendations to this Conference speak to the issues ,
involved in making legal information widely available. To implement
the recommendation that legal information not be restricted to law

, libraries, and that the use, of legal information should not be a
--rriZ&po-iy of law libraries, I suggest the following, based on my

experience as a law and legislative reference librarian at the- s"
oriilt;Eticut State Library.

('fiat suggestion is to identify the legal informational needs -of,
the puhlic: Librarians are often in a position to know a community's
needs ,before a book is ever TeCtuested_Public librarians -have an
inherent respcinsibility to know the government structure of their
locality, their State, and the Federal Government, and further, to
know tkofficial legal publications of these entities.

My second suggestien involves education. After identifying the
legal needs of a community, a librarian must learn how to service
these needs. It is pointless to acquire law books without learning how
to use them. At the Connecticut State Librafy, the law reference
librarian and the Divifibn for Library Development-Staff have, ,

sponsored workshops for librarians in how to use nnecticut
law books. We all have a professional responsibility to sha e our
bibliographic expertise. Law librarians can teach public I rarians
how to do basic legal research, the'public librarians can teach law
librarians the basics of general. reference.

,

After le ning.about the community, and the goverrirnent bodies
under whic it exists, and learning hpw the publications are used, a
-librafran wit knbw what books the library should have. Th y
third suggestion is to get the books. Buy, borrow, or beg them. w
books are expensive, and a law collection must bettpt up-to-dat
Drawing again from my Connecticut experience, I think that the tate
government is the best source of help in acquiring law books. In
Connecticut, theSecretary 'of State is required by law to send to the
State library 500 copies of the statutes and 350 copies of the session.
laws. prom this supply, the State library then distributes copies to.the -
public libraries. This statute is a good beginning. State legislatures
could be pressed to make more titles available. In States where legal
publicalions. are printed by a private publisher, the State could
require in its contract with the publisher, that copies be made
available fqr public libraries free of charge or At a very low cost.

Public. libraries need to ask for assistance. Law librarians need to .
.offer their expertise and Sjate governments need to fecognize their
obligation to their citizens. The White HouseConference could bring
t se 'three together to make legal. informatibn available to everyone.

TATE: I'm happy that you did not say buy, borrow, or steal.
You s i "beg"; We appreciate that The next presenter is. Betty
Tay.I r.

3.73
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atement of Betty Taylor MS. TAYLOR: I come a§ a Profess r of Law and the director of
the Law Library of the University of No ida;,as,an alternate from thr.--..
State of Florida, and the chairman of th- Specia Network Committee
of the Amtbrican Association of Law Libr. rip-MALL).

We in AALL have been involved-in-deaeloping a layv network
over a number of years, a,nd as a first phase we propose to emulate
the medical profession's development of a very sophisticated
networking, system formediCaiterature, exchange of data, and

E. information. We have been working on this prbgram for the last 10
years in cooperation: with the Association of American Law Schools
and the American Bar Association to develop a network of legal
information for the legal community, and for the population as a
Whole.f. _ __

We have formed a special committee and hired a consultant
whose repdrt encouraged us.. continue withoureffOrts to develop a
billbiographic data base. in th m antime most of the law school
libraries in the country particip in existing data basesOCLC or
RUN, and other specialized dat ases. However, the information in

these data bases is not generally available or consolidated in any
form. Our first undertaking is to combine the information that is

I
available in these var. s data bases into a consolidated legal data
base. This would pr vide an opportunity, in response to Mr. Burns' ,

question, to alerteveryone in the country to the location of legal

L

resources. And I believthat, at least on the academic level, most
lavy libraries are willing to exchange and lend legal information
generally.in the country.

1.

It is not our intent to build another data base in competition with
. these other, national networks that already exist; but to consolidate

this information with many other types of legal information- that exist

now in some data bases, or to encourage the development of legal
data bases which do not prese'ntly exist, and to,consolidate, all this
inforinatibn into one national law network that would be available to
thelegal community and to other users with a neefor legal.

i formation.

Presently, these national data bases in bibliographic form are
.available only to nonprofit institutions. One of the reasons we

. encouraging the devAopment of this special law network is to serve
our constituency, whibir in large7measure, constitutes profit-making
-er-Igartizations. Thirty:eightpercent of the libraries represented in the
AALL are profit libraries. Underthe organization of these national
networks,- profit libraries' are not permitted to access data because of
the nonprofit status ofe national networking organizations. These

libraries are a large constitutency in the lawybrary field that we
desire to serve and who want access to bibliographic information.

Forty-four percent of the law libraries in the AALL are
governmental and county libraries that cannot justify access to these
national data baSes because of the limited use they would make of

0 them. However, if we were able to offer other services along with the
bibliographic searching and cataloging seryices, acce; would be
justified

.
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The committee and the association believe that continued\
support of the national library network would enable the law libraries
to participate in a national networking system. We would like to be
included in any proposal from the White House Conference that
would provide for a laW bibliographic network.

We also urge .the Conference to present recommendations
requiring cooperation and exchange of data among existing data
baseskin this country, and dissemination of data to users without
regard to their profit status. LAWNET would like to be a pa icipant jn
any proposal for organizing, funding, and disseminating info rnat;i0p
in a national library network.

MR. B RNS: I would like Ms. Taylor to respond to my question
to an earli r witness, regarding the adequacy of the law library. Are
there any ndards or any, guidelines?

" MS. TAYLOR: There are specific standards Sor all school'.
libraries, because these are easy-to identify and are a small group:
;There are no standards for other libraries in the profession, because
of the diversity of interests, the specialties of these libraries, whether
corporate or public, and the great diversity of funding available to
them.

MR. TATE: The next presenter is Eugene T. Neely.

MR. NEELY,: My name is Eugene Neely. I'm coordinator of
public services of the General Library at the University of Missouri,
Kansas City, and the current chairperson of the statistics section of
the American Library Association. I'm speaking today as the
chairpeison of the statistics section. I call to the attention of the

1 commissioners, and the delegates to the Conference, some of the
problems the Library professidn is experiencing with the publication
of libraey statistical-data compiled by the Federal Government.
Specifically, I would like to discuss the lack of responsiveness of the
Federal Government in meeting the needs for library statistics, 10

particularly the lengthy and sometimes unreasonable delays in,
disseminating the resultS of library surveys in printed or in other
easily accessible forms. k

. .

The pressing needs /individual libraries, and of local, State,
and nation' government agencies, for current statistical information
are A.id scored thi year by this Conference. The coordinating and

eel,

executive committees of the statistics section, meeting icl joint session
at the ALA's Dallas Conference lass June, resolved as follows:

"Whereas,,the statistics section of the Library Administration and
Management Association of the American Library Association
recognizes the great value of up-to-date information about libraries a§
collected in the National Center for Educatidn Statistics library
surveys, the statistics section strongly recommends that the National
Center for Edu'cation Statistics give top priority to reducing the delayr . %

3J1
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between the collection of library survey data arid the publication of
those data to make there quickly accessible and useful."

On page60 of the.analysisf pre-White House Conference
activities, "rssues and Resolutions," whicb was published and ncailed

to gall White House Conference delegates, the following suggested
resolution appears under theme four, goal two:

"The Federal Govemment should provide for the collection and
dissemination of library statistics using standard terrinology. A .
minimum three-year productiqn cycle should be n'iair ained
types Of libraries."

I would like to ask this Conference *id NCLIS to adopt an
expanded. resolution on library. statistical surveys by the Federal
Government, as follows:

"Whereas, national,librarK,statistical surveys have been .
-conducted since the.1970's by the U.S: Office'of--Edueation,

since 1966 by the National Center for Education statistics, and are
now being transferred to the ,Department ofEducation; and

"Whereas, national library statistics have been used as a basic
method for describing the characteristics of all types of libraries; and

"Whereas, library statistics have provided primary data for
evaluating library services, performance, and needs; and

A
k

, . 1

- , "Whereas, libiary statistics have been used by Congless and

11.
various Presidential Administrations to improve legislation in support

1 ,..
of libraries, such as the Library Services and.aingruction Act, the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act, and the Higher 'Education

Act; . ,
i. .

. . . t. ° ,
"Therefore be it resolved, that the Secretary of Education be

requested to retain at least the three-year mle for basic library

surveys, that is, public, academie and8schoor, and that. other surveys

of libraries be conducted at leastevery-six-years,-and that this
schedule be maintained by the national library agency shouldsuch
agency'be established by Congress; eand ,-

"Be it further resolVed, that new or repeated surveys on critical
issues.be regularly conducted in support of developing library
legislation -c-such as that. for the National Library Act,.the National
Periodical Center, andthe Library Manpower Study; and

"Be it further resolved, that the results of library.,surveys
Conducted by the Federal Government be released and printed, or
put in some other easily aeksible form, 'within 12 months after the
deadline for returnof Survepfdrms by respondents; and

."Be itfurther resolved, thafthe responstilityolibrary.5tatistical
surveys be placed under that offict.of the Departnient of Education
responsible for administering other federally supported library

3, s 1
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programs, and that it be placed under the national library. agency, if
and when such agency is es 'Iablished."

MR. BURNS: I have a number of questions. continuing ource
of annoyance and bother to librarians is this gap befween the
collecti,on.of data by the Federal Gov.e7n*ment and the distribution of
these data to the concerned pakties, the respondents. I think it's a
i4iatter of critical importance, and One that needseto be addressed.

My first question addresses 43 number of small surveys
conducted: Whatdo you consider to be the greatest proble,n related
to the ,collection of these'surveys? ,

MR. NEELY: There are delays throughout the process, from
authorization`` and clearance prbcedures on through. However, the
chief arid most' significant time delays occur with publication rather
than data collection, according toithe best information I It

usually takes less than 12 months. to produce a clean data
----13sefrequently considerably- less than 12 months-. But, i take

considerably more than an additional 12 months before a clean data
base beComes a published or easily accessible one.

MR. BURNS: What,. specifically, are the chief causes for these
delays?

MR. NEELY: The chief cause is that the responsibility for library
surveys lies within the National Center for Education Statistics, wtlich.
is responsible for all eduCatiional surveys. As such, library surveys
must compete with all other'ducational surveys for funding and
staffing. That's why I address that issue in the resolutionthe matter
of placing library surveys under whatever office becomes responsible
for library programs.

MR. BURNS: In view of that, where should the Department of
Education pile responsibili, for library statistics?

MR. NEELY: I'm not 'speaking now for the statistics section,
because I don't think we have had an opportunity to discuss this. My
hope is that either a national library agency be established, or thai,,if
library programs continue to he in the new Department of Education,
they should be placed at a very high levet; Tor example, under an
Undersecretary of Education for Library and Information Setvice, an
office, or a division, or a bureau., That would be appropriate, and
then library statistical siirveys would become a part of that office.

r

MR. BURNS: How many statistical surveys are conducted
annually at the national level?

MR. NEELY: They are decreasing every year, bec use of the
problems we have already enumerated. In 1975, there were five
,surveys. In 1976, there werefour; in,1977, four; in 1978, three. In
.1979, there were only tvve library surveys, and three have been
,approved foc 1980.

.41116.
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Statement ofilelen Faust

MR. BURNS. I firid this appalling. Obviously this number is not

adequate.
: .

. MR. NEELY: I agree.9

MR. BURNS: How many surveys would you consider adequate?

NEELY:` Generally speaking, at least four. Of course,4his
depends on which surveys are being conducted. This would also
fluctuateswith the need for specific surveys on a given subject.

MR. BURNS: I hope you will send specific recommendations to
the Commission on this matter. This is a continuing source of

annoyance.

MR. TATE: Now we will hear from Helen Faust.

MS FAUST: My name is Helen'Fatist, and lain the. chair of the
,Board of Managers of an organizatio called Girls Coalition. All of
my working life, I h'aCie been involv d, in one way or another, with
programs for children, either in the chools or in the community. I'm
also a member of the Citizens Committee on Services for Children
and Youth in Philadelphia.

.

Our Society cares about children. In this, -the International Year

of the Child, in thousands of special pr grams Throughout the Nation
we have demonstrated our commitment to the ri,nts of
'hildreri their right to adequate food, clothing and 'shelter; their,
right to protection of their health and welfare; -their right to respect -

for their emerging individuality; /Heir right to the love and care of
parents or substitute parents; and their right to ariappropriate
Duration., We invest huge sums in programs for children because of
our fundamental belief that every child should have-the opporkireity
to developcto his or her full potential.

I am veil, proud to be a citizen of a Nation which places such a
high priority on the healthy development of children and does,not
begrudge one cent of the tax.dollarsor voluntary contributions used
in their behalf. In fact,.my interest in testifying here today reflects my,
belief that we need to invest more funds in Jibrariesy we are to make

them the lifelong Darning source they haveithe potential toe.
adiew

While lifelo resources are needed by people of all ages, my

special interest i in the needs df children and youth for a system
which provides bth school-related and community- based' libraries.
We have, in t s country', a marvelous netwdrk of schools, technical
institute's, col eges, and universities. Widen"), well-equipped libraries

are an essential component of all of these institutions.
. .

The expansion of cur knowledge in literature----books,
magazines, films, japes, slides, records, and all sorts of
documents=--,means that no single teacher, nor any single text, cari

altrr,
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present a complefe and accurate picture of any one subject. rf
schools are to apprOach the ideal ofjnaking truth accessible'to youth,
they must have adequately fundedlibraries.

''How libraries ensure the level of bibliographical support for all
Of the cUrriculum areas is-another issue, and one which I'm happy to, illik
leave to the libr Py professionals, with the expectation, however, that
they are address ng this concern continually. It is; however, obvious 0

to me, a layman, that, if school libraries are to provide the*kind of.
support netded, they will require increased funding, as well as,some
system of interlibrary cooperation.

-,-.., .. ...-- .

Another concern is the need of children Ad'youth for the
community-based library as a resource for independent,
self-motivated, and-self-directed learning: Schools at all levels, with
the posSible exceptions of kindergarten and the upper graduate level,
are committed to objectives defined by society, We expect from our
formal educational system the teaching of-basic skills, preparation at
each level for the demands of the next higher level. We' add the
expectation of preparation for citizenship, for family life **,
enjoyment of the arts In short, formal education is expe
prepare -an individual for.tite tasks of living in a highly complfiv.'%*-
world.

. This is not to deny that many good teachers and gooclischools .

employ methat which foster self-directed learning and the love of
learning for its own sake. However, the reality is.thatIlie,wmplexity .

and the pressures ordemand upon formal educational, institutions S.

frequently limit theitptions. ,
..,f"-

.

'Children need the freedom libraries and museums offer, where
they are available. Where museums are not available, libraries should
supply some of the same experiences. Children needthe freedom to
br.owse and tochave'txperiences which'stimulate their c iosity, to
examine, without a set purpose, boOks, periodicals, pictur s, Ahich

4nay spark an intellectual interest, and foster independent study. -

Children also need to have resources kir pursuing their own
natural curiosity.,If they are lucky, aiat curiosity may be satisfied in
the classroom, but often that curiosity involves some subject not
relatid to the current curriculum. , child captivated by the sopg of a
bird .or. by the sight of a butterfly may well bestimulated to begin the
study of,natural sciences on his,own. A child living close to an
akport may begin to wonder how flight in huge machines is possible.
The nulituring of such interest can affect the whole of life, either
thrqugfi'career choice, or. through the joy of 'knowledge for its own
sake.

7 f . ,
. . ,.

The list of possible experiences, taken for granted by adults but
highly stimulating to the intellectUal curiosity pf a child, is.enellpss,

":.SoRe/imes the significant adults in a child'-s life can answerlhose, ,
. -..que`stions. More often they cannot. ' , .i .... , .

I hope that the Conference continues its strong suppoit for
,libraries which recognize the needs of childien and have the facilities

,
.,;-.
.. ,

. .
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for responding, for I think this is clearly one 'way of meeting our
Nation's need for intellectual development. ,

MR. TATE: The next presenter is Bern* Corbin,

MR. CORBIN: My name is Bernard Corbin, director of the
Philadelphia Urban Coalition. I'm here on behalf of Johnny Bowser,
executive director of the Urban Coalition, who was unable to attend.
The Philadelphia Urban Coalition is a nonprofit social service

agency,, financially supported by 102 Philadelph area corporations

at a level of approximately $1 million amnia . In' dition, the
Urban Coalition enjoys an effective relationship wit all levels of
government, and receives about $800,000 in grants from government
agencies to improve services and the quality of life for Philadelphia's
disadvantaged citizens. The coalition is led:by a prestigious 65
member board of directors 'from business, labor, government,
community organizations, and industry. I appreciate this opportunity
to testify, specifically on behalf of Philadelphia's urban poor, and
generally on behalf of the urban poor throughout the country.

The growth and the development of our country have thrived on

the premise of a universal education and the expectation that every
citizen could, and should, make a positive contribution to society.
We have not displayed a "rich-only" sign, and historically we have
supported a rags-to-riches performance.

The dilemma facing the urban` poor is tremendous. They are
devastated by spiraling inflation, rising interest rates, and a Higher

rate of unemployment in our older cities than the national average.
The quality of life and the quality of,services provided by cities,
heavily dependent on a sIkr.inking tax base, declines sharply in our
energy-sensitive, inflation-oriented society. The White House
Conference on, Library and information Services offers a unique
opportunity to surface the issue of olde'r cities which, unfortunately,
are heavily populated with the urban poor, and which are unable to
maintain both full, service and accessible neighborhood library
facilities, and a full range of other data and information services.

We must riot deny theseAnriericans access to information and, as
a consequence, deny our country continued growth and innovation
because of a 'shrinking tax base. The need for Federal funding and
intervention is now. It is necessary. It is practical. It is the only means
of continuing the true meaning of universal education. A developed'
mind is as important to our nationa4 security and economicrgrowth as
a developed country.

I urge this Conference to endorse direct Federal financial support
to libraries, especially those in older cities, where an objective
measure of poverty and disadvantaged living can be determined.
Such a propoal is important to our country and necessary to all of
our citizens.

MR-. TATE: We will now hear from MR Hershey.

'393
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MR. HERSHEY: I'm Dale Hershey. I am a rural sociologist and
community development specialist with Pennsylvania State
University. For the past two years, I have been working with the
faculty at Clarion State College in developing a center for rural
librarianship. My comments today focus on the importance of and
the, unique problems associated with providing information and
library services in rural areas.

Information needs, and the problems of meeting these needs, are
related 'to, and compounded by, a number of key social and 't ,
demographic facts about rural areas in contrast with urban areas. The
social .a.9.d demographic characteristics of rural areas include: 1) low
population density; 2) large geographic expanses; 3) lack or sparsity
of'human service related resources; 4) greater capital flow to urban
areas; 5) historic erosion of the population and tax bases through
migration of rural.residents to urban areas; and 6rthe reversal of
these migration trends during the 1970's.

The information and library needs of rural Pennsylvanians are
particularly desperate. Each year the Bureau of Library Development
makes a survey of all public library services to determine State aid
eligibility. The most recent survey shows that well over one million
rural Pennsylvanians.either are,without library' services or are served
inadequately. That means that more than 11 percent of the State's
population have limited access to information services.

In the past, continuing through the present, Al librarig have
received meager support at the local, State, and national levels. On a
per capita basis, rural libraries are inadequately funded compared
with urban libraries. In a 1978 survey in Pennsylvania, the average
per capita expenditure for l-ural, libraries was $4.15. This was a dollaf-
below the State average. Pittsburgh had a per capita average of $6.75
and in Philadelphia it was $7.38.

Information services inevitably are limited when the financial
support for rural libraries is so small. With this low level of support, it
is not surprising that rural information services are tstricted because
of the unavailability of professional staff. Rural libra s are forced to

rely on volunteers. The irony is that, while greater ski and creativity
are required to cope with the limited,collections of resources, these
same libraries are staffed by untrained librarians.

A third and related problem is restricted information access and
flow. Untrained staff are forced to work with limited collections, and
while resources may be available through interlibrary loan services
and data banks, untrained staff in rural libraries often are not aware
of these services. This problem is further complicated because even
the most basic resources may be unavailable to rural libraries. Some
rural libraries don't even-have-telephones. Resources and data banks,
no matter how well developed, just are not available to these
libraries and their users.

A final, but equally important, factOr is the lack of sponsorship,
or coordinated spokesmanship, at the national level. As in so many of
the human and physical services, research, planning, and funding in
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the area of information services are based on urban_needs and urban
problems. Thresult is low-level funding for rural libraries. Lackihg
strong national visibility, the needs and problems of rural areas are
overlooked.

The following recommendations are critical for planning the
provision of information and library services in rural areas: 1) a
continued emphasis should be placed on meeting the funding needs
of underserved rural areas; 2Prural libraries require support enabling
them to provide the basic information and library services that have
been available for years in urban areas; 3) there isneed for ongoing
training for the professional and voluntary library staff in rural
libraries. Rural librarians need training, not only in basic library.
science skills, but also in the creative application and utilization of .

limited collections and resources, and 4) there is a need for national
recognitign of the importance, and the unique problems, of providing
information and library services in rural communities. We cannot
overlook a geographic sector representing one-third of our national
population.

MR. BURNS': I'm interested in what role you see for the National
Agricultural Library in library services to,,rural areas, and whether you
are using any'of the programs from the National Agricultural Library.

MR: HERSHEY: I'm familiar with the National Agricultural
Library. We use it through the ex;ension service. I would like to see
rural libraries have greater access to that library; I don't think many
rural libraries are even aware of the services it provides. It would be
a valuable resource, one 'of those resources that is overlooked.

MR. BURNS: Do you see any Ways NCLIS could encourage this ?. /

MR, HERSHEY: I am not a librarian, so I woulti have to leave

that,answer to the professional librarian.
I

MR. TATE: We will now hear from Sandy Schuckett.

MS. SEiltslUCKETT: My name is Sandy Schuckett, and I am an
alternate delegate from Los Angeles. I teach children how to use
libraries'. I am here to speak on the position of the California
delegation, and specifically on children's library instruction in
schools.

The California delegation to this Conference affirms the
American tradition of a free and open institution for information,
education, and culture, known as the public library. We believe that
libraries have an obligation to reach but to the unserved and the
underserved, and that all barriers to such service must be removed.
We fully support a National Library ACt, which would mandate and
guarantee continuous Federal funding in a matching Federal=

State-local basis, minimum standards for library servicesadequate
eiti,zen participation, library services for special needs, and
interlibrary cooperation. We further believe the Act should be
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expanded to include school, college, medical, research, and othert
libraries. This is one of the'questions that Senators Davits and Kennedy,
asked in the bill they presented to Congress.

Statement-of John Smith
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We believe that support 'for improvement in library and
information services must come about through an informed pubtfc
that knows what is happening and what is needed, and that isan
essential duty for.,all libraries. We m t make sure that needed
'information is produced and dissem ate- d so that those who need it
can findit and use it. -

Our children are'the future of this Nation and the)uture of
libraries. For this reason, the California delegation, at ,our Governor's
Conference n March, 1979, supported, by an 89 percent vote, a
resolutibn urging that a specified amount of time-be set aside for
instruction inlibrary use at all grade levels, kindergarten through 12,
in our public schools. We believe that through such instruction ,

child, beginnirig with his first year in ,school, will develop positive
attitudes toward libraries and what they have to offer. The school
library, witlian organized developmental, instructional program, can
furnish not only materials of consistent.excellence, but also a ,

backgrciund of information that stimulates growth and literary
49preciation, factual knowledge, culture, and aesthetic values, so that
our children can develop good judgment and criticathinking.

A school library program can inculcate in children a lifetime
habirof research skills. The kinds of-skills taught in school libraries
are so useful that they can serve students throughput all levels of their
Schooling. For students who choose not to attend institutions bf
higher learning, these habits will open ethe dop'r tagt,ture4ibrary use
which will meet personal needs and increase learning throUghout life.
These skills can be used in any type of library, in any location, in any
country, in.any language, and can serve for life.."

A child who has access, at an early age, to an organized
program of library skills and the appreciation oniteratur4, probably
will growup to be a lifelong taxpaying supporter ani:1 user of
librarl*g. Therefore, the California delegation, hi agreement with -
those of Arizona, Michigan, New York, Texas, Florida, and
Connecticut, all of whom supported similar resolutionS in thell. State-
conferences, strongly urges this Commission anct the COngress to "\
support, with complete commitment, the school library instructional

.
component as an essential section if the National LibraryAct.

,MR. TATE: We are finished with those Who pre-registered to give
testimony. We will now hear from others who registeft&this
Morning. The fiaperson is John Smith:

MR. SMITH (through an interpreter),: My.name istfOhn Smith,
delegate from California. I have been working recently'in the libory
as a deaf service ,specialist. I recentlrbecarhe an'Amer.ican Sign
Language (ASL) teacher at a college. -I am from a deaf family.
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I would like to discuss library needs of de.f and explain the

structure of ASL. The greatest problem is the communication bdrrier
in the world. Deaf people everywhere are an invisible populatior-
because of communication barriers; Communication between the
deaf and the library, and the needs of the deaf, have not been met.
The greatest problem is the misunderstanding about printed material
and services for the deaf. Because of phonetic symbols, deaf peophe

do not understand the written word sometimes. mother problem is
the attitude toward American Sign Language. For a long time hearing
people looked down on sip language, but recently attitudes have
changed. Now, our language is respected as a true language, and,
linguistic studies have proved that it is a language of its owna
language that depends on vision more than on hearing.

There are diiferenrt types of deafness. Each type has different,

needs and.requires different services. A large percentage of deaf
people depend on lip-reading; but in general, deaf people
conimunicate through ASL and writt,en language. Experiences have

shown that library services for.the deaf should be separated from
library services for those with different handicaps. Those who do not

sparhte these services often cannot understand the needs of the deaf.

Until no4 they have failed to 'ask deaf pepr:Cle what their needs are.
They should determine what library services are releva,nt ta the deaf.

Libraries should'include deaf people as workers in the library, and
hearing:people who know a lot abourdeafness and know Americdn
Sigii Language, so that they can communicate easily. Library schools
need to'develop programs for the deaf. They flee d to encourage the
establishment of deaf specialists or deaf paraprofessionals in the field

of library sciences.

I want to seesa national program similar to the program of books
for the blind developed for the deaf and hearing-impaired. The

program should emphasize visualitydue to the'lack of written forms
that can communicate easily with the deaf. It's,difficult to translate

from ASL to English, because words often have no equivalent in

English. The twolanguages are different. Videotapes, made available
in a central library, make it possible to share new information with
the deaf. Right now, libraries don't have.this service. Information
about the deaf society is very limited.

Now, I'd like to'talk about the structure of ASL. I'm going to sign
a bit slower so ygu can see how it works: You can see that my
interpreter is talking. She's not using American Sign Language;, She's

using Pidgin Sign English (PSE). that means she's changing the order
of ASL words into English order. It's not the order in which I'm
signing.

In communication between the deaf, it is very important to have
eye contact. For example, for the ward "give," the basic sign.is this

hand'shape (indicating). If 1 am going to make sense, the English
sentence would be, "He gives to him." But this hand shape includes
that whole thing. I have set up a person here, and here (indidating).
The imaginary people are here, and the movement conveys the
whole meaning,of the sentence: "He gives to him" or, "A person
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gives me a lot." The sign is repeated, It's already a full sentence,
because I'Ve moved and,changed the meaning.

Facial expression, as part of the grammatical structure, is very
important. Take the basic sign for "understand" (indicating). That
means, "Do you understand?" With a quizzical look, it mean, "I
don't understand," "Don't you understand?"yearing people
overlook this. They think it's orie `word, but it has different meanings.
I have just made four sentences, based on facial expression:, .

.There are two more pointscf grammar, the noun and verb pairs.
"For example, the basic Signfor airplane is really a noun, because itis

made quickly and repeatedly. If I use the sign once with continuous
motion, it means the verb to fly. Take the example of "zipper." If I
want to say it as a noun, I repeat the sign quickly. If I make the sign
once, it has a different meaning. It means the verb "zip."

MR. BURNS: How many people are thefe'with a hearing
handicap it the-United States? What is the proportion of the total
population that has this handicap?

MR. SMITH: There is some disagreement 0/this point. Some say
five percent; some say 10 percent. To my knowledge, 11.5 percent of
the United States population have a hearing handicap.

Statement of Ivan Bender MR. BENDER: My namclis Ivan R. Bendert I serve as a
consultant to the Copyright Office of the Library of Congress, with a
'primary responsibility for working with libraries in areas in which the
copyright laws affect libraries and library usage.

A piede of the materials which the delegates and alternates
receivedwas a letter to them from the Copyright Office. lwould like
to read it into the record very quickly. I would be glad toranswer any
questiohs which you might have about the statement:

-"On January 1, :1978, the first general revision of the United
States copyright laws since 1909 became effective. The new
legislation (Public 'Law 94-553) was widely hailed as orie which
brought the United States copyright laws up to date in an era of
technol gical developments.

,"One area of the new law which,required careful negotiation by
the various interest,groups concerns reprography of all kinds as it
affects libraries and library users. It is not surprising, therefore, that
the interest ofthe Copyright Office-in this Conference is quite
intense. We hope that, through this paper, and discussions among
staff of the Copyright Office and withResons att'ending the
Conference, we will be able to niakepu aware of our concerns and
that we will become more aware of yours.

398
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6 center of our focus for the Whife.House Conference. This provision,
enables libraries and their users tip reproduce copies or phonorecords
of certain works, under certain terms and conditions' As you might
imagine, representatives of authors, and. publishers of copyrighted
works, as well as representatives of librarians, and users of libraries,
spent considerable time discu'ssing the various issues involved and in
testifying before Congress in au attempt to secure the best resolution
of a difficult problem. The final language of this section of the law is
a cooperative effort by those 'interest groups and the Congress.

2

"Without a doubt, a new concept of the law was being
developed. -Pito one who was involved in th effort was completely
happy with the final result, which is, perha , the best indicator of a
successful compromise. But, like all compromises, some things do,
not work in practice as well as they should. Therefore, Congress,
aware'orpossible unforeseen problems, as well as having the desire,
to be kept apprised of devel ments in this area, created language
which mandates that the R ister'of Copyrights, at five -year intervals
begi ning with-the effective ate of the law, issue a report to the
Congress on this section. The first of these reports is due on Januarj,

1, 1983."

A resolution which appears on page, e of the Conferene issues
booklet l'equests that Congress reconsider .The copyright laws I think
the mandate already is built into the'law 11y virtue of the provision to
'which I have just referred. This mandate specifies that the Register,-
after Consulting with,th,e appeopriate interest groups, " ... shall
submit to the Congress a repcirt.soting forth the extent to which this,
section 1108) has achieved the intended statutory ba)ancing of the,
rights of creators, and the needs of users. The report should also
describe any problems that may have arisen, and present legislative
or other recommendations, if warranted." It is this mandate which
particularly brings us here:

At: present, the,Copyright Office is planningthe manner in which
the first report will be piepared. We have formed an Advisory
Committee, consisting of 1-0 persons representing all the affected

groups, to assist us in making certain decisions about how to conduct
the Survey, what kind44 regional hearings we should schedule, and
to help us maintain an effective liaison with the constituencies. One
group whose concerns: are very important is the library user who i)
neither a librarian nor an academician by profession. Since this
Conference is Largely made up of library users, it is the feeling of the
Copyright Office that now is one of the best times to involve you.

Much of what you will be considering, and what you are
discussing, may well affect the copyright laws. We invite you to
explore this issue with the Copyright Office further, beginning -with

the Conference itself. I draw particular attention to the first of four
regional hearings scheduled for January 19, 4980, in'Chicago. They
will be open hearings, will begin at 9:30 a.m., and will last all day.
We hope to hear from many nonprofessional people interested in
library issues, as well as librarians and others concerned with the

problem presented, by Section 108.

3,1.g.
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MR. BURNS: Do you view the Commission as having a role in
these.preliminary hearings prior to the drafting of the revisions of this
current legislation?

MR. BENDER: I do. I think the Commission' can help the
Copyright Office to create a more effective liaison with
nonprofessional people, Who are concerned aboUt what libraries do,
what effect libraries have on the community, and, obviously, how the
copyright laws in particular affect those issues. The work of the
Commission can continue, as I said, in this capacity in particular. We
hope that better liaison will be established..

MR. TATE: Next we have Alvin White. .

MR. WHITE: I am Alvin H. White, General Secretary of the
Aging World Brain Machine Neural Telecommunications Coalition
Continuing Lifelong Health Legislative, Scientific and Technical
Information Systems Education and Testing Research and
Development Organization Planning Study. I speak today as an
individual.

Healthy developnIent of our living organizational planetary
sub,divisional sociopolitical body, during the aging processes, from
the relatively youthful childhood times of embryonic fertilization, and
the increasingly complex growth of maturing,sensory .

telecommunicating neural information transmission systqms, to the
on-line memory,, which, in turn, is drawn upon by the judgmental
decision-making faculties, which calculate and compute rational
formulae governing the allocation of time, energy and other of the
body's resources, in attempting to approximate the optimum
distribution for reducing the probability of suffering future pain, may,
or may not; be wisely considered in4portant in this White House
Conference on Library and Information Services.

Government of the body, by the body, and for the body, in
healthy, long-lived, and relatively pain-free higher organisms, has
been shown throughout natural history to have been substantially
directed toward the development of an integrated brain and nervous
system capable.of increasing its sensibilities, information processing,
storage, and transmission rates.

Lastly, let me say that I feel that the Conference has
underemphasized the future utility of machine translation and
computer speech from on-line information users of this planet's
minority languages.

MR. TATE: f'd like to hear now from Mr. Theodore Soo-Hoo.

Statement of Theodore Soo-Hoo MR. SOO-HOO: I am Theodore Soo-Hoo. I am secretary of the
Tenley Library Council of Washington, D.C. I speak from experience
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with the public library system of Washington, D.C., but I believe that
there are two fundamenta[gaps in many library systems.

First, people do not 'recognize the impqrtance of continuing to
develop their reading skill after finishing their forrnal education. They
need to be reminded that continued selective reading is good for
thernoeven if they are not PhD's. Even if they are PhD's, the Ten ley
Library Council's Friends of the Library Organization, has developed
a series of posters for our "Read Your Way Up" program. We change
-them biweekly.

A typical poster is worded approximately as follows: "James
Gavin, grade school dropout, joined the Army. At the Army posy
library he taught himself enough to pass the exams for West Point.
He rose to the rank of,LietAenant General. When he retired, he
became head of a leading research:organization." Another poster,
now on the library bulletin boards, says, "One man in the audience
said that in spite of six years of college, he had learned more at the
public library than in all his years of formal schooling."

We plan to add to the series, as we find more testimony to the
,benefits of reading for everyone. The posters are hand lettered and
cost practically nothing. If a more effective method of promoting arid
encouraging reading is developed, we would like to know about it.

The second gap is access. Due'to budget limitations, 16 of
Washington's 20 branch libraries are open only 40 hours a week. In
the summer they are closed on Saturday, leaving only two evenings
per week that they are accessible to people who work in the daytime.

_I
Contrast this with the following comment from the vice president

of our Library Council, Mp. McNealy, who travels over the world to
evaluate book events for the U.S. Information Agency: "I spent some-
time in Paris in October, and-visited the finest public library I have
ever seen. Would You believe 12 noon to 10 p.m. every weekday
except Tuesday? Closed on Tuesday. And 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. op
Saturday and Sunday. Those are the hours' They also have a book
store and prir4 shop inside, and separthe cofection rooms to hear
records, watc1N,Jrns and slide shows. It's free even to foreigners; but,
of course, it helped to be able to read French."

What can NCLIS do about such mundane roblems? Ydu can
encourage and promote Co ruing aggressive programs to encourageli
reading at all levels withi and beyond our educationarsystem. You
can encouraw all libraries to review then-accessibility to the public
in imaginative ways.

MR. TATE: Now, we will hear.from Marilyn Apseloff:

MS. APSELOFF: I am Marilyn Apseloff, a teacher of children's
literature in tyre English Department at Kent State University. I am
here as an official observer from The Children's Literature Associ.ition,
and my interest is pridrity funding for children's services.

3L'
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Although libraries-are usually at the bottom of the fundi.ng pile,
when money is made available to them, children's' services often get
short shrift. This is a plea for a change in prioilties. If we want to
encourage lifelong learning, if vve hope to have intelligent adults who
will use and love the libraries and be willing to fight for them, we
must start with the child, and with those who work,with the child.

More funds must be available for the purchase of children:s
literature, records, tapes and filmS. And the nee of adults

, concerned with children and their literature, inclu g writers,
educators; teachers at all levels, concerned parents, students, and
institutionsas well as librariesmust also be met.

-7 -+
More funds are needed for seCondary,source materials, so that

we can encourage scholarship and research in children's literature.
Such studies will focus more attention on an area that often is
deprecated or ignored. It is'short-sighted for college professors, for
example, to -denigrate the study of children's literature and, in the
next breath, to complain about their students'"inability to read and to
write.

The Children's Literature AssociatiC is trying to remedy the
situation by'disseminating information on children's literature through
the.Children's Literature Association Quarterly, the annual
conferences, and the confetence proceedings, and by working with
publishers and other organizations. We have established a
schola-rship to help members with research, and we present an
annual award for the most significant critical article written during a
given year.

Libraries are crucial to Meet our goals, to meet %hat should be
the country's goalsa heightened awareness of children's literature
so that we can make book lovers of children, and a determination to
educate their parents and others to realize the importance of good
books for children. Therefor'e, I urge you, on behalf_of children

- everywhere, to keep these in the forefront pf ypur deliberations.vOur
future will be in their hands..

MR. TATS: We ngw hear from Linette Hunter.

MS. HUNTER: I'm Linette Hunter, Director of Library Services
for'the Territory of Americcfn Samoa, and I represent the island.
communities of the.United Statessometimes known as the forgotten
Americansconsisting of American Samoa, Commonwealth of the
Northern Marinas, Federated States,of Guam, an e Virgin Islands.

We would like the White House Conference to consider three
important issues that concern us: 1) the Postal Service rates and
telecommunication rates; 2) funding based on needs; and 3) the.
diverse cultural and ethnic collections in libraries. .. .

We should eliminate geographical barriers to access to
information. These barriers particularly affect the"koncontiguous areas
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of the United'States.\The use of surface mail to deliver library books
and Tgtefials and audiovisuak materials causes a serious delay, often /
resuMns in the receipt of inforination when it is no longer of use.

In addition, domestic telecommunication rates 'do,not apply to
noncontinguous areas of theUnited States. The U.S. Postal Service
should change, its policy, so that all library materials addressed to
noncontiguous areas will be sent as airmail at surface mail rates.
Federal policy.regarding telecommunication rates should be revised
to ensure that domestic rates apply to noncontiguous areas of the
United States.

.
Federal grants currently are being awarded primarily on a per

capita basis and many have matching grant requirements.. Areas such
as the noncontiguous areas of the'United States and rural areas,
which have low populatiOn density and low per capita income, are
penalized by this policy, yet they have the greatest need for
information resources. In order that all citizens will have access tp
information daily, the National Library Act should include special
provisions for funding those areas with special needs.

Diversify cultural and ethnic collections; library collections
should reflect thcuttural and ethnic diversity of the Nation's
communities, with special emphasis on the indigenous ethnic
populations of given localities. The diverse cultural heritages within
this Nation should'be recognized. Such a erovis:ion in our libraries,
would promote cultural understpanding. Congr should mandate a
national policy for libraries which would'includ a provision that all
libraries, at every level, adopt such a collection riority.

MR. TATE: Margaret Stern will now speak.

MS. STERN: Citero Balled the Nbrary the "soul of-hishouse," and
Pope John Paul II said, "A city needs a soul if it is to become a true

. home for human beings." It is my sincere hope that this Conference
will devote itself to 'nurturing its soul. I represent the Interbranch
Library U.Sers Association, which is the umbrella group of library
users in NeW York City.

I am also,a member of the Five Borough Library Association, and
we have proved in the past that we ciri fight city hall. This is a result
of discussions with/library ,users throughput the five boroughs. Each

,neighborhood has its own special needs'and its own characteristics,
and these are shifting constantly with shifts in population. When the
1980 census is completed, it will be apparent how wide these shifts

care.

For example, there are areas that need Spanish language books.
There are areas that need Chinese books. Within this library system
as a whole, there are books in 74 foreign languages, and books for
children in 50 languagesNow. there is a need for more Asian
language books. The hours are abominable. We are now 31 percent

395,
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below the minimum Statetandards. In some areas the libraries are
'falling down, and problems proliferate.

We want a policy that will stress essentials. With the loss of
workers paid under the Federal Comprehensive Employment Training
Act, we are in worse. straits than ever. This is something that Congress
should see to. We want' a policy`that will enable our libraries, like
our national forests, to remain forever free.

We want a policy that will stress essentials to develop a
book-oriented publica public that can understand whit is
happening in todaY'sdchanging world and can tell our legislator's-what
they want and need.

In the Borough of Manhattan, which serves a population of
three-and-a-quarter million people, individuals borrowed 9.164
million.books fast year, an increase of more than f36,000 books,

Milton said, "A good boblo is the precious life force of a master
spirit." Let me end by quotin*President Carter in his pre-election
statement about libraries: "If Wy,irre to have an educated and
informed population; we need a strong and open library system,
supported by a committed Administration. We cannot call for a
revival,of quality education, and close our libraries. We cannot ask
our children to learn to read, if we take away their books."

Mg. TATS: We thank those who made presentations before
membePs of this panel, and we thank all persons who have served as
panelists for their efforts, their time, and their questions. We again
thank the members of the staff who helped to plan this program so
that you could participate

7

This session has been stimulating. It certainly has" been
informative, and it has allowed. Us to know the different facets and
aspects of library work that are dear to other people.

/
. .

Libraries are important. Dr. Burke said to rir last night as we
looked at the ceiling in the Library Of Congress building, "If we co.*
get people to build buildings in these days as they-built them years
ago:With aft of the artistry and all of the qu6tations that we see .

around the wall, then we could certainly havedleople of the various
communities throughout the States u4derstandlust how dear libraries 4.*

are to our society=and, of course., how important they are to the
intellectuality of our society."

(Whereupon, the session ,odjourned at 11:40 a.m.)
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Proceedings MR. WELSH: This hearing is being conducted by the National
Commission on Libraries and Information Science (NCLIS) as part of
the White House Conference on Library and Information Seryices in ,
an effort to ensure that the Conference is a grassroots effortthat all
who wish to be heard, are heard. Each witness has been asked to
register and to submit an-abstract and the text of his or her
statement. This testimonywill form part of the o icial written record

of the Conference.

Those who do not have ariopportunity to testify are encouraged
to subinit written statements. The record will remain open until
December 3; and any testimony received before then,will be
included in the final official record.

I'm Bill Welsh and I'm joined by Joe Becker, Marian Leith, Clara
- Jones, and Bud Velde.

Ourlirst witness is Jule Shipman, Pennsylvania Citizens for Better
Libraries, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.
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Statement of Jule Shiranan .
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MS. SHIPMAN: I am Jule Shipman, Nesident of Pennsylvania
Citizens for Better Libraries, and a member of the Pennsylvania
delegation to the White House Conference. t have been asked by our
delegation to present the attached resolution, which it, approved on
October 17, 1179, for submission to the Conference. It is the
culmination of increasing concern in Pennsylvania about the .issue of
library and inforniation service support. From the centers of our
major cities to the sparsely pOpulated rural areas of our State, we
hear the same appeal: Give us the services we need to help us hp
ourselves. Keep our libraries open now, when we most need ther.

,The common voice of 600 iklansylvanians at our Gpvernor's
Conference accordingly plLed first priority on this issue.

The first order of business of our delegation was to create a -
statewide Friends of the Library group to carry this issue to the State
Capitol. Thus, we viewed with increasing concern the literature
coming to us on Conference preparations that ambitiousLy dealt with .

substantive questions of library programs and technology, but lost
sight of the most significant challenge to libraries in this centurythat
is, their place in the funding priorities of a socie b set by inflation.
Also, without positive focus on funding,7we dee ly eared a
rudderless ship of high intentions that would fail t reach any port of
achievement. We thus welcomed the initiative of'the Kennedy-JavitS
Bill (S.B. 1124) as a framework for Productive discussion. We -

recognize it as a study billa vehicle for the development of
organized solutions to the pressing problem of future library and
information service support.

We further welcome Maryland's invitation to each of the 58
White House Conference`delegatiods to caucus this week on
Conference follow-through. A national oversight committee that
represents the Conference is essential, if We are to carry the spirit of

* the Conference effectively into the future provision of national library
legislation and any other important implementation of Conference
princ$1es.

, .

In the excitement of Conference dialog on its admittedly vital
themes, she Pennsylvania delegation offers jhis resolution with the
hope that the Conferencewill formally adopt it as an affirmation of
pitactical need. Library and information service programs need a
home. The home needs a foundation. The foundation needs a -

builder. They all need maintenance. As we dream for the future, let's
not forge] how to realizeethese dreams.

ADDENDUM:
Proposed Resolution

Be it.resolved, 1) that the White i:iouse Conference recognize the
urgent need for a reordering of local, State, and Federal priorities to
respond to the increasing need for excellence and wide use of library
arid information serVices; 2) that such reordering result ig improved
funding for all types of nonprofit library and information services,
with significantly heavier shares borne by State and Federal
governments; 3) that S.B. 1124 be developed into a strong national
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library act giving impetus and sustenance to this reordering of
priorities and reallocation of resources, and providing substantial
response to.the major specific library and information service needs

which may be subject to Federal intervention; 4) that a structure of
responsibility be confirmed by the Conference for effective
follow-through with this deVelopment.

MR. WELSH: I have one question. In the second resolution, you
say, "for all types of nonprofit library and information services." Has
this been approved in any way by any of the other organizations, for
exampkn the Research Library Group, or any.of the groups that are
not pa ftf the original legislation?

MS. SHIPMAN: We have not formally sought such approval.

,MR. WELSH: The next witness is William J. LeVeque, Rhode
Island delegation.

Statement of William j. LeVeque MR. LEVEQUE. I'm William J. LeVeque, citizen delegate from
'Rhode Island. The Rhode Island delegation strongly supports Federal
'legislation which will assist in the development of library and
information services in the United States. Today, I present the views
of thetRhode Island delegation pn the National Libiary ActS:13.
1124.

If the existence of a free and democratic society in this country is
to be guaranteed,, it must be the policy of the United States to
establish, support, and expand educational opportunities for
individuals of.all ages. Individuals must be guaranteed equal sacces.
to public information. This guarantee must be maintained at all levels .,

of government to be fully realized. At the same time, it is important.
to ensure that the rights and responsibilities of the State and local
governments in conducting library services will not be infringed.

Turning to specific titles of the bill, the,Rhode Island delegation
recommends that Title f, establishing a national library agency, and
Title V, on interlibrary cooperation, be removed from this bill and
considered as a separate entity. As described in the bill, the national
library agency is responsible for furthering cooperation. among all
kinds of libraries, while the next three titles of the bill would give it.'1.1°'
an additional role as funding agency for the public libraries-alone.
Whether tie agency should be the funding mechanism (or ail kinds
of librarier or whether this function should be left to the Office of
Library and Learning Resources, is a question on which the Rhode
Island delegates do ndt agree: What is clear is that an entirely new
kind of Federal effort is urgently needed to exploit recent
developments in technology whichfnakwoossible radically different
kinds of information storage, retriefal, aMitlissemination without
reference to geographical or political boundaries. This should be the
central function of the agency. The agency should also be funded to
aid in the preservation of library materials.
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Another point needs to be made about the agency. The Rhode
Island Governor's Conference adopted a resolution which called for
t he establishment at the Federal level of a Department of Education

,which would include a strong Office of Libraries and Learning
Resources. It is essential that the national library agency be located
within the Department of Education, to establish and maintain a close
relationship with the other elements of the educational community
which have a bearing on, library and information services. For
example, Vocational Educational Act funds have been used Lly
libraries to establish job information and career counseling programs
similar to thoSe enumerated in Title IV, of S.B. 1124.. It would.be
beneficial to have any agency that administers library funds dose,

`both physically and administratively, to those agencies that
administer education, funds.

In any deliberations on the establishmenfof a national library
agency, the Rhode island delegation strongly recommends that
careful consideration.be given to the question of whether or not all
agencies that provide direct ry service, such as the Library.of-1-r1

Congress and the National Libra y of Medicine, should also be
administered by the national library agency. Consideration,of this is
vital, since these agencies undoubtedly would play an integral role in
a national network. ,

Concerning Title II, the Rhode Island delegation strongly
supports increased State/Federal funding for public libraries. Title411,
funding for public library constructiori, is essential, especially if
public libraries are to be accessible to the handicapped, and if they
are to be energy-efficienti.."ere is a provision for public library
construction in the Library Services and Construction Act(LSCA) but
that title has not been"funfled for some time. It is essential that funds
be appropriated in the,filture, whether it be through LSCA or a
national library act. The RhOde Island delegation also recommends
that the requirement be included in S.B. 1124 that States match
Federal grants for construction. Rhode Island has such a prograM in
which the State, over the past 15 years, has committed more than $3
million to assist public libraries with their constructiqn projects.

. ,.
funding for grants enumerated in,Title IV is s-upported br the

Rhode kland delegation. The facts and activities designated as areas
for funding are critical to many citizens of this country. Librafy
demonstration projects have shown that libraries may be less
threatening environmentk for adult literacy and job information or
career counseling activities than other educational institutions.
Services to the blind and mentally and physically handicapped have
been funded under LSCA, and have groyvn significantly. Many users
still need to be reached, and funding is needed ti§ continue these
activities.

i.
The Rhode Island delegation strongly supports interlibrary

cooperation. Title V is the key area of S.B. 1 4. It can serve as the
foundation for a truly comprehensive networ . It is recommended,
once again, that serious consideration be giv to the strong
involvemeht of such Federal agencies as the Library of Congress and
the National Library of Medicine, which provide direct library ,
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Statement of
Whitney North 5eymour, Jr.

ervices: Without such involvement, a comprehensive network
cannot be reality.

MR. WELSH: What role in the development of a
comprehensive national network would you see for existing networks,
such as OCLC and RLG?

'MR. LEVEQUE: We see them as the foundation of the entire
network. What is needed now is Federal capital for the entire
undertaking, involving the private sector to the maximum extent
possible; but making available funding, impetus, and initiatives at the
Federal level would enable a greater exploitation of the technological
capabilities than we now have.

MR. WELSH: Would you actually foresee policy being dictated'
to OCLC and to RLG?

°MR. LEVEQUE: I suppose that, in the usual fashion, there
would be pressures brought to bear in private industrycarrots And
sticks. Possibly a regulatory agency would be needed, but I don't see
that it's needed at present.

MR. WELSH: It's fairly obvious that the strength of OCLC has
come from its success, and has been without Federal involvement. I
suppose I would have to express some concern that policy dictated at

--the.Federal level might, in some way, impinge upon the great work
that's been done.

MR. LEVEQUE: The wording in Title I of the study bill was
that the national library agency should further cooperation among
libraries of.the country of all types. I think that's what the Rhode
Island delegation would do.

MR. WELSH: The next Witness is Whitney North Seymour, Jr.

MR. SEYMOUR: We were warned many years sago that if we
came to depend on Washington to tell us when to sow and when to
reap, we soon would be without bread. The author of the warning
was in a good position to give us advice about governmentThomas
Jefferson. Two centuries later, the advice is still sound, and nowhere
is it more applicable than in the case of public libraries.

The free public 'library has groWn up as a uniquely American
institution. It was created, nurtured, and supported by local citizens
and local units of government. Library boards and librarians are often
cantankerous, belligerent, pigheaded, outspokenand so,are its
users. But, exactly for this reason, a local public library is bastion of
liberty in the truest sense of theword. It has nurtured independent
spirits like Harry Truman, Whose entire education consisted of
reading every book in his local library. It has contributed to books of
protest which have changed the course of the Nation, books like
Rachel Carson's Silent Spring. It has stimulated great discoveries-in
science, including space technology. It has generated ideas, research,
dissent, oppositionand,-most of all, free speech and a free press.
That is because librarians and trustees have been independent
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'cusses," who do wrIat they perceive as right in choosing materials
and in building collections,, without interference from State and
Federal officials.

I am a strong advocate of a new national libra,ry act. Like-
many other citizens, I fervently believe that libraries should receive a
fair share of the taxes we send to Washington and tO the State
capitars. But I also share the concern that money for basic library
operatjons must not come with any Federal or State strings on how it
is to be spent. When it comes to making final decisions on the
governance of the administrative structure under the proposed
National Library Act, we must keep two principles clearly in mind.

First, the chief Federal administrator must be kept under tight
statutory reins when it comes to approving payments of per capita
matching funds under Title II for general library operations. This
person should not be vested with broad discretion to approve or
disapprove State plans On light of how the local libraries plan to

\NI-1 spend the money they receive. That is the local libraries' decision to
make, and theirs alone.

Second, the operations of the national library agency in other
fields, such as networking and special services, should be subject to
strong involvement and guidance from an appointed, nonpolitical
gr up of independent citizens and professionals, who are primarily
co erned with the strength and vitality of libraries, rather than the
strength and vitality of the Administration in power. The national
library program must never become a vehicle for pork-barreling or
payment for political favors.

410

Whatever form the final national library act takes, these two
guiding princiriles must be uppermost in the minds of the draftsmen,'
to ensure the continued freedom of the free public libraries of
America.'

,.,..,

MR. WELSH: You just read the statement: The operations of a
national library agcency in other fields, such as networking and
special services, should be to strong involvement and
guidance." What form a guidance? Could you clarify that term for
us, please?

.,,t; .

MR. SEYMOUR: The provision of the draft bill that calls for a
national council was the result of discussions with representatiVes of
a number of the professional library groups at a meeting held in
Senate offices in February. Essentially, the concerns they expressed
were that policymaking for the national support services for public
libr:aries had to come from professionals and independent citizens,
not from government. There were suggestions of a'structure parallel
to he National Endowment for the Humanities, the National
Endow ent for the Arts, the National Science Foundation, and the
like, whe knowledgeable people from the field give adyice to the
administrator on the best way to implement the progyms. That
method also provides bridges to the communities that are being

-,. served. , .
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MR. WELSH: But would you have this agency dictate policy to
the existing networks?

MR. SEYMOUR: Oh, no. Plainly, it's still a free country, and
the networks may or may not join, the system. I'm very conscious that
the network the New York Public Libran*has been engaged in, for '
example, is terribly roud of its independencf, and I think it will
have to consider Car fully ether it wants ro participate. If it does, it
obviously will have o be ompensated for its contribution; but
there's also great h Ith in its maintaining its independence, if it
wants to.

M. WELSH: Would you impose standards on the networks to
ensure that the product and services th9y provide are the types that
are needed by and most useful to-the libraries they serve?

MR. SEYMOUR: I think it's the other way around. They really
have set standards that the Nation should aspire toexcellencein the
very best sense of the word. It's the Nation that is going to draw on
those lessons and benefit from them. Obviously, if such a network
were to participate in a national network, it would set the conditions
under which it would be willing to do so. The Federal agency would
say what it wanted, and if they didn't agree, they both would go their
separate ways. If they did agree, it would be as a result of free,
arms-length negotiations. Nobody is going to impose anything on .

anybody, I hope.

MS. LEITH:-Mr. Seymour, do you not feel that there is some
validity in using Federal funds to upgrade library services? I read from
your statement:'"This person should not be vested with broad

-discretion to approve or disapprove State plans in light of how the
loc libraries plan to spend the money they recieve. That is their
deck n to make, and theirs alone." Are you saying that if a library
wan to spend all of its money building up a local history or
genealogy collection, that there should be no, interference with that
use of the Federal money? They should just be allowed not to serve
in any other way? VI

a

MR. SEYMOUR: I would think that such a library would have
a har Airne persuacting,the State agency, which had to submit the

.4 State plan, that such a pr ject was an adequate provision of public
libr ry services. Therefor , that library might not qualify for aid. Once
thdecision is made th they qualify, however, I submit very
strongly that there shou no e any dictating from Washington to a
library that, Nou may b is book but not that book." This is
absolutely fundamental, and the moment the Government cars give

- that kind'of instruction is the moment the free library system in
America begins to end."

MR. BECKER: Our colleague from Rhode Island, who gave
testimony a few moments ago, suggested that a national library act

should embrace more than just the' public libraries of the country.
How do yowieel about that?
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-MR. SEYMOUR: I was in on the early discussions on this bill,
and the first outline did include the academic and the school
libraries. But the professionals, to whom we citizens turn for
guidance, said, "Don't do that. The academic libraries and the school
libraries don't want you to rock the boat, and all you mil do is '
destroy. help for the public library." Now, the moment they come
around to what I think is a much more7nsible approach, I'm going
to be the first to embrace Ahem..

MR. BECKER: The alternative, of course, is for each of them to .

.4 submit an Act responible for meeting their own reeds. -

MR. SEYMOUR: They each have an Act. That's the point. Of
11/4 course, don't overlook the fact that this bill does have provisions in it

for direct Federal grants to research, private, school, and other
libraries that make their resources available to the public library

4. 'users. t ,

i

r

:

Statement Alex Ladenson
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MS. JONES: When a group of citizens is planning to go

forward with legislation, that is favorable to libraries, you naturally
look backward to get the historical context. I know that you have
been associated with this National Library Act, and you have given it
a great deal cif thought. How do yOu see this in the context of
progress that the library profession has made in securing legislation
and agencies, 4nd everything that has gone into progress for libraries?,

MR. SEYMOUR: I say, with deep emotional commitment, that
.we're on the threshold of an entirely new era for the public library in
America. It's no longer purely a local institution. It is now
recognized as the national asseQhat it is. 1

I'

, MR. WVS.H: The next witness is AleX' Ladenson. qe.

1>

4

1./1R. LADENSON: -I'm Alex Ladenson, legal counsel to tq.
Urban Libraries Council. Within the recent past, I have been the chief
librarian of the Chicago Pub Library. The purpose of my testimony
is to attempt to demonstrate hat is wrong \till the existing Library
Services and Construction Act $CA).

.. -
...

Since its enactment in 19,64, LSCA has been administered as a
categorical grants-in-aid program, with the result thatahe funds are
used almost exclusively for research, experimentation: and
demonstration.lthis format for the distribution of funds remain3
unchanged. The program bpe to in a manner not unlike a private
foundation. To obtain funds, a blic library must submit a proposal
describing a project. Unless a g n project is innovative or

' experimental, it has little or no chance for approval. Moreover, a
k.. project is approved for a relatively short time, and usually is not

renewable. If tht project is successful, the library is compelled to
carry it on with the library's own funds, or to'abandon it. Thu, muc1
of the value to be gained from the project is lOst. What is critically
needed today, however, are not'research, experimental or

'
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demonstration projects, but additiorafunds for books and other
library materials and for staff, so that the public can be served.

LSCA needs to be thoroughly overhauled and cast in a
different mold. Instead of providing a categorical grants-in-aid
program, it should be a per capita general supporrbrogram. Federal
assistance must be made available to all public libraries, rather than
to just a selective few, as is the case today.

.s.

Public libraries depend largely on the lqcal property tax for
their financial support. The property tax is a regressive tax, but its
most serious weakness is that it4acks elasticity. Unlike the income
tax or the sales tax, which generate additional revenue automatically'
as wages and prices rise, revenue from the property tax remains
relatively constant, and it increases only slightly as .the total assessed
valuation of property rises.-This is particularly disastrous in periods of
high inflation. It is for this reason that the Federal Government must
share with local and State governments the responsibility for direct
financial support of public libraries.

Direct Federal assistance to alik'publiC libraries is essential to
equalize disparities in the amount of taxable wealth among the ...4

States. Thus, Federal supptri,can help to guarantee the minimum
level of funding required to furnish adequate public library service in
every State. e

We have become a mobile Nation, 'More than a million
.

persons move ffem one State to another.eacp year. It is high)
desirable, therefore, from a social poini2of view, that the qu ity of
public library service be equalized among the States, so t t an
individual is not penali-zed when moving fiom one State tp anothdr.
14quality ofN public Jibrary service should not depend oh where a

person is born or happens to live. Through direct Federal.aidthiS
problem can be alleviated. .

,
The principal objective of Federal'aid must be thp

strengthening of every pub *c library to the country, for it is the local'
library that serves as th st port of entry for those seeking general
information or needing to explore a subject in depth. Federal funds
should therefore be available for this vital purpose. To achieve this
objective, the categorical grants-in-aid designtnust be replaced by
the per capita .general support grant.

This is why S.B. 1124, a bill for a National .Library Act, should
be approved, Since it incorporates the pel. capita general
grant in its provisions.

S

MR. WELSH: I judge that you are absolutely convinced that
new Federal legislative propos4ls are much more imQrtant than
funding existing,programs.

MR. LADENSON: 'I don't quite understand what you mean by
"existing programs." \ .

105
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MeWELSH: The legislation that we now have to help
libraries of all kinds nuld be ['bade more effective'if more dollars
were made available; but you congigler,that to be secondary. You
think that a new"approach to Federal support 'for libraries is
important?

MR. LADENSON: Wben you make the money available
directly to the public libwies, you are improving the-programs for
better library service in each community. What we oppose is the
rediscovery of the wheel by making grants-available for
experimentation and research that's done over and over again.This is
where a good-part of our current money goes. We need it farmore
for books and Jor staff.t,

.
MS. LEITH: I nottce that you say "direct Federal assistance is

.goi equalize disparities in the, amount of 'taxable wealth." Do I
understa d, then, that a poor State would be given more Federal
money per capita for its population than a wealthy State?

`MR. LADENSON: As far as the formula for the distribution of
funds from theo Federal' Government to the States, we are not
recommending any change. And the present formula takes into
consideration they per capita income Of-ea.ch State; those-ktates that \f\
have a lower per capita _income are gtting more money from the
Federal Government thafith:e richer 5tate9.114cird certainly endorse
that concept, and we're .no t changingthat. . .

MR. BECKER: Alternatives-to the provision by the Federal
Government of money to the lOctl ler!, along the lines that you.
have described, are some innovative ideas that concern
resourCelsharing as a means 614loingsexactly what,you describe.
How do you view this straestiorf as in alternative? And what kind of
support do you think theofederal Government Mould give to
resource-sharing?

f. J
MR. LADENSON: The Natjonal Library Act has a provision for

funds for specW users and special projects, and that's where the
Money, should come, from.,The largest portion of the pie should be in
Title II, that's'for direct grants to libraries for operating purposes. 41

ik What's left Aver---if thew. is mroney left over, and if there is sufficient
money in the federal treasury can be made available under Title IV.
There's still a possibility for important specialafojects; for special
users. The new National Librafy Act makes priAsion for that, but we
don't think its wise to spend all of our money on research.

MR: WELSH:. The next wifess is Robert L. Clark, Jr.

Statement of Robert C., Clark, Jr. MR. CLARK: I represent the 'Chief Officers of State Library
,Agencies (COSLA). I have a statement on S.B. 1,124. COSLA supports
Federal legislation which would assist in the development of library
services throughout the Nation. Each level of,government has
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appropriate roles and responsibilities. w h rh complement one another.

*kk Each level must provide strong-leadership in thesdevelopment of t
library and information services.

COSLA has prepared and disseminated a COSLA Legislative
Proposal, adopted April 5, 1979. Subsequent to the development of
the COSLA Proposal, S.B. 1124 was introduced in Congress for study
purposds at this Conference. The bill addresses several of the.
concerns included in COSLA's PropOsal: These concerns are as
follows:

.

We support the "Declaration of Policy and Purpose"' of S.B.
1124, but believe additional study is needed on the nature and
structure of another national library agency before endorsement.

We support increases in both State and Federal assistance for .

public libraries, but call attention to problems involved in
Congressional mandate for a 20/30/50 formula, as proposed in
of the bill. Based upon the experience of the States in working with
sometimes inflexible per capita sticrards which do, not adequately
recognize local or regional differences, we do not support the
proposal for a national per capita standard.'

We support increased Federal assistance for interlibrary
cooperation as proposed in the bill. The bill recognizes the Federal
nature of our Government, and enables the States to contract for
multi-State services for the best benefits of their citizens.

We support Federal assistance for the construction of public
library buildings, and recommend analysis ang clarification of the
proposed formula for allocation of funds to the.States.

We endorse the principle of the distribution of Federal
assistance to public libraries by the State, in accord with the needs as
determined within the States.

We support the requirement that the States increase their share'
of public library support as a matching reqUirement for Federal
assistance.

We supp-ort Federal assistance for specially designed public
library services and resources for special clientele.

We endorse\ Federal assistance for the training and continuing
education needs of library personnel.

We support the use of Federal funds for statewide services,
when these services can be most beneficially delivered from this
level.

MR. WELSH: You're aware that the Library of Congress has
invited your group to come to the Library in the Spring to discuss
how we might man oge the problem of greater control of State and
local publications. Would you prefer to be invited by a national
library agency or directed by a national library agency?
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MR. CLARK: I would prefer to hold a national forum to discuss
the question and study it further. We favor whatever is needed in the
way of a national meeting ,ta-discuss national issues. -S.B. 1124
should get 'immediate study during the Congressional hearing process.
Thesesconcerns should be addressed at the national level throui:n the
legislative process. We hope that these concerns are addressed with
'deliberate speed, but we urge that Congress act on the comments that
COStA has made. We need a national information policy, and we

... don't have oneyet.

Si

. ,,.

M. WELSH: As the Deputy Libranar-0 of Congress, did I
interpret that to be a "no "- answer?

MR. CLARK: It was my opportunityto finish my paper.

t.
\:M6,.3LEITH: Do COSLA.members envision Stags losing their

Federal money, because the State will refuse - to.accelerate its - support
and allow the localities to reduce theirs immediately?

MR. CLARK.: There needs to be further clarification of how the
formula in the national minimum per capita is to be appliedk the
allocation of funds to the States. COSLA,does not support the
20/30/50 funding ratio; we do not support it based oria national - .

mirti.vum per capita. What we do have is the ability for State ,

agen6es to deliver the funds on a direct per,capita basis, which i.......;

many Swes are doing, or to provide statewide services such as film

. )- cooperaVves and the children's summer reading programs-with
V Federal dollars 11C05t-Al-s members wish to retain the right to

determine what is best for each individual of the State in line with

../' their State Plan_ It's not clear, at this time, hoW the money is
allocated.

4'

416 -:

.... .

MR. BECKER: Do you feel that the money should have no
strings attached? Each of the States at present has a carefully worked
out plan, based on a great deal of analysis. Do you suggest that the
money go directly down to the local level, with no control
whatsoever? .

MR. CLARK: I do not agree with that. The bill, as it's presently
written, does allow for the State plans to be submitted. It does allow
for the States to determine the needs within their own plans and the
money to be spent on a per capita basis, as far as is practicable,
which is what many States are cloing:"Right now, the bill does allow
for the State -prerogative.

,.,

MR. BECKER: Certainly there will be outcomes from this
Conference that we cannot foresee, but what- do you see as the
relationship between those outcomes and the testimony before the
Congress on S.B. 1124.

MR. CLARK: That's like forEccasting the future. The results of
this Conference, and the Congressional hearings that most likely will
occur in the next several months, will have a very direct effect on the
future national information policy. S.B. 1124 has the potential tip be a

---...-_,
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comprehensive national library act. We should not Nse opportunities
to move en it. .

,

MR. WELSH' The next witness is Thomas Galvin.

Statement of Thomas J. Galvin MR. GALVIN:1 atn Thomas Galvin, at-large delegate to they .

Conference representing the American%ibrary Associatibn (ALA).
0 . c With me is Eileen Cooke, director of the ALA Washington Office. The

delegates to this Conference hive an opportunify'to help determine
the place of libraries in an information society. Our libraries, man"y of
which are now in serious financial peril, are a national tresourceihat
America must_save and strengthen.

The Federal Government has a continuing responsibility for .

the quality of library and information services available to all
Americans. In establishing NCLIS, Congress recognized that
'responsibility. In a message to Congrgss on October 31,' 1979,
President Carter set forth a broad Government program to spur
industrial innovation in America. With Federal 'assistance, libraries
Could help to achieve this and other national goals, such asw
disseminating information on energy- conservation,"reducing.adult
illiteracy, provjding essential Secletal information to the
disadvantaged, the elderly, and the handicapped,7and'ensuring a
quality education for the young.

One major proposal concerning the Federal role in support of
libraries is S.B. 1124, the National Library 'Act. This study bill has a
number of interesting, significant, and important aspects that merit
thoughtful consideration and exploration. It suggests the creation of a
new national library agency. However,e.subsequent to the .

introduction of this Bill, the Government established the Department
of Education. This new department provides a new arld timely
opportunity for a locus of Federal responsibility and demonstrates, as
well, hOw difficult it is to create a new bureaucracy.

The Department of Education offers animmediate opportunity
for a strengthened administrative unit for Federal library programs.
Some functions envisioned for the proposed national library agency.
could be handled very effectively'by an expanded Office of Libraries
and Learning Resources at the Assistant Secretary level vOthin the
new department. A proposed resolution to this effect is attached to
my statement for con;ideration by the delegates to this Conference.,

Under the time constraints of a White House Conference,
delegates will not be able to work out all the detailed issues raised' by
S.B. 1124. ALA recommends that all interested parties should 'work
out specific provisions for implementing legislation after the
Conference, based on the priorities set and the directions
recommended by the delegates. NCLIS could hold an open forum on
the:implementation issues of the National Library Act or other
legislative proposalS recommended' by Conference delegates.

1, Meanwhile, the importance of a strong expression 9f support by

N.
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Conference delegates for increased funding foexisting library
programs cannot bt3;:overemphasized.

The-President's FY 1981 budget, now being developed by the
Office ofs Management and Budget, is expected to contain sharp
reactions in library funding. The schooh library programs would be
cut In half. Library training and demonstration would have-zero.

' funding. ,

New legislative. initiatives shoUld be anticipated by increasing
the funding for existing programs so that there will be money to
transfer id new programs which may be recommended at-thi,
Conference. A proposed resolution on funding.bf current Federal
library *grams is attAhed to my statement, along with seJeral,
others that we suggest as timely and appropriate. We hope thit all of
these diaft resolutions can be considered by the delegates. We thank
you for this opportunity to sPea'k''On behalf of ALA.

ELSH: bo I interpret your remark to suggest that the
White H e Conference should fo'us on the issues that are before
Congress now, father than on any new legislative proposal?

MR. GALVIN; it is indeed my feeling that priority attention
should go to issues that are now before the Congres-g in legislation. In
particular, we hope that attention can be given-to the proposed
National-Periodical Center, which is currently before the COngress as

"art of the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. There is a
resolution appended to my statement that relates to the National
Periodical Center. We hope the delegates to this Conference will

,

endorse it.
.

` OR. WELSH: Is your principal reason fdr reacting that way
becaus6,you feel that'we need considerably more time to study the,
issues thatare before ps in S.B 1124?

MR., GALVIN: Yes, it ins. I think there are some very complex
and subtle concepts in that legislation that, particularly hsthey relate
to the ynachinery rather than the objectives, will need thoughtful

-consideration and exploration by the library community; and by all of
those who are concerned withiibraries.

0

MR. BECKER: In some of your writings, you talked about e
need for a.national information policy. Some peoplehave mentioned
that pftrase earlier today. There has been a lot of discussion about the
partnership between the public and the private sector in developing
library and information services. Yet no 1pgislative proposal
discussed thus far have talked about theFederat relationship tote
private sector, to make sure that these Iwo interests move in
harmony. Have you.any ideas along those lines?

MR: CALVIN: To meet America's informationneeds, we'need
to draw on all of the resources of I- total information community, of
which librari re, or .c

.51.%
oursd, a. lerpent.-NCLIS,.again, in its

r
leadershiP ro has laken, a very important step/in creating a
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Statement of Cheryl Marshall

1

Public/Private Sector Task Force, on which I serve. This task force is
beginning to address this critical and complex set of issues. I think
these issues have not been sufficiently discussed in the library and
information communities.

MR. WELSH: The next witness is Cheryl Marshall.

MS. MARSHALL: My name is Cheryl Marshall. I am a staff
member of the Montclair (New Jersey) Public Library. I have had a
unique opportunity to study the role of information and referral
services as they relate to public libraries. While information
deprivation knows no socio-economic or geographical boundaries, it
is the poor antidisadvantaged on whorn,this deprivation has its major
effect. The disadvantaged tend to be older, undereducated, unskilled,
unemployed, and poor. Sixteen percent of the white population are
in this category, 44 percent of the black population, and 56 percent
of those with Spanish surnames. More than 23 million adult
Americansone in fivelack even the rudimentary skills to cope in
today's society. They are unable to fill out forms, write checks, dial
phones, or understand help wanted ads.

In addition, America's poor and disadvantaged people
perceive themselves as being surrounded by institutions which have
little relevance to their problems, needs and lifestyles. We all know
that which is perceived, whether fiction or fact, becomes,an
individual's truth. As socially' responsible librarians begin to realize
this, many libraries have made dramatic attempts to alter their
apathetic stance. Literacy programs are beginning. Cultural and
language barriers arebeing torn down through the use of indigenous
library assistants and paraprofessionals, and with programs tailored to
meet the particular need of the community in which the library
exists.

In New York City's South Bronx, where 200,000 Puerto Rican
and other Spanish-speaking people are concentrated, the key to
effective serviMhas been the use of a community liaison, a
Spanish - speaking nonlibrarian who serves as a strong connecting link
between the neighborhood and each of the nine branch libraries
serving the area. When people started coming into the libraries in the
South Bronx in response to this program, the majority of their
inquiries concerned coping,with their day-to-day existence, queries
regarding housing, health services, educationaKopportubities, and
consumer goods and services point to the nee 4 for a major expansion
of a library's inform4ional role, and increased responsIveness to
those segments of the society which are now underserved.

Since many urgent information needs cannot be met by-relying
solely on traditional library resources, the library Must supplement
present efforts by serving as an intermediary between the community
and a broad spectrum of resources, people, agenciesin a nutshell,
information and referral services. Information and referral services are .

fairly new to the public library landscape, but they are rapidly
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becoming a standard service in every region of the United States from
Wake County, North Carolina, to Chicago, to Houston. Their purpose
i3 to-link an individual with the service, activity, information, or
advice that fits his or her need.

. Libraries can no longer afford to be simply book warehouses.
Librarians are trained to acquire, classify, and disseminate
information, but must also learn to assist patrons in getting food
stamps or financial assistance for college education. A man in his
mid-forties who wants to learn to read and prite should be just as
comfortable in his public library as a doctdTal student. By indexing
their community's governmental, cultural, and social services, the
library gains a unique overview of community facilities. This
knowledge has allowed the library, in some instances, to bring about
needed change. Ironically, such information services in public
libraries have proven so effective that as many as 50 percent of the
inquiriescome from agencies seeking information regarding services
provided by other agencies, A variety of techniques must be utilized
to uncover the full knowledge of community resources. Through.
interaction with Churches, community action groups, bars, and barber
shops, many public libraries have become a part of an informal .
community network.

MR. WELSH: We all support the views that you have
expressed. However, how do you think that the national library act
will provide services to the disadvantaged and to the poor that are
not possible under existing legislation. What special features of the
bill that is being considered are no already funded or covered in
existing legislation?

MS. MARSHALL: To my knowledge, the funds that have been
available to public libraries to perform these lin ds of services always
have been on a limited basis. What I hope a n ional library act
would do is help all libraries set the same king of standards and get
the same kind of services. On a national level, it would broaden an
information data base so that people would have access to relevant
information across the country.

MR. W LSH: But couldn't we do this now, if we had adequate
fundin r existing legislation?

MS. MARSHALL: Not unless I'm not familiar enough with the...
existing legislation. As far as I know, and in Imy experience, LSCA
monies that were available to us were only for a limited time, and we
had to cut back services drastically because the money just wasn't
there. It takes more than three years to tailor the service to a
parkular community, because, I think, the first two or three years are
simply spent gaining experience. 11,1 had had three more years,.1
could have done a better job than I did in the first thiee.

MS. LEITH: Why do you think that this type of funding under
the National Library Act is going to help you, when the new Act is

for direct operating costs which, of course, are skyrocketing. I believe
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that the emphasis on outreach and information and referral would be
diminished, i U er than increased. Is this not your idea of the Act?

MS. MARSHALL: No, it's not my idea of the Act. I feel very
differently. I think that outreach traditionally has been viewed as a
service that is solely.for disadvantaged, or something to be used
whenever nothing else will do. My position on outreach, information
and referral included, is that anything yob do outside of the library
walls is outreach.

MR. BECKER: We'veseen, you've described, and my
colleague, Clara Jones, has proven what can happen even under the
present circumstances in promoting new services like information and
ref4ral, which have been so successful wherever they've been tried.
Surely, there must be other services that we've wanted to introduce.
One suggestion has been that the library become a place where
people learn to read. Do you have additional ideas, beyond
information and referral, that you feel the Federal Government should
support?

MS. MARSHALL: Yes, many.

MS. JONES: Would passage of the National Library Act
encompass LSCA, or would LSCA continue to exist along with the
National Library Act?

MS...MARSHALL: It is my understanding that it will not
encompass LSCA.

MR. LADENSON: S.B. 1124 repeals the LSCA; but it actually
has incorporated most of the mechanics of it. ,'

MR. WELSH: The next witness is Thomas C. Battle.

MR. BATTLE: My name is Thomas Battle. I'm acting director of
the Moorland-Spingarn Research Center at Howard University,
Washington, D.C. I want fo talk about the importance. of public
libraries, and the availability of meaningful public library services, to
America's minority groupsnot the waves of immigrants who
flooded to our shores in th to 19th and early020th Centuries, but
the offspring of immigr s who were brought here in chains or in
poverty, who want t earn and understand the valueS of our society
ana the roles they can play within our society. These are the
minorities of America who traditionapy,have suffered from illiteracy,
high unemployment, and inability to speak English, or to command it
well.

More than 200 years have passed since Thomas Jefferson and
his colleagues at Philadelphia asserted as i self- evident truth that "all
men are created equal." While this.equality has not been realized
effeCtively, its vigorous pursuit continues. Ironically, our
computer-based, highly industrialized society, and increasingly
benevolent Government have made equality harder to achieve for
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manrcitizens than it was for most in the simpler setting of the 18th
Century. To realize "equal opportunity" in present-day America, one
needs to be able to find out where the opportunities are, and be able
to utilize them to the best advantage. This often demands more
knowledge, skills, and sophistication than some of our most educated
citizens possessed two centuries ago.

A number of government and private programs have attempted k

to bridge the gap between the "advantaged" and the
"disadvantaged." Few have succeeded. The result is that countless

_Americans live.in worlds of ignorance and poverty. A

The public library offers an avenue for compensatory
education and for academic reinforcement. Just as the college or
university library must provide curriculum support.to maximize the
effectiveness of the educational process, so too must public libraries
support public education efforts. In this way, it truly becomes the
university of the people and for the people who need it mostthe
educationally disadvantaged and impoverished. ,

While public libraries do not possess any panacea for the
paradox of greater inequality today than earlier in our higtory,,they
do provide Some powerful Weapons for dealing with it. With their
decentralized network of branches to serve local communities, with
librarians professionally trained in the skills of organizing and
maintaining reference materials, and with already established
collections of backup resources, public libraries are the logical
community @gencies to provide across-the-board information and
referral services, as well as support for literacy programs. The
thousands of public libraries across the Nation are the logical
resources to bring to bear on the task of correcting educational
inequality and improving job'and social skills.

Public libraries can supply needed information, improve
literaCy, provide guidance, and heighten self-assurance to those who
are at: the bottom of the economic and educational ladder. Innovative
librarians and creative community leaders have already shown the
way. The challenge for the rest of us is to fashion a lasting program.
The thought that libraries are frillr and-the failure to provide library
services to our citizens in a meaningful way, are indictments of-our
society. .

- The problem is that traditional library services tend to reach
only the better educated and more stable members of minority
communities. For all practical purposes, these services are largely
unavailable to the majority of residents of underprivileged areas.

During legalized segregation, there was no dual library system
provided for the needs of blacks. Libraries often have been located in
areasjnaccessible to blacks and other minorities, with materials often
irrelevant to the needs of these user groups. Libraries have found that,
if they are to reach the disadvantaged members of their communities,
they must use their resources in innovative ways. Language barriers,
cultural barriers, low reading levels, and simple mistrust prevent

.
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many poverty-area people from recognizing the library as a resource
capable df boosting them to jobs and a better life.

While we must provide opportunities for the institutionalized,
the economically and educationally disadvantaged, it is not fair to
place the financial burdens of developing and using new library
resources to help these disadvantaged, primarily on the taxpayers of
the community where chance has brought the need. The cost should
be borne by a broader base. That is why we urgently needa new
national library act, and need it funded as soon as possible.

The Javits-Kennedy Study Bill for the proposed new National
Library Act provides for special library services to the illiterate,
unemployed, disabled, handicapped, and institutionalizedthose
who most need the services.

MR. WELSH: Wouldn't it follow from your testimony that you
are arguing for expansion of the National Library Act to cover the
universities as well? Shouldn't Howard and other universities also be
funded?

MR. BATTLE: The major problem that I see is that public
library services haVe been curtailed to a great extent because of a
lack of resources brought about by the fiscal difficulties of the Na
in general. I think this bill, or some other bill which may be,
prepared, which provides particularly for the operating expenses to
keep these libraries open is what we need now. Universities, of
course, will have to develop their own programs as they'are needed.

MR. WELSH: But isn't it true that the universities face some of
the same problems as the public libraries?

MR. BATTLE: They face them, but I don't necessarily think that
it is the responsibility of the Government to support ail university
activities in the same way that it should support the activities of the
public library. l'think that the public library is public in more, than
one sense oftkie word.

MR. BeECKER: You mentioned earlier that a number of national
polls;would show that libraries are an underutilized resource. You
mentioned that many people don't recognize the potential that exists
i public libraries for education, self-education, and enrichment.
What can we do to bring these two interests closer t6gether?

MR. BATTLE: First, of course, we have to realize that many
individuals do not understand or appreciate that the library is there to
offer them a service. Many individuals do not have that appreciation
because of traditional factors. I think that the public libraries
themselves should take the initiative in identifying the target areas
which must be served and make the effort to reach these groups,
rather, than Wait for these groups to come to them.

MR. WELSH: Our next witness is Monsignor Murray.

4
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MSGR. MURRAY: I am Father Edward G. Murray, Vicar for
Ecumenical Affairs for,the Archdiocese of Boston. I have been, for the
past 22 years, a trustee of the public library in the City of Boston. I
wish to talk about the growing dependence on public library services
by the elderly in our midst.

In 1900, the person Who lived beyond the age of 50 was the
exception. Three percent did so. Today, 10 percent of the population
is classified as elderly, some 22 million people. By the end of this
century, according to the Census Bureau, they will number 30 .

million. They account for 10 percent of the population. They account
for 25. percent of the poor. Therefore, free library services -in their
communities are vital.

Many of the older Americans who use our libraries are among'
our "invisible" patrons. They have no library card and they never
charge out books. But for them The library may be their most
important resource, providing opportunity to escape the confinemen
of their rooms, to sit and read comfortably among other people in a
pleasant atmosphere. Research on the twilight years of older
Americans today indicates that older adults have a capacity for
continued mental growth. Psychosocial research has established that
age has nothing to do with intellectual acuity. Older people may not
think as fast as they used to, but conclusions are just as sotind, and
their store of information and vocabularies can grow indefinitely.

They are enrolled, by the tens of thousands, in classes Of
universities and colleges. And, for them, the public library is, in great
measure, their university library. Half of all elderly Americans, rich
and poor, have no more than a high school education. Reduced
income necessitates for them a complex of social services, food
stamps, rent supplements, supplemental security income, Medicaid,
Meals on Wheels, nutrition centers, reduced bus fares, and so on.
Urban Institute studies concluded that most of the elderly poor have
at most an eighth grade reading level; therefore, when confronted
With government doetNents which demand their attention, they find
it difficult to understand them. For these people, who have led
self-sufficient, dignified lives, the psychological anguish can be
devastating.

What are libraries doing to meet. the special needs of this
growing sector of American society? Weakening eyesight, physical
frailty, loss of hearing, isolation from the mainstream of American
life, and loneliness are inevitably part of the aging process. VarioUs
libraries supply a variety of special materials to help overcome these
barriersamong these materials I give, special mention to the large
print weekly edition of The New York Times, the large print edition
of Reader's Digest, the Library of Congress' talking books, and books
in braille for those vy.ho cannot read ordinary print or cannot handle
a,book or turn a page. a

About 60 percent ,of those served by these programs are over
60 years of age. These readers, who receive these special materials,
receive them through a network of regional libraries which are paid
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for by the State and local libraries, not by Federal funds. But the
Library of Congress estimates that as many as seven million people
who are eligible to receive talking books, for expmple, are not now
being reached.

Miny public libraries are using volunteers to provide personal,
individualized service to the lonely, theshut=in, the elderly. In
Kenosha, Wisconsin, for.example, public libraries train volunteers to
read aloud at a center for the elderly. The Los Angeles Public Library
has 250 volunteers working out of most of its 251 branches. The

, Central Library circulates more than 5,700 books, cassettes, and other
materials each month for the elderly. InMuscatine, loWa, an hour's
visit goes along with each fortnightly book delivery, somewhat
assuaging the loneliness of the aged. In Milwaukee, Wisconsin, an
"Over-60" Bookmobile makes regular stops in Milwaukee County at
large nursing homes and homes for the aged.

MR. BECKER: The are some existing programs, such as those'
for the blind and the physically handicapped, programs for the aged,
and special bills that carry special money provided by the Federal
Government for services to these special constituencies. Do you think
that these should continue to operate separately, because of their
special objective, or should they be included in a national library
act?

MSGR. MURRAY: I would tend to include them in a national
library act, because a well-thought-out national library act should
embrace our entire population, addressing all the needs of the

population.

MS. JONES: Father M rray, the programs that you have
described are imaginative, but certainly insufficient. In what Ways
will the national library act improve these programs, in contrast to
additional funding under present legislation?

MSGR. MURRAY: Many public libraries tend to be restrained

by the inability of their budgeting agencies to take care of everything;
therefore, they have to cut down. Care and concern should be
expanded, so that every part of the"public,could be cared for.

MS. JONES: Then there are two things. A goal under the
National Library Act would also be increased funding. Otherwise, the
provisions of that new Act would be frustrated. Are you saying what
has been suggested earlier, that the project nature of ,LSCAthat is,
you apply for special funding, and it is temporarywould no longer
be a problem here, because it would be folded into regular ...?

MSGR. MURRAY; I think Mr. Ladenson made that point. 1

agree that too many LSCA funds tend to go either for demonstration
or experimentation, or to,sustain the State agency. Therefore, too little
is left to go to the grassroots where the money, I think, really was
intended to go.
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MS: JONES: If V national library.act were passed, a task
before librarians then. would be educational, as far as libraries.
themselves are concerned, because funding is a problem now. It will
continue to be a problem, .and if it's up to individual librarians to
include these programs in their budgets, the temptation might be, just
as it is now, to exclude what people call "extra frills." They are
really fundamental, but some of the sagie kinds of problems will still
be facing us, even if you consider the4rational library act as a
progressive step.

MSGR. MURRAY: I think that above everything else we need
to depend on a greWer degree of dedication of librarians to service in
the community, because mere creativity, mere intelligence won't take
care of the problem. There has to be dedication to the profession,
and this is what library schools and libraries should try to instill in
their professionals. They, in'turn, should communicate to the larger
community what can be done through the library. The library is the
only educational institutiOn.we have for the community after college
work is completed. ,

MS. JONES: Fatter Murray, do you realize that there is a Title,
IV in LSCA, which is specifically setup tp give library services to the
elderly, which has never been funded? This would be ongoing
funding; this would not necessarily be demonstration projects.
Wouldn't it be better to work for getting that one funded, rather than ,
going into a new Act which doesn't even mention the elderly?

MSGR. MURRAY: Title IV was initiated by the Urban Library
Council and th ALA precisely because the needs of the urban
centers in the c se of the elderly were so pressing. We think,
however, that a comprehensive bill covering all Americans would-be
preferable.

MR. WELSH: The next witness is Sandy Ferguson.

MS. FERGUSON: My name is Sandy-Ferguson. I'm 15 years
,o,ld and a sophomore at Walt.Whitman HighSchool, Bethesda,
Maryland. I've used public libraries for as long as I can TemernErer. I
am here to testify, from persbnal experience, that public libraries are
an essential part of the American public school system. Reading isc
the most important skill children can learn, not simply the ability to
make out words, but to understand conceptS and t9 unleash one's
ima 'nation and ideas. Children who read for pleasure are much ,

more likely to be readers when they're adults than those who are
neve introduced to books.

Today's,libraries are directing their effort to reach preschool
'children. Because play is the chief learning' activity of these children,
librarians are now supplementing their storytelling techniques with
educational toys, games, and puzzles, along with books and other-
media. The librarians find that the children have learned to feel
completely at home in the library, even before they are able to read.

.
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A few years ago, the Queens Borough Public Library in New
York developed a mobile "Library-Go-ROund" unit to provide a
"steppingstone" for kids who are left out of community preschool

programs. Gaily decorates vans travelled the streets of the most
economically depressed neighborhoods. At each stop a half-hour
story presentation with songs, games, and fingerplays was given. The
vans did not simply stoat aik }.corner and wait for children to
materialize; kids were a6itively s ght out. The local poverty agencies'
helped pick lOcations, and their s ff members went into the streets lo
gather children.1Door-to-door canvassing was done. Special flyers
printed in English, Spanish, and Italian told what the "Library-Go-
Round" was, and wherrand where it was scheduled to appear.
Library staff scoured neighborhood shops where parents might be

with their children. Unfortunately, today there isno more
"Library-Go-Round" for the chili-ken in Queens. Federal funds, whi
had almost entirely supported the program, in/ere cut off, and no Ir

or State dollars could be found to keep; the mobile units on the
streets.

`t,
The public library makes a very special contribution in helping'

a child to create a desirable environment for himself or
hei-selfspecial .because-the child enters voluntarily to seek out

'books and records and games that amuse, challenge, help in
understanding herself or himself and the world. Here, he or she is
recognized as an individual worthy of respect. No matter what the
background,.the progress or lack of progress in school, the interests
or hobbies, the child's references and desires are responded to. The
public library offers an atmosphere that encourages the child's mind
to explore and to stretch out.

Why do I use the public library? For one thing,.the public ."
library usually is okn after my school library closes. pne student put
it another w4, "The school library doesn't have the stuff we need."

.Many school libraries are primarily curriculum-oriented and can't
begin to fulfill all of a student's requicements.

. I can also go over to my public library on'weekends, if not I
precisely to study, then just to sit and have a quiet place to read the
latest Mary Stewart book. When I really, do need to study and
concentrate, Igo to the public library because I am surrounded by
silence, something I can't always'findtt home, not to mention having
the world's knowledge at my fingertips. V

-4k

I am a longtime library user who started out reading
Lemonade Serenade in the children's section of a small New England
library, and have kept up,the habit of coming back for books, advice,

and guidance,ever since.

I'm sure that one or more of my reasons fit, the millions of high
_school students who useAmerica's public -libraries every year. That is
why I am, here todayto urge the passage of a new National Library
Act to provide a fair share of Federal and State funds to public
libraries. Thank you.

6
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MR. WISH:, I'd like your advice on tw9 cjuestipns hat have
been facing the library profession for a long time, and for which there
have been inadequate solutions. The first has to do with the
responsibility of thehigh school librarian for teaching kids how to
use the catalog and how to use library services,' so that when they get
to college they can actually be ready: We -find that they are not ready "
when they get, there. Secondly, do you'think that school libraries and
public libraries ought to get together, and that school libraries should --t
remain open, as do public libraries, all the time"?

MS.FERUiON: As for your first question, at the beginning of
this year, the f4nth graders-supposedly were all taught how to us the
library', but they never really were taught how to use it. You were,
given a sheet and told, "Find these things." If somebody would take
t time and teach you, then when you get to college and throughout

e rest of your life, you could use the library well and really get .
what you wanted in a short time.

As tb your second question, 'know that schools can stay open...
only until a certain time, and so it is very difficult to.use the libraries,
except during class daysand that's almost impossible unless you
have a free period, which isn't very often. The piklic libraries and
school libraries should get together, becaUse the school librarieS
usually don't have-all the things that you need. When you tell them
that you need something, they say, "Go to the public library." If they
got together, maybe you wouldn't have to make so many trips, and
yOu'd know which library had the boOks,that you needed. .

'-`

MR. WELSH: The next witness is',James Dillon.

Statemen t oflames Dillon MR. DILLON: My name is Jim Dillon. r am a sophoniore at
New York University. I am hereto tell yoCwhy college students,
particularly the hundreds of thousands of us whO commute, are
dependent upon- public libraries as part of our educational resources.
Stydents' use of public libraries to supplement the libraries Of their
own academic'institutions is a well:established matter of records
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When public libraries, like the schoo ls and cblleges, were
reeling from the impact of the postwar baby boom in the 1960's, a
pumberof them took a look at just who their users were.-An
examination of the library habits of students in 80 iristitutions of
higher education in,New York City revealed that more than eight out-
of 10 students used some other library in addition to.th4 one.in their
respective schools; and that half of them did so at least once a
month. Public librarleg provided the greatest part ofthis-additional
,service. The authors of the coneruded that: "Most of New
York's higher education students use, and useheavily, the wealth of
library resources available to them in New York City to(supplement,-
andpi'n some instances, to supplant the libraries provided at their
own schools."
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Another primary factor influencing the pattern of library use by
college students is the quality of the college library. According to a

'report recently issued_by NCLIS, the.libraries of community colleges
are seriously understaffed, their collections are only 50 percent of the
indicated needs or their enrollments and programs, and access to
these libraries is limited by shOrt hours of service. Communit
colleges are the fastest growing sector in higher education, an

increase in enroilmenemore than fivefold since 1960, ansfrconti ed

growth is anricipated, at least into the early 1980's. What this means
in terms of increasing dependence on public libraries by community
college students is-Self-evident.

The most significant rise in student use of public libraries has

resulted from the phenomeregrowth in the numbeurof adults
enrolling in educational programs. For thesfir.sttime in our history,
the majority of 1pew students enrolled in universities are adult
students continuing their education on a part-time basis. Part-time
students have far outstripped increases in full-time enrollment. By

1980, there will be twice as many parkme, students as there were in
1970.

"Ns_
In 1959, one adult in 11 was involved with adult education.

By 1973, one adult in four was involved with adult education, and
one in eight was heading for a degree. Among these are the middle
management executives in their 40's And 50's, who feel the
competition from more academically qualified younger men,
housewives who want to reenter the job market, mid-career job
changers, and adults who had dropped out of college and riow
simply want the satisfaction of" "getting that degree."

These are highly motivated students., who must live off campus
because of their family and job obligations. They tend to be keen
learners, seeking extra reading in th'eir fields and research for their
papers. But quite often these goals cannot be fully achieved, because
of the.limitations of the college library. Time is a determining factor.
Adult students often- spend several hours getting to and from school.
ven in New York City, where there's an extensive somewhat
efficient public transportation network, it can take ore than an hour

.travel from some parts of the inner city. For-stud nts who have to
spend valuable time traveling tr, libraries, -library ho rs are
inadequate. The number of academic institutions served by a single

r- public library can be staggering. One director of a ptialic library In a
New.York suburban county recently estimatedthat heserved students

from 50 differeth colleges during any one-weekiTello . Two colleges
are located in the same geographical area this library ernes, but the
library is also used by commuting students who atten such major
metropolitan institutions as New York University, Ford am,--Fairleigh

Dickinson, and Patterson State.

The most direct resultof this shortchanging 0/public libraties

is a 'restriction on The hours when_librarieare--ep6. For part-time
and commuting students, a closed door often means complete denial
of access to IlVary material* Even for full-time students, the need for
extended -hour library operations is real. Students' need for libraries is*if
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especially heavy in the evenings and on holidays and weekends.
These are the first hours eliminated when cutbacks in pyblic library
service occur to avoid overtime and other added costs associated
with night and weekend use.

MR. BECKER: Our Federal Government has supported an
interstate highway system, interstate telecommunications system,
railroad networks. There's a great trend now in the country to
establish a-national information network that includes libraries, to
provide the right of equal access to information, wherever people
happen to live. This effort is all directed towards the use of computer
in communications and the use of advanced technology. It's going to
be your generation that will find the fruits,of those efforts. What do
you think is the Federal Government's responsibility, with respect to a
national information network?

MR. DILLON: I certainly see how a student could benefit by a
national network for information. How that' relates to the national
library act, I'm not really sure. Could you be a little more specific?

MR. BECKER: I'm not sure myself, but in the National Library
Act there is some discussioh of technology; but it isn't as heavily
emphasized as it is in other suggestions. I was trying to get a feel f6r
your sense Of proportion with respect to the importance of
technology in a national library act.

MR. WELSH: Our next Witness is Elizabeth Layne.

MS. LAYNE: I am Elizabeth N, Layne. I live New w York City
and makIsOf living as a flee-lance researcher and writer. My
livelihood depends on access to public libraries. Because of-my
interest in these`-institutions, 1.am enrolled as a student at the Library
School of Rutgers University. I am also co-author of the book For the
People, Fighting for Public Libraries.

. I want to-talk about theneed for quality public library service
to adult independent learners. First, who are adult independent
learners? They are you, and me, add most all of us. An adult learner
is anyone over 18 who is looking for a job and needs help in getting
one. An adult learner is the mid-life woman Who is returning to the
job market.rne adult lear9er is the full-time hospital aide w.hawants
to earn the required academic-credentials for promotion to nurse; the
automobile mechanic who wants to become a lawyer; the retired
person who is going to turnan avocation into a career; the prisoner
who wants to earn a high school degree; the truck driver who wants
literacy training. I am talking about major life-changing learning
needs, needs that are of the utmost importance to the individuals
Concerned and to society at large.

People today, are always on the move. They can expect to
change careers three to five times during their lifetimes, to look for
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new jobs every two to three years. Frequently, people must go to
work and acquire new skills at the same time. Educational institutions

are rapidly adapting to these changes. It is now possible to obtain a
degree without ever stepping into a claSSroom. The range Cif available

academic options irtcludes: credit by examination, credit for life
experience, credit for correspondence'course. All of these options
require self-preparation. Where does the ,public library come into this
picture? Serving-the needs of individual learners always has been a
function of the public library. But I want to talk about quality library
service to adult learners. Public libraries have many of The
information resources that job hunters need. But these resources are
scattered throughout the library and are, therefore, difficult for the
average person to track down. '

Eight years ago, when the recent wave of unemploynient first
began, the manpower commissioner in the industrial city of Yonkers,
New York, suggested that the' local public library pull together in one
place all its job-related"materials, including newspaper classified
sections, announcements about civil service jobs, copies of special

, magazine articles, and so on. A librarian was placed in charge of the
job information centerthe task, to become an expert on resources in

job hunting, and this inclUded a gathering of complete and accurate
information from the local community about employment and other

Ar,
services belpful to job seekers: That job jnformation center
exemplifies what I mean by quality library service to adult learners.
The hallmarks are easy accessibility, accurate, up-to-date--local as

well as generalinformation, and personalized,4expert service.

In Forsyth County, North Carolina, the potential adult learner
faces more than 250 agencies offering- some type of program for
adults. Each program has different rules; different costs, different

times, different advantages and disadvantages. The potential learner
heeds reliable help from a mutual source in finding his or her way to

an appropriate program. With the help of Federal funds, the Forsyth
County Public Library opened an adult continuing education project
to.help people select the particular option best suited to their

individual needs.

It is the rare person who'can walk into a library and clearly
articulate precisely what he or she wants in such a way that the
librallan can effectively serve him br her: Libraries are complex

en They require expert interpreters. In a few librSai this

coup --in Woodbridge, New Jersey, and Tulsa, OklahoTh-a, for
'exampleindependent adult learners can receive in-depth, sustained

help from an individual librarian throughout they learning project. In
these libraries, tittle is takento explore fully the learner's objectives,
and to bring the entire resources of the library to the support of the
learner's needs. Without that kind of help, much of the vital
life-coping information available in public libraries simply is wasted:

.
There otherexamples of the imaginative use of library

resources to upgra public access to them, but they are the
exceptiOn not the title. Nine times out of 10, it is Federal seed money

that has made the project possible. Nine times out of 10; the project
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Olds, or is continued on an inadequate basis, when that money
. disappears.

I Quality library service rightfully belongs to all Americans. A
fully funded new national library act will help secure that right for
everyone, not simply for the Ideky few.

MR.'WELSH: You indicated that your livelihood depends upon
r access to public librIries. Isn't it also true that you're dependent on

.
C university libraries?

:t*

MS. LAYNE: That kpersonally am? Yes.
'

v Statement of Albert4terling

432

MR. WELSH: Wouldn't you favor, then, that this Act be
extended to include all types of libraries ,rather than only public
libraries?

. ,

MS. LAYNE: I understood that the Association of Academic
Librarians did not want to be included in the Act. It would seem
sensible to have one Act that covered everything, but I don't think
that's a deterrent to its acceptability.

MR. WELSH. Ocir next witness is Al Herling.

MR. HERLING: My name is Albert K. Herli .-fm an official
observer of this White House Cdnference representin e
International Labor Press Association, AFL-CIO-CLC. The last three
initials stand for. Canadian Labor Conference Our headquarters are in
Washington, D.C.; I reside in Greenbelt, Maryland.

The International Labor Press Association (ILPA) is composX1
of 640 labor publications, varying from local to city to statewide
newspapers or magazines, as well as publications of national and
internatiohal unions. We have a combined circulation of more than
22 million, and a readership estimated, at 50 million men, women,
children, and.young adults. .,.. 15

.. , .

rvmember
..

From 1962 through 1477, I seed as a of the joint
committee of the American Library Associajion and the AFL-CIO on

( library services to labor groups. The p7,oposed legislation, S.B. 1124,
introduced by Senators Jacob Javits,a*kdward Kennedy, has oUr
complete support. The support is the natural continuation of .

)
American learners in star positions calling for, and backing, free
public libraries, a position which predates the formation of the
American Library Association, so this goes back a long time. -:

Today, this proposed National ibrary Act comes at a most
crucial and oppas'at ne timewhen library budgets are being .

ruthlessly cut, even though demand, and the need for library and
information services are on the increase. We particularly support the
concept that the State advisory councils on libraries be broadly
representative of persons using such libraries.
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We urge that broad representation include organized laboron
the State advisor)/ councils w'hich the proposed legislation calls for.
Alloar.e...in total agreement with the definition of "public library", as a
library that serves, free-of-charge, all residents of the community,
district, or region. We also commend the bill's definition of "public
library services" as meaning library sell/ices furnished by a public
library,free-of-charge. Our emphasis is on the word "free," .because
of the increasing tendency of some public libraries to institute
charges for certain services in order to compensate for the disturbing
budget cuts. Most ominous, is the fact that some political legislative,
bodies are requiring public libraries to institute the service charges to

compensate for the very cuts they themselves instituted.

We also warn against the tendency on the part of some library
syst ms to reduce the more or less universal character of their
colt tions, in order to concentrate on so-called best sellers, so that
they may justify their presence on the basis of huge circulation gains.
Such a development negates the full meaning of public library that

we h ve come to believe in and reduces the library to a modern
coup erpart of the commercial lending libraries which were so
prevalent in my youth in the 1930's. It sets a dangerous precedent
which would lead legislator& to base future funding of public
libraries, .not on the proper per capita basis', but on the basis of
circulation figures alone. Sacrifice of thc Jibrary collections from the
universal nature to this limited approach is betrayal of learning and.
betrayal of the public trust.

I regret that the time available for this testimony is necessarily`
so short. There are specific items of interest that were precluded,from
beinOtrought to the floor, but'our overriding consideration is to .-

dec=lare our unequivocal support for S.B. 1124. We will join all
o ers favoring this legislation in vigorous activity in behalf of its
en ctment, and pledge that the Ameritan labor press will do its part
in- is effort.

MR. WELSH: Our next witness is TrynW Van Ness Seymour.

t

M SE MOUR: My name is-Tryntje Van Ness Seymour. I am
part-time ublic information officer for the National'Citizens
Emergency Committee to Save Our Public Libraries, and editor of its
newsletter on library needs and problems, Private Wire. I have
attended nine Governor's Conferences, and my job requires me to
review all available press clippings'on the fina.ncial plight of public
libraries.

The present economic situation of America's publicjibraries
should be a source of shame for a Nation which pretends to be

...
, . cultured; well-educated, and civilized. We have permitted the'

financial burden of public libraries to fall on the shoulders of those
least able to bear itthe middle - income familieS who spend a

Ni '''

disproportionate share of their resources on regressive property and
sales taxes. The result has been prediCtable. Many libraries have-; .i ,,

reo

I
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watched their funding base erode away. Others have become the
victims of taxpayer strikes, like'California's Proposition 13. The
impact has been felt by libraries, large and small, in all corners of the
Nation.

In Cyrithiana, Kentucky, employees at the city's public library
do not earn the Federal minimum wage of $2.95 an hour. Just last
month, when the library board found it was unable to pay a
promised raise because of lack of funds, three of the library's staff of
five employees resigned. The salaries at the Louisville Public Library
were so low last year that the library could not compete with the
starting salaries offered at nearby Jefferson Community College, the .

University of Louisville, or Jefferson County Schools.

The Free, Library of Philadelphia's last minute financial
reprieve from the city council budget saved the library from having to
shut down 12 branches. But the library is still $2 million short, and
suffering frorha staff reduction of 107 employees; the elimination of
all outreach programs, including service to the homebound, hospitals,
prisons, and day-care centers; and the cut-back of $550,000 from
the book budget, while the cost of books continues to climb upward
at the rate of 10 percent a year.

The public library budget crunch is not confined to big cities.
The town of Lake Zurich, Illinois, population 6,789, woke.up
recently to discover that its library staff had begun to move books
and other library materials into storagebecause of lack of funds.

The brand new $500,000 public library in Point Pleasant,
West Virginia, has this sign on its front door:"Closed until further
notice." Federal LSCA funds financed the start of construction on the
library but the rn oney hays stopped coming, and local funding is
non-existent.

Earlier this year, the electricity, heat, and telephone servicesat
the Mason, West Virginia, Public Library were shut off for lack of
funds in th ounty budget. And in Mason City, Iowa, the public
library's bo k budget is so pressed that local citizens recently
launched-a emergency drive to raise $10,000 so the library can buy.
enough ne books. This is one "heckuva way" to runa public
library sys m Tia i e for catch -as -catch -can financing shoul
behind u <'.,..,

Every public library shoule be sufficiently funded in, regular
annual governmental budget allbtments to provide an adequate level
of library 5ervico to sail segments pf the genera! population within the
library'?ared of setvite. We know how what basic services public
libraries'sho0 offer today, and we now that special services can ;

, ',ielp meet the special needs_.in most` communities. The tithe has come
.., - to put these lessons into use. The time has comelp bring about a-t

. national program of public library funding that wilkassure fair access"
tcHiublic libraries oh an equal basis to,all American

, Nz0 t a

-Congress should enact, and die President should s n' into law,
A a new national library act to provide a stable and equitabl funding# . .

^,-1
r
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base for America's public libraries, and the Act should be fully
funded at the earliest possible date.

MR. WELSH: Out next witness is Marjorie Stern.

M. STERN: My name is Marjorie G. Stern. lam President of
the San Francisto Public Library Commission, a delegate-at-large"to

.the Conference from California, and a'memberof the elective board

of the Urban Libraries Council.

In California, the tax reform measure called Proposition 13 has
compelled us to think the unthinkable, to confront the
inconceivablethe very real possibility; indeed the growing .

probabilitythat our public libraries are condemned to a living
'death; to a near-catatonic state in which we are incapable of
delivering the library and information services that these times, and

our democratic society, urgently require. On June 6, 1978, it
appeared that the end might come quickly, surgically. Now, buffered

by two years of diminishing state surpluses, it promises only to lingers.
a slow march of reduced service hours, declining staffs, fewer book
purchases, slow but certain deterioration.

Virtually overnight, Proposition 13 wiped out abounwo-thirds
of the property tax revenues on which local governmentsand our
libraries depended: The impact, despite State bail-out funds, has
been shattering. In less than two years, Californians lost 11,000 hours
of weekly access to their libraries. Book budgets have been cut 20
percent; staffing (in full-time equivalents), 21 percent; and 1,228
employees have been laid off. Of 3,800 public library outlets open in
1978, 308 (eight percent) have been closed. In San Francisco, further

cuts threaten to reduce book purchases, even more to force the
closing of more than one-third of our branch libraries. In Culver City,
the book budget was cut from $25,000 to $1,000; the children's
book budget from $7,500 to $500. San Diego's library staff was
slashed from 23 to 9.. In San Fernando, the $12,000 book budget was

cut exactly 100 percent. Rural libraries throughout the State face
closure. Can coma be far off? '1

. .

Our libraries have not been unaccustomed to subsistence
°diets. As long as we lived mainly on property taxes we, like libraries
across the Nation,-sorretimei faced famine, often little more than
niaintenance, through never a feast. Reasonable and necessary
growth came slowly and hard. Proposition 13 has now slammed the
door on even that impoverished way of life. The future of the State
bail-out money is at best uncertain. It spells the end in California of
reliance on-local fundingand not only -in Californiarbut in
communities and States across the>ation! Not merely survival alone,
but the insistent library needs of the 1980's, demand a formula in
which Federal and State, as WO as local governments share

equitably the responsibilityfot Maintaining and modernizing these
,.i vital services.

,
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That necessity should be eased somewhat by the knowledge
that Proposition 13 each year enriches our Federal hosts by $1.6
billion. Our own State government gains an additional billion dollars.
These funds were once property taxes; revenues to which we might
have ,looked, if not for growth, at least for a shabby respectability.
We think it fair and just that these windfalls be shared in meeting the
essential needs of our libraries.

Beyond that, wemust recognize that our Urban libraries
particularly are no longer purely local concerns. OurSan Francisco
Public Library has become the focal point of a spreading network of
library and information services. They reach beyond our city's 49
square miles to the far shores of the Bay Area and the foothills
beyond. Our Bay Area Reference Center servicesi8.5\million people
in California's 46 northern counties. Our resourc6s, special
collections,. and extensive archives draw scholars, writers, students
from across the Nation. San Francisco can no longer pfford, however
much it might wish, to foot the bill for these far- reaching services. In .
fairness, it should be shared generally among its farflung
beneficiaries.

One further word. Some, with near-total insensitivity, have
suggested user charges as a replacement for lost income. No tax
could fall with greater injustice on thfse least.able to afford it. No
more effective barrier could be raised to services for those who
areby reason of economic status, health, age, or otherwiseunable
to pay for them. No conceivable tax could do greater harm Ito the
notion of a free society. We think that that proposal is abhorrent.

The National Library Act, S.B. 1124, offers survival an0
great deal more. It meets, in good time and with good sense, the
growing needs: for modernizing qur public libraries. It meets with
justice the demand for sharing their support and, with understanding,
the need for more generous, broader-based support.

MR. WELSH: Our next witness is Patty Klinck.

MS. KLINCK. My name is Patty Klinck, and I am from
Montpelier, Vermont. Vermont is aState with approximately 480,000
people. The State ranks 48th amonh the 50 States in per capita
income and has 220 public libraries, 50 percent of which serve
populations under 2,000. Small to say the least. I address my
testimony to two aspects of S.B. 1124.

Although I ,believe in additional funding for public library
services, S.B. 1124 in its present form is not flexible enough to meet
all States' needs. It also discriminates against small, rural States with
scattered, population centers. In its attempt to solve local funding
problems,I think its approach becomes Oversimplified and sometimes
discouragesrather than promotes, public library initiative.

44?
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Before I get to specifics, I want to note that the wording in the
bill caused me a great deal of confusion, because there were
ambiguous terris, lack of specificity, which not only ,cause confusion
now, but could cause complex problems later on.

I'm going to address two aspects of S.B. 1124 that probably
have been addressed before. The first is the national library agency.
Creating a national library agency, as part of this particular piece of
legislation which deals primarily with public libraries, is similar to
creating a national energy agency and then saying, You have
responsibility only for coal." I am opposed to the creation of a
national library agency if it is to be only one more of the many
Federal bureaucracies that deal with libraries. If a national library
agency is 'to be viable, its first priority should be to coordinate all of
the significant libraries and library agencies-at the Federal level.
These could include libraries, such as the Library of Congress, the
Nationl.Library of Medicine, Agriculture, as well as those agencies

,which deal with all other types of libraries at all levels. The
components could constitute the library of last resort for a national
library network. The establishment of any national library agency
should require special legislation for that purpose only, separate and
distinct from any one type of library, with duties and responsibilities
clearly delineated. A national library agency should not be identified
with only one segment of the library community, because it would
continue the ongoing fragmentation of library services.

also wish to address the public library funding formula, as
proposed in Title II of the Act. Although increases are needed in the
funding revels of public library services, I, representing a rural State,

urge that the formula ratio as proposed be drastically
restructured. Federal mandating of State funding levels and
distribution policies Which interfere With States' rights and
responsibilities are likely to cause severe funding and policy
problems in many State legislatures,'possibly leading to a decline
rather than an increase in library Services. For example, in Vermont
the formula would force a doubling,of State dollars, at this time
costing the State between $.75 and $1 million. Because of inflation,
tight money, and anti-taxation feelings at both the local and State
levels, friis formula is highly unrealistic in a' small, rural State.

In some States, local control is very near and dear to the
hearts of the populace. Funding distribution requirements must ensure.,
that, even if local funding were relieved, local incentives and
responsibilities would, not be eliminated; that accountability and
equity would be maintained; and that both rural and urban interests
would be considered: Although many public libraries work hard and

-get fine tax support on the local level, there are, some, at all levels,
triarreally ape unwilling to do this. Unique needs, regional
differences, and political structures have to be taken into account. Per

capita distribution of dollars may mean mcfre money, but it does not
necessarily result in better anything. In faCt, it goes against many
management and public accountability philosophies. Per capita
distribution of library funds in a rural State can discourage initiative,
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retard cooperation, and destroy creativity, leading to a waiting for the
yearly handout.

Again, although priblic libraries need additional aid, we have
to beware of any oversimplified approach that takes into account
only one element of what is a very comple5< problem.

MR. 'WELSH: I agree that the question of a national
library agency, or one aspect of h, can lead to further fragmentation.
It's interesting that when the Commission conducted an open forum
on the National Periodical Center,4his topic evoked, I think, the
greatest concern, and atotbat level of detail. The proposal made by
the Council on Library Resources did attempt to deal with it on a
larger basis. Do you agree, however, that there should be a national
library agency that would attempt to coordinate all library activities?

MS. KLINCK: It should, perhaps, deal with one area at a time.
After much discussion, the Vermont delegation felt that because the
Federal specialized libraries are likely to be the libraries of last resort
for a national network, this might be a good place to start.

MR: WELSH: Our next witness is Paxton Price.

MR. PRICE: I am the executivedirector of the Urban, Libraries
Council, an organization representing the urban public libraries of the
United States and Canada. le.s composed of 112 librarievwhich serve
an aggregate of more than 50 million people..

I would like to call the attention of the Conference to the
Library Act, a study bill introduced in the Congress last

, pring with bipartisan sponsorship. My remarks are confined Co the
a rationale for this legislation, and the need for this Conference to favor

its enactment: i

.,

The National Library Act has been proposed for adoptio'n by
this Conference, as one of the recommendations issued 'to the
President ,and the Congress, to correct the incomplete effectiveness of
present Federal financial assistance to public libraries. The present
Federal program, originally enacted with limited purposes, has been
amended several times aQd'increased in dollar amounts. But the
largerurbe public libraries were the first to suffer financial disaster
when the sources of their local income were subjected to crippling
catastrophes, 'and the present program offered no consequential relief.
The Nation must take steps to curb and prevent these catastrophes.

Sinc ?the States, when these,dire fiscal. circumstances struck,.
were not then in a position to effectively come to the aid of these
stricken institutions, 'the time has arrived, if-it has not passed, for the
countryto undergird its public library service with a financial support
plan that provides multi- governmental level contribution. The

P -Natiortal provides that very scheme, plus it uses a rvw
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feature in Federal financial aid that acts as a sustaining stimulus for
other governmental level support.

The National Library Act was conceived and constructed in
concert with known segments of the library community-having
legislative interests. The Act evolved from an open meeting to which
all were invited to air their concepts and needs for an improved
legislative program, and the resulting,study bill is endorsed by
legislative. committees of trustees, State librarians, and public library '
administrators. The proposed National Library Act thus represents
aRplied legislative research, which constitutes'a considerable
achievement in group dynamics, but it is still an unfinished
recommendationa. mere proposal. In actuality, the Act awaits
further refinement, through the legislative process, from other
segments of our system of governments, and with other concepts that
may emerge from this Conference. But, important above all, the
National Library Act constitutes a collectively refined beginning
which obviates the need to expend further time to construct another
bill in its stead.

The former LSA and the present LSCA have had sufficient time
to change the library service weaknesses in the several States which
they were designed to correct. But, during their existence, new
economic events have occurred which,are unaffected by LSCA, and
which have made deep inroads in the extent and quality of services
expected of public libraries. To prevent further deterioration by these
same economic, forces, there is now a need for a replacement Federal
library law that counteracts a sudden and stringent decline of public
service which so overwhelmingly depends upon Jnly one source of
incomethe local property tax. The National Library Act would
reduce this unpredictable decline and shore up the public library's
financial support from insufficiently engaged State sources. The
Urban Libraries Council endorses this act.

MR. WELSH: A few years ago, you were with what is now the
Department of Education. Would you have favored a national library
agenty, then?

MR. PRICE: I think that I would, but I haven't given that
enough thought to formulate a firm position.

MR. WELSH: What role do you see for the Department of
-1,ducatiorhin a national library agency?

MR. PRICE: I imagine that they Would be transferreckto it.

MR. WELSH: Do-you think that all library-related activities
would be transferred, to itfor example, programs such as the .

Veterans Administration?

MR. PRICE: Other than the Library of Congress, I think they
would.

l),$1R. BECKER: We have heard very interesting presentations.
that dra atize the. plight of the public libraries in our country and the
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need for-the Federal Government to do something about it. We've
also heard indirect suggestions for additional study of an Act of this
kind. We have heard that such a bill, *least as it's now prepared, is
insufficiently comprehensive, and that it should take into account .
other libraries, and perhaps the private sector; that the formula for
distribution of funds per caj6ita should u'se either different percentages
or be a different type of formula. Someone said that it extends the
status quo, and doesn't look into the future sufficiently. Others.have
said that the networking and the resource-sharing are of lower
priority than helping public libraries to buy additional materials. And
then there is the question about where the organization belongs in
the Federal hierarchy. These ideas need to be deVeloped further. Let's
talk a little about what we see of the ensuing process.

MR. PRICE: This hearing, and the witnesses for and against the
National Library Act, are part of the legislative process. After the
various organizations' of the publiC and the library community have
been stimulated by these challenging ideas, they should formulate
positions that represent their members; and these positions should be
presented at the open hearing's held by CongresS for the National
Library Act. The wisdom that would emerge would be a result of the
weight of evidence presented. and the deliberations of the
congressional committees and bodies.

MR. WELSH: Our last scheduled. witness is Bob Asleson, who
is substituting for Paul Zurkowski.

MR. ASLESON: I am Robert Asleson, president of the R.R.
Bowker Company, a Xerox publishing unit. I arnla delegate-at-large at
this Conference, representing the Information Jndustry Association
(HA), of which I am chairman. IIA is a trade association of about 150
commercial firms engaged iri the creation and marketing of
information products,. services, and systems at the production,
distribution, and retail level-.

The major focus in the.open hearingithis afternoonis the
National Library Actintroduced as S:B. 1124 by Senator %javits and
Kennedy. Senator Javits clearly indicated that a number of Olportant
questions have been intentionally 'left open to stimulate further'
consideration, and that the bill would be revised as a result of
recommendations emanating from this White House. Conferehce.
Therefore, we will comment on our perceptions of the.general tbrust
of the legislation, as it pertains to this country's overall debate and
discussion -on the efficacy of developing national information
policies. It is, aver all, one of the stated purposes of this Conference
to help shape policy on public access and distribution of information
in the United States.

Both in regk.c1 to the Conference and the legislation, it is
unclear to what ext,.nt the legislation takes into account its impact
on, and relationship with, other parts of our total information'
environment. Of primary concern to {Js, as a trade association, is Abe
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effect on the private sector participants, information access, and
distribution activities. We are concerned not only with tre effect on
existing and future commercial services, but also with the effect on
the many innovative library and information services that have been
developed and continue to develop in the noncommercial part of the
private sector.

The ttational Library Act wisely restricts Federal act with
regard to State and local library_ contact. On the other hand, it does
not yet define any restrictions on activities that might duplicate, or
unduly damage, private sector information activities. In fact, within
the Conference itself a major unresolved question, from our point of
view, relates to the meaning of the last words in the title of the
Conference, "and information services." What do these words mean
to the delegates? Are they the information services that are already
being provided through libraries? Are they the extensions of these
services? Or are they the new technology-based information services
that are now available'in the marketplace and will continue to
multiply?

If they are the former services, such as book lending and other
traditional services, the issues being addressed in this Conference
fairly approach them. If they are the lattei, however, this Conference
does not address them in any significant Way. For example, does the

A Conference propose to call on the Comm&ce Depa}tment to
formulate a program designe o ote and facilitate the
development of commercial activity i the priAte sector? Does the
international calendar of the Conferenc .address the problems of
trade barriers for such-economic goods produced by American
commerce? We do not-see-teese- problems being discussed.
Moreover, even to the extent that the Conference focuses on
information services merely as extensions of traditional, library
services, there remains aowhole set of questions, relating to the
impact of such sery s on the economics of ?marketplace -based
information service hich has not been addressed, and which this
Conference is nib. ctured to address or deal with.

. e4
This shorteciialrige is inclidetive'of the unbelievable complexity

.
of developing public policies concerning information, as distinct from'
public policies concerning libraries. IIA recognizes the need, to
develop coherent information policies, and we're committed to
playing an active role in this process. Ws0o this, not'simply as a,
trade association Concerned with fhe econarnic we11:eing of its
membership, but alsO because we believe that-the viability of the
democratic system of government unquestionably depends on quality
diversify, and freedom from bureaucratic control of the information
available to the citizens.

MR. WELSH: Mr. Becker, do you want to respond,
to the question about the attempt of the Conference to deal with the
future issues, like the preservation of information services?

MR. BECKER: I'm not sure I can. it's quite clear that the
Congress and the President are interested in recommendations`that
have to do with the full gamut of information services', although I
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\Q.'', i*:, - .. -4.4ereseivations say that they i:lo,riorh-tte a tax base, andtherefore
-,,

,- ..:"/:',6 cannot provide the services. Tibe States say th'at the tribes are-an
.

,,, e. ;11. entity unto themselves;that it'T mit/their responsibility,. that it belongs
,......). if ' ,,,..

-1'., toithe Federal Government. Tlit Federal Government says, "Oh, yes,
!wle` have the Bufead bf Indian'Affairs for that." The Bureau of Indian
Affgrsisays, "We serve schools. We hay.e public health clinics. But

- .73,'' We nOt serye. in the. way of 'community life." In school libraries,
t wiiiiotaccept resp sib"Kiti. So our problem is, whos.e ,-to

t. Tesponsbitity is,it? Ther Jeary are nojunding sources for American
indiansekeept Fedetat ntorngrams,

.. , .

k ., , , 41C- 'X' ' ,
Qn the See-ond fioint, Mieridn Indians hay.e the sable -

information t3eedvas:elVeryon2e°0iSe, but l'cite some examples offered- bY tribal peopleN ': sayieN4 want legal materials. We want the
. State statutes;We via the etate Oode. We want'to See what the law

says'. We don't watno; go takornbone else any longer and say,
, 'What does the laWisaylAiVe want to see it ourselves..We want ,

,. regulations in our fibraMs,41 ou:t hands. We want treaty documents.
We want the docu ents thardetine drir boundaries. We /ant .

material related to o Wn izeOple." They have said to rne, "People
are always coming out d sil.ttlyin us. They cdme out and they
write their theses, or the seriat ns, or the anthropologists cerne-

_visit us. We never know' what tey y about us. We would like to,
see those fhings in our librari so that we all know.wtiat they said e
about us." .. ..

.
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guess that's subject to sortie inie.rpretation.as well. It was our hope, as
a Commission, always that the White .House Conferencegvould face
,the total spectrum and that it Auld notlie limited just to libraries.
However, because of the way in which we have been organized
the manner in which things have hapPeried, there's been a natural
tendenCy for, tharto° happen, because the overwhelining;interest and
representations of libriries have been 15aramount thud far. The kinds
of things described 1?y Mt. AslesOrL are genuine interests On the part
of many, and need to-be addressed in future foriAms,

MR. WELSH: We will now hear from'other.witnesses who
have registered. The first is Lotsee,Smith.

No.

, . . ,Statement of Lofi ithee Smith MS. SMITH: I'm expressing concern for the American Indian
people. l'rrta member of the gommanche tribe. I have three major

.-.,

--
. - points. 'The-first deals with the responsibility of serving American

,Indians; the second deals with information needs; the third deals With
, the training of indian*nnle:

ii,-
CT,

? I
N t t 't.

t On the first 'point, no ri,ewants to take responsibility for
't. l't library services to American Indiaps The tribes Who live nn

442

Those are just a few examples. Indians are very interested in
art and design. If Indian people argoing to achieve self-

',determination, which iS the direction in which the Federal
Government is- taking them, they Must have information at hand.
They know they need it; they just don't know how to get itopr where

a
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to go; and they don't have the technical expertise to get it,,which
leads to my point. In all of the couhtry, there are about' 25 American
Indian Masters Degree Library Science professionals: There are also

very few trained pea-professionals on reservations, or in the areas
where they Can' serve. Sometimes language is a problem. I advocate
Indian-.people serving their own,people because of the language,
and because of intricate cultural matters that an outsider cannot
understand. Indian peopleoust serve their own people.

My third point is that we need an area to train pe ;t it le. In the

proposed National Library Act, I do not see anything that a. resses

any of these concerns. The Act talks primarily about existing libraries
and assumes a lot of thirigs that simply are not there among-the
Indian people. Therefore, zI'm asking, on behalf of the Indian people,
for the support of the Commission in these areas.

MS. LEITH: Do you feel that a separate Indian library act is
necessary, or do you feel that it would be stronger if it was
incorporated into some other comprehensive library act?

MS. SMITH: I don't know. I have a proposed set of resolutions

which one work group is going-to submit. Perhaps another tiRe a
should be added which specifically addresses some of these

concerns.

MR. ELDE: How is that five-year program in the Department
of InteriOr that Mary Huffer is working on?

MS. SMITH: It's on hold. Nothing is really implemented at all
Mr. Velde is referring to a five-year plan which some of us worked
on and submitted. I think we finished our work a couple of years
ago, and nothing is happening right now. We lidPe, as a stimulus
from this Conferenke,that we may get some things going.

MR. VELDE4,Vihy is it on hold?

MS. SMITH: Again, pinning down the responsibility seems to
be the issue. There are no line items, within the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, for funding either community, libraries or training personnel;
and so, we're trying to get a line item in the budget:That's very
difficult to do, especially when they are always reorganizing. By the

time you get one person educated, that person is, gone, And you have
somebody else, and-you have to stag,all over again. They are
receptive. They do listen. They are not antagonistic. But it's just
simply part of the bureaucracy. ,

MR. WELSH: This situation is especially disappointing'because

the Commis io did play a role in this. I didn't know that nothing
was done-wi it. The next speaker is Miv Schaaf.

41,
MS. 5tHAAF: I am Miv SChaaf, alternate from Pasadena, 11

Califojnia. I am on the board of the Friends of the Pasadena Public
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Library, and founder of the Pasadena Cultural Heritage Commission. I.
write a twice- weekly column for the Los Angeles Times.

Our children are trained to be consumers, told that happiness
is buying things. If we want them to find the joy that is to be found in
using one's mind, as well as one's money, we must begin early. For
this reason I wrote; with Sam Shepherd, the resolution that the
California delegates adopted at the California Governor's conferenCe
on March 4th in Sacramento and reaffirmed unanimously at the
August and October followup meetings. It is foremostin the
California .position papersjhe resolution is:

"Establish asiGnandatory in the State education code that the
specific amount of time for instruction in library usage shall be set
beginning in kindergarten and continuing through Grade 12."

As an alternate, I've been asked by our delegation to read our
final California position paper:

"The California delegation reaffirms the American right and
tradition of free public libraries. We reaffirm the recommendation of
the 300 delegates of the March 1979 California Governor's
Conference on Library and Information Services:

"1) libraries must reach out to the unserved and the
underserved. All barriersphysical, finanZial, legal, attitudinal, and
technologicalmust l?e eliminated so as to serve everyone;

"2) continuous, ongoing funding can be mandated, Federal,
State, and local. Best use of such money must be made, eliminating
overlapping duplication, obtaining high standards and local
control;

"3) establish as mandatory, in the State education code, thai a
specific amount of instruction in library usage be set beginning in
kindergarten and continuing through Grade 12;

"4) libraries must stir them`selves, reach out to get people
involved in an enjoyable use and political promotion of their
libraries;

"5) libraries aren't invisible. Libraries must ake up the
publictell them what joys, information' service programs are to be
found in libraries, and what dangers face librari s;

"6) libraries must be aware of and take advantage of political,
social, economic, and technological changes, to see that current
information is made easy for everyone to`use;

"7) we support the Public Library Association's position
statement;

"8) we support, in concept, the National Library Act."

MR. WELSH: The next witness is Marlene Halverson.
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Statement of Marlene Halverson MS. HALVERSON: MYqlarne is Marlene Halverson. I amwith
the ComlnissiOn for the Advancement of Public Interest Organizations
in Washington, D.C. I am speaking as an,inclividual today, but the

Commission does concur'with my views.

The work ofpublic interest citizens' action organization's has

' been instrumental in improving the quality of life for all citizens of

the United States.-Their 'unstinting efforts, for example, have
prevented the loss of thousands /of lives on our Nation's highways,

helped to preserve and protect 'pristine environments and endangered
speciees.,"sesulted in laws to protect the pliblic health from hazardous ,

products and toxic substances, helpedand added measures ,to
ensure'the,public accotintabity of large corporations, and led to

government requirements in truth-in-labeling our food supply.

In conjunction with that advocacy, these organizations publish

a vast array of educational reports, documents, papers, periodicals,

and books of great pOtential value to educatorsgovernment officials,
technical specialists, and to the general public. Taken together, these
publications are a growing and provocative agenda of public

concern: from ci<til liberties to self-reliance, foreign mi itary policy,

health, housing, food policy, meeting energy needs saf ly,

preserving the environment, aRcl appropriate technol y. They

contain newand information which could help citizens make
informed chorces in their daily lives in exercising their citizerl'ship.-

They give students fresh perspectives on current issues, and can

inform policymakers in and out of government;,

a

ti

It is` unfortunate, then, that they are not yet widely available to
the-public, even through community libraries. Significantly, they are-

not yet generally dOcumented in established readers' indexes or
reference systems used by the public. These publications are
advocacy literature in the best traditions ofur country.

The Commission for the Advancement of Public, Interest
Organizations has published a guide to public-interest groups and

periodicals. It is a first 'effort to make this information more publicly
accessible. However, the cooperation of librarians and information
centers is essential to this endeavor. Heretofore, for example, these
publications have been largely ignored by them. Therefore,, I

recommend that the cl,elegates to the Conference recommend a major
effolt, designed: 1) to place this literature in the mainstream of
information dissemination in this country; and 2) to catalog and

index for reference ths topics treated in these pages.

Positiveoteps that can be takeirby the Conference delegates

include: 1) to propose that information centers and systems such as
the established Reader's Guide and The New York Times Information
Bank add the periodicals of public interest groups,to those that they
regularly monitor for use and information; 2) to see that these are
included in the National Periodical Center, sp that allitbraries and
information centers can access them for library users; .3),to encourage
libraries, particularly community and public libraries, to carry
examples of this literature; and 4) to confirm that this literature is
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represented in the information system of the library of Congress, so
that these messages are available to our readers.

WELSH: Our last witness is Frank C. Meves.

MR. MEVERS: I am Frank Meyers from N &w Hampshire,. a.
State.drchivist and historian by profession. I would like to talk about
historical documents that need preservation and conservation.
Information on past actions and decisions of government, at all
levels, is essential to an understanding of the past and planning for
the,future. Only a portion of such information is contained in printed
materials and deposited in librariewThe'major sources of the
archives and historical manuscript collections are preserved in'the
National Alrchives, the Library of Congress, State and Territorial
archiyes,'and historical agencies and libraries throughout the Natidn.
Funding is needed to identify;,collect,describe, preserve, andyrnake
tbiiTriaterial available to the public.

The National Historical Publitationsand Records Commission,
the National Endowment for th' Humanities, and the Society of
American Archivists, along with the American Historical Association,'
and the Organization of Americpo Historians, have recognized and
supported these needs. -

)

We ask that the White'House Cortference support .
contributions of tlyst agencies to the preservation of the Nation's
historical and cult oral herithe, and endorse the statement of needs
and priorities, as practiced by the National Historical Publication and
Records Commission alld the National Endowment for the
Humanities. We also ask the Whi House Conference to endorse
continued authorization for the funding of the National Historical
Publications and Records Commission, and to increase the funding,
for this Commission Kid the National Endowment for the Humanities
to make these records better organized and more accessible to the
public.

MR. WELSH: I thank eacliand every one of you for your
presentation.

.%

(Whereupon, at 5:30 p.m.; the hearing adjourned.)
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Tqstimony Submitted
by Alex P. Allain

Imperative Need for Understanding
of the Importance of LIPraries

As I appear before you today, lam utterly convinced that what
we here clO may well determine the course, the welfare, and the
destiny of this Nation, and perhaps others, for generations to come.
Time constraints make it necessary that I steak of the roots and the

.trunk, not the limbs, twigs and leaves. Hence I will go directly to the
point-

Much has been written alitut Waste, yet there has been
nothing in the press nor the other meklia about the criminal waste of
our most important resource, our population;which forms itsiallost
basic natural resource. There are two essentials for the best human
existence possible:'bodily food without which life.cannot be
sustained; and inteltectual-nourishment,.without which mental acuity

, cannot be achieved. Whatever has been done in this Nation and -
elsewhere has,been accomplished through the use of the mind,
which directs mark's literary; artistic, or manual skills.

a.

The libraries of .this Nation form the very core of its informal
and formal educatiorialsystem, and the compendium of human
knowledge is uniquely contained within the libraries of the Nation 4.
and the word. Libraries are undoubtfaidly the.most universally used

' tool for the acquisition of this essential knowledge.. No lawyer, no
doctor, no scientist, no engineer, no individual .canjunction
dimpletely.or intelligently. without access to the knowledge wIlich
books contain. Human beings enjoy a reasoning ability centered in
the mind, and nothing comes into that min&sawthroUgh the senses.
When education fails, knowledge regresses; and if we as a Nation
continue to regress, we will certainly be buried..

Knowledge, however, is only part of'being a dvilized hu-rrma'n
being. Another is the ability to understand: Even total knoWledge, if it
could be achieved, would be only the skeleton of a building which,
without understanding would have neither walls nor roof. It is said
that one may have much knowledge but, being without
understanding, be truly ignorant. An example o this might be tWe
lack of understanding of the simple truism in bdth morality and law
that no liberty in the context of the fifth or the fourteenth
amendments grants any license to harm another person or another
person's property. Failure to understand this basic doctrine has _

caused grief beyond measure. And the cost to the Nation of alts of
vandalism, arson, and murder must run yearly into billions, thoygh
money.is less important than the soriow and the anguish suffered 'by
the victims, who are permanently sca/red.

Completelack of understanding is also evidenced by bigcry,
bias,,prejudice, and haired. It has always been morally and legally
wrong to denigrate anyone'S human dignity within the meaning of
person as used ?n the Constitution of the United States, a meaning
which excludes nO one.

A serious question must be posed: How much griet.bitterness,
strife, hatred, and disorder have been caused by the lack of--'
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understanding of this simple doctrine and how divisive is this lack of(
understanding, which undermines our national unity? Understanding,
as basic as knowledge to the full development of the mind,, is stored

Ciri our libraries.

The Senate of the United States tells us t .t $20 billion are
being spent becausi of functional illiteracy, ow uch better these
funds could be spent for other purposes. This ithe waste that I spgak
abourtoday as being almost criminal, and I urge tha something be , -_
done about it, tharthe highest priorities be placed in developing eaCh
individual to his fullest potential through the arts, the sciences,
technical, ormgnual'skills.

It was forthis reason that the resolution known as the
Louisiana Resolution was written for the Louisiana Governor's ''
Conference. It.was approved by the American Library Association,
and adopted by the legislature of the State of Louisiana. Copies
memorializing Congress were ent to the Louisiana delegation. The
reasoning set' forth in the resol tion forms the raison d'etre of this
Conference, for it speaks to thehighest priorities which must be given
to libraries as the prime, though not the only, source of the ,

knowledge b is to understanding. Yet, there are still thousands of
secondary and'eletpentary schools throughout this Nation without
any library facilities at all. There are still thousands of communities
unsgrved by' any libraries. There are4till universities and technical

.schools with inadequate libraries to support the d 0:, rees which they
offer.

In addition, library education is as-important as the acquisition
of books and other materials, for no library of any type can function
without an individual trained in-acquisition, collecfiqn dev= opment,

6
reference, and other necessary professional techniques. Librar
schools should be fully4supported to train the professional librarian
who will devise the best plans of use and best plans of service for
available facilities and for tying these facilities together in a network
of libraries tobest serve our Nation.

It may well be that secondary and elementary school libraries
should have the best. professional librarians available and be.well- -

stocked with books, for it is at this level that the formation of the
mind begins. There can be no equality.of persons if there is no
equality of opportunity, especially for our young people. At this level,
we begin eith4i the fulfillment of the individual or his waste.

A great leadefr of our Nation, far wiser-than your speaker,
wrote in 1816:

"If a nation expects to be ignorant and free, in a
state of civilization, it expects what never was
and never will be." (Thomas Jefferson, in a letter
to Col. Charles Yancey dated January 6, 1816.)

Therefore, in view of the foregoing statements supporting the
Resolution on Priorities, the Louisiana delegationstereby offers the

4 following resolutions for consideration by this Confbrence:
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1) That the administration of Federal programs for libraries be

at the highest possible leyeLwithin the. new Department of Educatiori;

2) That the Library of Congress be established by law as the
National Library of these United States, with appropriate mandates for
the,ercise of leadership and achievement of excellence for our
Nationis libraries; and

3) That government at all levelslocal, State, and Federal be
requested andurgedta recognize that libraries are essential and
fundamental to the integrity and development of the mind of a free
people and, accordingly, libraries must be highest in the list of
priorities for which governments are responsible.

and

ADDENDUM:

Proposed Resolution:
Policy on Priorities,{.

.

Whereas, the Nation's most important resource is its people;'

Whereas, the strength of this resource lies in the development
of each individual's mental acuity; and

Whereas, the mind is the source of reason and understanding'
and therefore the so rce of inspiration, invention, achievement; and

social accommodat. n; and .,

Whereas, the primary key to reason and 'understanding and the

source to it is knowledge;' and

Whereas, the development of the mind depends upon access
to the accumulated wisdom.and knowledge of mankind and the
compendium of suchlnowiedge and wisdom are the books,
documents, and information resources which uniquely are the library
'collections of this Natibc4.-aintr

Whereas, the preservation of all libraries,' the expansion of
their collections and the improvement of public access to them is
indisPensable to trie development of the mind; and

Whereas, the development of the strength off,the people and
the Nation and their ability to understand' is essential to the Nation's
advancement and accomplishment of its goals and purposes;

Therefore be it resolved, that government at all levels, local,
State, and Federal, be requested and urged to recognizes these simple
truths and give them the hig est precedent.in their list of priorities, as
as,logical imperative for the b nefit and the general welfare' of the
people of the States and the ion.
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Footnotes

- 'A's statement should stand unchallenged for the simple reason that every
human development in every field is accountable to the mental acuity orthe
individual making the development

'In addition, the mind controls the body through the nerve system, medical
evidence supports this. Conversely, withOut the ability to reason and control the
nerve system the individual is a vegetable

ti
'It is indisputable that there are other sources, however, knowledge has

always been recognized'as a Nimary source of discipline and understanding.

'Al/ libraries here refer to every type of ary within the public domain.

'Understanding does not imply agreement but most often includes
acquiescence for purposes of accommodations as disting ished from capricious,
arbitrary and unreasonable actions of government absen understanding. Example,
national defense is essential to the nation's welfare yet without understanding this
necessity, people are disinclined to give their support. The same is true of energy,,
etc

6We !fare here is used in its constitutional sense as found in the United States
Constitution and as it undergirds all of the social programs.

Alex P. Allain

.Testimony Submitted , I appreciate the opportunity to present testimony on the
subject of physical preservation of information materials and I wish to
particulirly address the,area of preservation of rare and valuable
library materials which are now stored in libraries and other
repositories. A crisis exists which demands action now on the part of .
all levels of government and the public.

I believe a brief word regarding my credentials to speak on
this subject are in order. I have spent 18 Oars of my business career
with the IBM company, during which I was deeply involved in
information systems. In my last position, I was the key .individual in
IBM's Data Processing Division, responsible for bringing a networking
capability to IBM's product line. Fr the last four years, I have been
associated with the General Bookbinding Company, a library binding
firm of which I am a part owner. I want to further, state that there is
very little financial gain that our company would achieve through
any major programs in the preservation area.

In view of this background, I believei can bring perspective to
this important subject, which I feel has been overlooked in much of
the material that we hale been presented from NCLIS. This is not a
criticism. It usually is overlooked since it is a problem of the
"backroom" or technical services area of the library and is, thus, out
of sight. In addition, Ohio delegates had little awareness of this crisis.
It was only after diligent effort by a number of people at the Ohio
pre-White HouSe Conference that the subject of preservation.of
information materials was discusecrand finally accepted as one of
Ohio's 16 recommendations.

5

by Helmut Alpers
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Turning now to the problem. It exists primarily in our research
libraries and academic institutions. There are also a number of public
libraries that provide outstanding research collections and these are
included as part of the library community facing this problem.

We,are here at this White House Conference to develop
thoughts and recomMendations that are key to the future of libraries
and I fully support this activity. HoweveGin the area of preseryation
there cis an immediate crisis before us at this very moment. I have
attached as part of this testimony a brochure which my compaby
made available to the members of fhe Ohio`pre-White House
Conference which states the problern It is entitled "No ToMorrow for
Library Collections Unless."

The problem can be summarized by giving a few statistics:
1) Six million out of 17 million volumes in the Library of Congress
are too brittle to be given to users; 2) Fifty percent of New York
Public Library's five million book collection are in an advanced stage
of disintegration; 3) The Barrows Research Laboratory, which focused
on this problem until its deniise, determined that only 10 percent of

, the paper used in books published between 1900 and 1949 would
survive this century if given the best of care; 4) Columbia University
has one and a half million books in its five million book collection
falling apart; 5) Publishers continue to print on paper which is not of
an archival quality. Archival paper is more expensive and, thus,
books woujd be more expensive, which would limit the market.
Thus, books being printed this very day will be part of the
preservation problem within the next 25 to 50 years. It is a problem
which'is being compolinded by the increasing number of
publications that are being collected by libraries today.

Based on much of the literature which I have read in
preparation for this Conference, one would surmise that the book is
doomed'. The November 10, 1979, issue of College and Research
Library News carried as a cover article a synopsis of Stanford
University's Libraries Director David Weber's address to the
University of Oklahoma's School of Library Science' in September on
the subject of research libraries in the year 2030. I quote ..
"extensive collections of published materials on specific topics will
remain the heart of the academic library. Despite many changes,"
Webertconcluded,'"libraries today will share a great many
similarities ifi theory, operation, and a host of particular p(oblems
with those of the 2030's. Fifty years hence, libraries still are apt to
have quiet reading places for students to 'absorb and integrate theirrm classroom and laboratory studies with printed information in a variety
of formats.", . i ,

The Codex format has been with us for over 1,000 years and
has proven to be a most efficient means of presenting,information.
De§pite the many technologicah advances*that have occurred in
computing in the last 20 years and are sure to.contihue along with
video disc, enhanced microfiche capabilities, etc., the book is sure to
continue..
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In summarizing the problem we have a crisis today and one
which is going to continue to be vVith us for the foreseeable future."'
urge that the delegates to this,Conference in each of'the five theme
areas not overlook this. critical problem. -

It would be inappropriate to only present. aproblem and not
suggest some solutions. I do not feel that this is a forum to propose a
comprehensive preservation program. Howeverthere are some
obvious things that shout1 be done now and I hope will be
stimulated further by,the results of the White House Conference.

First, I urge that the delegates to this Conference agree that
one of our final resolutions here at this Conference should recognize
the crisis which our academic and research libraries face today. This
is a significant prOblem which our libraries Must correct now.We
should make the preservation of library collections a mandatory item
for Federal financial support. Funds made available now will save
enormous-amounts of money in sti6§equent preservations programs. If
we do not act now the problem will become increasingly worse as I
hope has become clear from my previous statements.

These funds should be.used not only for microfilming and
deacidification pro , but also to permit libraries to air-Condition
their stacks. Anyone o has visited the stacks at the New York'
Public Library Res4arch Division would be struck with the enormous
wealth housed at 42nd Street in New York, This information wealth is,

,deteriOrating to a great extent, because the building was erected prior
to the development of air-conditioning. The 42nd Street library is a
jewel among research libraries and I believe should receive-an
immediate grant to correct the deficiencies. Other Icaresearch
libraries should also receive such support. Air-conditioning and
humidity control, will significantly enhance the life of the printed
materials stored in these libraries.

Money should be made available for research and evaluation
of deacidifiCation processes so that the library community-can have
confidence in an effective method.of:preservation. Once resolved,
additional monies should be allocated to the key centers in the-
United Stateqvhose collection would justify such an investment. )

One of the requirements of an emerging problem of this scope
is that qualified restorers are needed and train-Rig courses, such as the
one already initiated at Columbia University, should be established at
other sites. Microfilming of the material and storing of master
negatives under optimum,conditions'shoul# also be undertaken.
There are a number of.other recommendations which could be made.
Suffice to say that it is a problem which is solvable given tIg propeit
resources.

In conclusion, preservation of collections WI our academic and
research litgaries must be addressed now if we are to preserve the
information for the future; information, which will in time, I am

V- 0t
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certain, appear oraidebdisc rin;coffiputer, memories, but which at
the preSent-timF is perishable. If we are going.to exercise our
responsibilities to the generationto come we should act now to ,
assure that,gnhanced,funding for this Critical:area is made available.
by the Federal, Government. ,

o
,- b ...

*
- , ,'" ..1 Helmut Alpers

,,. Chairman,-
(hio Delegation

1

,z,
0.

Pridrity'"Funergo.,for,Chldren's Services

Although libraries are usuallylt the bottoin of the funding
pile, when monies are made available to them, children's services are
often given short shrift. This is,a plea for a change in 'priorities; for if
we want to encourage lifelong learning, if we hqpe to have intelligent
adults who will use and love libraries and be willing to fight for
them, we must start with children and those who work with them,
More funds must be available for the purchase of children's literature,
records, tapes, and films, and the needs, of adults concerned with
children and their literature7-including writers, educators, teachers at
all levers, Concerned parents-, students,,and institutions as well as
librariansmdst also be met. More funds are needed for secondary
source materials so' that scholarships aQ researth in children's
literature can be encouraged. Such stt..rai5 witl direct more attention,
toward an area that is too often deprecated or ignored. It is
shortsighted for college pr:ofessors, for example, to denigrate the study
of children's literature and in the next breath to complain about their
students'-inability to read and write.

'The Children's Literature Association is trying to remedy the
situation by- disseminating information on children's literature through
the CHLA Quarterly, the annual conferences, the conference
proceedings, and by working with publishers and'other organizations.
We have established a scholarship to help members with research'
and we present an annual award for the-most signifiCant critical
article written during a given year. Libraries are crucial to meet our
goals, to meet what should be the country's goals: a heightened '
awareness of children's literature so that we can make book lovers of
children, and a determination to educate their parents to realize the
importance of-good books for children. Therefore, I urge you' bn
behalf of if,hildren everywhere to keep their needs in the forefront of
your deliberations. After all, our future will be in their hands.

453,
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Testimony Submitted
by Rober,t F. Asieson

The NatiOrial,Library Act (S.1124)-in the
Context of National Information Policy.

I am Robert F. Asleion, president of .R.R. Bowker Company (a/
Xerox'Publishing Company). I am a delegate-at-large to this
Conference, representing the Information Industry Association, of
which I am chairman. IIA is a trade association of about 15,0
commercial firms engaged in the.cwation and marketing of
information products, services, and systems at the production,
distribution, and retail.leVels.

I would like to thank the leaders of this Conference for the
opportunity these open-hearings present tfo those of Lts who care so
deeply about how information is, put to use in this great country and
in the world beyond its borders.

The majOr focus in this open hearing this afternoon has been
the National Library Act, which had been introduced as 5.1124 by
Senators Javits and Kennedy. Senator Javits clearly indicated that a
number of important questions "have been intentionally left open to

° stimUlate further consideration and that the bill would.be revised as
a result of recommendations emanating from this White House

'Conference.
P-

r
-in that spirit, we will refrain from commenting at this time On

specific aspects of the prop6sed legislation. Instead, we will comment
on our per&iitions of the general thrust 9f the legislation as it
pertains to this country's overall debate and discussion on the V
efficacy of developing national.infoihation policies. It is, after all,
one of the state4urposes of this Conference "to help shape policy
on public access and-distribution of infootiation in, this country.

Both in regard to the Conference and the legislation, it is
urielear to what extent the legislation 'takes into account impact on,
and relationships with, other-parts of our total information
environment. Of primary concern to us, as a trade association, is the ;
impacts on the private sector participants in information access and
.distribution. We are concerned not only with the impact ort existing
and future commercial services, but also with the impact on the
many innovative library and information services that have.f,
developed, and continue to develop, in the noncommercial part of
the private sector. Tfie National Library Act wisely restricts Federal .

activity with regard to State and local library conduct. On the other ,

hand, it does not yet define any iestrictiOns on activities that might.
duplicate or unduly damage private sector information activities.

In fact, within the Conference itself, a major unresolved
question from,,,our point of view relates to the meaning of the last
words in the title of the Conference: "and Information Services.",
Whal do these words mean to the delegates of this Conference? Are -
they the information services that are already being provided through
libraries? Are they.simply extensions of these services? Or are they
the new technology-based information services.available in the
marketplace?

4-
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If they are the formerservices such as book lending and ,

other traditional library servicesthe issues being addressed in this
Conference fairly approach them. If they are the latter, however, this
Conference does not address them in any significant way. For
example, does the Conference propose calling on the U.S. Commerce
Department to formulate a program designed to promote and
facilitate the development of this corrimercial activity irffhe private
sector? Does the international panel of the Conference address the
problems of trade barriers to such economic goods,produced by
Americans'? We do not, at least so far', see such problems being
addressed'

Moreover, even to the extent that the Conference focuses on
information, services merely as narrow extensions of traditional library

,services, there remains a whole set of questions relating to the impact
/ of such services'on the econom cs o marketplace -based information

services which has not been ad ressed and which this Conference is
not structured to address or deal ith.

. 1

This shortcoming is indrcativ of the unbelievable complexity
of developing public policy cone ning informatiort as distinct from
public policy concerning 'Mara s. The advent and rapid growth of
technologies already described by numinous speakdrs at this
Conference will certainly increase this complexity.

. 1

Testimony Submitted
by William G. Asp

r
I

1

*-:
11A recognizes the neectItO develop coherent information

policies, and we are committed to playing an 'active role irt this
proCess. We do this, not simply-as a trade association'concerne4 with
the economic well-being of its, membership, but also as a believer
that the viability, of a democratic system of government is
unquestionably dependent on themua'lity, diversity, and freedom from
bureaucratic contril of the information available to its citizens.

We thank yOu for this opportu'nity.

. Robert F. Asleson
Information Industry
Association

A COSLA Legislative Proposal

Effective fUnCtioning of American democracy requires access
to library and information services for all citizens. Therefore, the
greatest,possible scope and quality of library and information services
sh uld Be available to all citizens. Each level of government has s
ap ropriate roles and responsibilities to perfor0 which are"
co plementary to one another, and each level must provide strong
leadership in the development of library and inforTation 's9rvices.

In addition to the funding of important*Federal library and
information services agencies, three Federal programs currently...assist

4'5 5 .463
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in strengthening and developing library services at the local, State,
and Territorial level through public libraries, school library media
centers, and academic libraries, as follows:

1) Public libraries are assisted under the Library Services and
Construction Act (LSCA). LSCA I provides allotments to the
States to assist in the development of public library services including
services for the blind, physically handicapped, and institutionalized
persons. LSCA Title 11, for which fund' have not been, appropriated
since 1973, is designed to allow Federal assistance in the
construction and remodeling of public library buildings. LSCA Title III
provides funds to the States to assist in developing interlibrary
cooperation programs involving all types of libraries.

2) Title IV -B of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
(ESEA) provides funds to the States for reallocation to school districts
for purchase of library materials and instructional equipment.

3) Academic libraries are aided under the Higher Education
Act (HEA) Title II-A which provides grants to institutions of higher.
education for the purchase Of library materials. Titlell-B of the
Higher Education Act provides grants for training in librarianship and
for research and demonstration projects. HEA Title II-C provides
special, grants for no more than 150 research libraries, including
academic libraries, independent research libraries, and State and
other public libraries with collections, significant for scholarly
research. The long-range goal is a National Library Act which would
integrate the above components.

The legislative changes presented here deal primarily with one
component of the proposed National Library Actond are concerned
with public library service and interlibrarY'cooperation. This
compbnent would be titled'the Library Development and Network
Act, and its provisions could be measured against propbsals arising
from the White House Conference on Library and-4nformation
Services.

.01-

The sharing of resources is not only desirable in a day of new
technologies, it is essential. Therefote, there is npw a new emphasis
on networks and communication. At the same-time, each network or
cooperative effort (local, statewide, or multistate) is only as strong in
service as the libraries composing it. Only when libraries are serving
their primary clientele in an optimum way can shared resources be
utilized to the fullest for the benefit of the citizens. The following are.
Some basic considerations: ,

1) The new Act shall require an,overall advisory couricil.in
each state for its implementation. The council shall be reprssentative
of all types of libraries and their constituencies. The council shall
establish expanded committees to-advise on planning and policy
deVelopment for the implementation of any title of this Act. II,

2) The new Act shall require all lib:aries receiving Federal
funds to agree to share their ksources in statewide library networks.
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The effectiveness of almost all library activities and services can be
enhanced by. the library's participation in library networks. Wherever
Federal 'funds are used to support library activity or service, it is
appropriate that the recipient library participate in the State's library
network.

3) In those circumstances where multistate library networks are
the most feasible mechanism for sharing resources and services,
multistate library network operations shall be funded by participating
states and their participating institutions. State library agencies are the
appropriate agencies for channelinliontinuing Federal support under
their respective State plans. Federal ncretionary grants to multistate
networks under specific titles or"set asides"' shall be granted by
USOE/OLLR only for a specific project such as research, pilot
demonstration, start-up cost, etc., and shall be appropriately
coordinated.with the long-range plans of the participating States.

4) A State plan and criteria shall be developed for each title of
this Act.

5) The Federal aid formula to the States shall retain the present
principles of basic state allocation and equalization basedon
population and income factors.

6) State library agency matching regyirements shall apply to
each title except Title V.

ADDENDA:

Library Development and Network Act:
Title INetwork Development

The library n"emroicin each State is an essential component of
the national network. Funding for developing and operation or
statewide library networks is a shared responsibility of theStateiaI
Federal governments. Federal funds allotted to the State'library
agencies shall assist the States in developing and maintaining strong
statewide multitype library networks, including, but not limited to any
or all of the following:

1) Development and maintenance of bibliographic access,
communications, and delivery systems within each State, including
multistate and national links, to facilitate sharing of library resources;

2) Developmentand maintenance of mechanisms for providing')access to resources and financial assistance for collect! n
maintenance and development in major network resour libraries
identified in the State plan including major urban resource libraries
and major academic .libraries;

3) bevelopment and maintenance of mechanism for providing
. access to resources in privately funded library collection including,

. when necessary, reimbursement for heavilj, used collections;

457:
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4) Demonstration, establishment, development, and
maintenance of intrastate multitype library systems, where
appropriate, including financial assistance for such systems based
upon the state network development plan, adopted standards and
formula;

5) Participation in multistate library networks when such
participation is the most feasible mechanism for sharing resources
and services. '

Requirements:

1) A statewide library network development plan identifying
objectiwes to be accomplished over a five-year period. This plan shall
be preiNred by the State library agency with the assistance of the
State's advisory council after seeking recommendations from all
network participants in the State.

2) State library agent)/ matching.

3) Maintenance of effort.to ensure at least a base level of State
funding for network development and operation.

Title.IIP.ubk Library Services

It is the purpose of this title to provide for the heeds of local
library clientele by the provision of direct recurring grants for Public
library seryices and/or by the provision of statewide services to kigal
public libraries whenever economical and appropriate by:

,,-

1)Provicling direct aidfor.public library service based on the
State's adopted standards and formula;

2) Proxiding'specials purpose' demonstration and establishment
grants based upon the State's adopted criteria for administering grants
and contract administration;

3) Providing for statewide servicesto public libraries.

Requirements:

1).State library agency matching;

2) Maintenance of effort.

-title IIIService to Special Constituencies°

It is necessary to provide specialized public library services for
persons who are disadvantagecrby reason of-cultural, educational,
economic, or physical handicapping factors and persons who are
ganfined to various types of institutions. To accomplish this purpose,,
it will be necescary.to:

453 .
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1) Provide a program of library services for the educationally,
culturally, and economically, disadvantaged, and other special
Clientele who cannot use or gain.access to regular library services for
whatever reason;

2) Provide a program of services to institutionalized persons;

3) Provide a program of services to persons who are blind or
physically handicapped.

Requirements:

1) State libral a ency matchintg (Title III match qualifies);

2) Maintenance o effort.

Title IVLibrary Tannin: and pevelopment

State library agencies are the focal point for statewide
planning, coordinating, and developing of library services in the state.
Through their leadership and the collaborative efforts of other
libraries and agencies, comprehensive planning, multitype resource
sharing and networking are developed. It is the purpose of this title to
provide grants to assist the states in strengthening the State librarj,
agency in Ilibrary development and coordination through: 1) planning
and evaluation; studies and research; 3) coordination with other
Federal library grant.programs; 4) planning for State network
development and coordination with regional and/or national
networks; 5) continuing education and staff development of personnel
crucial to the effective implementation cif thig Act; and
6) administration of Federal grant funds available under this act.

Requirements:.

)) State brary agency matching funds for these developmental
servitys only it same ratio (federal-s6te) as other titles in the act;/ 2) The funds received from this title are supplemental and are-
ot i9tended to replace State funds needed for State library agency

o erAtion or use Federal funds to carry out the State responsibilities.

Title VPublic i.ibrary Constrictionv,

There exist an estimated 8,490 public library,buildings in need .
of remodeling or replacement because they have architectural
barriers preventing free access to services by persons with physital
disabilities. Funds are also needed to decrease the large backlog of
needed newlconstruction projects and for remodeling of buildings for
energy efficiency. The purpose of this 'title is to:

1) Provide for reodificatiork of existing structures.to'become
barrier-free and/or energy efficient;
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2) Provide for acquisition and modification of existing
structures;,

3) Provide for new construction.

Requirements: State and/or local matching.

William G. Asp
Chief Officers of State

Library Agencies (COSLA)

Technical Standards in the Fields of
Library and Information Sciences,
and Related Publishing Practices

In the United States, the principal responsibility for deteloping
and promoting standards for information systems, products, and'
services tests with the American National Standards Committee Z39:
Library and Information Sciences and Related Publishing Practices.

Z39 is a standards - developing committee created in 1939 by
the American Standards Associati (predeceSsor to ANSI, the .

American National Standards Institute) at the request of the American
Library Association, the American Association of Law Libraries, the
Medical Library Association, and the Special Libraries Association.
The Secretariat (sponsor) of Z39 is the Council or National Library
and Information Associations.

During 1977 and 1978, a task ,force-appointed by the National

4
Commissionon-Libraries-and Information Science (NCLIS) reviewed
the activities of Z39 and recommended that, in view of the
continuing need for standardization within the information-handling
comrtiunity, Z39 step up its level of activity; and that the committee
also seek a broader funding base to support ts standards
development program.

Z39 develops standaMs relevant to information systems,
products, and services as they refate to libraries, information-sWvices,
ancr-pbblishing. The Committee also encourages the use of these
standards in library, publishing, dotument delivery, information
disSemination, and inforfn'ation and data handling systems. Z39
functionsl to ensure that American national standards within its scope
remain dynamic, that duplication of work is minimized, that
promulgation of conflicting standards is avoided, and that individual
enterprise and initiative, are encouraged.

Internationally, Z39 participatesin the development of
International Organization for Standardization (IS0),standar& for A
librarianship, documentation, and related information handling,

_,--ificluding information systems and'interchange networks asoapplied to'
documentation. Many current ISO standards are adaptatiOis ()PANS!
Z39.standards.
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How Z39 Standards Are Developed and Adopted: The
'American National Standards Institute (ANSI) has set formal
procedures for the development and approval of American national
standards. In Z39, a subcommittee is appointed which develops the
proposed standard, which is-then submitted to the Z39'member
organizational representatives (presently 57) for comment and vote. if
there are negative votes, the subcommittee tries to resolve tIpm, and
this may lead to changing the text of the proposed standard and
reballoting. At the same time; comment from interested persons
outside Z39 is solicited through a notice in the, ANSI biweekly
publication Standards Action. Z39 responds in writing to any negative
comments that are received. Once this public review is complete, the
proposed standard is submitted_to the ANSI Board of Standards
Review (BSR), along with the record of the voting, any other pertinent
documentation, and a certification that the ANSI procedural
requirements have been met. If the BSR approves the standard, the
fact is also published in Standards Action, after which the standard is
prepared for publication by ANSI.

ANSI requires that all pblished standards be reconsidded
every five years for possible Aaffirmation, revision, or
discontinuance. Each of these alternatives follows the same
procedures as used when developing a new standard. Z39 standards
are published and sold by the- sales department of ANSI, and must be
ordered from ANSI, not Z39. Periodically, ANSI issues-a brochure
listing the available Z39 standards along with prices and ordering ,

information.

Z39 Membership: The current full voting membership of Z39
consists of 57 library, information sejxice, indexing, bstracting and
publishing associations,.organizations, government agencies, -and
business firms. In addition, information memberships have recently
been offered. A quarterly newsletterThe Voice of Z39has a
circulation of over 1,000.The administrative office of Z39, under an
executive director, is maintained at the National Bureau of Standards.

o-

Z39 Accomplishments

Published Standards! The first Z39 standard was published by
ANSI in 1967. Since that date, 32 additional Z39 standards have,
been published-for use by libraties, information services, and
publishersThese standards fall into several distinct areas, as follows:

The Publication Process (Format, Sfyle, Procedures):
Trade Cata/ogs,`Z-39.6-1965 (Reaffirmed 1977)
Basle Criteria for indexes, Z39.4-1468 (R 1974)
Directories of Libraries and Information Centers, Z9:10-1971

' (Reaffirmed 1977)
Title Leaves of a Book, Z39.15-1971
Guidelines for Format and Productipn of Scientific and '

Technical Reports, Z39.18-1974
Guidelines for Thesaurus Structure,- Construction, and Use,

Z35.19-1974
Proof Correctiohs, Z39.22-1974

461
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Format forScientific and Technical Translations, Z39.31-1976
Synoptics, Z39.34-1977 -

Periodicals: Format and Arrangement, Z39.1-.1977
Writing Abstracts, Z39.14-1979
Preparation of Scientific Papers for Written or Oral

Presentation, Z39.16-1979

`Prdvision Qf Access to Publications:
Book Numbering, Z39.21-1973
Technical Report Number, (STRN), Z39.23-1974
Bibliographic References, Z39.29-1977

. International Standard Serial Number, Z39.9-1979

Marketing:
Criteria for Price Indexes for Library Materials, Z39.20-1974
Advertising.of Micropublications, Z39.26,1975
Describing Books in Advertisements, Catalogs, Promotional

Materials, and Book Jackets, Z39.13-1979

Statistics:
Library Statistics, Z39.7-1968 (Reaffirmed 1974)
Compiling Book- Publishing Statistics, Z39.8-1977
Gompiling Newspaper and Periodical Publishing Statistics,

Z39.39-1979
Compiling U.S. Microform PublishingStatistics, Z39.40-1979

Standardization of Contents of Publications:
Abbreviation of Titles of Periodicals, Z39.5-1969 (Reaffirmed

1974)
System forlhe Romanization. of Japanese, Z39.11-1972

(Reaffirmed 1978)
System for the Romanization of Arabic, Z39.12-1972

(Reaffirmed 1978) ,'
Romanization of Hebrew, 239.25-1975 :
System for the Romanization of Slavic Cyrillic Characters,

Z39.24-1976
Development of Identification Codes'for Use by the

Bibliographic Community, Z3'9.33-1977 Aziz5

Romanization of Armenian, Z39.37-1979 .3 .

System for the Romanization of Lao, Khmer, and Pali,'
Z39.35-1979

Computer-relevant Bibliographic Standards:
Bibliographic Information Interchange on Magnetic tape,,

Z39.2-1979.

Z39 Standards in Process: In addition to the 33 published
ANSI Z39 standards, Z39 subcommittees are concluding their work
on seven new standards:

Single Title Order, Form for Library Materials
Bibliographic Information on Microfiche Headers.'
Romanization of Yiddish
Serial Holdings Statements at the Summary Level

_
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Identification Code for ,the Book Industry
Serial Claim Form.
Standard Order FOrm; Multiple Title, ,Hard Copy

Z39 Current PrOgram: Beginning in late 1978, a new standards
program has been developed based on proposals and suggdstions
received from the library, information science, and publishing

communities. At its March and May; 1979, meetings the Z39
ExecutiVe Council approved 26 new topics for possible development
into standards. Each topic was then assigned a priority rahkinebased
on the need and impact-of the potential standard: Subcommittees will
be formed which, based op the priority rankings and the availability
of funds, will develop these topics into candidate ANSI standards.
This list of proposed standards is dynamic; new topics will be added
as suggestions from the community are received.

The following brief descriptions of the new proposed standards
are presented by general area of application. The mumber of-
standards listed that are pertinent to data base construction illustrates
the increased technology. The desire to exchange datdincreases the
need for standards that facilitate exchange.

Preparation of Materials:
Form for Copyright Transfer
Paper and Bindings for Library Books.
Page Margin Dimensions for Serial Publications

Publications and Marketing:
Serial Publication Pattern Codes

-Computer-to-Computer Invoice Format
Computer-to-Computer Title Update Format
Target Audience Code
Codes for ComputeriTypesetting Control

Provision of Access to Publications:
Bibliographic Data Identificatio§ Codes for Patent Documents
Journal Article Identification Code
Number Systems for Patent Applications
Romanization of Korean
Machine-Convertible Romanization Systems
Serial Holdings Statements at the Detailed Level -

Interlibrary Loan Forms and Procedures

Data Base Construction:
Code for the Representation of Languakes
Codes for 'Library Patron Identification .

Codes for Library Item Identification
Coded Character Sets for Bibliographic Information

Interchange
Serial Holding Statement Format for Information Interchange
Identification of Bibliographic Data Source Files
Codes for the RePresentation of Physical Medium, Document
r's,- Type, and Bibliographic Level of Documents
Codes for identification of Kinds of Patent Documents

ti
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Two -Draft ReS'olutions Attached: Two drift resolutions are
attached for consideration at the White House Conference, directed
at Federal, State, and,local government agencies and organizations in
the private sector, profit and non-profit, concernedwith lib,rarie!,
information services, and publishing. One resolution encourages -

monsiwidespread use of national and international standards, and the
other recommends support, including financial support, for the
continued development of national d international standards.

User ?Retrieval System Interface Language
Computer Network Protocol for Library and Information

Science
Encoding Chemical Structure Information

Z39 Executive Council: The Z39 Executive Council is
responsible for the overall program of standards development in Z39.
The Executive Council, which is chosen,through election by the Z39
Member organizations; consists of a chairperson, vice chairpepon,
and six councilors, two from each of the,three communitiesZ39
serves. The Z39 executive director and the representative from the
Z39`Secretariat servd as ex-officio members of the Council. James L. '
Wood, Chemical Abstracts Seryice, is_the current chairman, and Sally
H. McCallum of the Library of Congress is the current vice chairman.

dr.
How Z39 is Supported: Since October, 1978, the National

Bureau of Standards has contributed office space, equipment, and
telephone, printing, and mailing.services to Z39. Interim financial
support is,currently received from the Council on Library Resources,
the National ScienteFoundation, NCLIS, and OCLC, Inc. Hei Weyer,

,CLR, NSF, and NCLIS have project-oriented funding policies which
have reduced their. ability to continue as major supporters of Z39.,,

For Z39 to remaitn a responsive and effective standards
mechanism and to continue to build a program which is responsive
to community needs, it &lust have adequate funding. Just as other,
ANSI Standards Cominittees-are supported by the communities they
serve, 'support for Z39 shOuld come from libraries, information , .

servicesand publishers. Organizations which benefit from the
'activities of Z39 are now being asked to contribute funds to support
Z39.

I.
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ADDENDA:

Proposed Resolution:
Support for the Continued Development of

National and International Technical Standards

I

Whereas, it is an established fact that%library and information
services will work many times more effectively and efficiently if
technical and procedural standards,are established and adopted' by
all information agencies providing information services; and

4 G j
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Whereas, th'e'use Of standards reduces the'co5t of information
.service5; and -,

I

qr

ta.

.Whereas:the-develop-ment of such *dards is a national and
i nterna.tional commitment; and . . '

"Whereas; recognized agencies such Pthe American National
Standards Institute (ANSA Slationak Bureau of Standards (NBS), and

. 14ternationl.Organi,zation for Sfan4ardization (ISO) already exist to
'facilitate the developmeth of stabdards;

Therefore 'b' it resolved, that the Federal, State, and local
.,,governments dire(ct all Federal, State, and local governMeni libraries,

publishing and informatiorrservices;and'approprtate Federal; State,

an.ti 'cal gwiernment agencies to support and help to:finance the
opment and review of national and international standards in 0,

the fields of libraries, inforMation services, and refgted 'publishing
riractices, utilizing established and recognized procedures and

e)k.institutions; and

Be it further resolved, that private, agencies and foundations
alse..be encouraged 05, participate in,support, and help to financethe
development of such standards. '

.4

fi
t'444:
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Proposed Resolution:

. . Use of National. and International Technical Standards
.- '.. . .

Whereas,Jhe use of
.
appropriatt national and international '' f,,

standards reduces the cost and the,effectil.enes,s of library
and inforMation services; and

A
%

G
Os.

I t A

Whereas,lhe acceptance and ad'option' of standarg is only
possible where ktedge and understanding of standards exists; and

..-, -
.. J 4, "2 ^44'

- Whereas, tklibrary,,informatiOn servil=e, and publishing
practices of Fe'deral agencies, sucti'as the Library.or Congress-and
National Libtiries, the GoVernMeniPrihtrpg Office, and the Nationa
Technical Information Servjce, have ca profoundinfluence on library
and-information services in the United States?. , '--: .

. . - , 4 -. 1,

'Therefore laa it resolved, ,that the Federal, 'State, and local '
governments direct all Federal, St4te, and local soyeininent libraties,
publishing and information services, Siid similar government -

supported-activities, to play;, an exemplary role in the acceptance.and..,,
use of established standards; and . -,

,

.. . Be* it further resolved, that the Federal, State, and local
governments support actiViliesZnia.,teadtIo broader.tmderstan'ding
and adopticn Ofegal3lished.,sta6dards ti-Troiighout the Nation; and

e

A 1-4?
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Be it further resolved,lhat private agencies and foundations
also be encouraged to accept and use and support activities leading
to a broader underStanding and adoption of established 'standards.

Henriette D. A%;ram
American National Standards Committee -Z39

Testimony Submitted by Proposing the Establishment of aNational Law Library
Viiian S. Balester

.
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The United States needs a National Law library to ensure the
orderly acquisition, maintenance, and accessibility of all documents
and materials essential to the jurispruderke and public life of this
Nation and the world.

4

The National Law Librap would be arfindependent agency,
modeled after ose other gr,eatnational libraries, the National Library
of Medicine and e National Agricultural Library. The superior
collection and diss mination of ttgal information are no less essential
to our national life and goals than those of medical and agricultural
information. The,public interest ich the Nation and our people
have in all governmental agree gents, larg and small, in national and
State taws, and in the rules, regulations, ()Uri decisions which
affect our every action and relationship, is not well-served by the,
present system. The primary reason is that there,is no National Law
Library charged with the mission of collecting, maintaining, and
providing access to the totality of local, national, and international
legal infoNtation.

6
This mission is critical. As a people, we have a Myriad of

social, economic, and political problems dependent for solution on
resources and legal systems of a vastly shrurfn world. We have

nionalgaricl international environmental problems which can even
cause-the death of this planet. Many of These problems are subject
only to political solutions, but such solutions are planned and
executed through legal agreements and,decisions, ranging from

handshakes between heads of states, to elaborate internatidnal
treaties, to ordinances passed by village councils. Unfortunately,
these agreement's and other laws are not totally avilable and
accessible anyvThere in our country. State and municipal laws and
regulations are probably less available than international ones to
researchers working in a national legal system which is,no longer

, truly jurisdictional. They should.be available at one location total'?
people.

The existing.Law Library °fife Library olCongress, while
straining staff and resources in the pursuit of a complete law
collection since its ftatutorY designation as a department in 1832,
has not been ableYo perform this-task even though it is probably the
greatest law library in the Id. Apparerctly this is due to structure.
The Law Library is a departme t of the Library of Congress, which
has'ofteetreated it.and the disci line of law as a nuisance. Law as a
field of knowledgowas riot claSSi by'the.Library of Congress for .

46G
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Our irreplaceable national law collectionmust be managed
i , according to patte:rqs of use and the needs of the-Natiorr's lawrna4rs -:

ancieWitems, nvy be instantly needed for the settlement of'great and
and enforcers. Legal materials are dynamic Spa marials: Even ..

smallligaldisli'Utes. They are not items to be so dispersed that4hey

...,
will be retkontkly available only to retrospective scholrs. The needs
of thebroad:Con.stituency of legislators, judges, public servants, and
the practicing bar'rattst be served before tlweeds of knterdisciplinary

``.4 r.,.scholarship are met. .i

'Ot

nearly 60 yearsfrom the date when classification 44/as authorized in
1909, and it was the last major discipline to receive this essential
scholdly analysis. The. budget for the Law Library is now merged

. with)the rest of the Library of Congress, with cooseerueni loss of funds
and accountability for the way funds are spent. There are plans to
move congressional documents out of the Law Library, with the
ultimate result that few if.any legiSlative hisroATZT11 be compiled by
regal, experts.

.
,

The Librarian of Congress has stated that he considers law to',"
.be merely one of several sociaks'ciences concerned with the interests
and deyelopment of mankind which must be melded into the total
body 61 recorded thought. In other words, primary legal materials
should be commingled in the general collection. While plausible on

, a, theoretical and intellectual basis, this philosophy will' wreak havoc
with the needs of the.Nation as it governs itself and participates in
world affairs. .

a

.

0 :tria

The Librarian of Congress has propos46-a;reorganization of the
,..pibrary of CongresS which would help implemenjthis unforAiate.

Merger and perpetuate the neglect of legal Mat6Tals. Such a
reorganization .would- effectixely destroy the Law Library as a -national
collectionsince it would be delegated to a position under a '
Department of Research' irIces. It-Would nb longer have its present,:

, distinct alid unique status, would nol be able to perform a's,e(ficiently
...as it hasin the pawand would bei'placeoLin the terrible-post fon:7-6f
competing with collections of lesser impffilance:for general library
funds.

This risk must not be. taken with such a xaluable national
resource. The reorganization'proposal was postponed only because of
outraged testimony by the legal_and library communities bef6re the
congressional Joint Committee on the Library nearly two years ago,
but it is'still pending. Witnesses at the committee hearing's who
testified in opposition to the reorganization, eepre'senteti the Ainerican
Bar Association Standing Committee on Facilities of the Law Library
of Gongress, the American Association of Law Schools, the American
Association of Law Libraries, the LjPrary of CongresS United,

,Association 'of Employees, and the Law Librarians' Society of the
.vDistri t of Colu,mbia. Opposing witnesses who testified in their.

indivi ual capacities included the chief of the American- British Law
Divisi n of the Library of Congress, the of the U.S.
Department of Justice, and.seyeral-pdst presidents of the American
Association of Lavir.Libraries, who are distinguished professors at

o
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:national law schools or librarians at major law firms. While some of
these called only indirectly for the creation of a separate facility for 'a

i National Law Library, they were united in their support of such a
. concept and in opposition to merging the Law Library into the

administrative substructure of the Library of Congress.

P.
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The Librarian of Congress also persistently affirms that the
Library is what it says it isthe Library of arid for the Congressand
all other needs and goals are secondary to congressional usage. But,
should congressional needs, while certainly great and probably
paramount, be interpreted so as to constrict an issue of this,
magnitude? If access to these materials is so urgentli, needed by the
Congress, which generates many of them, is it not then more
desperately needed by the rest of the Nation upon whom the laws
impact?

The establishment of a National Law Library would not
preclude priority attention being given to the needs of the Congress
and its Congressional Research Service, but would allow adequate
and timely legal information and bibliographic services to be
provided to the other two branches of national Government, to all
levels of,State and local government, and to the legal and lay

, Being relieved from attempting to accomplish these time-related tasks
.would permit the Library of Congress to concentrate on its,overall

mission: to serve the Congress, to serve as the national registrar, to
serve all the Nation's libraries in other and perhaps less urgent.
respects, and to serve the whole community of learnig.

a

The law is much more than a scholarly or artistic discipline. It
is the basis for action, the foundation of freedom,,the pontemporary
illumination of our Constitution, and the ordinary mhanism which
regulates and protects our livq, our properties, and our civil liberties,
Our Nation's greatness has been measured in recent decades in terms
of our being the progenitor and repositor of scientific information.
Perhaps our greatness .will once again, as in the early days of the
Republic, come to be measured in terms of the legal information
which we share with the rest of the.world. This, will not be possible if
our current daily interpretations of those unparalleled documents, the
U.S. Constitution, Bill of Rights, and U.S. Code, are buried in County
courthouses and administrative offices for none to see. Nor will it be
possible if significant national developments are available to just a
powerful few because they are indexed or available in a timely sense
only through expensive computer systems not accessible to II.

Intrinsic to our legal system is the idea that laws shall be
officially recorded, preserved, and made accessible to everyone. Our
system of justice further requires a wide dissemination and awareness
of these Jaws and regulations. We have no provision or place for
secret laws or for those whose inaccessibility impede compliance.
To the extent that our laws and regulations are unknown due to
inadequate-bibliographic control and accets, 'they are as effectively
secret as if deliberately suppressed. ,

4 '1.0
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A National Law Library could do much to prevent this by
assuming responsibilities for a collection truly national and
international in scope. The times call for innovation, and the

a J establishment of a law library with _a statutory mandate to serve the
Nation wouldape a monumental and historic step.,One has only to
look at the accomplishments of the National Library of Medicine for,
confirmation: Doubts of efficacy surely existed before that library was
founded, but the tremendous strides in health care dprIng the past 25
years are due in significant part -to the wide dissemination of medical
and scientific information by this library.

. .

. The dual responsibility of the National Law Library would be
'similar: to develop a national collectionand to provide keys to its
contents. Many endeavors would be involved: cataloging of 4egal .

materials; cooperation-with other major law libraries here and
abroad; adoption and enforcement of standards for legal indexing

i .. . and`bibliography; maintenance.of a bibliographic structure flexible
enough to accommodate all law-related inforipation regardless of its
output rate or volume; acquisition and immediate coordination of
national and international commercial lawsand regulations, in -,

recognition of the fact that American mercantile interests find it
exceedingly difficult to conduct business transnationalTlaey are, by
necessity,ifOrced'into a burgeoning international "law merchant"
more reminiscent of --`.medieval Europe than-of a technological
advanced civilization. (BusineSs interests and their legal toun e now,v, ,

must pursue.up-to-date trade and legal information in dozens of
,),

different departments in several different Federakagencies. ThiS .

unavailability of irtormation necessary to our interests is absurd when
we rather freelj Make our technological information available to
other nations-with competingeconornic interests./

k ..

1

.. It would be the responsibility of the National Law _Library to
enhance the administration of,fustice and the pursuit of commerce by .

. implementing these and rhany more ideas to serve the needs of legal
researchers. Each member of thetlegal community is an individual'
researcher engaged in seeking information toward active ends, and
only on occasion researching to write passive commentary. No
individual researcher, or local law'library, can.copeunaided any
longer with t e explosion of legal publications, be these,court
opinions, nistrAtive rules, or statutes or treaties. The similar
explosions i tields necessary to i ontemporary legal analysis, such as
human rights, energy,, and environment only compound the problem.

41.

,

4130

-Fo.serve legal researchers, law library service is different from
that most librariesc It is usually needed (Dr ierimediate purposes;',it
is lit rature-dependent, and the literature is different from that of `N

othe disciplines. Its Efibliogiphy is alsO different and must be current
to th moment. Law`librarianship is also different; it functions
optimally in a library devoted solely to legal'and law-related services
-where skills are constantly eplianced, and where a complete grasp' of
the relevant subject matter ant bibliography cart attained by staff
having a professional' commitment.

477
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Because of these factors, the present LawLibrary already has a
unique relationship with the, public that no other department of the
Library of Congress has.11t maintains a direct relationship with other
law librari and this assists in the overall administration of justice.
This relations ip must he enhanced and expanded to encompass a
national netwo k of law libraries having the National Law Libriry.as
a central repository charged with collection of all relevant materials,
bibli graphic control, and dissemination of information About its
holdin -

e

Law libraries exist All over our land, They must be unified to
enhance retrieval and the development of sound legal principles, and
to effect substantial financiar_economies for the whole. Nation. The
needs of the country outside Washington, D.C., are not being met,
and they must be if we are to realize effective equal access to legal
information for all people.

The American Bar Association, assembled in convention in
February', 1.979, passed a unanimous resolution which deplored and
opposed the ongoing and proposed policies of the 'Library of
Congresstoward the Law Library, and'reaffirmed its support of the
separate cl4partmentarstatus of the ,,ayv Library. In its accompnying.
report, it urged that immediatiouht, and study be given to the
estabys'hme'nt of a National Lainbrary as an autonomous entity.
Other responsible organizations which can speak knowledgerply on
this topic have made sirnilarrecommendations by testimony or
publication.

It,

.r

478 ,
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1

Therefore, I prdPose the followiN::

, -
1) that a National Law Library be established by the Congress .

of the United States; , .

.2) that the La'w Library of the Library of Congress be the .-0-
nucleils of the NatleDal Law Library;

3) that the physical facility of this library be located as closely'
as possple to the United,States capitol and the Supreme Court of the
United States, so that the library can continue to serve these bodies
as conveniently as in the past; ..

.. ) \
, k

, ,

.. 4) thikt the Congress make (findings and declare as broad and
all-inclusive a poliCy foi the National Law Library as it found:And
declaredfor the National Library of,Medicine in 191i, anctas if has
consistently. refined and reaffirmed since that time as 'Set forth in 42

280b. A paraphrase of this codssection, redrafted to pertain
to the mission oithe National Law Library, coul ceacl as, follows:

U.S.C; conge6sionai
Declarations of Policy

Authorization of Appropriations

dings, and

(a) The Congress' hereby finds.and declares that:'(1) the
unprecedented expansion_ of legal information within the past two
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$

decades has brought about a massive growth in the quantity, and
major changes in the nature of, legal information, materials, and
publications; (2) there has not been a corresponding growth in the
facilities and techniques necessary to adequately coordinate Ind
disseminate among members of government and the judiciary, the

legal profession and the public the ever-increasing volume-of
knowledge and_information which has been developed; (3) much.of
the value of this ever-increasing volume of knowledge which has
been, and continues to be, promulgated as law and regulations will
be lost or not properly implemented unless proper' measures are
taken in the immediate future to develop facilities and techniques
necessary to collect, preserve, store, process, retrieve, and facilitate
the dissemination and utilization of such law and other legal

materials.

(b) It is therefore the policy of-this part to

(1) assist in the training of law librarians and otherilgal
information specialists;

.

\-1 (2)assist, through grants to knowledgeable members of-the
legal/system, and to public or nonprofit private institutions on the

behalf of such members and others, in the compilation of existing,
and the creation of additional, written matter.which will facilitate the
distribution and utiliziation of knowledge isid information relating to

law, jurisprudence, and government;

(3) assist in conductOf research, investigations, and
demonstrations in' the fief of law library science and related
activities, and in the development of new techniquO, systems and

equipment for processing, storing, retrieving, and distributing legal
information; 4

(4) assist in establishing, expaciding, and improving the basic

resources of law libraries and related facilities;

(5) assist in the, development of a national system of regional

' law libraries each of which would have facilities of sufficient depth
and scope to supplement the services ()Pother liv. libraries within. the
region served by it; 'ond ,

,
. ' ...-0.

. (6) provide financial support in tile public interest to legal
publications and comp terized information systems.

These recommendations are,(onsient with tha goals and
, .

. .

purposes offha proposedNational Library Act, currently under study
by the Congress. The need is great if justice is to be sertfed. The time

-is now.
_

... ,

,t>

Vivian .Balest'er

.2

awN

.. .
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Minority Group Needs for PublicLibrary Service:
A Statement in Support of -the National Library \ct

My name is Thomas C. Battle. I amracting director of the
Moorland- Spingarn Research Center, at Howard University ha:
Washington, D.C. I want to talk to you today about the importance of
pubk libraries and the availability of meaningful public library

1, services to America's minority groupsnot the; waves of immigrants
who flooded to our shores in the late 19th And early 20th .centuries
burthe descendants of immigrants who were brought here in chins
or who came in poverty and want to learn and understand the values
of our society and the roles they can play within our society. These
are. the minorities in America which have traditionally suffered from
the problems of illiteracy, high unemployment,, and inability to speak
English or to command it well.

More than 200 years have passed since Thomas"Jeffersoit n and
his colleagues at Philadelphia asserted as a self-evident truththat,"All

or men are created equal." And, while this.equality has not been
'realized effectively, its vigorous pursuit continues. Ironically, though,
our computer-based, highly industrialized society-and increasingly
benevolent government have made equality harder to achieve for
many citizens than it appeared for most in the simpler settinA,of the
18th century. To ealize "equal opportunity" in present-day America,
one needs to be able to find where the opportunities are and to be
able to utilize them to one's best advantage. This often demands
more knowledge, skills, and sophistiCation than so'me of our most
educated citizens possessed two centuries ago. _

A number of government and private programs have' attempted
to bridge the gap between the so-called "advantaged" and the

3 so- called "disadvantaged." Few have succeeded. The'result is that-
countless Americans live in worlds-of ignorance andpoverty.

The public library offers an avenue for compensatory
education and for aindemic reinforcement. Just as a college or
university library-must provide curriculum support to maximize the
effectiveness of the Oducational process, so too must public libraries
support public education efforts. I,n this way it truly,,becomes#e
university of the people and foi- the people who need .1,t mostthe
educationally disadvantaged and impoverished.

4
While public libraneu-,Lo not possess any panacea for 'the

paradox of greater inequality today, than earlier in our history, they
.do provide some powerful weapons for depling with it. With their
decentraik.ed network 'of branches to-serve local,gommunities, with
librarians professionally trained in the skills of organizing and
.maintaiti,ing reference materials, andwith already established
collections of backup resource,, public libraries are thelogic'al
community agencies to provide across-the-board irgprmation and
referral services, as. well- as suppprt for literacy programs.

The thousands of public libraries across the Nation are the
logical resources'to bring to the task of correcting educational w

sf
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inequality and improving job and social s1Cills. Public libraries can
supply needed inforMation, improveliteracy, provide guidance, and
heighten self-assurance for those who are at the bottom end of the
economic and educational ladder. Innovative,librarians and creative
community leaders ha' e already shown;he way. The challenge for

the rest of u5 into fashionka lasting progiam. The thought that
libraris are frills and the failure to provide library services for our
citizens in a meaningful way are an indictment of our society.

The problem is that traditional library services tend- to reach
only the.better-educated and more stable members of minority
communities. For all:practical purposes,these services are largely

o unavailable to the great majority of residents of underprivileged areas.
. We must realize that during legalized segregation, there was no'dual

library system providing for the needs of Blacks, particularly, and that

- libraries have often been located in areas generally inaccessible to
Blacks-and other minorities, with materials often irre(evant-to the

needs of these used groups..
,

Libraries have found that if they are to reach the
J disadvantaged goembers of their communities, trio/. raust use their

resources in innovative ways. Language barriers, cultural barriers,

lo -reading levels, and simple mistr\st prevent many poverty-area
ople from 'recognizing the library A a_resourceepable of boosting

hem up to4obs and a better life.

I While yip must provide opportunities for the institutionalized
and tFre economically and educationally disadvantaged, it is not fair

to place the financidi burden of developing and using new library.
resources to help these.disadvantaged primarily on the taxpayers of
the cqmmunity where thance has brought the need. The ost should

base,borne by a-broader ba, and that is why we urgently need a new'
National Library Act, and need it funded'as well and as soon a&
possible..The,Javits/Kennedy Study Bill for a proposed new National
Library Act provjdes for special library services Collie illiterate,
unemployed, disabled, handicapped, and institutionalizedthose
whO most need itnot necessarily minorities; but inordinately so.

l'urd this White House Conf /ence, which was first prop-ad
more than 20 years ago and whiclrfias enjoyed the active support of
four Presidents, to help us all to realize the American dream of
equality by actively supporting the needs of mTnorities fog substantive
public library services and for a nek National Library Act.

Testimony Submitted
by Ivan R. Bender .

.1

/ Thomas C. Battle

I
.

. .
. .

On January 1, 1978, the first general revision of th nited

States Copyright Law since 1909 became effective. The new
legi9ation (P..L. 94-553) was Widely hailed as one which brought the
United States copyrightslaws up to date in an era'of technological

developments. *
I .

473 l'
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One area of the new law which required careful negotiation
by thvarious interest groups concerns reprography of all kinds as it
affects libraries and library users. It is not surprising, therefore, that
the interest of the Copyright Office in this Ctriference is quite
intense. We hopehat by means of this paper, and throUgh
discussions-among staff people of the Copyright Office and with
persons attending the Conference'iri official capacities, we will be
able to make you aware of our concerns, and that we will become
more aware of yours.'

-.Section 108 of the Copyright Law, entitled "Limitations on
Exclusive RightS: Reproduction by Libraries and Archives," is the
center of our focus for purposes of the White House Conference. This
provision of the law enables libraries and users of libraries to*
reproduce copies of phonqgraph records of certain works under
ertain terms and conditions. As you might well imagine,
representatives of authors,and publishers of copyrighted works, and
representatives of librarians, and users of libraries'spent a
considerable amount of time discussing the various issues involved
and in testifying before the Congress in an attempt to secure the best
resolutiOn of a difficult problem. The final Ilanidage of this section of
the law is a cooperative effort by those interest groups and the
Congress.

o 9.
Without a doubt, a new concept in the law was being

developed.. Nobody whd was involved with this effort was
completely hawk with the final result, which perhaps is the best
indicator of a successful compromise. But like all compromises, some
things do not work out in practice as well as they should for one side
or the other; and so the Congress, aware of possibleunforseen ,

problems, as well as the desire to be kept apprised of developments
in this area, created language liich_rnandates that the Register of
Copyrights, at fiNie-yeariintervalt beginning with the elle/dive date of
the law, issue a report to the Congress on this section. The first of
#ese reports is due on January'l, 1983.

Ivan R. Bender
U.S. Copyright OffiCe

The Carter administration has proposed an Institute for
Scientific and Technological Gpoperation (ISTC), formerry called tAe
Institute for Technological Cooperation. The dual purpose of the ISTC
is to: 1) "strengthen capacities of developing countries seeking to
apply scienc and technology to meet their needs"; and 2) "focus
increased scientific and.t9chnological research attention on the
search for .better way to meet basic human needs and approach
.glo141 problems." (E..ro ITC "Congressional Presentation" crocurnerlt,
dated February 23, 197 ) The ISTC legislation is Qow pending in the
Congress.
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One of the 10 major program'areas of the proposed ISTC is
"Communications and Information Systems." Specific system tasks

identified include: "tapping sources of scientific and technical
information in other countries," and "disseminating information on
iiiiproved productive practices, 'ealth measures, etc., to the local

propulation."

These tasks are consistent with the Conference theme on ,

"Increasing International Cooperation and Understanding," which
includes cultural exchange, science -and technology exchange, trade,
information, and personal information exchange.

The ISTC has been authorized by the Congress, but there has
been controversy over its funding and 4ppropriation:-The'ISTC
legislation is part ofitfie foreign aid package nova in the Conference
Comm'ittee on Appropriations of the House and Senate.

It is suggested that'the White House Conference on Library
and Information Services 'endorse the ISTC and urge t Congress to

follow up its authorization with the appropriations n ed to fund the

ISTC operations.

1\r

ADDENDUM:

Excerpts from "Congressional Presentation"
by the Institute for Technological Cooperation

February 23, 1979

Preface

., .
"For the rest.of this century, the greatest potential for

,. % ,
growth is in the deVeloping world. To become more self-
reliant, developing nations need to strengthen their
technological capabilities. To assist them, I am proposing a
new United t foundatiA for technological collaboiation.

. .'1 v.-- '

"Through private and public foundations' and through

il V
-4' bur increasing participation 'in the United Nations conferences,

S . ,
we can make technical and scientific cooperation a key

.., ..-=
element in ourylationship." ) ,---

.

,
,--- .- .:- Jimmy Carter

Address to the
Congress of
Venezuela

1 . March 29, 1978

,N

./. L
v
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.. the Congress declares that-a principal objective of the
foreign policy of the United St ,testis the encouragement aild
sustained support of the people of developing countries in

A their efforts to acqu'ire the knowledge and resources essential
to development.ond to build the economic, political, and-
social institutions which will improve the quality of their
lives."

v./

Enacted by Congress as
Section 101, Chapter I of
Part I of the Foreign
Assistance Act of 1961,
as amended.
October '6, 1978

Contents

I. Summary Statement

II. FY 1980 Budget Summary

III. Background Discussion
- The Importancepf Science and Technology to Development
- Development As§istancetxpdrience with Technology

The Role of Research and Development
- The Need for,Technological Cooperation

IV. Description of IFTC
A A. Purpose and Functions of IFTC

B. Organization and Programming

V. Program Desdription
A. Summary
B. Problem Area Discussion and Illustrative Projects

1. Increasing Agricultural Productivity and Rural Income
2. Improving Hal Conditions in Developing Areas.
3. Improving Population Programs
4. Nutritional Improyement
5. Strengthening Indigenous Science and Technology

Capacity
6. Improved Processes of Technolog cal Cooperaton
7. Communications and Information Systems
8. Energy Planing and New Foergy Supplies
9. Environmental Protection and Natural Resource

Management
10. Non - Agricultural Employment

V1. Special.Concerns
A. Why'a Semi-Autbnomous Institute?
B..Criteria.andTentative List of Projects for Transfer from AID

Summary Statement: In Mgrch, 1978, President Carter
. proposed a new institution for scientific and ehnological

4 ~E
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_cooperation with developing countries. That initiative, the institute for
Technological Cooperation (IFTC), fills a need frequently expressed \
by developing country spokesmen and,,builds-on the recognized
strength of this country in science and technology. It will add an

'effective new means of responding to the changing circumstances of
the Third World jn support of our national policies.

The Institute has a dual purpose: 1.) toistrengthen capacities of
developing countries seeking to apply science and technology to
meet their needs;. and 2) to `focus increased scientific and
technological research atte tion on the search for better ways to meet
basic human needs and, a roach global problems..

°
lustification A part of the overall development assistance

program, but separate in its structure and focus, IFTC strengthens the
nation's ability to respond to several critical needs in line with U.S.

e policy:

It mobilizes the scientific and technological talent of the U:S
both public and private, to address, the critical problems of poverty
and disease, and those of global concern, for example, natural
resources and environmental planning. At present, only about ore
percent of te world's civilian R&D expenditures are devoted directly

Ur'tto the problems, of the poorest half of the world's people.
as

It increases the efficiency of assistance programs, bilateral and
multilateral, by sustained, professional attention to gaps in our .

'knowledge about small-farm food 'production, tropicaldisease
oontrol, and other problems inhibiting the effective use of aid. At
present, the-ciops grown by the world's poorer farmers are the least
known; vaccines effective in the temperate zone are failing in the
tropical regions where the poor 1ive, for reasons yet unknown..

$.
It aims at building the problem-solving capacity of the ,-

-.developing countries themselves, particularly the capacity to select
,

and adapt technologies relevant to their needs. The use of
inappropriate technologies has widened the-gap between rich and

. poor and deprived the people of developing countries of productive
employment' opportcnities.

It provides h meansfor testing, adapting; and bringing to they
stage of application 'technOlogies-aPpropriate to,the needs of the
people in develOping countries.

It provides for a new relationship with advancing,
"middle-tier"\countries, not based on concessional aid, but through a
cost-shared partnership in which their skills antilresburces are joined
with ours to solve problems of development. Mexico,. Venezuela; and
Colombia.are examples of countries where such cooperation 4.tj1c1

be mutually benefiaai. , °-

It provicids a focal point in the U.S. Government for examining.
all R&D done in U. agencies of relevance to development and for

4 7 71
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linking such programs to international systems of information and
corrimunication so that this work has wider benefit.

.40 o

1
4

4 It provides.a'means,of engaging the private sector more
directly in meeting the needs in developing countries.

°, I

Relationship to AID: 1FTC will be supportive of grid
coordinated with%AID through the International Development '"

Cooperation Administration, and the-use of joint working committees
and field arrangements. IFTC i5 distinguished from AID in: 1) its
primary focus on finding new andbetter ways to apply science and
technology for develbpment; and 2) iM promotion of technological
cooperation on both development problems of the poor and global
ptgblems such as environment, energy, and natural resource
development which affect thel.J.S. and developing countries.

F

Staff an-clStructure: The Institute will have a small, highly
profeSsional staff. Much of it will be on term appointments and
borrowed-from-the-private sector, other government agencies,- -4--
universities, and research institutions. Experts from developing
countries will be included in both the staff and the Advisory Council.

,i,
Rather than directlyoperate programs itself, IFTC will make

grants or sign contracts with those institutions in developing .

countries, in the private sector, and the science community .that can
-do the job. About 75 percent of its funds will be spent iri the
developing countries. It wilract largely as a catalyst to bring together _
tlyise interested and working on development problems so that---

. ----'e 'ciency is achieved.

Current Efforts: The use of radio for development purposes,
including/VD supportedrojects in mathematics teaching in
NiCaraguan schobls and informing,fafMers and their families in
Guatemala, has-recently demonstrated new potential for the
contribution of media to the rule' poor. The rfiquirements of

r 4 successful Media project are 1J/coming better understood.

Major donor programs encompass field experiments and
applications of media, aswell,as policy and cost studies at the
sectoral and project levels..The development banks fund
tel infrastructure investments, although largely on
commercial (rather than "basic needs") criteria.

M1

UNESCO has-stressed national communications,policy-
making. AID has recently begun six-year initiative to test the utility
of satellite corpmunicationsto rural basic needs-oriented
development.

FY 1980. Budget: The FY 1980 budget reciest is for $25 mil(ion.
Approximately 20 percent of this will- be concentrated on problems of
food; 25 percent on health, population, and nutrition; 25 percent on
specific programs for Ncfant5fOgical capacity-building and cooperation
including rntoileitions al information-systems; ,J8 percent on
problemS'Of e ergy, environment, and natural resources; and,12

q :
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Ask , .

percent On nog-agricultural Careful'program4p4Fir,fg ',;

will be done throughout the ffrst Yee, as well as active starts madeiin-

projects where thelpreparaiigtis are a.lready in:place, Long -range ,,,,- ',' , .

research programs now financed by Alp:vvill also be transfetrecl to

IFTC.
. . .. .,' 1 I . a '

a a a Le
0 . 4 a a

. 4,6..

Comenunicationcs and IhfoWnatidn Systems ,

, -,: a ,
8 1

. . -

^ introductiprif.Rapidcommrtrficati.on and reliable Iniormatioh, .". _.,

handling systems are vital to the functioning of modtcrirsooiety. .

Improving media and data processing.caobilifies'mu e a, J ,

necessary adjunct tohuildinga national capacifylor,:un;lerstandihg: ..
, and dealing with.problems. ComMunic4tion and ia fmation systems, , .,

, are essential to.a wide range of de.yelopMent taskS,. nauding the c.

following: 1) gathering and proce*hg datiaon prit §,-oulp.uts, ..

2 transfers, etc.'in order to make sgan`sible oolicy decisions; 2) tapping ..r ts
'sources:Rf,scienti?ic and technical information in' other Countries; I .1

3) disSeriirnating infortnation on imprayea produetivb.pra'ctic(0, ,

health measures, etc. tothe,kkai populationc 4) Coordinating,the .

6) disseminating information on the policies of govern" ent. °
functions of government; 5)edocating,people in school AdQut; and

... 6 e .
4

' T # °

0
eDespite a veritable explosion in technblogy fpr, hese purposes.

.

in developed` countries;, the adapt'' ons td the developingkountries,

....",

. especially to the needs bf the majors , hlve been dude limited:
Overcoming the obsrades to bette? u e uchtechnglogy could .,

have impact in every sector of ave menf. f s ,

--:,,:
Background: Techpical ddvance in the fir,:ds of -

. A
communications, information gathering' and information handling
have been 'tremendous in the industrialized countries, in recent -

decades.,Satellites,.computecs, microfilm, and many other advances

have enormously increased the ready availability of inforrriaiion. The .
\ potential benefit togyeloping.countries-fromithese'advahce's would", ,-

seernto be enormobs, but, as with other technologies, thejact that xf
they were developed for advanced country purposes 'creates , .

difficulties in their transfer. In some cases, use of advanced
communications-and information systems can widen the gap between

the modern and traditional sectors of developing countries.,
. , -A ft a

In the case of radio, for example,.aproliferation of
broadcasting has occurred as transistors lowered costs and increased

access to radio reception. But the u surge of media use' has often , ). .

been prompted by political or com erciai motives and the results f
have not necessarily advanced the evelopment process.

The technological frontier 'advancing so rapidly, 'however,
that communications may be th only motor factor in the

. development process with a'declining future cost curve. Lower costs

related to mass media may in the long run offer the best Chance of
. ;

providing the information necessary to improve,te lives of the .

people outside the major cities in developing CoUntries,., It. may also .

offer he best chance of keeping them outsic:lethe major,cities, by
..- helping to make rural life more attia e. - , ,

...t. n J
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Modein tecirdtogy in the fields of cohinunicatians and ;

$

a -
a

For the development potential of,this°,technology to be
attained, more attention is needed to be giVen)to'adaptit,e research
and e)iperinientation with' effecth/a media appkations:

.0 , .
, , , information is.very expensive,,ancAthe Political and -economic ,,
i

,..0. . interests invOlyed are powerful, so IF-3-C will need to.Adrcise,
, ., . °i caution.in deciding what it can realiAtiCaLly try taa.ccorripl.O.

4 , , A ,; ' i
''

.- I.
,..: ' 'a , The Institute's Prograrp.9nitiallyyan intensive planning effort a%

. ,
. will be undertaken to identify strategjes for increasing the

- , contribution of communications and* information technology to..
(1' .

*' . 0, development:Plarining activities will focus On the following areas:
. ..

, ''1 a. .
1 f Voss media ariplicatidn constitute the most heavily

..
o ''. researched area t.date.,Basit principles for structuring a successful

. 0' project are know'ri, as are practical, methods for planning, message- ., 0

, desiqn, pre-testingevaluation and administration of nedia. IFIC
.acti ties Will ensurethat,this knowledge is ,effectively disseminated

, and utilized Iv tisne undertaking rieW projects.
1. ..... e' - . ,

./ 2) Specialized information services afesAtreasingly available .

td developing countries through catalogs and mailing systems, and
t even remote computer terminals. However, there are serious

. '2; ,questionslegarding the conditions under which such information is
. :,.' .;.

Vi. .
'really asetfor can really be useful. 'ft') order to ensure that developing.. . .. ..... , country needs and conditions are adequately considered, ''a

30
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,

mechanism's for filIering informationand Tor incorporating particular , :
'rnfor ation needs shOuld be developeekktkperience with develOing ,

co triesiiise of existing systems should also be studied., this, slit bject
°Will etTiseusied-at the UN Conference op Science and Technology'
for Development and specific project ideas will emerge from those
iscussions.. ., , .

r, ... .- ..4- . 4' 0

.. - a A o

o 3) Appropriate hardware for use in arid and.tropical ,.

envirOnmeptsbyusOs from ndntechnologicar cultures is anmpqrtant ..
subject for R&D: AdaptatlOn of technologies ranging'from audio,

. cassette recorders and small radio 'transmitters to simple printirig ,
presses and lodally producible paper should be probed. Use of
pictorial rather than langiiage instruction should be promoted for
nonliterate poPulations and multi- lingual situations. R&D now
underway concerning larger technologies, such'as satellites, ground
stations, and micro processor -based equipment should alsp be

.,folloWed and assessed. ' . ,.

. . , .
4) Delivery systews Ave ndt been effectiVe in developing a.

. . ,countries. New approaches to training,'use df me a, and other ..
elements are urgently needed to.move- known tech gy to the - -
users.,IFTC will initiate special to analyze pro terns and,

.
, o

,--protnote improvements. --, . , ... N
.., . . .

.. ..03.e ,
.5) i\15t44 infprnatityn.infastructure; are on the horizon. Kiew'

generations of satellites and new' digital teC'h"niques may allow Or
-. integrated development of post,' telephone, llroaddastin$ and data
..', :communisations. HoWever, such technologies are not yet operational-
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-even in the industrial countries. In view of the particular constraints
existing in developing countries, diffei:ent investment alternatives
(horn the technologically conservative to the most adventurous) must
be assessed very critically, under different assumptions regarding

future cost curves and equipment availability and reliability.

6) Policy research becomes extremely important, as major
technological options are considered, and as political leaders require
,natiorial communications policies. Methods or conducting policy:-
oriented research need further development. Investigation of the
developmental impacts of entertainment and information'media and
of the.telephone is of great importance to developing countries in the
guiding of future investments by their governments.

Planned FY 1980 Budget

Project Initiatives:
Projects in cooperation with the AID
communication satellite initiative,
especially regarding development of
lower-cost technology for disseminating
programs to the populace.

Intensive Planning Activities:
Specialized Information Systems
Mass Media Applications
Communications Policy Research

Total

Communications and Information
Illustrative Project

$1.0 million

$1.0 million

$2.0 million

Title: Specialized Infovnation Services.

Pdrpose: To examine the mtans to improve the utility of
modern information systems for development purposes.

Background: Information gathering and handling technology
has advanced spectacularly in recent years as a result of the
development of computers, satellites, and electronic data processing
systems. The potential value to developing countries of the extensive
data bases which have been amassed fb make use of the new
technologies would seem to be very great. High expectations also
surround potential applications of remote sensing data (particularly
from LANDSAT) and of computer software packages,..,

However, these technologies are extremely difficult to use
successfully even in developedrcountries. To make these technologies
productive, there must be large institutional users with relatively
stable and competent operations whiCh have very specific problems

to solve; and adequate resources with which to solve them. Most
developing countries may lack this institutional base of users. They

may, also be plagued by rather basic technical problems, such as
unstable power supplies, lack of spare parts, etc. In addition, the
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manpower demands of operating specialized information services
nay exceed the capacities of many smaller or poorer countries.

Even if these constraints are circumvented, the results could be
disappointing. To the extent that these problems can be surmounted,
urban, modern institutions may be the major beneficiaries. Thus,
specialized information services could widen the gap between
traditional and modern sectors, unless vigorOus efforts are vdertaken
to tailor the techrfology to the heeds of. development. There is a
pressing need to examine the means by which governments and
other institutions seeking to improve the conditions of the poor can
use these services.

FY 80 Intensive Planning Activities: IFTC will, in collaboration -

with developing countries, undertake an indepth analysis of the
conditions under which information systems can be effectively
employed for development purposes. The results of this analysis will
be considered at a workshop of information users and information
scientists. Growing out of the workshop will be a plan for pilot
information projects in selected fields for implementation in FY 81
and thereafter.

James E. Beverly

I am John A. Bowser, Executive Director of the Philadelphia
"Urban Coalition. The Philadelphia Urban Coalition is a nonprofit
social service agency, financially\ supported by 102 PhilOelphia area
corporations at a level of approximately $1 million anTrually. In
addition, the Urban Coalition dnjoys,an effective relationship with all
levels of government and receives about $800,00Q' in grants from
governmental agencies directed toward impr ving services and the
quality of life of Philadelphia's disadvantage itizens. The Coalition
is led by a 65-member 'Prestigious board odir ors from business,
labor, government, community organizap ns, and industry. I am
appreciative of this opportiitilty, to testy,, specifically on behalf of
Philadelphia's Urban poor; and generalty on behalf of the urban poor
throughout our country. /,

The growth and development of our country has thrived on
the premise f a universal :ducation and the expectation that every
citizen i.n e United Sta s could and should make a positive
contribu on to society e have not displayed a "rich only" sign
and h e'historically Jupported a "rags to riches" peiformance and
rew ed the ethic: orhard work. The dilemmas facing the quality of
lif urban poo are tremendous. They ate devastated by spiralling

risin nterest rates, and higher levels of unemployment in
,our older citi s.than the national average unemployment rate reflects.
The quality .f life and the quality of service's provided by cities,
which ar heavily dependent upon a shrinking tax base, decline

. sharply our energy- sensitive, inflationary-oriented economy. The
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White House Conference on Library and Information S.rvices offers a
unique opportunity to surface the issue that older cities, which
unfortunately are heavily populated with the urban poor, ard0unabte

to maintain full-service an'd accessible neighborhood library facilities,

as well asa full range of other data and information services. Wie. S.

must not deny these Americans these unfortunate urbanitesand, as

a consequence, deny our countrycontinued growth and innovation

because of the problems of a shrinking tax base.

The minds of all Americans and their exposure and availability to
information must not be denied. The need for Federal funding
intervention is now; it is necessary, it is practical, it is the only means

of continuing the true meaning of universal education. The "rich
only" sign has never been the American way. An underdeveloped:
mind- is as important to our national security and economic growth as

an linderdevelOped country.

The older urban cities do face huge problems in achieving a

quality standard of living for all their citizens. Their financial inability

to maintain a library and information, service should not mean that
'these services disappear from the inner-city neighborhoods of our

older cities.

I urge the White House Conference on Library and Information

Services to endorse direct Federal financial suppoct to libraries,'
especially those in.older cities, where an objective measure of

poverty and disadvantaged living can be determined. It is my belief

that such a proposal would be supported in the pride that we hAve in
the general level of intellect of Americans as compared with other

nations of the world. This important to our country and necessary

to all of its citizens. Thank"you very much for this opportunity.,

John A. Bowser
Philadelphia Urban Coalition

I welcome the opportunity to appear before an open hearing

of the White House Conference on Library and Information Services.

I have felt a'sense of involvement for several weeks since, at our
headquarters in New York City, we have been putting on tape for

blind delegates some of t'he fascinating material being sent out in
preparation-for the Conference. Let me first tell you something about
Recording for the Blind, and then describe our new 'library program.

Background Information About RFB: Recording for the Blind is

a national educational organization meeting a critical need for

visually, physicallyfand perceptually handicapped stutlels and
professionals. It is the only national library that provides free-on-loan,

tape recorded boas for educational purposes to thousands of
handicapped Americans at every academic level. Since its founding
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in 1951, more than 531000 men, women, and children in everty State
have used RFB's serviceslearning by earto prepare for
independent, self-sustaining careers as teachers, social workers, -
ministers, engineers, mechanics, security analysts, and business ,--
peoplr RFB's library of spoken wordsthe largest educational'
resource of its kind in the,worldmakes possible for the
productive future.

RFB's constantly expancti g master tape library contains over
50,000 titles (over one million r corded hours} on topics as varied as
astrophysics, macroeconomics, a art history. With-the dedicated
assistance of highly trained volunteers, working in/29 RFB recording
studios throughout the country, the master tape library is growing at
the rate'of 400 titles per month. Last year alOne, RFB filled from our,
headquarters in New York City requestS fromplore than 13,000
borror.for nearly 90,000 texts,

Subject Reference System:. The National Endowment for the 7
Humanities recently made a substantial grant to RFB to create a
system for subject search of the titleg- RFB's master tape library,
using key and subject words, annotations, and text abstract
information. For the first time, blind and print-handicapped students
and professionals wishing to do research will have a quick,
deperidable mechanism for searching the tapedlnaterial available to
them.

Let me explain. While RFB has 'a strong record'oi providing
ecludational texts to the Nation's visually handicapped, we have
historically been able to answer requests fprIliovks only by author
and title As the aspirations of the blind grow, requests,-for RFB's
books/grow apace at an average of 10 percent annually, and we
increasingly receive inquiries from both student and professional

jisers for material on specific subject areas. glind'and pr.ifht-
/ handicapped students and professionals are doing more research for,

courses, theses, and dissertations, and RFB must be .Able to respond
/ to their reqUests. Professional users As well need this capability. As a

I-wit; RFB plans to:

Catalogue all its titles in MARC focmat with the atssistance of
the National Library Service for the Blind and Physi,cally
Handicapped of the Library of Congress. (Let me add, parerithetiCally,
that the services of RFB and the National Libfary,Servite complement
each otherNLS concehtratineon recreational re4cling,and RFB or
educational.)

-

- We will then augthent these records to fficirrlaie search.

We will put our catalpgue in the Bibi4ographic Retrieval ,
Services, so RFB's bibliography, can be searched at any of the
system's terminals. e

.
We will combine this cataloguing system with .taped-boOks

from other collections. /
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It is important that blind and print-handicapped students and
professionals across the country, as well as librarians andeducators,
become awe of the capability RFB is developing. We would like to
hear from any of you who have suggestions about how we can

improve our services.

This morning the President refetred to the frequent isolation of

the handicapped from library services and the printed word. Title IV
of the proposed National Library Act addresses this problem directly

,by proposing funding of special services to the handicapped. I cannot

leave this hearing without-urging"that this Conference recommend
that means be developed so that the U.S. Government can help
defray the operational costs of private libraries like RFB, which fill a
critical and unique function and have proven track records of serving
the visually handicapped in all 50 States.

Stuart Carothers
Recording for the Blind

A Proposal
for an International Freedom of Information Exchange

To Be Offered by the United States Government
oe

May I first express my appreciation for the opportunity you
have afforded me to present a suggestion, an.idea. t represent no

group, no constituency,. no organization; I am here as a 'private
citizen of the United States of America. If my appearance here has
any value, it may well lie chiefly in the fay that once again our
society is presenting evidence thatdespite the size and complexity
of our country-=.we have yet managed to, sustain those systems which

permit the individual to be heard, that participatory goVernment is a
reality rather than a slogan.

Those in attendance at this Conference are interested in ideas
and, by,profession, in the ideas of others. After all, we go to a book,

or to a film, to, a library or to a theatre not to find out what we
already know or have experienced ourselves, but to find out what
others have thoughland experienced. And .many here have dediCated
their professional lives to making it possible for each of us4o have

access to what others think and to what others have learned.

Our very survival, the survival of the human race, is it

predicated upon our capacity to share experience. There are those

who would believe thafIbur concern with the free exchange of ideas,
of opinion, of experience, of information is based/upon-
sentimentality; that it isa luxury, or that.it has value chiefly to the
scholar. And there are those who believe that such freedom of
infotmation is dangerous to our continued survival. Nothing could be

further from the truth.

r'
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The American belief in the free access,to thought is neither
sentimental nor a luxury, nor is it a policy promoted for the benefit of
the scholar alone.' It is our pragmatic experience that our growth as a
Nation and our survival as a people have been directly related to our
willingness to share our ideas with one another, with all people, and .

that we have benefited from the process.

My professional -career was begun in the field of radio
broadcasting, a field made possible by the work of Maxwell of
Scotland, Hertz of Germany, Marconi of Italy, Branley of France,
Lodge Of England, Fessenclen of Canada, and the Americans Morse'
wad Alexanderson. The directing techniques I used. were introduced
byStanislaysky, a Russian. The list could well go on. My profe'ssional
life was made possible by the willingness of others to share their
experiences. It was made possible because my society gave me

. access to that information.
.

The American society and the Anieqan strength were formed,`
not only through the immigration of peoples, but through the

ti immigration of ideas. Both the, people and the ideas were foreign
until we made`them our own, American. This is our heritage, the
creation of a society open to the ideas and the contributions of the
world. We must continue to build upon that heritage.

To contribute toward that endeavor, I should like to propose
that the Government of the United States of America offer to the
countries of the world the unrestricted use of a dedicatea Ul
channel to present thee views, culture, priorities, and ons to he
American pedple so that we may have abetter unders anding of ho
they perceive themselves and the world in which we ive together.

(

In our role of leadership in the free world, i is imperative that
we Understand the point-of-view of others if we are to deal
realistically with them. Scholars, reporters, and government agencies
seek to fulfill their obligations to the American public by presenting
these differing national viewpoints, but inescapably their reports are
colored by our own culture and our own priorities. Informed opinion

'is best achieved through first hand experience. How do they view
themselves? Let them tell us. What problems do they perceive? What
solutions do they propose? Let us listen to them.

Of course there will-be some (there always are) who will feel
that-the,American people need to be protected from the influence of

ti foreign opinion, propaganda, lies, distortions, or, in some Cases, even
the truth. Yet even propaganda has a value in communicating how
others view (or wish to view) the world we live in. As for its validity,.

think we can do no better than follow in such matters the advice of
Thomas Jefferson, who might well have been referring to television,
but was, in fact, referring to the\medium of his day, the book, when
he wrote, "If it be false.-in its fasts,ddisprove them; if false in its ,
reasoning, refute it. But,, for God's sake, Jet us freely hear both sides."
The question' is,,are we the American people willing to hear both

0
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sides? Or perhaps, more precisely, are the gate-keepers and
representatives of the American people willing for us t hearboth

sides?
,-

,

, That there are risks in allowing others to address our people

p without restriction is self-evident. We can be misled, fooled, our .

passions aroused. We are human. But let us be clear as to the nature
of the risk. We are not propbsing to trust others; we are proposing to

trust Ourselves, That 'is the nature of the American experiment in .

government. We make no claim as to the infallibility of oig people;, 4,
we do claim that our system of government presupposes the right of
the American people todetermine t it own destiny, and that in the

exercise of that right, access to infor ation is essential. Long ago, the
Greek leader, Pericles, understood the requirements of a free society
when he contrasted the restrictions placed upon foreigners 'in Sparta

with the open society of Athens where, as he said, "We trust less in

sytem than to the native integrity of our people. "'

Of course, in t e world in whieh we live, trust is very rare,
and it is not surprising that nationals from other countries find it
difficult tobelieve that we practice what we preach. They scoff at our

claim to free expression as a fiction,*protesting that our news and our
views are carefully tailored to disguise the truth frorAhe public. A
strong argument for providing a public, unrestricted television
channel for the presentation of national viewpoints other than our

own is that it will represent dramatic, easily understood, and
irrefutable evidence of the American commitment to freedom. Its /
emphatic statenient will It that we do,.in fact, practice what We

preach, that we are unair id, that we trust ourselves.

To do this I would propose the_following:

1) That the people of the United States make it possible for
everyone'wbo owns a television set in the United States to have

access to a channel that carries whatever.message or content other
nations wish to make available to the American people.

2)' That the people of the United States offer to the nations of
The world the wnrestricted use (so far as content is concerned) of
these' channels, so4at they may present their views, opinions,
culture; counsel, adviCe, observations, experiences, or criticisms
without modification or censorship by any agency, public 6r private,

of the United States.

3) That the use of these channels be available to the legal
representatives ofan'y nation recognized as legitimate by the United
Nations without regard to diplomatic recognition by the United,States
and without regard to oUr judgment as to whether that_representation

is salutary or pernicious.

4) That we provide such access even if a state of war exists,
between us in the belief that the more severe the stress, the more
important it will be to hear and understand (Noosing points of view,
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5) That use of the channel or channels be restricted only by
the availability of time and the need to provide equitable opportunity
to all nations.

6) That an appropriate commission be appointed by the
_President of the United States and funded by the Congress to achieve
these obje,ctives. .

You will, perhaps, have noticed that I have presented an idea,
rather than the details of its implementation. There are reasons for
this. First, I am appearing here as an individual, with the resources of
an indMdual, and the question of implementation will raise many
questions beyond my individual competency.

Second, and a more compelling reason for not examining
detail, is that discussion of detail can easily obscure the question,
which is, simply, do we as a people wish to provide a television
channel so that other nations may address ys directly and without
restriction?: That is the question. If we do not, then obviously there is
no need to examine the details of how to achieve that objective. If
we do, then the detailS are merely problems to be solved, not
arguments (because of their inevitable difficulty) against the ,...

achievement of our purpose.

Questions of.detail might involve such matters as the practical
limitations of availability of UHF channels, the process by which
facilities would be made available, and whether the offer should be
limited to access to the channel or should include broadcasting-and
production facilities. It is possible to argue that onlrreciprocal
agreements should be considered, although this would clearly limit .,
our capacity to inform our own people or to take advantage of a.,
public demonstration of our own willingness to,conduct an open '
society.

4
'etthis is not the forum for such an examination. Rather, I

believe, it is our role to consider what recommendations and what
policies we would like to endorse for the consideration of those who
bear the responsibility for transforming the American dream into an
American reality.

In presenting this idea, it is my hope that those of you whose
lives are dedicated to the preservation and dissemination of the hopes
and dreams and experiences of all mankind will find in this small
proposal some contribution toward your endeavor, and that this
Conference will recommend its approval and support.

John S. Clayton

My name-is Cecily Cocco, and I am an alternate from the
great State of California, president of the California Association of
Libra'ry Trustees and Commissioners, and chairman of the Lake
County Library Advisory Board.
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What image do you conjure up when you visualize the rural
library user? Mat ly of ,us have-traditionally fought the stereotype of
the "country hayseed" who comes to a conference such as This one
with a stalk of grain firmly Implanted betWeen his teeth! I myself
firmly,resisted the offer of a "Where the Hellis LakePort, California?"
t-shirt to drive my 'pant home!

ek No stereotype could be further from the truth. And, in fact, no
stereotypes apply here, since-the rural designation transcends age,
ethnic persuasion, and economic conditions. The common theme
running through rural concerns is, in my estimation, a sense f
isolation.

I concur with the California delegation's reaffir ation of the
American tradition of a free and open institution for nformation,
education, and culture known as the public libra in the following
areas:

1) Libraries are obligated to reach o to the unserved and
underserved. All barriers to such service hether legal, fiscal,
technological, attitudinal, or physical, or any othe) barriers, must be

eliminated. Physical facilities and staff must be capable of providing
services to all segments of society.

2) there is need for mandated gujranteed continuous Federal,

State, and local funding for libraries, with the understanding that the
implementation of programs and services will be cost-effective.
Libraries and information services should make every effort to
cooperate and coordinate their services to avoid overlapping and
duplication. Minimum standards for libi,ary services must be
established, and local agencies continde to administer library
services.

Your ideas of minimum standards of service may be qUite
different from mine. If I can make you aware that minimum levels of
service in a rural library may not now include access to such
"technological breakthroughs" as the telephone, the typeWriter, the

) card catalog, or duplication equipmentipr even access to the
building' kthe handicapped, as is the'case with the Lake County
Library in Lakeport, California .-.. let hone sophisticated networking
equipment; computerized information and eferral systems, and TTYs,

for example ... if I can make you aware of those distinctions, then I
will have partiallydisc ged my duties.to the Californians we .

represent. We may n be saying, "Stop the World, We Want to Get
Off!", but, we might be saying, "Slow Down World, We Wary to
Catch Up!"

...,.

.3) Children are the future of the libraries. Libraries ust ensure

that the young are involved in the planning for all libra services.

There is ameed for a national pro-library youth group. It must be

established as mandatory that state education code/set the specific
amount, of time for instruction in library usage in grades K,12. Every
school child must have access to a library.

4S
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4) Citizen.participation is essential if libraries are to meet the
challenge of today and tomorrow. We must ensure citizen
participation in .library programs and services. Libraries need to
encourage citizens ,o participate in library advocacy in the political
process.

3) Libraries are invisible. Support for an, improvement in library
and information service can only come about if the public knows

. i what is happening and what is needed. The public must be kept
informed by all possible techniques of all 'Nary programs and
services. This is an essential duty for all libraries,

6) Those inAlbraries must keep abreast of all future political,
social, economic, and technological changes in our society. We must
make certain that needed information is produced and that it is
disseminated in such-a way that all who wish to can use It.

In closing, I reaffirm the recommendations of the 300
delegates to the March, 1979, California Conference on Library and
Information Services, and I thank. NCLIS for the opportunity to present
them you-,

Cecily Cocco

Testimony Submitted Brief for Ethnicity Input Into/he Conference Proceedings
by David Cohen

My name is David Cohen, and I am coordinator, Ethiic
Materials Informanon'Exchange ask Force, Social Responsibilities
Round Thble (ALA) and director, Institute on Ethnicity and
Librarianship III, Queens College Graduate School of-Library and
Information Studies, City University of New York. .

Introduction: Since no task forCe report on library services to
racial and ethnic minorities was made 4yailable to the Conference
delegates, we feel the need for a statement pertinent to this issue.
You should have in your possession a memorandum on ethnicity
dated March 12r1979. It states that the concept of ethnicity has
replaced the myth of the "melting pot," and that, in fact, ours is a
multicultural society.

--44)8 \

,Permit me to remind you that librarianship is closely related to
ethnicity in that it intends to serve all the people in the community

°

and t9 find ways and means to reach all the ethnic groups,in the
library orbit. It is also incumbent on the White House Conference on
Library and Information Services to deal with the positive aspects of
ethnicity in deyeloping a national outlook on libraries which makes
kervice to ethnic groups a substantial part of any broad library
program, and not simply a special feature added to meet pressing
current demands.'

The White House.Conference should also consider what must
be done through library agencies to combat racism and sexism. It
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must further examine ways-in which librariqpn lend strong stipport
to the ethnic Minorities,'in our country in their efforts to overcome
prejudice, stereotyping and discrimination, especially in'print and

non-print media. ,

The Challenge pf Ethnicity: Vie have made considerable
progress since Philip Roth,in his,Goodbye Columbus, described the.

scene in,the library where the librarian is perplexed or uncertain of

what to..,do when a young Black boy walks in. Or consider that in '

1968 the National Commission on Civil Disorders reported its -

findings that Black students lack motivation because the learning
materials available to them had-little or no relevance. .'

Progress is relative. Consider that on Thursdays the world
renowned New York Public Library Reference and Research Building

on 42nd Street and Fifth Avenue is closed all day. This also means
that branch libraries in the local neighborhoods have seriously
reduced hours of service. How do we reverse this disastrous situation

in the urban centers of Afrierica?

The Brooklyn Public Library in Williamsburgh now has an

active Spanish Information Center to serve the large Hispanic
population inthe area. When its expanded activity required, an
additional professional, there was considerable difficulty in locating a
qualified person with Hispanic background. Minority training
programs ate being seriously reduced in the 1980 Federal budget.
We need more training opportunities for minorities in librarianship.

Not too many years ago, the Elmhurst General Hospital in
Queens, was 'confronted with an extraordinary multilingual
component among its patients. Twenty different languages' were
represented. A trained corpsf volunteers was organized to deal with
this unique situation. Public libraries similarly must be able to cope

with a changing multilingual clientele. There is tremendous resistance

in our country to\bilingualir, This must be overcome. Last week,
the Presidential Cpmmittee on the reaching of Foreign L'angUages
reminded us of our, low priority for, multilingual education by
recommending more emphasis on the learning,of foreign languages.

Foreign collections in our libraries must be dusted off and
strengthened to deal with the influx of new immigrants.

The Roots and Holocaust video programs have sparked great

and growing ethnic consciousness, riot only among Blacks and Jews,

but amorlvther major racial and ethnic minorities. The public
broadcasting station in New York, Channel 13, WNET, is currently
featuring a series on the "New Immigrants," including Columbians,
'<Weans, Italians, Israelis, Jamaicans, Greeks, etc.

During the first week in October 1979, a conference was held

here ih Washington on the Teaching of the Holocaust in Secondary

Schools. Sponsored by the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith
and the National Council for the Social Studies, reports at the

meeting indicated that tremendous activity was taking place in the
schools across the country with curricula segments on the "Nazi .
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1-ioloCauS't." As thel)nlY librarian present, I reminded the participants
that librarians too can play an important part in this activity, and that
We should not be taken for granted. Are we aware in the library
profession that the National Council for the Social Studies had
officially adopted in 1976'a set of Curriculum Guidelines for
Multiethnic Education with some recognipon for the role of the
school library in the march towards ethnicity? 0 `

Work ofthe Ethnic Materials Task Force:gpur task force on
ethnic materials has been functioning in ALA as part of the Social
Responsibilities Round Table since 1973. We, hawk attempted to
delve into the pfoblemsof building ethnic collections and serving the
minorities in the community. Much of the work involveckgettinglhe
publishers to df) more in their textbooks and trade hooks which
reflect the ethnic diversity of the American people. Advances have
been in the 'availability of quality interracial materials; Much remains,
to be done in bringing these materials to the'attention of the ethnic
minorities in.our communities. There i a vast number of potential
users and/or non-users'Aithin the minority groups who must be
brotight into the Library orbit if the neighborhood library is to
survive. The great challen,.to the White'House Conference on
Libraries is to design straregies which will reach significantly beyond
the present 10-15 percery of the population That use our public
libraries. The majqr theme.of this Conference in '.'meeting the
personal needs" of all citizens has to be translated into what are the
major ethnic groups in the-local community that rteed and require
our attention. If we can learn to deal with these potential users, "dr,
libraries may be saved from the brink of disaster around budget time, -`

The proceedings of the task force, available on-Jape, should be
useful in designing multi-ethnic programs. With the new census
figures that will be available in 1980, we will be in abetter position
to-know who are the prospective ethnic patroris in the community.
The available tapes cover:

, '1974 Ethnicity and Librarianship, What Is It?
1475 Advances in Multiethnic Medip Since ,1965
1976 Multi-ethnic Workshop: Advances in Training and

Service .

1977 Ethnicity and Librapianship: Ae New Pluralism
,,,1978 Tracking Community ethnicity .
1979 Getting to Know Your Eihn.ic Comniuhity
1980 (planned fort-Ain New fork, Selected Outstanding;

4 Programs Servicing Ethnic Groups in the Local
Community

e
, r

Our resources are at yOue command. We await your call., e' 4,

Training Institutes at.Qbeens College,: Asa result of the.
extensive activity in ALA on materials and services to minority

_

groups, we have been able to develop training 'Programs fOr minority
Fellows and institutes for schoolcollege,`anc1 public, librarians at
Queens College Graduate School of Library and Information-Studies.
Since 1972, we ha,ve been engaged in sensitizing professionals to the
needs of minority groups. At first we concentrated on the so-called

'0
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disadvantaged groups, i.e., Blacks, Hispanics, Asians,, and Native
Americans. Subsequently, we added all other racial and ethnic
minorities.who are subjected to prejudice, discrimination, and

stereotyping. /
.

As professionals, it was our considered decisiorr that we must,
learn to work with the many racial and ethnic minorities for mutual
reasons to make them library, users by supplying them with vital
information and contributing to their ethnic pride. We hope the
delegates to thil Conference will consider the foregoing
recommendations as a part of an ongoing. eneral strategy in reaching
all citizens. Ethnic groups are not special groups; they constitute the

people in the community.,

Conclusion:,In California, the Ethnic Services Task Force,
unIer an LSCA grant, is doing great things for the libraries and ethnic
minorities in that.State. In New Ylirk we are trying to/do the same for
the tremendous multiethnic and multilingual population.- Hopefully,-
with your help, every State in the union will follow California and .

New York. The California group leaves us with this important
recommendation: 4

"The ultimate goal of every public library should be complete
integration of services to the point where a separate ethnic
component is not necessary. Ideally, ethnic and ethnic-oriented staff
should exist at an levels in the library, from top administration to
.pages. Inclusion of ethnic needs in the planning of progrims and
services should be constant and automatic. MI library staff should be
inieracti,ng with the 'community, not just designated outreach

Guide for Developing EthniC Library Services
California Ethnic Services' Task Force, 1979,.p. 2

ADDENDA:

Memorandum

To: NCLIS, Washington, D.C.

FROM: Ethnic Materials Information/Exchange Task Force

'RE: Memorandum on\Ethnicity .for Transmission to theWhite
House Conferencebnlif3raries, prepared by D. Cohen, C.M.
Diodati, and L. Sherrill, et al.

DATE: March 12, 1979

1. The concept of ethnicity has.replaced the myth of the
melting pot and is well described in thisistaterbent, developgd at a
conference (Spring.1975) jointly sponsored by the National Education
Association and the Council on Interracial Books for Children:
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"Ours is a multicultural society. Our population includes U.S.
citizens of European, Asian, African, Central and South American,
Caribbean, and Native American descent. All of these groups have

.contributed to the total cultural fabric of our society. Our laws,
music, art, language, and literature refle'ct the values of this diversity.
Oul.public educative process is obligated to reflect this reality. All
people have the right of access to materials that express the rich
multilingualrmulticutiiral nature of our society: Our heritage of
freedom of speech and freedom of inquiry demands this. T4e goals of
a democr'atic society require it."

2. Librarianship is closely related to ethnicity, in that it intends
to serve all the people in the community and so must find ways and
means toTeach all the ethnic groups in the library orbit, not only

s users, but also non-users. This relationship can only be maintaihed
on a continuing, fruitful basis by means of creative collection
building'and innovative programs and services Tor The ethnic groups
in the community. It is also incumbent on the White House
Conference on Library and Information Services to make service to
ethnic groups a substantiiil part of any broad library program,1and not
simply a special feature added, ei gieet pr4ssing current demands. ,

3. Beyond this basic obligation, the American Library
Association has actively committed itself and its resources to a ,

coordinated action program against racism and sexism. Specifically,
this means an e(ort to overcome prejudice, stereotyping, and
discrimination in the library profession and in library constituencies.
The White House Conference should also consider what must be

-done through library agencies to combat racism and sexism. It must
further examine ways in which libraries can lend strong support to
the ethnic minorities in our country, in their efforts to overcome
prejudice, stereotyping, and discrimination, especially in p4Fint and
non-print media. An ethnic minority is defined as: a group of people.
who identify themselves as members of a racial, national, language

'sand /or religious group or combination thereof, which does not share
the privileges of the dominant group in America. consequence
of being members of a minority group, these people are frequently
discriminated against, segregated,fron), and exploited by that
dominant group.

4, In order to assist the White House Conference in its
deliberations on appropriate legislation devoted exclusively to library
services for ethnic groups, we propose the following resolution and
model legislative design:

Proposed Resolution

Whereas, the ethnic populations in America represent an
enormous potential source for library patronage; and

Whereas, there is no Federal library legislatiOn addressed
specifically and directly to the need for library services to ethnic
populations, and

502 .
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Whereas, libraries have much to offer by way of servicing and
programming which could contribute to the recognition of these e

diverse groupkend to the concept of ethnic pluralism; and

Whereas, these ethnic groups should be brought into the
library orbit as library.users, soethat they may in turn come to the
support of libraries 'around budget time; and

Whereas it is necessary to develop cooperation among
community-based ethnic groups', public libraries, schools and

,institutions of higher learning;

Therefore be it resolved, that Congress consider and approve
legislation directed to library services which meet the needs of ethnic
groups in America. ,

* * *

The following model legislation'is proposed to fill this
important need of serving the ethnic groups described above. (Ethnic
groups may be identified by race,. language, and/or national origin.)

Proposed LSCA Title V ,

To provide plahning and implementation grants
for-library services to ethnic groups

Purpose: To enable libraries of all types to develop planning
proposals to study, organize, and deliver services and build
collections for the ethnic populations in the community.

Provisions:

1. Planning and.implerrientation grants may be used by
libraries to conduct comprehensive surveys in the community to
identify the ethnic mix therein.

2. Planning and implementation grants may be used by
libraries to encourage ethnic groups in the community to cooperate
in the planninOelivery, and evaluation of library programs.

3. Planning and implementation grants may be used for the
special training of ,library personnel and community representatives in
the livery of library services. For this purpose, the special training
may be provided by library schools and other bona fide library
institutions.

4. Planning and implementation graRts may be- used by
libraries, library schools, andiitherAca fide educational institutions,
to promote and encourage dNerse types of library information
facilities in ethnic communities, e.g., Information and Referral
Centers, Cultural and/or Educational Centers, joint school and public
library programming, etc.
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5. Planning and implementation grants may be used to secure
and process the bas.c media resources required to'service ethnic
populations (e.g., b. ingual materials, foreign-language books, films,
tapes, posters, com'cs, records, etc.).

Be it further resolved, that this membership meeting of ALA on
Monday, June 25, 1979, approves the sending of the above
resolutions to the White House Conference on Library and
Information Services for its earnest Consideration; and further, that
this action of the membership be reported to the press.

David Cohen
Ethnic Materials Information Exchange, Force

My name is Lois Ann Colaianni, and I am director of libraries
at the Cedars-Sinai Medical tenter, Los Angeles, California. i am also
president of the Medical Library Association, which has a
membership of over 5,000 health sciences libraries and librarians.
Today 1' am speaking on behalf of this association.

The Medical.Library AssOciation shares with othbr library
associations a concern about the'future of informatio94ervices in the
United States. It recognizes the potential of this White House
Conference to promote our common goal of providing for the
information needs of our citizens. Many health sciences librarians
have already contributed to the work of this Conference by actively
participating in pre-Conferences in their home States. In addition to
these individual contributions, the Medical Library'Association has
prepared a position statement concerning issues which we believe to
be of extreme importance to all citizens. At this time I would like to
call your attention to the Association's recommendations..

Access to Information: The, Medical Library Association
supports,improved access to information. Our particular interest is
improved access by professionals and the public to health
information. We urge the inclusion of funds for information services
and facilities in alt appropriate legislation. We also encourage the
expansion of existing library legislation to include health sciences
libraries. The growing demands frem health professionals, patients,
and the public for information and education, coupled with the rise'
in book, journal, and audiovisual costs, have placed a tremendous
financial strain on health sciences libraries. Past legislation has not
always included provision for information services to support new
programs in the health field, nor have resources been available to
provide adequate information to the fullest benefit of all citizens.

Resource-sharing: The Medical Library Association supports di
o

the development of networks which include all types of libraries.
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Health sciences libraries, because of their experience with the
national medical library network, are oriented to participating in
resource-sharing,programs. It is not p9ssible for any one library,
whether in the health sciences or any other subject area, to meet
every user need from its ocvn resources. Health sciences library
resources must be included in cooperative library efforts in order for
these programs to meet fully the needs of citizens.

Outreach programs: The Medical Library \ssociation suppcirts
outreach or extension programs that will bring health information
services to those who are now isolated by socio-economic, cultural
or geographic barriers. There is a critical need for current information
in inner-city areas, as well as in rural regions in which 46 percent of
the Nation's hospitals are located.

Continuing education: The Medical Library Association
supports innovation in and expansion of educational opportunities
which enable librarians to take full advantage of new technologies
and' information management methods. If librarians are to provide the
quality of services necessary for today's citizens and their information
needs, they must continually update their professional skills. The

'pace of new developments in the field of information services
requires that educational opportunities be made widely available to
librarians at all stages of heir careers, ''

I have summari ed for you the Medical Library Association's
pdsition statement, which was mailed to all Conference delegates.

.Lois Ann Colaianni
Medical Library Association

As we here at the White House Conference on Library and
Information Services look at the state of these services on a
nationwide basis, and propose guidelines and set priorities for
development of library services for generations to come, I would like-
to call attention to the needs of the Black community. These needs .

are ofteh shared with others, but are more concentrated in the Black,
portion of the population. For we are often more than one
Minoritywe are sometimes the .elderly, the person existing at
poverty level, the unemployed; the semi-literate, the shut-in, the
,handicapped. We are too,,the "regular" library user, the mid-income,
the educated, the print-oriented, the taxpayer, and the9community
model citizen. Library service must then appeal and relate to all
aspects of Black society, bilt focus particularly on the underserved,
for we are all at the most only one or two generations from
subsistence for ourselves and our families as a daily concern.

Often patterns of library service tend to be set by the patterns
of housing. Inner cities are predominantly minority and also
predominantly Black. Library service here has been allowed to
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deteriorate in terms of collection facilities, and trained staff, as
_emphasis, on funding is placed on suburban libraries Branch libraries
suffer reduction in hours, replacement of professionals with less well-
trained staff, reduction in the amount of new materials; and
frequently the branch is closed as a means of cost-savings and
replaced with a/mobile unit, or not at all. There must be assured,
continuing funding for urban libraries, and a magnified commitment
by those libraries to an equal level of service in all of their outlets.

Where libraries exist in Black communities, they may be
under-utilized. Attitudes of staff, contents of collections, programs
offered, and hours of operation may be at fault. Libraries, because of
their governmental affiliation, are sometimes warily viewed by-the
Black community. Every effort should be made to include icommunity
representation in the operation of and decision making for the library.
Some administrators have stated that the cost fbr operation of
"outreach" services must be weighed against "basic" library services,
without defining "basic" services. I contend that "outreach" services
are basic services. As part of the involvement of citizens in libraries,
they should help decide which services are to be offered through
their libraries. This means that attitudes toward service by
administrators and librarians must be changed. Graduate library
schools should incorporate training in each area of instruction to
sensitize future library leaders to the needs of Black communities.
This sensitizing Should not be limited to courses in outreach services,

.children's services, or Other public services. The administrator
developing the budget for the system or the State needs to be as
much aware of the needs of Blacks as the librarian at the &ranch
level. If additional funding is needed to encourage this awareness,, it
must be made available.

-,-""What are the needs of the Blacks? These needs should be
"entertained at this Conferbnce. Furthermore, the needs should be
ascertained from within the Black community. To do so, lay people
of the respective communities must be involve &and heard. In
addition, every effort should be made to assure that the libraries are
kept frel accessible, and open, and that user requirements are
minimiled and no fees for service charged. This is particularly -

necessary as computerized information systems which are expensive
are developed and the cost is passed along to the user. Thiskhas the
potential of forming an information elite based' on the ability tO pay.

The culture and contributionss of Blacks in America should be
recognized as a vital and positive way of life. Funds for collection
building to reflect Black contributions to society should be available.
In many libraries, special funds are designated for local or Oral
history collections., Rarely does this include a record of tlftBlack
community which exists as a part, but may have developed quite
differently from, the larger community. Genealogical materials are
r ularly purchased. Race records ,are seldom identified or purchased
e$xt t in the larger source collections. Special efforts should be
made in collection development in public, university, and college
libraries with funds available to foster research and collecting original
documents.

93
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Funds are needed for special internship or other programs
which identify and financially encourage young Black persons to
enter the field of librarianship, or for those already in the field to
expand and upgrade their education to make them eligible for career
advancement beyond the entry or secondary level of employment. ,
Efforts should be made to provide awareness training or toloster
library staffin services to all' minorities.

. . .
.

There needs to be coordination at the local, State, and
national level to assure the inclusion of libraries in grants to
communities whether these projects are nutrition sites, recreation
centers, urban renewal, education, or whatever. The lines irrthe
Black community between organizations of various types and services --
received are not sharply drawn, bqcause the people affected by those
services, as well as the people imkIved in delivering the services,
may be a part of the same small community, even the same family.

Youth and children are our future. Very careful and special
consideration should be given to programs to encourage them to
develop to their fullest. Where reading and literacy are not available
in the home, it is the library which must foster this appreciation and
these programs. This may involve restructuring traditional services to
children and young people to meet cufrent needs. Needs assessments
surveys must be conducted to determine what and where services
should be supplied, and when/how/and by whom, Blacks working
together through the Black Caucus of the American Library
Association, or through community groups sponsored by Federal or

' State programs, are one step in determining the needs of the Black
community.

In summary, many of the needs of Blacks in America are the
same as those of other minorities. There'is an urgency, however, in
the Black community to make the library relevant to the immediate
and long-tetm needs of the people. It is politically sound for ,

continued community support of libraries to be an important pSrt of
.supplying knowledge -to all citizens. The librar , on the other hand, is
the most likely institution to provide Ns know) dge. "Outreach"
services and "basic" services are one and the same and should be.-
continued and adequately supported as a national policy by this
Conference.

.. James E. Crayton
California Librarians-Black Caucus

g

My name isAjim Dillon. I dn a sophomore arNew York
University. I am here tStell you why college students, particularly the
hundreds of thousands of us who live at home and commute, are
dependent upon pirblic libraries as -part of our-educational resources.

IStudents' use of public libraries to supplement the %rail s of
their own academic institutions-is a well-established matter of r cord..

,
. 4Q
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When public libraries, like the schools and c Ileges, were reeling
from the impact of the postwar baby boom the 1960's, a number
of them took a look at just who their user were. An examination of
the library habits of students in 80 institutions of higher education in
New York City revealed that more than eight out of 10 students used
some other library addition to the one in their respective schools,
and that half of them did so at least once a month (Monthly use of a
library is generally considered to be heavy use.) Public libraries, it
was found, provided the 'greatest part of this additional service. The
authors of the study concluded that "most of New York's higher
education students use, and use heavily, the wealth of library
resources available to them in New York city to supplement and, no
doubt in some ins,ances, to supplant the libraries provided at their
own schools." A similar study conducted in Ohio in 1968 reinforced
these findings. fit

Another prirriary factor influencing the pattern of library use by
college students is the quality of the library collection at his
institution of learning. According to a report recently issued by the
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science, the
institutional,libralles of community'colleges are severely understaffed,
their collections are only "50 percent of the indicated needs for
collections f6r their enrollments and programs,"'and access to these
libraries is limited by short hours of service. Of all the academic
libraries found to fall short of the "minimum need" of 60 hours of
library service a week, more than.half are two-year colleges.
Community colleges are the fastest growing sector in higher
education, with an increase in enrollment of more than fivefold since
1960, and with anticipated continued growth at least into the early
1980's. What this means,, in terms of increasing dependence on
public libraries by community college students, is self-evident.

ti

The most significant rise in student use of publjc libraries has
resultedlrom the phenomenal growth in the number bf adults
enrolling in educational programs. For the first time in our history the
majority of new students enrolled in-postsecondary institutions are
adult students continuing their education on a part-time basis.
Part-time students have far outstripped increases in full-time
enrollment. By 1980, ere will be twice as many part-time students
as there were in 1970, ccountingfor 43 percent of total college and
university enrollment.

In 195 one adult Well w8 involved with adureducation,
By 1973, onelnu'lt in four was invol%wv:ipth adult educatiOn; and

"one in eight was heading for a degree ng these are middle-
management executives in their fgrties and fifties who feel the
competition from more academically qualified younger men;
housewives who want to reenter the job market; mid-career job
changers; and adults who had dropped Out of college and now
simply want the satisfaction of "getting that degree."

These are highly motivated students who must live off-campus
because of their familial and occupational obligations. They tend to

-be.keen learners, seeking extra reading iry their, fields and research'for
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their school papers. But quite often these goals cannote fully
achieved because of the limitations of the library. Time is a
determining factor. Adult students often spend several hours getting to
and from school. Even in New York City, where there is an extensive,

efficient public transportation network, it can take more
than an Figur to travel from some parts of the Bronx and BrOokly
Manhattan. For students who have to spend valuable time traveling,
library hours are in-adequate.

**.

The National Center for Educational Statistics, estimates that
$81.4 billion Federal, State, and local tax dollars were spent in
1974-1975 by the Nation's - elementary and secondary schools and
institutions of higher learning. In contrast, the total amount of tax
dollars spent in 1974 on public libraries amounted to approZimately
$1 billion, the equivalent of 1.2 percent of the education-budget.

Higher education alone accounts for $19.7 billion of the total
tax dollars spent on education, or $2,525 per full-time equivalent
student. Operating expenditurs in 1974 by college and university
libraries amounted to an average of $134 per studentan inadequate
percentage of dollars spent on education.

When it comes to the expenditUre of tax 'dollars, 91 percent
($17.9 billion) of the tax dollars spent by institutions of higher
education comes from Fedeal and State government sources, while
only 16.7 percent ($168 million) of the funds for public libraries
comes frT the same sources.

The number of academic institutions served b a single public
library can be staggering. One director of a public 1. rail, in a New
York suburban county recently estimated that-he se ved students from
50 different colleges during any one-week period. Two colleges are
located 'n the same geographical area his library kkves, but the

is also used by commuting students who attend such major
meir politan institutions as New York University, Columbia, Hunter,
a Fordhamall in New York Cityand Rutgers, Fairleigh
Dickinson, and Paterson State, in New Jersey.

A 1967-1968 survey of users of the Qetroit main library's
refgtkence and research facilities showed that full-time students - .
accounted for 64 percent of total use: 42 percent were college and
university students; 22 percent were noncollege, primarily high
school students. These figures did tot include the thousands bf
part-time students who also used 'the library. Of particular interest'
was the disc&ery that an average of 60 percent of all people who
visited that library, regardless of primary occupation, whether they;
were accountants, lawyers, or clerical workers, came to the library
for "schoql work." Nurses, for example, gave trts reason for their
visits. Of all the 27 occupational groups coded for the survey, only
eight groups fell below,25 percent in naming education as the'reason
for using.the public library. Next to full-time students, teachb-s j.;
ranked highest in total bse. ,

1501
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Iniadditiorhto the once typical college student home for
vacation (who stiff uses hig hometown public library ditring summers
and holidays)rthere-is now a Past-growing new breed of student who
is a regujar:year-round public library user. He or she is the
commuting student. Hemay 'got° school full -time or part-time, he -
may work or not,work, his Classes maybe held on or off campus.
None of these factors is,as important to his pattern of library uses as
is the fact that he lives "off campus.." Generally, he or she lives at
home and the closest library is usually the public library. Even .

students enrolled-at colleges or universities with exceptional library
facilities will make substantial use of community_Oublic libraries for
the sake"of convenience. , .0

It 6
the most direct result from the shortchanging ofpublie,

libraries is a restrictkon on the hours when, libraries are open. For
-time and commuting students; a closed door often means

complete denial of access to library materials. Even for full-time
-students, the need tor'extended hour library operations is real. ..
Students' need for libraries is espeCiak heavy in the evenings,
holidays, and weekends. These are the first hours eliminated when . vcii.

cutbacks in publiddibEary service occur, to avoid overtime and other
added costtassociated with night an&weekend use.

"Ab \C\
That's why I .am here todayhto

.
urge tie *sage of a new

National Library Actito Arovide alaire'rlsligare 25f Federal and State
funds to public libraries.

.... James P. Dillon
- A

,

Friends of LibririesUSA was formed to provide access to
information and idea/ for library support groups. We haye learned to

4 deal with their practiarday-fb:day problems through our newsletter
The Friends of Libraries National Notebook, which has provided
material for over two years to,more than,700 such groups across the
United States.

4
. .

,
. ,

1
As an educational ind advocacy group in support of better

.,

library service, we vitillstimulate and encourage grass roots advocacy,
disseminating information with help-from the Washington office of
the American Library Association. We willigklp with our members'
public relations efforts to help make. the public aware of their
existence; and,of the services they perform.

, ./. ,li.
n,on publiciziirthe White House ConferenCe results

and ementation across the country. As we expand our
servtc regional efforts, Friends of Libraries USA will help fill
the "oidt at has existed itilhekestablishment of citizen support.

We want to encourage the development of more Friends of
0 Libraries groups. Friends can be anything you want., Use us, pleve.
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Topic Area: Nonprint Communication Technologies
c

Issue: In a world which has been traditionally oriented to
providing information in print formats, many individuals are receiving
information from nonprint resources. What is the role,of the library in
a multimedia world?

Position: Libraries which have been traditionally print-oriented
need to consider expanion to nonprint media in order-to meet the
information requirements of today's library user.

. v

Recommendation: There should be no preference placed on
one medium over another when filling individual information needs.

Note This paper is presented as a personal statement Dr Ely ti,director of the ERIC
Clearinghouse on Inforniation Resources at Syracuse Uniarsity and is a
Trustee of the Dewitt (NY) Comm'unity Library..

Information and Education in a Multimedia World

By Donald P.*Ely

Samuel Johnson is reported to have described two types of
knowledge: knowing a subject ourselves, or knowing where to find
information about a subject. Traditionally, education has emphasized
the formerhelping students to acquire knowledge. The current
information explosion seems to require the other type of
knowledgeproviding the individual with the means to locate
infoimation.

We live in, a time whichohas been described as the age of
information. Marc Porat points out that information activity_ accounts
for 46 percent of the gross natiosifhl product (GNP) in the United
States. Further, he states that-"nearly 'half the workforcesome
41,000,000 men and womentoday earn their livelihood by
manipulating symbols...... Information tecihnologies, the wedded
twins of;computers and communication's, are the new catalysts of
economic and social evolution. We call this ... the Information
Society."

It should be said today that one indicator of wealth-in any
nation is its access to information. Thus, an information-rich country
has greater potential for economic growth than 4n information-poor
nation; One key to development in any society is the availability of
data and information. A concomitant requisite, however, is the ability
to interpret and use the available data and information. From this
perspective, information ispower.

The information indystry,is made up of people who handle
information. Oettiflger (105) outlines the dimensions of the industry
by describing those who work in it and their functions:

The creatorsresearch and development advertising,,, computer,
programmers, authors, composers, poets.

q03
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The processors --data processing services, legal services, bank
and credit card services, insurance agents, security brokers.

The collectorslibraries, data retrieval services, the
intelligence community.

The communicatorseducation, telephone, telegraph, radio,
television, postal services, mobile radio, newspapers, book and
periodical publishers, motion pictures, theaters, agricultural extension
agents. The information equipment producerscomputer and related
equipment, radio and television sets, paper, photo equipment and
supplies.

The focus of this paper is on the collectors and
,..communicators, those people who gather data and` information which

othEkrs have produced and_make it available through live and
Mediated Channels to those who need it.

Two Indicators: There are two indicators of the ways ill which
the. users of information services,are changing:

1) the increasing use of the mass media, especially-television;
and

.**t 2) the increasing use of nonprint communication technologies,
by individuals.

V Whvn we discuss the user of information services, we are
referring to the learner in formal educationsettings (elementary,
secondary,_ and post-secondary schools) and in nonformal programs
which are not always attached to an educational institution. We are
also talking about library patrons who seek out the services of a
public library. For our purposes, we will consider the individual to be
the focal point of our efforts.

312

The Increasing Use of -Mass Media, Especially Television: It
comes as no news that the average television viewing time in
American households is about six hdurs per day. There is the
oft-quoted statistic that by the time youngsters'finish high school they
have spent more time watching TV than they have in school.
Preschoolers spend more waking hours watching television than i-n
any other activity. Thus, television has° become a permanent fixture in
American homes, ubiquitous in its nature and commanding of our
time.

The classroom will always come out on the short end if the
performance there is compared with the products on the tube: But
perhaps we should not enter into such comparisons. Edgar Dale says,

... entertainment and education are worlds apart.... The
only test of, entertainment is 'immediate pleasylre ... education is
memorable, entertainment is written in the sand. The, test of
entertainment is ....not in its capacity to furnish oi:ir minds with
memorable thoughts and deeds but just the opposite."
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We are long on entertainment and short on education. We
need entertainment just as we needosleep,,but we have far, far too
much of it. Entertainment can crowd out the informative, educational
aspects of the 'Mass media. Instead of the sauce which.adds to the
savor, it becomes a whole meal.

The Increasing Use of Nonprint Communication Technologies:
Some schools and libraries have adopted the use of nonprint media
As legitimate extensions of their charge to serve students and Patrons.
Teachers and librarians often view- audiovisual media as competitors,
of traditional teaching andlearning, resources and, in many cases, ate
completely unfamrhar with even the simplest level of technical
knowledge which v)ould Ormit them to use media themselves or to
help tamers uRderstand and use these contemporary communication
formats.

Technological Developments. Do Not Wait For Education:
While educators and librarians are pondering what to do withlthe
media that are already here and are so pervasive, more and more
technological developments appear as our society is-becoming
increasinglyidevoted to,the productionAnd distribution of
information'. The'new thrust is derived from breakthroughs in
computers, large-scale integrated circuits (the Silicon "chips"),
teleprocessing, the laser, fiber optics, mobile Transceivers, satellitds,.
and sophisticated home Yoffice terminals. These are the elements
of the emerging informatior) and communication' infrastructure. But
these technologies are largely unfamiliar,esdteric, and somewhat
be/vilderinglo educators and librarians.

Consider a few examples of the new developments. The
MCA-Phillips optical disc system already in industrial distribution, is

,an LP-sized record which prpvides a half hour of full video -color and
stereo sound. It costs 60 cents per.e.disc at the factory. Because the
data is recorded and read by the laser, nothing actually Jouthes the

"plastic-coated disc, so it virtually never wears out. It can provide
?-

freeze frame, slow motion, reverse motion, and automatic search for
any one of 54,000 frames per record.. For the home market, MCA.4ks,
planning to Sell primarily/MCA-owned movies, which will be very,
inexpensive. They claim that the five-disc set of "Jaws" will sell for
$10. .

The computer, too, is becoming highly individualized. In the
past 15 years, the logic capability per-square-inch dl the computer
hassincreased seven-fold; another seven-fold increase is expected in
the next five years. Tiny chips, which are themselves computers,
already have replaced mechanical logic systems in our home
appliances, in televisions and microwave ovens. To this will be

. added the bubble memory, which is the first nonmechanical mempry
technique which will do to memory banks what the,transktor did, to
logic units. Users will be able to plug a tiny bubble electronic.storage
unit into their pocket calculators for data storage and retrieval, which
means the average school person will have the computer capability

' in his/her hand'that 20 years before required hundreds of thousands
'of dollars and robmful of electronic equipment.
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These new technological developments are quietly changing
the way we.lyork, make decisiOn, learn, and spend our leisure time.
The new products and processes are opening new opportunities and
benefits, but at the same time new risks are present and policy issues
ofiutmosi gravity must be faced andiesolved.

By definition we live and work in .a technological Society. Our
schools and libraries are,institutions of that society, and therefore
must keep pace with it or gradually move out of the, mainstream ifito
the periphery and suffer additional losses of personnel and resources.

. The Road Ahoad: Professionals who are involves in the world
d'informationresouices need to coordinate efforts. Combined
strength (not corfipetitive struggle) should accelerate hid promote the
growth of the-field. The world is not made up of print and nonprint
sectors. It is a world in which people-seek information which is
responsive to their needs': Regardless of an individual's professional
ori cation and training, we must recognize the values'and limitations
of mediafotmats. We must realize that people use.information

is needed, 'accessible:and easy to use. We must be part of the
gro mg movement to use the resources which technology has given,
us to deliver information. to, eople who need it, where they need it,
and in the form which best n tches their communication styles. To.
do less is to negate the adva es we have made as a people.
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Donald P. Ely

Our sgcietyocares about children. In This, the International Year.
of the Child, in Thousands of special programs throughout the Nation,
we have demonstrated our commitment to the rights of children
their. right to adequate food, 'clothing and shelter; their right to
protection of their health and welfare; their right to respect for their

rrierging individuality; their right to the love and care of parents Or
substitute parents; and their right ti an appropriate educ on We
invest huge sums in programs for children because of aue7,
fundamental belief that every child slgould have the opportunity to-
develop to his or her, full potential.

temtproud to be acitiien of-a nation which places such a
high priority orohe healthy.04 elopment of children ancdoes no
begrud one ,cent of t e te sllars or voluntary contributions sed

in their b half. Ira, fact, interest in testifcing here today reflects my.
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belief that we need to invest more funds in libraries-if we are to make
thesmAie lifelong learning resource they have the potential to be.
Wli.i*lifelong learning opportunities are needed by all ages of
Aple, my special interest is in the need of children and, youth for a
library system which provides both school-related and community-
based libraries.

We have in this Country a marvelous network of schools,
tec.hrfical institutes, colleges, and universities. Modern, well-equipped
libraries are an essential component of all of these institutions. The
expansion. of our knowledge and of the literature in every field,
literatUre which includes books, magazines, films, tapes, slides,
records, and all sorts of docurnents=means that no single teacher nor,
any single text can present a complete and accurate picture on any
subject. Schools, if they are to apprbach the ideal of making truth
accessible to youth, must have the additional resourceof adequately
funded Libraries.

How libraries assure the level of bibliographical support for all
of the curricular areas offered by particular institutions is another
issue, and one which I am happy to leave to the library professionals,
with the expectation that they are continuously addressing this
concern. It is, however, obvious that-if school libraries are to provide
the kind of support needed, they will require increased funding as
well as some system of interlibrary cooperation. Another concern is
the need of children and youth for the community-based library as a
resource of independent self-motivated and self-directed learning.

Schools at all levels, with the possible exception of
kindergarten and the higher graduate levels, are committed to -

objectives defined by society. We expect from our formal educational
system the teaching of basic skills, preparation at each level for the
demands of the next higher levelin the middle school for the high

,school, in high school for employment or for higher'education, and
so on. We add the expectation of preparation for citizenship, for
family life, and for enjoyment of the arts. In short, formal education is
expected to prepare for the tasks of living in our highly complex
world. This is not to deny that many good teachers and schools will
employ methods which foster self-directed learning and the love of
learning for its own sake.. But the reality is that the complexity and
the pressures of demands upon formal educational institutions
frequently limit their options.

Children need to have the freedom ered by libraries and
museums where they are available (where ey are not available,
libraries should kupply some of the same experiences) the freedom
to browse and to have experiences which stimulate their curiosity; tc
examine without a set purpose, books, periodicals,pictures which
may spark an intellectual interest and foster independent study.

Children also need to have resources for pursuing their natural
curiosity. If they are lucky, that curiosity may be satisfied in the
classroom, but often that curiosity relates to some subject not related
to their current curriculum. A child captivated by the song of a bird
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or by the sight of a butterfly fluttering -in the garden may well be
stimulated to begin a study of natural science. A child living close to
an airport hearing regularly the sounds of planes overhead may begin
to wonder how flight in huge machines is possible. The nurturing of
such interests can affect the whole of life, either through impact on
career choice or through the joy of such knowledge for its own sak6.

The list of possible experiences, taken for granted by adults
but highly stimulating to the intellectual curiosity of a chitd, is
endless. Sometimes the significant adu)ts in a child's life can satisfy
such curiositymore often they cannot. Children and youth need to
have a resource for responding to their curiosity whatever its
direction, a resource which assists and encourages their independent
exploration and allows them to have the great joy of independent
Intellectual achievement. Never has.our nation more sorely needed to
foster such intellectual development. Adequate support for libraries
which recognize the needs of children and have the facilities for
responding is clearly one way of meeting this need.

Helen F. Faust
Girls' Coalition
Philadelphia

.
iTestimony Submitted by My name is Sandy Ferguson. I am 15 years old and a

Sandra Nealy Ferguson sophomore at Walt Whitman High School. I have iged.the public
library as long as I can remember, as a small child and as a school.
student. I am here to testify from my own personal experience that
public libraries are an essential part of Akerica's public school
system.
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Reading is the most important skill a child can learn;not
simply making out words, but understanding concepts and unleashing
their own imagination and ideas. Studies have shown that adults who
are "readers" are more likely to be successful than adults who are
not. The sual measurements of successhigher education, higher
in , career satisfactionall correlate with adult reading. Children
who read for pleasure are much more likely to become readers when
they grow up than those who are never introduced to books. A study
at the Enoch Pratt Library in Baltimore showed that as many as
three-fourths of the youngest library users develop a lifelong reading
habit.

Libraries today are directing (heir efforts to reach preschool
(three-tp-five-year-old) children. Because play is the chief learning
activity of this age group, librarians are now supplementing their
storytelling techniques with educational toys, games, and puzzles,
along with books and other media. Working with very young
children, the librarians find that the children have learned to feel.
completely at home in,the library even before they are able to read.
The earlier the start the better.
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A few years ago, the Queens Borough PUblic Library in New
York dev o ed a mobile Library-Go-Round unit to provide a kind of
stepping 'sto for kids left out of community preschool programs.
Gaily dec ted vans traveled the,streets of the most economically,
depressed neighborhoods. At each stop a half-hour story presentation
with songs, games, and fingerplays was given. The vans did- not
simply stop at a likely corner and wait for children to materialize;
kids were actively sought out. The loCal poverty agencies helped pick
locations, and their staff members went into the streets to gather
children. Door-to-door canvassing was done. Special flyers printed in
Ehglish, Spanish, and Italian told what the Library:Go-Round was,
and when and where it was scheduled to appear. Library staff
scoured laundromats, check-cashing stores, and other neighborhood
alhops where parents might be with their children. Unfortunately,
today there is no more Library-Go-Round for the childrenin Queens.
Federal funds, which had almost entirely supported the' program,
were cut off and no local or state dollars could be found to keep the
mobile units on the streets.

In cities and rural areas across the land the need for making
greater use of public library children's services in a new and creative
way is more and more apparent. The public library makes a unique
contribution in helping to create a desirable environment for the
child. Unique because the child enters voluntarily to seek out books
and records and games that amuse him (or her), challenge, him, help
him to understand himself and the world of which he is a part. Here
he is recognized as an individual worthy of respect. No matter what
his background, his progress (or lack of progress) in school, his
interests or hobbies, the child's preferences and desires are responded
to. The public library offers an atmosphere that encourages the mind
to explore and to stretch out.

Why does a high school student Use the public library? For
one thing, the public library is usually open after the school library
closes. The public library is also available on weekends. Mitchell
BarOn, a student at South Shore High School .in Brooklyn, New York,
puts it another way: "The school library doesn't have the stuff we
need." (Many school libraries are primarily curriculum-oriented and
lack sufficient breadth_to fulfill all the student's requirements.)

Then there are research projects like the one.given to a
member of an economics class in Mobile,- Alabama, whose
assignment was to compare today's prices for Consumer goods with
those of the 1930's and 1940's. He went to his public library and
examined microfilm copies of The New York Times to compare
clothing advertisements then andrnqw. Members of the Needham,

wMassachusetts, high school class were assigned the task of writing a
paper on the life of a welt-known local historical figure. Their main
source turned out to be the local newspaper archives in the public
library.

Maybe the student is one of a group of teenagers who gather
at one of the big library tables to do homework with friends, .

-especially if conditions are crowded at home. Of course, there are'
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also the long-time users,' like myself,.who started out in the children's
reading room during preschool years and have kept up the habit of
coming back for books, advice, and guidance ever since.

One or more of these reasons usually fits the millions of high
school students who use America's public libraries every year. That is
why I am here today to urge the passage of a new National Library,
Act to provide a fairer share of Federal and State funds t9 public
libraries. .

Sandra Nealy Fergusl4n

Since 1960, I have visited this country on seven different
occasions and spent more than three years working in a range of
educational settings in different locations but always related to
information services. I believe this has given me an'opportunity to
become-sensitive to some international opportunities, barriers, -
similarities, or constraints between Australia and the United States
that at least ought to be.recognized or removed.

This Conference may be the outstanding opportunity of the
century to start new procedures in this area. I was encouraged in my
endeavors.when I read Charles Benton's statement "that we cannot
discuss library and information services as if they stopped at our
national borders." Tasmaniadevils and allis certainly remote from
your national borders, but vitally interested in the matters under
discussion at the Conference. I want to briefly refer to four important-
issues as I see them, from,an Australian, and also an international, '
viewpoint.

Partnership rather than Patronship: Clearly identifiable in
Australia at this,moment is a range of activities in line with the five
major themes of this White House Conference. Your priorities in this..
regard would slot precisely into a list of similar priorities in Australia.
As such, Australia sees itself very much as the hub or the core of a

range of programs. A major area is the one.of increasing international
understanding and cooperation. Some index of the current
commitment is revealed when one realizes that almos1.$500 million
will be spent this year on overseas aid programs ,a 12 percent
increase over last year. The recipients are all in the immediate
geographical areaPapua New Guinea, Indonesia, Bangladesh,
Pakistan, Thailand, Malaysia, Fiji, and Western Samoaapd the
target is, as I stated clearly, to increase international understanding
and cooperation. Many programs are in the area of libraries and
information services. -

My point is that there does exist here a potential for the
United States to plug into these regional developments, and I would
argue that cooperative developments in a collegiate style matched
with Australian programs is likely to achieve more in the South
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Pacific region than unilateral actions. I amconfident that such a
partnership would combine the advantages of local regional
knowledge, the expert view of the outsider, and the capacity to build
on or modify established programs.

The Difficulty of Reading thy. Play: It is always difficult to
translate overseas experiences. The temptation to do this is enhanced
with la common language and in this regard Australia is no exception.
In 'Australia, the constitutional authority for education is'primarily
vested in the States. There are now'se,ven State authorities and a
special authority for the national capitol. No other authority looms
larger on the Australian scene than the State systems. There are no
counterparts to the Focal education,authority comrnotjn this country,
nor do the national education bodies match the functior4sef those in
the United States. There are no.difficulties in identifying within
Australia some impressively labeled national, organizations which on

0 the surface would appear to be hear the "flaTh point" of information
and action.

My cautionary advice is to be sensitive to thestrong and well
established State structure and the administrative vehicles which
coordinate them.

The power and influence of these State authorities is
coordinated in the Australian Education Council. It includes each
the States' Director-Generals.of Education and has a permanent
Secretariat. Other examples in the area of information services could
be chosen to illustrate different organizational patterns, natio
systems of broadcasting educational radio and television *gra

"for example. Contrary to theview that is represented so often,
Australia is a more highly urbanized nation than the United States. Its
student population is highly concentrated in large cities. The remote
two-way radio teaching- systems,affect a small number of students in
outback Australia, yet-international literature'rarely fails to make it a
headlind. Colleen McCulloch's Thom. Birds contributes to this
exaggeration of theexceptional.

y {point iS that Australia has a concentrated State-pattern of
education': It hats an identifiable organization which should be
preferred to the Federal bodies who are mo-re.visible.

"Down Under" Developments: It is to our detriment that /
many pioneering thoughts and performances in the area of libraries
and information services do not find a ready sounding board in this
country. The problem of course is the lack of the appropriate .
machinery, not the Jack of interest by professional educators in either
country.

As an example, may I refer to a major report on copyright law
and reprographic reproduction-which is currently being studied by'
the Australian Parliament. Many aspects of the report would have
benefitted by closer scrutiny from an' international viewpoint. Some of
the concepts are worthy of such attention. May I illustrate with one
example which emerges from the'State Education Departments? It
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contends that "once a copyright work has been broadcast by some
form of electro-magnetic radiation, with no controlled channelling for
the precise reception by a specific number of receivers, then the
broadeast should be considered in the public domain. Other forms of
distribution of a message, whether or .not they are verbalised, have a
designated output and a designated address to which output is
delivered. The receiver, in accepting, has the option not to accept.
The receiver, therefore, has'the requirement to pay for it or not as the
output authority requires:"

The recommendation then, in summary, was at it be ,

acknowledged that radio and television broadcast without
controlled channelling for the precise reception b. a, specific number
of receivers, may be freely recorded and that appr priate copyright
clearance be made at the broadcast source:

Ultimately, of course, there will be solutions to such proble
It is noAn Australian problem; it is not an American problem; i
an international problem'. And for that reason the combined power,
wisdom and influence of information specialists and educators needs
to be gathered together to provide unilateral support, alternative

eas, and enlightened strategies, all of which must be.available at
the critical moment of need.

Ways must be found to 'publicize the activities of national
organizations concerned with library and information services, so -that
we can participate more fully in international developments. The
output from the United States in this regard is reason13ble but it is
primarily a one-way flow. It is difficult to find information about
Australian activities in this country. In consequence, one finds that an
incredulous air descends upon an American audience whk they

'learn for example that every Tasmanian high school is equipped with
two video cassette recording systems and has been for several years.
And that these same high schools each have terminals connected to
an edUcational media computer data bank, which sponsors the
delivery of 3,0004,000 resources per week to the region's
schools!

The facts about such emerging systems ought to be knOwp.
Their failures and their successes ought to be shared. Mutual
identification of such activities should take place at the highest
professional level.

More of the Same: It may come as a surprise to many
information specialists to learn that in the view of many
educationists, the amount of information in the school's immdiate
environment could be greatly reduced without any significank impact
on what students learn or what teachers teach. This contention is a
contradiction tosthe oft expressed view of the teachers "for more
information resources" or for that matter to the avowed policy of
most school, that they need "more funds for more resources."

Our research-based inquiries of schools' information resources
reveals a completely different picture. Schools have more information
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immediately available than they can use. There is a surplus of
inforniation resourcesnot a shortage. Mork than 60 percent of thd
inforniation services (including resources and equipment) in the
schools. sampled in our research were not used in a one-year period!
Further surveys of the schools' resource acquisition, their information
management and impleivetation routines reveals a consistently
pathetic, picture. The match between the information available and
the information used is poor. The continuing acquisition of resources
unrelated to the curriculum needs is on-going and school librvies,
for example, are growing monuments to information services both
irrelevant and inconsistent with the true school curriculum.

The essence of this problem is being ignored in many areas.
The widespread teaching of techniques of resource or information
utilization is ineffective and is little more than a smoke-screen. There
must be a renewed concern for the dilemma of the information user
in primary,,and secondary schools and this should manifest itself in a
different approach from the currently popular one of: 1) one films6-ip
for every so many students; or 2) one tape recorder for every so many
students.

So often the assumptions which teachers make about the
nature and processes of learning and their on instructional
procedures are in conflict with the plethora of information and
resources accumulating at great expense in their school. There is a
need to look at these assumptions made by teachers and schools as a
basis for improved information services.

Concerns haveiren expressed elsewhere in the Conference's
summary on library corks that there is a need for shared networks
to serve this country's 74,900 elementary and secondary school
libraries. I would recommend that developments in this area be based
on a critical and detailed analysis of the information sources and
services which are used by the school libraries and not the
information sources and services available to the school libraries.

Graeme Foster
Education Department of

Tasmania
Australia

The survival of conte porarY fiction and poetry in this country
is in jeopardy. There is no d arth of fiction writers and poets. On the
contrary, there are more go d writers publishing than ever, but a
number of myths and misconceptions keep their world from reaching
their full audience.

Since 1958, over 300 mergers and takeovers have occurred in
the book industry. The effect on serious creative writing has been ,

disastrous, for such companies, many of which are multinational
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conglomerates vth no allegiance to any particular nation or its needs
and ideals, own vast timberlands, distribution networksk-and the
major review media, as well as the publishing companies. The
resulting supermarket mentality in book publishing, and the quest for
the big book and billion dollar movie, has virtually erased serious/
fiction and poetry from publishers' lists. While the number of books
publishedin this country has tripled, since 1952, the number of
serious works of fiction and poAy issued commercially has remained
the same.

I speak primarily, but not exclusively, on behalf of the small
independent press, which despite its recent upsurge in the past 16
ye'ars is still mistakenly considered to be either vanity, subversive, or
a farm system for big publishing. My concern goes bOond the small
presses to those writers who have signed contracts with commercial
publishers only to have their books pulped before being issued, or
had novels come out without a word' from the publisher because
another author's book had been targeted for' Hollywood, ®r were
unable to talk to their editors after their book was dropped as a
possible film.

The industry would have you believe that there is little interest
in fiction'and poetry, and truthfully, volumes of creative writing could
not be expected to sell as well as the annual diet book on the best
seller list. Serious writing is not a mass market item, but to be sure, to
deny or downplay the existing market is like &yin to ptieve that a
rushed meal in a noisy fastfood restaurant has replac d the leisurely
homecotl supper.

I propose therefore, that if American literature is to survive,.
librarians who indeed bear the grave responsibility of being the
guardians of our literature MUST:

1) make the acquisition of new fiction and poetry a priority in
acquisition budgets and cease discriminating against small' presses;

2) keep in mind that such media as The New York Times.Book
Review and Publisheis' Weekly are little more than marketing tools of
the book industry. (Librarians can learn the best of /%/hat.is being
published by the independent press, the university presges, and the
industry by subscribing to: The American Bolok Review, The,New

.Boston Review, The International Directory of Little Magazines and
Small Presses, The Small Press Review, and Newsart, among others
listed in the text of the following paper.)

3) open library doors to local fiction writers, poets, non-fiction
writers, and playwrights by sponsoring readings and workshops
which can be cponsored by state arts agencies and the literature
program of the IWtional Endowment for the Arts, a Federal agenCy in
Washington, D.C.
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ADDENDUM:
The Role of the Librarian

in the45brvival of Contemporary Literature

Contemporary creative writing in this country is in a time of .

exciting renewal which the §eneralreading public does not share. An .

inadvertenicensor(bip exist.-which is slowly breaking down. But
two persistent myth about riting and publishing must be disscilved
If the present rebirth is to have a pervasive effect on 'Society, eraabling
our literature to survive and grow. The first Myth maintains that-
comthercial publishing houses exercise superior taste -and judgment,
making available to tie public the best of what is being written; the
second suggests that the small, independent press (the site of our
fiterary renaissance) is either a vanity network, subversive conspiracv
or a minor league farm system for the big leagues of commercial
publishing. ,

Commercial publishers have never played the major role in
(thb discovery of new talent. As far as.distovery, self or small press
publication tends to be the ruldand not therexception. A partial list
of writers who published their own major *ork or were published by
friends inclUdes: Pope, Blake, Burns, Irving, Whitman, Twain, and ,4
Upton Sinclair.

Len Fulton, publisher of Dustbooks, has estimated that since
1912, commercial publishers have discovered and sponsored only W
about 20 percent of the writers in this countrysmall presses and
magazines have sponSbred the'rest. Schools such as Dada;
surrealism, beat poetry, and concrete poetry were all first published-
in the small presses)

Thp general reader might argue that the industry has sponsored
serious writing even recently, with the works of such writers as E.L:
Do.cie)row and John Gardner. To understand the role of commercial
pulzlishing,.one must go back higtorically. It was not until the
mid-19th century that publishers as such emerged by name, and not
until late in that century when unscrupulous characters tended td
drop from the field and it became a gentleman's profession. A
privileged relationship came to exist between authors and publisher's
who placed quality before profits. Today, only a handful of
commercial publishers remain whOthave lasting commitments`to th6rr
authors.

White some of the b'g names in the industry could once be
persuaded'to publish the w k of writers like Hemingway and
Faulkner (whose first Works a eared in. limited, privately printed
editions), a great change begs to occur in the late 1950's and early
1960's, making it virtually imp ssible for an.unknowip writer to have
his work printed. According to.the Authors Guild, over 300 mergers
have taken' place in the past 20 years.2*The mergers have been
motivated by theAmerican Obsession with'growth and expansion
which has dominated industry since the end of the Second World
War. According to Publishers Weekly statistics, the number of books
published in the United Staterhas grown from 13,000 in\950 to
over 40,000 in 19743:---a figure that remains constant today.
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Government tax policies have contributecrtcr this expapsidn by
encouragi% owners of small companies t6 convert their holdings into
shares of stock in large'ones. It is interesting to note that the number
of small presses has grown as the number.of mergers and takeovers
has increased. )ust in the recent past, the number of small presses
listed with the International -Directory of Little Magazines and Small.-
Presses has grown from 997' in 1974 to,1,950 in 1978.4 *

getting`,In response to the inereasing difficulty writers had in e

published, many writers decided, "To hell with Godot; we'll do it
ourselves.P5 Ifis interesting to note that the rise of independent
publishinein the 1960'seorresponds not only with the return to
traditional crafts, such as leather, ceramics; and furn. e making; the
increased interest in natural foods cannot be unrel ed t the' mergers
and takeovers occurring in the fodd industry.

A thorough listing of whd owns what in the bOok industry can
be`found in the PW article on "concentration.", Many of the parent *

companies, such as MCA and Gulf-Western, are Hollywood studios,
or corporatiofis that own vast timberlands from which.pulp for book
paper is produced. The influence of conglomerate corporations on
their subsidiaries cannot be understated. CBS-and The New York
Times are two parent companies presently in court over anti:trust law
violations. While the legal aspects of conglomeratecOntrol of the
book industry is an interesting and revealing area.for studyparallels
could probably be found pith oil companies and their utility
subsidiaries=my concern here is to destribe some of the most
important changes conglomerate ownership hAs brought to the book
industry. These changes can-be itemized as follows: the lost identity
of book publi4shers, mass marketing techniques, demoralizing effects
on editorial staffs, the peculiar economics of book publishing, and
the deVastating effects upon writers.

e '
Several years ago, Robert Giroux of Farrar, Strauss and Giroux

summarized Elie commercial book worid as follows: /"Book
publishing is hardly related`to literature."6Indeed, Doubleday now
calls itself a communications company, as if to dissociate itself from
books, and many other parent companies are multinational
corporations which can no longer be thought of as makingin
identifiable pr:oductr

The corporate takeover of book' publishing has had its most
visible effect in the vast changes in marketing, techniques. The typical
trade book will not remain on the shelf for longer than the original
order, which is usually two weeks for 10 books. In the words of one-
editor: "Books are produced like steers to be slaugh!ered, monthly."'

The practice of'producing and marketing boas, like beef cattle
or soap,has changed the personnel who staff the editorial offices.
The editor with a sympathy for new currents in writing, with an eye
towards innovation, has, for the'most part, fled the industry. Literary

eople have been replaced.by management personnel, and the
ediocrity in editing that has resulted is laughable. A successful 64)k
ngs numerous imitations. Many agents, as well as "amthors,

pecialize in producing books that are copies of genre bestsellers.
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A recent experiment conducted by Chuck Ross raises
questions that resonate far beyond the issue of mediocrity.Ross
submitted, in typewritten manuscript, copies of Jerzy 14osinsk-i's prize
winning novel/Steps (which is still in print) to numerobs
conglomerate publishers, including the publisher of.Steps and the
publisher of Kosinski's earlier books. Ross used the pseudonym
Demos. An editor at Houghton Mifflin, publisher of the earlier novels
said, "Jerzy kosinski comes to mind as a point of comparison, but the
manuscript as it stands doesn't add up to a satisfactory whole."°

How could two,publishers not recognize their own author, a
National Book.Award winner? Even if they couldn't recognize the
work, why couldn't they recognize its quality? Yet, the myth persists
that big publishing hous s exercise superior taste and literary
jUdgment.

Thos1,few remaining editors who have tried to retain the trust
of their authors have been finding qieir confidence undermined by
the huge, unwieldy bureaucracies that Nave consumed their
companies. Impending mergers also demoralize editorial staffs; which
are the last to know.

From the point of view of the businessperson, publishing is not
very profitable. It is so unprofitable in fact that one wonders why
conglomerates have been so eager/to enter the field. Publishers have
generally acknowledged that it takes the sale of 10,000 copies of a
trade book to break even. Seven out of every 10 trade books lose
money. The loss of Federal Title II funds from the Library Services
and Construction ACt, in the early 1970's, coming at'a time of
economic recession, made the economic pinch apparent. Publishers
agreed to eliminate "marginal" books, those that sell le'ss than 5,000
copies. Many university presses proceeded to abandon their poetry
series. Many commercial publishers openly declared they could
handle no new authors,'and have hardly affirmed their commitments
to thei,r,estiblished ones. Poetry was the first but not the only genre
to suffer. First fiction and "serious" fiction,9 the publication of short
novels and books of short stories was virtually #irninated from
publishers lists. After 140 years of , publishing, Bobbs-Merrill scratched -ks
fiction from its list after being purchased by ITT. (TheBobbs-Mevill
logo can now be found on Raggedy Ann mobiles for infants.) A
survey conducted by the literature program of the National
Endowment for the Arts,(ceported in and available from CODA)
covering the period 1952-t977 found thartlie number of titles of new
fiction did not rise, while the number of trade books published in this

.country more than tripled11°
.

. , , ..
..; In 1976, profit margins on trade books fell belOwillvo percent,
reaffirming publishers' dependence upon the sales of subsidiary
rightsprimarily paperback and film. The effects of the search for
higher profits has been disastrous for writers, and for all of literature.
Publishers used`to take pride in keeping a title in print. Some books
sold well, but slowly, over a long period of time, and some found
their reade?hip years aftes being introduced. These books were
called "sleepers," a bygone phenomenon in the world of commercial
publishing. When books are removed from their shelves after the
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original order has not sold out, they are remainck=reth----sold at a
fraction of list price to dealers, or pulped. Some books are pulped
before being bound, when enough advance orders are not received.
Pulping an unbdund book pro a convenient tax write-off for a
publisher.

Low profit margins encourage publishers to seek the big book,
the potential multi- million dollar, movie. Editors are under _

tremendous pressure to focus oti such properties. The big book gets
showered with attentionmany of the other manuscripts don't get
published. To a large extent, the success of a book is determined by
the sale of film rights. There have been complaints, denied by the,
industry, of the parent cOmpany keeping the title "inhouse." The
parent may be a film company, outbidding others for its hardcover
subsidiary's film rights, and also seeing that its paperback susldiary
also outbids its competitors. Such wheelings and dealings can be
disastrous for authors. One writer complained'that he could not reach
his editor by phone once the parent film company lost interest in his
book.

Books which are [tot targeted for films don't receive prime
exposure in the review media. Books which are supported by major
advertising are the ones that are reviewed. In'a,sense,the big
companies buy the reviews.

Writers are under pressure to'do what the publishing
establishment feels it needs if they are to be commercially published..
Upton Sinclair tried that Over 60 years ago, and it didn't even work

;then.

Among some of the recent practices of publishers to increase
profits are choosing subjects first and finding suitable authors
afterward. John lakes was selected by Fawcett so be the author of the
Cen -*Mrial Series; arid it's no secret that the subject of laws was
chosen by computer, the author selected later. Another recent
phenordenon is the novelization of movies and TV shows. Mork .and
Mindy is the latest addition to the paperback racks.

In addition to novelizations, the newest paperback
phenomen6n in this country is the photonovel, copied from
Latin-American countries with low literacy levels. Photonovels are
collections of stills from popular movies like "Grease7 with a line or
two of dialogue superimposed. The,decline

big/
literacy in this countrx

is, at in this respect, directly encouraged by the practices of /

I had,spoken earlier of an inadvertent censorship that has been
keeping news of our literary revival from the general reader. Small
press books are rarely reviewed in the major.media because small:
presses cannot afford advertising space, and because well crafted,
literary books are nottmedia events. The book-s-ifiction) that are the
subject of reviews are those targeted for TV or Hollywood, --`
novelizations, or photonovels.
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The advertising dollars for these books dictate the reviews. The
New York Times (which is presently bein sued for providing free ad
space to its own subsidiaries) is as much A I for industry profits as
Publishers Weekly. PW has never carried smal press reyiews because
it is solely a marketing tool and has nothing to do with literature.
(Even when PW took the issue of concentration seriously enough to
do a symposium on it, the word literature was not mentioned once. A
few words were said about the publishing of first fiction and nothing
at all about poetry.) The industry would have the reader believe that
there is little interest in fiction and poetry; and truthfully, volumes of
creative writing could not be expected to sell as well as the annual
diet book on the best seller list.Serious writing can never be a mass .

market item, to be sure, but,to deny or downplay the existing market
by declaring that the novel or the short story is dead as an artform, as
the "literary" media often did in the 1960's, is like trying to prove
that a rushed meal in a noisy fastfood restaurant has replaced the
leisurely fiomecooked supper. So, while we are in an age of
excitement about,language, a veritable rebirth of the written and
spoken word, we are in 'a literary "dark ages," where the general
reading public does not share the excitement.

Despite publication and distribution assistance to small presses
from the literature program of the National-Endowment for the Arts in
Washington and State arts agencies, and desWte the recent efforts of
several university presses in publishing serious fiction, the financial
resources available to independent presses cannot keep, up with
writers' backlogs. It takes up to 10 years for &writer to get a book
into print. A classic case is Jerry Bumpus'lAnaconda," definitely the
sort of first novel that would have been published commercially in
the early 1950's, unfortunately written after the big mergers began to
make themselves felt in the early 1960'sthe novel, finally publiShed

in 1967, is now out of print.

When a writer does not get a book out to its audience within
a reasonable amount of time after it is written, he or she is hUrt,
changed as a writer. But in the context of all of literature, and of the
spiritual and intellectual life of the t\ltion, the effects are potentially
disastrous. To paraphrase author Jonathon Baumbach, it is a real
problem for the life of the country when the imagination, the inner
life, is suppressed.'2 The question of the survival of our literature is
ultimately tied to, our spiritual survival. It is the responsibility of
librarians, who are indeed "the guardians of out liklature," to

-11preducate themselves and the general reading Piiif our literature,
and indeed, our spirit, is to survive. Librarians therefore must:

1) make the acquisition of new fiction and poetry a priority in
acquisition budgets and cease discriminating agAinst small presses;

2) subscribe to the materials mentioned in thErtibliograAy'
and cited in tfle footnotes of this paper;

irapen library doors to local fiction writers, poets, non-fiction
writers, and playwrights by sponNxing readings and workshops in
order to help develop an audience for serious writing. Such

5/
A
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\1. workshops can be co-sponsored by local and State arts agencies and
the National, Endowment for the Arts, a Federal agency in
Washington, D.C.

Footnotes

1 Len Fulton, Tribal Clergy, a flyer idvertising,lhe Whole Cosmep Catalog,
(DustbOoks, Paradise, CA: 1973)

2 CODA, Poets,& Writers Newsletter, Vol. 6, No 3, leb /March 1979, New
Vork City, p. 23.

3 Remarks by Peter Davison, The Publication of Poetry 4nd Fiction, A
Conference, (Library of Congress, Washington, D.0 . 1977), p. 6.

4 "The Question of Size in the Book Industry Today," A special report
reprinted from Publishers Weekly, Luly 31, 1978

5 Len Fulton, op. cit.

6 Harry Smith, "Publishing and the Destruction of Values," The Smith, No.
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7 Ibid., p 19.

8 Chuck Ross, "Rejected," New West, February 12, 1979, (Beverly Hills,
CA), p. 40.

' .
9 Clarence Major, "The'Crunch on Seribus Fiction, Part 1, Commercial

Publishing," The American Book Review, Vol 2, No. 1, Sumnier, 19,9, (Rutgers,
F d N pp..14-15. Major provides some long needed clefinitirs.

10 CODA, op tit,

11 Jerry Burnous, Anaconda, (December Press, Chicago:1967).
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1. Irgernational Directory of Literary Magazines and Scnall Presses,
Dustbooks, P.O. Box 100, Paiadise, CA 95969.' The most,
comprehensive reference book of its kind, now in its 14th year. Timid
librarians, have not stocked thisiunique.reference tool because some
of the 2,000 presses listed are politically radical.

2. The Small Press Review, 'edited by Ellen Ferber, same publisher,
short reviews, articles of interest, Small Press Book Club a regular
feature. Source of many of the leads for this article. J

3. The Publish It Yourself Handbook, edited by Bill Henderson. The
Pushcart Press, Yonkers, N.Y. 1973. Source of historical background
in this article. A history rather than a manual. Pushcart is alsb the
publisher of the annual Best From the SmallPresses, -an excellent
introduction to the breadth and scope of the contemporary scene.

4. Literary Politics in Americ-a, Richard Kostelanetz, Sheed, Andrews,
& McMeel, NYC, 1978. Paperback. reprint of the famed The End Of
Intelligent Writing, -a careful study of the incestuous New York \
publishing and reviewing scene.
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S. The Passionate Perils of Publishing, Celeste West and Valerie
Wheat, a special issue of Booklegger Magazine, 555 29th Street, San,

Francisco, CA, 94112, 1979. Special articles on the literaryindustrial
complex, guides for publishers and authors, the feminist press, etc.

6. Small Press Novels & Novellas, subtitled: The Only Magazine
Devoted Exclusively to Longer Fiction, Molly. Yes Press, RD 3, Box
70B, New Berlin, NY 13411. A unique sampling of longer fiction
from the small presses.

7. Review media:
a)4The American Book Review, P.O. B x 188, New York, NY,

10003. Interested in the best books being published. Covers small
press; university press, commercial press. Intelligent, well-written
reviews.

b) The New Boston Review, 77 Sacramento St., Somerville,
MA 02143. Excellent national review.

c) Stony Hills, Box 715, Newburyport, MA 01950. Good,
coverage of national small press scene, with New England focus.

Testimony Submitted Protocol to the Florence Agreement

by Robert W. Frase

Robert R. Fox
Publi#ier
Carpenter Press

Although I am an official delegate at this Conference, I am not

14day representing any organization in this presentation, although

marry national organizations represented at this Conference have
)supported prompt United States adherence to the 1976 Protocol to
the Florence Agreement. I am appearing as an individual because of
long involvement with the original Florence Agreement from 1954 to
1966, and the development of the Protocol to the Agreement in 1975

`and 1976. Among other things, I was the rapporteur of the
international conference.of experts in Paris in March, 1976, which
formulated and recommended the text which was approved by the
UNESCO General Conference in November, 1976.

The Original Agreethent: The Florence Agreement '(Agreement

on the Importation of Education, Scientific and Cultural Materials)
provides for the interchange of ideas and knowledge through the free

flow of books, publications, and educational, scientific,' and cultural ,

materials. The Agreement was proppsed by UNESCO in 1948 to

overcome the increasingly formidable economic obstacles to the flow

0 of ideas" considered Vital to intelleCtual progress and international
undefstanding and, consequently, world peace.

. The Agreement, presently contracted to. by 69 natidns, was
opened for signature in 1950 and came into force in 1952. Signed by

the Department of State in 1959, the Agreement did not enter into
force for the United States until submission, of its instrument of e;,

ratification,on November 2, 1966, follOwing passage of the requisite,
implementinglegislation the previous month (Public Law 89-651).

5:2i
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The Agreement provides for, under specified conditions, the
waiver of duties,the limitation of application of internal taxes, the
granting of procedures and the facilitation of customs clearance of
the educational, scientific, and cultural materials specified in the five
Annexes to the Agreement. Annex A covers Books, Publications and
Documents; Annex B, Works of Art and Collectors Pieces of an
educational, scientific and cultural character; Annex C, Visual and
Auditory Materials of an educatiodal, scientific and cultural
character; Annex D, Scientific Instrumeng or Apparatus for
educational or/pure scientific research; and Annex E, Articles for'the
Blind. A UNESCO conference in 1973 recommended that the
Agreement should be examined for its "possible extension" to
additional categories of materials in view of technological progress
since 1950 and the desirability of further exchanges of scientific,
educational, and cultural materials. Authorized by a 1974
conference, UNESCO circulated an initial draft Protocol in 1975 and
a meeting of government experts developed a formal draft in March,
1976.

The 1976 Protocol: On November 30, 1976, the General
Conference of UNESCO, meeting in Nairobi, Kenya, approved a
Protocol to the Florence Agreement of 1950 that will, when it comes
into effect, eliminate additional import tariffs and other barriers to the
international flow of scientific, educational, and cultural materials.
The Protocol now is open to ratification and acceptance by countries'
that are already parties to the basic Florence Agreement, as wellas
by,economic and tariff unions (such as the European Economic
Community). At present, the basic Agreement is in effect in 69
countries. The Protocol will come into operation as between the
ratifying states six months after the deposit of the fifth instrument of
ratification with the Secretary General of the United Nations.

In the United States, the practice of recent years will probably
be followed: a two-step proceduregquiring first the approval of the
Protocol by the Senate as a treaty, and then passage of an
implementing Act by both Houses of Congress making the required
changes in U.S. import duties. Since the Department of State and ,
other Federal departments and agencies and the principal U.S.,
organizations of producers and consumers of the materials affected
by the Protocol have supPorted,iis provisions, there Wouldspen to
be no reason why the approval of the Congress should not be quickly
obtained.

Some of the most, important provisions of the Protocol, from
the pointof view of publishers, producers of audiovisual materials,
librarieseand eclucatignalthstitutions deal with import duties on
auchopparmaterhifs and microforms, and with import licenses and
exchgf)ge restrictions. °

Under the present text of the Agreement, audiovylual materials
receive less favorable treatment than books and other publications,

':s...which are relieved of import duties without certification of their
educational, cultural, or scientific character and without respect to
who may import theM..For audiovisual materials and microforms, on
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the other hand, under the present text of the Agreement, the
elimination of import duties is required only if these materials are of

an "educational, scientific, or cultural character;" and only when
imported by institutions "approved by the competent authorities of-

the importing country ... exclusively for exhibition by these
organizations or by other public or private educational scientific or
cultural institutions." Thus, a double limitation is applied to the
duty-free importation or audiovisual and microform publications.

The Protocol contains twq alternative provisions (Annex C-1
and Annex C-2) with respect to audiovisual materials, one of which
must be accepted. The C-2 alternative continues the double limitation
mentioned above, but does add_to the list of audiovisual materials in.
the present text a number of additional materials-that were
nonexistent or insignificant when the original agreement was drafted.
The other alternative on audiovisual materials (C-1) gives all
audiovisual materials the same duty-free treatment presently accorded
books, lifting the present double limitation. The following U.S.
organizations are on record as favoring U.S. adherence to the C-1
alternative: the Association of Media Producers, the Motion Picture
Association of America, the Record Industry Association of America,
the Association of American Publishers, the Association for
Educational Communication and Technology, and the American
Library Association.

With respect to microforms, the Protocorhasliwo components.
One would give duty-free treatment to microforms of published
materials, such'as books and periodicals, without requiring they be of
an educational, cultural, or scientific character, or be imported by
approved institutions. in other worms microform publications are to
be given the same treatment as p.rinte ublications. The second
component would add duty-free tr ment of certain other materials,
such as "mkrocards, microfiche, and magnetic or perfOrated tapes

and cards required in computerized information and documentation
services" under the heading of audiovisual materials. These
additional types of materials would thus be subject to treatment either
under Annex C-1 or C-2.

The present text of th Agreement contains relatively little on
import licenses.anikexchang1 restrictions. kmerely requires that
import licenses and foreign exchange be made available for the
importation of government official documents, United Nations and

affiliated agenciesfficial documents, publications in raised
characters for the'blind, other articles for the blind imported by
approved institutions, travel promotion literature and, most important,
books and publications consigned to pUblic libraries of public
educational, research, or cultural institutions.

The Protocol contains an optipnal provision (Part II) extending
the requirement,that'irriport Ijc-enes and foreign exchange be
provided for.the importatiodof the following additional categories of
inaterials:,1) books and publications consigned to an expanded list of
types of libraries; 2) adopted textbooks i.mported,by higher education
institutions; 3) books in foreign languages; and .4i audiovisual

'2
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t
materials of an educational, scientific, or cultural nature imported by
approved institutions.

The United States does not require import licenses or impose
limitations on the securing of foreign exchange for the importation of
the kinds of materials coverecrby the Florence Agreement andithe
Protocol. Therefore, on the import side, there would be no change
from the present situation, With respect to exports, however, many
other countries do require imporilicenses and impose restrictions on
obtaining foreign exchange. Therefore, the adoption of this proposal
in other countries that have such limitations would be beneficial to
U.S._ producers of books and audiovisual materials, since the United
States is a major exporter of these products.

Another optional provision of the ProtocolAnnex Ewould
for the first time provide for the duty-free flow of "articles specially
designed for the education, employment and social advancement of
other physically and mentally handicapped persons ...," provided
that equivalent articles are not being manufactured in the countries of
importation. Presently among handicapped persons, only the blind
benefit from the original Flbrence Agreement.

Attached is the text of a draft resolution placing the White
Houseeonference on Library and information Services on record as
supporting early, congressional action to place the provisions of the
Protocol, including Annex C-1, into force in this country.

ADDENDUM:

Proposed Resolution:
Proiocol to the Florence Agreement

Approved by the Get eral Corlference of UNESCO, November 30, 1976

Whereas, the Florence Agreement (Agreement of the
Importation of Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Materials) by
eliminating import duties on bookS, periodicals, printed music, and
other educational, scientific, and cultural Materials in the United
States and 68 other adhering countries has provided great benefits to
libraries and their users, as well as to educational institutions and the
genefal public; and

Whereas, a 1976 Protocol (supplement) to the Florence
Agreement which, among other, improvements, extends duty-free
status to audiovisual 'and microfohn materials without limitation in
optional Annex C-1, is now open to accession by the United States
and other countries; and

a -

Where4 the Association of Media Producers, the Motion
Picture Association of America, the Record Industry Association of
America, the Association of American Publishers, the Authors Guild,
the Association for Educational Communication and Technology, and
the American Library Association have vigorously supported United
States adherence to the Protocol( including optional Annex C-1;
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by Thomas J. Galvin

I

e,

Therefore be it resolved, that the White House Conference on
Library and Information Services urges the Department of State to
submit the Florence Agreement Protocol and the necessary
implementing legislation to the United States Congress for approval

early in 1980; and

Be it further resolved, that the Department of State recommend
that the United States adopt the more liberal Annex C-1 of the'
Protbcol relating to audiovisual and microform materials; and

Be it further resolved, that the Senate be respectfully urged to
act promptly to approve the Protocol as a treaty, and both Houses of
Congress be respectfully urged to approve the implementing

legislation.

Robert W. Frase

.1
The White House Conference on Library and Information

Services takes place amid growing recognition of the importance and
centrality of information services in American life. The level of
Jiteracy required and the sophistication of the information needed to

'function effectively in today's complex society are increasing steadily.
The delegates to this Conference have the opportunity,to help
determine the place of libraries in an information society. Our
libraries, many of 'which are now in serious financial peril, are
national resources that America must save and strengthen.

The Federal Government has a continuing responsibility for
the quality of library and information services available to all
Americans. In establishing the National Commission on Libraries and
Information Science, Congress recognized that respOnsibility and
affirmed in Public Law 91-345: "... that library and information
servicesadequate to meet the needs of the people of the United
States are essential to achieve national goals and to utilize most
effectively the Nation's educational resources and that the Federal
Government will cooperate with State and local governments and

public and private agencies in assuring optimum provision of such

services."

' Most recently, P, -sident Carter in his message to Congress on

October 31, 1979, (Ho Document 96-214) set forth a broad
Government program to pur industrial innovation in America.

...Among the President's proposals is the establishment of nonprofit
centers to help provide more comprehensive dissemination of
technical information that can be used by industry. With Federal
assistance, libraries could help achieve this and other national goals

such as disseminating information on energy conservation, reducing
adult illiteracy, providing essential societal information to the
disadvantaged, the elderly, the.harzclicapl5ed, and assuring a quality

education for the young.
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One major proposal concerning the Federal role in support of 1

libraries is before this Conference as S. 1124, the National Library \
Act. This study.bill has a number of interesting, significant, and
important aspects that merit thoughtful consideration and exploration.
It suggests the creation of a new national library agency as the locus'
of Federal library activity. However, events subsequent to the
introduction of S. 1124 provide a new and timely opportunity for a
locus of responsibility, and demonstrate how difficult it is to create a
new bureaucracy. The lengthy and sometimes acrimonious history of
the legislation creating a Department of Education (Public Law 96-88)
demonstrates that it is almost impossible to consolidate widely
scattered programs with their own supporters in Congress and their
respective constituencies in the field.

.The. new Department of Education, which is just now getting
organized, offers an immediate opportunity for a strengthened .,
administrative unit for Federal library programs. Some of the
functions envisioned for the proposed national libraryagency could
be handled very. effectively by an expanded Office of Libraries and
Learning Resources at the Assistant Secretary level within the new
department. A proposed resolution to this effect is attached to my
statement for consideration by the delegates to this Conference.

ALA recognizes that under the time constraints of a White
House Conference, delegates will not be able to work out all the
detailed issues,raised by S. 1124. ALA recommends that all interested
parties be called upon to work oUt specificfprovisions for
implementing legislation after the Conference, based on priorities set
and directions recorknended by the delegates. The Nuthorizations for
existing library legislation alloini time for thorough consideration of
WHCLIS recommendations after the Conference. For instance, the
Library Services and Construction Act is authorized through fiscal
year 1982; the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (including
school library assistance) through FY 1983; the Higher Education Act
(including aid to, college and research libraries and library training
and demonstrations) through FY` 1985 after a pending reauthorization
measure is enacted next year. In addition, all these programs are
subject to an automatic one-year extension.

The National 'Commission on Libraries and Information
Science has already demonstrated leadership in bringing together
interested constituencies on important issues, as evidenced by the
Open Forum held last March on the proposed National Peri Mica'

'Center. NCLIS could be called on again to hold an open forum on
implementation issues of the National Library Act or other legislative
prtposal recommended by WHCLIS delegates.

,
In the meantime, the importance of a strong expression of

support by WHCLIS delegates for increased funding for existing.
library programs cannot be overemphasized. The President's. FY 1981
budget, now being developed by the Office of Management and
Budget fo,r transmittal to Congress in January, is expected to contain
sharp reductions in library fundingthis in the year of the White
1-itoug'e Coltrence on Library and Information Services! The school
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library program would be cut in half, for instance, and library training
and demonstrations Would be zero funded.

New legislative initiatives should be anticipated by increasing
the funding for existing programs, so that there will be money in the
bank, so to speak, to transfer to new programs which may be
recommended at this Conference. Even if enacted into law, Congss
would be reluctant to fund a new programlif the level of funding
required were too great a jump over current levels of Federal support.

A proposed resolution on funding of Federal library programs
is attached to my statement, along with several others suggested

because current Federal legislative developmenemake them timely
and appropriate. We hope that all of these draft resolutions can be
considered by the delegates to this White House Conference.

Thank you for the opportunity to speak on behalf of the
American Library Association.

ADDENDUM:

Observations on S. 1124, National Library Act

Brief Summary of S. 1124: The National Library Act, a
legislative proposal initiated by the National Citizens Emergency

Committee to Save Our Public Libraries, headed by Whitney North
Seymour, Jr., was introduced last May as a study bill for WHCLIS
discussion by Se )ltors Jacob Javits (R-NY) and Edward Kennedy
(D-MA). S. 1124,would replace the Library Servir ..s and Construction
Act with an expanded program of aid to public libraries administered
by a new National Library Agency, with a presidentially-appointed
director and board. The bill would provide for direct . -ial
assistance to public libraries for operating expenses on a atching 20

percent Federal, 50 percent State, 30 percent local basis. n

additional titles it would continue public library coy. action
assistance, establish grants for services to spe co stituencies, assist
interlibrary cooperation including development and Maintenance of
library and information networks, and fund special training programs

for library personnel.

Summary of ALA Observations: The American Library
Ass'ociation applauds this legislative initiative and generally supports

many of the concepts embodied in S. 1124. However, ALA suggests

an alternative to creation of a new National Library Agencyand that
is a strengthened Office of Libraries and Learning Resources within

the newly created Department of Education. ALA also recognizes that
the many detailed questions raised by S. 1124 cannot be worked out
to everyone's satisfaction, given the limited time in a White House
Conference forum.Based on priorities and directions recommended
by delegates, all interested parties can be called upon to work out
specific provisioriVof implementing legislation after the Conference.

The National Library Agencyan Alternative: The National
.ibtiary Agency would be given authorit administer a number of
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library-related functions now housed in a variety of existing agencies
(including Library of Congress, National Library of Medicine;
National Agricultural Library, Govenment Printing Office,
International Communications Agency, National Endowment for.the
Humahities, a d latiopal Center for Education Statistics). The history
of the legislation creating a Department of Education demonstrates
that it is almost impossible to consolidate widely scattered programs
with their own supporters in Congress and their own constituencies
in the field. .

However, the Department of Education also offers an
opportunity fbr a strengthened administrative unit for Federal library
programs. Some of the functions envisioned for the proposed
National Library Agency could be handled very effectively by an
expanded OffiCe of Libraries and Learning Resources under an
Assistant Secretary within the new department. A change from
proposing a controversial new bureaucracy to this more realistic
alternative would increase the chances for the rest of the bill.

Details of S. 1124 Will Require Further Scrutiny: In order to
make the most productive use of scarce WHCLIS time, delegates will
have to concentrate in discussions and resolutions on the princies,
rather than the details of the study bill. Based on priorities set and
directions recommended by WHCLIS delegates, interested parties can
be calledupon to .work out specific provisions of implementing
legislation after the Conference. The existing Library Services and
Construction Act is authOrized through Fiscal Year 1982, with an
automatic one-year extension. Thus, there is time to give the details
the careful and thorough scrutiny they deserve by all interested,
constituencies after the Conference.

Questions Raised by S. 1124: ,The study bill has been
"studied" by several groups within the library community; numerous
questions have been raised and should be discussed. Some issues will
undoubtedly be aired at the White House Conference; others can be
hammered out at a later open forum of interestelai cohstituencies.
Among the questions raised are the follOWing:.

1) The concept of Federal incentives for increased State
.support of public library services i4 a good one, but qkiestion's have
come up about the specific 20/50/30 Federal/State/local Raiding
formula proposed in S. 1124. The State share would increase to
percent over five years. Would thiS provision have the gupport of the
Nation's governors? of State legislators?

2) Under the existing Library' Services and .Cortstruction Act,
the Federal Mare ranges from 33 to 66 percent. Under the National
Library Act, it would decrease from 30 to 20 pertent over five years.
Are the States willing to make such a change.?

3) States which are unable or unwilling to provide 50 percent.
of the funding wouldtlose the entire Federal contribution except for a
small basic allotment. How many States might be in this situation?

. t
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4) Are funds to be distributed by the State library a ncy to
individual libraries on a per capita basis, as promotional materials
indicate?br according to priorities in' the State plan, as the bill itself
seems to indicate?

-,
5) States and localities vary tremendously in terms of needs

and ability to support libraries, Is imposition of a national per-capita
.standards required by the bill realistic at this time?

a

6) How does.the additional authority given State library
agencies in the development and maintenance of cooperative library

networks impact on interstate, regional, and other existing network

configurations?

7) Increasing the,number of titles in Federal public library
assistance legislation increases the range of 'services,aided and

),.enhances the potential r funding. But it also increases the chances

that the Administration Congress may recommend funding for one
or more titles but not for all, depending on current priorities and
budgetary pressures. What are the tradeoffs here?

The following resolutions are recommiended to the delegate.
because legislation reCently passed or pending; or recent legislative
history, makes them timely and appropriate. Na attempl is made o
establish WHCLIS priorities, but only to identify issues relating to
current federal legislation oh which a strong WHCLIS statement
would have a definite impact.

Proposed Resolution
on Libraries within the Department of Education

Whereas, American libraries have long served as an
indispensable element in both formal and lifelong education, and the

importance of Ii aries in the educational process has long been
recognized b* Federal Government; and

1Whereasi libraris are a cross--cutting function providing
support for alt vets and fonds of education, and have elements in
common with oTidFcross-cutting functions such as education
technology, telecommunications demonstrations, education
information centers, and literacy activities; and

Whereas, the newly-created Ca et- level Department of
Education provides an opportunity for rethi Itingra;d restructuring
cross-cutting functions such' as libraries;

1

Therefore be it resolv0d, that WHCLIS delegates support the
expansion of the Office of Llibraries and Learning Resources under the
direction of an Assistant Secretary within the new Department of
Education, and call upon-Congress and the Administration,to take

favorable action in. support of this resolution.

Rationale: Support of this resolution by WHCLIS delegates is
needed and could not be more timely. A transition team is.already at
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work on the internal.trgar*ation of the new department, and
.confirmation hearings for: the Secretary - designate, California Judge °
Shirley Hufstedler, have been scheduled for November 20 by the
Senate Labor'and Human Resources Committee.

The new 'department, signed intlaw bytPresident Carter on
October ,17 (Pli.96-88), transfers and consolidates some 170 Federal
education progrAs.4,As finally, approved by Congress,. the new
Secretary is,given the power to consolidate, alter, discontinue,' or . .

reallocate the functions of a number of statutory entities, including
the Office of Libraries and Learning Resources, after, giving 90 days
notice to House and Senate authorizing committees.

The Office of Libraries and Learning Resbsurces, although
mandated by the:Education Amendrpents of 1974 (P.L. 93-380), has

IF" had an up7and-doWn-History of reorganization and low priority status
withinihe Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. The tatus
of the libr,aryUnif within the'new Department of Education is still
Very:rnUch up in-theair.',

he'Arneri..4ap Library Association, in a resolution adopted by
ALAttoUncil in lara`t, 1979supported the creation of a separate . .

department arrd recomr4ended that the library unit be elevated in
status and combined witrtication techndlogy and nontraditionalt 44' .learning. The National Com scion on Libraries and'Information
Science has also recommended that the library unit be ptaced at the
level of Assistant Secreta witin the new Department of Education.

(

ts.
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Proposed_Resolution
a. -dn'a National raiodical Center

... i.
--Whereas' the Itatibnalwelfare is inextricably linked with readyfr ,,,,'

c, aceet%to informati gin periodicals which have become the single
..1)$. ,m0st'dominant 4edium',foi'$comrhunicating research results; ande --

. . ly
*. Wnereas, exsting,interlibrary Loan mechanisms fOr the

are inadequate and
increasingly u e tt? meet /the demand placed on them; and

W. ,," , '...

' Whereas, tlie,p4.ilitC welfare can best be served when the
profit-and not.fOr-fuofif sectors act in partnership in the dissemination
of inforrnationi °' ", 'do- I! -

4k. . 4
.Therefore itoretlyed, hat WHCLIS delegates support the

establishment of a idnal-P iodical Center and call upon Congtess
and the Administrati fo tak favorable action in support of this
resolution. .

0- 4
Rationale: the Hduse passed, on November 7, an extension of

the Higher Education Act, H.R. 5192, which included as part D of
title II a National Periodical Center:The Senate has comyeted
hearings on HEA extension, including the NPC proposal, but bas not
yet developed its awn bill. ,
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Organizations which have endorsed the NPC concept include
the following: American Library Association, Association of Research
Libraries; Association of American Universities, Medical Library

Association, Special Libraries Association, National Commission on
Libraries'and Information Science, Chief Officers of State Library
Agencies, Center for Research Libraries, and Universal Serials, and

Book Exchange, Iric. EndorseMent by WHCLIS delegates_w. ould send

a clear message to Ihe.Senate that library users would benefit from a
National Periodical Center.

The bill passed by the House would establish an independent
non-profit corporation which would serve as a national lending

.resource by providing imprpved access to periodical literature. The
corporation would have a 15.- member board of directors appointed
by the President, with representation from the governMent, academic,
and research communities, libraries, publishers, the information
community, authors, and the public.

The NPC would be authorized to acquire, preserve, and make
available periodicals and journals through its own dedicated
collection and by cooperation with local, State, and regional library
systems, national libraries, private commercial suppliers, kid her

periodical service agencies. Necessary copyright fees would b paid.

The bill authorizes appropriations of $15 million each year
through Fiscal Year 1985. It could be funded onlytif parts Al B, and C
of HEA title II were funded at no lower than the FY 1979 levels.

These levers' are $9.975 million for II-A college library resources, $3
miltion for II-B library training and demonstrations, and $6 million for
the II-C research library program.

'Proposed Resolution
on Preferential Telecommunications Rates

Whereas, in a democratic an informed citizenry is
basic to the national interest; and

Whereas, libraries collectively are a major disseminator of
occupational, educational, and recreational information to the

American people; and

Whereas, today's libraries are no longer just repositories for

books but sources of information, with emphasis on access and -
communication; and

Whereas, the enormous proliferation and fragmentation of
knowledge, the increasing sophistication of information necessary to

function.in today's complex society, and the explosive development

of inforifratton and communication technoldgies to meet these,
demands, all make use of telecommunications technologies by

libraries essential; and

Whereai, ample precedent exists in.public laws and regulatory

policy for: giving special recognition to nonprofit libraries and 1(
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educational institutions as they carry out their responsibilities to the
public,

Therefore be it resolved, that WHCLIS delegates call upon
Congress and the Administration to establish by statute the ability for
common carriers to provide preferential rates for nonprofitjibraries
and educational institutions in their uses of telecommunications
channels of III types for interinstitutional transmissions and for the
distribution of information to the public.

Rationale: In keeping with our national goal to conserve
energy, it is doubly important that libraries provide information to the
public in the most efficient ways possible. Through the use of
telecommunications, librari1 might reach people in their homes and
at their places of work as an alternative to requiring citizens to travel
long distances to libraries. The.emphasis should be on moving
information to people rather than moving people to information,
especially to reach the homebound, handicapped, and elderly, as
well as citizens in remote rural areas.

Today's libraries are interactive sources of infOrmation which
rely more and more heavily on the new technologjes.as means to
library access and for information dissemination. The explosive
development of.information and communication technologies,
including cable television, mini- and microcomputers, video cassette
technology, videb discs, and satellite communication will
increasingly make possible heretofore unexplored possibilities for
access to information by the public. Automated library networks that
supply cataloging, Ordering, and other kinds 9f bibliographic
information to libraries via on-line computer facilities are already
operating in many areas of,the country. It is imperative, therefore,
that libraries be assured of the ready availability of reliable and .
affordable communications channels.

There is clear precedent in the statutes and regulations for
special recognition for libraries and educational institutions in several
closely related areas. Som\examples follow:

a

Public Broadcasting: The Public Broadcasting Act of 1967
states that AT&T, in providing the i terconnection for public
broadcasting, could do so under pre rentWiates.

Communications Satellite Fatilities: In the Federal
Communications Commission's Second Report and Order on Docket
16495, June 16, 1972, in the matter of the "Establishment of
Domestic Communications Satellite Facilities by Nongovernmental
Entities," paragraph E, page 10, entitled Terms of Access,by Public
Broadcasting and Other Educational' Interests, provides: "... we
ecognize that there is a well-established national policy,
incorporated in legislation, which encourages and makes it lawful for
common carriers to provide free or reduced rate interconnection
services to public broadcasting and other educational interests. These
statutes make it possible for the Commission to prescribe preferential
rates-for educational entities covered by such legislation, as well as

, .
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for carriers to file tariffs offering free oc reduced rates to such entities

on their own initiative."

Networks for* Knowledge: In a previous,extension (P.L. 90-575)

of the Higher Education Act, title VIII, Networks for Knowledge,
encouraged colleges and universities and their libraries to share to an
optimal.extent, through cooperative arrangements, their technical and
other educational and administrative facilities and resources. Grants

were authorized for sharing through a variety of telecommunications
technologies, including rapid transmission-of library materials,

closed-circuit television, and electronic computer networks. Section
803, "Authority for Free or Reduced Rate Communications
Interconnection Services" reads as follows:

"Nothing in the Communications Acf of 1934, as amended, or

in any other provision of law shall be construed to prevent United
States communications common carriers from rendering, subject to
such rules and 'regulations as the Federal Communications
Commission may prescribe, free or reduced rate communications
interconnection services for interconnection systems within the

purview of this title, whether & not included, in a project for which a
grant is made under this title."

-46 Although title VIII has expired for lack o funding, the need for
such authority still remains and the rationale is still valid.

Postal Rates: The legislative history of the Act creating the U.S.

Postal Service and subsequent reorganizational criteria authorize and
urge the Postal Rate and Service Commission to establish postal rates
that reflect the educational and cultural value of books and materials
and to establish, preferential library rates, even if such rates involve
subsidization of service. Accordingly, Congress provides preferential
postal rates for libraries and educational institutions.

Copyright Fair Use Privileges: In the 1976 Copyright Law

(P.L. 94-553), Congress made a clear distinction between the
nonprofit and the commercial sectors in dealing with the uses of
copyrighted materials. The law contains certain safeguards for
librarians, teachers, and researchers i rAfhei r uses of materials.

Surplus Property: The Federsl,Property and Administrative
Services Act (P.C. 81-786 as amended) in section 203(j)(3) permits
libraries, like other educational institutions, to receive both real and

personal surplus property.

st recently, Presiderenrter in his message to Congress on

October 31 (H. Doc. 96-214) set forth a broad Government program
to spur industrial innovation in America. Among the President's
proposals is the establishment of nonprofit centers to help provide

more comprehensive dissemination of technical information that can
be used by industry. Librgies could serve as such nonprofit centers
but to function adequately in this role, they would need the use of
telecommunications channels at reduced rates.
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Proposed Resolution
on Postal Reform Legislation

Whereas, libraries are dependent on the U.S. mails for receipt
of r-naterials from publishers and distributors, for interlibrary loans,
and for direct library service to geographically isolated or.
homebound patrons; and

Whereas, current law (P.L. 94-421) requires that the
"educational, cultural, scientific, and informational value to the

recipient of mail matter" be taken into consideration in setting postal
rates; and

Whereas, the House of Representatives recently passed by an
overwhelming margin,a bill'(H.R. 79) which would increase the
public service, subsidy to the U.S. Postal Service, extend the phased
,ratelncreases for fourth-class book and library rates over a longer
period of time, and make further. improvements to the library rate

including extending it to books sent from libraries and Olucational
institutions as well as to them;

4

Therefore be it resolved, that \A/FICLIS delegates respectfully
urge that the U.S. Senate pass legislation during the 96th Congress
similar to H.R. 79, the Postal Service Act of 1979.

Rationale: , The HOuse has twice liaised needed postal reform.
legislation. Last year the Senate Goverrrrnental Affairs Committee
repoped a siipilar measure, but it did not reach the Senate floor.
Senatbr JohrYGlenn's$SubcOmmittee on Energy, Nuclear Proliferation,
and Federal Services, which handles postal legislation, has taken no
action yet this year. Meanwhile; the public service appropriation for
the U.S. Postal Service declived this Fiscal Year by $92 million;the
library rate increased an aith.ge of 22 percent in July of this year,
and the bookfate, 24 percent.

If finally roved by Congress, H.R. 79 would correct a
misinterpretation of present 'law and allow libraries to, return books to
publishers and distributors at the library rate. It is ircirtic,,,that libraries,
for whom the library rate was intended, must use the higher book
rate to return such materials. H.R. 79 would alsb make clear that all
libraries, and not just pubic libraries, are eligible for the library rate.
Finally, it would enable libraries and educational institutions tb send '
and receive additibnal materials, including book catalogs, teaching
aids, and science kits, under the library rate.

Over 30 organizations are on record in support-of postal
reform legislation such as H.R.-79. The list includes: American
Library Association, Association ofAmerican Publishers, National
Education Association, Classroom Publishers Association, Magazine
Publishers Association, American Bookseller's Association, and several
postalworkers unions `and postmasters and postal supervisors
associations.

Libraries in major me politan areas are often well served by
delivery services of large book distributors or United Parcel Service;

) .
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but libraries in more sparsely populated areas are totally dependent

on USPS.,In addition, the increasing price and dwindling supply of
gasoline has caused some library systems to cut back bookmobile
service and increase use of books-by-mail to isolated or homebound

users.

1r

Proposed Resolution
on Literary, Musical, and Artistic Donations to Libraries

Whereas, prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1969,('12131-172),
an author or artist who .donated his or her literary, musical; or artistic
compositions or papers to a library or museum could take a tax
.deduction equal 0 the fair market value of the items at the time of

the contribution; and

Whereas, since 1969 such deductions have been limited to the
cost of the materials used to produce tile compositions, and
donations to libraries, have been severely reduced; and,

Whereas, an entire generation of literary paperi may be lost to
.future scholars through lack of an incentive to donate them to
libraries; and

Whereas, restoration of a tax incentive would Contribute to the

equitable tax, treatment ofauthors and artists, and would increase
patic access to and reservation of the Nation's literary and artistic
lega9y;

Therefore be it resolved; that the U.S. Congress enact
. legislation restoring a tax incentive for authors and artists to donate

their creativ7 works to'libracies and museums.

Ratiotiale: Bills are pending in both the--House and tlie Senate
which would restore a tax incentive. These measures are supported
by the American Library Assdciation; the Association of Research

Libraries, the Library of Congress, the National EndQwment for the
Humanities, and the Council of Creative Artists, Libracies", and

Museums (composed of 18 affiliated organizations). However, small

.tax bills such as these (H.R. 2498; S. 10n). tend to get-stuck in the
process unles; widespread support can'be demonstrated. mtcus
endorsemeht would indicate interest by library users and lay'citizens.

Specific instance* of manuscript collection losses directly:
attributable to lack of tax deductions have been Cited by many
libraries. Those specializing in contemporary, literature, 'art, and music

have experienced a definitedecline-_since1969. However, the

number of-author§e artists, a-nd'cOmposers who may have come
forward with`Apanuscript donations had the Tax Reform Attnot been
in effect will never be full 'known. \.

Some authors- are,selling then' manuscripts to the highest
bidder. This means an*author's manuscripts may be split up, may no
longer be available in the'State or region- where they were produced,
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may even be sold 'out of the tountry, and may be inaccessible to
researchers becauseOf owners' restrictions. c

With tighter budgets, libraries are at a disadvantage in
competing for manuscripts offered for sale. Some authors have placed
collections 4:3n deposit" in libraries, hoping for a change irf the tax
laws. Such deposit collections are of limited benefit to scholars,
because libraries are reluctant to spend,time arid money' organizing
collections which may later be withdrawn.

Proposed Resolution
on Revision of Title 44, Public Printing and Documents

Whereas, the Federal Government collects, compiles, and
produced information on every subject which pertains to life in our
society; and

Whereas, AI access to government information is crucial to
informed public decisionmaking in a democratic society; and

Whereas, libraries, including depository libraries, play a t..
significant role in making this information available to the public;
and

Whereas, the U4S. Congress is presently engaged in a
compfehensive review of the U.S. Code, Title 44, "Public Printing
and Documents," with the stated- pOrpose of providing for improved
adrhinistration of public printing services and distribution of public'
documents; -iv

Therefore be it resolved, that WHCLIS delegates call upon
Congress and the Administration to enact legislation. requiring: '

1) a system of free, equal, effective, and efficient distribution
to depository libraries which permits kiji and free accesS to
government publications in all formats including print, microform,
on-line data fires, audio a visual presentations, or other means of
infafmationtransfer;

2) the-periodic publication of a comprehensivelisting and
description of all government publications produced;

,

3). the continuation of the present system of in-depth iegiorpl
depository collections and support services; nd.loeal selective
depository libraries through which government information can be

-made available tolthe public; .

4) the establishment of a comprehensive current and
'retrospective collection of gOvernment-produced publications to serve
depository libraries and the public nationwide a's a source for.
reference and referral-seevice,,interlibrary,loan,photoduplication, and
telefacsimile or other transmission systerns;..and
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5) the establishment of a comprehensive centralized or
coordinated sales program to offer basic Federal documents on a
subsidized., basis, and all other Federal Government publications in
whatever format, for sale on a cost recovery basis so that non-profit
libraries are able to continue acqUIftng them for use by the public.

Rationale: Congress is now in the pro,cess of revising Title 44

of the U.S. Code, "Public Printing and Documents." Title 44 is the

_ U.S. Code section dealing most broadly with such library/citizen-
oriented policiesias the printing, listing, pricing, and distribution of
government publications. Each resolve clause above addresses a
particular issue or, set of issues involved inthe pending revision of

Title 44.

Resolve clause "1)" focuses on the materials available under
the depository library program, a park of Title 44. Many products that
were once. produced in traditional book format and distributed to
depository libraries are now on microfiche or computer'tape. As new
technology changes the format in which government Publications or
information products are produced, it is essential that the public
continue to have access to them through local libraries.

-,

Clause "2Y' focuses on what is perhaps a root cause of the

problems of public-access to government publications, the lack of
any comprehensive_ listing. Government studies have demonstrated
the failure of many agencies to keep track of their own publishing
activities. It is difficult for libraries to meet public needs when no
authoritative listing of what exists is published.

The successes of the present depository library program are
greatly strengthened by the pendinglegislation, but the existence of
regional depository in-depth collections and support services is not
explicitly retained. Resolve clause "3)" supports the local/regional
service structure, while clause "4)" supportssthe congressional intent
to establish one national center as a backup for the entire system.
The revision legislatiOn should stipulate that an intermediate service
level between local libraries and the national center should be,
retained: At present there is no source to which .the public or the
Nation's libraries may turn for all government publications.

1

Resolve clause "5)" calls for a sales-program much like that
which exists under current law. The pricing structure is quickly
raising costs above the means of individwals and small libraries.
Because information generated during the course of government
business is not a consumable commodity, making its existence
known and available reaps the greatest benefit from, the tax dollars

spent on its generation. Freely accessible government information
.increases accountability, while also raising the consciousness of the
'public in topics ranging from the arts to zoology. That public is as
diverse as are the delegates to the first White House Conference on

Library and Information Services.
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Proposed Resolution
on Pricing of Basic Governmept Publications

Whereas, broad public participation in government is essential
to the effective functioning of a democracy; and

Whereas, the Nation's libraries prdvide students, scholars, and
the general public with,free and equal access to the printed record of
the Federal Government; and

Whereas, fewer than eight percent of the 18,000 public
libraries, branches, and college libraries in the United States are
eligible to receive one copy of the Congressional Record, Fedeiall
Register, and other basic publications free through the deposito y
library program; and

Whereas, House Report 96-245 urges that the Public rinter,
raise the price of these and other subsidized publications to fully
recover costs; and

Whereas, this action would limit the number of libraries able
to afford thdse publications,, thus lessening public access to thus
fundamental tools of democracy;

Therefore be it resolved, that the U.S. Congress continue to
fosfer broad public participation in the Federal Government by
substantial subsidies on the sale of basic Federal documents.

Rationale: There have been several attempts over the pay'
decade to increase the price of basic Federal publications
significantly. For instance, the Federal Register rose from $15
annually in 1968 to $50 annually in 1976. The push toward total
cost recovery was voiced once again in House Report 96-245, which
accompanied the FY 1980 Legislative Branch Appropriations bill in
June of this year. The price of the Federal Register alone would
approach $150 annually under such a full cost recovery move.

In recent years, Congress haS also taken many steps to assure
increased availability of Goliernment information on an equal basis to,
all citizens. These moves assume widespread.avairability of basic
Federal Government publications. The principle that broad access to
informatiori-on matters of government encourages more participation
in government and-,heightened `accountability of government is being
explicitly applied in legislation. For example, implementation of the
Privacy Act (P.L. 93-579) is dependent upon agency rules published
ki the Federal Register "in a form available to the public at low

ost." Also, shorter deadlines for public comment on proposed
regulations are becoming more common in an effort to speed up the
regulatory pro.cess. Such a reform assumes that the public has
unhampered access to the proposals in the Federal Register.

^The prices of the most basic Federal Government publications,
the Congressional Record, Federal Register, Code of Federal
Regulations, U.S. Government Manual, Weekly Compilation of
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Pre ential Documents, and others are already far too high for many -

lib cries, especially those in small communities and rural areas
without easy access to the larger depository libraries.

Proposed Resolution
on the Florence Protocol

Whereas, the Florence Agreement (Agreement on the
Importation of Educational, Scientific and Cultural Materials), by
eliminating import duties on books, periodicals, printed music, and
other edokational, scientific, and cultural materials in the U.S. and 68
other adhering courries, has provided great benefits to libraries and
their users, as well as to educational institutions and the general

public; and

Whereas, a 1976 Protocol (supplement) to the Florence
Agreement which, among other improvements, extends duty free
status to audio, visual, and microform materials without limitation` in
optional Annex C-1 is now open to access'r by the United States

and other countries;

Therefore be it resolved,that WHCLIS delegates urge the
Department of State to submit the Florence Agreement Protocol and
the necessary implementing legislation to the U.S. Congress for

approval early in 1980; and

Be it further resolved, that the Departnient of State recommend
that_the United States adopt the more liberal Annex C-1 of the
Protocol relating to audio, visual, and microform materials; and

Be it further resolved, that the Sdnate be respectfully urged to

act. promptly to approve the Protocol as a treaty, and both Houses of
Congress be respectfully urged to approve the implementing
legislation.

Rationale: The Florence Protocol is a benefit to libraries and
their users which exists on the books, but will not take effect between
the ratifying states until after the fifth ratification. In the United States,
the process is not a speedy one, but it could be started any tmethus
the rationale for WHCLIS support.

After receiving the Protocol from the State Department, the

Senate must appriSve it as a treaty, and then implementing legislation
-making the required charges in United States import duties must be

passed by both Houses of Corigress.

Among the organizations-which have supported United States

adherence to the Protocol, including optional Annex C-1, are the
American Library Associationrthe Association of Media Producers,
the Motion Picture Association of America, the Record Industry
Association of America, the Association of American Publishers, the

Authors Guild, and the Association for EducatiOnal Communication
and Technology.
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Proposed Resolution
on Funding of Federal Library Programs

Wh reas, an inforM'ed citizenry is essential in a democratic
society; an

Wherea the level of literacy necessary to function effectively
in today's complex society is steadily rising; and

Whereas, it is a priority of both Congress and the
Administration to improve the basic learning skills of elementary and
secondaryschool students, and to reduce adult illiteracy; and

Whereas, basic skills and literacy cannot be improved without
a commitment to library support;, and

' Whereas, reports of preliminary Federal budget figures'for
Fiscal Year 1981 indicate sharp reductions in library funding;

Therefore be it resolved, that WHCLIS delegates call upon
Congress and the Administration to restore and increase funds for
Federal library programs to ensure effective library and information_ s
services for all citizens:

Rationale: The President's budget, to be released in January, is
expected to contain sharp reductions in library funding below already
inadequate levelsin this year of White House Conference on
Library and Information Services! Or instance, a national newsletter
has already reported that the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act, Title 1V-B, school library resources program will be pegged at
$90 millioncompared with the current level o( $171 million.,The
Higher Education Act, Title II- B,.library training and demonstration
program, currently just $1 million, would be zero funded.

The importance of strong support by WHCLIS delegates for
increased funding for existing Federal library programs cannot be
overemphasized. New legislative initiatives which may be
recommended by WHCLI5, should be anticipated by increasing the
funding for existing programs so that there will be money in the

' 'bank, so to speak, to transfer to new programs. Even if enacted into
law, Congress would be reluctant to fund a new program:if the level
of support required were too great a jump over current levels of
Federal support.

,.

In recent years, public2school, and academic libraries have
seen a decline both in actual budget dollars and in .the purchasing
power of the funds they receive.` Over the Past five years, the average
book price rose 43 pc. ent, the average periodical subscription .56
percent, while thee oWrall inflation rate rose 32 percent during the
same period. These costs are uncontrollable, no matter how
prudently library management watches its dollars. People most in
need of servicesthe poor, the elderly, the handicapped, the
newcomers with little or no English, the disadvantaged studentfind
that the special materials suited tO their needs may no longer be
acquired because funds are not available to carry out such programs,

5 ti
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Libraries are an essential compOnevptof an national literacy
effort and could, with increased support, do-more to help develop an
effective-and informed citizenry. The Administration proposed and
Congress enacted recently a new basic skills improvement program,
but basic skills and literacy cannot be improved without appropriate

library resources.

Thomas p. Calvin
American Library association

Education Issues for Library Media Information Management

The effective provision o ibrary and information services to
meet the current and future ne of citizens will be largely
dependent upon the availability o -competent staff to provide these
services. The growing complexities of the information-based society,
the changing needs of citizens, the new technologiCal applications for
information delivery, these and many more factors are dramatically
changing the role of libraries and information agencies and are
demanding new kinds of education and reeducation of librarians and
information managers.

In whatever ways the issues of this week's deliberations are
articulated, the emergent needs will require personnel prepared at
graduate professional programs at the master's, post-master's, or
doctoral level, and staff whose competence is continually updated
and reviewed through career-long continuing' library education.

' The Federal Government through the year has recognized that
the fdreral graduate professionareparation for formation-
professionals is a national concern and a national e onsibility. The
Higher Education Act has provided modest scholars ip and
fellowship support to graduate schools of libFaryond information
science to assist highly qualified students to prepare for a career in
libraries and information agencies.

The Msociation of Ainerican Library Schools affirms the ,
national characteristics of graduate education for this profession and
considers it essential for the Federal Government to support with
increased vigor their national responsibility for the preparation of
competent, dynamic leaders for the information agencies of today
and tomorrow.

Graduate schools in all professions have been successful in
developing creative and dynamic leaders when they have recruited
students from all parts of the country, from diverse c'ultUral heritages,
and from a variety of social' backgrounds, Professional growth is
stimulated as the New Englander discusses library experiences with
the Montana rancher and the Mississippi delta native; when the Black
from Atlanta works with other minorities from New Mexico,
California, and Chicago to study new ways of delivering information
to special clienteles.

ar
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We need to bring divergent views to bear on professional ,

education. Students must come from a multiplicity of backgrdunds
with understanding arid sensitivity to special groups in our society,
such as the ethnic minorities, the blind or physically handicapped,
the rural isolate, the urban ghetto residents, etc.

From these divergent backgrounds, the highly qualified student
should be recruited with the assuranc that assistance in meeting the
financial demands of a graduate ,professional education will be
available. Graduate students vary greatly in their ability to lurid their
own education, and institutions of higher education are finding t it .h.\

, own funds for student financial aid more and more restricted. If on y
students who can afford'to pay the costs of graduate education from
personal resources'purue library and information education, valuable
huinan resources will be lost to library and information services.

We are presenting a resolutioh on Federal support programs of
scholarships and fellowships for graduate education of-information
profesionals. C r

Vitally important to the process of educatin8 competent staff
for libraries and information agencies isiThe'quality teaching faculty at.
graduate schools of library and information science. The developanent
and maintenancet5f faculties with competence in all areas of libraiT
theory and practice, with growing and,developing,conc is of
information needs, with knowledge and ability in areas o formation
management, information delivery systems, etc., require a con us
and vigorous recruiting of gifted persons into our graduate schools,
and financial - support for those advancedstuderats who have teaching
`career goa Is.

- Faculties must include persons with the 'ricessary commitment
and competence to conducT research and to interpret the findings of
research to practitioners through publication and demonstration. The
dynamic character of our field demands that faculty be continually
improving and updating their knowledge, theh' competencies, their
research and writing skills, and their understanding of professional
problems of today and tomorrow. iThe need for faculty development
-programs, recognize as essential to quality professional education in
all professions,.is equally essential to our field.

01crucial importance to the development of library and
information services to meet the information needs of citizens is
planned.critical research-into the broad range of problems associated
with information delivery and use. Graduate schools of library and

wformation science have played an important role in providing staff
Tor research and in conducting significant research studies. No4
profession can respond to dynamic changes in the nature of its
services without a rigorous and active research program, both basIG
and applied. Support for research must be increased immeasurably if
we are to develop new services, new methods of accessing and
delivering informatioh, in constructive and beneficial ways. We urge
greater support from the Federal GovernMent for research into the -
problems, needs, and services for inTormatiOn in the 1980's and
beyond.
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The successful implementation of the programs, services, and
national plans which may come out of the discussions and
resolutions for the White HOuse Conference depends upon a highly
qualified staff in all libraries and' information agencies. The library
education community represented by Associag,on of American Library
Schools is committed to contribute to the evolution of librarianship

.through the continued developmentof highly qualified persOnnel, the
active engagement in the continuing education of staffs, and in the
conduct of baSic and applied research. It is a real challenge for the
1980's, and we solicit the support of all White House Conference on
Library and InformationSeNices delegates in the-years ahead.

ALENDUM:

..Proposed Resolution on Support.for Education ,

`,fOr Library and information Professionals
, .

. 04 A

The Associatibn of ,American Library Schools recommend's that
WHCLIS deleptes adopt the following:

Whereas, effective provision of library and information
services to meef the current and, future needs of citizens will be
largely dependent upon the availl3bility of competent staff; and

I 4 v 4

Whereas, the complexities of thenformation society
necessitates a continuing supply of well-educated, quality persons
information professionals; and ,

Whereas, the.rapidly expandinvedmologies, new techniques
for information delivery, and n'ew services to user populations
demand library staffs who are continuously expanding their
knowledge and abilitiesto meet new challenges through continuing
education and personal development;' and

Whereas, the new information society preSents challenges
which require syste,rnatic research efforts which might appropriately
be addressed by graduate schools of library and information science;,

and e

as

Whereas, the Federal Government, through Title II of the
Higher Education Act and other Federal legislation, has recognized ifs'
-responsibility to support education and research for librarianship and

information management,

Therefore be it resolved that continued a nd interisi'fied efforts,

be made by the Federal Government to provide direct, designolgd,"
support to education in library and information sciences, this support-
to be in forms which will encourage recruitment and instrt4ctional
improvement, thatis, student, faculty and equipment financial
assistance, and research and demonstration in both formal and
continuing education programs.
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Issues and Position Forces behind the microtechnological.
revolution include the Apollo Project, the Vietnam War, marketing,
and the need to store and retrieve information in an efficient manner.
EfficienCy ancliplummeting costs of auto at rt and data
Communications are direct results of new'tlev lopments in
technology such as charge-coupled devices, b lle memories,
fiber-optics; and others.

Elettronic mail is in the business world with the power of
management work stations that access multiple data banks. Work
stations have automated directories, electronic indexing, retrieval,.
and purging functions. Electronic mail is on its way into the
residence. Such capability will, be apart of-information or computer
centers in homes.

- The industrial revolution has been succeeded by the
,microtechnologi4a1 revolutionwith communications paths that
permit libraries to manage their information and staff in more
effective)vays. The computer is more reliable than people; its
reliability is supported by: 1) memory capacity and modularity; 2) its
own"thought" processes (e.g., logical progressions, calculations);
3) frequency or size of the aboive; and 4) dependability. Advanced
technology permits each datum to be more affessible and
controllable by people.

As certain books and paper go away, the new computer
picosecond (that displaces-today's nanosecond), digitized
micrographics, and other developments will cause integrated data
bases to be the backbone of the microtechnologicakrevolution. The
library will be one segment of this infrastructure. Libraries and society
must monitor the timeliness of each technical development
(hardware, firmware, and systems design) so that the:

1) Need to know can be evaluated for appropriat -Ccess or
privacy. With correct systems design, high technologies wi ermit
more control of accessibility. Cost-effective cryptography per its
security never previouslj, envisioned by librarians, engineers, or lay
people. For nominal cost today we can incorporate user-to-user
encryption with a probability of one chance in 1026 of deciphering
specific !fain text; this high technology privacy makes it almost
indecipherable. Today,telecommunications networks are being
designed with excellent "fraud prevention" (encryption or acces
control) for less than $100 per user input- output device.

2) Impact on labor distribution, skill base, and curricula can be
understood and projected. Information processing and other
technologies are producing a demand for new skills. Labor
distribution is shifting so that persons with specialized degrees are
performing roleg that they were not trained to fulfill. This imbalance
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Proposa/ A commission or feasibility panel of library,
eckication, industry, and technology experts should be assenibled to
ascertain the following: Applicability of an information science index

' which will provide a tracking mechanism or data base for
determining: 1) demand of commercial and intitiltional skill
requirements; 2) curricula needs to Meet the above; institutions need
the tools, or index, to project and offer appropriate courses and
library resources; 3) now hardware, firmware, and software
developments with related (e.g., white collar and blue collar) labor
displacements; 4) positive technologic& impacts on creating new and
changing institutions and industries; and 5) timing of advanced
technology displacement of current industries, products, and people.

An infor ation science index will assist in providing a more
secure society and lessen the need for a larger welfare state. The
index will provide accurate data to develop timely educational,
library, and industrial apparatus for needs of our filre information

,rsociety.

is growing, evidenced by the number of teachers with advanced
degrees in educationiemployed as secretaries. Negative impacts(e.g.,
"technology unemploytent") must be foreseen. What happens to the
600,000 letter carriers .when electronic mail proliferates?, Over
one-half million communications workers install and.support the
conventional analog telephone today. The digital telephone will be as
pcpUlar as the electronic calculator by the 1990's, and it will be
designed as a self-serviceable, disposable item. The largest
automobile manufacturer anticipates automating 90 percent of aul its

production by the mid-1980's. ,

3) Recognition of industry and information opportunities will
permit society to grow. New skill requirements are creating new
horizons for education and employment in engineering, science, and
business. For projection of which occupations will be opportunities at
what time, the following proposal is extended.

Robert J. Goodenow -

Advanced Communications Institute
of America, Inc.

Testimony Submitted' Aggregating the Market for Information Systems

by Frank M. Graves
by FrankM. Graves

The idea of the White House Conference on Library and
Information Services was first formally raised in 1957.' In the 20
intervening years, 1958-1978, consider the growth of output of
Chemical,.Abstracts Service of the American Chemidal Society:
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1958 1978

Activity Actual Index Actual index

Abstracts of papers 95,736 '100 363,195, 379
Abstracts of patents 21,920 100 57,343 262
Abstracts of books r 1,274 100 7,804 613

4, Viltkv

Abstracts total 118,930 100 428,342 360

Journals abstfacted, 8,377 100 11,804 141

Pages of abstracts \10,628 100 33,368 314
Pages total including indices 15,987 100 83,803 524

554
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SOURCE: Data kindly provided by Jack 4flerton, Chemical Abstracts
Service, Columbus, Ohio, October 12, 1979.

I Thus, the total number of pages has been growing at an
anr4ual compound rate of about nine percent. Libraries and
information services must somehow cope with this explosion on the
supply side of information. They must find ways to improve access to
this feast of information for all their users and would-be users. The
main problems are not technical, however, butfinancia1.2

Accerss can readily be pr,Mded by any of the dozen or more
communications networks to the hundreds of electronic data
basesbut only at a price. The real question is how to, pay for:this
access.

Electronic inflormation technology has a very high front-end
fixed cost of hardware and software, and low marginal cost of
communications, Iri thisit is like a railroad. The first rail car of freight

4 would have to pay millions of dollars to allow an otherwise empty
rail line to recover its full costs. A second car could cut this in half, if
both cars shared costs equally; and so on, with average total costs
per car dropping rapidly at first, and then more slowly, with each
additional unit of demand. finally, with the rail line operating at
perhaps two-thirds of capacity, it would be recovering its full costs at

,rates competitive with other modes of transport such as trucks and
barges.

o

Once the rail line gets thisamount of traffic, all additional
, traffic at that average price generates a very large profit, because the

marginal cost of hauling each new unit is so small. The added cost of
, pulling one more car? in a 100 -car freight train operating on a railroad

that is workinclose to capacity is minute, compared to the cost of
building a railroad and hiring all the employees needed to allow
even one car to be hauled:

This reasoning applies exactly to electronic information
systems. If is essential that libraries aggregate the market to drive
down the average cost of service to a,point where everybody can
afford it.

ti
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The influence of market size on production cost has been
studied for many years, but the idea of having Federal or other
intervention to aggregate markets as a way to facilitate diffusion of
expensive technology is quite recent.; The spread of,such technology
can improve4our national productivity, among other..wQrthwhIle
objectives.

At a time when inflation is drasticall eroding the purchasing
power of library dollars, and budgets "are being squeezed further by
California Proposition 13 trends, more than simple diligente is
needed to find money for information-systems. A strategy of

/aggregating markets to reduce costs and hence prices is required..

The practical,steps needed to accomplish this are the
following:

1) The National Commission on Libraries and Information
'Science, urged on by the White House Conference, can, readily find
ways to secure from vendors of information services and owners of
data bases their price schedule for 200, 500, 1,000, 2,000, or more
additional subscribers.

2) The price schedules thus obtained should be very attractive
at large volume (many subscribers). The National Commission should
circulate these price lists to the libraries.

3y The libraries, meanwhile, should prepare financial plans
incorporating the amount of funds they believe could be raised from
local taxes and gifts. A fairly standardized national user fee schedule
should be adopted, and it would be reasonable to assume that State'
legislatures and the Congress would each be willing to put up 25
percent of the information' system annual costs for each librarybut
only if local effort puts up 50 percent.

4) User fees should be zero during a period of promotion and
faniiliarization (voUchers might be issued for some number of free
queries), but user fees are valuable at some point to raise needed

'revenue., Because "people don't know what they want until they see
what they can have, "' it is very important that there be a free period
of promotion and familiarization, to build educated den-land.'

5) The next step would be forthe National Commission to
take the.lead in preparingtpreseptations to State and congressional
committees to ask for information system funds based on the quoted
prices and affirmed local effort (taxes and user fees).

Obviously a detailed work program and budget for the above
market-aggregating activity would be a necessary prefirriinary
element. The National Commission-has very recently appointed a
new task force, the Public-Private Sector Task Force,,6 which would
be an excellent group within the Commission to;arry the
responsibility. 7

4.
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A strategy of merely begging for money will not do; a sound,
workable means of Iowerin costs and demonstrating substantial local
effort is the only approach that will work with the State1and
congressional committees, to obtain adequate supplemental financing
for library information systems.

'The ite House Conference , "Chronology of the White House Conference
. ", no ate .

'The White use CoVerence . , Delegate Information 4emorandu'm No. 1 (31
August 1979) .icatss that more than 60 percent of the more than 3,000
resolutions passe. :t.State and Territorial pre-White House Conferences dealt with
the need f increaseq funding for libraries in local communities

'See, for exam e, lames M Utterbacr'Innovation and the Diffusion of
Technology," Science, vol 183, no 4125(15 February 1974), pages 62d-626 This
paper is based on research of 1971. The diffusion of technology generally and
problems thereof are discussed in Sumner Myers and Eldon E Sweezy, "Why
Innovations Fail," Technology Review, vol. 80, no. 5 (March/April 1978); market
difficulties explained 27.5 percent of innovation failures, the largest single factor.

'Sumner Myers, Institute of Public Administration, Washington, D C.,, grivate
communication, 1978

'See Cheryl A. Casper, "Pricing Policy for Library Services," Journal of the Amertan
Society for Information Science, vol 30, no 5 (September 1979), pages 304=309, for
a discussion of swo user fee alternative objectives 1) to maximize library revenue;
and 2) to ma user net benefit.

'Chairman. Robert M. Hayes, Dean, Giaduate School of Library and Information
Science, University of California at Los Angeles

4 frapk M. Graves,

le
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Microforms: Microfilm and ivticrofiche'Have Solutions
to Inform-anon Handling and Linking Problems'

I am Caroline Grills, representing the National Micrographics
Association as the Association's "official observer."

'Microfilm has long been available in libraries as arrarclaival
storage convenienceparticularly in relation to periodical volumes,
rare reference material, books, and diwrtations on microfilm.

Today the Federal Government utilizes microforms in nearly
every agency. Its use in U.S. Patent data, in Social Security reco es,
military records, and the GoVernmInt Printing Office, is exte e,.
and vital. Microforrps are also meeting some-reference needs .t the

Library of Congress.

Certainly, growing storage and retrieval needs at all libraries
mean that we should be looking tornicrdiorms to beable to solve
some of these problems.
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Marlene Halverson,-

I would 'like to urge ariy delegates, as well as alr other
interested persons, .todisover how microforms today mean not only
la viable answer to-archivalimorage needs, but to also learn h9w
microforms can be utilized.as informatioy capsulized in mylar
memo4/..,Microform technology today is a device that easily
integrates (orAinks) with,computers, ,word processors, and even
satellite communication systems. Microforms as mylar memory can
function solelyas an ihiormdtion to close the loop, if you will.

Microforms in-Inicrofilrp or microlrae cA also be a Valuable'
tool to bring informatiOn to the .visually aly Physically hatidicapped.

The National Microgi'aphics Msociation maintains a,Resource
C rater in Silver SpringWarylansLand is ready-to assist you with

crographic information. As the Association's representative and
server at this important Conference, I will be-available to answer

your que0ons about microforms, and welcome your inquiries.

Caroline Grills
National Micrographics Association

. The Emerging Literature
of Public Interest/Citizen Action Organizations

Contributions of the Public InierestlCitizen Action' Movement:
The work of public interest/citizenEtion organizations has been
instrumental in improving 'the qualitf of life for all citizens in the
United States. Their unstinting efforts, for example, have prevented
the loss of thousands of lives on our Nation's highways, helped to
preserve and protect pristine environments and endangered species,
resulted in laws to.protect the public health from toxic substances in
our environment and unsafe products such as hazardous toys and
drugs, and have led to government requirements for truth-in-labeling
on ourfood supply.

The Literature of Public lnterestlCilizen Action Organizations:
In conjunction with their advocacy, these organizations publish a
literature that includes reports,"docurnents, white papers, periodicals,
and books and is of great potential value to educators, government
officials, technical speCialists, and the public at large. Taken together,
they'represent a growing and proN2ocative agenda of public concerns.
"A significant segment of our national journalism, " is how the
Columbia Journalism Review recently described them. Arid Ralph
Nader has called them "a neglected dimension of adult education
and an invitation tocivic involvement."

This emergingliterature,provides _news and. information which
can contribute to effective, citizen-based initiatives, give fresh
perspectives on a wide variety of critical public problems, and help
to inform policySakers, in-and opt.ofgovernment. It covers subjects
often not popularly or adequately reported insother media at the time.
For example:

54 9, 557
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1) Environment -magazine, a publication of the Scientists
Institute for Public Infthmation, in November, 1974, first called our
.attention to the possibility that a chemical pesticide, Phosvel, which
was-under consideration for registration in the United States, mitgnt
cause extensive nerve damage in hunians and animals. It was two
years before the story found its way to the major media and the front
'page of The Washington Post. 4.

2) Long before the Throe Mile Island nuclear accident in
Pennsylvaijia, public, interest/citizen action group publications, such
as Critical Mass Journal and reports by the Union of-Concerned
Scientists, were calling attention lb the liaiards and diseconomies of
nuclear. energy.

-

3According to a report- in the November/December, 1978,
Columbia Journalism Review, the.daily newspapel-s in Cos Angeles (a
center of the Proricisition13 tax revolt) weren't doing a very good job
of alerting citizens to the full implications for them of its passage. In
contrast, Public Citizen's People & Taxes, at the time, was not only
spelling out the ramifications, or the voters of this short-term remedy,'
of their oppressive property tax burdens, but proposing some
alternative, long-term solbtions, such as cracking_down on
unjustifiable tax exernptiOns, weak tax enforcement, loopholes, and
widespread corporate evasion of property taxe,s,

In short, the literature of citizen groups, in many cases, has
provided the only early monitoring of serious problems and issues.
Ensuring its widespread availability should vastly improve the
capability of citizens to-govern thergelves. Moreover, thes.
publications can help pepple meet immediate individual needs, as
well. fore5eample:

,..43

1) Pen,sion Facts, an occasional newsletter published, by the
Pension Rights Cerfter,,offers useful information on basic pen`ion
rights, the Employee Retirement Income Security Act, women and
pension systems, and how to read and understand one's pension
plan.

0,Nutrition Action, published by the Center for Science in the
Public Interest, provides information-and resources for consumers
concerning safe and-unsafe chemical a tives, school lunch and
breakfast programs, nutritional labeling, an the effects of too much
salt in the diet.

3) NetworV.The Papier for Parents, published by the National
Committee for Citizens in Education, contains guidance for parents
who wish to become more involved in their childr,en's schooling.

4) Golden Page; published by the National Center on the
Black Aged, reports on legislation, consumer matters, nutrition'
problems, special considerations on growing old, and other matters of

. particular concern to the Black elderly.

5)40-Acre's and a Mule, publiShed by the Emergency Land
Fund, contains information.especially useful to small farmejs,
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particularly to Black farmers, in danger of losing their land, from
practical suggestions they can implement themselves to broader
social policy reforms to protect and preserve their farmlands and
livelihoods.

'2\
. The distinctive character of these publications is that theynot

6
only spotlight problems, but also pojnt out solutionsfFor example:

1) Native Self-Sufficiency, published by the Tribal Sovereignty
Projectin Guerneville,'California, provides Nati4 Americans with
techniCal information and resources for development of self-sufficient
economies on tribal reservations.

2) Alternative Sources of Energy, published by, 3 group of the
same name in Milaca, Minnesota,, details individual, self-help
projects, from building ypur own solar hot water heater and wind
generator, to wood stove cooking, to building a passive solar home
for a northern climate, to making and opfrating your automobile on
methane gas.

3) And, finally, Co-Op: The Harbinger of Economic
Democracy, published. by the North American Students of
Cooperation in Ann Arbor, Michigan, describes the, whole
cooperative movement in the UnitediStates and provides information
on resources and opportunities for cooperatives, including consumer,
'producer, and worker-owned cooperatives in agriculture, housing,
food, credit, insurance, auto repair, electricity, and .3.range of other
areas.

This literature is a distinctive and rich source of alterative
ways to solve our national-ani individual problems and to ensure
self-reli.ince' It is also useful to noie.that this drive for alternatives has
come, in many instances, frorn'the citizens themselves and not from
our large irVitylions and corporations,, nor indeed from government.
Citizens are idrtifying their priorities..

AccessIbility of Public Interest.Group Literature: It is
unfortunate, then, that these publiEJtions do not yet enjoy wide
distribution. For cineyhing, the limited, resources and budgets of the
groups which publish them preclude extensive promotional efforts.
Since they generally do not include any form of advertising, they
cannot use the lucrattive advertising revenues to helPin their
prOrnotion. In additi6n, they are not generally documented in
established readers' indexes or reference systems used by the public.
For example,-mcist concerned voters would not have been referred. .

through their community libraries to People & Taxes, Volume VI,.
Numbers 9 and 12, when deciding how to.vote on Proposition 13.
This past Spring, when there was a run on libraries by citizens, as a
reult,of the nuclear accident at Three Mile Island in Pennsylvania,'
those wanting information about nuclear energy, again, *most likely
were not referred to such periodic-1.31s as Not Man Apart, the Friends
of the Earth.newspaper which, for the.past two ,years, his carried a-
section giving up-to-date information on the status, safety, and costs
of nuclear power or to Critic41 Mass Journal; or to publications of the
Union:of Concerned Scientists.
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To help remedy this situation, the Commission for the
Advancement of Public Interest Organizations recent) published a

citizen's guide to Periodicals of Public Interest Organizations. It is a'
beginning effort to make this irifol-mation more accessible to the
public. But libraries must cooperate. Heretofore, public libraries have
largely ignored these publications. For example, a search of the list,of
serials carried by the District of Columbia Libraries turned up only a
few of the 103 periodicals listed in the Commission's Guide.

Position: The publications of public interest organizations are
amadvocacy literature in the best traditions of our country. They
deserve a larger audience as the Nation debates its choices. It is
within the purview and mandate of the White House .Conference on
Library and Information Services to. consider the role which libraries
and information centers can play in making the public more aware of
this unique, civic literature, and giving people ready access to it To
do so is essential for maintaining and deepening our democratic
process.

Recommendations: That the Delegates to the Conference
recommend a major effort designed:

1) To place this literature in the mainstream of"information
dissemination in this country; in particular, to include it in the
collections of community libraries;

2) To atateg and index for easy referenCe the issues and
topics treated 'n its pages.

Positive steps that can be taken by the Conference delegates
include the following:

e-
A

1) To propose that information centers and systems, such as
established readers' guides to peljodical literature and The New York,
Times Information Bank, add the periodicals of public, interest groups
to those they regularly monitor for news and information;

o include these periodicals in the National Periodicals
Center so that all libraries and information center's-can-access them
for library users;

3) To recommend to libraries,, particularly community and
p'ublic libraries, that they carry examples of this literature;

4) To confirm that this literature is referenced in the
information systems of the Library of Congress, so that its messages
are available to our lawmakers.

It'is the C mission's understanding that it will be difficult to
enter this literature into the mainstream of the informagn channels.
There is a kind of cycle which perpetuates itself: Libraries do not
order new puLtlications.unless their readers request them; reoders dO
not request them if they do not know about them; readers cro not
know about them if they are not referred to them by the readers'
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guides; and readers' guides do not index them generally unless
librarianssso request.

The challengeto the White House Conference delegates is to
get this information to the public. Breaking this cycle has to start
somewhere, and what better place than this, where the mandate and
the challenge have been clearly spelled outto open up the
information channels, so that citizens can have access to the full -
range of information.which is available to make effective personal
and public choices.

Illarlene Halverson
Commission for the Advancement

of Public Interest Organizations

Improving Library and Information Services
for Indian Communities

by Dr. Kenneth G. Ross,
Superintendent of Schools, and

Patrick E. Graham, SpecialProjects Director,
.Window Rock School District No. 8

Fort Defiance, Arizona

Anyone familiar with Indian reservations across,the country is
well aware of the fact that public library and information services
basically range from inadequate to nonexistent. Where public
libraries do exist, they are very small, usually relegated to an unused
storeroom or similar_out-of-the-'way place; have limited materials
available, and ee staffed by interested volunteers or dedicated but .

underpaid workers.

Some areas do receive series from library bookmobiles, but
these provide a limited range of materials, often not suited to the
existing needs of the populace to be served.

The present situation on Indian reservations is not far different
from that in much of rural America. Small pockets of population,
great distances, a variety of interests and needs, and limited resources
have created major obstacles. On Indian reservations, these obstacles
are magnified by the presence of other pressing social, economic,
and educational needs, by the lack of coordination between
agencies, and by the fact that more traditional librak and
informational programs require adaptaticin in order toffectively meet
the needs of the multilingual; multicultural environments whose
heritage is quite different from that of the European literary tradition.

Librariesor media centers, as they are corm to be
calledand other information services could provide very significant

0
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benefits to Indian people of all ages, if they are properly designed, if
the people staffing them are appropriately trained and paid as
professionals, if the proper range and variety of materials are
provided or developed, if there is suitable cooper'ation of the various
agencies involved.

Building libraries would be a step in the right direction, but by
itself would benefit only a portion of the Indian people and affect
only part'of the existing needs. The unique features of Indian heritage
and culture pose a special challenge which could be admirably met
by the new technology, materials, and techniques available, if
appropriate planning is developed and implemented.

A primary emphasis needs to be. placed upon the preparation
a development of materials in the Indian languages and refleCtive
of the culture and life of the people. In order to effectively' provide
inforrhation to,the full range of Indian peoplOefforts must be
initiated, funded, and implemented to provide materials in the
various Indian languays and based upon what the' need to exist as
well as to enrich their Tives.

Cost Factors: Any effort to substantially improve the library
and information services,available inevitably faces the obstacle of

-funding. We identify five major cost categori6: 1) capital
outlay7-the costs of adequate facilities and equipment;
2) acquisitionthe costs of obtaining an adequate range and volume
of materials on a cAtinuing basis;, 3) developmeintthe costs of
prOviding or creating unique materials designed specifically for the
multilingual, multicultural needs of Indian communities; 4) 4affthe .

costs of providing trained staff members to serve the Indian people;
and 5) traininginitial costs to prepare staff members and to
continually provide, up -to -date training in new techniques and
materials.

It seems apparent that, especially in today's economic'
.atmosplterec adequate funding teven initiate efforts in these
categoriesgis not available from any one nor from a combination of
sources. However, we feel there are means available to defray some
of the more substantial costs involved and to allow for significant
expansion of seryices in the near future.

The Schools: A major area mentioned thus'far in this paper is
the fti atus of schools on Indian reservations. These schools, whe/fer
public, BIA, contract, or private schools are presently, in most aces,
a major focal point of activities in the communities they serve. n
rpost instances, they have adequate to above-average libraries,
f cured in order to serve the educational needs of the-studen "'he
s gnificant point is that they have both facilitiesand trained 'staff

embers. It is worth noting also that most schools serving igdian
st dents do not have construction funds, and there would be little
okerall benefits to Indian people as a whole if the schools wind up
competing with. libraries for the outlay funds desperately
needed to improve the facilities available..

,
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There is also the apparent fact that there is presently some
overlap or duplication of efforts due to the existence of diffe,rent,
uncoordinated school systems. For example, some communities have
public, BIA, and private schools, all with libraries and seldom with
any coordination or cooperation between them.. Other communities
have schools and public libraries with little cooperation.

In the communities of Fort Defiance-Window Rock-St.
Michaels, for example, there exist at pregent four public school
libraries, one private school library, a public library, a BIA school
library, a museum library, at least three legal libraries, a rrrajor tribal
research library, and numerous libraries compiled by various tribal,
BIA, and other ate cy offices. Aa of these,involve significant costs, -
yet each provides 4 limited range of benefits to the-community as a
whole.

Window Rock Hi h chool has a relatively new library facility,'
which has a comparative goo range of materials. The services and
materials available could be expanded to serve the community at
large, but the district's funding limitations at,present preclude the
hiring of the additional staff necessary, and the funds available for
materials must be devoted to meeting the needs of students. This is
true of all schools.

The point is 'that facilities do exist which could be utilized to
initiate a program to provide a wider range of media services.
Train&I,leperienced staff members, atleast in,terms of traditional
methodology and techniques, are also available in Indian
communities. A' growing number of Indian persons with advanced
training are becoming available due to the programs instituted at a
few universities.

The Future: We recommend that a number of sites be
identified in various parts of the country to initiate model projects to
demonstrate methods of improving library, media, and information
se ices to Indian communities. These locations should be diverse
endugh to -provide an adequate-range of models that could be easily,
adapted to meet the differing needs of Indian communities.

The developMent of these models would involvM,S
400perative efforts of `the various local agencies and orgabizations,
including tribal councils, as well as the cooperation of State and
national agenciesiand universities.

We are confident that cooperative efforts will do a great deal
to overcome the problems eneou)atered by the lack of funds presently
available. We feel that such efforts will also result in More-efficient
use of the funds the various agencies presently have and lead to a
wider range of benefits.

Summary: We look fbrward to the results ofthe Indian
pre-White House Conference andthe full White House ConferenCe.
We hope that the efforts being initiated will result in real benefits to
.Indian people and'communities. As we have endeavored to indicate'
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in this brief paper, we hope that the participants will look at
immediate steps whith can be initiated as well as developing
long-range plans.

We hope that this paper<has provided some ideas which may
be beneficial to the participants and may add a small part to the
eventual results. We are prepared to cooperate as fully,as possible in
any efforts to improve the services available to the Indian people and
communities.

Joseph R. Hardy

Promote the Further Developments
of Public Library Service's and for.Other Purposes

My name is Albert K. Herling. I am an official observer to this
White House Conference representing the International Labor Press
Association, AFL-CIO/CLC, with headquarters at 815 16th Street,
N.W., Washington, D.C. I reside in Greenbelt, Maryland. From 1962
through 1957, I served as a member of the Joint Committee of the
American Library Associati and the AFJ,CIO on Library Services to
Labor Groups.

The International Labor Press Association is composed of 640
labor publications, varying from local publications to city and
statewide newspapers or magazines, as well as publications of
national and international unions. We havea combined circulation of
more than 22 million and a readership estimated at 50 million men,
women, and young adults.

.... .... The proposed legislation, S. 1124, introduced by Senators
Davits and Kennedy, has our.complete support. This support is a
matural continuation of American labor'shistoric position calling for
and backing free public librariesa position which predates the
formation of the American Library Association. In short, American
labor has supported the free public library concept for-over 100
years.

564

Today, this proposed National Library Act comes at a rrt9st
crucial and opportune time. This is a time when library budgets are
being ruthlessly cutas are other necessary public services-40e."
aliAr of lower taxes, even as the demand and need for lilAry and,
information services are on the increase.

We particularly support the concept that the State Advisory
Councils on Libraries be "broadly. representative ... of.persons using
such libraries." We urge that "broil" representation include
organized labor on theseState Advisory Councils which the props

calls for. . ,

\A-ar.e, in total agreement with the definition? public library
as a library tha ves "free of charge all residents f a community,
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district, or region. ..." We also commend the Bill's definition of
pUblic library services as meaning "library services furnished by a
public library free of charge." Our emphasis is on the word "free,"
because of the increasinvendency of some public libraries to
institute charges for certain services in order to compensate for the
disturbing budget cuts. Most ominous is the fact that some political
legislatiye bodies are requiring public libraries to institute these
service charges to compensate for the very cuts they themselves
instituted.

We would also warn against a tendency on the part of some .

library systems to reduce the more or less universal character of their
colleCtions in order to concentrate on so-called "best sellers" so that
they may justify their presence on the basis of huge circulation gains.
Such a development subverts and negates the full meaning of public
library that we have come to believe in and reduces the library to a
modern counterpart of the commercial lending libraries which were
so prevalent in my youth in the 1930's. It sets a dangerous precedent
which would lead legislators to base future funding of public libraries
not on the proper per capita basis, but on the basis of circulation
figures alone. The sacre of the library collections from their ,

universal nature to this limited approach is a betrayal of learning and
a betrayal of public trust.

I regret that the time available for this testimony is s'o,_

necessarily short. There are specific items of labor's interests that
are precluded from bringing to the fore., But our over- riaipg
consideration_is to declare our unequiyocal support for Senate Bill'
1124. We will jOin all others favoring.this Ibgislation in vigorous
activity in behalf of its,enactmpf.

, I wish to (hank you fob.this opportunity to present this
testimony in behalf of the International Labor Press Associatin.

Albert K.,Herling
International L4bor Press Association.

Library and lifformation Service in Rural Areas

My comments today will focus on the importance and the
unique problems associated with providing information and library
services in rural Yeas. Although I will be specifically addressing the
needs and problems of rural Pennsylvania, it Is my observation that
although they may Vary from State to State in degree of severity, the
basic needs and problems are similar in rural' areas across the Natioh.
In fact, these problems are essentially the same ptoblerns associated
with providing any service in rural areas. .

4
The information needs and the problems of meeting these

needs .arerelated to and'compounded by a number of key social and
demographic pacts that pertain to rural areas in coAparison with

4
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urban areas. These social and demographic facts include: 1) low
population density; 2) large geographic expanses; 3) lack or sparsity
of human service related resources (i.e., professional resources,
community service structure, and program monles); 4) negative
capital flow to urban areas; 5) erosion of the population and tax .

bases through past,migration,of rural residents to urban areas; and
6) the more recent- reversal of these migration trends:

`Powerful forces, not entirely understood, have longbeen at
work shaping and changing the spatial distribution and character*
American society. The massive migration of people from rural areas
to cities from World War II to 1970 has been well documented._In
those years, millions of workers left traditional rural employment,
seeking urban jobs in manufacturing and service industries.

This past erosion of the rural population base, in interaction
with the above factors, has created problematic consequences with
respect torural social policy issues, the service needspf rural
residents, and the programs directed toward those needs. Although
recent migration trends have reversed, these consequences remain
with us in rural areas, and in many-c-ages have become more
problematic, rather than improved' with the recent rural population
growth, Several major consequences of the historic rural to urban .

migration floW include: .1) the social Cost of space (i.e., low
population density coupled with a high degree of geographic
dispersion resulted in a higher per-unit cost for rural services than for
urban services); 2) a skewed age distribution in rural areas due to the
age selectivity of the migration process, resulting ina higher rural
dependency ratio and proportionately fewer productive -age people to
bear the social and economic costs of human and community,
services; win) due to shrinking tax bases and the increasing flow of
agricultural revenues to urban areas, rural areas experienced a failing
financial base.

Now, let's look at more recent dernograPhic trends 'and the
resulting impact on providing rural services. Since the 970 census,
rural areas have been showing signifiarit growth; at a rate of 6.6
percent compared to 4.1 percent for urban 4reas. Rural areas, which
in 1970 accounted for 27 percent of th'e Nation's.popi.144on,
absorbed nearly 37 percent of the 1970-75 popu14ion growth and
roughly 40 percendf the growth in nonfarm employmerit that.
occurred nationally.

While, on the whole, these trends have been perceived as
beneficial to rural areas, some areas and some groups Piave not
participated in an equitable way in the, growth and,developmernt.
Geographic dispe1sion and low population density, skewed age

\--dittribution, and limited tax bases continue to bp serious problems in
providing services in many.rural areas. At the-same'time, some rural
communities have encountered serious problems in mana&g.the
new population and economic growth. New urban or suburban
migrants expect, and often demand, the services to which they had
been accustomed, but the tax base hasn't expanded enough to pay
for these services.
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Many rural people and areas continue to be disadvantaged in
terms of wage level's, median family income levels, .en-tployment
opportunities, adequate, housing, access to health care and other
essential public facilities and services, and, institutional capacity to
support local deGisionmaking. Rural areas still contain a

,disproportionate share of the poor, with one-in-six urban residents
living in poverty, compared with one-in-nine in rural areas.

While it is not possible to forecast how long or at what rate
the population increase in rural America will persist, if the
demographic trends of the 1970's should continue through 1985, the
net addition to the rural population could easily exceed five million
people. By the end of the century, the net addition could amouht to
well over 15 million.

These demographic trends are especially critical in
Pennsylvania. The 1970 census shows the population of Pennsylvania
to be 28.5 percent rural, That amounts to about 3:5 million persons,
the largest aggregate rural population of any-State.in the Nation.

The inform on and library needs of rural Pennsylvanians are
particularly des rate. Each year the Bureau of Library Development
inventories all public library service areas as part of the process of
determining State aid eligibility. The most recent-survey shows that
1,35.9,730 rural Pennsylvanians are either without library service or
are inadequately served. That translates to over 11 percent of the
State's population having limited access to information services. Low
population density, large geographic expanses, lack of human service
related resources, and negative capital flow to urban areas all

'contribute to the difficulty of providing information and library
services in rural areas. ,

There are other complicating factors, however, In the past, and ,
continuing to the present, rural libraries have received meager
support at the local, State, and nationallevels.`9n a per capita basis,
rural libraries are inadequately, funded when compared to urban
libraries. In a 1978, survey condutted in Pennsylvania, the average
per capita expenditure for rural libraries was $3.15. -This $3.15
compares to an average of $4.37 for all public libraries in
Pennsylvania. Pittsburgh had a per capita average of $6.75; and for
Philadelphia it was $7.38. Information services must necessarily be
limited when,the financial support for rural libraries is so little.

With this lbw level of financial support, it is not surprising that
rural information services are restricted because of the unavailability
of professional staff. Rural libraries are forced to rely on volunteers
for much of their staffing. Volunteers are important and necessary for
any library, but when the basic support Staff is comprised of
volunteers, information services suffer. The Irony is that while greater
skill and creativity are required to cope with the limited collections
and resources of rur4libraries, these same libraries are staffed by
untrained librarians.
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Athird and related problem is restricted informatjon access
and flow. Untrained staff are forced to work with limited collections,
and-While resources may be available through interlibrary loan
services and data banks, untrained staff inrural libraries are often not
aware of these services. This problem is further complicated by a fact
that is often overlooked: even the most basif resourcesThay be. '
inaccessible to a rural library: There are rural libraries that don't
even have a telephone. Resource and data banks, no matter how well
developed, are just not available to these libraries and their rural
service users. °

A final buttequally important 'factor is the,lack of sponsorship
or coordinated spokesmanship at the national level. As-in so many of
the human and physical services, research, planning, and funding in
the area of information services are based on urban needs ar4;i:
problems.,The result is low level funding ,to rural libraries and
methods and technologies that are not applicable to rural areas..
Lacking strong national visibility, the needs and problems of rural
areas are overlooked.

In conclusion, the following considerations would seem
critical in planning,for the'provision of information and library
services in rural' areas:

1) That a continued emphasis be placed on meeting the needs
of underserved rural-areas. Rural libraries cannot meet the challenge
of providing services to geographically dispersed populations With the
low level of financial support they are currently receiving.

. .

2) Rural libraries require support in providing the basic
information and lilirary.services that have been applied for years in
urban areas. Innovative ideas and technologies must contillually be
developed, but it must be kept in mind that rural libraries are Still
seeking many of the basic services.

3) There is a need for 'Ongoing training for the professional and
volunteer library staff members in rural libraries.' Rural librarians need
training not only.in basic library science skills, but also in the
dative appkation and utilization of limited collections and
resources.

4) There is a need for a national recognition of the importance
and the unique problems of providing information and' library
services in rural communities. The. needs of a geOgraphic sector
representing one-third of our national population cannot:be

\ overlooked.
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Federal and State Funding for Public Libraries

A.C. Strip is vice president of the Urban Libraries Council, and
Paulette Holahan - is treasurer of that organization. The following
expresses their personal opinions onl,P

While the topic we are addressing today is meant to deal with
Federal and Stateluhding of pudic libraries, we perhaps can best
open this statement by asserting the conclusion at the outset. The
unfortunate conclusion is that the overwhelming majority ofall
funding for libraries is, at,the end of this decade, the same as it was
at the beginning of the decadethat is, reliant upon local taxation.
Thus, as we begin the decade of the 1980's, the Federal and State.
funding continues to be.a pittance of the funds actually required.

The largest source of Federal library funding, the Library
Services and Construction Act, is slightly oveF460,million. On a per
capita basis, the' gross sum expended is just a trifle over 25 cents for
each citizen of this country. There are very few programs of any type
which are the recipients of Federal funding that are funded on.as
little a per capita. basis as LSCA. In the last-eight years of the Library

'Services and Construction Act, the amount actually appropriated has
increased approxiMately 14 percent for all eight years. We need not
review'the inflationary spiral thathas occurred during those last eight

\years. Thus, LSCA, actuari'pendable dollars, has decreased
kbsta ntia11 y.

At!this time, there isa wide divergence of funding by State
governments. Many States still make no provision whatever for
funding libraries within theirState. Still others, which, do provide
funding, do so to a point where it is hardly more than nominal.

Approximately 80 percent of all of the total of State
appropriations comes from less than a dozen States. ,Many States'
which do appropriate for library purposes do so on a highly selective
basis, and the result is often inequitable and all too-o4en the
appropriation does not reach the rural lib?ary.

Thus, s we indicated at the 'beginning, the burden generally
falls on the e?-6Ftounty administration to provide for library
funding. Worse, that funding often must compete on the ballot with
other vital -local agencies and is'subject to the wxath of an overtaxed
local electorate. When the voting" plunger is pulled for a five-year
library tax or renewal, the weight and yield are essentially fixed for
that period of time. In most communities, the real estate property
taxes grow by merely one percent per year or, even where the base is
healthy and growing, the increase may be but two or three percent
per year. Compare this withisalary increases of eight percent per
year, -inflationary increases of 10 to 12 percent per year and fuel
increases of, up to 30 percent in the last year. Thus, a bookmobile
which has suffered an increase in operating expenses of perhaps 25
percent will revive an increase through the property tax of one to

:'two percent.
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The responsibletusiness of today would prepare a five-year or
seven-year filanand forecast. The librat'y which today prepares a
five-year forecast will undoubtedly find itself ith an operating deficit
based on today's income: In order for that LibrAy to live within its
means, it must take a step back into yesterday. City governments are
hard-pressed to enlarge their expenditures for library,services when
they are unable to meet the demands for police and fire protection.
When thaj demand is met, there are too many other services for
which today's hard-pressed City governments must find funds. Thug
the library finds-itself fightingtfor the same funds sought afteriy ..

boards of education, sanitation departments, capital improwq, ents for
city buildings, recreation, and a myriad of other services. The library
is left to fend for itself on the'same meager budget and too often the
same $1 or $2 per capita that it hasbeen receiving for the last half
dozen years.

The only alternative
.
whi0 can provide an equitable

distribution of funds on-Scpe; capita basis is a massive infusion of. .
dollars administered by the Federal Government. Not Federal money,
but money flowing.to WasIkngton for equitable redistriblition to
library users throughout the country. Only then can there be some
reasonable equality among I rary systems on a pei- capita basis. That
type of funding, supplerne,ted as app opriate by State and local
government, would finall achieve g equality among` library
users. Too often, large metropolitan ar s which today survive on $7
per capita, find themselves a mile away from suburban libraiies
operating on a budget of $25 or'$35 per capita. :=,

4.

itp..The flaw in the system is obvious; ihe direction of the future,
Using current finan,cing schemes, is at best undesirable-. The National
Library Act can provide the necessary impetus to permit library
systems to step into the 1980's and 1990;s properlYftInded to join
the age of electronics, and not step backwa491,into the age of the
horise*.and buggy. . e.\ .

.

Paulette Holahan and A.C. Strip
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. Technology, Knowledgeand Society
.

My name is Stanley A. Huffman, Jr., and I am president of the
Virginia Educational Media Association, and director, Learning
Resource Center, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University,'
Blacksburg, Virginia.

A library/resource center vibe looked upon as al'ollection
of ideas, in either print or nonprint format, retrievable in an easy
manner, so asto. have utility.by the pursuer of knowledge. To this
eqdwe "must move forward to the basic tenants of human learning
by using visual and aural resources at our command for information .

processing: Through the appropriate use of human and technological
resources, we can satisfy the need for a literate society 'and for
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lifelong learning. The universal concern for learning at all levels must
, not be preempted'

Arimary concern for all people is to advante print, visual,
and aural literacy to a comprehension level for achieving an
educated society. Printed words offer a broad'base of ideas for
information processing. Pictures, when visually read, provide a wide
range of concepts for interpretation baiedOn previous experiences.
Words- received aurally are essential in daily communication, but

Jesuit in lower levels of idea retention. Whether we are providifAr
direct, vicarious, or symbolic experiences through our
library/resource centerst it is-essential to have a combination of
retOurces to provide'a total learning experience.

"

Today's technological world presents a challenge in
decisionmaking relative to the most effective me\aiaSof supplying ,-
information. The concept of immediacy has.cause4s,to seek faster
wmmunicatiOn sy.stems;iowever, the need for ipstant information
versus accessibility and cost must be placed in proper perspective
Human ingetpity.and creativity have proyided technological
dimensions in the'usd of print and nonprint materials for developing
awnlightned society. Prinfing, electronic', visual, and auditory,
Elrinohoes offer a variety of word processing §-ystems. 1\13p single".
infosatiskresource,mediutn caresolve.the need for knowledge.
The challenge becomes one of how to best meet Me divergent needs
of inforrnationeeking individuals. Inherent in the total process is the

development of communication skil
effectively in an information-dependeQ

'ssaiy it function

Y-

The designers of learning- experienvstearningo4ems, and ,

learning materials must take into account Ke varied interest abilities'
and needs of individuals so that large numbers of people may be '

t is necessary to explore the
rbe transmitted. We mug examine .

served. As messages.are created
Medium by_whictv -g.an b

the/reasonable acce ibilit/ of ,1 communication system to insure ease
of use by the receiver. It may)3e necessary to create rriutitiptes

message formats so that corrimuniCaan channels may,.be selected by
'the user to accommodate different learning styles and individual
differences and preferences.. There is rio panacea becauseof-the -

--interdependence of ail media resources. There is a.need for a variety
of resources to be accessible-from many places as each may be a
Component in solving mans thirst;for knowledge, satisfying his
curiosity for things unknown, and bringing' the common, as 'well as -

esoteric, ideas of inquiry into perpective.lnkirmatiop, resulting from
the intellectual curiositybf man, tannptbe confined to a'single
communication system for-others to sample. it is essential, in today's
world:that print and nonprint information coexist.

p
Books remain an

,
easily-accessible and highly important

component for developing educated people. By the same.tokerlit'is
incumbent upon each of us to become more sophisticated in the use
oftechnological resources as a part of the word processing and

. information system. ThecoS't-effectiveness of any'medium may be,
found in how well it serves anlindividual's need t6 know. Thus, if

I
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many people usea selected medium, it may be feasible to consider
its use on a broad base. To confine all information to a single system
may be denying many individuals the opportunity to become
knowledgeable about a particular concept. Since library/resource
centers must meet a wide range of interests and needs, it. is not
possible no'r practical to stay with or go to one technology system
alone. It is mandatory to find a delicate balance of resource <'easily
capable of being accessed for the fulfillment of, individual desires
and needs.

Visual and verbal symbols have become languages for
universal understanding.Of paramount importance is the
devbpment of skills necessary to translate simple and complex facts.
and oncepts from our accepted symbology into a functional manner.
As individuals are proactive in message design, thou t-stimulativ,
and idea.proctsing, ,they must also become jilt active with
available telecommunications technologies for the exchange of
information. Also, individuals need-to be reactive so as't° achieve
higher levels of information experience as a result of creative
rearrangement of other ideas. Individuals selectively edit in or out bits
of information which seem relevant to a given experience. Again, as
we perpetuate inteljectual curiosity and integrity, no single
communication system provides a utopia for man,:s inquiry; therefore,
it islnandatory that both print and nonprint resources pecome
available on a broad base.

.

During the 1960's, commentary regardintthe know edge and
information explosion suggested the need to develop more efficientAto
storage and retrieval capabilities. It was estimated that by the yea`r
2000, we would have 2,000 times as much inforniation available as
was known to man by 1960. At the present rate-4 information ,

processing the estimate may be low. In 1962, the author of this paper
talked about the communication revolution of the 1960's and 1970's.
During the 1980's, he anticipates a transformation of researched and
developed technologies into practical realities for knowledge
accessibility to provide individuals with resources to solve problems
of intellectual curiosity and needs. In this context, 'where and how-to'

. access the needed resources for problem-solving becomes a problem
task within itself.

Reseaich into more basic elements of human learning, analysis
of technology's role in information storage, retrieval, and

* dissemination, and the creation and protection of intellectual Property_
are Issues which remain for careful examination in solving
library/resource center concerns. There is an overwhelming need to'
fulfil( the.public's right to know, as a component of knowledge
acquisition and lifelong learning, and to take advantage of the '
technologies which permit easy creation, transmission, reception,

storlage, refrieval, and replication of information. Technology is
available to change many facets of library /resource centers if we can
afford the price,tag. The proper use of technology will enhance our
understanding of the many complex problems of today's world.

. gr.ofessionaLassociations, educators at all levels, and lay
.citizens must work cooperatively to 'reate both the resources and the

I!
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technological balance necessary serveto see the many needs Of
individuals. From the simple,-early caveman symbols to the advanced,
complex printed and electronic systems so widely used today,'the
preservation and transmission of a cultural heritage has been a

_common goal of man as he desires to perpetuate ideas. How
symbolism is created, how the appropriate medium is selected for
transmission of ideas, and how such. resources are made accessible

on a broad base is what communication is all abo° ut.
Alb

-

Stanley A. Huffman
Virginia Educational Media Association

Testimony Submitted Island Communities of the United Stafes

by Linette Hunter
Please consider the following,issues: \ --

41

Postal Service Rates and Telecorwriunication Rates:
Whatthere are geographical barriers to access to information which
should be eliminated, and these particularly affect the noncontiguous
areas of the-United-States; Whythe delive'ry of library books and
matdrials arid audiovisual materials by surface -mail causes a serious
delay in delivery, oftensresulting in the receipt of jnformation1/4when it
i6 no longer of use. Inaddition, domestic telecommUnication rate+ do
not apply to noncontiguous areasof the United'State; Whothe .

policy of the.U.S.,Postal Service should be changed so that all library
materials addressed to noncontiguous-areas will be sent as airmail at
surface mail rates. Federal policy regarding telecommunication rates
should be revised tO insure that domestic rates applqo

c

Noncontiguous areas of the United States.
.

Funding Based on,Need: WhatFederal grants are currently,
being awarded primarily on a per capita basis and in addition,many
have matching grant requirements. Areas, such as the noncontiguous
areas of the United States, rural areas, etc., which have low
population density and low per capita income, are pen lized by the
exiving policy, yet they have The greatesteecrfor inf rmation -
resourc ; Myin order that all citizens will hav access to
infor n they need; Whothe National Library Ac(should
inclu e special provisions fOr funding those areas with Special'needs.'

Diverse-CulturSI/Ethnlc collections: What---,library collections,
sfould -reflect the cultural and ethnic diversity.of the Nation's
communities, with special emphasis (41 indigenous/ethnid

_populations of a given locality; Whythe diverse cultural heritsgeS
within the Natiyn sho be recognized.' Such a provision our
librarieS would promote cultural understanding; WhoCongress
should rpandate a national policy for libraries which should include a
provision that all Jibrapies2at every level adopt such a collecti6n
pridrity.

Linette Hurfter
Island Communities of the .

United States
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Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, my, name is Roger F.
Jacobs. I am a law librarian, having served in that capa'city at the
Universi/y of Detroit, the University of Windsor-Ontario, and
South rn Illinois University at Carbondale. I am a former member of
the Exe. utive Board of the American Association of Law Libraries and
a former ember of the Boards of Trustees of the Carbondale, Illinois
.Public Library and the Shawnee, Illinois Library System. I am
currently the Librarian"Of the Supreme Court of the United States..

.. :
E . I come before you this morning to make one simple point

cwhich I believe is ex,iteedingly important to the Nation. My point is
this: The laws of this country need to be made.-more accessible to its
citizens:and it is altogether appropriate that:this Conference clearly
and vigorously call attention to this fact.

-4-

e0

Every citizen, whether driving down the, ighway, buying a
home or a television set, attending a meeting, co ng a meal, or
teaching school is under the control, the regulation, or the
jurisdiCtion of some law.,Whether Ws a statute,of the-Federal
Congress, an administrative regulation, or a city` ordinance, formal
laws and' regulations 'are' pervasiye in today's society. Political
philosophers, lawmakers, librarians, and almost anyone who ever
considers the point recognize that citizens in a democracy ought to_
have access to the laws tilibigovern their' lives. After all; are not these-
bAs theirs? Are they not expected'to haCie some basic familiarity Ihith
the rules of the society in which they live? Or, at the very least,
fundamental access to these 'rules? To merely state the question
provides the answer. ,liot

And yet, to a large extents access to legal material has been
limited. The public development of collections of books and
documents containing the law has laEgely been left to formal
components of the legal profession, the legislative library,, the court
house library, the law school libraries. With mgior-exceptions, public
liloraries have not developed collections which would reveal the law
or explicate tbe'legal frameWor,kgoverninga course of action.
Professor Dan Henke, an eminent California law librarian, asserts that

- "few public libraries maintain extensive collections of legal materials,
arfd as library support in many communities is curtailed, this
condition may be expected to continue." M own invstigalion into
the results of legislation relating to law libra eS indicated that even in
those kAr-isclictions whic'h had the strongest egislation, the libriries
were argelyin the hands of the professional legal community. Even
where legislation specifically demands that the-law library be open to
the public, it was generally placed within apinstitutitti which,wouls1-
have Presented formidable,barrier'S to public access. These barriers
must be reduced if not eliminated:. - _ _

PThe increased education of all of our.. zens'," the
*.development of law courses in every elemen the-academic

curriculum from Junior high school through the Universi.ty suggests
and I believeit is truea populace which 1$ competent to react-and
understand the substance of the basic law books. When faced wrth a

need for this information, the citizen will go,to that information
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source tratlitionally available to provide'continuing @ducattfiri on
every subjectthe public library. What will the citizen find there?
The Nation's laws as expressed in its statutes? In its regulations? In
th ronouncements of its.Supreme Court? The parallel documents
fr State or municipality? It is my experience that, in, large measure,.
th public libraries in our communities have not had the human or
financial resources to establish these legal collections. Or, if they.phac
them, they were not provided with the staff or-training required td
offer adequate reader services.

This great Conference provides a singular opportunity to speak
out in favor of principles aimed at first recognizing and then
remedying this shortfall of resources. Specifically, I would ask this
Conference to seriously consider the recommendations of the
American AssociatOn of Law Libraries: 1).that access toegal
information is an individual's right; 2) that the Nation's legal health,
like its physical health, neerds public support; and 3) the availability
of legal information must not be restricted to the libraries of the legal.
profession.

I urge this Conference to recommend that the Congress and
National Commission on Libraries and Informatioq Science

investigate and implenynt appropriate programs >which would
encourage access to the documents of the law by all citizens

. programs which will, foster the development of basic legal collections
', in public librariet and the training orribrary staff in the use of legal

Materials. The law belongs to the people. Let us make it avails e to
them in their libraries.

, .

Roger F. Jacobs

. f

-Testimony gubmitteki by If Public Libraries Are To Survive ...
Nancy C. Jacobson .

.
Information explosion i s a most timely topic. We are told it is

the fastest growing industry in the world. Megatons of inforynation

0 , abound,muc,h still ihaccessible: Hisiorically?libraries through ,

librarians have been the major brokers in the organizatign and \
dissemination of knowledge. This role musti.o,ntinue in ever more

, saphisticated ways' ta bring order °tit of chaos for ,the individual in

.
need of informatiort\'

.
. .

-
. ,

....,

. .

, For the generaL public, tike public.library.has been the vehicle

. , for bringing about this service, which today is taking on broader
connotations and is often called "Information and Referral." Adopting
thi7,service which will be ach and every peran living in the,

n a
1980's would Warrant a. ..41%. i focus from books to informationIt ,

and, through publicity, s m ikely. produce a by-product calker;:-_-.7:

"money," which in the I. g run might fust prove essential A the?'

survival of these'same libraries :'s * -... ...,

it 4,

.
....

.Just what j ipformation and referral /I & Stir short)? There are
Many explanations as there are people who discuss4t, but

s 7
e

0
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essentially I & R is the proces of linking an individual with an
information or service need do a resource designed to meet that need.
Nearly' all libraries alr- . e vide the information aspect. Referral
in. es an add -e eature, 'et of coordinating local community
informati e referral aspdr. n provide the names o ople and
agencies which provide assistance to those seeking'it. This aspect
converts the library into a community resource center.

Information service might be as simple as the need foi facts
about new Or used cars (see Consumer Reports or the used c
guides). Referral might be as complicated as a recent call to our
library when a woman asked, '..'What do I do? My husband just asked
me for a divorce." In this case, recommendations might include
referral to agencies .to cover the emotional aspects (counseling
agencies, seminars, support groups), the financial and legal aspects,
and/or employment information (such as homemaker re- entry

r- programs). As is obvious, these questions are not in the area of trivia
nor are they school assignments. The library can be the fiFst point of
communication in some rather momentous deci,sionmaking.

One of the strongestfeatures of I & R is that it serves
everyone, including the physically handicapped, the minorities, the
elderly, the poor. It is important to mention here that mosklibraries
have some forr-i of networking which allows interchange of
information so that smaller libraries are.able to communicate with
larger ones to give individual patrons access to greater scope of
resources.

.-
In order to alert the pubiicto the' services already offered in

libraries, there is a need to provide massive doses of publicity. The
need for more publicity surfaCed in various forms in many of the state

"1 ' conferences. Identifying librarie.s.as information centers can bring
attention to what libraries are already doing, and this thrust could not
only heighten the state of the art, but bring increased revenge, which
in turn would assist in further improving the quality of I & R. All of
this leads me to lbe final part of the triumvirate, money, an essential

.... feature along-with I & R and public relations.
"--, %

---.
This service can save money from both. ends, as an4dividual

'user, as a taxpayer, whetherit is through informaIN gleaned in
order to buy the aforerrientioned new or used car or whether it's only
an "800" teleprione numberlo call; a specifiC agency,. In4these days .

of high-inflation and tight pocketbooks, the library can be b real, .
..- of personalsource o persona economy..

/ i-1 a , . ->
* R,u,blic libraries have particularty,in recent years, found

themselves competing vigorously, and often futilely, for local funds.
-., Everyqne khows of the need.for fire and polfe protectron, Al

everyone.is aware, of the nglicl'ifor garbage pickup and disposal. The
heed for information- is every bit as important, ygt the populace has
not yet realized it. If libraries were seen as indispensable; as
envisioned by the services already mentioned; they just might be in a
better competitiye position fdrthe increasingly lower-in:value dollar

0
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available for distribution. Considerintg the very limited budgets,
libraries are perhaps the best bats- in in governrAent.

One need not be a seer to read the dire message for the future,

of public library ,s'ervice. Without ajnajor injection of energy, I
predithat,ptiblic libriry service iiTihe quantity and quality we
know it today, limited though it may be, will dwindle into an almost
worthless condition. I can describe this in very simple terms:
actording toa recent Kiplinger rePort,the Consumer Price-Index is
expected to rise from 50 to 75 percent inthe next five yeds. The
recommendation to businessmen is that'they anticipate at least .3,60

percent projectibn. With Proposition 13 in California and a four
15ercent tax cap in Massachusetts, it i$ incomprehensible that local
units of government will willingly and automatically increase library
budgets 12 percent a year. And that would mean breaking even with
no increase in service no matter what the need.

In surricn.ary-

1) Public libraries are indispensable units of government

because
-

Everyone needs,information
.
and 0

4

.
This includes readers and nonreaders

tbereforel . ,...

Enhancing the leference service by publicizing it as information and

including some referral aspects, universal public demand would be

created l' i

and

Once the need is recognized, libraries will no longer be
bottom of the .budget heap

because

The need would be acknowledged

then

The increased funding would benefit all other library services as well.

at the

-LT

A national campaign publicizing the Concept of libraries and
informgtion could rejuvenate public libraries and give them the

opportunity through a more equitable share &funding to continue

current services, improve the Information and Referral aspeiseand
allow preparation' for the future, which so rapidly becomes the

./k
present, and even more speedily, the past.

Nay C. Jacobson

2
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Testimony Submitted
by Kam la J. King

I am Kam la King, a law librarian, and I have come to advocate
your support of having basic laW collections in public libraries. Legal
information should be available to eveone, not just to the legal
profession. Recognizing this, the American Association of Law

'Libraries recommended to this Conference that it address the issues +

involved in making legal information widely available.

In order to. implement the recommendations that legal
information not be restricted to the libraries of the legal profession
nor the use of legal information be a monopoly of the law librarians,
uggest the 'following. (What I am going to say is based on my

previous experience as a law and legislative reference librarian in a c.
State library.)

A

1) To identify the legal informational heeds of the public.
Librarians are often in a position to know a community's needs
before a book is ever requested. Public librarians have an inherent
responsibility to know the government structure of their locality, their
State and the Federal government and, further, to know the official
legal publications of these entities.

2) My second suggestion involves education. After identifying
the legal needs of a community, a librarian must learn how to service
these needs. Acquiring law books without also learning how tck_use '
them is pointless.

At the Connecticut State Library, the law referenCe librarians
and the Division for Library Development Staff have offered
workshops to public librarians in using Connecticut law books:

In the area ofeducation I belieVe that all of us have a
professional responsibilitylO each other to share oar bibliographic
expertise. Caw librarians din teach'public librarians how to do basic
legal research and, in turn, can learn from public librarians about
general eekrence Sources and data bases which theyuse.

/3) After thinking about the community and the governing
llodies under Which ire)dsts and I9rning how the publications of
these bodies are used, a librarian will then have a better

It .. uhderstandiu of w14,at lam books should be in the public library.
Thus, my third suggestion is to get the booksbeg, borrow, or,buy
them.

578

.....

Law books are expensive and A law collection must be kept
up-to-date. Drawing from my Connecticut experience, I think that the
appropriate source of he in acquiring law books -is at the -State
level. 1NConnecticut, the Secretary of State is required by law (Conn;
Gen. Stk. SS 2-61, 1979) to send the State Library 5Q0 copies of the
Generoal Statules and 350 copies of the'Session,,Laws. From this
supply, the 5tatS Library-distributes copies to-the public, libraries.

- ,,
1

1 '4.,

This statute s a good beginning. State legislatures could be' .

'pressed 'to make m re legal titles available. lh States where the legal
publications are h dled by a private publisher, the State could

,

*()
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by Arnie Klein
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Testimony Submitted
by Patricia E: Klinck .

4

e

L

require in its contract with the publisher that copies be made
available for public libraries.

In summary, pub 4c librarians need to ask for assistance with

legal materials, law librarians-need to offer their expertise, and State

governments need to recognize an obligation to their citizens. I hope

that this White House Conference will serve as a catalyst to bring
these three together, and thus make legal information available to

everyone.

Kamla l: King

'The following statemeqwas submitted to the U.S. Conference
for an Alternative Media, by the-Caucus of Concerned Film and Videq
Librarians, Bard College, New YorkJune 12-17-1979.

We, the 400 independent media profe nals attending the
United States Conference for an Altemative'Media, do hereby
unanimously endorse all efforts to prdmote the wider and more
effective the of independently produced films and video recordings,
as a-priority issue within the President's White House Conference on

_Library and Information Services..

The proven significance of independent cinema and video to
educate and infdrm the citizens of this country makes it imperative
that this type of media IN recognized as a national resource whose
accessibility should be guaranteed to all.

We regard libr'arie's as an efficient means orcommunic'ating
information and ideas,in the hope of awakening the individual's
democratic responsibility to self and community.

Approved by.acclamation, June 17th, 1979.

,Arnie Klein
'4 U.S. Conference for am Alternative Media

ft'

'My regneis Patricia Klinck and I am State Librarian in
Vermont, a State with'fewer than 500,000 residents and 220 public
libraries. lwould like to address my testimorf.to the Davits- Kennedy
study bill, S.1124. Although I believ ?in additional funding for public
libles, I feel S.1124 in its present form is not flexible enough to

,rnee all States' creeds and discriminates against small rural States. In
its attempt to solve local funding problems, its oversimplified
approach is regressive in promoting public library initiative.

Pefow 'let to specifics I must say that the wording in the
study bill is ambiguous and the definitions and terms lack specificity

6
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and cause confusion. It leads to oversimplification of a complex
problem.

I feel that creating a National Library Agency as part of this
particular.piece of legislation, which deals primarily with public
libraries, is similar fo creating a National Energy Agency and then
giving. it responsibility only for "coal." I am opposed to the creation,
of a,National Library Agency if it is to be only another of the many
Federal bureaucracies dealing with libraries. If a National Library
Agency is to,be viable, its first priority should be to coordinate all
signifiCant libraries and library agencies at the Federal level, i.e.,"the
Library of Congress, the Na ional Library of Medicine, Agriculture,
etc., into a truly national 1 rary whose components would constitute
the Kbrary of last resort f r a national library network. The
establishment of any nati al library agency should require special
legislation for that purpose only, separate and distinct from any one
type of library, with duties and responsibilities cleasrly delineated. A
National Library Agency should not be identifted-with only one"
segment of the library community as it continues the fragmentation of
library services -

I. also wish to address the public library funding formula as
propOsed in Title II of the Act. Although ,increases are needed in
funding levels for public libraries, l urge that the funding formula
ratio proposed 41.'5.1124 be drastically restructured. Federal
mandating of State funding levels, and distribution policies which
interfere with States' rights, and re ponsibilities, are likely to cause
severe funding and policy probl ms in many State legislatures,
possibly leading to a severe decl e in library service. For example,
in Vermont the formUla would fo e a doubling of State dollars,
costing State government an additional three-quarter million dollar.
In a time of sky-high and rising energy costs, inflation; tight money,
and 4,1ltitaxatilon feelings, this" is highly unrealistic in a small ?aural
State,

In Vermont, the legislators to date have been extremely
negative to this whole new Federal approach to library funcli2g and I
would predict severe cutbacks in service as a result. Insom"tates,
local control is near and.dear to the hearts of the populace. Funding
distribution requirewents must insure thareven though local fundin
is somewhat relieved, local incentives arid responsibilities are
eliminated', that accountability and equity are maintained .t both .

rural and urban int4ests are considered. Although m. public
libraries work.hard and get good tax support on th local level, there
are just as many who refuse to face theresponsi ity of doing this.
Unique needs, regionadifferences, and political structures mu t also

r be taken into account. Per capita distribution of dollars does n t
necessarily result in bettereanything and, in fa , goes against- II

modern. management and public accountabil y philosophy. er
capita distribution of lilirary funds can disc urage incentive nd-
destroy creativity, leading to the ;'status, quo' entalityw iting for
the regular handout.
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by Alex Ladenson'
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Again, I think we must beware of an oversimplified approach
hat'only takes into consideration one element of a complex problem.

Patricia E. Kjinck

What Is Wrong With the
Library Services and Construction Act?

My name is'AlexLadenson, and I am legal counsel to the

Urban Libraries Council. Today I would like to address *rile of my
private cdncel'ns regarding the Library Services and Construction Act.

, r0,

. The Library SerVices and Construction Act, enacted in 1964,
r has been administered as a categorical srant-in-aid program, with the

result that the funds were used almost exclusively for research,--
eXperimentation, and demonstration. The format for the distribution
of funds has remained unchanged through the years, operating in a

manner not unlike that of a private foundation. To obtain funds, a
public library is required to submit a proposal describing a 'Project.

Unless,a given project is innovative or experimental, it has littleor no
4; chancefor,approval. Moreover, a project is approved for a relafiVely:

,
short duratidn and is usually not renewable. If it prOves to be

successful, the library is compelled carry on the prqject with its
own funds or- abandon ft. Thus much of the Value to be gained from

-,...the-projecfris lost. What is critically needed today, however, are not
researchaxperimental, or demonstration projects. Rather, what is-
desperately needed at this juncture are additional funds for books and'
other libPaiy materials, and for staffing our institutions so that the

public can be served.

fa

fi The Library Services and Construction Act needs to'be
thoroughly overhauled and cast in a different mold. Insteadjof'
providing a categorical grant-in-aid program, it must t:le conVerted to .,

a per capita general support program. Federal assistance most be
made available to all public libraries, rather than just.a small
selective number as inhe case today. ".8

Public,libraries depend largely on the local property tax for
their financial suppostt The property tax isa regressive tax, butits,
most serious weakness is that it lacks elasticity. Unlike the income
tax or sales tax, which generate additional revenue automatically as

wages and prices rise, the.revenue from the property tax remains
relatively constant and increases only very lightly-as the total
assessed valuation of property rises. This is'particularly disastrous in
periods of high inflation. It is for thrs'reasolt that the Federal

Government should share with-local and State governments the
responsibility for direct financial support of public libraries .

Direc Federal assistance to all public libraries is essential in
order to equalize disparities in the amount of taxable wealth among

iC*
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-

the States. Thus, Federal support can help to guarantee the minimum
av1pvel of funding required to furnish adequate public library service in

ery State.

We have become a mobile Nation. More thar4 million
persons move from oneState to another each, year...It is highly
desirable, therefore, frail'? a social point of view, of

0...public library service be equalized among the States, so that arc
individual'is not peknalized wlien'he moves from one State to another.

°The quality of public library service should nclt be dependent on
where a person is born or where he happens to live. Through direct
Federal aid, this problem can be afteyiated.

The principal objective of Federal aid must be the
strengthening of every public library. in the country, for it is the local
library that_serves as the first Port of:,entrY for thise-'seeking general
inforrriation pr- needing to eZplOte a 'subject in depth. Federal funs
shOuld, therefore, be made available for this vital purpose. To

achieve-this-objective, the categorical granT4n-aid design friasf be
discarded and replaced by a more effective instrument, namely, the
per capita general support grant. 00

This is why 5.1124, a bill for a National Library Act, should be
approved. It incorporates the per capita general support grant in'its'
provisions.

g

Alex Ladenson

National Policies for Information
and for Improving the Policy Process* _

Introduction: I n c Asidering library'nd information services
for effectively goveping cur society, there is a need to distinguish

.between two related subjects, a national policy for information, and a
national strategy to improve the policy process. What are the
problems,' needs and options in each area? How would a,national
policy for information interact with a national strategy to improve the
policy process?

Problem: The Health of the Policy Process and a National
Policy For Information: An important question corift-onts us: How can
we address effectively the problems we face, and at the same.time,
throUgh the policy processes we use, protect and strengthen an
important'set of political values, e.g. the rule of law,. limits on the use
and concentration of power, representative democracy, federalism,
self-government, freedom, government by the informed consent of the 7
governe and citizenshipits rights and duties in a free society? A
national policy for information and a national strategy to imprOve the -
policy p ocess are crucial in addressing This question.

V

*Tteratement rep resents only the viewiiiithe author
I
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There are defects in the proCesks the United States uses to
Make and implement public policy decisions. These defects threaten

our capacilkoo-address effectively the problems we face while
enhancing the values listed above. Examples of defects in the policy
process include:

inadequate understanding and agreement by policyrakers
and citizens about policy issues and options facing the United States,

fragmented perCeptions of problems and of options to cope
with them on the part of citizens and policymakers,

inadequate anticipation of problems,

inadequate coordination and 'continuity of effort,

. alienation of many citizens from government,

low level of yting in elections,

disintegration of major political parties, and

1, insufficiently strong institutions to help citizens fulfill their

ci2c responsibilities, to aggregate individual interests into the public
interest, and to increase understanding and agreement aboub. pdlicy

issues and options on the part Of citizens and policvmakers...

LiLibrary and information services are arelevant to any of these
,elements and defects in the policy process. This *, bec use
informationsandlknowledge help to:° 1) determine the istribution of
political-and economic power in society; 2) shape our perceptions of

= problems, options, and desirable courses of action; and 3) effect our
capacity to address problems effectively, while at the'same time we
enhance the plicel values. listed above.

, Need: A National Sfrategy; There is a need to develop a
national strategy to improve the policy process, including the status
of stttsh political concepts as the rule of law, representative
democracy, federalism,,citizenship, self-government, freedom, and

4goverriment-by-,inforn-tpd-consent of the governed. A national policy-
for information could interact,strorigTy.Vvithand be part of such a

.
strategy.) ,.

4 )IP

Options and Ele'ments of ajNational Strategy to Improve The

Policy Process: . 8 )

'`./

A. National Dialog, Re drt am/ Hearings: An-innportant
element of such a' strategy co d be an ongoing national dialog
,concerning the health Of the policy process ancfoptions to improve ft,,

. including relevant aspects of a national policy for information. Out of
such an ongoing dialog could emerge the increased understanding

and agreement among policymakerstnd citizens needed to create .
and Implernent the. strategy. . -

...
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One important tool in this-cf ialog could be a periodic report

,and congressional hearings comparable, for "example, to reports and
hearings used to address pdlicy.issues in other areas, such as
national security, .the economy, and the environment. The report
could addresg threVoblems inherent in the policy process at all levels
and discuss the elements of an effective national strategy to cope
with them. In addition to prese fing the status and trends of such

J problems, the report and heari s`could discuss options for
improvement, needed policie.s, evaluation, and lessons learned in
relevant Federal, State,10E'al, and private sector experience.

B) Other Elements: Other possible elements of a national
strategy to improve the. pdlicy process could include: if needed
actions, such as research and experimentation, planning,-
,implementafion, monitoring and 9valdation, coordinationcreation of
a network and information exchange; 2) means and resources, such
as authority, responsibility, and legislation;funds, personnel, training

',(ectucation for citizenship), knowledge and information, organization,
institutions (including libraries and other organizations), and facilities;
and 3) necessary conditions, Stith as leadership, continuity of effort,
morale, motivation, and adequate understanding, agreement and
support for the strategyby a wide range dipolicymakers within
goveroment and by the citizenry as'a

C) Some Additional Suggestions: If we are to protect and
enharice such political concepts as the rule of law, self-government,
and representative democracy, if citizens are toobtain the kinds of.'
information and knowledge they o'ecl to manage their own affairs
and to fulfill their civicresponsibiMs, what are the need for AS"-

information, processes; and institutions on the part of
citrzens,.:foIrcymakers, and the public policy process as a whole?
What is needed jrVerms,of information (e.g. c6ntent and packaging),
processes (e.g. dialog),"and institutions (e.g. libraries, schools, media,,,

.-museums)?'Some.4oggesied oplionsiolloW. These options are some
possible common elerrients in a national policy for informationiand
in a national stfategy-to improve the policy prdcess:

e

1) Dialog: The concept of dialog, involvingpolicymakers and .

citizens and informed by relevant knowledge, is a key point at which
_ a national polity for information interacts with a national. strategy to

improve America's capacity for self-government. Qialogs for
disctission of policy issues and options can create sufficient
understanding and agreement needed to create and implement
policies based on self-governent and informed consent, instead pf ,

some form' of manipulAtion or coercion. National strategies for
information and r4r irfifroving the policy process would n4d to
address_the question: What i6 needed (e.g. research', experimentation,
institutional developmentretc.) to improve the dialogs th'rough which

; we ,address policy issues'at all levels?'

2) Neutral.Ftexums for Dialog; Libraries and other institutions
. (e-.g. Khooerrnietira, television, radio, press, museuns),can help to

provide neutral forums for dialog about' policy issues and options.
1-lowever, we have not yet tried effectively to stud4y,"expetimeiitwith, .

"r

qn,

°
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evaluate and improve such dialogs and to communicate the lessons

'learned.

3) Packaging of InformationMapping the Policy Dialog: ,It is

difficult for the citizen and policyniakers, as well as the specialist, to
comprehend the status of the debate or dialog on Any public policy
issue. Sihce our perceptions of problems and options via the press
and television tend to be fragmented in content and over time, 'it is
difficult to grasp what various advocates are saying what about what
part of an issue, what are the areas of agreement and disagreement,
and how the advocates' positions have changed over time.

An important role for libraries along with other institutions
(e.g. research organizations, media, museums, etc.) is not only to
provide relevant information and knowledge underlying the dialog,

but also to help analyze and display issues and options in ways
. which citizens and policymakers can more effectively use, including

the status of the debate on various policy issues.

Robert W. Lamson

r

Madam Chair, felloW delegates, and observers, my name is

Herbert B. Landau. I am the president of the American Society for
Information Science, an international professional, society with over
4,000 members dedicated to the improvement of the information
transfer process through research, development, application, and

education.

I am also the assistant director for information systems at the
Solar Energy Research Institute in Golden, Colorado. The Information
Systems Division at SERI, which I direct, has as its purpose the

--application of information science to solving one of our major
national problemsenergy.

My job, therefore, as well as-my professional society offiliation

.. i&xlirectly tied to the charge which I now present to you on behalf of

ASIS.

ASIS' statement of issues is predicated upon certain basic

assumptions regarding national information activities'

Our goal is to facilitate the transfer of information frorn the
source to the users to solve'their problems; and to deliver this
information to the users when and where they need it,

need.

Thformation delivery structures and packages should follOyv

InfOrmation funding (at all levels) should also follow need..'

ASIS has developed a statement of eight basic issues-to be
addressed by this Conference. Since I am requesting that the text of

577 585
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these issues be incorporated into the official transcript, I will cite just
tng title of each issue at this time:

1) Information as a National Resource

2) Need for a National Information Policy

3) Application of Technology to,Improvement oflibrary and
Information Services

/
// Issues to be Considered by the

White House Conference on Library and Information Services,/ as Proposed by the
American.Society for Informationtence (ASIS)

4) Information (dr the Citizen at the Local Level

5) Public P K./ate Interface

6) The dst of Access to Information

7) International Activities

/8) Research for Information Science.

ADDENDUM:

586

ASIS, as a leading professional society'in the information
community, has been concerned with issues to be addressed at the

"forthcoming White House'Conference on Library and Information
Services. The ASIS Council has developed the issue statements listed
below. In developing these issues, ASIS felt that any deliberations
ofand any resulting outcomes fromthe White House Conference
must be considered in.the proper perspective. The Conference, as
suggested by its name, is organized to addre both Library Services
and Information Services. The structure of five basic themes for the
Conference enforces that organization. In the c rse of your
deliberations we hope that you have the opportunity to consider the
issues we briefly cite here.

1) Information as a National Resource: Information is an
essential basis for the survival and well-being of the individual, the
community, and the nation. "Information" in the sense of a national
resource goes beyond the data in people's minds and in the records
of people's thoughts as found in files, in libraries, in archives and
museums, and in electronic storage. It includes the material and
human resources devoted to the production, coilettion, storage, .
retrieval, and use'd thbse data. As a nation, we have deVoted ,

enormous resources to information, as reflected by the growing
proportion of our national product devoted to information activities.
These resources need to be more effectively used-in the improvement
of our citizens' lives and of our nation's stature in the international

- community.
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2) Need for a National Information Policy: Despite great
diversity and creativeness shown in the development of information
resources in this country, there is an enormous gap between the

resources and their .application to the, needs of the people and of
society as a whole. The reason lies in part in the lack of a shared
understanding among the users of these resources, and even among
the inforniation providers, as to what is needed, what is possible, and
what is desirable by way of priorities. As a nation, we need to

develop such a consensus, In the form of a national policy for the
development and use of information resources. It should be a living
document, drawing from the widest range of sources, and changing;

, to reflect the development and refinement of The consensus.

3) Application of Technology to Improvement of Library and

Information Services: Information technology has developed far faster
than weas a soqiety have been able to apply it appropriately. There

are undesirable redundancies in some applications, and woeful lack'
of availability of technology in other areas, some of them of great
human urgency. One of the purposes of a consciously defined,

national policy should be to develop a consensus about the-'priorities

of need, and to direct available technology to needs of great
importance that are now poorly served. An important part of
technology utilization is the need for better and more sensitive means

by which to identify and assess user needs, and to-evaluate the
effectiveness .of the, systems in serving those needs.

4) Information for theitizen at the Local Level: Just as we

, have learned that massive funding does not solve other problems of
society, massive information systems by themselves do not assure that

the people can assess the useful information they need when they
need' it. Until information generated at the federal level is focused to
the potential user. it will not be used to any significant degree for

solving societal problems.

5) Public-Private Interface: There is a lack Of understanding

with respect to the proper'xole of the public and private sectors in the
production and dissemination of scientific, technical, business, and

other information to meet the information.,needs of the nation. By
private is meant commercial, profit-seeking, and certain
non-gobrnment organizations such as professional societies and ,
universities. Unproductive competition and friction betAen the
public and private sectors will continue,in the absence of a policy to

which both communities subscribe.

,'6) The Cost of Access to Information: The information
community is faced with a dilemma. How can we assure that the

citizen is not-denied access to information while ensuring that those
who underwrite the costs of this information are adequately
compensated for their efforts?

7) international Activities: With modern telecommunications
systems, the increasing availability of machine-readable services, and
expanded international cooperative programs, the U,S. information
community must look beyondthe borders of the country, and
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consider information from 'a broader, internatiofial perspective. VS.
participation in'internatibnal activities must keep pace with
developments, and the United States should take a leadership role in
then, to assure continued international exchange of,information.

8) Research for Information Science: In research effal we
need to think about'information" as a concept whose generality

irt transcends that of communication , engineering, librariarship, etc.
Information exists for a purpose;, always supports another system., It
shbuld be the subject of interdisciplinary investigation. Examples
where research will continue to b required, at both bask and
applied levels, are:

a)*for systems to solve.soUrce problems,,
(

17) to locate an combine informatiOn from many sources
science and technology, humanities, law, economics, etc.

c) on the linkage of information, data processing, and
communication

d) the behhioral ,aspects of information processing and use
the must center on the human side of information

e) the use and influence of new media and imp'act of,
technology.

Herbert B. Landau
American Society. for7nformatiop Science

-

I am Elizabeth N. Layne. I live i Ne York City and make my
living as a freelance researcher. My livelih d depen0s,on access to
public libraries. Because of my interest in t ese institutions, I am
er4gIled as a student in the Library.School of Rutgers University. I am

/, also co-author of the book For the People, Fighting fcir Public,
Libraries.

V

For me, the most exciting aspect of the present challenge's
facing America's public libraries,is in serving he, independent adult
learner. Let me tell you why., 1

Potentially, the most revolutionary change-in higher education
within the last few years, and one offering fhetgrettes1 challenge to
public librarians, has been the growth in sb-called nontraditional
education. At least a hundred accredited institutions of higher ,
learning offer different programs for suth- learners, and these and
similar programs are increasing each year.

Although nontraditibnal education takes many. forms, the
emphasis is on nonclassroom study and independent learning. i
Programs are geared to working adults who frequently cannot find .

3
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rl.
the time.or money, to pursue traditional classroom instruction. Most
provide little or no teacher contact, little or no library facilities. The
student's primary day-to-day help is likely to come from his public
librarian. Nontraditional programs leading toward recognized
academic accreditation include:

1) Proficiency examinations: These allow students to earn
full-course credit by examination without attehfng class. One of the

best known is the College Level Examination Program (CLEP) initiated

by the College Entrance Examination Board in the mid- ,1960's. CLEP .

tests are offered in more than 50 college subjects for which credit

may be received at some 1,800 participating colleges and
universities. Since 1971,over a million CLEP tests haxe been taken. It

does not matter where, when, or how the student learted the subject
matter, if the,results of his test are acceptable to his coilsege,.he

receives credit.'Some institutions allow as many as 60 credits to be

earned through proficiency 'exarninaiioh. CLEP offers no preparation

guidance to students.

21External degrees. Over 1,00 colleges and universities in 39

States offer recognized external degrees designed to serve those who,

I are, for whatever reason, thable to attend institutions of Higher
learning. Some colleges, such as Empire State in New 'York and

Thomas A: Edison in New Jersey, have no faculty,, no classrooms, and

no libraries. Credits are often earn0 by a combination of means .

proficiency examinations, televised instruction, regular courses, life

experience that can. be shown to be'the equivalent of a college-level

competence in a given area, noncollegiate sponsored instruction
given by private Companies, such as Eastman Kodak or General

Electric.

3) Correspondence courses: More than 50 member colleges

and universities of the National University Elttension Assotiation offer

correspondence courses, ranging from accounting to writing, for
which undergraduate credit is !Awn; and seven institutions offer
graduate credit by correspondence. These courses are designed for

those who either want to or,must study at home and prefer to work at

their own pace.

The emphasis on self-preparation, in all forms of nontraditional
study means that library use by these students is bound to be far

greater than that of traditional students. And the fact that these

students live off campus obviously means that primary reliance will

be on the community public(library. .

The Commission on Non-Traditional Study, a group of

educators headed by Samuel B. Gould, was formed in 1971 by the

College Entrance Examination Board and the Educational Testing
Service to examine the entire range of nOntraditionM study and to

forMulate specific recommendations for the future-guidance of
nontraditional education. In its 1973 report, entitled Diversity by

Design, the Commission recommended, -"the public library should be

strengthened to become a far more powerful instrument for
nontraditional education than is now the case." The Commission
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urged college and university faculty members and administrators to
work with public librarians in developing nontraditional study
opportunities at thepostsecondary level, pointing ourthat the public
library's "vast capabilities have often been ignored. \

Servicing the need of the individual user has always been a
primary function of the public library. As an aid to those looking for
courses in a particular field or attempting to-Choose a college or
university, public libraries have traditionally given shelf space to
school catalogues and directories. Today that is not enough: The
spectacular growth in adult education and the great diversity of . .

progfams that have sprung up around the country within the past
decademany of them programs designed to give mature adults an
opportunity to acquire academic credentials outside traditional forms
of higher educationmean that potential studerits,are very much in
need of guidanceiroma neutral source in their communities..

Many Of the anxieties of the prospective nontraditional-student
can be allayed by simply being told,the facts. Manx adults worry
about the consequences of having failed a freshman course 10 years
before, orhavingattended a nonacademic high school, or not having
graduated from high school at all. Librarians who serve as
educational advisers can reassure such individuals that none of these
'things matter.

Numerous studies have shown that there are literally millions
of people who would like to continue their education but rave no'
idea of the opportunities available to them. In response to this need,
public libraries are expanding their activities to provide learner's
advisory services. As the Commission on Non-Traditional Learning
points out, "the public library is probably the best community agency
to house, staffand maintain a full guidance and counselling center."

'One pf the newest programs is the experimental Higher
Educational Library Advisory Service ( HELAS)\ being offered at four
libraries in New York State in conjunction with the New York State
Bokd of Regents because, explains Pat Dyer, Board of Regents
director of the project, "the public library is truly the all-round
educational center for adults, particularly the person who wants to
explore a number of educational options." Under this program,r7
librarians are specially trained to give information on aft type's of
postsecondary education options available in the community, to help
individuals in making decisions related to theireducationat goals,
and to refer people to appropriate institutions.

. HELAS librarians are also seeing many clients who are using
the library for the first time. The Queens Borough (New York) Public
Library HELAS program has attracted many minority group members,
including recent immigrants from Jamaica and Haiti. One of the
library's most impressive student'.sers is a'Haitian mother of five
children who holds dowrl.a full-time job while earning her required,
credits for a degree in nursing through the Board of Regent's EXternal
Degree examirtations. "She has been taking a minimum of two exams
every three months," explaiDs Kay Cavanaugh, the HELAS librarian
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who works with her, and She has been passing them with flying
colors."

In the early 1970's, special emphasis was given to learners'
advisory. services in a number of public libraries across the
country Atlanta, Denver; Baltimore, Miami, Portland (Maine), Salt .
Lake City, St. Louis/Tulsa,and Woodbridge (New Jersey). Special

library programs offered in-dePth advisory and information-support
services to adultsnterested in learning outside of a formal
educational setting. The chief element that distinguished the,
independent learner project from traditionally offered services was
the extended staff involvement with th individual learner throughout
his learning project. "People often nee help in de exactry

what it is they want to learn,- explains dwin Beckerman, director of
the Woodbridge Public Library, "and they need help in clarifying
their ambitiOns. This is the job of the learning advisers."

Adult learner servi es'should be made available in all public
libraries. The best way t do this is through a new National Library
Act, which should be fu ed promptly.

Elizabeth N Layne

It
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Pi Beta Alpha came to be on ugust 8, 1947, in the State of
Ohio "for persons concerned with bboks and/or other educatenal
materials.'' It is a professional and,honorary association made 4; of
regional and State chapters, with a national membership of
approximately 900 salespersons. QualificationS for membership meet'
al) requirements of national, State,, and local. legislatures. In addition,
our by-laws demand that all nominees meet our professional and
personal standards And our values of experience in the field. For this
Conference, we represent 18 educationar sales organizations,
approximately 2,1100 salespersons.

To'the Conference leadership, we endorse whpleheartcylly
your decisions: 1) that two- thirds of the delegates here present be
users of libraries and information services; and 2) your international
approach. To the delegates thus 'selected, we offer bur warmest
congratulations. your having been invited is a tribute to the merit of
your credentials. We applaud you( coming, and thank you Tor your
contributions. We promise to do whatever we can to fill your needs..

To you librarians and information-providing personnel, we are
deeply indebted. The'ideas being shared (conceived over the 16
years of working in the field of education)-have been triggered by
you. You take the time to listen, jt.idge what is being-offered, apply
your own mental distillation, and then give us th full benefit of your
personal storehouse of,educatton, experience, and expertise. With
each of our thoughts, we will offer our suggestions. We sincerely ask
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that you reply with your comments and amendments. We assure you
that each will be acknowledged. Please accept our sincere
aPpreciafion.

We offer t rmula: "A Dollar ExchangedEach has ONE
.Dollar; An Idea Exc an edEach has TWO Ideas." Let's swap some
ideas.. ,

Saving: We must cut costs. We can cut costs. To anyone who
is sincerely interested in making the best use of every penny spent,
we offer as the prime target: Reduce the cost of samples. Certified
data proves that sampling adds four percent to six percent to print
material production costs. On nonprint, the burden goes to 6.5
percent to eight percent. Please note these are the plant costs. Selling
price accounting varies. However, we can be certain that effective
sampling techniques could reduce the selling price by 15 percent to
10 perCent.

We stand ready to sit down with you and review your present
methods. .We ask that, if you should want such a meeting; n'send us
a short outline of your present procedures; 2rinclude your timing
schedule; and 3) tell us how many of your people will be in
attendanrie. We are sure you realize our need of your data. Confine it
to the basics, please. It is our'idea that if six libraries, and/or school
districts, feel the merit of examining a certain book or series, and we .
can set a central ei<amininglocation at the time of a regional, State,
or national meeting, each participant will, reap the greatest benefit.

Serving: Serving is a must for any salesperson'. It is especially
true of the educational sales fraternity. We fully realize, and are very
grateful for the opportunities created for us by those we serve. We
believe we are wasting a very valuable asset. Across the country,
every city, town, and in fact every school area has a storehouse of
experience sitting by the wayside. We >refer to those senior citizens
retired librarians, teachers, and sales personnel. Our cautious ,

inquiries have been most fruitful: Most of them are eager to serve.
Some; whose retirement plans are being eroded by inflation, could
well use some additional income. It is our idea that they could be
used at book fairs; regional, county, State, -and national meetings
wherever product exhibits require part-time help. Not all of them
would be as pretty as Kelly Girls, but we feel sure that they would
make a better presentation of your products. -

Selling: We can almost hear you saying, "Now, comes the
sales pitch!" You are right. The Library.Seryices Act of 1965, heaven
bless President Lyndon Johnson, started the dollars floWing. The next
10 to 12 years brought more and more dollars to more and more
areas of education. That same period also brought the undesirables
who masqueraded as "salespersons." Educational sales compensation
plans vary widely.- During the easy money years, these undesirables-
were,able to get in and get the fast bikk. Since 1978, as competition
intensified,-we have been able to weed them out. If.you have been
"taken" by any of these sharpshooters, we invite you to use your
Chamber of Commerce, Better Business Bureau, or write us directly.

lb
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Our mutual best interests demand that we eliminate them. Our idea:
We believe that this is ,the area in'which we have the best chance to
"swap an idea." Please tell us wh-ether or not you agree.

,Thank you for reading down to this poinf. We know that you
will realize that we'were given much help in many ways, with many

-.,....,minutes, by many people. To.each please accept our grateful

acIglowledgement.

John A. Malloy.
Pi Beta Alpha

. My name iChe'ryl Mar-shall. I live in New Jersey and am on
the Montclair Public Library staff. I have had a unique opportur)ity to
study the role of information and referral services for the poor and,'
disadvantaged through an experiniental program in our own library.

In 1975, there were 25.9 million Americans-12 percent of
the populationliving below the subsistence income poverty level as
,determined by the U.S. Bureau of the Census. The majority of these
poor are either Black, of Spanish origin, elderly, or in families headed
by women: Those below the poverty level in 1974 (the most recent
available figures) accounted for 10 percent of the white population,
31 percent of the Black population, and 27 percent of the Spanish
origin population. MoSt ofAe poor lived in metropolitan. areas and
36 percent were inner-4ity residents

More than 23 million adtilt AmerAcans---one in fivelack even
the rudimentary skills_tn cope in out society. They are unable to fill
out job applications, Write checks, address envelopes, dial a
telephone, read a bus or)raffic sign, follow instructions on a paint
can, calculate take-home pay, or understand help-wanted ads.

The functionally incompetent" tend -,to be older, undereducated,
unskilled, unemployed, and living in poverty -16 percent of the
white popijation are in this category; 44'percent of the Black
populationnd 56 percent of those with Spanish surnames.

Libraries have a dramatic potential fJ helRing the.
disadvantaged in our so ty not only to survive but also to achieve a
riche?, fuller life. They an help by sharpeping reading skills. Thy
can help' by supplyin specific information. They.can help by
providing links with one's cultural heritage. The difficult question is:
How do you make library setvices available to people who do not
have the motivation and characteristics of conventional library users?
How do you reach people who; if'they think about their community
library at all, view it as an alien and _fearful world, a world which
may perhaps be accessible to thelly children in school, but certainty
not to them? .

Librarians ,are increasingly -Overcom'ing the cultural and
language barriers that prevent members of minority groups fromusing
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the library services to which they are entitled. In New York City's,
South Bronx, where 200,000 Puerto Rican and other Spanish-
speaking people are concentrated, the key .to-effective service has
been the use\of a community liaison assistant, a Spanish-speaking ,

nonlibrarian who serves as a strong connecting link between the
neighborhood and each of the nine branch libraries serving the area.
The South Bronx is synonymous in the minds ofmany New Yoirkers
with the most degrading living conditions in the.cityblocks of
vacant, burned-out buildings; Many of theVed buildings

'without running water; 40 percent of the resi is on welfare; 30
percent of the employable unemployed. The community liaison
assistant works directly with schools, churches, poverty agencies,

_ community centers, and political and social clubs. In this way the--. 4 commtmity is infornied about free library seri/ices, books, and
materials and is encouraged to come into the library. Each branch
library has a Spanish-speaking staff member `to help the individual,
library user in either Spanish or English. Materials in bdth Spanish
and English concentrate on practical needs, including vocational and
adult education. Emphasis on the historical and cultural heritage of
the-Sparqsh-speaking peopriis strong. When people started coming
into the libraries in the South Bronx in response to this program, the
majority of their inquiries had to do with survival:

"Can you help me write a letter for food stamps for my
grandmother and me?"

a fr

. "My little girl, she can't read 'cause she doesn't see too good.
Do you have glasses?".

ti.
Information and Referral Serkices: Banner posters plastered oi

the sides o public buses in the cityldf Memphis ask in bright red
letters against a yellow background: "NEED HELP)? NEED
INFORMATION? CALL LINC, 528-2999." The number is that of the
Memphis Public Library's Information Center.

In Detroit, the number to call is ,83-4000, or any one of the
Detroit Public Library's 26 branches. Information and referral servjces
are fairly new to the public library landscape, but they are rapidly
becoming a standard service in every region of the United States
from Montclair, New Jersey, to Wake County, North Carolina, to

,- ,Chicago (where Spanish-speaking librarians answer calls on a special
line), to Houston, Texas. Their purpose: to linkup an individual with
the service; activity, information or advice that fits his need.

- v ..

Tie Detroit TIP program (The Information Place), which began
in 1973, is the first and one of the best information and referral
centers. TIP keeps track of some 1,500 organizationsany type that
provides some kind of service to the public from health, education
and welfare serviced to chess clubs and cooking classes: For each
agency, there are perhaps 10 separate headings directing the inquirer
to tharservice, thereby providing roughly 15,000 information. entries
to needed services.-Information is constantly updated, both at the
central library and at the branches. The program receives from 5,000

`to 8,000 telephone requests a month, plus a couple of thousand in-

le .
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person queries from people who come to the library itself. The TIP .

'service is available seven days a week. /
TIP can tell inquirers where to get a senior citizen bus card,

where to get a cancer checkup, where to learn arade. People calling
for information about nursing homes can be put ir touch with an
organization called Citizens for Better Care, a group familiar with

-.nursing home care in thearea; people with landlord-tenant problems
may be referred to the Small Claims Court or a legal aid service that

will help them specifically with a landlord-tenant dispute. A
low-income-Mother who worries there is something wrong with her
child's diet, or. who calls because she has heard about "some place"
where she can get special foOd for her baby,, is directed to a
supplemental food program run by the Detroit Department of Health

for pregnant or breast-feeding. women, and for children under four
years of age. TIP gets.a lot of phone calls-from people who want to
go back to secondary school but don't know how to go about it.
They are told where they may go for preparatory classes for a high

school equivalency examination.

TIP librarians take time to give inquirers enough information
so that they can deal with the situation for themselves. TIP also
follows up on many of its referrals. ,A man in need of medical care,
who had been refused service by his doctor when he discovered that
his patient was no longer covered by medical insurance, recently
called TIP foritielp. The librarian referred the caller to Detroit General

Hospital for free medical treatment and smoothed the way at the
clinic by calling and making an appointment for hilt: The caller was
upset at having to take "charity" for the first time in his life. The
librarian explained to hin2 that as a taxpayer he-was entitled to free
medical service. The librarian took the man's name and 'phone
number and later followed up to, see how'the hospital referral worked

out.

A Black (woman on public.assistance with'four children called
TIP in utter frustration. She needed to go into'the hospital fOr.an
operation, but because she had no proof.that she was covered by

Medicaid, the hospital would not admit her, Although she was
indeed covered, her social worker, harried and overworked, was not
taking'steps to help her. Phone calls by the librarian to the
community affairs office of the Michigan Department of Social
Services and to the hospital straightened out the matter. It was simply
a'questiob of someong interceding for fhe woman and verbali'zing her.
need. A librarian filled the bill.

By indexing their community's social and recreational services,
the 'Public library gains a unique overview of community facilities.,
This has allowed the library in some instances td help bring about

needed change.

In Memphis, for example, it became- evident to the referral
service librarians that there existed no free burial service of any kind
for city residents, not even a "potters field," and that this worked
considerable hardship for pobr families. Through neighborhood
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contacts which the bunch librarians had already established in the,
course of their "community walks," the-librarians were able to make
arrangements with funeral directors in the disadvantaged areas for
free funeral services and burial Plots in cases referred to them by
social workers from the Memphis Department oLHuman Services.
Also, in Memphis,. a program suggested by the library's information
and referral service .has helped to coordinate the giving of Gi-ristmas
toys and food baskets to poor families by church and social groups.

Ironically, such information services in public libraries have
proved so effective that as many as 50 percent of thy inquiries come
from public agencies seeking information about services provided-by
Other agenciesan unanticipated result which d6matizes the void,
that exists in centralized information sources.

A variety of techniques must be utilized to uncover a full,
knowledge of community resources. Through churches, Lions clubs, ,

the Black Knights of Mallory, and even bars and barbershops, mlny
public libraries have becoTe part of an informal community network.
In onp case, the only effective way a public library could provide
information and referral servies to a strongly religious Eastern
European neighborhood w4 for the librarians to arrange for
neighborhood priests to act as inte'rmediaries..The priests called the
libraryfor the necessary information, vyhich they then relayed to their
parishioners.

..... . Although the prime target of these new community <or

inTormation and referral services is the disadvantaged, the services do
. . not stop there. Many people from all income levels make use of these

public library services to help them grapple with, the complex i
problem's which face all citizens in an increasingly regulated society..

. Testimony Submitted by
Cheryl Metoyer-Duran
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These experiments have taught us that the is a crucial new
role that needs to be filled rn our society, and the ideal way to fill
that role' is through ouf public libraries. But we cannot .corotinue to do
so on a patchwork hit-or-miss,basis. We. need a new National Library
Act to provide funding and coordination. And we need to get it
funded and in operation as, soon as possib16.

z e . Cheryl Marsh4l1

I am Cheryl Metoyer-Duran, Cherokee Indian,, the library
delegate froFn the pre-White I-16u5e Conference on Indian Library and
Information Services on d'r near reservations. I tfax,e worked vcith
numerous library projects, on and off reservations, and have directed
the National Indian Education Association's Indian Library Services
Technical Association Center (ILSTAC). l'am currently anMsistan,t,
Professor in'the Graduate School 9f Library and Information Science

-at the.University of California at Los Angeles. I am continuing.a
research, project, the purpose of which is to develop a descriptive
data base related to library development for Indian
,peoplereservation and urban.'

5S3,
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Throughout the years, the informatiOn needs of American,
Indian reseryation communities have been rarely recognized, and

even less frequently addressed. Yet, wampum belts, memory.pticks
(treaties,.songs,' plant names, habits, and u'se of animals), and
paintings on skin have 'been the traditional means by which Indian

'" people have recorded, preierved, and disseminated information for
their communities. Hence, information storage and retrieval, contrary
to popular belief, are not new concepts, to Indian people. What may

4 appear unusual to Indian people is the tradition-al Anglo concept of a
,libiary and the aNearance of a library facility.

The'current status of library and information services to
American Indian peOple can be characterized by the following five
conditions:-1) lack of understanding and/or documentation of the
information heedsf American Indivan people; 2) inappropriate or
inadequate materials to meet these needs; 3) inability or
unwillingness of public libraries in urban areas with Indian
populations to-effectively respond to these needs; 4) the lack of
library faciliti8 and services on Indian reservations; anal 5) the lack
of sufficient numbers of American Indian librarians to staff Indian
libraries.,

To illustrate this final point, I cannot at present identify, with
absolute ,certainty, one Indian librarian with an MLS degree working
full time in a reservation library.

While there are numerous and diverse:pieces of legislation
enumerating Indian education, there still does not exist a single:Act
specifying dollars for Indian-libraries on reservations. This situation

cannot endure.

Legislation related specifically to the education .of American,

Indian people makes possible the strengthening of the link between
education andinformation for American Indian people. indeed, the

purpose of the Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance

Act is as follows: "To'provide maximum Indian participation in the
government and education of Indian people; to provide for the full
participation of Indian tribes in programs and services conducted by
the Federal Government for Indians ariti to encourage the
development of huthan resources o f t h-t-.1nclian people; to establish

programs of assistance to upgrade Indian education; to support the
right of Indian citizens to- control their own education activities; and
for other purposes," (Indiap Self-Determination & Education
Assistance Act, 1975, p. 1)>-The development of libraries as an
e4ement in the educational progress of Indian people is implied in the
educational goals specified by this act.

A handful of librarians and a few other Indian educatgrs have
been urging and prodding for Indian library and information services.
Now with the increasing complexity of Indian life, urban and
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reservation, due to land rights and mineral rights disputes, theJisi of
information-concerned pe6ons is ever growing; tribal chaiiiffn see
information as an invaluable commodity for the effective governance
of. their tribes; economic and legal planners are increasingly outraged
at the need for trips to Washington, D.C., for information which
should .be readily available locally via computer systems; .reservation
medical personnel have come to realize the potential of immediate
medical informatiori assistance via links with Medlars; and finally, the
local community member, who simply wants to know where re can

iregister a consumer complaint, is turning to the library for the
answer:

American Indian people, then, have demonstrated their desire
and need for responsiveinformation service. It is fitting and
appropriate that careful assessment, planning, implementation, and
cooperation with other information agencies will enable the local
reservation library to provide its community with The-proper
information, at the proper time, and in the appropriate format. I
envision a system of community based and controlled libraries,
cooperating with public and state libraries a0 plugging into natibnar
data bases. Such a network would serve as direct expression of the
Indian values of sharing and cooperation in the quest for the
knowledge and information required in today's society.

You can enable the strong and continuing support for Indian
library development by doing the following: work with us to pass the
legislation that will provide the fiscal resources for Indian library
development. Indian tribes, organizations, and agenties should be
able to directly apply for and/receive,these funds without
unnecessary and unwarranted intervention.

Indian people have demonstrated their need and desire for
'information services. We mean to have these services.

Cheryl Metoyer-Duran

M

Statement that the White House Conference on Library and,
InfOrmation Services will endorse the needs and approaches for the
arrangement and preservation of archival materials as currently
provided in the programs of the National Historical Publications and
Records Commission, the National Endowment for the Humanities,
apd the Society of American Archivists.

4

Frank C. Meyers
State Archivist
New Hampshire
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Testimony Submitted .

by Sophie Mitrisin A neglected service and a neglected resource
Private Libraries:

f

My name is Sophie Mitrisin, and I earn my living by working
in a library. Since I work alone,) do everything that has.to be done
in a library, and I have no wish to increase my responsibilities nor
my duties.

A composite statement from two library texts both dated 1950
reads: "Librarianship is a calling that devotes itself to bringing books
"into the common life of,the world. Thiough guidance and stimulation
of reading, librarianship aims to promote an enlightened citizenship .

and enriched personal liVes. To bulwark and extend individual
reading there must be individual possession of books. Ownership of
books has unending implications and possibilities. It may reveal
unsuspected tastes, or stimulate unrealized capabilities. It will sure)
deepen and stabilize in any household the intangible elements of
culture. Books are the most interesting and distinguished accessori s
of any home. They give a home character and meaning."

This eloquent statement addresses the potentials of book
, ownership. It is not the purpose,,of this presentatioW to suggest even

remotely that librarians and libraries should engage in selling books41or engage in'other commer *al enterprises dealing with the-,
development of personta raries. Libraries are defined as places for
the retention of books to be used for study or, reading, not for sale.

If librarians have neglected to encourage the individual
possession of books, the neglect can be regarded as indigenous to the
nature of librarianship. Book ownership involves a substantial
exchange of money fo-r customers persuaded-to spend some of their
money op books and the equipment to house and maintain them.
Librarians see their monetary decisions as being confined to the
needs of the collection under their care, a collection maintained for
use, not for sale; to provide the needs of readers,.schols, students,
borrowers, or patrons. They do not recognize customers or
purchasers or even clients as being descriptive of the public calling
upon their services.

`Librarians are notoriously uneasy in the exchange of money
between themselves and their patrons. They recognize the usefulness_
of money. They know its negative apect s, as a, punitive measure
such as fines to discourage the mis se of library property and the
infringement of library rules. They now its usefUlness as an

Onary masure in the form f registration fee's to limit library
use. He lergians are well aware of th'e costs involved in the
maintenance oreven a modest library collection, they are not
equipped_by inclination or definition to move easily in the business.
of book selling. They see'themselvesas being required to provide a
maximum of service at a minimum outlay of publiC money. They
find it uncongenial to talk reaftica their patrons about the cost
of maintaining a personal library. '

Librarians have directed their efforts toward the stimulation of
reading, the pl asure of reading, the benefits of reading, even the
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necessity of reading. It is to be expected that people who buy books
read them. Book readers are reported to be an affluent, well-educated
group who like to loiter in book shops. There are those practical
people who buy a book, go home and read it the same night, and
place it on their shelf where it.fills up space; there are other less'
realistic accumulators who put a newly bought book on their shelf
where it must wait two or three years to be read. In either case, 20 or
30 years of book buying and reading is apt to result in an impressive
accumulation of books with implications and possibilitieS as a ,

resource to the geogiaphic and intellectual community., - ..,

Separate from the problem of readirig and absorbing the
information and knowledge,that a collection of this kind represents,
the owner has had to deal with the difficulties of selection,
acquisition, arrangement, organization, the possibilities of insurance
costs, tax deductions, the disposal periodically of access materials,
and the eventual disposition of a personal Collection. These problems'
are inevitably going to increase in complexity as the reading

,..,

---"eenvironment becomes mor complex with the increasing use of
electronic and mechanical d vices to supplement traditional 'ard
copy. It is reasonable to wonder What the content and makeup of a
personal library will be in the not too distant future.

Librarians who maintain a collection as a public service know
that a library is expensive and troublesome. The professional librarian
can look for assistance to other librarians, to manufacturers of library
supplies, to the book trade. For the individual book accumulator,
there is no such recognized group to offer or provide assistance. The
library literature that exists is written for the working librarian who is
engaged in providing library services on a daily basis. The instruction
manuals that are written for the purpose do not translate easily to
meet the needs of the individual book owner ,maintaining a private.
library. It is an area of knowledge uniquely the domain of the library
prOfession, and one that they alone can bring to the awareness of the----,
general public.

Three years ago, in October, 1976, I attended a book fair in
Baltimore where I got some answers to a questionnaire. The results
were not impressive in numbers, but they were revealing, The major
prgblem that book buyers were faced with and were willing to
discuss were those of space and equipment to house their collections.
The solid elegance of a massed collection, convenient to eye and
hand, appeared td be the ambition of most book buyers.
Organization, arrangement, and control of the content of their
libraries were next in the concerns of book buyers. The eventual goal
was less clearly stated; the intellecttial ambition was nowhere near as
well defined as the physical one. These are precisely the areas of
expertise that engage the professional librarian, and one which they
can address with authority.

Less than one-fifth of the respondents considered books alone
as sufficient for their private libraries, 80 percent considered tapes,
recordings, prints, photographs, all the accoutrements of intellectual
communication, as part of the content of a personal library. For 60
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percent, their private library provided housing and display for their
own creative works, amateur or professional.

These are some of the problems of the neglected service. Who
are the pdtential patrons for the service to private libraries and
personal book ownership? Again, quoting from my 1976
questionnaire, the sample proved to be heavily middle-class. None of
the, respondents admitted to being lower-class, although they were
given an opportunity to do so. I did not provide the criminal class
any similar opportunity for self identificationperhaps/hat was a
mistake and should be corrected.-One percent of the respondents
identified themselves as working- class, four percent left the question
unanswered, 20 percerAt said they were upper-class, 75 percent
declared themselves to be middle-class..

Income information showed book buying respondents to be
reasonably well to do. In 1976, 20 percent had an income of over
$30,000 annually, while 62 percent had an annual income between
$1&060 and $30,000. ,

What would be the nature of programs that would involve and
engage this group of'patrons? Sixty-two percent saw their-libraries
and the expense of their libraries as being career or education
expense; 36 percent saw their libraries as a recreational expense.
Other aspects of personal book ownership would probably surface as
new collectors and more mature collectors of private libraries met to
encourage personal book ownership, mingle, and discuss problems,
purposes, and satisfactions of book ownership. One of the
respondents to the questionnaire identified a private library as a
pleasant necessity. That would very well describe the natureof the
programs that would engage the interest of boOk owners.

We have looked at the patrons, the programs, the
problemswhat would be the product of a service of this kind? I
would like to see a registry of private libraries theit would list some of

'the community resources in private collections. It is well to
remember that book owners do not like td lend their books. One-
third of the respondents to the questionnaire from which I have been
quoting were adamant in their refusal to lend their books; the rest
were unenthusiastic about lending their books. The value of a registry _

of private collections, in the range of interests it would show and the
depth and diversity of community talent, rather than being a source
for the reader looking for a book, would be a source for the book
looking for a reader.

I received a brochure the other day that had just that dilemma
to present. Did I know anyone who would profit from -what it had to
say? Did I know anyone who wanted to improve an existing process,
trigger a whole new conceptof manufacturing, or even create an
entirely new igustry? It would have been useful to have a registry 'of
private libraries to refer to.

I wish torexpress my thanks for the oppOrtunity to appear
before the White House Conference. I have described the conditions,
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the Right Reverend
Edward G. Murray

problems, programs, and product that are part of personal book
ownership anda private library setVice. I wish to thank you for
having focused your attention on-this neglected group of patrons.

Sophie Mitrisin

I am Father Edward G. Murray. I am Vicar for Ecumenical
Affairs for the Archdiocese of Boston, Massachusetts, and Chairman
of the Archdiocesan Ecumenical Commission. ',have worked closely
with public libraries for many decades. I want to talk to-you today
about the growing dependence on public library services by the
elderly.

In 1900, the man or woman who lived beyond the age of 50
was the exception. At that time, only three percent of the population
lived to be over 65; now 10 percent have already marked their 65th
birthdays, more than 22 million persons. By the end of this century,
the U.S. Census Bureau expects that number to have swelled to more
than 30 million. Although the elderly now account for 10 percent of
the population, they account for 25 percent of the poor. Free library
service in their communities is vital to the growing numbers of older
Americans.

Many older adults who regularly use libraries are "invisible"
patrons who hold no library cards and never charge out books. Their
use of the library is usually unrecorded. But for them, the library may
be their most important resource, providing aopportufility to escape
the confinement of their rooms, to sit and read comfortably among
other people in a pleasant atmosphere.

There is widespread recognition that older Americans reqUire a
broad range of educational services to assist them in life-change
situations and to find new outlets for their skills and interests. The
"twilight years" notion that older adults have nO"-capacity for
continued mental growth or social contribution has largely been
dispelled. Psychosocial research has proved without a doubt that age

"has nothing to do with intellectuaLacuity. Older people may not
think as quickly as They once did, but their conclusions are just, as
sound and their store of information and vocabularies can grow
indefinitely.

No one knows exactly how Many older adults are enrolled in
courses sponsored by colleges and urWersities. It is likely, however,
that there are thousandattending classes each year. The Academy
for Educational Development estimates that enrollment increased by
nearly 2,600 percent during the five-year period from 1970 to 1975..

A Louis Harris survey in 1975 found that 400,000 older
pe le were currently enrolled in an educatiOnal institujion or taking
cours (This amounts to two percent of those 65 aod-over; five
percent of the 41)4o-64-age group are so enrolled.) Senior-citizen
enrollment ranges from the college or university level (24 percent), to
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adult educational schools, church schools, high schools, and
correspondence schools. An overwhelming majority of senior-citizen,
students (76 percent) say they are taking courses to-expand general
knowledge about some field or hobby.

Half of all elderly Americansrich and poorhave no more
than ahigh school' education. Reduced income plunges the older
person into a snarl of social services--:-food stamps, rent supplements,
supplemental security income, Medicaid, Meals on Wheels, nutrition
centers, reduced bus fares. An Urban Institute study recently
concluded that the great majority of the elderly poor have at most an
eighth-grade reading level, while government-presocibed procedures
for many social welfare programs require substantially higher levels
of reading skill and achievement. A sampling'of 81 official
documents found only 11 percent judged comprehensible to those
with eighth -grad skills. A great many of the forms required college -
'reading -level comprehension. Not surprisingly, the Urban Institute
suggests that this mismatch between a client's ability to read and
welfare agencies' demands for literacy of its clients discourages
persons eligible for benefits from enrolling, causes inequity in the
distribution of benefits among enrollees, and leads to high agency
error..iates. For people who had led self-sufficient, dignified lives, the
psychological anguish of attempting to cope can be devastating. The
'opportunity to turn for needed inforMation to a public library,
therefore, can sometimes make an important difference.

What are libraries doing to help meet the specia l needs of this
growing sector of Americ'in society? Weakenipg eyesight, physical
'Frailty, loss of hearing, the psychological problems of isolation from
the mainstream of American life are inevitably, part of the aging
process. Various libraries supply a variety of special materials to help
overcome these isolating barriers.

Ide'rly-people Who have difficulty reading normal-size print -

can usdally find on the shelves of their local public library a
collection of attractively.designed, easy-to-'read, large-print editions of
best sellers, gothics, romances, Western4biographies, how-to
booksjust about every categorypf publication imaginable. Many
libraries also carry the special large-print weekly edition of The New
York Times.and the large-print edition of Reader's Digest.

The availability, of large-print materials is revolutionizing
public library service to the elderly, a revolution largely stimulated by
librarians themselves. Most public libraries in this country had none
of these materials as recently as 10 years ago. Library of Congress

CTalking Books and books in braille are- available to anyone who ,

annot read ordinary print, either because pf visual impairment or a
physical handicap that prevents thfin from being able to handle a
book, such as the inability to turn-gpage or to sit up in bed. An
estimated 60 percent of the persons served by this program are over
60.

The more than 576,000 readers who use these special
materials receive them through a network of 56 regional and 1.(42
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subregional libraries. In most States there is only one library for the
blind and physically handicappedthis is uSually the State library.
People are expected to write or telephone for the tapes, records, or
braille b6oks they wish to have mailed to them. Distribution and
storage of these materials is not paid for by Congress; the cost must
be borne by the State or local library agency. The Library of Congress
estimates that as many as seven million people eligible to receive
talking books are not now being reached.,

Additional handicapped people could be reached through
local, personilzed library service. Insufficient local funds have made
this difficult, but where it has been tried results have been impressive.
When the Great River,(111inois) Library System became a subregional
library in the spring/of 1973, approximately 85 handicapped users
were being served with materials for the blind. Two years later, the
number had'reached over 500, an increase of 588 percent,

Volunteers are used by many public libraries to provide
perOnal, individualized service to shut-ins. In Kenosha, Wisconsi,
the ublic library has trained volunteers to read aloud at a center for
the e derly. The Los Angeles Public. Library has close-to 250
volunteers working out of most of the 61 branches and the Central
Library to circulate more than 5,700 books, cassettes, records,
magazines, music scores, and other materials each month. Dallas'
volunteers run the gamut from a television actor to a retired
registered nurse, to a 75-year-old man who just completed a
bachelor's degree in psychology and who also does volunteer work
at the Mental Health Association. -

At the Musser Public Library in Muscatine, Iowa, an hour's
visit goes along with the fortnightly book delivery service, and the
library makes a diligent effort to match yolunteers with prospective
clients according to reading interests and hobbies.

In Milwaukee, which prides itself on the breadth of its service
to the elderly, an "over-60" bookmobile makes regular stops in
Milwaukee County at large nursing homes (a van serves smeller
institutions), homes for the aged, day centers, housing projects, and
neighborhoods where m ny people over-60 live. The bookmobile is a,
mini-library carrying sour 4,000 books to serve a wide variety of
interests, as well as large- rint books and foreign language materials.
The bookmobile makes about 50 stops over a three-week schedule,
each one lasting about 45 minutes. It is equipped with a hydraulic lift
at the'rear which is used for delivering loaded book carts to the,
nursing homes and for lifting aboard wheelchair patrons who wiSh to
visit the bookmobile itself.

This huge and growing body of citizens needs and deserves
adequate public library services. The obvious way to provide them is
through a new National Library Act, which should be funded as soon
as feasible.
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Testimony Submitted A41y name is Eugene T. Neely, and l am Cooklinator of Public'
by Eugene T. Neely Services, General Library, University of Missouri, Kansas City. I am

also chairman of the Statistics Coordinating Committee of the Library
Administration and Management Association, a division of the
American Library Association.

As current Chairperson of the StatistiCs Section, I would like to
call to the attention of as many as possible of the delegates to the
White louse Conference socrie of the problems which the library .

profesion is now experiencing with the publication 'of library
statistical data by the Federal Government.

In view of the pressing needs of individual libraries and of,
local State, and national government agencies for current statistical
irifor ation, underscored this year by the needs of the White House
Conference, the Coordinating and' Executive-Committees of the
Statistics,Section,, meeting in joint session at the ALA Dallas
Conference last June, resolved that: "Whereas the Statistics Section of
,LAMA recogniies the great valiie of up-to-dateinformatiort about
libraries as collected in the Natipnal Center for Education Statistics'
LIBGIS surveys, the Statistics Section strongly recommends that NCES
give top priority to reducingthe delay between,the collection of
library survey data and the publication .Qf data to make them '
quickly accessible and useful."

On page 60 of the analysis of pre-White House Conference
activities, entitled Issues and Resolutions, which was published by the
National Commission on Libraries and; Information Science and
mailed to ar-White House Conference die es, the following
suggested resolution,appears: "The-Federal Go rnment should.
provide for the collection and dissemination of library statistics, using
standard terminology. A minimum three-year productiori cycle should
be maintained ,for all types of libraries."

ADDENDUM:

Proposed Resolution
on Library Statistical Surveys by the Federal Government

The resolution presented below is an expansion and
amplification of the resolution included in Issues and Resolutions: An
Ana/5Sis of.Pre-White House Conference Activities (Thelne 4, Goal' 2,
page 60):

D

.Whereas, national library statistical surveys have been
conducted since the 1870's by the U.S. Office of Education, and
since 1966 by the National Center for Education Statistics, and are
now-being transferred to the Qepartment of Education; and

tt
Whereas, national library statistics have beiten used as a basic

method for describing the characteristics of all types of libraries; and
,

Whdreas library statistics hae provided prim'ary data for
evaluating library services, per ormance, and needs; and
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by James A. Nelson

. Wlreas, iikrary statistics have been used by Congress and
various PresidentiaTAdministrations to improve legislation in support
of libraries, such as the LibrarY0Services and Construction' Act (1956),
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (1965), and the Higher
Educatiori Act (1965); - .

Therefore be it resolved,. that the Secretary of Education be
requested to retain at ledst the three-year cycle for basic library
syryeys (public, academic, and school), and that other surveys of
libraries be conducted at least every six years, and that this schedule
be maintained by the l*tionarLibrary Agency, should such agency
be established by Congress; ,and

Be it further resolved, that new or repeated surveys on critical
issues be regularly Onducted in support of developing legislation

as that for the "National Library Actthe National Periodicals
Cent r, and the Library Manpower Study; and

Be it further resolved, thatahe results of library surveys
conducted by the Federal Governmenrbe released in printed or other
easily accessible form within 12 months after the deadline for return
of-survey forms by Tesporidents; and

Be it further resolved, that the ksponsibility,,fdlibrary \C),
statistical surveys be placed undefjha4 6ffice:44 the DePartmnt of
Education responsible fd? administering other. federally supported
library programs, and that if be placed under'the National Library'
Agency if :andwheh such agcy is, established.

I IL

Eugene T.''Neel9A
Statistic's Sectjn
LibraryAdministration and Management Association
American' Library Association

te

Continwng Library Education

The White Houce,Ccinference on Library and Information
Services and the State-Level Goyernor's Conferences throughoutathe
country have called for our- profession to take a new look at the
many needs of our rrla,ny publics and meet these needs with a strong
response from all library, information, and media organizations. The
five Conference themes hate been designed% encourage a call for
action by lay and professional delegates who have come to
Washington to-forge a new, progressive leadership to take this °

mission into.the .1980's.

; A diversity of special interests are being shaped into a
common concern for a progfessive"development and use of our
services, resourcesand arsonsel to address personal and social
problems throughout the country. In this effort, many voices have
been and will continue to be heard in the articulation of issues and
the proposing of resolutions to shape our common future. The event

n
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itself has become a participant in moving the issues from the floor of
debate to a course of action which will take ws into what may beethe
most challenging d,ecade we have ever faced:

When the course is marked; when our purpose is in motion,
given the energy of this Conference and those preceding; when we
initiate action at national, State, and local levels, there is one
undergirding issue which must not be taken for grantedthe
education and training of all participants in this common endeavor.
Eve Ty resolution comingio the White House Conference, and those,
which will emerge after, will have some kind of educational
implication, because it is impossible to separate the learning and
practice of any profession.

With Out any doubt, the aceonsalled fOr in resolutions
generated by this nationaprocess will urge changes in curricula,
raise questions for new research, and focus on new kinds of faculty*
development. Margaret Goggin has spoken eloquently on the-
concerns of library education programs, and I know her words would
be echoed many times' over if other library educators'wereto testify
before this Commission. Dr Goggin covered all aspects of library
eduCation in her remarks, but I would to amplify one critical part
of the educational process which will play an Increasingly important
role as we-move to implement changes celled for by this Conference.
I want to speak briefly to the issue of continuing library education.

In 1973, this very Commission established its support for
continuing education by funding a national "study which Was
intended to recommend a "national blueprint" for continuing library
education. This study, led by Elizabeth Stone of Catholic University,
resulted in'the founding of the Continuing Library Education Network
and Exchange (CLENE), a national organization with the sole purpose
of encouraging and supporting Continuing education development for
library, information, and media personnel. NCLIS'has continued to
support this effort and CLENE's accomplishments have evidenced a
good return on your investment:

Even though CLENE has made and continues to make progress
through its programs, there is much to do, and no single organization
can meet all the needs which our profession has for, continuing
education. In ordeto do this, we have to take on more responsibility
for seeingto our own continuing education as individuals, but we
also need help at all levels of government to assure access'to,
availability of, and quality control for learning opportunities to meet
the educational needs of our profession.

At the national level, we must continue the research and
demonstration grants, as well as the library training grants which
have been whittled away to practically nothiog (there is no
appropriation in the 1981 appropriation for HEA LIB). There will be
greater demands on the development of national training programs,
especially utilizing the,new technologies, and perhaps a need for
new legislation to support these needs. NCLIS itself may have to
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come to the aid of start-up programs and push for the implementation
of innovative continuing education, projects.

At the State Level, coordination, financing, and development
of statewide systems for continuing library education should be
established to provide stability and direction for this'critical,need.
Each plan for statewide library development must incorporate training
components where new programs are needed, as well as a general
continuing education plan for the library personnel in the respective
States.

Local libraries and library systems need to support the
continuing education 9f all their staff through release time, financial
support, and administrative support for'ernployees who return from

413eir learning opportunit,es ready to test new knowledge and skills.
-With anywhere from 60 to 9D percent of our library budgets going to
personnel-related costs, we cannot afford toignore the development
of this valuable resource. a

, Associations at all levels need to support continuin education
in the Many ways they do other areas of library develop nt. The
broad-base focus of association programs and the volunteer 'nature of
these groups will allow a more generalizable development. A caution
nefd be raised here, however; association leadership shoUld be

v cautious about the illusory vision of entrepreneurial benefit from
continuing education as a source of financial proltit.

1./ In theiuturef we all will have greater responsibility to integrate
continuing education into the actions called for by this Conference.
From our individual response and the organizational response of our
collective selves, we have to look to education as a necessary
strategy if we are to build a strong foundation to more into the
1980's. Education can create the stability needed to encompass the
many changes,implicit in volutions generated by this major event.

lames A. Nelson
Continuing Library Education Network and Exchange

Testimony Submitted by
Charles O'Halloran
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The following is a personal statement. I am employed as State
Librarian by the Missouri State Library. This statement is entirely my
own and does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the Stale of
Missouri, of the Missouri State Library, or of the members of the
library community of Missouri. The statement is drawn, however,
from my 25 years experience as a librarian, 15 of which have been
as Missouri State Librarian.

There can be little doubt that one item which will be
discussed at-length, and perhaps finally endorsed by delegates to the
White House Conference on Library and Information Services, is the
so- called National Library Act contained in "study bill" S.194
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introduced on May 14, 1979, by Senators Edwai-cl Kennedy (D-Mass.)
and Jacob Davits (R-N.Y.). e.

S.1 124, although at this time only a document for study,
analysis and discussion, has already been endorsed for its principles,
goals, and objectives by a number of important library and library-
related organizations'; and technicalities of language, procedure, or
administration aside, may well prove attractive and highly appealing-
to White House Conference delegates who could view it as the .

beginning of the future for American libraries.

Let me quote two prefatory paragraph's from the bill: "... It is
the policy of the United States td establish, support and expand
educational opportunities for individuals of all ages and conditions;
to provide individuals in need with information relating to health,
employment, education, recreation, 'assistance to the elderly, and

-other publicly supported service programs; to guarantee to all persons
the opportunity of equal access to public information; and to

.implement the constitutional guarantees of free'speech and free press
through free public access, to open,. repositories of infbernation of all
kinds. In order' to achieve the policy set forth in this section, it is
essential thata National Library Agency be established to carry out a
program to insure that an adequate levet of library services is made-
available in all communities,'to all individuals, without regard to
their educational attainment, individual ability or economic
condition. 1" a -

# Itis the purpose of this Act to assist the States: (1) in the
provision, extension and improvement.of public library services and
with public library construction, (2) in the provision, extension and
improvement of such other library services as services for physically
handicapped; institutionalizedcfunctionally Illiterate, unemployed,
limited English language skills, and 6conornicallyand educationally
disadvantaged individuals, (3) in 'strengtherfing State library
aTiministrative agencies and library personnel, and:(4) in.promoting

'Interlibrary cooperation among all types of libraries."
.

Can any American, especially any American librarian, fault the
noble sentiments expressed, or believe that' S.1124 wilt produce
anything other than much improved, vastly better library services in
the United States?

Ye;".

While I mint admire the lofty goals and objectives of this bill;
"while I wish fervently to see accomplished the end results
contemplated in this bill, I must, in a classic stance, reject the means,
i.e., the Federal Government, chosen to achieve that end.

Obviously, since this' bill is proposed Federal legislation, ir
necessarily provides that the Federal Government' will do certain
things for and to libraries.

Whenever ana,wherever the Federal Government undertakes
to dos'omething for thecpeopleto "promote the general welfare"
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inevitably that action bnnQ with it consequences which, though
hardly unexpesjed are always'undesirable.

.Federal Government action .brings:

More'civil servants and other dependents of the federal,
Government. As, the saying goes: "It IS people, not things, that
receive and spend money. Any Federal initiative which includes the
acceptance of responsibility by the Federal Government and the --

appropriation, allocation, and use of Federal funds means that more
and more people, hiore andmore careers,. more and more lives
become dependent upon the Federal Government and upon the _

continuation and perpetuation of "their" Federal programs.
/

More- Federal spending. Clearly 5.1124 contemplates
sizeable amounts of money flowing from Federal sources in order to
accomplish a variety of wcirthy purposes. This, in turn, means:

More deficit spending or increased taxation. Old, new, or
exp ed Federal programs all' must be paid for, and this either by
incre' d taxation,-'a filing which the Congress shudders to
contemplate especially in an election year, or by the trickery of
borroWing and deficit spending. (The alternative to this, reallocation
of Federal exeenditures, is an idea beautiful to Contemplate, and it
would be even more beautiful to behold were the military/industrifral
lobby willing to curtail expenditures in favor of libraries; were 'the

N education lobby willing to defer to agriculture; were libraries
prepared to sacrifice for the benefit of the Post Office, etc.).

Less money in the private sector available for free
marketplace expenditure. Increased taxes or borrowing with a ,
scoopshovpl means less money available dot merely to individuaK
but to local and State _goveri?ments.

More,inflation. Borrowing by the Federal Government, _

deficit spending, monetary manipulations, and "bidding up" costs in
favored programsall.of these, either alone or together, are the
Federal Govenment's highly efficient methods for 'fueling

More scrambling for grants, more standing hat in hand, more
placating, more dependence, more placid conformity to Federal
regulation, more resignation to the inevitability of Federal domination
on the part of more an4 more local communities and entire States.

More pressure Lic:Ion

increase their own taxes and
Federal grant funds.

States and localsqmmunities to
expenditures in order to matt

al.

' More Federal regulation since,5after all, he who controls the
money has every right 'to direct how-it shall be spent.

A-loss, however sm-al may 'seen-, of the right to make fre
and indep dent choices art isions in the States and in local

O
comniun tie
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Given the evils attendant upon Federal intrusion and
intervention'into any facet of American life, most of us, I should
thirf, since we were citizens of the country and inheritors of the
Americaitratiltion long before we became involved with the spgcial,,
even vested interest of libraries, should have no difficulty in rejecting
Kennedy/Javits, not because of any question about the goals which it
seeks to achieve, but'because of the intolerable evils which will
accompany it for all Americans, including librarians, should it ever
become law. .

As a9 alternative to pervasive Federal Government
involvement in library affairs duriq the years to come, 1 offer to
delegates at the White House Conference the following as parts of a
program which all library interests might support and endorse with
enthusiasm:

A completely sgrious and thoroughgoing espousal of the
Constitutional principle of federalism with a return to the.States of the
poWer, authority, and sovereignty which over recent decades have
been abdicated to or seized by the Federal Government. Basic to this
revival of a forsaken concept is a renewal of respect for the honesty,
intelligence, and competence of the people in each of the States to
work out their own destinies undirected by experts employed by the
Federal Government.

A Constitutional amendment which would mandate a
balanced Federal budget, prohibit deficit spending, and require that
any Federal expenditures in excess of income could take place only
as a result of increased taxation.

Legislation and, if necessary, a Constitutional amendment
limiting Federal spending to a specific percentage of the Gross
National Product. This action, together with the requirernent foka
bal4nced Federal budget, would go far toward eliminating inflation
and could have-the effect of freezing all Federal Government '

expenditures. It could also require that established Federal programs
be either reduced or eliminated altogether if any new programs are to
be proposed.

A return of taxing power to the States, which action would
result from limiting and reducing the taxing power of the Federal
Government. This return of power would itself be a forceful
reassertion of belief in the ability and,general wisdom of the people,
in each State to decide their own destinies. ecause of the efficiency
of the Federal Government's tax-collecting chanisms, those
mechanisms could of course, be used to gather r taxes for the, States.),:,..,

An abandonment of the two theories of redistribution which ii/
hold: a) that money should be taken from everyone, and given to
special interests; and b) that money should be diverted from frivolous,
i.e., priyate, purposes to important, i.e., public, purposes.

DeCisions regarding matters which are "important" would
be made not by the Congress but by the States. Because certain States
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will inevitably be less wealthy than are other's, and some, in a
relative sense, genuinely poor, sentiments of benevolence and charity

-could impel the wealthy States to wish to assist their poorer sisters
through federally conducted grant programs. These programs should
therefore be available only to certifiably poor States, i.e., those in
.which the per capita income is below the national average. In no
way should these programs provide for the flow of Federal funds into
States where per capita income equals or exceeds the national
average.

A steadfast, unyielding refusal eo respond to the cries of the
envious or to those of any special interest demanding preferment over
others or undeserved attention from all.

A reiteration of faith in the ability of the people in the States
and local communities to care for themselves, and, in an atmosphere
of freedom, to recognize, and then to solve their own problems.

This program would provide libraries with no Federal funds,
with no Federal direction, with no Federal planning. In exchange for
these questionable benefits, libraries would gain opportunities for
heterogeneity, for variety, for the exercise of creativity and invention,
and possibilities for providing their services, for helping their users, in
a Nation of sovereign States in which the word freedom once again
has meaning.

Charles O'Halloran.

Americans of Polish descent expedite White House
Conference to affirm the right of all citizens to have access to
materials that express.values and aspirationS' of all ethnic groups in
the United States. This individual right to desired information and
materials is tooted in the American tradition of intellectual freedom
guaranteed by the first amendment and affirmed by international
agreements such as.the Helsinki Accord.

The American library, a major institution of the informative
and educative system, is obligated to fulfill this right of all citizens,.
Their understanding of the pluralistic nature of our society is of
primary importance for the well-being of This Nation, its unity, and
peaceful and democratic development. The right to ethnicity-related '
information should not be overshadowed, as it frequently happens,
by other pressing demands, search for new technologies or lack of
adequate funding.

o 4

It is incumbent upon the American Library Association and the
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science to take'a
more explicit stand on ethnic information in their planning of the
national program and legislative policy. The Congress of the United
States officially recognized the importante of-the need for
multicultural effort when it passed the Ethnic Heritage Studies Act in
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1.975. Therefore, it will respond positively fo the recommendations of
the American librarianship on ethnic information.

To st the White House Conference in its deliberations on
ethnicity-related information, we propose for corisitre'ration the
following resolution:

Proposed Resolution

Whereas, this Conference supports expansion of library
services to meet information needs of American citizens;

Therefore be it resolved, that libraries expand their services to
i .nclude programs, materials, information service, and staff expertise
necessary to reflect and meet the needs of our multicultural,
multiethnic society; and

Be it further resolved, that ongress of the United States
consider and approve legislation ?ected at full realization of
individuals' right to ethnicity-related information.

Witold Plonski
Polish-American Ethnic Committee, Inc.

The American Society of Indexers was founded, in 1968 to
raise the low status of indexes and indexers in American publishing,
to improve the quality of indexes, and to set standards for
professional indexers. The Society has'approximately 350 members in
two categories: 1) indexers of books and Other published materials -

who often work7gra free-lance basis for publishers with whom they
have, built up a working relationship; and 2) employed indexers who
work for commercial indexing firms or data base producers;

' The Society, in this position paper, addresses itself to three
issues for consideration-at this Conference: 1) users of information
and indexes; 2) publishers and indexes; and 3) libraries and indexes.

Users of Information and Indexes: The Society addresses itself
to the first two theme areas'around which this Conference is
organized: libraries and information services to meet personal needs,
and libraries and information services to enhance lifelong learning.
Much of the effort of the delegate dealing with these themes will be
devoted to identifying the types of information most needed to meet
the personal demands of day-to-day living in today's overWheIrr,iing
information environment. Along with identifying these user needs is
the additional task of making such information publicly available to
all, and in formats that do not discriminate against less sophisticated
information users. But the job des not stop even here.

Once a useful body of information has been identified, it
needs to be further analyzed so individuals using it Can turn directly
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to those portions which specifically answer their information needs.
This is accomplished only through indexes. If such indexes are not
present, 'the information sitting, for example, in a book, a magazine, a
government file or report, a list of local interest groups or human
service agencies, a community information bank, or any other means
by which information is made available, will do just that: sit there.
Indexing is the key'that will turn stagnant information into a dynamic
useful tool.

This fact has long been recognized by the business and
professional communities, and indexing services to aid these groups
have been with us a long time. But the importance of information
needs for deciSionmaking in personal affairs has only recently
surfaced, and the need to go one step further and index this type of
information is recognized even less.

The American Society of Indexers recommends that a .

provision for indexing those bodies of information needed for
personal needs and lifelong learning be included in the
recommendations of delegates considering these information needs.

Publishers and Indexes: Many nonfiction books are published
today without indexes. Of those that are indexed, many do not meet
minimum index standards. The Society recommends that these
situations be corrected immediately.

Publishers should realize that both the sales value and
usefulness to readers of any nonfiction work are greatly lessened if
there is n&index. Publishers should also appreciate that within the
entire publication process, the indexing stage is just as important as
any other stage. It should not be regarded as a postscript to be done
at the eleventh hour by an inexperienced person.

The American Society of Indexers makes two
recommendations for immediate action: 1) that all nonfiction books
and' printed materials have indexes; and 2) that these indexes meet a
recognized standard such as that formulated by the American
National Standards Institute, Committee Z39.4, USA Standard Basic
Criteria for Indexes.

We propose that this be done in the following two ways:
1) that a dialogue be opened between this Society and the other
publishing groups attending this Conference to explore mutual
interests and work out individual differences regarding the presence
and quality of indexes in nonfiction books and other printed works;
and-2,) that this Conference affirm the desirability.of the above two
recommendations regarding printed works by supporting a.dialogue
for this purpose between publishers and indexers.

Libraries and Indexes: Libraries will have to reassess their role
in the information-rich environment of the next decade. Coupled with
dwindling financial resources with which to purchase ever more
expensive books, resources, and information products, the last few
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years have seen the rise of nonlibrary organizations that provide
information searching and consulting services for a fee.

A recognition of the value of indexes and a requirement that
they be present in all information products purchased by libraries,
and also that such indexes meet acceptable criteria, will help libraries
through this reassessment period. Libraries should understand that if
access to the data within the information products found on their
shelves is not made through indexes, these products will hot be fully
used and yet, indirectly, will be costly to libraries purchasing, ,

processing, and storing them. In this time of reduced funds, libraries
must take a hard look at the indexes of all the information products
they consider for pprehase. They, and the reviewers of these books
and information products for the library press, should not be afraid to
reject such materials if they do not meet acceptable standards for
information access.

1

There will be much discussion at this Conference of both the
proposed National Library Act and some sort of national-level library
authority or coordinating agency. These are viewed as possible ways
of determining priorities, appropriatinekinds, and guiding
cooperative bibliographic and resource-sharing efforts in/a time of
less government spending for libraries, changing library 'roles, and
technological breakthroughs in information packaging and deli
The ultimate goal of All these national-level proposals is increased
availability of resources for library users. The planners of such
national-level proposals should ensure that provisions for.indexes
along the lines set forth in this position paper be includedin
whatever legislation and /or coordinating agency they design. For
example, any plan for a national library and information coordinating
agency should include a policymaking index division charged with
the responsibility of ensuring that useful indexes appear in all
appropriate print and nonprint information resources.

The American Society of Indexers 'urges this Conference to
consider the following two points when recommending library
priorities: 1,),that individual libraries require that good indexes,
relative tohe needs of intended,userS, be present in any book or
information product they purchase; and 2) that any national
legislation or coordinating body established to oversee library and
information services policymaking include a distinct index division.

Indexes in the Future: Up to this point, every-idea expressed in
this position paper has been concerned with conventional
information sources, whether they be the older, more traditional ,

printed formats or the newer on-line formats. We don't have to look
too far into the future to see even more exciting changes in
information formats and delivery. The home computers of today will
be replaced with total interactive information systems where a single
information utility will Piave many capabilities,-from making airline
reservations directly from a schedule appearing on.a television screen
to using that same screen to look Lip an article in an encyclopedia.
Electronic publication will eliminate the need for multiple copies of
the same product. Newspapers, for example, will be read on a
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television screen, and hard copies of journal articles will be
transmitted from one part of the world to another by telefacsimile
copiers.

These changes will also mean changes in indexes as we now
know them. New formats fOr making them available wilt have to be
explored, and the immediacy with which they will need to be
prepared will become of increasing concern. The American Society
of Indexers expresses its confidence in the information formats of the
future and its eagerness to participate in the indexing challenges that
will accompany them.

Joyce Post
American Society of Indexers

I am the Executive director of the Urban Libraries Council; an
organization representing urban public libraries throughout the
United States and Canada. It is composed of 112 libraries which
serve, in aggregate, over 50 million people.

would like to call theattention of the Conference to the
National Library Act (S.1124), a study bill introduced in the Congress
last spring with bipartisan sponsorship. My rerriarks will be confined
to _t_fte rationale for this legislation and the need for this Conference to
favor its enactment.

The National Library Act has been proposed for adoption by
this Conference as one of the recommendations it will issue to the
President and the Congress, to correct the incomplete effectiveness of
present Federal financial assistance to public libraries. The present
Federal program, originally enacted with limited purposes, has been
amended several ti)kes and in reased in dollar amounts, but when
the larger urban piibn't libraries were the first to suffer fiscal disaster
when the sources of their local income were subjected to crippling
inadequacies, this present Federal program offered no consequential
relief. The Nation must take steps to curb and prevent these
catastrophies from happening again.

Since the States., when these dire fiscal circumstances struck,
were not then in a position to effectively come to the aid of these
stricken institutions, the time has arrived, if indeed it has not passed,
for the country to undergird its public library service with a financial
support plan that provides multigovernmental level contribution. The
National Library Act embodies that very scheme, as well as a new
departure feature in Federal financial aid that acts as a sustaining
stimulus for othertgovernmental level support.

The National Library Act was conceived and constructed in
concert with known segments of the library community who had
legislative interests. The Act evolved from an open meeting to which
all were invited to offer their concepts and needs for an improved
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legislative program._The resulting StJ4y I is endorsed by legislative
committees of trustees, State librarians; and the public library
administrators.

The proposed National Library Act thus represents applied
legislative research which constitutes a cons erable achievement in
group/dynamics, but it is still an unfinished r commendationa mete
proposal. in actuality, the Act awaits further refinement through`the
legislative process from-other segments of our system of governments,
and with other concepts that may emerge from this Conference. But,
important above all, the National Library Act constitutes a

, collectively refined beginning which obviates the need to expend
further time to construct another-bill in its stead.

The forerunning LSA and the present LSCA have had sufficient
time to bring about the changes in circumstances in the several States
which they were designed to correct. But, during the course of their
existence new economit events have occurred which are unaffected
by LSCA and which have made deep inroads in the extent and
quality of services expected,of public libraries. To prevent further.
deterioration by these same economic forces, there is now a need for
a replacement Federal library law that counteracts sudden and
stringent decline of public service, which is so overwhelmingly
dependent upon only one source of incomethe local property tax.
The National Library Act would reduce this unpredictable decline to
shore up the public library's financial support from insufficiently
engaged State sources. The present division of library support
depends upon 82 percent from local sources (now strained and
straining to limits of endurance everywhere), 13 percent from State
sources, and only five percent frorri Federal sources; and it is obvio
to all that this imbalance, arld this crippling arrangement, has no
present prospect for being righted. The decline of public library
service is inevitable, unless corrective measures are adopted as is
promised by the National Library Act,:

State governments, obligated as they are in principle and legal
determination to support educational services from public libraries
equally with what they provide in public education, have yet to
assume their proper share of the library's financial support. While it is
true that Statq government has improved this kind of attention in
recent decades, the full extent expected from this governmental level
has not been realized. Of all levels of government, the State level is
in better financial condition than the others; which leads us to
recommend the institution of a stimulus to yield this missing share.
This stimulus is written into the National Library Act. The Urban
Libraries Council endorses and supports the principles, goals, and
objectives contained in the proposed National Library Act as an aid
and stimulus needed for fulfillment of the potethial effectiveness of
public library service over the Nation.

A radical cure must be contrived and implemented quickly,
before the very fabric of this public service gives way and fails the

ipublic, which`depends upon it for a well-spring of social renewal in

this democratic society.
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The Urban Libraries Council 'recommends adoption by the
White House Conference on Library and Information Services, as one
of its final recommendations to the President and theCongress, that
the National Library Act be enacted and funded garly.

This action would, in and of itself, assist a
achievement of the other Conference recom

promote the
tions to emerge..

Paxton P. Price
Urban libraries Council

(3 I am Harold Russell, Chairman of the President's Committee
on EMployment of the Handicapped. Mr. Chairman, ladies and
gentlemen of the Commission, the President's Committee on
Employment of the Handicapped' greatly appreciates this opportunity
to present' testimony to this hearing.

The computer is part of our high technology industry. It is here
to stay. Through computer-based technology, coupled with other
scientific techniques, we are able to store and retrieve information,
instantaneously. With the aid of COMSAT, we can send information
half-way around the world nearly as fast as we can fly from
Washington to Chicago. The high technology industry is growing at a
rapid pace In fact, it is the fastest growing industry today. If is
opening c reer opportunities to able-bodied and disabled individuals

The opportunities are increasing many-fold for job-ready
disabled individuals as a result of affirmative action regulations
governing Federal contracts to provide goods and services to the
Federal Government, and as a result of anti-discrimination regulations
relating to recipients of Federal funds. At the White House
Conference, we are hearing a great deal about sophisticated,
computerized information systems which are changing thc,library
from a book lender to a very valuable informationeliverT gency or,
an important link in every community's resource referral effort.
Consequently, we can look for an expansion in the needito have

.trained peoplemore peopleto make the system work.

With this increased opportunity-has come a great concern. Are
the trained peopleespecially disabled.individualsavailable to take
these jobs? In truth, we musf say we do not.know.

A case in point: The Electronics Industry Foundation has had a-.
program to train and place 3,000 disabled.people in jobs in the high
technology industry. To date, the foundation Has been able to find
and place less than 100.0ther employers who have developed
cooperative training and placement programs report regularly they
are having difficulty finding job-ready disabled individuals. And, if
one exaMines,the ads in our newspapers and many scientific
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magazines, I don't have to tell ybu that all components of the high
'technology industry have jobsgood jobsathat are going begging
because employers can't find many qualifieel able-bodied takers
either.

I don't need to remind you that every time we receive
erroneous informatiqn; every time we receive a wrong bill, we decide
we want to kick thatVarn corOuter. Actu ly, the computer may not
beat fault., We submit it is high time we s p kicking the computer or
blaming it. After all, the computer ca ly do what we human '
beings tell it to do. It can only provide the information we put in.
Clearly, something mist be done to address this problem. Therefore,
we recommend action that can be taken now.

The White House Conference on Ljbfary and Information
Services, The National Cornrhission on Libraries and Information
Science, and the American Library A'ssodlation should take'steps
get the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped of the U.S. Office
of Education, the Rehabilitation Services Administration, and the
Employment and Training Administration Ind Bureau of Labor -

Statistics of the U.S. Department of Labor to jointly undertake a study
to determine,the availability of handicapped and nonhandicapped
workers who are job-ready to enter high technology positions.

Specifically, we need to knoW; Are people interested in these
jobs? If they are, are they in training for them? If they are not, why
not and What can be...done to attract people into them? Another good
question that needs an answer: Are there disabled people out there to
be trained for positions in high technology-industries, or are we
overselling the market?

. Finally, what about the training system itself? Is it capable of
producing,the peopleboth able-bodied and disabledthat the high
technology industry is clamoring for? If it is not, what needs to be
donewhat can be doneto bring the trainingisystem up to standard
so that it can produce the people?'

Mr. Chairm ,an, ladies and gentlemen of the Commission, we
submit that the 'answers to these questions are crucial to the success
libraries will have in serving their public, given the change taking
place in IibNarianship and in the ii*rmation stage, retrieval delivery,.,_
and dissemination field, We as your support for this vet,' vital
information so that progress may 'continue.

Harold Russell
President's Council on Employment of the Handicapped

\
am Miv Schaaf, alternate from Pasadena, California. I ani on

the board of the Friends of the Pasadena Public Library and am
founder of the Pasadena Cultural Heritage Commission. I write a
twice weekly column for The Los Angeles Times.
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Our &hildren an being trained to beiconsurrjers,)old, that
happiness is'found in buying things. If we want them to find that joy
is to be found in usingyour mind as well as using yOur money, we
must begin early: For this reason I wrote with Sandy Schuckett the
resolution the California delegates adopted at the California
Governor's Conference op March-4 ln.Sacramgnto, and reaffirmed
unanimously at the August and October follow-up meetings.,It is
foremostin the California Position Paper. The resolution is:

4

,,',:hstablish as mandatory in the State education codes that a
'Specific am9unr of time for instrUction. in library usage shall be set
beginning iv/ grade K and continuing through grade 1.2."

fit

As an alternate to this Conference, I have been asked by our
delegates to read our final California Position Paper:

The California delegation reaffirms,the American right and
tradition of free and open public libl'aries. We reaffirm the
recommendations of the 300 delegates to the March, 1979, California
Governors,Corifetence on Libraries and Information Services:

1) Libraries must reach out to the unserced and The
underserved. All barriersphysical, financial, legal, attitudinal; and
technologicalmust be eliminated so as to serve evetyone.

2) Continuous, ongoifeunding to be mandatedFederal,
State, and local. Best use of such monies must be made, eliminating
overlap and duplication while maintaihingihigh/standards and local
control. . '

3) Establish as mandatory in the State education codes that a
specific amountof time for instruction in library usage shall be set
beginning in grade K and continuing through grade 12.

4) Librarres must stir themselves, reach out to get people
involved in an enjoyable use and political promotion of their
libraries.

5) Libraries are invisible. Libraries must wake up the prOlic,
tell them what jpys, information, services; programs are to be found
in libraries and what dangers face libraries.

6),Libraries must be aware of and take-advantage of political,
social, economic, and technological changes, seeing that current
information is made easy for everyone to use.

7) We support the Public Library Asso
statement. :

8) We support, in concept, the National Library Act.

tion's mission

620 .6.12
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The California delegation to the first White House Conference
on Library and Information Services reaffirms the American tradition
of a free and open institution for information, education, and culture
known as the_ralic library. We believe libraries have an obligation
to reach out to the unserved and the underserved, and that all
barriers to such service must be removed.

Weifully support a National Library AU, which will mandate
guaranteed continuous Federal funding on a matching
Federal/State/local basis, minimum standards for library services,
adequate citizen participation, library services for special needs, and
interlibrarycooperatron programs. We further believe that the Act
should be expanded to include scR7COI, college, medical, research,
and other libraries.

We believe support for an improment in library and
information service must come about through an informed public
who knows what is happening and what is needed, and that this is.
an essential duty for all libraries. 4

We muse make certain that needed information is prOduced
and that it is disseminated in such a way that those who need it can
find it and use it.

Our children are the future of this Nation and the future of
libraries: For this reason, the California delegation, at our Governor's
conference in March of thidyear,.supported by an 89 percent vote,
the resolution that a, specified amount of time be set aside for
instruction in library use at all grade levelskindergarten through
twelfth gradein the libraries of our publiC schools.We believe that
through such instruction.,kbegun when a child_first enters school,
positive attitudes toward libraries and what they have to offer can be
instilled. The school library, with an organized, developthental
instructional program can furnish not only materials of consistent
excellence, but also a background of information which stimulates

_growth in literary appreciation,, factual knowledge, cultural and
aesthetic values, and opposing sides of issues Jo that good judgment
and critical thinking can be developed in our children. A school
library program can inculcate in'childrera lifetime habit of research \
skills which becomes automatic ,Ind internalized. The kinds &skills
taught in school libraries are so. basic to literacy that they can serve
students throughout all levels of their schooling elementary-school
through doctoral programs. For students who choose not to attend
institutions of higher learning, these habits will serve as an open door
to future library use which will meet personal needs and increase
learning at any given time,throughout their lives. These skills can be
used jn any type of library in any location and can semi for a
lifetime.

A child who has access at an early age to an organized
program of library skills and literatureppreciation will probably
grow up to be a tax-paying supporter and user of libraries all of his or
her life.

'ti
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Therefore, the California delegation, in agreement with those
of Arizona,-Michigan, New York, Texas, Florida, Connecticut, all of
whom supported similar resolutions in their State conferences,
strongly urges the members of this Commission to support with
complete commitment a School,Library Instructional Component as
an essential section of the'Nlational Library Act.

Sandy Schuckett
California Delegation to WHCLIS.

4

My r me is Tryntje Van Ness Seymour. I am part-time public
information officer for the national Citizens Emergency Committee to
Save Our Public Libraries and editor of its newsletter on library needs
and problems, Private Wire. I have attendednine Governor's
Conferences, and my job requires meJo review all available press
clippings on the financial plight of public libraries.

The present econotnic situation of America's public libraries
should be a source of .shame for a Nation which pretends to be
cultured, weThedkated, and civilized. We have permitted the
financjal burden of public libraries to fall on the shoulders of those
least-able to bear itthe middle-income families who spend a
disproportionate share of their resources on regresgive property and
sales taxes. The result has, been predictable. Many libraries have
watched their funding base erode away. Others have become the
victims of taxpayer strikes, like California Proposition 13_ The impact
has been felt by libraries large.and small, in all corners of the Nation.

In Cynthiana, Kentucky, employees at the city's public library
do rn the Fedelal minimum wage of $2.95 an hour. Just last
mogievhen the library board found it was unable to pay a
promised raise because of lack of funds, three of the library's staff of
five empldyees resigned.-"We felt we were worth the Federal
minimum wage," said one of them, Lois McCauley, who had served
as a Cynthiana -librarian for nine years and earned $2.60 an hour.

The "salaries.at the Louisville public librarwere so low last
year that the library could not compete with the startjng salaries
offered at nearby Jefferson Community College, the University of
Louisville, or Jefferson County Schools. The problem has been.
temporAgy solved, thanks to the special efforts of a new Friends
group Rich publicized the budget plightand successfully prodded
the city and county governments into providing a 24.5 percent
budget increase this year.

The Free Library of Philadelphia's last minute financial
reprieve from the City Council budget saved the library from having
to shut down 12 branches. But the Friends of the Library report that it
was not enough. The library is still $2 Million short and suffering
from a staff reduction of 107 employees- (14 percent); the elimination
of all outreach programs, including service to the homebound, `
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hospitals, prisons, and day-care centers; and the cut-back of
$550,000 from the book budget, while the cost of books continues to
climb upward at the rate of 10 percent a year.

The public library budget crunch is not confined to big cities.
The town of Lake Zurich, Illinois (population 6,789), woke up
recently to discover that its library staff had begun tq move books
and other library materials into storage because of laci< of space.
Federal funds for new library construction under LSCA have been cut
back to zero, and hard-hit local taxpayers in Lake Zurich have three
times rejected ballot proposals to assume the full burden of funding
the new library space.

The brand new $500,000 public library in Point Pleasant,

West Virginia, has had a sign on its front door, "Closed until further
notice." Federal LSCA funds financed the start of construction on the
library, but the money has stopped coming and local funding is
nonexistent.

Earlier this year the electricity, heat, and telephone services at
the Mason, West Virginia, Public Library were shut off, for lack of
funds in the County budget. And out in Mason City, Iowa, the public
library's book budget is so pressed that local citizens recently.
launched an' emergency drive to raise $10,000 so e library can buy
enough new books. .

To borrow from the old story, this is one "heckuva way" to
run a public library system. The time for catch- as7catch -can financing
should be behind us. We are no longer talking about institutions that
simply provide light reading for pleasure. The public library has
become the community's encyclopedia of hard facts, a reference
library for student and adult researchers, a children's reading room,
young adults' library, adult education facility, senior citizens second
home. Many public libraries also serve as information and referral
centers for social services; job oppOrtunity and career.development
resources, focal points for'programs to reach the poor and
undereducated; library service centers for institutions; and special

libraries for the blind and handicapped.

'Every public library should be sufficiently funded in regular
annual governmental budget allotments to provide an adequate level

library service to all segments of the general popn within the

i ry's area of service: young children, older students;-dult
researchers, senior citizens, and those of all ages who seek
advancement o6elf-education. The logical way to do this is on a
straight per capita of population budget allocation.

Government grants should also be provided for special user
services in those communities where the need for special services
exists and ra staff and materials are required (such as job
counseling, li training, prison,library services). These grants
should be sufficient for the costs of the necessary additional
materials, technology, and hiring and training of personnel to permit
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affirmative library action programs to 'reach and help those citizens
who need such services.

We do not have a level of public library financing today .

which permits such operations. A small number of communities and
, k. States may have approached that point, but it has been largely by
:. _--ge ; chance. , ,
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The period of hit-or-miss planning should be behind us. We
know now what basic services public libraries should be providing
today, and we know that special services can help meet the special
needs in most communities. The time'has come to put these lessons
into use. The time has come to bring about a national program of
public library funding that will assure fair access to public library
service on an equal basis to all Ameridans.

r, .
Congress should enact, and the President should sign into law,

a new Natibnal Library Act to provide a stable and equitable funding
base or America's public Jibraries, and the Act should be fully
funded at the earliest possible date.

Tryntie Van. Ness Seyrnoar
Citizens Emergency Committee to.

Save Our Public Libraries

We were warned many years ago that if we came to depend
upon Washington to tell us when to sow and when to reap, we
would soon be without-bread. The author of e warning was in a
good position to give us advice about go ernmentThcimas Jelerson.
TM3 centuries later, the advice is still sound, and nowhere is it more
applicable than in the case of public libraries.

The free public library has grown up as a unique American
institution. It was created, *nurtured, and supported by local citizens
and local units of government. Library boards and librarians are often

cantankerous, belligerent,pig-hgded, ou'tsp4kenand so are its
users. But it is exactly for this reason that a local public library can
be a bastion of liberty in the truest sense of the word. It has nurtured
independent-spirits like Harry -b5Truman, whose entire education
consisted of reading every book in his local library. It has'contributed
to books of protest which have changed the course of the nation,
books like Rachel Carson's Silent Spring. It has stimulated great
discoveries in science, including space technology. It has generated
ideas, research, dissent, oppositionand mogt_of all, free spTeech and
a free press. That is because librarians and trustees have been
independent7istisses" who do what they perceive is,right in choosing
materials and building collections without interference from State'and
Federal officials.

I am a strong advocate for a new National Library Act. Like ,

many other citizens, I. fervently believe that libraries should.receiv.?.a

GIG
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fairshare of the taxes we send to Washington and to the State'.
capitals.` But I 'also share the concern that money for basic library

.operations must not come with any Federal or State strings attached

as to how it is to be spent.

The Javits-Kennedy bill is designed to accomplish just that.

The concept for funding of basic library operations is a natural

evolution of the present Library Services and Construction Act: the

initial plan ':Peeapita allocation of funds is prepared within each
State. If the plan complies with simple statutory criteria, the Federal

administrator must pay out the money.

. Twenty-five years of experience under LSCA and its
predecessor statutes have shown that this all can be accomplished
without Federal interference or control'. That experience is.extremely
valuable both as an assurance and as a guide! ,

When it comes to making the final decisions on the .C`
governance of the administrative structure under the proposed
National Library Act, we must keep two principles clearly in mind:'
1) the chief Federal administrator must be kept under tight statutory
reins when it comes to approving payments of per capita matching
funds under Title II for general library operations. He or she should

not be vested with broad discretion to, approve or disapprove State
plans in light of how the local libraries plan to spend the money. they

receive. That is their decision to make, and theirs alone; and 2) the
operations of the National Library Agency in other fields, such as
networking and special services, should be subject to strong input
and guidance from an appointed, nonpolitical group of independent
citizens and professionals who are primarily concerned for the
strength and vitality of libraries, rather than the strength and vitality of
the current Administration in power. The national library program

ust never become a vehitle for pork-barreling or payment for
olitical favors. ,

' Whatever form the final National Library Act takes, these two
guiding principles must be.uppermost in the mind,of the draftsmen

, in order to insure the continued freedom of the free public libraries of
America. )

.Whitney North Seymour
Citizens Emergency Committee to

Save Our Public Libraries

My name is Dorothy Shields and I am the assistant ditector of
the Department of Education of the AFL-CIO. On behalf of the
AFL-CIO, its members, and their families, I appreciate ,the opportunity
to participate in these open hearings before the National Commission
on Libraries and Irtformation Science during this White House

Conference.

O

4 '*
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The labor movement in this country has long been an
advocate for the free public library in the communities of this Nation.
Indeed, we have a proud history and consistent record of support and
testimony for library funding and adequate. budget in almost every
community in the country. Our concern and support for the
fccoemmunity public library parallels our ongoing struggle to achieve

e, quality public education for all Americans. In the early
establishment of the public library,,laboi envisioned the continuing
educational opportunities for all its members, children and adults
together. In 1926, the American, Federation of Labor, in convention,
called attention to the necessity of the indispensable cooperation of
librarians to assist unions in their educational work, particularly in
the field of adult education. The AFL recommended "that unions
everywhere seek the friendly aid of librarians and that the American
Library Association be kept advised of our needs and plans!' We
would have to say that we have had mixed success with our hopes
and our plans in this regard.

A Labor's stake in the public library system is both individual
and institutional, indeed, labor's stake is an equity interest. Union
members have a stake as workers, taxpayer , parents, citizens, and
members. Unions themselves have a stake as educators and -

advocates for social reform and as partners the collective
bargaining process. Our findings indicate that librarians suffer from
misconceptions and lack of information about both roles. We are
here today to attempt to alleviate that condition and to promote a
closer working relationship between two institutions important in the
lives' of working people.

Our members, as parents, look to the public library as a
repository of rich resource material ior their youngsters to use,
particularly with special school assignments. At the AFL-C10,,we
have a special program underway to introduce the study of labor into
the curriculum in elementary and secondary schools. We hope the
public library will be the added dimension to complement the

efforts underway in the classroom. By resource material on labor, we
are not only talking about bulletins published by the Department of
Labor, as important as they may be, but we are also talking about
material that reflects the contribution of the laboring man to the
development of the democracy, to music and literature, to the,
progressive social legislation for.the safety, health, and wel of the
workers and their families.

.,- I

^ We are talking abgut resources that illustrate the partnership of
labor and management in'the settling of thousands of collective ,

tair6ining agreements peace.fully, rather than just those disputes that
have rqachelt an impise. Weate asking that the contributions of the
worklit man and:woman and their union toward the de'velopment of

. this Country be given a fair and balanced representation in the
2

-
2'S

6 t collections and programs of thef public library.

ir t ,, 0 ," You may have 'assumed that this was the case. Unfortunately,
we have evidence that it is far from true, although there has been.

.. e exceptional service rendered by such gmat institutions as the

66 ,
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,Brooklyn Public Library and the Minneapolis and New York Public
Libraries to cite just a rare few.

I mentioned that in 1926 the AFL suggested we keep the
American LibrarY Association aware of our concerns, and we have
worked closely with the ALA down through the years. In 1945, we
formalized our relationship,with the establishment of the Joint
Committee on Library Services to Labor Groups (AFL/C10-ALA) (RASD),

composed of union members and professional librarians appointed by
the respective sponsoring organization. This committee has worked
effectively, providing and promoting services to labor through
publication of newsletters, bibliographies, labor programs at the

annual ALA meeting, and occasional surveys on library services to
labor. In 1976, the most recent survey was conducted among public
libraries located in communities of over 10,000 residents and having

a central labor council. I will attach a full report of that survey to this

paper; however, I wish to highlight some particular findings that we
found to be very disturbing.

Attitudinal factors indicated that 'Many librarians mistrust

unions
/ and dismiss them as valid consumer groupsour 13:6 million

members notwithstanding. This was indicated by one particular
comment, although it was echoed in others, "Ask (union) members to
check them (books) out, not steal them." Another public librarian
stated, "Unions will ruin the United States. This library does not wish
to assist in our country's downfall."

Several librarians suggested-purchasing high interest, low
vocabulary or even literacy materials for union membership, attesting

to their assumption that.union members had reading problems and
,ignoring the reality of the education level of the average union
..member todayhigh school graduate and above. It is very difficult to

repair and maintain modern equipment and machinery or fly a 747
to Paris_and not be able to read!

Many librarians went out of their way to indicate that basic
information about union organizing should be excluded from the
public library. I can't imagine how a student, is to study the struggle
of the migrant firm worker to gain equity in this economy in such a

library.

The survey was significant to us. We therefore cannot assume
librarians recognize. labor's contribution without some further
assistance, education, and in-service training. Moreover, librarians
must have the cooperation and support of local unions in their areas
to further their mutual goals. The national AFL-CIO can be helpful in
bringing this about. The survey was alsci helpful in that it.elicited
information as to what specific cooperation librarians Wouldlike from
labor unions. Three main areas of support indicated were: financial
support for materials, staff or seryices,financial and individual
support for the library's builditig program; and donations of books,
materials and volunteer tirnel'One hundred seventy-seven libraries
responded that they would like some of the above support from a

unions; but of that number, 88 percent has never made an outreach
effort to the union community.. I would say we both have a great deal .

, s 2..
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of work to do to more realistically understand each other and offer
complementary assistance. .-

with.Specifically, we would like to see labor, along w other
consumer groups, represented on library trustee boards in recognition
of their role inthe community. We ask for a balanced presentation` of
the contribution of the labor movement in the library collections, not
necessarily confined to the history or business section.

- N

. We ask that local librarians have the necessary technical
information and economic data to provide help for unions in their-
collective bargaining research efforts; or to make such data available
to them through regional library lending facilities.

-

We ask that librarians take a fresh look at the composition of
the American labor movement and discard their caricature impression
of working people, a caricature no more valid than that of, the
"typical" librarian.

We ask that public librarians be impartial in their labor-
management judgments when selecting materials for their libraries as
in the case of union organizing. ,

We ask that public librariins work with union members and
their.families as major consumers of library services and we in turn
shall encourage our members to continue to be enthusiastic
advocates for the public support so desperately needed'for libraries to
fulfill their educational services for all citizens:

ADDENDUM:

Labor'Collections and Services
in Public Libraries .

througho_ut-the United States
1976

by
19thleen Imhoff and Larry Brandwein

Introduction: Public libraries in communities over 10,000 and
having a central labor council were surveyed in the spring of 1976
by the AFL /CIO -ALA (RASD) Joint Committee on Library Services to
Labor Groups toascertain the status of existing labor collections and
services throughout the United-States..

The Joint Committee, established in.1945, had as ills original
purpose the discovery of "ways of encouraging and assisting public
libraries to deJelop specialized library services, which will be useful
to labor groups.".This original purpose was later expanded to
encouraging laborers to make better use of the services which many
libraries had to offer. To these ends, the Committee sponsored the
project.which led to the publication of Library Service to Labor.' This
publication of a collection of articles by various authors covered
broad topics, i.e., the needs of tabor; establishing and operating a

r.
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labor service; various types of materials in collections; unions, their
educational programs and the library; publicizing and promoting
labor services; case studies (1948-49)Akron, Boston, Milwaukee,
New York, Newark2; and reading lists..Many of the articles had been
printed in other publications of the committee, but it was felt in 1963
that Iibfarians were becoming increasingly aware of the special needs
of labor and that labor was becoming increasingly conscious of many
library services that were available to help them become better
unionists and informed citize

Since the late 1960's in many libraries there has been a shift
in emphasis from treating I or as a special group and providing
them with special services, to treating labor as a group of patrons
with no "special" needs. The shift away from treating labor as a
special group,r..an be seen as part of the general shift in emphasis
(brought on in part by LSCA Title I grant priorities) to the
economically and culturally disadvantaged and the bilingual patron.
Also, during the 1960's in many libraries there appeared to be a
general shift away from all special collections. However, this doesn't
necessarily hold true since many libraries established black history,
women's studies and Native American collections. Service to labor
wasn't in the forefront at this time except in particular libraries, i.e.,
Minneapolis Public Library and Brooklyn Public. Library.

In 1967, the committee felt it was necessary to provide all
libraries working with labor groups the late'st information regarding
services available. In conjunction with the National Institute of Labor
Education at the American University and the American Library
Association, 950 questionnaires were mailed out to public libraries
with annual book budgets over.$10,000; 384 were returned, but the
results were not published. Reference will be'made to the 1967
survey, for comparison with the 1976 survey, at various points in the
paper.'

The Library Services to Labor Newsletter was discontinued in

1970 as part of a cost saving effort of ALA. Although the committee
published the pamphlet Library Services to Labor GroupsA Guide
to Actidn, 1975 to stimulate libraries to serve labor, it was felt there
waso current information on the level of service, to labor groups.
Hence, it was decided to develop a questionnaire: 1) to gather
information on existing service, both collection information and
program information; 2) to ask about future plans for service to labor
groups; 3) to determine what help the library would like to have from
the union if the library planned to develop a service program for
labor; and 4) to obtain information which would act as a guide for
the committee's publicatiOn program.

1 a

The group of libraries the committee chose to survey was all
public libraries in cities of 1.0,000 having a central labor council,
Based on these criteria, 723 questionnaires (copy of the questionnaire
is at the end of the article) were mailed. Some did go to regional and
State libraries if they met the criteria. The committee reasoned that

.. libraries located in areas with central labor councils were more likely
to have special services or collettiOns for labor groups and also that
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these areas would normally have a greater need for such services.
The 10,000 population requirement for cities included in the survey
was the arbitrary numerical cutoff on which the carnmittee decided.'

The committee determined it was important to up-date the
information available on libraries that have "special collections" for
labor. In order.to do this, the first question asked was, "Does the
library system have a special collection of materials for use by labor
unions and/or organizations?" if libraries answered yes to this
question, there were eight other questions for the respondent to
answer giving additional information on the special collection. A

_weakness in the questionnaire. was that the committee did not define
what we thought of as a "special collection." Hence, we received
yes answers from libraries that hid anywhere from 35 books in the
special collection to'60,000 iteris. I think this lack of.definition
caused some confusion in being ble to answer this question.

A three-page pretest questionnaire to determirg and improve
the questionnaire's validity was sent to 10 public libraries' throughout
the United States. The public libraries in the pretest were all located
iniarge cities having central labor councils. Cities were it would be
expected there might be a special collection were specifically chosen
for the pretest. Several questions were modified, changed, or

. eliminated based on the results and comments returned from the
pretest.

Before I report a summary of the findings from the survey; I
would like to make some general observations thafl feel might have
i9flueneed the responses:

1) Libraries seem to be in a dilemma about what they should
do with special collections per se. In many libraries, the trend

° appears to be toward integrating the previously separate materials
into'the total collection. This is not universally the case. Many
libraries showed a,bias against having any special collection. When
the committee asked questions about special labor collections, I think
the bias that was often expressed was bias against special collections
as a whole not particularly against special labor collections.

2) "Do we, have any unions in Huron, S.D.?" This question
penciled in by a respondent typified another problem wish the
questionnaire responses. Many libraries were not aware or were
uncertain if there were- unions or central labor councils in their area,
even *ugh questionnaires were only sent to cities having central
labor councils.

3) Many responses indicated that the librarians assumed labor
unions were very well established so there was no need to provide
special'service unless the union wanted to pay for the service: The
fact that out of 90 million workers, only 15-16 million belong to
labor unions would seem to iridicate that this is not true. Nuts and
bolts information about organizing unions should also be included in
libraries, although many libraries responding specifically said this
type ofmaterial had no place in a public library and should be

G2
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-excluded. Even though the committee had not asked for opinions on

this matter, many respondents felt strongly enough to write on the
questionnaire that the library was not the place for information on

.union organizing.

4) Another factor which seems to have 'colored Many of the

responses is the assumption that local unions have large arboudts of

money to spend and that they should pay for special services or
materials Made available at the libriary. This is an unrealistic
expectation since most local unions have very small budgets and

couldn't afford to do this. The great amount of publicity-that large
salaries of national union leaders receive and the large contributions

made to political candidates at the national level have perhaps led to

this assumption.

5) Based on the responses received, many of the librarians

appeared to lack the understanding that information on labor unions

is a necessary part of the library collection. They expressed the
feeling that if it is necessary, someone else will or should provide it.
Perhaps this is because many librarians are from a socio-economic

group that would make them unfamiliar with organized labor.

The above five points will be illustrated with specific
responses from the tabulations appearing later in the paper.

Results of t1-1. Survey: Of the 723 questionnaires mailed out in

the Spring, 385, or 53.2 percent, were returned. The 1967 survey had

a 40.4 percent return. At least one public library in each State

responded with thexception of the States of Del-ware, Hawaii;and
New Hampshire. '

The first -group of findings pertains to libraries with special

collections of labor materials. Eighteen libraries responded that they

did have special collections of materials for use by labor unions
and/or organizations. Forty-six librries reported,special labor book

collections in the 1967 survey. Information provided by the Library of
Congress' various divisions is located at the end of the. paper since

their collection is unique.

Of the 317 libraries that said they did not consider their labor
materials a special collection, all of these respondents indicated they

had some labor materials. The number of materials in the collection
varied from 4 to 5,250 items. The average number of labor materials

in a collection was 498,. Only 50 of the libraries surveyed 'either said
that they had no labor materials at all or flid not answerIthe question.

When questioned about special information services that

currently exist in the libraries for labor unions and or their.
membership, 136 titles, series, or loose-leaf services, 29 State

publications, and 10 city or area publications were Mentioned.
TWenty-four libraries said that as a depository library, the library
receivedmost of the publicationsofIthe U.S: Department of Labor.

Those titles that were listed by five or more libraries are listed below
witlIthe number of libraries listed in the left hand column that
desiTliated owning them.
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LABOR COLLECTION INFORMATION

No. of libraries
listing item Title, Publisher, Editor, etc. of item

26 Month Ity Labor Review, U.S. Dept. of Labor, Bureau
of Labor Statistics

el 5 Labor Law Guide (weekly loose-leaf updates) 2
loosezleaf vols. Commerce Clearing House

15 Labor` Relations Guide, Prentice-Hall

12 Personnel Management Section (Policy & Practice
Series). Bureau of National Affairs

10 Directory of National Unions and Employee
Associations, 1973 (subscription service). U.S.
Department of Labor

LIBRARIES WITH SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

LABOR COLLECTION

.

Name of library

Ardmore P.L., OK

BrooklyrrZ)<IY

Brown Co. Lib.
14(41

A:
Green Bay, WI

No. of
.Books

60

8,000

85

No. of
Newspaper/

Journal
Titles

10

1,050

30

No. of
Micro-

Materials

. 0

20,000

0

Buffalo & Erie 100 N.A. 0
`Co. P.L., NY

Carlsbad P.L.; NM 50 .N.A. N.A.

Dallas P.L., TX 1,500 25 N.A.

Derr:inPl., MI 15,000 230 850

Hartford PI, WI 40-60 ' 2. 0

Lee-ltawabana 70/IabOr N.A. N.A.
Regional Lib. 600/bus.
Tupelo, MS

N.A. = No Answer ^

.

4

632,

PROFESSIONAL STAFF
TIME EXPENDED

Is specific
space

designated
for the Public Collection

. No. of , Labor service development
Pamphle Collection? hours hours

25' N.A. 0-10 0-10
hrs./month hrs./month

650 No . dyer 30 0-10
. hrs./wk. hrs./wk.

125 No Oil 0 0-10
. hrs7wk. hrs./wk.

50-60 : . ND' 0-10 ' 0-10. hrs./wk. hrs./wk.

Yes
'

N.A. N.A. ` , N.A.

250 No Over 30 0-10
hrs./wk. hr.siwk. -'

13,000 No 11-30 0-10 ,)
hrs. /wk. ho./wk.

N.A. No N.A. '0-16
hrs./wk.'.

. ,

14 No 0-10 0-10
hrs./wk. hrs./wk.

As
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10 Bulletin #177 (rev.) 1974, U.S. Dept. of Labor.
Employment Standard. Administration. Division of
State Employment Standards: Labor offices in the
United States and Canada

9 Employment Practices Guide (2 loose-leaf reports
per month). 3 loose-leaf vols. Commerce Clearing
Houk

9 Handbook of Labor Statistics, 1975. Commerce
Clearing House

5 Collective Bargaining Negotiations and Cdntracts
(loose-leaf service, weekly update). Bureau of
National Affairs.

5 - Directory of National and International Labor
Unions in the United States, U.S: Department of
Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics

LIBRARIES WITH SPECIAL COLLECTIONS (cont.)

PROFESSIONAL STAFF ,
LABOR COLLECTION TIME EXPENDED

Is speCific
space , `7

No. of designated
Newspaper/ No. of . for the Public Collection

No. of Journal Micro- No. of
'

Labor service development

Name of library Books Titles Materials -Pamphlets Collection? hours hours
e.

New Castle 450 N.A. N.A. N.A. Yes 0-10 9 -10

Free P.L., PA ,
hrs./wk. hrs./wk.

New York P.L., NY 60,000 Cahnot be dee' ned No Over 30 . 0-10

4
e

' i hrs./wk. hrs./wk.

.,,, . .

MontgomeryZo 1,75 N.A. A:
Norristown P.L., PA appr

1 N', : *A. Nos N.A. N.A.
O,. 1.

,*.4,0,.
.

... v
Paducah P.L. ', KY 166 r 9 N.A. N.A. Yes No set No set

- hours hours

Princeton P.L., WV 37 3 N.A. 1,000
approx.

0-10 0-10
hsrs.twk. hrs./wk.

Richland Co. P.L. 130 5 0 5 No 0-10 0-10

Columbia, SC . 7
hrs./wk. hrs./wk. '

Scranton P.L., PA 400 16 0 150 Yes 0-10 0-10

approx. approx. hrs./wk. hr./wk.
4

r '

Veterans Mem. P.L. 35- N.A. N.A. NA N.A. N.A. N.A.

Bismark, ND 40

Public Lib. of * 1,070 10 N.A. . 3 file No 0-10 01-10

Youngstown 8. drawers hrs./wk. hrs./wk.

Mahoning Co. .
, . Youngstown, OH .

I.
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5

5

5

a

.
5

4 too

5
O

e

94/

-

a
Employment and Earnings (periodically). U.$.
Department of lebor, Bureau of L-Abr.Statistics

.
'-'1 .. '' ,

Employment Safety and Health Guide (weekl)i,
loose-leaf updates).'3 lobse-leaf vols. Commerce
Clearing House

. .
.2,... :.

,-106 Guidebook to Labor Relations (#5449) ,392
'-'page, paperback, $8.50. commerce Clearing
House . )

labor Arbitration (section of the Labor RelatiOns
Reporter Service). Bureau of National Affairs

The_Labor Reference Book. Paradis, Adrian A.,
Editor', 1972,,Chilton.. 4

.0tc"upitio.na I Outlook Quarterly. U.S. Department
of Labor; Bureau of Labor Statistics

cppational Safety and Health Reporter (loose-leaf
servT weekly update). Bureau of National Affairs

5 Occupationli Safety and Flealth,. 1972 (5 volumes).
tf.S. Department of tabor. Occupational and Health
Adminiration

5 Pension, larf Guide (weekly loose-leaf updates). 2 .

''Iodse-leaf vols. plus 1 additional volume on Plans
and Clauses. ConctRerce Clearing House

634,j

a

Ur lbgr,Report (loose -leaf service, weekly
[tate). Bueeau of National Affairs

ages; Odurs..--Federal and State Sectio' (Policy
and Pracfice6tries). Bureau of-Natiohal Affairs

,
.

One hundred, '.:four;add i ional titles were also listed one to five
times. : L `4

. 1 '''Il IV 7' Y ..,,

. 4 s

.
,,s '',!.

.
The cofnmike $yanted to identify any possible trends:in

e

future
services, so we asked te,94estioti, "If no se'rvice exists now, are
there any plann\e'in-the near future?" Only 17 librartbs responded
yes. Of those that1; I. ,re and rrmatively; the answers varied. The
responses were ma '.1, iri'the rea of collection develOpment. 1
including: 1) plans tp ,acr51 friAt cjals about local industries; 2) plans to
add reference materials; pproposed expansion of local history ,,e)
collation in the labor area; 4) development of a permanent
collection and isplay of materials for labor which would include
occupation selection ana training;' 5) creation of a permanent display
of materials for all adults who, want to improv.e their reading ability;
and Er) plans to add a job information center. Severalrespondents
mentioned having difficulty locating labor materials.

62C
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I

Other comments on the libraries' plans regarding future service

to labor groups included: ) the type of service planned in the future
will depend on analysis response to queries of labor people;
2) several libraries mention d they would welcome help in planning
for new library buildings from labor; 3) plans to publish booklists;
4) the possibility of h-ousingthe local's labor collections iruthe
library; and 5) plaris to continue talking with labor union
representatives and 'encouraging their requests. Several respondents
said they would like to Ibrovide some type of service after realizing
how little'they now offer, but did not specify what type of service.

The libraries who discussed why they did. not plan any future /

service said mostly that there was little or no demand, or maybe they
would plan something at a later date. Rememberiqg that the
committee only sent the questionnaires to those libraries in cities of
10,000 having central labor councils, many responses to this question

were surprising. If a library answered this question no, indicating that
they did not plan a service to labor groups in the near future, there
was no space provided on the questionnaire to comment on that
negative response. However, many respondents felt the necessity of
justifying their answer and wrote additional comments. Among those

comments were: "labor not bighly unionized here," "lowlntewst
area," and "Do we have any unions in Huron, S.D.?" Others
responding negatively cited lack of staff, lack of room, and budget

limitations.

When queried, "Has the library approached the central labor
body or local unions to offer"library,services to them or to secure
suggestions for needed library services?" only 45, or 11.6 percent,

said they had. Of these, in almost every case, the approach was
limited to a single time. A single time approach is indicative of the

low motivation and concern for the dispensing-of possible service to
labor, particularly when viewed in conjunction with' the fact that only
11.6 percent mSde any contact at all; 88.4 percent indicated they

had not talked with any representative from a labor council or union.
In the 1967 survey, 156 (40.6 percent) libraries'stated tat they had
contact with the labor unions in their Community. This represent a
29 percent drop in library contact with union groups over a nine.year

period.,

The committee wanted to identify the libraries in which a staff
member was assigned to work with 14bor organizations and/or labor-
related materials. Fourteen libraries such a staff member,
but the duties and the time that the person devoted to labor-related
activities varied greatly. The 1967 survey identified 22 libraries with a
specific staff member assigned to work with laboeorganiza.tions.

Intiarination on libraries outlined below indicates some of the
information written in response to the question: "Is there a staff
member assigned to work with labor organizations and/or labor-
related materials? If so, 'would you describe the staff member's job
respasibilities."

10,

5,
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To give the committee direction as to what kind and/or type of
material it should develop in the future, the question, Have you
utilized previously any materials published by the AFL/C10-ALA
(RASD) Joint Committee on Library Services to Labor Groups?" was
asked. Twenty-five (6.4 percent) answered that they had, while 360
(93.6 percent) answered no. The respondents indicated that Library
Services to Labor Newsletter published as part of the Adult Services
Newsletter which ceased-pUblicalion in 1970 because of ALA budget
difficulties was the publication most heavily used. Only seven
libraries said they had used the pamphlet,Library Services to Labor
GroupsA Guide to Action,,Aa 1975$ublication. Perhaps smaller
libraries or those not surveyed use thit publication more extensively.

Since theroint Committee has a dual responsibility to both the.
APL/C10 and ALA, the survey included a queS'tion to determine what
the librarian viewed as types-of cooperation from labor.organizations
that would be useful and /o1 desirable.if the library wished to
establish a special collection or special services to labor unions: This
question received more responses than achy other question. This is
indicative of the,fact that most libraries Were more interested ii what
labor could do for them than in what they could do for labor (177
libraries wanted advice or cooperation of Some type from the union,
yet only 45 libraries had even approached the union or central labor
council even once, and 88.4 percent had never approached them).
The authors grouped the type of cooperation desired into four general
areas: 1) support, 2) advice and consAation, 3) coordination and
communication, and 4) other. Many libraries listed suggestions in
several of the categories. Twenty-seven respondents, the largest
response group, wanted consultation or advice /rom the union on
materials to be purchased for the library.

The main types of support desired by libraries from unions
were: 1) financial support from unions for special materials, staff-or
services (With low local union budgets' this is rather unrealistic);
2) support, both financial and individual, for the library's building
program; and 3? donations of books, materials, and special staff time.

Libraries stated that No- different types of advice and
consultation would be useful and/or desirable. Consultation and/or
advice from the union on material purchases, including specific
subjects needed and advice about services _was mentioned by 120
(32 percent) libraries. This is surprising in that it is traditionally
thought of as the professional librarian's role to be the only one
capable of doing material selection. A very few libraries indicated

.they, would like labor representatives on their book selection
committees. Some said they would find it helpful to have union
members evaluate the existing library collection. Only two libraries
indicated that they wanted information for the library on
unionization.

Various types of ways the union could provide coordination
and facilitate'communication were suggested. Twenty-seven Iii2raries
wanted a liaison committee with the union, a regular time to meet
with the union education committee/or union members to attend
library, board meetings.

G28
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It is interesting to sReculate on how the following suggestions
would be implemented since only 45 libraties indicated inresponse
to an earlier question that they had approached central labor bodies
or local unions to offer library services or to secure suggestions for

-needed library services. The 'suggestions given about what assistance
from labor unions and/or councils would be desirable included:

No. of libraries
mentioning item Suggestion

23 Publicity assistance for the library to union members

22 Bibliographies prepared by unions

14 Use and encourage use of library collection by
union headquarters

12 (No interest shown by.union or did not want union

assistance)
10 Meeting time with union to discuss library resources

7 Library placed on union mailin ists

6 \Deposit of un.ion materials in the library

2 Cooperation in buying of materials

2 Space for.deposit of library collection in union

headquarters

Again, it is interesting to note that 22 libraries wanted unions

to prepare bibliographies containing books and materials the labor
union would want. This is usually in the job descr,iption of the .

professional librarian. Theseiibrari8 said that they wanted the union

to actually prepare the bibliographies as O'pposed to the libraries
mentioned previously who desired assistanee, consultation, or advice
in preparing booklists and In selecting materials.

Some librarians Indicated agalt, that their library is moving
toward a unified collection and away from any-s IttajecuLecialties.
And,. again, many said in response to this question, that unions are

not well organized-in their area. Librarians in rural areas seemed
particularly unaware of the existence of unions. Several would only
be willingtto provide services to labor groups if they were firmly
convinced of the union need. They indicated that they were currently
net convinced a need 'emoted. Often, if librarians showed a
willingness to purchase materials for labor, they stated they would

only do so if the union paid for the materials. This mood is
summarized by a librariankvho said, "We need to know what they
need; we also need to have some indication that the materials will be
used, The truth is, if people had been coming in asking for labor

'Services we would have had them by nova"

629
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Many statements indicated the librarian's mistrust of unions.
One librarian stated "... unions will ruin the United States. This
library does not wish to assist in our country's downfall." Mistrust

-a lso illustrated by one comment in particular, although it was
hoed in many others, "Ask Members to check them (books) out,

not steal them." Also, it was assumed that persons in a labor 'union
had reading problems and several libraries suggested purchasing
high-interest, low'-vocabulary or even literacy materials for union
membership use. Others indicated it would not be worth their while

to provide specialized materials since union members wouldn't Use
them anyway.

LIBRARIES WITH STAFF ASSIGNED TO LABOR-RELATED ACTLVITIES6

Ordering Special Review
Materials , Promotion Books
in Subject of Labor in Subject

Name of library Area Materials Area Reference 1 93 Title

Chicago P.L., IL Yes N.I.' N.I. N I. N.I.

P.L. of Cincinnati and Yes .N.I. N.I.Maniltonco., OH

Detroit P.L., MI Yes Yes Yes
.. Yes N.I.

l.

Fitcbburg P.L., MA Yes- N.I. NA. N.I. ) Reference Librarian

Greensboro P.L., NC Yes . Yes N.I. N.I.
'

Business Librarian

Lee-It dwamba Reg. Lib. Yes sie:' N.I. Yes 'Reference LibrarianTupelo, MS

Mid-Manhattan Lib. Yes N.I. N.1. N.I.
Branch of NY P.L.

Mitchell P.L., SD Yeg ' N. NA , N.I. Refererice Librarian

Morns County Free Lib. re..s. N.I. N. N.I. N,I. N.I.
Wippany,, NJ

. .4:
New York P.L., N.Y. Yes , - N.I. Yes. Yes , Speciabibrarian; Labor

.. and Industrial Relations
.,.

Princeton P.L., WV Yes ( N.I. Nl' N.I. /
N.I.

San Jose P.L, CA Yes '''''- -,,N.I. Yes Yes i
Librarian II-

St. Louis'P.L., MO Yes N.I. N.I. Yes N.I. -.li
. Scranton P.L., PAT Yes Yes . Yes Yes Special-Info. Serv. Libn,

Govt; Business Labor

60f the libraries with staff assigned to labor-related activities, only five of them also indicated they had a special collection and
are listed also on chart on pages.7 and 8.

'Also, attends meetings of labor organizations and information seminars and symposiums to increase knowledge in area and, to
meet labor leaders, prepare bibliographits in area, etc

N.I. = Not Indiats'd
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4. Conclusion: Some of the most significant findings of the survey

were the following: 1) Si9ce 1967, the number of special labor'
collections, the number of staff with labor service related job
.assignments, the number of libraries working with labor
organizations, and the amount of interest in providing service to labor
organizations and/pr their membership has,steadily declined. I do feel
that in some part this is due to the overall decline in many libraries
of special, separate-collections. But, I also think that the written
unsolicited comments on the questionnaire indicate that labor is not

LIBRARY OF CONGRESSDIVISION INFORMATION
ON ,

LABOR MATERIALS AND SERVICES

Name of Division

Archive of Folk Song-
Music Div

'Number of .
Labor-Related

Titles

25,000 pp. MS
25,000 songs

50 books
20 periodicals,

Special Services
for Labor Unions

and/or Methbership

Certain LP's
Bibliographies

.on labor subjects

Cooperation that
would be useful

from Labor Organization

Atquire recordings or
texts which document
occupational folklore or

history of labor movement

Cartoons Have no idea Trained searcher to prepare
bibliography of labor-related

cartoons

General Reference
and Bibliography

95,000 est.

Manuscript Div. 300,000 est 20th century Retirement of records to LC

sr

-

specialist provides
reference service &

acquires new
collections

Funding for organization of
records

Motion AZ-tures 228.including films/
from Americans at

,` Work series

- Music Reading Room- t 150 vols. also

.Music Div Labor songs
'

Orientalia 4,300 est. ,

Photography Impossible to judge

Posters t 40-50 posters esi

Rare Book &
Collections Div: in this area

No current materials

Recorded Sound
Section-Music Div.

Slavic & Central
European Div)\

Cannot estimate
...

Books, periodicals' Provide-frequent
newspapers on labor ref. serv.lo labor

unions & all other organizations &

fields of labor; , 113 scholars specializiR
Number impossible.: in'labor field

to estimate

2 -

, To submit artY, or ailatosters- io
LC for their permanent collection

,1
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640 I

.seen as a group with'special needs. Many librarians indicated tliey
had shifted the emphaSis of their service to special business
collections; 2) There was a surprising amount of mistrust and lack of
understanding of anything connected with unions shown by the
librarians answering' the questionnaire. Also, many librarians ,

indicated that the service wasn't necessary or would not be u*d,
even though only 45 of the 385 respondents had even approached
the labor organization to ask them. Repeated lack of awareness that
unions existed in their areas was also evident;3) Of the librarians
that did say they wanted to provide service to labor groups, many
stated that they had receivedno cooperation from the union. Several
mentioned that they had discontinued special services due to lack of
interest or lack of cooperation from the labor organization. -

The committee will use the information collected to develop
materials to help libraries, that would like to improve, expand or
organize a collection of materials to be useS by labor groups. Alsq,
information will be pilided outlining special programs that could be
developed. The committee plans to obtain in-depth information from
the libraries with significant special collections. This brief state of the
art of library service to labor gi-oups presents the current picture.

lit;rary..Service to Labor, comp ired by -Dorothy Kuhn Oko.and Beinard F. Downey,
Scarecrow Press, 1963 .

2i would like to note that since Decitmber 1955 the AFL and the CIO have merged
into the AFLICIO and the emphads of activities in the book of'separate
organizations reflect premerger conditions.

'The. results of the 1967 survey and additional information about the survey are
available from the Chairperson of the AFLICIO-ALA (RASD) Joint Committee on
Library Services to Labor GroupS.

'Pretest was sent to the,followingpublic libraries: Akron, OH; Brooklyn, NY, Miami,
FL; Denver, CO; Atlanta, GA; Oakland, CA; Boston, MA; St Louis, MO; Galveston,
TX; and Seattle, WA.

"sWoulcl,shelve collection separately, but lack of space prevents doing sd.

1. Labor.collection'S

a. Does the library system hive-a.special collection of materials
use by labor Uriions and/or organizations?'

Questionnaire

t yes no

if no,, please disregard b, c and d and answer question e.

b. What is included in .this collection?

Number of books

Number of newspapersijournal titles

632
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Number of pamphlets

Number of micromaterials

c.'Is space pecifically designategbfor the labor collection?

yes no

d. How much prbfessiOnal staff time is allocated to servicing this

collection?

Public service hours:
0-10 hours/week

11-30 hours/week
Over 30 hotirs/week.

Collection development hours:
0-10 hours/week
Over 10 hours/week

For those responding "no" to juestion a:

e. Provide a rough estimate of the number of titles in the library's
collection that represent labor-related materials

2. Please list any special services that now exist from your library for
labor unions and/or their membership. For example,

1. Labor Press Iiirectory-1st ed., 1957
Washington, International Labor Press Association

2. Bureau of National Affails
Dairy Labor Reports, Washington ,

3. U.S. Department of Labor.
Employment Standards Administration. Division of State
Employment Standards; Labor Offices in the United States and
Canada. Bulletin 177 (rev.) 1974

(Use the back side of this page for listing these services)

"3. If no special services exist now, are any planned in the near future?

;yes no

if yes, what type of services are planned?"

4. Has the library approached the centrarlabor body qr local unions
to offer library services to them or to secure suggestions for needed

library services?

yes no

S.'Is there a staff member.assigned to work with labor organizations
.and/or labor,-related materials?

yes no
4
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I

If Kt, Would you describe the'staff member's job responsibilities:

"6. Have you utilized previously any materiaNLibrary Service to
Labor GroupsA Guide'to Action, 1975; Your Library Can Serve
Your Union, 1962; or Library Services to Labor Newsletter),
publishecJ by the AFL /CIO Joint Co'rnmittee on Library Service to
Labor Groups?

yes no

If yes, which did you find most useful?

7. If the library wished to establish a special collection or special
sell/ices for labor unions, what cooperation. from labor
organizations would, be useful and/or desirable?

Dorothy Shields
AFL-CIO

I am Jule Shipman, president of the Pennsylvania Citizens for
Better Libraries and a member of the Pennsylvania delegation to the
White House Conference. I have been asked by our delegation to
present the attached resolution which the delegation approved or
October 17, 1979, for submission to the Conference.

This resolution, is the culmination of increasing concern of
Pennsylvanians over the issue of library and information service
support. From the centers of our major 'cities to the sparsely

'populated expanse of the count side, we hear the same appeal:
"Give us the services we most n d to help us help ourselves. Keep
our libraries open; don't close the 'List when we most need them."

The common voice of.600 Pennsylvanians at.our Governor's
Conference accordingly placed first priority on,this issue. The first
order of business of our duly elected delegation was to create a
statewide library Friends group to carry this issue to the State Capitol.

And so we viewed with increasing'concern the literature
coming to us on Conference preparations that ambitiously dealt with
substantive questions of library programs and technology, but lost
situ of the most significant challenge to libraries of this century;,,that
is, their plaCe in funding priorities of a society beset by inflatiOn and
a retrenching economy.

Also, without positive focus on funding, and leaving the .

structure 9f Conference follow-up presumably to the chance of ad
, hoc attention at the Conference itself, we deeply feared a rudderless
ship of high intentions failing to reach any port of achievement.
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We thus welcomed the initiative of the Kennedy-Javits bill as a

franiework for productive discussion. We ,recognized it as a study

bill; not as an accepted formula, but as a vehicle for development of
organized solutions to the pressing prqblem of future library and
information service support.

We further welcomed Maryland's invitation.to each of the 57
WHCLIS delegations to caucus this weep on Conference follow -'
through. It is clear that a national oversight committee representative-
of the Conference is absolutely-essential if we are to carry the spirit

of the Conference effectively into the future provision of national
library legislation or any other important implementation of

Conference principl7.

So in the excitement of Conference dialogue on its admittedly

vital themes, the Pennsylvania delegation offers the resolution with
the hope that the Conference will formally adopt'it as an affirmation

of practical need.

Library and information service pro rns need a home. The

home needs a foundation. The fondation needs a builder. They all
need maintenance. As<we dream for the future, let's not forget the
mechanics of how to realize those dreams.

ADDENDUM:

4

Proposed Resolution

Be it resolved: 1) that the White House Conference recognize,
-the urgent need for a reordering of local, State, and Federal priorities
to respond to the increasing need for excellence and wide use of
library aryl information services; 2) that such reordering must result in

improved funding for all types of nonprofit library and information
services with significantly heavier shares borne by State and Federal

governments; 3) that study bill S.1124be developed into a strong .

ts,Itional Library Act giving impetus and sustenance to this reordering
of priorities and reallocation of resourtes and providing substantial
response to the major specific library and information service needs
which may be subject to Federal intervention; and 4) that a structure

"of responsibility be confirmed by the White House Conference for
effective follow-through with this development.

Approved by the Pennsylvania
WHC Delegation, October 17,
1979 .

Jule Shipman
Pennsylvania Delegation to WACLIS
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The Librafy Needs of the Deaf

Hearing-impired people constitute 11.5 percent of the
population of the United'Sfates. Of these, at least 200,000 "have a
very severe-to-total break in normal communication channels" (Law
& The Deaf, Lowell J. Meyers, p. 3). These people are an invisible
populatidn. Because of the barrier of communication between
libraries and the deaf, the diverse needs of the deaf have gone unmet.

The greatest problem has been a misunderstanding that print
materials can serve the deaf. Print materials are based upon phonetic
symbols which are seldom adequately understood by the profoundly
deaf. Another problem has been the general attitude toward
American Sign Language (ASL). It has been scorned and .vilified
historically by hearing people as an inferior language, and only
recently, has become a. source of deaf pride and respect A new
understanding is developing that sign langu,age is a "natural first
language" based upon visual symbols rather than aural symbols. This
is essentially true for the 10 percent of deaf children whose parents
are deaf and can learn language, and cultural skills from them.
However, the mejority of deaf people, born to hearing parents,-suffer
a lack of language development and are blocked from learning soda'
and cultural skills until-they encounter other deaf students in school
where sign language is used.

Appropriate library services are also lacking for other hearing-:
impaired citizens who, together, c94prise the majority of the hearing
impaired: those whose hearing deEreases with age, those who
become deaf after the acquisition of spoken language, and those who
are partially deaf or hard-of-hearing.

While many pre- and post-lingually deaf rely on ASL,
hundreds Of thousands of others operate orally, depending upon
lip-reading and speech. Significant variations occur, however. Many
deaf people converse in both ASL and written English, but-not
speech. Others including the foreign-born and those who have not 4

had adequate education, may be minimal language users.

#'
In their struggle to become part of the American mainstream,

' the deaf have become heir to significant technological breakthroughs.
Teletypewriters, compatible with the telephone, now proyide the deaf
with an important form of Communication access. videotapes,
whether captioned or produced in ASL, are also becoming a means
of access for the deaf.

To serve the deaf community best, libraries, especially Those in
large urban areas, need to install teletype machines and train people
how to use them. These devices can provide the necessary access for
the deaf to enter into the developing network of information services
being developed by libraries.

A national program similar to the "Talking Books for the
Blind" program administered by the Library of Congress should be .

developed for the deaf and hearing-impaired. Emphasis should be

.-6 3 6
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Testimony Submitted
by Theodore Soo-Hoo

upon the availability of low-cost, efficient vtdeb ape`equipment. A
. videotape section in the central libraries could serve as a resource of

the visual culture of the deaf. Since ASL has no easily interpreted
written form, videotape technology availability in the library is
essential. Videotapes could also provide information on deafness,
sign language study, careers for the deaf, and deaf acts. Videotape
production would also add the -dimension of being able to generate
and share new information ibout deaf society.

Libraries amenable to such gervices should hire deaf staff and
personnel trained in ASL. While seemingly separatist in notion,
experience has shown that deaf library services and other
handicapped library services should be separated. This is due to a
difference in language and cultu which make it difficult for people
serving other disabilities to uncle tand the needs and services of the

deaf. It has been proved, that a'de employee will maximize
outreachto the,deaf community reverse the myth of library
inaccessibility. There is a great nee for affirmative action programs
for the deaf in.themation's library schools. Until then, libraries should
consider hiring deaf assistants and para=prOfessionals Who can aid
librarians in reaching out to the deaf community.

Interpreter services should also be,budgeteckfor in-service
training of deaf employees and providing deaf access to library events
and programs. -

Finally, in any evaluati n of library services aimed at the deaf,
there-must be deaf Pa%ipation, giving the deaf patron a "voice" in
the services being provi ed. A deaf person Would best be able to
assess the appropriateness and effectiveness of 'any library program
aimed at that community.

TIV's statement has been pfc.P.ared by Hank Berman, Catholic
Soda) Services; Roberto Esteves, Director, SFPL Communications
Center; John Smith, Deaf Services Specialist, SFPL (Delegate); with
special thanks to Alice L. Hagemeyer, MLS (Delegote).

John Smith
Coordinating Committee for the Deaf

I speak from experience with the public library system of
Washington, D.C., but I believe that the two fundamental problems
that I mention probably exist in many other systems in the country.

The first gap that I worry about is right at the beginning. .

People do not recognize the importance of continuing to-develop
their reading skill after finishing their formal education. They need to
be reminded continually that selective reading is good for them, even
if they are Ph.D.s. The Tenley Library Council, a Friends of the
Library organization, has developed a series of pOsters fOr our "Read
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Your Way Up" program. We are changing them biweekly. A tyPic:al (

, ..

poster is worded appro4mately as follows: "James Gavin, grade
school dropout, joined the Army. At the army post library, he taught
himself enough to pass the exams for West Point. He rose to the rank.
of Lieutenant General. When he retired, he became head of a leading
research organization." Another poster, now on the library bulletin
bdard, says, "One man in the audience said that, in spite of six years
of college, he had learned more at the public library than in all his
year of formal schooling." We iilar*to add to the series of posters as ."

we find more testimonies to the benefits of reading for everyone. The
posters are hand-lettered and. cost practically nothing. If a more \
effective method of prorripting and encouraging reading is developed

.i. we would like to kno)tv hOut it.
. -,.

The second gap that we worry about i access. Due to
' budget limitations, 16 of Washington's 20 bran libraries are open

only 40 hours per week. In summerithey are close on Saturday,
leaving only two evenings per week that they are - accessible to '
people who work ine daytime. Contrast this with the following
comment from the vice president of our Library Council, Mr. MCNeil,
who travels oyer the iworld to evaluate book events for the U.S.
Information Agericy, "The Centre -de George Pompidou, in Paris: l
spent some October time there and.rate it the finest publielibrary I.

..- .

have ever seen. Would you believe 12 noon tot 10 p.m. every.
weekday, except Tuesday (closed Tuesdays), and 10 a.m. to 10 p.rxi.
on Saturday and Sunday? Those are hours! They also have a
bookstore and print shop inside, and separate whole collection rooms
in which to hear records, watch VTRs, films and slide shows. It'' free
even to foreign, but, of course it helps to'read French."

What can the National Commission do about such mundane
de problems? You can encourage and promote continuing, aggressive

programs to encourage reading at all levels'within and beyond our
educational systems. You can encourage all libraries to review their
accessibility to the public in imaginative ways.

.... i

Theodore Soo-Hoo
Tenley Library Council

Testimainy Submitted Viewed from a contemporary perspective, the Virgin Islands,
by Gilbert SprAuve my home, constitute an anachronism. First, there is the contention

between the unique historical significance of these islands and the
-in8Peasirigly sleazy tourist image attached to them. Second, the
Islands are often viewed by their peers within the sea of West Indian
Islands as being only'rnarginally West Indian. Third, there has to be
reconciled the image of a bubbling commercial oasis within the
larger Caribbean Seas of desperation and misery.

. Information exchange, the theme of my presentation, is an
ongoing pco'cess in our society. One has only to visit our carnival and.

646
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to list n to our calypsoniansveritable relics of the West African
griots as they.peddle their exciting versions of the I.atest happenings
in hi h and low places. of the Caribbean, to be convinced of this fact.
Or, your next visit to our Islands, you might try eavesdropping on
the ark crew restoring telephone service to your hotel and securing.
ft). urself a crash course in the bread and butter issues of our

io =in four or five different dialects or patois. Meanwhile, in the
Motu ents section of our library, an understaffed crew is exerting its
best efforts to cope with the-information explosion of our times
within-the space and equipment constraints of a long past era.

Time will not permit me telaborate here on what could, in
any case, appear to be :some parochial aspects of the larger
information exchange issue. I have selected the above examples by
way of dramatizing aspects of the anchoronism that Is the Virgin
Wands today, and. with the intent of paving the way. to the dynamic
solution I shall propose.for dealing with the problem. (In the end I.°

hope it will be evident that the Virgin Islands is a microcosm of the
larger issues before us, and an. adequate response here wil4, be a
timely model for national planners in the near future.)

In my years of living in West Africa, I was always. impresised
by one manifestation of United Stotes foreign 42olicy., That was the
early establishment of U.S.I.S. libraries which; to me, constituted .

veritable bridgeheads against the tyranny of.ignOrance. Many of my
students were regular users of.these facilities. I believe thej lives..
were immensely enriched by this contact.

' ... , .
As I address the situation in the Virgin Islands today, the most

. appropriate' symbol of Americanism is probably the bulldozer. O2i is
a societ hich has been'infected and affected by, one of.the most
massive attacks of the progress virus ever visited on any society in
recent mes. Everybody comes to the VirginsIslands; and in the
continuous feast it seems as though everybody leaVes some junk with
us and pillages what he can getbe it a gracious smile from a senior.
citizenor a brain coral from our shrinking reefsfor his-departure.

v..

Again, because the Virgin Islands is a place.where people
come and goto and from all corners of the world in terms of
information exchange, there should be a richness in'this type of
commerce. A richness that befits our position as the flagship of
Amrican affluen'C'e. What is enigmatic is that ,this,ship sails in the
midst of a hungry and desperate Caribbean Sea of mini states.. To the
extent that the Virgin Islands are'iapped culturally and renderect
hungry for a meaningful existence by this hollow, one-track

, commercial upheaval, we become vulnerable to the scrutiny°
contempt, and (Yes!)' envy of our ethnic brothers and neighbors in the
Caribbean.

Overriding the anachronism of the Virgin Islands is the fact
that we stand at the gateway to the Caribbean. This position .
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constitutes bur final vulnerability. When one reads between the lines,
what is being sketched here may be seen as a portrait of impending
disaster.

It does not have to be. The principal recommendation I
humbly pffer for yobr consideration is intended not only to-contain
this disaster, onto redress the rape of the irg Islands. If
implemented proMptly and judiciously, am:twit the proper local
involvement, I am convinced it will constitute a' odel for the ._

construction'of global bridgehead against the tyra ny of ignoran1e
that we noted earlier.

-11

I prdpose that there be established, through joint Federal and
local government' participation, if necessary, on the Virgin Islands, a
model center for international information exchange. The ideological

.basis for such a proposal, I believe, is self-eVident. There are, in
addition, a number of practical consideratiOns. Information exchange
is, in fact, an ongoing proCess within current library and information
services to the Virgin Islands. The tactical position of the Virgin
Islands within, the Caribbeanand in the worldis such that

exchange would operate even with only a nominal commitment from
the top a9d totally inadequate funding. The exchange that now takes
place is often effected through extra-curricular efforts of librarians,
who erously dispatch material to each other on a person-to-
erson basis. ,Such interchange ),Siprobably most intense during the

course of regional conferences and workshopsaThe obstacles are
formidabld. Among them are: differences in fiscal practices among
regional governments, cost of shipping where bulk rateare
nonexistent, and communication problems.

I propose that there be established and eructed on a choice
location in the Virgin Islands a great center for interritttional
information exchange. Such a center will not only respond to the
obvious strategic needs far survival of a way of life, it will also stand
proud and preeminent on the horizon of the Caribbean as an emblem
of this Nation's commitment to the rehumanizing of a historically ,

strong, but recently desperate, people.

This international information exchange center, that I propose,
will have three primary functions: a)* to serve as a regional network
facilitator; b) to be an adjunct to die Library of Congress in our area;
and c) to serve as a clearinghouse.

Finally, the blueprint for such a center will have global
applicability for( those who must chart the course of this Nation's
survival and recovery. Such a center tomorrow, in the place of one of
those U.S.I.S. libraries of two decades ago on the West Coast of
Africa, would signal a timely and appropriate new thrust in the
foreign policy of this nation.

#
.
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Testimony Submitted
by Margaret Stern

I bring you greetings from the members of the various Library
Users' Associations of New York City, who hope and trust that, after
preliminary preparatiorlof 22 ye&s, this conference will reach
conclusions and legislative recommendations that will bring benefits
to the many neighborhood" branch libraries of our 50 States and 6
territories. It is high time.

May I cite two quotations: Cicero called the library the "soul"
of his house; and Pope John Paul II, in his farewell address to NAN
York City, stated, "Above all, a city rteedsa soul if it is to become a
true home for human beings." It is my sincere hope that this
,important conference will devote itself'to the means of nurturing this
"soul."

4

Interbranch Library Users' Association of New York City is an
umbrella group for all branch' library users' organi,zations of the city.

And in one way, New York City's branch libraries are unique. The
New York Public Library (the research libraries at 42nd Street and
Fifth Avenue, financed by funds from the Astor, Lenox and Tilden
foundations and supplemented by private gifts) is the administrator of

,82 branch libraries in Manhattan, the Bronx, and Staten Island. This
is by contract with the city'under its agreernenwith Andrew
Carnegie at the time he donated funds for 50 branch libraries in the
city. The city now supplies approximately 82 percent of the financiu,./
of these 82 branches nips 3 bookmobiles, the State 15 percent, and
the Federal government 5 percent. The library systems of Brooklyn

4 and Queens are independent organizations with their own boards of
trustees and financed at about the same rate as the branches of the
New York Public Library. .

I am hea of Interbranch Library Users' Association, as well as
a member of b th the Branch Libraries Council of the New York
Public Library and the Five-Borough Library Users Organization. This
Five-borough group cooperates in keeping our legislatoeinformed
about the sadly depleted state of the branch librarie,.and the library

( needs of the users in the various parts of the city. Together, we have
exerted enough pressure on the city government to rescind the
proposed library budget cufs for Fiscal 1980 and to have the Board of
Estimate override the Mayor's veto. Our voice has been heard in past
years, too, and we haveproven that "we can\fight City Hall."

This paper is the result of discussions with individual library
users and librarians throughout the five boroughs. So; in a sense, I
speak for the almoS't eight million citizens of the city and the
hundreds of thousands of commuters from the suburbs who use our
neighborhood libraries.

Each neighborhood of the city has its owh special needs and
its own characteristics. And these are shifting constantly, with shifts in '

population., When the 1980 Census is completed and analyzed, it
will become apparent how wide these shifts are. Meanwhile, it is
encumbent on librarians of the local branches to be,alert to these
shifting reds.

4
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For example, areas formerly predominantly Jewish in
population now have large numbers of Spanish-language residents. It
is therefore important that readers are supplied with these urgently
needed Spanish-language books. Other sections of the 'city now have
a large Chinese populationolder people who need to learn English
and children who need books for bpth school and pleasure. There
are other'shifts as well, such as areas with large groups of. senior Ns*,
citizens with their special needs.

-, . .

Within the library system as a whole, there are books in 74
foreign languages, 50.,of these for children,and young adults. And
now there is need for more books n various Asian languages. In
addition, some areas of the city are ubjected to serious problems'of
vandalism. It is felt by users that better hours of service would cut
down on this vandalism. And that more 0-Idren's and young adult
services are urgently needed. Not just en&rtainment:but book-
oriented programs, with books on display on the topics discussed and
offered for circulation. After all, the bastE purpose of a library is to
mak information through books and other media available to take
home andenjoy, to get the feel of the printed words on clean, white
paper, to help people experience the unique pleasures of reading.

There are afso-sections of the city where, finished but
unopened libraries exist because of the lack of stiff. This is a
detriment to the community. Buildings are deteriorating badly and
capital funds are required to rehabilitate them. In fact,-the problems
of the five boroughs proliferate. And under existing Federal law,
access to public buildings for the physically handicapped must be
made available. This, alone, requires hundreds of thousands of
dollars which must and should'come from Federal funds.

Our problems come down to one simple requirement: money,
money, money. Money for more books, money for better and more'
convenient hours of service, money for clerks (formerly paid by CETA
funds) to carry, out the essential clerical services so important to a
well-functioning library. Especially, money for trained library staff
people who are trained to understand the needs of library users, who,
when a special book is unavailable, can suggest alternatives, who
can encourage children and young adults and instill in them a
love of books. And, above all, librarieslike our national forests
must remain forever free. t

We want a policy that will stress essentials: to help develop a
book-oriented public, a public that can understand what is happening
in today's.changing world and can tell our legislators what they want
and need.

The branch libraries`of Manhattan, the Bronx, Ind Staten
Island serve a popUlation of approximately 3.375 million people whdl
took out 9,164;156 books and other material last yearsan increase
of 136,500 over 1977-78. But currently, our librariesi're 31.3 percent
below minimum state standards, while in 1978 they ere only 24.9
percent below. With the loss of CETA workers, thing's are getting
steadily worse. At the height\oftthe late depressicin,/the public

.11
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libraries of .New York City were open from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. six days
a week. Where have our priorities gone astray?

We need a happy balance between-special p ?ojects and
essential services. The main purpose of the neighborhood librafy is to
encourage book circulation and reading. As Milton said, "A good
book is the precious life-blood of a master spirit." A book can be the
best Of friends. Special projects often divert,money that should be
used for trained librarians and more acid-more books, as,well as for
better hours.

The burden of funding for local libraries rests too heavily on
our hard-pressed cities. It is timeOr both the Federal Government
and the States to assume a greater share &the burden. This I

assume, is one of the chief purplzves of this Conference. We-need a
simplification of the process of funding from Federal to State to
local libraries.

In closi6g, let me quote President Carter from his position
paper on libraries, prior to the election, "If we are to have an
educated and informed population, we need a strong and open
library system supported by a committed Administration. We cannot
call for a revival of quality education and close our libraries. We
cannot ask our children to learn to read and take away their books."

Margaret Stern
Interbranch Library Users

Association

Testimony Submitted Citizen Information Seeking Patterns:
by Robert D. Stueart A New England Study

' by Ching-chifi Cheri, Principal Inyestigator, Peter Hernon,
Peter A. Neenan, and Robert D. Stueart

School of Library Science, Simmons College, Boston

This study was sponsored by the U.S. Office of Education,
Office of Libraries & Learning Resources Title II-B, Library Research
an4 Demonstration Grant.

O

This document speaks to the role of libraries in satisfying the
informational, recreational, occupational, and educational desires of
our citizens. Many persons and agencies are participating in the
projects of which this summary report is a firsf word proC/ided for the
White House Conference.

State librarians, community librarians, school. librarians,
academic librarians, college students, and researcriers are helping,
but most important of the direct involvemerit Of the citizens of
the six New England states. It is they who ultimately will shape the

4.
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future of library and information services and whose support.it must
possess. The Office of Libraries and Learning Resources is pleased to
join the School of Library Science eff Simmons College in this venture
into the future`of knowledge.

Dick W. Hays
Associate CommisSioner
Off ice of Libraries and Learning Reso urces

4

Office of Education

Introduction: This report, sponsored-by the U.S. Office of
Education, Office of Libraries and Learning Resources, highlights
findings of a survey into the everyday- information needs ,of New
England residents. These information needs relate,to ocaipational
and non-occupational situations in which residents made decisions,
sought answers, or clarified or solved problems. As a result of this
probing of individuals' situations, the data from this survey provide
insights into the behavior of information seekers .(e.g., their source ..
awareness and problem articulation), source providers consulted,
perceived level of satisfaction with information source providers,
institutional and environmental barriers to effective information
seeking, and reasons for use and non: use of libraries:-

The six' England States vary greatly in terms of residential
situs (urban/rural), socio-economic status (age, education, and
income), and availability of information sources (interpersonal,
institutional, and mass media). By providing insights into a variety of
information situations-infdrmation-seeking strategies, and birders
encountered in the search for information, a study of te'v'y England
has relevance for other parts of the United Statet.

This study is the first to examine information needs of adult
citizens (16 years and older) on 4 regional or multistate scale. It
places library use, for the region as a whole, in the context of specific'
situations and details aaange of other sources consulted in the search
for information.

Duringthe months from.July to October, 1979, individuals
from 2,400 households in New England, 400 per State to sirriplify
cross -State comparisons, submitted to telephone interviews 4eragi
15 minutes. These interviews probed both work and non -work
situations and-asked about problems'needing solutions that
individuals had encounterecrin the past itionth or so. Households
were selected on the basis` of a computer-generated, random sample
of New England telephone numbers. Comparison with demographic ,
data compiled by the U.S. Bureau of ihe Census for the region
suggests that those interviewed were fepresentative of demographic
characteristics for,individual States and for the region. The 2,44)0
New England residents interviewed faM'into the folloAng categories;
Sex: Female, 55.4%; Male; 44.6%. Ethnic: White, 93.8%; Black,
1.7%; Americasn Indian, 1.2%; Portuguese,T.9%; Hispanic, 0.6%;'
Asian American, Q.2%; Other, 1.6%.

2
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For the pu'rpose of apalyS'is,'"cataswere analyzed on the-basis of
_frequency distributions and krcentages as well as tests for
significancebof relationships between variables. Specific questiorp
were examined.,on the basis of the following demographics: sex, age,
geographiclocation (urbantruraln education, occupation, income,
4nd'ethnic background. This summary report highlights significant
findings of,this investigation, (jetalledvaLYsts of which will be
presented in the forthcoriling'report.'

In summary, it i.the belief Of the Pesearche% that the base-line
data generated from this legfonai studywillft useful to WI*le House
Conference delegates and othets in understaTding a variety'of
citizens' recent everriday infornigtion needs..

Current Situations fdr Which Information Was Needed: During
the interviews, respondents were-requestedi.frrst of all, to explain'
recent situations from the past month or so in which they sought
information. The 2,400 completed interviews resulted in 3;548
situations, both of a work and nonwork nature. Further insight into
the situations was important to understand the'context in which'
respondents turned to information source providers.

Following is a rank order of major situation categories faced
by the people surveyed. The greatest number of situations related to
consumer issues. Both ,occupational and non - occupational needs are

.reflected in all categories.

Situation

consumer Issues .

Job-related: Technical' .

Job-related: Getting/Changing Jobs .

Housing and Household Maintenance ,.
Education and Schooling

Number

476
470
355

291

242

Percent
of Total

Situations

13

13

10

8

7

,MOney.lviatIers ..... . . 185 5

f Recreation ... ..... 178 5

Job- related: Organizational. Relations' 176 5

Health 154 4

Job- related: Salary and Benefits . 126 4

Child Care 103 3

Persbnal Relations 102 3

Energy 65 2

Transportation , 60 2

Assorted Miscellaneous and Othel . 565 16

Total ..... 3,548 100

.
White House Conference Themes: Another way to view

informatiop needs is within the context,of the five themes specified,
for the White House Conference. The 3,548 situations were
reexamined on the basis of these themes. Data generated for the
study dealt with all themes except "Increasing International
Underttanding and Cooperation."

. '
!Issues related to execution of °specific tatics;or related to setting up business.
'Job. definition and relations with supervisors and co-workers.

645,
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Some 73 percent of the information needs detailed by
'respondents related to the thethe of "Meeting Personal Needs." The
only other theme to generate wide interest was that of "Improving
Organizations and the4 Professions." Twenty percent responded te this
theme.

i
Number Rercent

of of Total
Themes

* Situations Situations
. '

._. . ting Personal Needs .
a) serve' in solving day-to-day problems 13839 52

. b) assist individuals in coping with trauma or crisis 172. 5
c) inform the public of news and current events 106 -.3,
d) support interestS.in cultural heritage, * -

religion, and family life 195
e) accommodate needs in entertainment,

recreation, and leisure activities .., .1--0

serve special constituencies 23
other (personal) 26

fl
g)

II. Enhancing Lifelong Learning
a) support education in schools.
b) concerns reinforcing higher education
c) erase illiteracy and improve reading

skills of the general public
d) enhance informal lifelong learning for

pre-school age children and adults
e) other i

III. ImpEtiing Organizations. and the Professions
a) serve organizations that provide

products or services
.

b) support organizations that provide a benefit
c) assist professions
d) other.. -t

Al, ;
IV. Effectively Governing Society

,a) increase citizen participation
policy decisions, 13) government rieeds'forcensus, economic,
weathermod other related information

c) government needs related to public service,
research, regulations and laws

47
in public .

Total

71

78

2

Ps 17
18

,

458
10

169
68

38

6

36

3,548

5

_ 6
1

..9
2

2

0*

0*
0*

.

"AO 13
0*
5

2

. 100%

Since "solving Clay-to-day problems" alone accounted for over
50 percent of the respondents' situations,. it is df interest, to note that
53 percent of tfie respondents to this -goal had a high school .

education or less,'were under 34 years of age, but were members of
households with incomes of/$15,000 and more.

Sources Used in Information Seeking: kespOndents were given.
a list of source providers and asked to seleCt those which they used,
or were.in the process of consulting, to resolve their information
need. To ensure validity of responses, the list was randomized and
presented in a prescribed manner.

*Percentages smaller than 0.55 are rounded off.
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The sources consulted are shown below in the order of
frequency given by the 2,400 respondents. Also given are the
frequencies with which respondents regarded those sources used as

.. the Thost and least helpful. Libraries were listed ninth in order of
information source providers consulted. Libraries were considered as .

most,helpful in 15 percent of the situations in which they were '
mentioned as a source of information. They were regarded as least
helpful in 14 percent, and in the remaining 71 percent, they were an
intermediary step in the information chain. ..

r .

lir

.
Number

of
StiurCes Consulted Situations

Your own experience - 2,573

Something a friend, neighbor, or
relative told yoii 1,968

Something you read in a newspaper,
.magazine, or book 1,554

Percent'

Percent by
Which Source

is Listed as:

4

of Tofal Most Least
Situations Helpful Helpful

74 25 16

57 15 17

46 10 12

__.
45 ID 10

-,. .

43, 12 11

40 13 6
b

27 5 6

2,1 1 8

17 3 --- 3

16 1 6

13 2 3

tit ,
10 . 1 1

*5 2 0

s

.---Socaething youlearned froth someone
who works for a store, company: .. _
or business (1,553

, -Something you learned from .
i

a co-worker 1,509

Something told you by a professisinal
such as a doctor
or lawyer , 1,398

Something you learned from someoge,
who works in-government ...: ..... , ' 934

Something you saw or heard on t

TV or radio 717 .

. $

Sorgethmg yot.1 g rom a library 580 .

6
Something you found is the

telephone book ' 7-5

Something you learned from sqmeone - t

who works for a social service
agency or charity 454

is. .

Something you learned from a '
religious leader - - 330

Other

7 '
. I V

gt

The above sources of information were further grouped into
broader categories: interpersonal (own experience, friend, neighbor,
relative, or co-worker); institutional (professional, school, religious
library, social service or charity, or governmental),.mass media
(newspaper, television; magazine, books, 4 radio), and other. The
following summarizes the percent of situations in which source
categories were cited as most 'and least helpful by respondents.

647 655
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Most Least
Source Categories Helpful - Helpful

Interpersonal 52% 44%
Institutional 35% 0% **1

Mass Media 11% 26%
Unclassified . , 2% 1%

Library Use and Non-use: Respondents were asked to specify
the'reasons why they used a library for the Work and nonwork
situations specified. Some 87 percent of those using libraries did so
based on their perceptions that libraries held materials relevant to the
resolution of their problems. I

New England residents were:most likely to draw upon
interpersonal sources of information! Among those institutional
sources consulted, libraries ranked fourth. Businesses; professionals,
and government agencies were suggested more frequently than were
libraries; social service agencies and religious leaders were consulted

less frequently. Libraries were most often used as a source of
information in situations dealing with consumer issues; job related:
technical and getting/changing jobs; and education and schooling.
Libraries were mentioned at least once in all of the remaining
situation categories of neighborhood issues, transportation, public
assistance, and crime and safety.

As indicated previously, libraries were among those sources of
information consulted in only 17 percent of the total situations
described. For those situations in which libraries were not given, as an
information sourceconsulted, survey respondents were queridd as to
the major reasons. Their responses ate given in the following table.
Some 50 percent felt that either their situations did not require library,
use or the materials and services 'offered by libraries were in some
way inadequate to the resolution of their information need. It might
be noted that 11 percent maintaVied that they already had enough
information and that access to libraries would only'result in an

S

Reasons4or Non-Use

information overload.

Percent of
Number Library

of Non-Use -
Situations Situations

Don't need libraries. 766 26
Didn't think libraries could help 418 14

Had enough information from other sources 315 11

Didn't occur to me X88 - " 10
" No reason given .0 238 6

In the past, I could not find what I
. want/need; assume same would be

true in this instance 207. 7

Lack of time . 164 ''... 6
..-

Libraries don't own what I need/want 100 3

Inconvenient location ,91 3

Library holdings are' not current enough 68 2
..

2 Assorted miscellapeous and other ,282 104

Robert D. Stueart
U.S. Office of Education Project, Boston

-
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Testimony Submitted
,by Betty-Taylor

I

A 'major program objective of the National Commission on
Libraries and informatioh Science for the White House Conference on
Library and Information Services is the development and funding of a'
national library networl.,The American Association of Law Libraries
concurs with this objective and recognizes the vital importance of
this goal and its-significance in sharing bibliographic inforrhation with
all types of users across the Nation. The American AssOciation of Law
Libraries' Network Committee strongly endorses this objective in
principle and urges that the White House Conference incorporate the
special needs of laW libraries in the proposal for a national library
network. ,.

11.14iS

LAWNET, a national, legal information network, including but
not exclusively limited to bibliographic data, is under development
ip,y the American Association of Law Libraries and the Association of .

American Law Schbols. LAWNET, with its particular responsibility for
furnishing legal information to the legal community, as well as to the
public at large, possesses unique facets which should be brought to :
national attention. The AALL Network Committee urges that LAWNET
be encompassed within' any. proposal promulgating a national library
network. This paper is designed to identify the development
components of LAWNET and to articulate the significance of .

LAWNET to information seekers throughout the country.

For nearly a decade the AALL has been striving to formalize a
plan for a viable law network consistent with the recNirements of the
varied interests.,in the legal community. In the early 1970's, t
members of the AALL Committee on AutomatiOn and Scient is
Deyelopment submitted a positiOn paper which outlined the
development of a-law network. The Committee adopted the
principles' of the paper and requested AALL action. the AALL
president appointed a Special Network Committee, that also served
as a joint committee with the Association of American Law Schools
and the American Bar Association, to initiate the development of a
law network. the committee proposal hs the basic descriptive
document, the special committee set out to secure funding for the
program. For a number of reasons, the economic recession,being'one
of them, no sense of optimisrmfor funding was eyident in any of the
Federal agencies or private foundations, which up to that point had
been ardent supporters of developing computer programs and sharing

.of information resources. .

rn December, 1975, as an outgrowth of the interest sparked by
the prior com'mittee's activities, a group of law librarians met in
Washington to revive the network discussions. This group met several
times the following yeir and drafted study papers that were published
under the title, Lavjibrary ConsortiuM Data-Base Components and
Standards, in 70 Law Library Journal 74 (1977).

In December, 1976, a Special Committee on Network
Activities of the AALL, was appointed with authorization to design a
study on how best to implement a law library network. AALL
successfully solicited the assistance of the AALS in DontribUting funds
to engage a consultant. Information Access Corporgkon was hired as

'64 9
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corisulthnt. Its complete report is available from the AALL
'headquarters in Chicago.

The feasibil ity and viabillty.of a law information network is
certain, as concluded by the consultant, who recommended that
AALL assume sponsorship for the development of LAWNET as a
not-for-profit corporation owned by, but separate, from AALL.
Personnel, governance, and membership segments,are detailed with
indepth suggestions for effective management of the network. The
network committee decided this year to conduct the preliminary
studies before obtaining funding and hiring a. staff.

Procedures outlined by the consultant call for implementing
LAWNET by idenffication of acceptable standards, building a
colkposite data bas , and identifying maintenance and updating
techniques, licensin on-tine services, and producing by-products,
such as a LAWNET Location Guide, and other reference publications.

The-organization of the AALL Network Committee fcr 1978-80
follows the report recoAmendations. Subcommittees are presently
studying,stpndards, data bases, and governance and funding. Surveys
of selected libraries should indicate the potential market for on-line
services and/or microfots, the potential for building a composite
data base, and standards presently in use by law libraries. The
implications of law data .in existing networks is under scrutiny.

The network c'6mmittee anticipates negoti ng for a composite
machine readable tape capable of loading for on -fine services, and
also capable of producing a COM catalog of those law librar,ies in
the country which contribute their cataloging in a Machme-retdable
format.

_The AALL network cornmitteerequests NCUS to include the
LAWNET report in the materials submitted for delegate consideration
for the White liouse*Conferenc:e, and urges that any
1.ecommondations for funding a national library network speaficatly
apportion kakis to the development of LAWNET.

11)

Betty Taylor
American Association of

Law Libraries ,

PROPOSED RESOLUTION
FROM ASIAN/PACIFIC AREA PARTICIPANTS

, Whereas, traditionally America is a nation composea.of
native-born as well as foreign-born persons from different cultural
and social backgrounds, who need to develop and becorik
productive persdns contributing,in their own ways to the
improvement of our society; and

I
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Whereas, in recent years, a particularly large.number of
immigrants from Asian/Pacific areas have come with diverse
multilingual and multicultural backgrounds and need immediate
information and library services in order to become contributing
members of our American society; and .

..
-

Whereas, Public Law 93-568, which called for the first White
House Conference on Library and Information Services, gives as the
first*statertient of the intent of Congress that "access to information
and ideas is indispensable to the development of human potential,
the advancement of civilization, and the continuance of enlightened
self-government";

a t
. Therefore, I, s an observer from the State of Maryland, and on

behalf of the Asian/ cific area participants to this White House
Conference, do urge tn : ) a study by the newly formed Department
of Education be initiated t I etermine the specific library and .
information needs of this ew -Ierican population; 2) funding be
provided to enable librarie with such multilingual and multicultural
persons to conduct and update a community analysis for assessing
specific needs, 3)funding be provided for materials and services to
meet those identified needs; and 4) a program be federally funded for
training suitable library'and information personnel tO specifically
relate their knowledge of cultural and linguistic differences in order
to provide effective services to these new Americans.

tl. 1 ,

Testimpny Submitted
by Marion Weiss

. k

(

AS

David Tsuneishi

r
Of all the factors contributing to both the evolution of modern

civilization and to the develOpment of human existence, it is man's
ability to communicate which has become one of the most significant
and everlasting. The universal need to be known, to be remembered,
and o be understood, has prevailed throughout the ages.
Com unication has persisted iri-tft6 Lascaux Caves of the Pyrenees
M ntains, which border France and Spain. The communicative urge°

s been recorded on the cuneiform tablets in the Tigres-Euphrates
Valley, on the large obelisks in ancient Egypt, and on the rock

14 I
c rvings in.the Sahara Desert. The Egyptian pyramids, the Mayan
r ins, and the Aztec temples have all serveas living testaments of
man's desire for recognition. .

.0

.

Man's driving need to communicate' remains the same today.
The manner in which he does 60 los changed, however. Techniquesc,
are now more sophisticated and intricate, as neA channels and forms
have been added to the communication process. The film and

,television media are two such novel and more advanced types of
communication. ',

These particular media, as sources for transmitting information
-to'the general public, are ones which have remained unappreciated,
or if appreciated at all, at leas/ untapped. For television programs-and,

651
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feature films are still primarily seen as commercial entertainment or
escapist fare. Their capacity to communicate knowledge about
societal values, life-styles, world views, and human behavior is one
often overlooked. In particular, television shows like All in the
Family, or even As the World Turns, can serve as important
informational sources about American family life and contemporary
attitudes, beliefs, and values. Additionally, such program's can offer
comments on morality and other time-binding concerns, like war,
justice, and love.'

Dramatic films can function in a similar way. Consider some
recent movies dealing with contemporary aspects- of marriage and the
mid-life crisis, .suc as 10, Starting Over and Rich Kids. Classic films
of the past, likewis can give a glimpse into the tyranny of war and
power, as represent by Renoir's Grand Illusion and Welles' Citizen
Kane, respectively.

A .
Besides the commercially consumed television and film fare,

another type of electronic media can offer information about the
world in which we live. This kind can be classified as nontheatrical
sources. Since World War II, the nontheatrical field has developed
steadily into a large but fragmented network of local and State
libraries, universities, schools, museums,, film and television clubs,
and other groups that buy o exhibit

d promotional movies; Hollywood and
exhibit 169;0 films of many kinds:

documentary, educational,
foreign features transferrecif m 35mm; films made originally for
television; and in recent years, avant garde and social statement
pictures, many financed, at least partially, through public and private
grants. Their subjects range from art to zoos, from aging to Zen.

To be more specific, educational films and television programs
sery as an important part of information in the classroom. Thomas
A. Edson, one of the earliest believers of film in education, in later
life became pessimistic about its future. "I had some glowing
dreams," he said, "about what the camera could be made to do and
ought to do in teaching the world the things it needed to
knowteaching it in a more vivid, direct-way ... I am disappointed
that it has been turned into an entertainment toy."'

Edis9n mad these comments 50 years ago. 0 e wonders
what he would say today if- he could see how what he called "an
entertainment toy" as grown up. Edison's disciplined and inventive
mind would be sti ulated banother, more systematic use of film
represented by mult media, multiple-image presentations where
behavioral objective are clearly specifiedfilms which are designed
for target audiences.lHe would find the motion picture an important

6 part of the concept of '-'instructional te.chnology," that branch of
educational theory and practice concerned with the planning and use
of a variety of media.based upon recent research on teaching and
learning.

4v*
The idea of a single student viewing a three-to-five-minute .

8mm film on cartridge-loacliqg projector in a study arrel would be

t
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intriguing, but not completely dew to the man who invented the
"peep show" Kinetoscope in 1889. This forerunner of the motion
picture was, in fact, also the grandfather of what seems to be a recent
development (the individualized use of a single-concept film). It f'
contained only about a minute of moving pictures, showing one idea
seen by one person at a time. Edison thought that was the way it
should be. But the variety of ways in which 16mm fild),. 8mm
multiple-slide projectors, photographs, television, computer-based
dial access, books, and Other printed ,materials are used'would
undoubtedly modify his earlier opinion that film has become a "toy."

Today, the successful informational film and television
program is a logical commoditywith a frame, sequence, beginning,
middle, and end. They are designed for a known audience and to
match specified'outcomes related to instructional goals.There is,
classically, an introduction, a summary, and some additional
repetition in the body of the program itself. Pictures and words are
closely related; the vocabulary is geared to the intended audience
level; the program is often allied to a text; and there is usyally a
teacher's manual or stu guide.

'ribose nontheatrical film and television shows clAsified as
avant garde also serve as an impdrtant informational source.
Traditionally, these works have been seen as producing film and
television as art. But often, these same ventures will be significant

,a unique point of view; or as a documenta'ry on a specific subject he
commerical industry failed to treat.

L

.

For example, during World ar,I1 , commercial films tended to
be comedies, musicals, and war film%. At the sare time, Maya Deren
made, Meshes of the iffternoono, which gives a different view of the
period. One can see in her film that individuals continued to be
troubled by sexuarand identity conflicts. In other words, her movie
revealed the internal landscape of a mind during the 1940's, whereas
the commercial "films were about society's view of surface reality.

' Many avant garde films and television programs have as their
prime importance the documentation of some common or national
event, or even the doc,uthentation of another work of art. The best
movies about happenings are these kinds of avant garde.wentures,
like Robert.Breer's Homage to lean Ting9ely's Homage to New York,
or Breer's Pat's Birthday, with Claes Oldenburg. Stan E3,rakhage's

Window Water Baby Moving, 'a personal documentary on the birth of
his first child, is considered by. some doctors to be the best glimpse. of
natural childbirth. Bruce Conner's Report is probably the most
remarkable recreation of the national mood immediately following
President Kennedy's assassination.

Most -of those working with one foot in film a nd television
continued to share Edison's early optimism and his "glowing" dreams

bout what the camera can be Made to 09 and,ipught to do in
teaching the world the things it needs to knowteaching it in a

,
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more vivid, direct way." Only if our proliferating technology and our
knowledge of the art and science of imagery can be directed toward
this humanistic end can man hope tofind..hims.elf and fulfill his
prophetic human destiny.

'

Footnotes
.; arm

'The results of twenty-three different studies by the Surgeon General's Scientific
Advisory Committee on TV and Social Behavior in 1972 showed that 85 percegLof
American viewers believed that many soap operas, police series, and medical vir
dramatizations show life as it really is and that they are both "realistic" and
"instructional." .

21.ifton, Robert Jay. "Protean Man Yale Alumni Review, Jan., 1969 pp. 14-21. My
thanks tp Dr. Robert Wagner, Professor of Cinema. Ohio State University.

Marion Weiss
University Film Association

Healthy development of our Ihiing, organic, planetary,
subdivisional socio - political bodyduring the aging processes from
the relatively youthful childhood times of embryonic fertilization and
the increasingly complex growth of maturing sensory
telecommunicating neural information tranSmissionsystems to the
on-line memory, which in turn is drawn upon by the judgmental
decisionmaking faculties which calculate and compute rational
formulae goCierning the allocation of time, energy, and, other of the
body's resources in attempting to approximate the optimum
distribution for reducing the probability-of suffering future pain may
or may not be wisely considered important in this White House
Conference on Library and Information 5ervices".

GOvernment of the body, by th.e.,bodyi and for the body
,
in

healthy, long-lived, and relatively pain free higher prganisms has
been shown throughout natural history' toliave been sulwantially
directed toward the development of an integiate'd bFain and nervous
system capable-of increasing-its sensibilities, information" prOcessing,
storage, and transmission rates.

Lastly, let me say that I feel WIICLIS has underemphasized
future utility of machine translation and computer speech from
on-line information 'for users of this planet's minority languages.

t
Alvin H. White
General Secretary of the Aging WOrld
Brain Machine Neural Telecommunications
Coalition Continuing Lifelong Health'
Legislative, Scientific anerechniCal
Information Systems Education and
Testing Research and Development
Organization Planning Study

. .
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Joint C6ngressional Hearing
A

Joint Congressional
Hearing on Library
and Information
Services
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1.

At 11:15 a.m., November 19, 1979, Senator Claiborne Pell,
Chairman of the Subcommittee on Education, Arts, and the

Humanities of the Senate Committee on Labor and Human
Resources, and Congressman William D. Ford,,Chairman of the
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education of the House Committee

on Education and Labor, convened the joint congressional hearing on
library-and information services. TbiS hearing,. he'd at the site of the _
White House Conference on Library and Information Services, was
intended, in Senator Pell's words, to "provide the two subcommittees
with some initial recommendations that die Members could review in..,

the very near future." *. -

,

Appreciating the important-role the Congress played in the

sponsorship of the Conference, the Program Subcommittee of the
Conference. Advisory CommVtee proposed that a joint hearing,
sponsored by the Coriference andconducted by the appropriate
congressional committees, be held On the last day of the formal

sessions of the Conference.,Concurring with this recommendation,
the Advisory CoMmittee designated Robert L. Chartrand, Chairman of
the Program Subcommittee, to oversee the implementation of the
hearing. Charles Benton, Chairman of the Conference and Cherman
Of NCLIS, explored the idea with Senator Claiborne Pell;
Congressman William. Ford, and Congressman John Brademas, the
original House sponsors for the Conference. After receiving these

Members' enthusiastic support, three key congressional aide,s were

assigned to assist in planning the hearing: Richard Jerue and David
Morse, from the Senate 5dbcommittee on Education, Arts, and the
Humanities; and Robeha'Stariley from the House Subcommittee on
Postsecondary Education.. In addition, Mary Alice Hedge Reszetar,
Associate.Diretor of NCLIS; Jack Duncan, legislative consultant to
the Conference; and Jean-Paul Emard, analyst in information sciences
for the Congressional Research Service at the Library of Congrqss,

were named.to the planning group.,

Faced with a tight Conference program and a 'limited amount
of available time for the hearings/the planning group determined that
two witnesses for each of the five Conference themes would be asked
to testify before a joint panel of Senate and House Member. Care
was taken to invite 10 Conference delegates who could speak
knowledgeably about the issues, bas on vocation and experience.
They were asked to submit written sSements that could be

summarized for Oral presentation at the hearing.
9

Attending the hearing were thefolloVving:

Representative John Brademas (Indiana)'
Representative George E. BrOwn, Jr. (California)

Representative John H. Buchanan, Jr. (Alabama)
,Resident CommisSioner Baltasar Corrada (PuertO Rico)
Representative William D. Ford (Michigan) ,
Representative.Albert Gore (Tennessee)
Senator Jacob K. Javits (New York)
Senator Claiborne Pell (Rhode Island)
Senator Robert T. Stafford (Vermont)
Representative Ted S. Weiss (New York)

656
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IrT their opOing statements, the Members paid tribute to the

delegates, alternates, and observers attending the Conference, citing
their Flard work in developing, recommendations for solutions to
numerous library and information issues. Echoing Senator Pell's
remarks regarding the purposhe hearing, Representative Ford
stated that the gathering providll "a sampling of the combined
thought of the fine people who had spent a very busy and productive
weekend at th§. Conference," and that the Conference prbgram and
the hearing could assist Congress in its "developrrrent,of a body of
knowledge and, understanding with respect to the very large and
complex array of activities at the local, State, and Federal levels
which deal with library sciences and information services."

Chairman Charles Benton, serving as the official hostio the
Conference, formally greeted the Members on behalf of NCLIS and
the Co iference. In addition to expressing his appreciation for the
Members' support of the Commission, ths.Conference program, and
the delegates' recommendations, Benton expressed the thanks of
NCLIS and the Conference to the two staffs of the subcommittees and
the Conference program subcommittee.

The order of testimony, determined by the five theme ar as,
was as follows:

'Panel 1,-Personal 'Needs
Martha G. RegisterCounseling/Rehabilitation Psychologist,

Charlotte Rehabilitation Hospital, Charlotte, North
Carolina

Gary YoungDirector, Cultural Heritage Center, Yakima
Indian Nation, Toppenish, Washingtpn .

'Panel 11Lifelong Learning
Susan EdmOnsonAshland Child Development Cenr r,

Ashland, Kentucky r
Nasario Garcia Professor,, University of Colorado, Pu.eblo,

Colorado
t

Panel III Organizations aricltheProfessions

1avicrE. KingLibrarian and Senior Editot, StandarCI
EducationalCorporation, Chicago, Illinois

Dwight Andrew MyersAssistant Vice.President, Sales,
Administration and,Planning, General Book Marketing
Division, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Albuquerque,. New Mexico

Panel IV Governing Society : ,.

Justice Sam Ross HarshbargerSupreme Court of Appeals,
Charleston, West Virginia .

Whitney North Seymour,, Jr.Director, Emergency ,,

Committee.to Save Our Public Libraries, New York, New
York

Panel VInternational Cooperation
Louis A. LernerU.S. Ambassador to Norway, Oslo,

Norway , . ,

Gilbert A. SprauveCollege of the Virgin Islands, St. Johns,
Virgin Islands
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In addiron, Delia Martinez delegate from Nevada, and the
Honorable Carl Elliott, delegate from Alabama, were invited to
present a resolution passed by the delegates earlier that morning. This
resolution called for the creation of an Office of Library and
Information Services in the new Department of Education,Adirected
by an Assistant Secretary of Education. This Assistant Secretary
should: 1) administer all grants and programs currently "administered
by the Office of Libraries and Learning Resources; and 2) establish
communications with all Federal programs related to library and
information services. Senator Pell assured the witnesses that this topic
would be discussed with Secretary-designate Hufstedler at her Senate I
confirmation hearings.

The remarks prepared by Martha Register were read by
Annette Phinazee, Dean of the School of Library Sciences, North
CarolinkCentral University. Ms. Register, a pirapiegic, asked that.th.
members Of each participating committee consider and Pass
appropriate legislation that would take icaceaccount the following
goals relative to library and informatibn services in meeting personal
needs: 1) serve people in solving day-tg-day problems; 2') assist
individuals in coping with trauma or crisis; 3) inform the public of
newsand current events; 4) support interest in cultural heritage,
religion, and family life; and 5) accom odate needs in entertainment,
recreation, and leisure activities. Ms egister al stressed the need
for legislation that would serve special constitu s, such as the
homebound, senior citizens, and the handicapped.

s.

Gary Young's testimony also centered on the need for library

and services to a special constituency, the American
Indian. Citing thT country's shift "from a policy of the mglting pot .

society to that of recognizingland appreciatingin fact, d'.luing°:
cultural diversity," Young requested that Congress pass specific
Indian library legislation. Through active support and enactment of

suclymeasures as the National Indian Omnibus Librar the
Senate and Ott House could aid in averting the "high rate of poverty,
underemployment, and unemployment" that liaveplagued many
Indian nations in the past.

----

In addressing library and information services for lifelong
v

learning, Susan Edmonson reviewed the entire spectrum of education

in American society,_from childhood _through adulthood According
to Edmonson, legislation was necessary in this and Succeeding
Congresses to: 1) achieve an extension of basic library and
information services to all areas of our country; 2) provide needed

and necessary library media centers and strong information r,etrieval
skills training in every school; 3) establish a nationwide network of
libraries; and 4) designate libraries as educational agencies so that

such libraries could be deliberately included in those legislative

programs aimed at continuing education.

Nasario Garcia, in follow-on testimony, reviewed five areas

that have had a direct impact on lifelong leatning: 1) the ever-
increasing use of libraries for practical, factual, consumer-oriented
information versus more philosophical aspects of information; 2) the
Federal Government's role in assisting libraries in fulfilling their
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responsibility of providing some form of continuing education; 3) the
use of networking among libraries and information centers to provide
faster linkage between metropolitan and rural communities and to
assist in more expeditious interlibrary lOans; 4) the Federal
'Government's continued support and improvement of information
dissemination, especially thrbugh the expansion of tive Federal
depository library system; and 5) the eradication'of illiteracy. Through
the revision of existing legislation, such as the Library Services and
Construction Act (Public Law 88-269 and its amendments), and the
develbpmentof new programs, these five areas of concey, according
to Garcia, might begin to provide needed services that (you'd
"benefit all citizen's, young and old, rich and poor, as we prepare to

-enter the 1980's:" Furthermore, "nowhere is information more
central to success than in the work-a-day world of business and the
professions. Results of success in putting good information to work
are found in the production of safer and more efficient products, in,
more effective services, in more personally satisfying work
experiences, and in increased, economic productivity."

Wttthis thOughtin mind, David King examined the rotes
played I special libraries and dsinfcimation centerssome'.8,000 to
)5,090 in numberin providing peed-es:I-information to organizationsir alid professionals. King specifically felt,that Congress should:
14-scrutinize State policies regarding network partitipation by all

libraries and information centeicapd formulatelegislation that
would alloW these entities to use suChfederally funded networks;
2) offer financial' incentives to tesin ogler to ncourage them to
include specialized informant viders'in statewide information
and library networks; 3) sup tional assessment of existing
collections of information re et; 4) adopt stronger.legislation to
allc4 greater use of goi/ernment-sprtsored rech and information;
and 5) continue the funding and support of the National Commission
on 'Libraries and Information Science.

4. o

t

4

In ssing the trend toward increased use of modern
inforMation technology and its ability todelivertinformation pods
and services in a more timek fashion,. Dwight -Myers' asserted 4hat
"archaic local public sectoNconomids, erratically funded, cannot
continue to be the main. support:of otr public syierti. Local librarie4,
cannot fund the start-up of national/regional, or even local data
bases." What.Myers proposed is knatiolra1-116Ta- agency that
would: lrcoOrdinate existing Fed&al programs of information
service;.2) reduce.duPlicatio of effort and resources in all mand ted
Federal legislation requiring ormation access; and 3) establish
national policies ,to eliniinate nprocructive Competition and
antagonisms between the publi and private sectors. Citizen access to
such congressional and execut e-branch data banks as the
Congressional Research Servic 's SCORPIO system and the
Department of nergyis Rg0 system shoutd be encouraged. While
strong general support for a national library act is necessary, Myers
asserted that a citizens' advisory group, made up of one delegate
from each State delegation to the Conferetce, should be established
to work in close conjunction with the Nct.15 staff. Such an
arrangement would ensure the brbadest possible interpretation of and
support for suchva measure. Finally, Myers suggested that definite 4,
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so,

B

proviSions must be devised to guarantee the payment of information
producers for their creative efforts.

In summarizing his testimony, Justice Sam Ross Hakshbarger

emphasized increasing literacy, extending library services,
augmenting school services, and providing outreach programs "to
those unserved or unable to serve themselves." In addition, 'Justice

Harshbarger reaffirmed the protections provided in the first
amendment that "guarantee- everyone access to materials, guarantee
the right to write, guarantee publishing rights, and of course the other
side of those issues is-that people be able to use those materials
which are available to them." Only by making the strongest efforts in

-these areas could government officials make every citizen realize the
full potential of libraries and information services and 'Increase,
hopefully, the ability of the American people to govern themselves

effectively."

In tracing the development of our democratic society and the

parallel growth of free, community-based libraries in this country,
Whitney North Seymour Jr., singled out the i,ncreasing probleths
faced by today's public libraries: reduced hours of service, staff'
cutbacks, and limited acquisition programs. Havirig been affected by .
reduced local tax bases and the continued upward' spiral of inflation,

"our pointed out that "as the free public library is increasingly in
jeopardy, so our freedom comes into jeopardy." The means by which
Seyniour advocated a change in public' libraries' fortunes is through
Congress' endorsement and passage of a national librarylact that
,would "incorporate the general principles, goals, and objectives oft
S.1124 96th Congress." To show support for such a proposal, the
joint panel was presented with petitions signed by a number of
delegates and observers. In subsequentquestionjrig, Seym4r stated
that, as a result of reviewing the total array of;ksolutions voted upon
by the delegates, "the Act should: e eigianded quite substantially in
its coverage, and that

also
should probably include not only public

librarits directly, but also the school and academic libraries."

In presenting his views on library and information services in a
worldwhere there is an increasing need for international
cooperation, Ambassador Louis Lerner stressed that "information is
hot; information is political; information is geo-strategic; and
irdormation is defense as well.+We must use whatever we have to

move information into-an international arena, with the United Stases

as the leader." Ambassador Lerner outlined for the joint panel.eighr 4

key points that he felt were of both national and international
importance: 1) Americans must be made aware of the impact the
information revolution will have on their lives; 2) as this revolution
Unfolds, there must be a continued dialogue within government and .

between the government and the private information sector; 3) there

must 15e a viaple Federal and national information Policy; 4)matItet
forces will be important in the information era, thus better planning

in regards td needed and affordable public and private information
networks must-be carried out; 5) the United States should sponsor
special programs in library sciences, information storage and retrieval
techniques, anersodern information technology for foreign librarians
and information specialists, especially those from developing

e
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countries;%) our Nation's young people should begin immediate
training in foreign languages in order to communicate, comprehend,
and exchange ideas and information; 7) with the continued
compression of time and space, coupled with faster means of

litwr"communications, world events are no longer isolated incixlent;;0T
potgntial threats to our national security; and 8) as a world leader in
information, the United States.must devise "practical yet creative
programs" in ordeto assist developing countries.. lb

Gilbert SpraUve amplified Ambassador Lerner's final point by
rgcommending the developmeint of a model information exchange

13rogram that could be located in the Virgin Islands, his-Frative region.
Specifically, Sprauve proposed the establishment,, through joint .

Fe.deral and -local government participation, of a model center for
international information exchange. Such a center would have three
primary functions: 1) to serve as a regional network facility;-2) to be
an adjunct to the Library bf Congress in this part a(the West Indies;
and 3) to serve as.,a clearinghouse r' information goods and services.
Stressing the importance that United States Information $erice
libraries have played as "bridgeheads against the tyran_ny of
ignorance," the development of such a model center "tomorrow, in
the place of one of those USIS libraries of two.dcades ago,,WOuld
signal a timely and appropriate new thrust in the foreign policy of
this Nation." ,/

After thanking the panelists and the audien ce, Coniqssman
Ford mentioned a newly released book, InfOrmationTechn61*
Serving Society, whieh is declicatedsto*Congressmah Brademas and
theolate Congressman William Steiger of Wisconsin, advocates of
strong information-oriented congressional and national programs.
Prior to adjourning the hearing, the Chair announced that the hearing
record would be left open so that additional commentvand written

,testimony could beeincorporated into the prOteedings.:
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Participants

introduction
1, If .

OffIcal delegates a alter ales to the first Mite House
,,, Conference on Library andinfor ation Services were selected by 58

State, and Territqfial conferences held between September 15, 1977,
and July 20, 19'79. These pre-WhiteAdouse Conferences Are held
in 49 States, American Sam6a, Guarn,\Puerto Rico, the Northern
Marianastslands, the Trust Territories o6he Pacific, and the Virgin

1 Islands, and by American Indians on or rtear reservations and 'thee

Federal library cornmun 4 P ' f i

There were 568 delegates'and 238 al ernates chosen by the
pre-White House Conferences. An additiolla 105 at-large delegates
were selected by theNational ComMisMon of Libraries and
Information Science (NCLIS), with the advice of the White House
Conference Advisory Committee, in'order to compensate,for any
demographic op Professional imbalances that might have
inadvertently occurred in the Stale/Territorial delegate selection
process nationwide.

,) . '
To achieve the composition of the Conference authorized by

Congress, NCLIS adopted the recommendation put forth by the
visory Committee thatOnthird of the delegates should'-be

ofessionals from the library and information services community,
while two-thirds should be citizen representatives 'This distinction is

. indicated in the list of.delegates and alternates on the following pages

, by the headings "'library ", and "lay." '14) .

As specified by ,Public Law 91-568, the White House
.. -,.. Conferente.brought together representatives from: 1) local, state ide,

.....
regional, and national institutions, agencies, organitations, and
associations which provide library and formation services to the a_,,

..,
public;, 2) educational institution/ agencies, organizations, air3:1------------..'

re
associations (including professional and scholarly associations for the \ .

advancement of education and re'search); 3) persons with special

S

knowledge of,end special competence in, technology as,it may be

used 'for the improvement of library and information services; and 4)
representatives of Federal, State, and local governments, professional
and lay people, and other members of the general public:

411.

This was mearilto assure the broadest$ossible repreSentatron

of the American public, at the Conference. The delegates/who
actually took part in the national Conferencg..were an interesting
sampling of Americ'ans, if not an actifal cross sectiqn. For example,

they included a blueterry farmer from Maine, adentist from Texas, a .
psychol9gist'frbm No Carolina, a motel owner from New Mexico,
a dance instructor from Marylanaii as well as a nurtiberof deaf, blihd,
and;phyic.ally. handicapped individuals ... a group as diverse' as are -

library.and information services users across the Nation.

,

These 91 1' particip'a Washington, D.C.iv November
15th to i'9th, 1979, to he pe the course of libraries and
infOrmation services.ih the United States through the 1.980's- d

f.
fresh look at America's library and anformatiCin.new. in light of the

beyond: As Charles Benton, Chdirmn--of tie Conference an of

knoledge explosion and the new technologies createdto deal with

AWS, tolckthe delegates, they "werecalled to -Washington to tape
4is

sue,
qr

0
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10'

it." They debated issues and voted on resolutions which will have an
important impaEt.on the Federal Government's futurq information
policy.

r
The,Conference structure, consisted of five major4leme areas:

Library and InforMatiOn Sei'vices for7-.1) Personal Needs; 2),Lifeldng
Learning; 3) Organizations and the Professions; 4) Governing Society;
and 5) International Cooperation and Understanding. After choosing
one of the five theme areas, each delegate was assigned talisman

`work group within that theme. Thtough the-discussion of isses, each -
work group developed a set of resolutions, which were then further
debated and disclissed at its theme session. At the final theme
session, the delegates voted out those resolutions they considered
most significant to go to the, general session.

On the final day of the Conference, the entire bodty of
delegates met in general session and voted for the '64 resolutions they
wanted to present to the President. They produced important,

0 statements on nearly every relevant issue. One of their decisions
included appointing a Committee of the Conference, consisting of 10
delegates, who would revrew the final version of the resolutions ran
approve their form and content before they were forwarded to the

4

President. This committee met on January 5, 1980, in Cjcago to '
discuss and apeove the final resolutions.

So

The mission of the White House Conference participants did
.

not end with the adjournment of.the Conference. As President CarterCarter.{
told them when he addressed them, "I hope-if yOu don't do anything
else at this Conference, thetyOu will learn from one another how

4

best to preSent the opportunities of library use, and then take that
message home and distribute kwith the greatest degree of%vow 0

enthusiasm and commitment."

674

This hopewas emphasized by Chairman Benton when he said,
"This Conference is a culminating eventbut iris also a new
beginning. he-finat history of,fhe-Confeyence is still being written."

,o ti
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ARIZONA .0,

a.

.1

4.2

4

.

*Indicates,Chair of the State dcleiation

0

t
DELEGATES: LAY

"Elizabeth Jean Fallen
Ronald K. Inouye
Walter E. Johnson
Silvef Stanfill

DELEGATES: LIBRARY
Isabelle Mudd:

DELEGATES: LAY
Jukice Mirqe Bigbie
Bettye Fine'Collins

*The Honorable Carl A.
Elliott Sr.

William Carl King
Jane Mabry
Sidney Edwin Sandridge

DELEG,VES: LIBRARY
Nancy R. Agnew

)

DELEGATES: LAY t.
'Carlton-R. Hasley
Elizabeth Howze HOsIge
Harriet Hillis Jansnna,
Karen Sue Lackey
Ha6y V. Smith -

*Donald Wayne Stone
DELEGATES: LIBRARY

DELEGATES: LAY
*Elizabeth R. Farish
Trim I\ Goebel
Heinz R. Hink
Diana Lynn,Porter
Weldon P. Shofstall
Niki. David Shrode

DELE4:* LIBRARY
",

2

H. Theodore Ryberg

ALTERNATES: LAY
Mary V. Beans
Charlene Rose Nelson

ALTERNATES: LIBRARY
*Richard Bruce Engen

Geraldine Watts Bell
Nancy Cummings Gonce
Kay Lee Vowvalidis

ALTER*TES: LAY
Byron Causey,

Truman M. Pierce
ALTERNATES: LIBRARY

Highfill
Anthony William Miele

Fred K. Darraghir Jr.
Mrs. Corliss M. 'Howard

. Richard H, Reid

.685

ALTERNATES: LAY
Betty Jo Fite Hays

ALTERNATES: LJBRARY
Frances Nix

Marguerite Pasquale
Frank R. Rodriguei

ALTERNATES: LAY
William Scribner
Esther Don Tang

ALTERNATES: LIBRARY
Haul Millis R,ecyli k

4
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CALIFORNIA
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'CONNECTICUT

or
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G
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I

DELEGATES: LAY
Albert Lopez Amezquita
Margaret M. Castro
Paul Steven Chitlik
Diane Tamara Dei-Amoah
Kevin Scot Dickerson
Ernest Guzman
Karen Jane Husemeyer
Vivien Cienfuegps Ide
George Ige
Marge Klugman
Ida JSckson Miller
Gordon Moreno
Deborah Morillo
Carole Anne.Onorato
Hazel M. Russell
Aileen Rinehart Schrader
Josie D. Shaw
J.R. Starr
Shirley B. Stearns
Arthur Duane Taylor

0

DELI GATES: LAY
t,Leriore Neill Bright '
Dennis William Lum
Thomas Robert Meyer

ter

)eanne Marie Moore,
Richard John Morton

DELEGATE LIOARY
Kenneth EV9rett Dowli

O

DELEGATES: LAY
. ' Douglas A. Beals

\ Howard E. May" Brian Christophe4McCarroll
*Geil D. Orcutt

Leonor Toro
Christine Woodberry

DELEGATES: LIBRARY
Elfrieda B. McCauley

1

DELE.C,ATES:LLAY !
RObect Irving rtisst
Yetta W. GO

. *Lillian J. Huff

'C)

Norma E. Yamada
DELEGATES: LIBRARY

Barbara Louise Anderson
*Ethel Stacy Crockett

'June,D. Fleming
Ruby Ling Louie
Jesus tuna

*Morris Polan
' Elizabeth Martinez Smith
John Darcy Smith
Amanda L. Williams
Nancy Yingst

ALTERNATES: LAY
Peter Maitland tell
Miv Schaaf
Sandy Schuckett

ALTERNATES: LIBRARY
Cecily Ann Cocco
James E. Cr\ayton
Garol E. Moss

v.

Lida M. Miller
Barbara D. Tooker

ALTERNATES: LAY
Jacquie Haughton

ALTERNATES: LIBRARY
Anne MarieMcMahon

Falsone(

John Peter McDonald
Dency C. Sargent

AL.

ALTERNATES: LAY
Theodore H. Kretnik
Claire Glass Miller

ALTERNATES: LIBRARY
Charles E. Funk, r
Mabel F. Rice M

DELEGATES: LIBRARY
Hardy 'ROOTS-Franklin )
Marilyn Elaine Moser

AJERNATES: LIBRARY ,
Barbara-Rosalie Robinson
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N.&

FLORIN)

GEORGIA

ae

HAWAlk

Q

DELEGATES: LAY
*Henry Richard Folsom

Gerald Thomas Goodman
Zoe Wheeler
Mary H. Woodruff

DELEGATES: LIBRARY
Florence Simkins Brown

DELEGATES: LAY
BoD._bie Eugene Brooks
Brian Lee Dyak
John Middleton Erving, Jr.'
Homer Hooks
Elaine Lobl Konigsburg.
Jeanne K. Malchon
Leonard L. Mosby, Jr.
Ernest Wilbur Newman
Sabrina Maria Shirley
Geoke EStocking

DELEGATES: LIBRARY
Errol Vincent Campbell

-William James Condon

' j

DELEGATE LAY
Viola Maude Allen
Janet Belflower Barker.
Albert Blanch
Louie Clark
Mpzelle Dailey Clemmons
Charlotte West Dekle
Roy A. HtOrial
C.B: Wara

DELEGATES:. LIBRARY
Barbara C. Cade
Mary Elizabeth Cole

DELEdiTES: LAY
'Clinton Keal8haiSauole

Akana
Wilfred Atsushi Hokama

L, Sally Eugenio La'i
Betsy Mineito -akata

Margaret Wessel Stearns
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Patricia A. Scarry

ALTERNATES: LAY
Dale Fields.
Rebecca Hall scarbprough

-ALTERNATES: LIBRARY
Sylvia I. Short 11

*Barbaria Duncan Cooper
Sister0anziang, O.P.
Sandra Wyne$I Ulm

ALTERNATES: LAY,
Lana gne Bret
Alicia E. ry ra
Harry hAel Cunningham
Frank;R ert Evans'
yirginia S. Young

ALTERNATES: LIBRARY
Shirley Louise Aaron'
Grace Elizabeth W. Taylor

*William J. Peterson
A. Roy Rowland
Ella Gaines Yates

ALTERNATES: LAY
Ernestine Brazeal
Zell Bryan Miller

ALTERNATES: LIBRARY
Charles Edward Beard
Emily C. Payne

7--
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DELEGATES: LIBRARY
*Agnes Catherine Conrad

Dolma Marie Garcia

ALTERNATES: LIBRARY
Ruth Petrowski
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DELEGATES: LAY
Joe-Eugene Brown
Laurna Jane Hansen
Edward H. Healey
Phyllis Joan-F,'Fiest'
Mary, colleen Wenthe
Daniel John Winegarden

DELEGATES: LIBRARY
*William Joseph Burns

DELEGATES: LAY
4:George S. Artemis
Beverly Barbara Bist
Ernestine Garcia ALTERNATES: LAY

*Linda Pall Vivian Dean Gottsch
Patricia Nerina Romanko ALTERNATES:_LIBRARY--L

DELEGATES: LIBRARY Mary Wolff Lesser

L

Beverly Florence Lind
Marie Helen Wallinga

ALTERNATES: LAY
Gladys-Selma Benz
Rosemary Burns Olos

ALTERNATES: LIBRARY
Thomas Leo Carney

Linda Elizabeth Ayers
Frances Schoulei' Heard

DELEGATES: LAY
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John Alphonso Armendariz
William James Boyd
Cullom Davis
Christopher Lawrence
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Arthur. L. Jackson
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Elizabeth Malone
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David Mitchell Truitt
Howard R. Veal, Sr.

DELEGATES': LIBRARY
Howard W. Dillon

DELECATES: LAY
Ralph Donald Ayres
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William M.S.Myers
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Philip GadfreygnairKom
D. Richard Smith
Barbara' Leek Wesson

DELEGATES: LIBRARY
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6

. (f'g

David Edgar King
Robert Royce McClarren
Sharon P. Simmons
Peggy A. Sullivan

*Donald Eugene Wright

ALTERNATES:
Terrell Hill

ALTERNATES: LAY
George L. Adams
Charlene Hext Beritz
Hans J. Fischer
Virginia Josephine Williams

ALTERNATES: LIBRARY
Kathryn J. Gesterfield
Ray E. Howser
Jerome R. PC.tdesva

Miriam Ahna Drake
L. Jean Jose'
Phyllis-M. Land
Barbara Evans Markuson

ALTERNATES: LAY
Sadie Williams Shropshire

,e_TERNATES: LIBRARY
Charles Ray Ewick

Leola Wert:
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KANSAS DELEGATES: LAY
Ada Marie Arford

,Robert.Chester Caldwell
Keith R. Henry
----------------------
Sandra,Eastop O'Neil
Constance Clarke Yoxall

DELEGATES: LIBRARY

KENTUCKY

LOUISIANA

MASSACHUSETTS

MARYLAND-

C

DELEGATES: MY
Susan, Edmonson

John Leffler II
Elaine Myrle McLellan,
Patricia' Hill Miles
Sue Vansant Palmer

ti Edward Nqrman Sims, Jr.

49/

.DELEGATES: LAY
Anita D. Auzenne
Pythina Brown
AWienta Evans
Paul Vinson 'Myers
Rosemary GriSham Patterson
John Charles Rice, Jr,

- DELEGATES: LIBRARY
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Q 0..

DELEGATES:LAY = .

John Maxfield Benbow
*Channing Lindquist Bete
Kathleen Marie Furlani
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Ming Ivory
Janet Rishondon
Jesse L, Parks .
Dorothy Jordan Pryor
Daniel Francis Jpomey

DELEGATES:__LIBRARY,

,DELEGATES: LAY
* Dorothy M. Bearmin
Rosemary Phillips Chappelle
Marion Frances Keenan
'Ruth N. Reid .
William TramMell Snyder
Janic M, Whitmore
Katherine Elson Zadravec

DELEGATESt. LIBRARY*.
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Duane F. Johnson
*James Conway Marvin

ALTERNATES: LAY
Mary Jo Gurley
-Kitifylleterr'Dal'e-MiVepdi's---

: ALTERNATES: LIBRARY
Brittany Grace Fisher

DELEGATES: LIBRARY
*Ronald Stephan KozJowsk

Wanda Fulkewon Potter
Deborah Huenefeld Ward
Earl Eugene Wassom

ALTERNATES: LIBRARY
Edwici Charles Strohecker....

Paulette H. Holahan
Lynda Mills Netherland

*John B. RiChard =

ALTERNATES: LAY
Damon An4rew Veach

ALTERNATES: LIBRARY
Thomas r. Jaques

Alice.Marie Cahill
Barbara Clark Elam.
Peter Low Fenton
Nancy C. jacolon

:ALTERNATES: L'AY
Felice M. Forrest
Beatrice Emmons Lingley
M, Elizabeth Moltrup

ALTERNATES: LIBRARY..
,Robert D. Stuearl

Thom-as"D.`Bradley
,klelert Joanne Harrar
*Grace Payson Slocum

ALTERNATES: LAV
John Thomas Hanson

ALTERNATES: LIBRARY
Alvin Edward Miller
Nettie B, Taylor
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Donald Bouchard
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. Vladimir Grigorievich
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DO B. Becker
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DELEGATES: LIBRARY
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DELEGATES: LIBRARY
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ALTERNATES: LAY
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ALTERNATES: LIBRARY
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SaraInger Hill
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DELEGATES: LIBRARY
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DELEGATES: LIBRARY ,
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DELEGATES: LIBRARY
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DELEGATES: LIBRARY
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ALTERNATES: LAY
Diane Scott Duty
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Raymond B. Means
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ALTERNATES: LAY
Joseph E. Johnson

ALTERNATES: LIBRARY
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Conference Rules

White House
Conference on Library
and Information
Services: Rules

Adopted November 16, 1970

4

Section 1Definitions of terms used as established by PI 91 -345,
July 20, 1970 and P.L. 93-568, Decerirber 31, 1974.

(a) "Commission" means the National Commission on
Libraries ,and Information Science, established by P.L. 91-345, July
20, 1970.

(b) "Advisory Committee" means the Advisory Committee of
the White House Conference on Library and Information Services
which is composed of 28 Members:, three designated by the.
Chairman of the Commission; five designated by he Speaker of the--
House of Representatives (with no- more than three being members of
the House of Re6resentatiyes); five designated by the President Pro
Tempore of the Senate (wikh no more than three being members of
the Senate); and not more than fifteen appointed by the President.
The advisory Committee assists and advises the Commission in ,

planning and conducting-the White House Conference on Library
and Information Services in accordance with P.L. 93-568, December
31, 1974.c

(c) "Conference" means the White House Conference on
Library and Information Services, to be organized and convened by
the Commission in accordance with P.L. 93-568.

(d) "Planning committees" mean the planning committees in
designated by teConimtssiorrto-argarriz B-

and conduct a pre-White House Conference in each State and
territory in preparation for the White House Conference on Library
and Information Services.

(e)-"States" include the fifty States,-the District-of-C--olumbia-,
the Commonwealth of PuertO Rico, Guam, American Samoa, the
Trust Territories, Northern Mariana Islands, American Indians on or
near Reservations, Fed al Librarians, and the Virgin Islands, unless
otherwise specified.,

(f) "State meetings- mean the meetings organized and
conducted in each State by the planning committees in preparation
for the Oanference.

(g) "Act" means P.L. 93-568, December 31, 1974.

(h) "General sessions" refer'to the,meetings which will be
held at,the following times:

Session I
Session II
Session-III
Session IV
Session V

November 15, evening.
November 15, evening (RVES)
November 16, morning.
'November 18, afternoop.
November 19, morning.

(i) "Theme Sessions- refer to the five concurrent meetings of
Delegates assigned to issues within a given theme. These meetings
are to be held at the following times:
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Session I 4
Session,II,

November 17, evening.
November 18, morning.

(j) "Small Work Groups" refer to the work sessions of
Delegates assigned by issues within the Conference Themes.

(k) "Open Hearings" refer to those sessions during which
non-Delegates are invited to present testimony to a panel of the,
Commission's designation. These Open Hearings are to be held at the
following times:

I November 16, afternoon.
II November 17, morning.
III November 17, afternoon.

(I) "Delegates" mean

(a) Individuals selected or elected through a process
Ne.) determined by those planning committees in each State and territory

designated by the Commission to conduct the State and territory
pre-White House Conferences.

(b) Individuals selected as Delegates-at-large in accordance
with Commission policies and procedures.

704

(m) ."Alternates" mean those individuals selected by the States
as Official Alternates to their Delegates. This status does not confer
voting and other Delegate rights. -

in) Off' ial Observers" mean those individuals representing
organizationsagencies, or groups invited to attend the Conference..
This status does not confer voting and other Delegate rights.

-(b) "Observers" mean those individuals who.bave no official
function or role at the Conference but who have come to the
Conference and have registered as observers.

(p) "Facilitators" ,,mean those individuals whoAlave 'been
invited as disinterested petsons 'assist the Delegates in their Small
Work Groups. These individuals have agreed /0 participate in special
training for facilitating the wOrk of the Delegates in their Small Group,
Sessions. Facilitators have no_voice or vote in the resolution-making
process of the Delegates.

(q) "ModeratorsGeneral Session" mean those
non-Delegate/Alternate individuals who have been selected, and who
have agreed, to chair the Delegates in their Genefal Session
deliberations and voting.

'(r) 'Moder/forsTheme Session" mean those ,--
non-D,elegate/Alternate individuals who have been selected, and who
have agreed to chair the Delegates in their4Theme Session
deliberations and voting.
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1

(s) "Recorders" mean those non-Delegate/Alternate individuals.
who have been assigned as staff to each Delegate Work Group to
record that group's deliberations and resoludons.

(t) "Recording SecretariesTheme Sessions, Open Hearings,
sand General Sessions" mean those individuals assigned to keep track
of the proceedings of those sessions, and to provide accurate
summaries of those'sessions for further use by the Delegates.

(u) "Staff" means the White HouSe Conference staff and the
staff to the Conference provided under contract by KAPPA Systems.

(v) "Volunteers" mon those individuals who have offered
their services to assist in t1-1 work of the conference.

(w) "Special Guests" mean those other individuals who have
been invited to attend all or partssof the Conference in recognition of
their key roles in the history of the Conference and the future of the
Conference recommendations.

(x) "Chair" means the Chairman of the National Commission
on Libraries and Information Science who is also Chairman of the
White House Conference Advisory Committee.

(y) "Credentials CoMmittee" means those members of the
rtify

Official Alternates as Delegates, in the event that persons from the
States previously certified as voting Delegates are unable to
participate in the Conference, and to adjudicate any registration
difficulties.

(z) "Rules Committee" means those members of the
Commission and the Advisory ComrAittee assigned to assist Delegates
in interpreting the Conference Rules.

Section 2Words importing 'gender.

As used in these rules, unless the context requires a different.
meaning, all words Importing the masculine gender include both
masculine and feminine genders.

Section 3Open-heArings process.

3.1' Call to Conference.
73.2

,
Purpose of opening, hearings.

3.3 Panel.. c!

3.4 Identification. 4
3.5 RegiStration for Conference sessions.
3.6 Requirements.
3.7, Timekeepers.

Process.
3,. .1 Scheduling.
3: ,,2 Length of wesentation.
3.6.3 Questions. .
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a

1

-p

3.8.4 Place in White House Confererte as a whole.
3.8.5 Eligibility.
3.8.6 Deadline for heduling testimony.
3.8.7 Unscheduled estimony.
3.8.8 Minutes.
3.9 Parliamentary authoritk
3.10 Conference officials. \

3.1 Call to Conference

The Commission shall determine the time, place and the
agenda of the Conference and shall issue official notice thereof to the
Chair, to the State Librdy Agency heads of each State,' to
Delegates, and to the general public.

3.2 Purpose of open hearings.

The purpose of the open hearings is to provide an opportunity
for groups or special interests to state their concerns, to maintain the
openness of the conference to the general public, and to offer an
opportunity for conflicting or contrasting opinions to be heard.

p
3.3 Panel.

Panels for each open hearing shall consist of members of the
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science, or such
other individuals as the Commission shall designate for this purpose.

3.4 Indentification.

All participants involved in open hearing sessions shall wear
'identification badges. Badges shall not be-transferable and they shall
be visible at all meetings.

; Registration for Confere e sessions.

All persons (including press) who-intend to testify before the
open hearings sessio06 shall comply with Conference registratibn
requirements including registering with .name, address, identification,
and payment of any required fee. Upon compliance with registration
requirements, each registrant shall be issued an identification badge
as delegate at large, special guest, observer, alter9te, press, staff,
discussion leader, resource person, or recordel.

36 Requirements.

All individuals who desire to pre-file for the open hearings in
conjunction with the White House Conference shall be required to
fulfill the following:
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3:6.1 Statement of intent.

Each individual or group that desires to present a
position to the open hearings shall file a statement of intent to
present such testimony. In the case of a group, repreentation
of a statement shall be accompanied by notarized proof of
authorization.

3.6.2 Abstract.

Each participant who pre-files for open ?tearing sessions
shall provide an abstract nTo7rnore than one page, 81/2 by 11, to
include the topic area to be addressed, issues to be raised, a,
statement of a position taken, and any recommendations
which are to be included in the presentation.

.
4s.

3.6.3 Paper.

Each individual who ord.-registers to speak of the open
hearings shall submit, to the White House Conference staff in.
advance of the Conference, a paper which expresses that
po011on. This,paper should be no longer than 10. pages in
ength, double spaced on 81/2 by 11. The author of the paper

organization represerlted should be clearly indicated on
each Page of the submitted testimony.jhe format of the paper
should follow the outline as indicated above in 3.6.2.

74

3.7 Timekeepers.

Timekeepers shall be present at all sessions-of-the Conference.1
Their duty shall be to indicate to each speaker An appropree
warning before expiration of the allowed time.

3.8 Process.

The process of the open hearings shall be governed by the
procedures enumerated below:

n .

3.8.1 Scheduling.
dr,

All individuals who have preffiled their statement of
intent to testify at the open hearings by the deadline of
October 1, 1979 shall be scheduled at one of the open
hearing sessions of the Conference.

3.8.2 Length of presentation.

Each individual who h s been duly registered and
scheduled for a presentation t the open hearing shall have a

JO
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,er

maximum of five minutes to summarize his'br her
presenttion. Picipants will be held to this. time period by
the Conference timekeepers,

O'

3.8.3 Questions/Clarifications

Members of the panel shall have the option to ask the
earticipant questions for clarification of the positions or
recommendations proposed. Such questioning shall be at the
discretion of the preyding Officer;

A

1

708

4 ,
k

3.8.4 Place of opriA hearing sessions in Wh ite House
`Conference process? .

"--\ The open,hearings will be an integral pa'rt of the White
Hduse Conference. There will be recorders to summarize
important positions, points, or,opinions expressed during the
open hearing sessions. These summtries will be published in
official record of the White House Conference and brought to
the attention of the appropriate Recprnmendations Committee
of the White House Conference for consideration.

. , A

4%i 414
3.8.5 Eligibility. I ,A

.
i (a) Any assoCiationvagency,Individual or group may '

.

participate
,in

the open healings in acCordancetwith the
requirements as-stated in 3.6. A

.
.

0 -... -
(b) Any duly registered Observer at the White House

Conference shall be permitted to participate in the open A
...earing sessions ingwordance.with procedures en,umerad in

.8.7 below..

t
3.8.6 Deadline f r schedulg, testimony.

4

All particip'ant's whoctesire to pre:register for the open
hearing sessions *all fileall items specified under
Requirements, 3.6,13y October 1,-1979. a.

4444

3,.8.1 Unscheduled testimony.

The open hearing sions shall be scheduled to allow
time at the end of.each scheduled hearing for presentations by
those duly registered Coryerence'participants who have not .

pre-filed their intent tottekiftat the open hearing sessions.
These participants will be alrowad to testify to the open
hearings panels on a first-come basis after registering with the
secretary for the open hearing sessions. The secretary shall
provide to the presiding officer, one-half hour prior to the end
of each open hearing session, a list of those individuals who

t
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c

have signed in with him or her and who have provided the
necessary abstract and paper as detailed insitem 3.6,
Requirements. .*

3.8.8 Minutes.

hrec rding secretary(s) shall be responsible for the
. preparation of the official minutes of all open hearings. 'Tape

recordingsshill be provided for all open hearing sessions
discussions to aid ih the preparation of accurate minutes or
summaries by this designated recorder(s): Minutes shall be
approved by the presiding officers of these session(s) And by
The,Chairman of the Commission or his delegates.

3.9' Parliamentary authority. ,
. er

.. (a) The rules in Robert's Rules of Order N%vly Revised shall
goyern all open hearing sessions of the Cop1erence in all cases,
applicable, when not inconsistent \kith the hite

q
Hpuse Conference

'rules. . * ;.. ,

,..-.. ..
(b)`Thesiol-mat, agenda; order of business, and seating

arrangements of the Conference open hearing sessions shall be
determined in all cases by the Commission.

110' Open hearing officials.

At each open hearing session there 'shall be in attendance a

presiding officer and assistantipresiding officer; Federal officer
appointed pursuant to the requirements in the Federal Advisory
Committee Act, the chair of the RblesCommittee or his or her
designee, the chair or co-chair of the RecommendatiOns Committee,
the chair of the Credentials Committee or his designee, Conference
Pailiamentarian, timekeepers, recording secrefery(s) and credentials
monitors. Pr9siding officers of each open hearing session shall be
appointed by the Commission

Settion 4 Conference pi-ocess.

4.1 Call to Conference.
4.2 doting body.
4.3 ' No proxy voting.
4.4 Method of voting.1 4.5 identification.
4.6 Registration for Conference 4ssions.
4.7 Order of business.
4.8 Designated- 'seating.
4.9 Quorum.' .

4.10 Adoption of rules.
NO.

4.11 Discussion and debate.
4.12 Making motions.
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p

4:13 Credentials Committee.
4.14 Timekeepers.'
4.15 Floor tellers.
'4.1b Resolutions-Committees.
4.17 Parliamentary authority.
4.18 Rules Committee.
4.19 Minutes.
4.20 Conference officials.
4.21 Committee of tfie Conference.

or7

4,1 Call to Conference.

The Commission shall determine the time, place, format and
a the agenda of the Conference and shall issue official notice thereof to

the state Library Agency Heads of each Stat;.,to all Delegates, and to
the general'public.

4.2) Voting body.

The voting body of the Conference shall consist of the
following voting Delegates:

'Itt) State Delegates certified as having been duly selected as a
part of State or territorial pre-Conferences in accordance with
applicable regulations (reference to Advisory Memo Number 1,
Delegate Determination).

(b) Onp hundred and five (105) additional Delegates-at-large
designated by the Commission as deemed necessary and appropriate
to fill the requirements of P.L. 93-5'68, S.). Res. 40 (a)-(2), December
31, 1974.

(c) Alternate State Delegates who have been properly certified
in one of the following two ways:

(1) If the Commission receives proper notification by
''November 1, 1979 that a State Delegate is unable to attend, the

ranking Alternate selected at the State pre-White House Conference -4.

yip will be permanently certified by the Commission as a State Delegate;
Or

(2) At,the Conference, the Chair of the affected State
delegation may notify the Credentials,Committee of a Delegate's
inability to attend. Upon,such notification, the Credentials Comnilittee
will then certify the appropriate ranking alternate Delegate present at
the Conference as a Delegate for the State,

(3)"In implementing the aforementioned rules, the following
principles shall be controlling:

(j) Every effort will be made to ensure that the two-thirds
non-library-related to one-third library-related balance of the ,

Conference be Maintained.
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An Alternate has no right to participate as a voting
Delegate unless properly certified pursuant to paragraph (c) (1) or (2)
of this section. 0-

There shall be no alternate Delegates for
Delegates-at-large to the Conference.

4.3 No proxy voting.
,o

There shall be no proxy voting.

4;4 Method of votingTheme and Generalessions.

No indiv,idual shall have more than one vote, The regular
method of voting'shall be by Voting Credential, Paper Ballot, and
aut6mated voting mechanisms. Two-thirds vote of those present and
voting shall be required in order to overrule any ruling of the
moderator. Secret balls or roll call votes shall be by a,tw%-thirds
vote of the Delegates.

4.5. Identification.

,All voting Delegates, and all alternates shall ha,veidentification
o badge.

4.6 Registration for Conference sessions.

All persons who attend arty Conference sessions (including
press) musrcomply with registration requiremebts, including ,

registration with name, address, identification., and payment-of any
reqffired fee for meal functions. Upon compliancewith registration
requirements, each Jwistrant shall be issued an identification badge,
as Delegate, Alternate, official observer, observer, press, staff,
facilitator, moderator, or recorder, etc. Badges shall not be
transferable and they must be visible at all meetings. *Badges altered
in any fashion shall be deemed illegal.

4.7 ,Order o1 Business.

The Commission shall estab10-1 the order of businesS' for the
Conference when it issues the Call to the Conference according to
4.1, which shall be published in The Federal Register as procedurally.
demanded. New business may be submitted and adopted in
accordance with 4.7.1.

.

4.-7.1 New business.

ProplisalS for the consideration of subject matter not
embraced within`the established order of business of the

-.4 69.7 711
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4

Conferente may be brought up under the heading of new'
busine'ss at a general voting session of the Delegates (see
Definitions), b-f a petitrcin signed by 100 voting Delegates,.
presented to the Chair of the Conference 12 hours before the .

beginning o( the final General Session. Any such new business
shad also be submitted to the recording secretary, in writing,

. at least,twelve hours prior to the beginning, of the-last General
Session. A two-thirds vote of those voting Delegates present
Shall be required to consider such'new business.

48 'Designated seating.
, .

Separate seating spaces shall be provided -and clearly
designated as follows (not in "order of preference): (a) Current and'
past Commission members anti Advisory Committee members; (b)
State Delegates and Delegates;at- Large; (c) Alternate State Delegates;
(d) Special guests; (e) Official observers; (f) Conference staff; (g1 Duly
registered ss; and (h}buly registered observers to the capacity of
the meeting oms.

-

Only persons wearing appropriate badges shall be admitted to,
any session by the Credentials monitors, and only to those designated
areas and at designated times in accordance with proeedures
established by the Commission and the Credentials Committee. Only
voting Delegates, authorized media personnel, and authorized
G.Qmmission, Advisory Committee, or Conference'staff shall be
aditted to the Delegate arena for general. Conference sessions.

'44

4.9 QuorumTheme and General Sessions..

Two-thirds1

of the du-ly regiiteeed voting Delegates shall
Constitute a quorum for all generAvoting sessions.

4.9.1 Two-thirds of the duly registered voting Delegates
assigned to Theme Sessions or to Work Group Sessions
shall constitute a quoruin for these sessions. .`

4.10 Adoption of rules.
944

..,

In.accordance with 4.9, an affirmative vote by a simple
majority of all voting Delegates present shall be required for adoption
of Conference rules.

,

p

4,10.1 Amendments to rules. 6

All suggested amendments to the adoption of the
proposed rules shall be presen ed in writing to the Chair ofthe
Conferenc five hours prior to fg) first general session of the
Confere A two-thirds majority vote of the Delegates

...

present (w must Constitute a quorum) shall be required for
' . , ,

u9s
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I

an amendment to the Conference rules. All discussion and
debate on the adoption. of rules shall be governed -by the
requirements as stated in 4.11.

4.11 Discussion and debate in Th me and General Sessions (all
subject to quorum requireme ts).

(a) In order to address the Conference, a voting Delegate must
address the moderator, await recognition, give name and
identification, and state whether speaking in the affirmative or the
negative.

(b) Discussion on a motion,or agenda to is shall be limited to
three minutes for eacli speaker.

(c) No individual may speak a second time on an issue until
all others who wish to speak have ha'd an opporluny td do so.

(d) Debate may be limited or terminated by a majority vote of
those voting Delegates present and 'yang.

(e) By a simple majority vote of Delegates present, a person
other than a voting Delegate may be permitte teak in
clarification of an issue during Conference debate.

4.12 Making motions.

(a) Only properly certified voting Delegates may speak to
issues, make motions or vote. All motions, on substantive matters,
shall be written and signed by the person who makes the motion; the
moderators may require such written motions beffire action is taken.

(b) A two-thirds vote of those authorized voting Delegate's who
are present and voting shall be required to table, or to postpone
indenfinitely, or to object to consideration.

4.13 Credentials Committee.

The Credentials Committee shall report registration to the
Conference upon request of the Chair. An updated pre-registration list
of State Delegates and Alternates and of Delegates-at-large shall be
provided to the chair of the Credentials Com .4ee prior to the
opening of Conference registration.

4.13.1 Decorum.

(a), No registrant will be permitted to obstruct the view
or,hearing of any other registrant by any device. Only persons '
authorized by the Commission shall be permitted to bring any
electronic or sonic device (e.g., citizens' band radio) into'the
Conference. Any person violating these rules may be denied
all Conference privileges and removed,from the Conference.
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(b) Any registrant may be requested at any time to
provide additional identification. Any registrant who lacks
appropriate identification, or abuses any Conference-privilege,
or obstructs the orderly conduct of the Conference may be
denied any or all Conference privileges.

(c) The Conference shall have available
sergeants-at-arms and credentials monitors as necessary to
assist in the enforcement of the rules of the Conference at an
or all of the Conference sessions.

of
4.14 Timekeepers.

Timekeepers shall serve at all sessions. Their duty shall be to
indicate to each speaker an appropriate warning before expiration of
the alloWed time.

4.15 Floor tellers.

(a) At theme sessions, flosor tellers shall be available to count
and report votes. The floor 'tellers shall be assigned to definite
sections of the Conference floor. A record of the vote shall be entered
in the minutes. During a vote count, only floor tellers shall be
permitted to move about. MI other persons except voting Delegates
shall leave the voting area.

4.16 Resolutions Committee.

There shall be Conference Resolutions Committees, whose
membership shall consist of Delegate representatives elected by each
small working group. ,

.5

4.16.1 Theme ResOlutions Committees.

The membership'of the Resolutions Committee small be
divided into five theme areas, and each of these five grouPs
shall consist of one elected Delegate from each of thesinall
w. roups in that theme. In additiOn, there shall be atheme
moderator. It shall be the duty of each theme moderator to
meet with.the elected Delegates from each of the small
working groups within his/her theme area, to discuss the order-
of presentation by those Delegates of the priority (five to eight)
resolutions from their respective work groups during the first
theme session of the Conference. At the theme sessions, which
shall be attended by all Delegates to the small working groups
in thejelevant theme area, all resolutions from the small work
groups will be voted on by the Delegates and the top priority
resolutions for ach theme area from among the small work ,

groups' resoluti s will be forwarded to the general voting
session for dote. he number of resolutiort shall be limited to
34, assigned by the number of small work_groups in each °.

theme.
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4.16:2 eneral Resolutions Committee.-

membership of the General Resolutions 'Committee
shall c t of Delegates elected in the following manner: two
from eath of the Theme Resolutions Committe.es. In addition,
there shall be a General Session Moderator to meet with the
elected Delegates from each of the-Theme Resolutions
Committees to discuss the order of.presentation by those
Delegates of the priority resolutions from each of the Theme
Sessions. The number'of resolutions shall be limited to 34,
assigned by the number of small work groups in each theme,
as stated in 4'0 6.1 above. The General Resolutions Committee
will consider all theme resolutions; and those resolutions
which were not voted by the individual theme sessions as top
priority, and which were not incorporated into the top prior
resolutionsas determined by the full Resolutions
Committeewill be placed on a paper ballot for affirmativL or
negative vote by the entire voting Delegate body.

4.1 7 Parliamentary authority.

(a) The Commission shall appoint the parliamentarians
shall \be advisors to the facilitators of working groups, and moderat
of theme sessions, and general sessions. The rules in Robert's Rules of
Order Newly Revised shall govern all sessions of the Conference in
all cases not covered by these rules. .

(b) Any questions regarding the interpretation of these rules
p shall be resolved by the Moderator of the Conference session in

consultation with the Conference Parliamentarlan, subject to appeal
by Delegates under Robert's Rules.

4.18 Rules CommiM.

Any Delegate questions of interpreting the Conference Rules
between general sessions shall be handled by the Rules Committee,
assisted by an official Conference Paliamentarian.

4.19 Minutes.

The recording secretary(s), who shall be appointed by the
COmmission, shall be responsible for the preparation of the official
minutes of all theme and general sessions and open hearings. Tape
recordings shall be provided for all general session discussions to aid
in thepreparation of accurate minuteC by the designated recorder(s).
Minutes shall be approved by the moderators of the appropriate
session(s) and by the Chair of the Commission or his designate.

4.20 Co'nference officials.

At each general session, there shall be in attendance a
moderator, Federal officer appointed pursuant to the requirements of
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the Federal Advisory Committee Act, chair of the Rules Committee or
his deSignee, the chair and co-chair of the Resolutions Committee (as
elected by the Delegates), the chair of the Credentials Committee or
his designee, an official Conference Parliamentarian, timekeepers,
tellers, recording secretary(s), and credentials monitors. The
moderators for general sessions shall be appointed by the
Commission.

4.21 Committee of the Conference.

The General Resolutions Committee shall be the Committee of
the Conference which will take steps toprovide for the accurate
reporting of the proceedings and recommendations of the
Conference, as well as take responsibility for any procedures relating
to future convening of another White House Conference on Library
and Information Services.

4
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Resolutions Passed

Resolutions Not Passed The following resolutions were proposed to delegates to the
White House Conference on Library and Information Services but did

by Delegates not pass. They include two general resolutions which failed after they
were brought forward by the Resolutions Committee, four paper
ballot resolutions which did not pass, and 20 petition resolutions
which did not gain the two-thirds vote necessary for the delegates to
consider them.

GENERAL RESOLUTIONS

The Library of Congress
and National Planning

Lifelong Learning

The following two resolutions were brought by the Resolutions
Committee to the final voting session of the Conference on Monday,
November 19, 1979, but failed to pass.

WHEREAS, all .types of publicly funded libraries should be designated
as resources for publicly produced and privately produced
information and vehicles for dissemination and assistance in the
use of this information, and

WHEREAS, all levels of government should be responsible for
assuring this right,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that Congress designate the Library of
Congress to provide leadership in the development of plans for
such services as a national ,depository for all governmental
publications, a national periodicals center, a national referfal
center, and a national library network, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the State library agencies be
designated' s integral participants in the planning and
development of national services,and as leaders in the planning
of State and local services,,

WHEREAS, inFrkier to enhance informal lifelong learning for all
persons without regard to age, race, religion or other handicap
condition, and

WHEREAS, local-and State agencies, libraries and other educational
institutions have a specific and vital role in serving-the lifelong
learning need of all people,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, libraries together with those other
agencies and institutions should work cooperatively to provide
the resources and services that will enable all our people to take
advantage of opportunities available to them, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVE-I), that programs be developed that create
a climate for cultural, educational and practical use ilOresponse
to community needs.
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PAPER BALLOTS The four resolutions that follow were submitted to the
delegates by paper ballot but failed to pass:

Subsidizing the Use
of Technology

C

Local Library Commissions

User Fees

WHEREAS, we affirm the concept of information as a public utility.
We believe that information, in any form, should be made
available to all.

BE IT RESOLVED, that it is the right of all people to have access to
technological development as it relates to publicly funded library
services, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that a special Federal fund be created to
subsidize library users of commercial machines, computer
har'dware and software and other data-bas4d systems.

BE IT RESOLVED, that Federal or State governments set up local
advisory (countKor regional) commissions on libraries and
information services composed of lay and professional persons.

WHEREAS, the topic of user fees to be charged by libraries to their
patrons is a highly debatable qbestion in this period of library
development,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the question of user fees and all
of its ramifications to libraries of all types and to their patrons be
investigated through proper research methods and the results of
this study be made availableto all libraries so that service to all
people be equitable and fair, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the funding for such a study be
undertaken by the American Library Association and/or State
library agenciesi the United States Department of Education.

Vandalism and Theft WHEREAS, library losses due'to theft are a serious natiqnal problem,
and

718'

< WHEREAS, these losses cause expenditures of large amounts of
'money that could be used to provide library services that would

meet the personal needs of individuals;

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that there be a special program within
the American Library Association that would be responsible for
the following:

1) gathering and making available all information relating to
library losses and their prevention.

2) providing grants for various types of research,and
demonstration projects, which would help to decrease the
incidence of theft and vandalism.
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Resolutions Not Passed

PETITION RESOLUTIONS The 20 *resolutions that follow are petition resolutions which
failed to gain the two-thirds vote needed for the delegates to the
Conference to consider them. Careful study of these resolutions will
show that in many cases the intent of some of these already Was
included irresolutions previously adopted by the delegates.

io?

Assistant Secretary for Libraries WHEREAS, the library, through the ages has been and continues to
be the storehouse of the world's knowledge, and

Information Policies

(\-
WHEREAS, the library, in this historical context is central to the

humanization of man, and

WHEREAS, the library, here in these United States is the_core of
intellectual and social freedom and economic salvation,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLED, that the library in America be given a
predominant presence everywhere in the nation by the creation
of an Assistant Secretary for Libraries in the Department of
Education.

BE IT RESOLVED, that this Conference recognizes the urgent need to
formulate information policies for the people of the United States
and charges the National Commission on Libraries and
Information Science to consult with other agencies and
organizations to formulate such policies and propose necessary
legislative action.

Needs of Etimic Groups WHEREAS, the ethnic populations in America represent an enormous
potential source for library patronage, and

1"

WHEREAS, there is no Federal library legislation addressed
specifically and directly to the need for library services to ethnic
populations, and

WHEREAS, librkies have much to offer by way of servicing and
progrdmming which could contribute to the recognition of these
diverse groups and to the concept of ethnic pluralism,,and

WHEREAS, these ethnic groups should be brought into the library
orbit as library users so that they may in turn come to the
support of libraries around budget time, and

WHEREAS, it is necessary to develop cooperation among .

community-based, ethnic groups, public libraries, schools and
j institutions of higher learning,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that Congress consider and approve
legislation directed to library services which meet the needs of
ethnic groups in America.
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Resolutions Not Passed

ANational Library Service WHUREAS, hearing impairment is the single most prevalent disability
for thebeaf in the United States. It is a communication barrier that has led to

misunderstanding and ignorance by the general pyblicof the
deaf person's needs. Deafness affects people of every age, race,

nic origin, and educational background. It draws people to-
ether in a unique language which has its own context and

-rving as a native lanivage to many, with English as a
second language,

Libraries for the
Institutionalized

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the States

1) train personnel on library service to the deaf;

2) establish a Library Commission for the Deaf which will
include deaf individuals; and

3) establish a clearinghouse that will act as a sole Information
and Referral in the State to assist all libraries to serve the
deaf and the general public on information needs about
deafness and services for the deafA storeplace for
collection of special media for the deaf for interlibrary loan;
and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that Congress approve legislation to
create a National Library Service for thetneaf, and that the
Service shall be developed and devised by a board consisting of
deaf professionals, ,deaf consumers, and library professionals.

WHEREAS, in ividuals confined within institutions (correc(ional,
mental h spitals, and facilities for the mentally retarded) are
entitled to i rary and information services, and

WHEREAS, institutions, for the most part, provide little or inadequate
library and information services,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that Federal, State and local
governments act testablish or enhance, libraries and
information services for the institt.itionalized, nd

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that funds be appropn sed at the
Federal, State and locAl levels to support these services.

The People's Library BE IT RESOLVED, that the Atlegates to the White House Conference
Bill of Rights an Library and Information Services affirm their belief in the

7Ublic right to library service as stated in the following tenets:

1) All people are entitled to free access to the information and
knowledge within a library; .

2) All people are entitled to obtain current; accurate
information on any topic of interest;

3) All people are entitled to courteous, efficient, and prompt
.service;
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Resolutions Not Passed

$

Libraries as
Recreational Resources

Hispanic Office Within
The National Library Agency

t.

1%.

4) All people are entitledto assistance by qualified library

personnel;

5) All people are-eptitled to the right of privacy in the

selection and use of materials;

6) All Isie ople are entitled to the full service of the library
network on a Ial).regional, State, and national level;

7) All people are6ntitled fp the use of a facility that is
accessible, attractive, and comfortable;

8) , All people are entitled to access to the policies regarding
the use and services of a library; and

9) All people are,entitled to library service that' reflects the
interests and needs of the total community.

BE IT RESOLVED, that the White House Conference on Library and
Information Services hereby reaffirms'thevole of schobl and

public libraries as not only an educational resource, but also a
recreational resource committed to providing the public with a
wide range'of books, periodicals, and other kinds of traditional
library respurces.

WHEREAS, efforts to sere the Spanish- speaking are diffused and
uncoordinated, and

WHEREAS, information regarding these efforts is hard to obtain, an4d

WHEREAS, there exists a tremendous need o coordirtate these efforts
and dissemnate information on therh nd

WHEREAS, any significant improvemej3ts in the lib4ary services to the
Spanish- speaking will require direct cbntact and attention from

.high governmental offices, .

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that an d'ffice, staffed with
Spanish-speaking professional librarians, be instituted within the
National Library Agency to address the library and information
needs of the Spanish-speaking and that this office be authorized.
to act in the following capacity:

1) To coordinate national projects aimed at improving.services
to th'e Spanish-speaking.

2) To collect and disseminate information on local, State, and

national projects.

3) To collect data for purposes of evaluating and reporting on
the status of library and information services to the

"Spanish-speaking in the country.

4) To serve as a direct liason between the Spanish-speaking
communities, the library profession, libraries serving the
Spanish-speaking, and the Federal government.
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Resolutions Not Passed

Encouraging Library Usage

O

WHEREAS, the jitybl)c libraries of the United Sta/esand its, Trritories
are as integral a part of public education as ,the public schools;
and

WHEREAS, the librarie s of the United States and its Territories can
serve both individual needs and democracy by promOting
accurate and coherent information on social; cultural, political,
and consurher issues, then

THEREFORE. BE IT RESOLVED, 'gal all delegates, alternates,
observers, ayd Either participants in the White House Conference
on Library and information Services make it their immediate gal
thanO pupil in-their State or Territory shall finish this school `'
year without comini to know and; as much as possible, to feel"
at home in, a neighborhood library; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED,, that each participant in the Conference
shall take it upon himself or herself to enlist the s.upport of the'
State or 'Territory's parents, librarians, teachers, public
administrations,. private associations and businesses, an other
appropriate istrumentalities to accomplish this definite goal.

,

Postal Reform Legislation WHEREAS, libraries a re dependent on the U.S. mails forreceipt of
materials from' publishers anti distributbrs, for interlibrary loans,
and for directlibrary service to geographically isolated or
homebound' patrons, and i i,../ .

.,. .

WHEREAS, current 1pw PL'94-421 requires hat the "educational,
, , cultural" scientific, and informational value to the recipient of

mail- matter" betaken into consideration in setting postal rates,
.

,r. ,

Telecommunications Rates

722 A

T.?

and

WHEREAS, the Hou'ie o Re,pre entatives recently passed br an
overwhelming margin a bi IHR 79) which would increase he
public servicesubsidy to t e U.S. Postal Service, extend the
phased rate increases for fourth-class.book and library rates over.

longer period of time, and make further improvements to the/
library rate including extending-it tb book'S sent from libraries
and educational institutions as well as to them,

THEREFORE iA IT RESOLVED, that White Ho e onference on
Library and Information Servicey delegat respectfully urge that
the U.S.'Senate pass le islation Idurin e 96th Congress similar

`" to HR 79, the Postal Ser ice Act of 1,979.

WHEREAS, in a democratic society an informed citizenry is basic to
the national interest, and

A -

WHERE S, libraries collectively are a major disseminator of
occ pational, educational, and recreational information' t9 the
American people; and - .,

0
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WHEREAS, today's libraries are no longer just repositories for books
but sources of informatidn with emphasis on access and .

communication, and
,..^....."

,WHEREAS, the enormous proliferation and fragmentation of
.,,., knowledge, the increasing sophistication of information

necessary to function in today's complex society, and the
explosive deivelopment of information and communication
techhologies to meet these demands, all make use of
telecommunications technologies by libraries essential, and

WHEREAS, ample,precedefit exists in public lawS and regulatory
policy for giving special recognition to nonprofit libraries and
educational institutions'asithey carry out Oeir responsibilities to
the public,

.4...

,.®

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that White House Confe'renoe on
Library and Information Services delegates call upon Congress
and the Administration to establish ky statute the ability for
common carriers to provide preferential rates-for nonpr
libraries and educational institutions in their uses of
telecommunications channels of all types for inter-institutional
transmissions and for the distribution of information to thef,
public.

i

, \\
Expansion of Office of Libraries, WHEREAS, American libraries have long served as an indispensable

element in both formal and lifelong education, and the
importance of libraries in the educational process has long been
recognized by the Federalkgovernment, and .

WHEREAS, libraries are a cross-cutting function providing support for
all levels and forms of educatioh, and have elements in common
with other cross-cutting functions such as education technology,
telecommunications demonstrations, education information
centers, and literacy activities, and

. SP

, W EREAS, the newly-created cabinet-,level Department of Educatiob
. provides an-opportunity for rethinking and restructuring ,

cross-cutting functions suclfas libraries,

,- THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that White House Conference on
Library. and Information Services delegates support the expansion

. of the Office of Libraries and Learning Resources, under the

direction of an Assistant Secretary within the new Department of

Education, and call upon Congress and the Administration to
take favorable action in support of this resolution. , -..

41

Funding
`Federal

Library. WHEREAS, an informed citizenry is essential in a democratic society,

Programs\ . and
7

.-.

4.

WHEREAS, the leVel of literacy necessary to function effectively in
today's complex. society is steadily rising, and

. 7O9
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Resolutions Not Passed r
WHEREAS, it is a priority of both Congres's and the Administration to

imptove the basic learning skills of elementary and secondary
school students, and to reduce adult illiteracy, and

WHEREAS, basic skills and literacy cpnnot be improved without a
commitment to library support, and

WHEREAS, reports of preliminary Federal budget figures for fiscal
year 1981 indiCate sharp reducAns in library funding,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that White House Conference on
Library and Information Servics delegates call upon Congress
and the Administration to restore and, increase funds for Federal
library progrims to ensure effective library and information
services for all citizens.

Support for Education WHEREAS, effective provision of library and information services to
for Library and Information meet the current and future needs of citizens will be largely

dependent updn the availdbility of competent staff, and

WHEREAS, the coMplexities of the information society necessitates a
continuing supply of well educated, quality persons as
inforrriation professionals, and

A

WHEREAS, the rapidly expanding/technologies, new techniques for
information delivery, and new services to user populations
demand library staffs who are continuously expanding their
knowledge and abilities to meet new challenges through
continuing education and personal development, and

WHERE new information society presents challenges which
requi systematic research efforts which might appropriately be
addressed by Graduate Schools of Library and InformatiOn
Science, and

.

WHEREAS, the Feder`al Government through Title II of the Higher
Education Act and other Federal legislation has recognized its
responsibility to support education and research fo,r librarianship
and information management,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, tha ritinued and intensified efforts.
be madey the Federal government to prov e-direet-clgignat
support'reducation in library and information sciences; this
support be in forms which will encourage recruitment and
instructional improvement, research and demonstration..

Funding for the Elementary and WHEREAS, school library media programs are deperident to a critical
Secondpy Education Act (ESEA) extent upon funding made available to them through Title IV-B

of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), as
amendecrin 1978, and

ti
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Resolutions Not Passed

Elimination of
Dupliption of Services

WHEREAS, ESEA Title IV-B funds, due to inflation,-ever growing
needs for more diversified instructional materials and equipment
within schools and increased use of these materials by teachers, .

students and the community, are barely adequate to supplement
local and State support (or school library media programs, and

WHEREAS, the need for effective school library media programs,
staffed by certified library media professionals and support
personnel and capable of providing a full range of instructional
materials, equipment and services has been endorsed by
numerous individuals and groups attending the White House
Conference on Library and information Services held in
Washington, D.C., November ) 5-19, 1979, k(

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the participants in the White
House Conference on Library and Information Services
communicate to the Pregident and the Congress of*the United
States their support.for the full funding of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act (ESEA) Title IV-B Program to at least the

level of the FY 1979-80 budget ($171,000,000), and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that these funds be designated-for the
exclusive purchase of library materials (print and audiovisual
materials) and equipment for use within the instructional
progr'am in America's public and non-public schools.

WHEREAS, the purpose of this resolution is to:'

1) Make the best use of the public's financial resources;

2) Provide a Coordinated approach in the provision of
information;

Eliminate duplicative information programs,.and

Provide a central focus to- 'which citizens can turn for
information.

THER ORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the following actions should be
taken:

9
1) The President should issue ahexecutive order amending the

A-95 clearinghouse review process to require that
-lipp application for Federal grants be reviewed to yetpe.

duplication of information services;

2) Incentives should be provided-to encourage applicants for
Federal and State funding programs to demonstrate that they

will not duplicate an information program already,serving
the target groups;

3) Preference should begiven to libraries as information
service providers where such preference would not

..d,uplairkexisting programs.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that Federa) AI State legislation and
rules should be in keeping with the principles set forth irrthis
resolution.

'l

3)

4)
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Resolutions Not Passed

(cpc
L I Community Control

v

WHEREAS, the mainstays of libraries have* traditionally been found in
local community support,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that there be included in the national-
information policy elements to ensure continued local control of
community libraries and information services.

-

-r
Personnel Selection

Constitutional Amendment

WHEREAS, in order to provide access to the full range of modern
information services, libraries require' appropriate qualified
personnel and

WHEREAS, library education and training programs need guidance to
insure that curricula provide for the development of
competencies actually required in liliraries to serve citizens, and

WHEREAS, libr.aries need assistance in designing employee selection
procedures and criteria to meet therequirements of law, to
provide equal employment opportunities and to enettre that all
personnel have the required knowledge, skills, and abilities,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the White House Conference on
Library and Inform'ation Services recommends that the Federal
government fund a studj, to develop and validate personnel
selection procedures to ensure that the most capable personnel
are selected and that equal employment opportunity is provided
to all.

WHEREAS, technological development is creciaraffundamental
change in society, a changi from an incliAtrial societysto an
information society, and

WHEREAS, constant change is experienced as a sense of frustration
tt by people,because they lack a sense of control, purpose and

understanding, and

726

'WHEREAS, information is not perceived as an a4ailable tool to solve
the frustration, and

WHEREAS, libraries and information centers are existing social .

institutions that could fulfill the need for understanding and
control, and

WHEREAS, to fulfill this need libraries and' information centers have a
constitutional basis to protect them from the exigencies of

economic and political crises, and

WHEREAS, a Constitutional Amendment WTI establish primacy of the
need for information in any non-constitutional conflict and an

-equal primacy with other rights in case of constitutional
controversy, and

'4 4.0



Resolutions Not Pass 4d
I

..

, State Library Agency Planning

,. .

WHEREAS, the resolution of constitutional controversy by,court and
legislative action if the amendment is adopted, and the
controversy raised during the process of adoption, will in both
cases help increase awareness of the role of information and the

'changing nature of our society, and .

WHEREAS, the purpose of a free Society is the fullest possible -
development of the individuals of that society, that integral to
their development is free access to any and all information
within

.:-.._
that society,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that it shall be the responsibility of
the Federal government to provide the necessary funds to
research and provide the most efficient means of making this
information accessible to all the citizens of our society.

..
,

WHEREAS, effective provision of libra4 and information services
requires a strong partnership of Federal, State and local
governments, and

WHEREAS, strong State library agencies arean essential component
in that partnership for statewide planning, coordinating and
developing library and information 'gervices in the State,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that Federal legislation include a title

, for Library Planning and Development to provide matching funds-
for State library agency planning and evaluajon, studies and
research, coordination with all Federal library grant programs,

:planning for State network development and coordination with
..g multi-state and/or national networks, continuing education and

)staff development, and administration of Federal grant funds.

A

.,

' liS°
. - .

e 13
,.

.I.
4
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Conference Agenda

Thursday,
November 15, 1979
Activities

Noon -7 p.m. Registration

Noon-5 p.m. White House Conference
Information Center

Noon=5 p.m. Films on Library and
Information Services

2 p.m.-5:30 p.m.

5:30 p.m.-7:00 p.m.

Delegate Caucuses

Reception

7:00 p.m.-9:30 p.m. Banquet

N

Formal Opening:

Chairman:
Charles Benton, Chairmao of the National Commission on Librar-

ies and Information Science and The'White House Conference on Library

and Information Services

Swearing In of Delegates:
U.S. Judge Abner J. Mikva

Greetings:
Marilyn Killebrew Gell, ExecUtiye Director of the White House

Conference Staff

Marion Barry, Mayor of Washington, b.C.,

Presentation of Awards:

Presented by: . ,

Dr.Martin M. Cummings, Director, National Libraryof Medicine

b....._
Awards To: ---,"

i
4

S Channing L. Bete; Sr. (Posthumous) .

f

U.S. Representative John Brottlel-nas, Indiana
.

Carl A.rElliot, fOrtner U.S, Representative from Alabama
4; a

U.S. S-effator Warren . Magnuson, Washington

- -Bessie Boehm Moore, Vice Chai:rman of The National Commis-.
sion on Libraries and Information Science, Member of TheAdvisory ,

, Committee on The-White House Conference on Library and Information

Services

U.S. Senator Claiborne Pell, Rhode Island

U.S. Representative Carl D. Perkins, Kentucky

7'4
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Conference Agenda

Thursda
Novem

Activities

er 15, 1979

Remarks:
Richard-M. Neustadt, Assistant Director, Domestic Policy Staff,

The White House

U.S. Representative William D. Ford, Michigan

U.S. Senator Jacob K. Javits, New York

9:45 p.m.-Close

4

a

. 730 .

0

General Session I

Adoption of Rules

Moderators:

U.S. Judge Abner J. Mikva

Edmund M. Reggie, Executive Counsel to the Goverfror of
Louisiana

0

*
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Conference Agenda'

Friday,
November 16, 1979,

Activities

8 a.m.-6 p.m. Registration

9 a.m.-5 p.m. White House Conference
Information Center

1:30 a.m.-11:30 a.m. General Session II

c9,

Presidential Address:
President Jimmy Carter

Ficte Conference Themes

Moderator:

Frank Fitzmaurice,.Producer, National Public Radio

Speakers:

Clara-S. Jones, Member of the National Commission on Librar-

ies and Information Science; Library and Ihformatidn Services for Per-

sonal Needs
I

Francis Keppel, Director, Aspen Institute For Humanistic
Studies; Library and Information Services for Lifelong Learning

Herbert D. Beni ngton, Vice President, The-MITR8 Cdrporation;
Library and Infbrmation Services for Organizations and the Professions

Major R. °Wens, New York State Senator;library and Infornia-
tion SerVices for Governing Our Society.

Bernard Ostry, Deputy Minister Of Communications for
Canada; Library and Information Services for International Understand-

ing and Cooperation J

11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. Intermissioh

, 12:30 p.m.-2:15 p.m. Luncheon

"Telefuture" Videotape Segments

Moderator:

Robert Lee Chartrand, Senior Specialist in Information Policy and
Technology, Congressional Research Service, Library of Congres's
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Conference Agenda

Friday,
November 16,11979

Activities
O

Speakers:

Lobby
Nicholis Johnson, Chairman, National Citizens Communications

Robert B. Pfannkuch, President, Video Group, Bell & Howell Co.

2:15 p.m.-2:30 p.m. Intermission

2:30 p.m.-5:30 p.m. Work Sessions

2:30 p.m.-5:30 p.m. Open Hearing I

Presiding:
Bessie Boehm Moore

6 p.m.-9 p.m. Reception Sponsored by American Library Association and Library of
Congress'

6 p.m.-11 p.m. Delegate Caucuses

9 p.m.-11 p.m.

I

'`732

Multi-media 'Programs;

The Library: A Place to Grow; Audiovisual Center, The University of Iowa

Libraries in the Information Age; Educational Systems and Learning Re-
sources, University of Utah

The Futbre Is Today; Colorado State Library

Ideas for the Library of the Future; The School of Arthitecture, Mississippi
State University

r
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Conference Agenda

Saturday,
Noverilber 17; 1979
Activities It>

8 a.m.-7 p.m. Registration

8:30 a.m.-11:30 a.m. . Open Hearing II

Presiding:
Horace E. Tate, Member of the National Commission on Libraries

and Information Science v..

8:30 a.m.-11:30 a.m.

9 a.m.T.5 p.m.

Work Sessions .

White House ConferenCe Information Center

Noon-2 p.m. Lunchon

Presiding:
Warren G. Hill, Member of She Advisory Committee on The White

House Conference on/Library and Information Services

Speakers:.

Governor Bill Clinton of Arkansas
.

George Schrader, City Manager of Dallas, Texas

2:30 p.m.-5:30 p.m. Open Hearing III

Presiding: .

i
William J. Welsh, The Deputy Librarian of Congress'

2:30 p.m.-5:30 p.m. -4 Wcfk Sessions

v

6:30 p.m.-8 p.m. Banquet

Presiding:
Philip A. Sprague, Member of the National Commission on Librar-

ies and Information Science .

Speaker:
.

James H. tioren, Founder and President, International Association

of 'Bureaucrat4

8 p.m.-10 p.m. White House Conference Info'rrnation Center.
,

'8:30 p.m.-11 p.m. Theme Sessions

v

11 p.m. Recommendations Committees

718
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Conference Agenda

Sunday,
November 18, 1979
Activities

7 a.m.-8 a.in. Religious Services

t 8 a.m.-7 0.m. Registration

Noon-5 p.m. White House Conference Information Center

8:30 a-.m.-NOon Theme Sessions

Noon-2 p.m. Luncheon

Speaker:

Ralph Nader

2:30 p.m.-5:30 p.m. General Session III

Moderators:

U.S. Judge Abner J. Mikva

Edmund M. Reggie, Executive Counsel to the Governor of
Louisiana

6 p.m.-9 p.m.

734

International Receptions
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Conference Agendi

Monday,
November 19, 1979

Activities

8 a.m.-3 p.m. 'Registration

8 a.m.-11 a.m.

110

General Session IV

Moderators:

U.S. Judge Abner Mikva

Edmund M. Reggie, Executive Counsel to the Governor of
Iduisiana

Concluding Statement:
Charles Benton

11 a.m.-1 p.m. Joint Congressional Hearing

Co-chairmen:

U.S. Representative William D. Ford, Michigan

U.S. Senator tlaiborrie,Pell, Rhode Island

1 p.m. -3 p.m. LuncheOn

Speaker:
Stuart E. Eizenstat, Assistant to the-President for Domestic Affairs

and Policy

3 p.m.

.1

Adjournment

lb
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Statistics'

Introduction to Three categories of statistical data are included On the following

Statistics pages: sociodemographics on Conference delegates, national
resolutions by type and number, and .State resolutions by type and

number.
Statistics on the delbgates are provided by age, educational level,

ethnic level, handicap; income level, language, occupation,
population, and sex. These statistics have been further broken down
by the tyvo*pes of delegates, as required by public law,

"lay"citizens at large, and "library"citizens within library or

information science fields.
The 64 resolutions pissed by delegates to the Conference were

analyzed by content, to establish keywords. For each keyword, the
number of resolutions dealing with that topic is given.

The resolutions passed at the 5 pre-Conference imeetings have

been analyzed in the same way *he national resolutions. In

addition, statistics- on resolutions by keyword are Firovided for

pre-Conference nieetings held by States, Territories, and American

Indians.

I
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Statistics
a

White House
Conference
Delegates: Socio-
Demographic .Statistics

Age

O

,17`4

.t14

a'

DELEGATES BY AGE CATEGORY
(RERCENTAGES FIGURED BELOW)

LAY LIBRARY TOTAL
4,

I

UNDER So ' 27 ., 0 27

.1, . 123 . 69
113 55 ,

192
168 .

10
2,9.-2905' , 57 . -13

82 6; 144 (471:f!, :

37 ,

1-7.
20 57

4 6 ..1. 710 .

144,
a 225 :' af668

.` `` .-''J
..

i
. UNDER 20 .

(1.0 0.0 ' 4.0
t ..

20 -29 4 12.8

'= 32139. ,.....t 4 25.5 4 10.4
, 25.1

t "4'0=49t--49 27.72 , 30.6 28.7

50.-59 is4 18.5 --2/.5 21.5

60+ 8.3' ik8.8 8.5.

41/A. 0.9 1.4

-*TOTAJ:. 66.3. n.6,/ 100.0'' A.. ,

30 -39

40';49

50-59,
;60+
,N/A

TOTAL- '

cational Level .. 13,E LEG

gp 1PE
b V*,

" 1.4Y
if_ rag

-,;

17
61

ELEMENTARY.
HIGH SCHOOL
COLLEGE
ADV DEGREE
OTHER "

N/A
TOTAL

ELEMENTARY
HIGH SCHOOL
COLLEGE
ADV DEGREE
OTHER
N/A
TOTAL

. .

-
4TH GRADE

TAS AY EDUCATIONAL LEVEL
ENTAGES) FIGURED BE-LOU 1,

mom! TOTAL
7. 7

13 g

191 403

itt14' '13

443 4 7 668

17
72

172

1
3

73.8' 9.40

1'\4' VP

34. ,10' 9.3

47.8.., '.$4:"8

0.2- 0.

0.2 A:8
66.3 °:,..43.6p

lb 2.5
10.7
25.7
60.3 4

0.1

0.4
100.0

OTHER EDUCATIONAL CATEGORIES

.4

7?2 739

*0



I

Statjsttcs
ek

Ethnic Group

ti I..

Handicap

DELEGATES BY ETHNIC GROUP
(PERCENTAGES FIGURED BELOW'

LAY LIBRARY TOTAL

WHITE 300 = 175 475
gLACK 76 28 104
HISPANIC 21 6 27
ASIAN AN 12 3 15
NATIVE AN '14 4 18
OTHER 14 3 17
N/A 6 6 12
TOTAL 443 225 668

.

'. WHITE 67.7 77.7 71.1
BLACK. 17.1 12.4 15.5
HISPANIC 4.7 2.6 4.0
ASIAN AM 2.7 1.3 . 2.2
NATIVE AM \ 3.1 1.7 .2.6
OTHER 3.1 1.3 2.5
N/A 1.3 2.6 1.7
TOTAL 66.3 33.6 100.0

OTHER ETHNIC CATEGORIES

Carolnian-Pacific Islander 1

Chamorro 5
Franco-American 1

Hawallan-Caucasian 1

Micronesian 4
Polynesian 1

Samoan d 3
Yaqui-Mexican 1

DELEGATES BY HANDICAP
(PERCENTAGES FIGURED BELOW)

LAY LIBRARY TOTAL

BLIND 17 1 18
DEAF 2 3 5
MOTOR 9 2 11
OTHER 0 1 1
N/A 415 218 633
TOTAL 443 225 668

BLIND
DEAF
MOTOR
OTHER
N/A
TOTAL

Li

3.8
-0.4

2.0
6.0
93.6
66.3

414<"*"

0.4
1.3
0.8
0.4
96.8,
33.6

OTHER HANDICAPS

1

2.6

0.7
1.6
0.1

94.7
100.0

I

72.3
740

. ,



Statistics

Income Level
DELEGATES BY INCOME BRACKET
(PERCENTAGES FIGURED BELOW)

LAY LIBRARY TOTAL

0-4999 33 . 6 39

5000-9999 41
0

50

10000-19999 130 58 188

20000-29999 110 67 177

30000+ 104 73 177

N/A 25 12 37

TOTAL 443 225 668

4)

0-4999 7.4 2.6 5.8

5000-9999 9.2
aa.

4.0 7.4

10000-19999, 29.3 25.7 28.1

20000-29999 24.8 29.7 1 26.4

30000+ 23.4 32.4 26.4

N/A 5.6 5.3 5.5

TOTAL 66.3 33.6' 100.0

Language
DELEGATES BY LANGUAGE

(PERCENTAGES FIGURED BECBW)

LAY LIBRARY TOTAL
r

I

ENGLISH 428 215 643

OTHER 13 . 6 19

N/A 2 4 6

TOTAL . 443 225 668

*Zs

ENGLISH 96.6 95.5 96.2

OTHER 2.9 2.6 2.8

N/A 0.4 1.7 ' 0.8

TOTAL 66.3 33.6\ 100.0

r

OTHER LANGUAGE CATEGORIES

American Sign Language 2

Caflolinian 1

Chamorro 4

French 2

Samoan 2

. Spanish 8

4

724
741



Statistics

Occupation . LAYLDELEGATES BY OCCUPATION

NUM3.ER
.42.

PERCENTAGE

AGRICULTURE - 11 1.6
BUSINESS/INDUSTRY- 42 6.2
EDUCATION 121 18.0
GOVERNMENT 49 7.3
HOMEMAKER 41 6.1
LABOR 5 .0.7
PROFESSIONAL, OTHER 68 1,0.1

RETIRED 19 2.8
SCIENCE/TECHNOLOGY 8 1.1'
STUDENT 39 5.8 .

OTHER , 37
N/A .230 34.3
TOTAL 670 100.0

LIBRARY RELATED DELEGATES
"4.

-40

BY,0

NUMBER

UPATION

PEKE TALE

ACADEMIC LIBRARY 36 5.3
ARCHIVES 6 0.8s\ EDUCATOR,LIB./INFO. SCIENCE 20 2.9
'FEDERAL LIBRARY 3 0.4
INFORMATION SERVICE 2 0.2
MEDIA SPECIALIST 1$ 0.1
NETWORK CENTER 4 0.5
PUBLIC LIBRARY 63 9.4
RETIRED LIBRARIAN 1 .1
SCHOOL/MEDIA CENTER 25 3 .7

SPECIAL LIBRARY 14 e 2 .0

STATE/TERRITORY LIB. AGENCY 19 2 8
OTHER 20' 2. 9

N/A 456 68.
TOTAL 670 100.

L
-S.

_ OTHER OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORIES

Governors Asst. for LibriAles 1

State Government Public 1

Information
Unemployed for 32 yrs. c 1

.

742
725



. Statistics

O`

Population

)1

Sep" '

DELEGATES BY POPULATION CATEGORY'
(PERCENTAGES FIGUREO BELOW)

LAY LIBRARY TOTAL

0-25000 154 60 214

25000-100000
100004-1 MIL

129
111

71

'73

200°

184,
)

1 MILLION+ 45 18 ,63
N/A 4 3 7 S

TOTAL 443 225 668

0-25000
25000-100000
100000-1 MIL
1 MILL/0N+
N/A
TOTAL

Ce,4.7
29.1
25.0
10.1
0.9
6.3

26.6
31.5
32.4
8.0
1.3

'33.6

32.0
29.9
27.5
.9.4
1.0

100.0

'MALE

DELEGATES BY SEX
(PERCENTAGES.FitURED'BELOW)

BRARY TOTAL'

2$t 0

FEMALE 197 129

N/A 13 % 6

TOTAL 443 225

MALE 52,,5 40.0

FEMALE 44.4 57.3

N/A 2.9. 2.6

TOTAL 33.6

R

323
326
19

668

48.3
48.b
2.8

1000

726 11 743



National Resoltitions

744

*a

4 TOTAL
NUMBER SUBJECTS

1 ACADEMC LIBRARIES
5 ACADEMIC LIBRARIES ti

10 ACCESS
8 ACCESS BARRIERS
2 ACQUISITIONS
1 ADMINISTRATION
3 ADULTS
2 ADVISORY COUNCILS
1 AGED
3 ALA
1 ALASKAN NATIVES
1 AMERICAN INDIANS
1 APPRECIATION ,,
1 ARCHITECTURAL BARRIERS
2 ARCHIVp. . .
2 ARTS
4 AUDIO VISUAL
2 AUDIOVISUAL
2 AUTHORS
3 BLIND

-
1 BRAILLE
1 BROADCASTING
1 tUREAU or INDIAN AFFAIRS
2 CAREER
1 CATALOGING
1 CENSORSHIP
1 CERTIFICATION

s.
7 CHILDREN
6 CITIZEN PARTICIPATION
6 CLEARINGHOUSES
3 COLLECTIONS
1 COLLEGE
2 COMMUNICA
4 COMMUNIT ER.VICES
3 COMPUTERS

I 4 CONPERENCE
11 CONGRESS
1 CONSTR6CTION
4 CONSULTANTS

11 CONTINUING EDUCATION
.1 COOOPERATION
1' COOOPERAIION WITH OTHER AGENCIES._
1 COOPERATION

10 COOPERATION WITH OTHER AGENCIES'
1 COOPERATON WITH OTHER AGENCIES
1 COPYRIGHT
2' CORRECJIONAL INSTITUTIONS \N.y-
4 CULTURAL P9ESERVATION cx

3 DATA BASES
1 DEAF )

8 DELIVERY
4 OEMONSTRATION PROJECTS
1 -DEPOSITORIES , rA'
7 DEPT OF EDUCATION
1 DEPT OF THE INTERIOR
1 DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED
3 ,DOCUMENTS
4 IMPLICATION OF. EFFORT
6 EDUCATION
1 EDUCATION P011'..ALLHANDItiPPED CHILDERN ACT OF 1975
7 'EQUAL' ACCESS

,EQUIPMENT
1 ESE), i.

3 ETHNIC GROPES
4 EVAWTION
4 FACMTIESI
1 FCC ,.

22 FEDERAL FUNDING,
2 FEDERAL lIBRARIES.

f



National Resolutions

TOTAL
UMBER SUBJECTS

FILMS
3 FIRST AMENOMENT
1 FOUNOATIONS
2 FREE
2 FREEDOM TO READ
1 FRIENDS OF THE LIBRARY
2 FUNOING FORMULAS
1 GIFTED,
2 %GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
1 GOVERNMENT INFO
2 GOVERNMENT INFORMATION
1 GOVERNOR
1 GPO

n. 8 GRANTS
4 HANOICAPPEO
1 HEA
1 HEW
1 HHPRC

1111 HIGHER EOUCATION
2 HISTORICAL PRESERVATION
1 HOMEBOUND

..I HOURS
4 INFORMATION ANO REFERRAL
I -INSTITUTE FOR SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL COOPERATION
3

2

1

1

1

.INSTITUTIONALIZEO.
INT4LLECTUAL FREEOOM
INTERAGENCY COOPERATION
INTERLIBRARY COOPERATI2N0
INTERLIBRARY LOAN

ps

'12 INTERNATIONAL.
1 INTERNATIONAL YOUTH LIBRARY
5 LANGUAGES
1 LAW
I LEARNING OISABLEO
1 LEGISLATURE
3 LIBRARIANS
2 LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
2 LIBRARY BILL Or RIGHTS

, 3 LIBRARY BOARDS:.
4 LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
7 LIBRARY SCHOOLS
3 LIBRARY SKILLS
6 LIFELONG LEARNING
§ LITERACY

2 LOBBYING ,
4 LOCAL AUTONOMY'

_. .1. 3 LSCA
2 MANUSCRIPTS
1 MATCHING
2 MATERIALS
2 MENTALLY HANOICAPPEO

' 2 MICROFORM
6 MINORITIES A

2 MULTITYPE.LIBRARIE$
1 MUSEUMS
r.NATIONAC AGRICULTURAL LIBRARY
.1 NATIONAL ARCHIVES

NATIONAL CLEARINGHOUSE
-

2,NATIONAL COOROINATING AGENCY
"1 NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES
1 NATIONAL INDIAN LIBRARY CENTER
1 NATIONAL INDIAN OMN*US BILL
9 NATIONAL INFORMATION POLICY
J. NATIONAL LIBRARY
2 NATIONAL LIBRARY ACT
1 NATIONAL LIBRARY AGENCY
1 NATIONAL LIBBARY OF MEDICINE."
1 NATIONAL LOGO j
2 NATIONAL NETWORK
1 NATIONAL PERIOOICALS CENTER ,

728
745



L

National Resolutions

746

TOTAL
NUMBER SUBJECTS

r\-._5---
3 NATIONAL SECURITY
1 NATL COORDINATING AGEN
5 NCLIS

wig

5 NEEDS ASSESSMENT
10 NETWORKING
1 NLSBPH
4 NON PROFIT
1 NON PROFIT LIBRARIES
1 NON USERS
1 OFFICE OF LIBRARIES AND LEARNING RESOURCES
1 OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
3 OUTREACH
1 PER CAPITA FUNDING
5 PERSONNEL
1 PHOTOCOPYING
1 PLA,..

4 PLANNING
4 POLITICS

%

3 POSTAL SERVICE
1 POSTAL SERVICES 0,
4 PRESERVATION
5 PRESIDENT
1 PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION ON FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND INTERNATIONAL S

3 PRIVACY
5 PRIVATE LIBRARIES ,
7 PRIVATE SECTOR
3 PROFESSIONALS
2 PUBLIC AWARENESS
7 PUBLICc.LIBRARIES
1 PUBLIC LIBRARY
1 PUBLIC LIBRARY MISSION STATEMENT
1 PUBLIC RELATIONS
1 PUBLISHERS
4 PUBLISHING
2 RECRUITMENT
1 REHABILITATION ACT OF 1973
9 RESEARCH
5 RESOURCE SHARING
1 RESOURCES
1 RIGHT TO READ
5 RURAL
1 SCHOOL'BOARDS 0

7 SCHOOL LIBRARIES '=
3 SCHOOLS
2 SCIENCE
1 SELECTION
2 SENIOR CITIZENS
.1 'SIGN LANGUAGE
6 SPECIAL gONSTITUENCIES
3 SPECIAL LIBRARIES
9 STANDARDS 4
8 STATE FUNDING
5 STATE LIBRARY
2 STUDENTS
2 TAX
1 TAX REFORM ACT OF 1969

12 TECHNOLOGY
7 TELECOMMUNICATIONS
3 TRUSTEES,
1 TTY
1 TUTORIAL PROGRAMS
3 U.S. TERRITORIES
1 UNESCO
1 UNITED NATIONS
1 UNIVERSAL AVAILABILITY OF PUBLICATIONS

1 UNIVERSAL COPYRIGHT CONVENTION
2 URBAN
1 USERS'
1 VIDEO 4

4 VOLUNTEERS
1

9
ENWOM

7' YOUTH

729 e-



State Resolutions

TOTAL
sr& NUMBER , SUBJECTS

4 AAP
1 AASL
1 AAUP

65' ACADEMIC LIBRARIES
183 ACCESS
29 ACCESS BARRIERS
.17 ACCREDITATION ti

55 ACQUISITIONS
39 ADMINISTRATION
34 ADULTS
17 ADVERTISING
51 ADVISORY COUNCILS
1 AECT
4 AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
7 AGRICULTURE
58 ALA
3 ALASKAN, NATIVES
1 AMERICAN CORRECTIONAL ASSN

40 AMERICAN, INDIANS
14 APPRECIATION
1 AQUACULTURE

25 ARCHITECTURAL BARRIERS
33 ARCHIVES .

18 ARTS
5 ASIAN
83 AUDIO VISUAL
4 AUTHORS

22 BILINGUAL
11 BLACKS
70 BLIND
42 BOARD OF EDUCATION
41 BORROWERS CARD
5 BRAILLE

13 BRANCH LIBRARIES
13 BROADCASTING
63 BUDGET
25 BUILDINGS
1 BUREAU OF EDUCATION
1 BUREAU OF HEALTH EDUCATION
5 BUREAU OF LIBRARIES

30 BUSINESS
1 CANADIAN AGENCY

17' CAREER
1 CARTOON CHARACTER

31 CATALOGING
29 CENSORSHIP
2' CENSUS

47 CERTIFICATION
2 CETA

91 CHILDREN
10 CIRCULATION

132 CITIZEN PARTICIPATION .

1 CIVIL RIGHTS ACT ,DF 1964
13 CLEARINGHOUSES
1 CLR
1 COCONUT

106 COLLECTIONS'

a

a

"t

vo

all, COLLEGE

52 COMMUNICATION
11 COMMUNITY COLLEGE
140 COMMUNITY SERVICES

1 COMPUTER
79 COMPUTERS
54 'CONEERENCE
32 CONFtRENCE FOLLOW UP
86 CONGRASS
107 CONSTRUCTION
32- CONSULTANTS

'730
747



State Resolutions .

748

2

TOTAL
'NUMBER SUBJECTS

.12
233
62
4

32-

21
49
42
6
53
41
41
44
12
4
1.

2

21
2

2

85
1

1

3

1

1

3

3

7
15
37
8
1

3

21

144
2

6'

6
3

85
2

2

1

33
17
1

49
89

116
10
1

1

CONSUMERS
CONTINUING EDUCATION
COOPERATION
COOPERATION WITH OTHER AGENCIES
COORDINATING AGENCY
COPYRIGHT
CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS
COUNTY
COURTS
CULTURAL PRESERVATION
DATA BASES
DEAF
bELIVERY,
DEMONSTRATION
DEPARTMENT OF
DEPARTMENT OF
DEPARTMENT OF
DEPARTMENT OF
DEPARTMENT OF
DEPOSITORIES
DEPT OF COMMERCE
DEPT OF CORRECTIONS
DEPT OF EDUCATION
DEPT OF FINANCE
DEPT OF HUMAN RESOURCES
DEPT OF INTERIOR

.DEPT OF LAW
DEPT OF PUBLIC EDUCATION
DEPT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
DEPT OF THE INTERIOR
DEVELOPMENTALLY DISAN.ED
DISADVANTAGED
DISTRIBUTION
DOCUMENTS
DPULICATION OF
DRUG ABUSE
DUPLICATION OF
EDUCATION
EDUCATION MEDIA ASSOCIATION
ENDOWMENTS,
ENERGY
ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION
EQUAL ACCESS
EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT
EQUALIZATION FUNDING
EQUALIZATON FUNDING
EQUIPMENT
ESEA
ETHNIC GROUR
ETHNIC GROUPS
EVALUATION
EXHIBITS
FACILITIES
.FACULTY
FCC
FEDERAL BUREAU"Of PRISONS
FEDERAL FUNDING
FEDERAL LIBRARIES
FEDERAL LIBRARY COMMITTEE
FEDERAL REHABILITATION ACT
FEES
FILMS
FINES
FIRST AMENDMENT
FLORENCE AGREEMENT
FOUNDATIONS
FREE
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION
FREEDOM TO READ

PROJECTS
EDUCATION
ELDERLY AFFAIRS
tABOR
PUBLIC LIBRARY AND INFO.
THE INTERIOR

EFFORT

EFFORT

284
14
1

1

23
21
9

a
1

9

61
2

2

7

SERVICES

C

8



State Resolutions

TOTAL
NUMBER SUMO'S

43 FRIENDS OF THE LIBRARY*
527 FUNDING
12 FUNDING MRHULAS
10 FUNDS DISTRIBUTION
2 GENEALOGY
9 GIFTED

17 GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
19 GOVERNOR
9 GOVERNORS CONFERENCE 0

3 GPO
68 'GRANTS
1 GRASSRQOTS
2 GRASSROOTS

177 HANDICAPPED

v*
14
30

HEA
HEALTH
HEW.10

8 HIGH INTEREST LOW VOCAB
40 HIGHER EDUCATION
16 HISPANIC
36 HISTORICAL PRESERVATION
25 HOMEBOUND
2 'HOMOSEXUALS

69 HOURS
1 ICE CREAM
1 IFLA
4 IMMIGRANTS
11 INDUSTRY
35 INFORMATION AND REFERRAL
19 INFORMATION SERVICES
78 INSTITUTIONALIZED
11 INTELLECTUAL FREEDOM

110 INTER AGENCY COOPERATION
1 INTERAGENCY COOPERATION

64 INTERLIBRARY COOPERATION
53 INTERLIBRARY LOAN
16 INTERNATIONAL
1 INTERNATIONAL LOGO
5 ,INTERPRETERS
1 JOHN CRERAR LIBRARY
1 LABOR
1 LANGUAGE

50 LANGUAGES
9 LARGE PRINT

40 ,LAW
2 LEAGUE OF CITIES

11 LEARNING DISABLED .1
156 LEGISLATION
!173 LEGISLATURE

2 LIBRARIAN
37 LIBRARIANS
96 LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
18 LIBRARY BILL OF RIGHTS
59 LIBRARY BOARDS
44 LIBRARY DEVELOPMENT
45 LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
101 LIBRARY SCHOOLS
66' LIBRARY SKILLS
1 LIFE LONG LEARNING
4 LIFELONG LEARNING

59 LITERACY
1 LITERACY VOLUNTEERS OF AMER

36 LOBBYING
1 LOCAL

15 LOCAL AUTONOMY
1 LOCAL FUNDING

64 LOCAL LIBRARIES
57 LSCA
10 MAIL SERVICE

. 732 749



I

State Resolutions
1/4

) .

TOTAL
NUMBER

it
SUBJECTS

r
1 MANAGEMENT
9 MANUSCRIPTS
4 MARC

1 8 MARKETING
20 MATCHING FUNDS
1 MATCHING GRANTS
1 MATERIALS

94 MEDIA
1 MEDICAL LIBRARY NETWORK

17 MEDICINE
15 MENTAL HEALTH
26 MENTALLY HANDICAPPED
16 MICROFORM

'C

41.

'0

'45 'MINORITIES' '

'161 MULTI TYPE LIBRARIt
1 MULTISTATE NETWOR S
1 MULTITYPE LIBRARI
7 MUSEUMS 7

1 NAT CITIZENS EMERGE COMMITTEE TO SAVE OUR PUBLIC LIBRARIES
1 NATIONAL ADVERTISIN OUNCIL
1 NATIONAL ALLIANCE OF-BUSINESSMEN
1 NATIONAL CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE
1 NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
1 NATIONAL FEDERATION OF THE BLIND
1 NATIONAL INDIAN OMNIBUS LIBRARY BILL

13. NATIONAL LIBRARIES '
c

1 NATIONAL LIBRARIES YEAR
3 NATIONAL LIBRARY ACT
10 NATIONAL LIBRARY AGENCY

40. 1 NATIONAL LIBRARY OF"AGRICULTURE
9 NATIONAL MEDICINE
2 NATIONAL LIBRAR WEEK
9 NATIONAL LOGO

88 NATIONAL NETWORK
9 NATIONAL PERIODICALS CENTER:.
1 NATIONAL POLICY

2 3 NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

qt-

46 .NCLIS
114 NEEDS ASSESSMENT

1 NEEDS AWARENESS
1 NELINET
5 NETWORK

247 NETWORKING,
2 NEW YORK TIMES DATA BASE
1 NEWBERRY LIBRARY

st,

5 NEWSPAPERS
3 NHPRC
8 NLSBPH
7 NON PROFIT

36 NON USERS
1 NTIS

57 OUTREACH
23 PARAPROFESSIONAL
1 PARAPROFESSIONALS

22 PARENTS
14 PER CAPITA FUNDING

323 PERSONNEL
7 PHOTOCOPYING
27 HYSICAL ACCESS
83 PLANNING
1 PNBC

750 or

35' POLICY
19 POLITICS
29 -POSTAL SERVICE
1 PRATT SHOOT ACT

55 PRESERVATION
13 PRESIDENT
15 PRIVACY
13 PRIVATE

(,)

.c
o



4,
s.

State Resolutions

S

) I

. .. TOTAL .

NUMBER SUBJECTS

57 PRIVATE SECTOR
24 PROFESSIONALS
3 PROPOSITION 13

74 PUBLIC AWARENESS
358 PUBLIC LIBRARIES
12 PUBLIC OPINION

209 -PUBLIC RELATIONS
1 PUBLIC SERVICE SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS ACT
2 PUBLIC UTILITIESCOMMISSION

35 PUBLISHING .

15 RADIO
35 READING
.2 READING IS FUNDAMENTAL
10 RECORDED MATERIALS..,i,
19 RECREATION
10. RECRUITMENT
18 REFERENCE
1 REFERENCE SERVICES

83, REGIONAL
12 REHABILITATION
7 RELIGION

77 RESEARCH
26 RESOURCE SHARING 1111

161 RESOURCE
7 REVENUE SHiRING,
10 RIGHT TO READ
'49 RURAL

1 SAA
18 SALARY
10 SCHOLARSHIPS
11, SCHOOL BOARDS

2'66 SCHOOL LIBRARIES
102 SCHOOLS

5 SCIENCE
12' SECURITY
32 SELECTION '

19 SENIOR CITIZENS
3 .SEX

SIGN -LANGUAGE

2 gLA
3 SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION

10 SOLINET
1. SPACE POLICY ACT OF,1978.
7 SPEAKERS

13 SPECIAL COLLECTIONS
63 SPECIAL CONSTITUENCIES
35 SPECIAL LIBRARIES

161 .TANDARDS 6c
1 STATE

22 STATE AGENCIES
1 STATE AID
3 .STATE CONSTITUTION

310 STATE FUNDING
300 STATE LIBRARY

1 STATISTICS.
63 STUDENTS.
3' SUPREME COURT

16 %ASK O'ORCE
88: TAX
1 TAX INCENTIVE

31 TEACHERS
130 TECHNOLOGY
39 TELECOMMUNICATIONS
1 TELEPHONE SERVICE
25 TELEPHONE SERVICES
37, TELEVISION
1 TOLL FREE TELEPHONE
2 TOYS
15 TRANSPORTATION

734
751



0

'3

, S4alOtefolulicls A' 0

TOTAL
NUMBER

62
ti 5

1

6

1

28
32

19
1

i.59

1

. 16
8

84
t

18
61

752

4,

\.

A

O

SUBJECTS

TRUSTEES
TTY
TUTORIAL PROGAMS
TUTORIAL PROGRAMS
UNION LIST
UNION LISTS
UNIVERSITY
URBAN
USER
USERS
USOE -

VIDEO A
VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS
VOLUNTEERS
WELFARE
'WOMEN
WOKSHOPS
YDUTH

t. .

'uJ



...,;:41.--

__,.......5tYg,XISubFAerWITI411:1 STATE RESOLUTIONS

^. --',-.---t.'-,--`,--' ''''''---T (American Indians throughMissouri)
-...--

u Ar AK AL AR AS AZ CA CM CO CT DC °DE FL GA GU HI IA ID IL VI KS KY LA MA MD ME MI MN MO

AAP
ACADEMIC LIBRARIES
ACCESS
ACCESS 43ARRIERS
ACCREDITATION
ACQUISITIONS
ADMINISTRATION
ADUI,TS
ADVERTISING
ADVISORY COUNCILS
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
AGRICULTURE
ALA
ALASKAN NATIVES
AMERICAN CORRECTIONAL ASSU
AMERICAN INDIANS
APPRECIATION
AQUACULTURE _

ARCHITECTURAL BARRIERS
ARCHIVES
ARTS
ASIAN
AUDIO VISUAL
AUTHORS
BILINGUAL
BLACKS
BLIND
BOARD OF EDUCATION
BORRONERS CARD
BRAILLE '
BRANCH LIBRARIES
BROADCASfING
BUDGET

0 0

0 0
1 5.
Q 1
0 0-
0 1
0 0
0 0
o o
1 o
o 10
o o
o o
1 0
o o

t" 0
o 0
o o
0 2'

, 0 0

1 1
0 0
0 0
0 0

0 0
0 0
0 1

0 2
0 0

0

0
0 1
0 0

9o

0

0

1

0
1

.1
0
9
o
o
0
o
1
0
o
0
0

o
0
0

0

0

0
0

0

0
1

1

1
0

0
0

0

0

0

0.
2
1

2
1

0
0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1
0

0

0

1
0

0

0

2
4
1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1
0

1

2

0
1

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0
0

0

0

0
0

0

0
0
0

1

0

0

0

0

Q 0 0
0 0 0
0' 1 3
0 1 0
0 0 0
1 1 0
1 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 0
3 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0
0 1

0 70 0

0 0 0

1 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

1 0 1
0 0 0
0 1 '0
0 0 0

0 1 o
o o 0
3 0 0
3 0 0
3 0 ,0

o 1

0 0 1

0 0 0

0 0 0
0 0 1

0 0 0

o 6 o
1 o 0

9 0 0
1 0 0
0 0 0
2 4 0
0 2 0

2 1 0
0 0 0
0(4
0/ 'el

0

1

0

0

1

0

0
0

1
0

0

2
0

2

1
2

1
1
0

0

0

3

0 0
3 0

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
1 0
2 0
0 0
0 0

O. 0
1 0
1 2
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

6 0

0 0

0 14
15 18
0 ' 0
0 6
0 2
2 4
0 3
0 3
0 2

0 0
0 1

7
0\ 0
0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 1
0 0

0 1

0 0

0 3
0 0

0 0

0 0

1 9
0 3
1 4
0 0

1 3
0 0
0 2

0

0

6
0

0

s'
1
1
1

5
0

1

1

0

0

1
0

1

0

2

1
2

4
0

0

0

0

0

o,
0

1
1
2

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 Q, 0
0 1 2 3 1 0 2 1 , 0 8 0 1 L 0
2 1 0 3 3 1 0 17 4 8 3 1 0 1
0 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1
0 0 0 1 0 2 2 0 1 3 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 8 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 2 1 1 0 1 1 3- 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
2 2 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 3
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 .0
0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 -_2 1 0 2 3 0 5 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0^ 0 0 0 4 1 0
0 Q 0 0 1 -0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 1
06 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0- 0 0 0 0 0
0 2 2* 0 0 '''0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 9 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 2 0' 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 '0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 2 2 1 4 1 4 2 2 1 2 0 0 2
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 3 0 0 o o o o o 1 1

o o o o o o o o o o o o o
0 2 1 5 2 0 0 1 0 3 0 2 0 1
0 0 2 0 0 1 0 2 1 4 0 0 0 0
o 1 3 2 1 0 1 3 0 1 1 0 1 o
0 0 1 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0, 0
o 1 1 o 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 3 0 1 0 2 0 2 1 4 0 0 0 0

Ca

CODES

Al
AL
AK
AZ
AR

A54
CA
CO
CT

DE

DC
FL

American Indians
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona

.Arkansas
American Samoa
California
Colorado
Connecticut'
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida

GA
GU
11
ID
IL

11%1

IA

KS

KY

LA

ME

MD

Georgia
Guam
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois.
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas

Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland

MA
MI
MN
MS
MO
MT
NE

NV
NH
NJ

NM
NY

Massachusetts
Michigan
MinneSota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey ,
New Mexico
New York

NC North Carolina
ND North Dakota
NI Northern Mariana Islands
OH Ohio
OK Oklahoma
OR Oregon
PA Pennsylvania
PR Puerto Rico
RI Rhode Island
SC South Carolina
SD South Dakota
TN Tennessee

TT

VT
VA

WA

WI
WY

Trust Territories ,
Texas

Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Virgin Islands
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

4.

NOTE: Each resolution could deal with moce than one subject.
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BUILDINGS
BUREAU OF HEALTH EDUCATION
BUSINESS
CAREER
CARTOON CHARACTER
CATALOGING
CENSORSHIP
CENSUS

(CERTIFICATION
CET

ThCHILDREN
CIRCULATION

t

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION
CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1964
CLEARINGHOUSES
CLR
COLLECT-IONS
COLLEGE
COMMUNICATION
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

/ COMMUNITY SERVICES
COMPUTER
COMPUTERS

CONFERENCECONFERENCE FOLLI3i4 UP
CONGRESS,
CONSTRUCTION
CONSULTANTS
CONSUMERS
CONTINUING EDUCATION
COOPERATION
COORDINATING AGENCY
COPYRIGHT
CORRECTIONAt INSTITUTIONS
COUNTY

COURTS
CULTURAL PRESERVATION;
DATA BASES
DEAF
DE LIVERY
DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC LIBRARY AND INFO.
SERVICES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
DEPOSITORIES
DEPT OF COMMERCE
DEPT OF CORRECTIONS
DEPT OF EDUCATION
DEPT OF HUNAN RESOURCES
DEPT OF -INTERIOR
DEPT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
DEPT OF THE INTERIOR
DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED

NOTE: Each resolution could deal with more than one subject,

,

SUBJECTS DEALT wig! IN STATE RESOLUTIONS
(Mississippi rough Wyoming)

AI AK AL AR AS AZ CA CM CO CT DC DE FL GA GU HI IA ID IL IN KS KY LA MA MD ME MI MN MO
tfp.
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2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 (2 1 0 5, 2 0 1 0 3 3 2 1 0, 0 3 0 0

0 2 0 0 0 0 Loo o o o 4 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
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0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 1 0 -'0 0 0 0
,1
0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,0 IL 0 0 0 0 0 0
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DISADVANTAGED
DISTRIBUTION
DOCUMENTS
DRULICATION OF EFFORT
DRUG ABUSE.
DUPLICATION OF EFFORT
EDUCATION
EDUCATION MEDIA ASSOCIATION
ENDOWMENTS
ENERGY
ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION
EQUAL ACCESS
EQ011. RIGHTS AMENDMENT
EQUALIZATION FUNDING
EQUIPMENT
ESEA
ETHNIC GROUP
ETHNIC GROUPS
EVALUATION,
EXHIBITS
FACILITIES
FACULTY
FEDERAL FUNDIN4
FEDERAL LIBRARIES
DERAL LIBRARY COMMITTEE

SUBJECTS DEALT'CNITH IN STATE RESOLUTIONSSUBJECTS

Ihdians through Missouri) I %

A/ AK AL AR AS AZ CA CM CO CT DC 6E, FL qa, GU H/ IA /b IL IN KS KY LA MA MD ME MI. MN "MO'tr
0 0 0.0".0Q. 0 0 '0 0

'3 0 - 2 ,1 1 "" 0 0 0 0 0, 0
o0 0 0

q,,1

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 00-00,6 0 1: o 0 0 0
o o oVa.000000oloao 2 1 01, 0 0 ,0
1 4 0 3 13 3 2 3 2 5 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1dot 00 0 o'o.o
0 0, o p .8 0 tp 0 0 0
0 0..7.s.0 0. 0 'd .0 0 0
0 6 0 3 0 4 0, O. `4
o' 0 0 0 0 ,0 1 0
0 a 0-0.10 a Q 0 0 0
o 06'1 q 0 1
0' 0 0 o '1 q, 0,1f 0
9 o o o o 0 1

0) 0 1 1 0 0 4 0 2
0 211t Q 0 4

'0 0 0 0 0 0' 0,1 0 0
C

FILM.

FINES
FIRST AMENDMENT
FOUNDATIONS
FREE '

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION (

( FRIENDS OF THE LIBRARY
FUNDING
FUNDING 'FORMULAS
FUNDS DISTRIBUTION
GENEQLOGY
GIFTED .

GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
GOVERNOR
GOVERNORS CONFERENCE
60
GP,ANTS

pRA,SS-ROOTS
GRASSROOTS
HANDICAPPED
HEA
HEALTH
HEW
HIG/1 INTEREST LOW rVOCAB
HIGHER EDUCATION
HISPANIC
HISTORICAL PRESERVATION

t.n
tn -HOMEBOUND

NOTE: Each resolution coo deal with more than one subject.

ti 740
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0 '1
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0 0 '0 ,0
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a
SUBJECTS DEALT WITH IN STATE RESOLUTIONS

(American Indians through Missouri)
AI ,AK AL AR AS AZ CA CM CO CT DC DE FL GA GU HI IA ID IL 'VS KY LA MA MD ME tiI MN MO

HOMOSEXUALS 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o' o 0 ii 0

HOURS - 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 20 1 0 1 1 0 0 3 . 6 1 5 2 0 2 3$ i' 1 1 1 00

IFLA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

° ,Il'"IGRANTS 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 °0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

INDUSTRY 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

INFORMATION AND' REFERRAL 1 0 0 ,.1 0 0 4 0 0 1 d 1 00 1 o 0 0 1 5 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0

INF ORI 1,`.TION SE-RVIEES 1 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 5 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 3 0 1 , 1 0 1 2 0 i 0,21 2 0 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 1 8 $ 0 0 0 0

NTE LLECTUAL FREEDOM
HIER, AGENCY COOPERATION
NTERAGENCX COOPERATION.

NTER.LIBRARY LOAN
PERATION

0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0, 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
.0

1 1 0 0 0 5 5 0 0 6 5 0 4 9 0 3 2 3 12 2 0 4 4 1 8 2 1 0 1

0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,,,..0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 1 0 El 3 1 0 0 1 0 2 3 0 1 .1 2 3 0 1 0 3 0 1 2 0 0 2

0 2 1 ,I3 0 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 1, 2 3 1 0 1 2 0 0' 0 4 0 0 0 0

INTERNATIONAL 0 0 0' 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 1
9 J

0 1 0

INTERNATIONAL LOGO 0100000000000000009100000 .00060
INTER PRET VS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0` 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

JOHN CRERAR LIBRARY - . ' 0 0, 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 o 0 0 o 1 0 b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

LANGUAGES 2 1 0 0 3 0 4 0 1 2 2 boo 5 2 1 2 5 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 0

LASE PRINT 0000000001000;100000'0000O0 0 00
LAW

v /....,
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0' 0 1 0 0 4 4 4 0 ,.3* 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 0 2. 0 1

LEAGUE OF CITIES s 0 $0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 b o o o o o o o 44 o o o o o o o o

LEARNING p 'SABLE) 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 d 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

LEGISLATIO:4 . 1 2 1 2 0 3 1 1 1 0 . 2 0 3 36 3 7 5 4 3 3 0 1 $5 1 6 1 0 1 0

LEGISLATURE 0 2 0 3 0 0 7 1 0 2 1 0 6 12 9 0 5 1 1 1 7 1 4 0 r3 1 2 7 1

LIBRARIAN 0 0 0 0 0 01/ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

LIBRARIANS t 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 C 0 0 5 0 1 2 1 1 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0

LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 1 2 0 0 0 2 5 0 3 9.4 0 0 0 13 0 0 0 1 3 0 2 0 2 0 1' 1 1 1 0

LIBRARY BILL OF RIGHTS 0 0, 0 0 0 0 1 0 1, Or 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 d' 0 0 0 3 I/ 0 2 0

LIBRARY BOARDS 0 1 0 1 0 1 2 0 1 2 0, 0 2 2 1 0 0 1 5 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1

LIERARI DE.VELOPMEN. 1 0 0 0 0 2 9 0 2 0 0 0 1 4 4:1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 7 1 0 0 1

LITAA44 OF CONGRESS') 0 2 0 0 0 0 444 0 0 0 0 1 3 3 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 6 0 4 0 0

L:BRARY SCHOOLS 0 0 0 '..3, 2 3 1 0 1 1 3 0 2 16 2 1 -....,1 te2 3 0 0 'S 2 3 4 2 0 2 0
i 4

LIBRARY SILLS 0 0 1 0 1 1 6. 1 1 2 0 1 2 4 1 0 0 2 4 1 0 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 0

LIFE LO'..c+ LEARNING 0o 0 ,e4,:,...0 - 0 V 0 0 0 '0 0 0 0- 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

LIFELONG LEARNING 0 0 0 ./ O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0' 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

LITERACY 0 1 1 °2 0 0 3 0 ,0 2 1 2 00, 2 1 0 0 2' 6' 6 1 0 3 2. 2 1 0 0 2

LITERACY OF AMER' , 0 0' 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

LO:-.)BYING 0 0 0 Cr 0 0 9 0 0 0 t 3 0 0 3 VI 0 0 5 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0

LOCAL 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0, 0 0 .0
.

LOCAL AUTONOMY 0 0 0 -. 0'. 0 3, 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2

. LOCAL FUNDING 0 0 0 1:$ 0 .1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

LOCAL LIBRARIES' ' 0 4 0 1 40 2 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 6 3 0 0 3 2 0 4 0 0 1 1

LSCA . 0 1 0 2 1 2 5 0 1 0 2 0 1 6 0 1 3 1 0 2 1 0 2 1 0 0 3 1 0

MAIL SERVICE ? 0 0 0 6 'ol000000000.000000 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

MANAGEMENT
.... 0 0 0 o 0, 0 00'6100006-o0 ,0 '00,000000000

o
MANUSCRIPTS 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0' 0 1 0 0 2 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

MARC. b o o o -o 6..0 oo i o o o o o o o o o 1 o o o 0 0 0, o o o

MARK E TIN3 0 0 0 0 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0

MATCHING FUNDS' 0, 2 0 0 0 A( 1 '0 0 0 0 1 0 4 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 Q 1° 0 0 0 0' 0 0

MATERIALS 0 0 0 0 0 1.0 9 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0,0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

MEDIA 2 2 0 3 0 2 5 0 1 2 2 , 0 2 5 1 2 2 6 2 0 1 0 5' 1 2 1 1 3 1

MEDICI4E 0 0 0 . 0 0 o * o o 'o 0 0 0 1 4 3 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 o,0000
MENTAL HEALTH 0 ...0 0 0 0 0 -0 0. 0 O` 0 0 0 5 0 0 OP 0 3. 0' 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0

MENTALLY HANDICAPPED
.

0 0. 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 4 0 0 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
P

NOTE'skEach resoluttors could dealwith more than on subject.
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SUBJECTS DEALT WITH IN STATE RESOLUTIONS
(Amencan Indians through Missouri)

AI AK AL AR AS AZ CA CM CO CT DC DE FL GA GU HI IA ID IL IN KS KY LA MA MD ME MI MN MO

MICROFORM
-...

-_ 0 0 9 ,t-J 0 0 0 0 0 o' 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0

MINORITIES- -.. - 0 0 1 2 1 2 4 0 2 2 0 1 0 0' 0 0 1 0' 3 0 0 0 1 1' 1 0 0 2 0

MULTI TYPE LIBRARIES --.."' 0 0 1 4 0 3 6 0 2 4 2 1 4 18 1 0 6 4 5 5 8 1 3 3 6 2 0 4 1

MULTI-STATE NETWORKS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

MULTI-TYPE LIBRARIES 0, 0 0' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

MUSEUMS 0 0 0 0 0 -0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0

NAT CITIZENS EMERGENCY COMMITTEE TO SAVE OUR 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 d' 0 ,0 0 0 0

PUBLIC LIBRARIES N ..le

NATIONAL ADVERTISING COUNCIL 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 1 0' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ' 0
.NATIONAL FEDERATION OF THE BLIND 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

NATIONAL LIBRARIES 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 1'. 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0

NATIONAL LIBRARY ACT 0. 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0' o Q 0 0 o 0' o
NATIONAL LIBRARY AGENCY 0 0 1 0

.

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 '1 0

NATIONAL LIBRARY OF AGRICULTURE 0 0 0. 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
NATIONAL LIBRARY OF MEDICINE 0 0 0 0 "0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

NATIONAL LIBRARY WEEK 00000001000000100000000006-'000 o

NATIONAL LOGO 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 V 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 ' 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0

NATIONAL NETWORK .1 3 0 1 2 3 11 0 0 0 2 1 2 6 0 2 3 10 3 1 1 2 3 1 ,.2 2 0 2 0

NATIONAL PERIODICALS CENTER 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0. 1 0 1

NATIONAL POLICY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION 0 0 0 0 0 '0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 '
NCLIS ---- . 0 2 1 1. 0 0 2 0 0 2 1 0 1 1 0 0 3 2 3 1 0 0 1 0 5 0 2 2 0

NEEDS ASSESSMENT 0 5 0 2 2 2 '5 1 1 3 0 2 2 14 0 3 2 A. ° 6 0 0 4 6 2 3 1 2 2 0

NEEDS AWARENESS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 °°0 0 0 0 0 '0 0 0 0 0 0

NETWORK 0 0
.

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I

NETWORKING 2 7 '1 2 0 5 6 0 3 2 3 3 12 41 9 5 9 5 2 3 3 5 -6 5 13 1 3 5 4

NEW YORK TIMES DATA BASE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 q o o o o o o o o o o o 0

NEWBERRY LIBRARY , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q::, 0

NEWSPAPERS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 e.,0 0 0, 0 0 0 0 0

NLSBPH 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0' 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 2 0 o T 0 o 0 0 bk 0 0 0

NON PROFIT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0, 0 6 0 1 0 0 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

NON USERS . 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 3 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 2 3 1 1 0 0 1 0

NTIS 0 ' 0 0 0 0 0 0 .,0 o 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

OUTREACH 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 3 0 2 4 1 0 2 4 0 0 1 1 2 1

PARAPROFESSIONAL 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 2. 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

PARAPROFESSIONALS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0

PARENTS 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0

PER CAPITA FUNDING 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0'0001000001- 10001. 101 1 0 0 l'
PERSONNEL 0 2 4 12 7 6 9 0 .3 5 6 3 8 33 7 4 7 4 13 8 4 8 11 3 6 1 '6 4 1

PHOTOCOPYING p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

PHYSICAL ACCESS 0 0 0* 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 0 0

PLANNING 1 1 0 5 0 2 3 0 0 1 1 1 4 13 0 1 Q 0 0 1 0 1 9 0 11 0 0 1 0

POLICY 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 6 r 0 1 1 1 3 0 0' 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0

POLITICS . 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 0

POSTAL SERVICE - 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 1 1. 0 1 0 1 0 0' 0 1 0 1 0 0

. PRATT-SMOOT ACT / 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0 0 0 0 0.

PRESERVATION 2 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 li 0 0 0 6 2 0 2 1 6 1 0 1 1 2 3 1 3 0 0

PRESIDENT, 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

PRIVACY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 1 0 41.0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 1 1 0 0

PRIVATE LIBRARIES 0 10 0 0 O0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0. 0 '0 0- 0

PROFESSIONALS 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 b 0 1 o 0 1 4 0 2 0 0 1, 0 0 2 1 1. 0 0 0 1
PRIVATE SECTOR 0 1 1 0 0 1 8 0 0 2 0 0 , 2 3 0 1 0 4 3 1 0 2 2 k 4 0 1 0

PROPOSITION 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

PUBLIC AWARENESS 0 1 '0 1 1 1 7 0 2 ?.. 2 0 2 5 0 1 0 3 2 1 0 2 2 1 ,k 2 2 3 0

irnach resofratori could deal with more than onesubject.
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SUBJECTS DEALT WITH IN STATE RESOLUTIONS
(American Indians through Missouri)

AI AK AL AR AS AZ CA CM CO CT DC DE FL GA GU HI IA ID IL IN KS KY LA MA MD ME MI MN MO

PUBLIC LIBRARIES 0 3 0 7 0 -2 6 1 5 13 2 4 0 36 17 4 14 7 8 5 2 0 7 2 33 3 8 4 6
PUBLIC OPINION 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1
PUBLIC RELATIONS 0 1 1 0 0 4 7 0 0 4 3 1 2 ,20 1 2 1 24 9 2 2 4 14 1 4 5 1 4 3
PUBLIC SERVICE SATELLITE COMUNICATIONS ACT 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PUBLISHING 1 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 .2 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 2 0 1
RADIO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
READING 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 3 1 1 0 2 1 2 1 0 1 0 2 0 2 1 0
READING IS FUNDAMENTAL 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0' 0 0 0 0 0
RECORDED MATERIALS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RECREATION 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0- 1 0 1 1 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 2
RECRUITMENT 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
REFERENCE . 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 2 0 V/ 0

JP
3 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

REGIONAL 0 3 0 1 0 6 0 0 0 4 0 -0 1 8 1 0 4 7 1 0 1 1 0 0 2 4 1 2 2
REHABILITATION 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t) 0 0
RELIGION 0 0 0 1 ot 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 1 0-2 0 0 0 0
RESEARCH' 0 2 0 1 0 0 5 0 1 1 1 0 0 5 5 0 1 0 7 2 0 1 0 1 7 1 2 4 1
RESOURCE SHARING 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0' 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 2
RESOURCES 6 1 2 2 3 0 0 4 4 3 3 6 7 5 0 12 0 2 6 1 0 2 2 13 5 3 0 0
REVENUE SHARING 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 d 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RIGHT TO READ

'
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 ,1 1 0 0 0 0 0 -0 0 1- 0- -0

RURAL 0 0 0. 0 '1 2 0- 1 0 0 0 0 10 0 1 0. 3 1 1 1 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0
SAA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SALARY 0 0 r 1 1 0 1, 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 1
SCHOLARSHIPS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 its 0 0 0 1 0 0 4 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SCHOOL BOARDS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 1 o o 0 2 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SCHOOL LIBRARIES 0 a 1 4 1 6 3 0 1 2 2 0 9 32 7 4 7 11 5 7 1 5 9 4 9 3 4 4 3
SCHOOLS 0 1 1 2 0 3 0 3 1 4 2 2 1 12 3 0 1 0 4 2 0 0 1 0 1 3 2 1 1
SCIENCE 0 v 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0
SECURITY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
SELECTION, - 0 0 0 0- 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 3 2 0 1' 1 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 3 0
SENIOR CITIZENS 0 0 0 '0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 5 0 1 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
SEX 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0' 0 0 0 0 1 0
SIGN LANGUAGE ' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
SLA .

* o r - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.-0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
SOLINET , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0' 0 0 0 1 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

v0
0 0 *0 0 0 0 0 0

SPACE POLICY ACT OF °1978 ..
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0

SPEAKERS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0) 1 1I s
SPECIAL COLLECTIONS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,0 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
SPECIAL CONSTITUENCIES 0 3 0 0 1 0 9 0 0 0 3 0 5 5 0 3 0 5 2 0 0 4 1 0 2 0 2 0 0
SPECIAL LIBRARIES 0 0 0. 0 0 0 4 0 1 1 1 0 0 7 0 0 2 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
STANDARDS 1 3' 4 5 0 3 5 0 0 2 1 1 5 14 0 3 1 6 6 .0 1 6 3 2 1 0 2 4 2

STATE0

STATE AGENCIES 0

0

0

0

0

0 0 0

0 0 0
0
0

0

0

0 1

0 0
0 0

0 . 0
0 0

0 9
0

0

0

1'
0 0 0
1 0 2

0 0

0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0

0

0

0
0
2

0

0
STATE CONSTITUTION 0 0 1 0 0 0 ,0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
STATE FUNDING 0 8 1 5 4 13 15 0 1 4 0 2 5 37 0' 2 10 14 6 4 3 4.7 3 -9 1 6 8 4
STATE LIBRARY

. ).STATISTICS ; . . / 0

0

5
0

0

0

--...92 ;"6
0 0 0

4
2

0

0

4 8
0 0

0 2

0 0

4 6
1 ' 2

0

0

0
0

9 13 8
0 0 0

4 4
0 0

0 12 0 5'
0 1 0 0

7 7
0

0

1

8
1

STUDENTS . 1 0 0 0 a 2 0 0 4 1 2 3 0 2 11 4 0 1 2 2 1- 0 0 2 0 1 0 1 0
SUPREME COURT
TASK FORCE / 0

1 )

0

0

0

0

0 0 0
1 1 '0

0

0
0
0

0 0
1 0

0 0

0 1

0 0

0 2

1

0

0
0

0 0 0

2 0 0

0 0

0 1

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 2.
0

0

0
0

0
0

0

0,TAX 0 0 1 1 0 2, 3 1 g 0 1 2 0 6 0 0 7 6 3 1 4 0 5 2 1 1 0 1 2
TEACHERS* ) 0 0 0 0 0 0 2' 1 10. 1 0 0 1 9 .1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 .6 0
TECHNOLOGY 0 1 1 3 0 0 6 0 1. 3 6 1 3 7 1 5 13-3-.-13- 3 0 1 1 3 7 2 3 0 0
NOTE: Each resolution coact deal with more than one subject

.4*
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SUBJECTS DEALT WITH IN STATE RESOLUTIONS
(AmeriCan Indians through Missouri)

AI AK AL AR AS AZ CA CM CO CT DC DE FL GA GU HI IA ID IL IN KS KY LA MA MD ME MI MN MO

'TELECOMMUNICATIONS 0 2 1 1 1 1 2 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0

TELEPHONE SERVICE
.

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

TELEPHONE SERVTCES 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0

TELEVISION 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 3 1 0 0 1 3 1 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

TOYS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

TRANSPORTATION 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0

TRUSTEES 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 5 0 0 1 2 0 0 2 4 1 0 1 6 0 1 1

TTY 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0

TUTORIAL PROGAMS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 r0 0 0 S O 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 15 0

TUTORIAL FRCGRAMS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0. 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

UNION LISTS 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0' 0 1 0 2, 1 1 0 1 1 0 3 2 1 0 0 1 0 1 0

UNIVERSITY 0 3 0 jr 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 6 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0

URBAN 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 ' 0 1 0 0 .0 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

USER 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 '0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

USERS 0 5 2 1 3 3 1 0 3 2 1 2 2 27 7 0 2 0 79.. 4 4 4 3 1 14 6 0 2 0

USOE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

VIDEO 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 Qv. 0 0 0/ 1

VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

VOLUNTEERS 0 0 1 0 0 1 10 0 1 0 2 0 1 1 2 4 1 4 4 1. 2 3 9 0 2 2 1 0 0

WOMEN 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 9 1 o 0

WORKSHOPS 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 '0 0 1 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1, 2 0 0 0

YCUTH 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 1 0 0 2 0 1 6 3 9 3 1 4 1 0 1 2, 0 3 0 1 0 0

U

0
s.1

........ , ................. .......

NOTE: Each resolution could deal with more than one subject.
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SUBJECTS DEALT WITH IN STATE RESOLUTIONS
4 (Mississippi through Wyoming)

'unMS MT NC ND NE NH NJ NM NV NY OH OK OR PA FR RI SC TN TT TX UT VA VI VT WA WI WV WY

AAP
AASL
AAUP
ACADEMIC LIBRARIES
ACCESS
ACCESS BARRIERS
ACCREDITATION
ACQUISITIONS
ADMINISTRATION.
ADULTS
ADVERTISING
ADVISORY COUNCILS
AECT
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
AGRICULTURE
ALA

ALASKAN NATIVES
..., AMERICAN INDIANS.

APPRECIATION
ARCMAITECTURAt BARRIERS
ARCHIVES .
ARTS -

%ASIAN
AUDIONIVAL
AUTHORS
BILIttUAL,
BLACKS

11/
BLIND
BOARD OF EDUCATION
BORROWERS CARD
BRAILLE
BRANCH LIBRARIES
BROADCASTING .
BUDGET
BUILDINGS

4
BUREAU OF EDUCATION

t BUREAU OF LIBRARIES' BUSINESS
'CANADIAN'AVNCY

CAREER
CATALOGING '

-CENSORSHIP
CENSUS 46.
CERTIFICATIIR
CETA °

CHILDREN
CIRCULATION
CITIZEN PARTICIPATION ,

CLEARINGHOUSES
COCONUT

COLLUTIONS
COLLWE
dOMUUNICrION
COMMONITY'COLLEGE

NOTKhresolWkmrx4t4WklealwithmomMangilesubject.

r
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 so 0 *0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 3 '0 2 0 1 13 2 3 0 10 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0

4,4

1 5 2 1 1 6 0 3 0 4 0 1 0 1 13 7 0 0 6 4 0 8 2 2 0 3 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 3 1 1 1 0' 0 2 1 0 2 0 0 12 0o-00000000000201'0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 o 1 2 0 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 6 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 3 1 2 0
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 6 0 0 2 0 0 2 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 4,4

0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 J 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0, 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 1 1 '1 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 k 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0' 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 .0 0
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0.0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0, 0 0
1 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 1 1 0 0 2 1' 2 6 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0___ 4_ 2 9_0_ 0, 41 0 2 0 1 0 1-0 =1:4- 0 0 0 0 1 0- 0- 0 2 2-0
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 0 1 6.t.i a 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 .0 1
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 3 2 0 2 0 b 0 2 1 0 3 0 0
0 0 ,0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1' 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 4 1
0 0 0 '0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0' 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0- 0 1 0 0 0
2 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 3 0 0 1 0 3 3 1 0 1 1 0 2 9 0 1 2 1 8
0 0 00 0 0 Q 2 0 0 O 0 0 0 0'0 0 0 1 0 0 .0.6 0 0Y 0 0or0000000lo 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 ,2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .1 1 1 11 3 .0 0 1 1 0 3 0 1 0 1 1 1 2 5 2. 0 0 2 0 2 4 1 1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 ,0- 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 2 2 1 0 3 0
1 0 0 0 2 1 3 1 0 2 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0.1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 3 0 0 0 1 .019 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 2 1 1 2 0 0 2 0 1 0 1 9 4 1 0 0 2 0 2 2 2 0 1 2 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,0 0 0- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 4 41 1 0 0 100'000 -100000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000000ao 0 0000'000000lol000.000 olool0000l
o 0 111 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 1 0 0 0 1 1 4 0 3 1 0 0
1 3 1 0 0 0 1. 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 2 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0, 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 " 3 0 0 1 2 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 2 0 2 0 1 0 1 2 3 2 2 2 1 0 3 3 0 0 1 1, 1 4 1 4 2 0 3
0 0 ,0 0 0
3, 2 2 1 4

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
1 1 1 2 2 1 0 0 4 1 0 0 1 2 0 7 1 1 2 0 1

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 .0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0
4 0 1 1 0 3 0 0 1 6 0 1 0 0 7 3 0 0 0 2 1 2 15 1 0 1 3 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 1/ 0 0 1 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 0 1 3 1 0 0 0 2 0 2, 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 3 1 1 0
0 0 1 0 0, 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1



SUBJECTS DEALT WITH IN STATE RESOLUTIONS
(Mississippi tliough Wyoming)

MS MTAC )40 NE NH WENN NV NY OH OK OR

COMMUNITY SERVICES 2 8 1 4 1 3 0 1 0 0 2 3 1

COMPUTERS 0 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 2 1 1 0 1

CONFERENCE 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 1

CONFERENCE FOLLOW UP 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 2 5 0 0 1 2

CONGRESS
CONSTRUCTION tt.

4
2

4
0

0

3

0

0
1

2

024 3

1

1

0
1

i
1

2

1 3

1 3

CONSULTANTS .1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1

CONSUMERS 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 L 0 0 0 0 0

CONTINUING EDUCATION 24, 3 3 2 6 2 3 0 5 1 1 4 3

COOPERATION r e . " ' 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 1 2

COOPERATION WITH -OTHER AGENCIES 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 )3 o.o.o 0

COORDINATING AGENCY 0 02 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0

COPYRIGHT 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0

Elf ORRFCTIQUAL MST ITUT7ONS_L 0 0 0s 0 0 1 0 1 0 5 0' 4 1

COUNTY 0 2 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

COURTS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CULTURAL PRESERVATION 1, 1 2_ 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0' 1 0

DATA BASES 0 1 1 1 0 2 0 0 1 2 0 1 0

DEAF 1 1 0 0 0 0 / 0 0 <0' 0 1 1

DE LIVERY 17
DEMONSTRATION 'PROJECTS

1

0

0

2

0

0

0

0
1

1
0

0

1'1'2
2 0 0

0

0

a
0

0 2
0 0

DEPARTMENT OF ELDERLY AFFAIRS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 '0'0^0 0

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

DEPOSITORIES 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

'DEPT OF CORRECTIONS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

OF EDUCATION 0 3 0

DEPT OF FINANCE .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O. 0 0 0

-DEPT OF LAW 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 r 0 0 0

DEPT OF PUBLIC EDUCATION .0 0 0 0 o-o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED o l ' o o o o o o 0. o o b 1
,

DISADVANTAGED 0 0 1 0 0 Al 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

DISTRIBUTION * : 0 3 0 0 *0 1 0 0 0 b 0 0 0

DOCUMENTS 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0" 0 0 0 0

DUPLICATION. OF EFFORT oo 0 1 0 0 0 0 o 0 11 0

EDUCATION 5 11 2 3 0 2 3 0 0 2 0 6 0

EDUCATION MEDIA ASSOCIATION' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 '0 0 0 0 0

ENDOWMENTS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

ENERGY 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ENVIRONMENTAL INF ORMATIQN 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0
EQUAL ACCESS 0 . 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 0

EQUAIZATON FUNDING 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

EQUII5MENT 2 .1 0 0 0 0 0 4``3 0 Q 0 0 0

ESEA 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0

ETHNIC GROUPS 1 0 2 0 0 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 0

EVALUATION 4 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 2 1

EXHIBITS 0 0" 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

FACP.ITIES 2 1 1 4 2 1 Q 1 1 1 1 3 (0
FACULTY 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 00 0, 0
FCC 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0" 0 0 0 0

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 0 0 0 0 0A 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0

FEDERAL FUAING 1 5 4 a 2 6 11 6 2 1 1 ,c1

, FEDERAL LIBRARIES 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

FEDERAL REHABILIVATION ACT 0 0 .0 0 0 0 1 0 .0 0 0 0 "0

FEES 0 .1 0 1 0 2-,0 0 11) 0 0 0

NOTE: Each resolutiOn could deal with more than one subrea

.4.

PA. PR RI SC TN TT TX UT VA VI VT WA'"114.14V WY

0 8 2 3 0 1 3 0

1 41 1 O. 0 0 0 1

0 5 1 1 0 3, 1 1

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1

4 0 0 0 0 0,, 6 0

6 3 1 2 0 2 3 0

1 0 0 1 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0, 0 0 0

0 7 4 8 1' 2 3 0
, 0 1 0 3. 1 0 0 0

o,1 o o o o o o

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

0 2 0 0 0 0

2 0 0 1. 0 0

1 0 0 0 1 0

0 1 2 0 3

1 0 2 0 0 0

2 1 1 1 0 O

1 3 d. 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 '4 3 0 0 '1
0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2 5 13 0 0".

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 o,o 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0
o o o o 000
1 0 0 0 0 0
1 6 1 0 0 1

0 3 0 °0 0 0
0 0 0 0 o

1 2 0 0 1 2

0 0 0 0' 0 0

0 0 2 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0
00 0°,0 0 0

1 2 4 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 4 2- 0 0 2

1 0; O t 1

0 0, 3 0 1 0

1 0 1 al .0 36

0 0 0 1 0 0

2 13 6 0 0 1

0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 a 0 0

`0 0 0 0 0 0

3 1 7 7 0 2

0 6 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

-1. 0
1 0

0 0
0 p
0 0
1 2

0 0 y
3 0
1 0

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

0
0 0

1 0

100
4 0
0 1

0 0
0 0
0 0
1 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
1 0
0 0
0 0

5 0

0 0
0 0
0 0
4 0
0 0
0 0

1 0

3 1 0 3 0 2 2

3 2 0 2 2 0 2

1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 1

13 0 5 2 61
3 4 0 2 1 1 4

2

0 0 1 0 0 0 1

0 1 0 0 0 0 0

8 4 2 7 3 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 1

o o o o 1 o o

0 0 0 0 1 D. 0
1 0 0 1 1 0 0

2 2 0 0 2 0 1

o 0 0 0 0, 2 11
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 3 1 3 0 0 0

1 ,2 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 1 0 0 0

1 4 0 0 0 0 0

0 Er 1 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 QF 0 0

0 0 2 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0

o'o o o o o o

0 7 2 1 0 1 1

0 1 0 0 0,0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0

1 '1 0 0 0 0 1

3 2 0 0 0 1 0

9.

1

1 0 0 1 o 0

1 0 0 0 0 2

4 2 0 1 1 2 3

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 5 0 0 2 2 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 3 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 1 1 0 0 0

1 1 0 3. 1 1 1

4 4 3 0 1, 3 3

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 8 2 0 0 2 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0
1 10 5 3 11 0 4
0 1 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 '0 0 0

-0 2 0 1 0

753
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FILMS
FINES
FIRST AMENDMENT
FLORENCE AGREEMENT
FOUNDATIONS
FREE

FREEDOM_ OF INFORMATION
FREEDOM TO READ
FRIENDS OF TliEt-CIBRARY
FUNDING
FUNDING -F HULAS

-FUNDS DIS IBUTION
GIFTED
GOVERNMENT AGE/ICI ES
GOVERNOR

GRANTS
HANDICAPPED
HEA

HEALTH 0*.v
HEW

HIGH INTEREST LOW VOCAS
HIGHER EDUCATION
HISPANIC
HISTORICAL PRESERVATION
mottEiotnz
HOUR *
ICE tREAM
IMMIGRANTS
INDUSTRY''
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL

'INFORMATION SERVICES
INSTITUTIONALIZED
INTELLECTUAL FREEDOM
INTER AGENCY COOPERATION
INTERLIBRARY COOPERATION
INTERLIBRARY LOAN
INTERNATIONAL '
INTERPRETERS ,

LABOR

LANGUAGE ,).
LANGUAGES

4LARGE ''PR INT
LAW

LEAGUE OF CoITIES.
LGARNVG DISABLED
LEGISLATION
LEGISLATURE
LIBRARIAN
LIBRARIANS
LIBRARY ASSOCIATION

FBRARY BILL OF RIGHTS
LIBRARY BOARDS

TLIF.RARY DEVELOPMENT
LIBRARY,OF CONGRESS

SUBJECTS DEALT WITH IN STATE RESOLUTIONS
(Milsiisippi through Wyoming)

MS MT NC ND NE..,NI-1 NJ NM NV NY OH OK OR PA PR RI SC TN TT TK UT VA VI VT WA WI WV WY

10 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 / 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 1
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 ,0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0.00 0 0 0 '0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0oo 000000000000`000000-0-1-000.-0-0-0o-o 0 0 0 10 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 211 1 1 0 1 0 1 2 6 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 2 0 1 1oo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0oo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0' 0 0 0
1 2 2 1 2 0 2, 1 1 0 0 3 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1' 2 1, 2 0 1 26 12 4 2 6 4 1\2 3 11 1 10 8 10 23 14 5 3 5 18 3 10 19 ' 2 1 2 10
0 0 0, 0 0 0 0 b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 .0 0
0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0' 0 0 0 3r..(0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 1' 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0' 6 2 1 0 03 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 1 0 1 3 1 0 1 1 0 0 2 1 1 0 1 1 2 1 1
2 5 1 0 2 1 0 4 2 5 1 2 1 3 9 6 3 1 1 4 0 6 12 1 3 2 2 1
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 .00 0
0 0 0- 0 1 1 . 1 1 0 1 0 1. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0 2 0 0 2 0 0

0 0

'1 1 0' 0 00 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 Si 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0' 0 00 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1. 0 0 0 0 0 :2 0 1 0 0

0 02' 1 -0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3' 0 8 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0t 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 1 0 1 1 ,0 1

, 0 '°2 0 0 0 0 0 ; 0 2 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 2 2 1 2 1 0 2 0 0 2'
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 2 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 0 1' 0 0 1, ,2 -1 1 r 0 0 .0 7 A, 2. 0 .0 1 0 1 4 0 3 0 2 1

0 0 0 0 0' 0-o.o...000.do.o0-000000000100-Ao0 o00000.dkoo'0'0.'00010-000.0000-0000
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 Q. 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0.0 2 0 0 0 0 0

AP"'' 0 0 '"0 0 1 0 0 0 '0 ^1 1 3 0 0 0 . 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0. 0 1. 2 0
0 01 o 1 0 0 Q .0 0,- 1 0 0 0 2 1 0 '1 D 0 'o 0 o' o 0 o o".
0 1 0. 0 2 1 1 '0 0 1 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 0 1 2 0 00' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 '0 o 0 0. 0 0 o4.0 d o '0 0 0. 0 1 o 2 0 0

0 3' 1 1 2. 6 0, 0 01.2 2 0 0' 1 0 1-0 .-50 0 1, 2 0 0 1 OG
0 1. 0 0 2' 2 1 2 -0, 1 0 1 7 e,,IYP02 1 0 4 1 0 5 1 1'1 1 1 0 3 3 > E a 7 0 0 2 0 1 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 1102 0 1 1 0 1.o 0 0 0 0 0 f ooo okoo 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 ,10! 0 0 o O. 0 0 1 -00010000'.0000
0 0" 0' 0-001p0 .-0 0 o0to6000000.0.'00.0,000000 0010.0f,b0.0000.00 bo 0 00600,0000.000 0 0 . 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 , 0 2 2 0 06,2o 0, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,0o11' 0 0 0: 0 0'4'0 0 0 0 0 4 8 t 0 0 0 0 -0 2 0 .0°- 0 0 0 0

o 0%0,0 okd1000000:..0000000,000000gt:o 0'S0 1 0 0 or 0--.rz o 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0.0 0 0
1 1 *72-2' 3 3. 1;'- 0, p. 410. 4 0 3. 1, 5 0 4 5 2 2 7 2 1

4 10 0 0 2 433 2 2 11 4 0 5 t 4.:."1 0 8s 0 1 7 0, 1 3 .6 9 4 3 2
0 0 0 G' 0.et0 0 1 13 000 0 0 0 o, 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 (I 0 0 1 2 0 1 0 0 .1 0' 3 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 .0 3 0 4 0 4-0
0 5' 1 3 ,0 '1 0. '0, e 1 0 1 2/ 0 0 1 14 4 1 2 re'' 3 1 2 '0 3 0 6
1 1 0 0` 0 0 " 0 '1' 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0" 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
0 4 0 0 1 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0, 0 0 2 0 '0 3 1 8 2 1 2 3,
1 -0 0 0 0 3 0 03.. 3 2 0 1 ..1 2 7 0 0 0 0 1 0 0- 0 0 0 1 N.1 0
2 0' 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 2 2 1 1 1 0 0.

NOM Each resolution could deal with more than dne subiect
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SUBJECTS DEALT WITH IN STATE RESOLUTIONS
o'

(Mississippi through Wyoming)
MS MT NC 140 NE NH NJ NM iNV NY OH OK OR .PA. PR PI SC 'TN TT TX UT VA VI VT WA WI IN la

r
LIBR ARV' SCEOOLS 3 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 9. 6- '5 2 0 2 0 2 4 0 2 2 1

LIBRARY` SKIIN.S 2 0 0 a 3 1 1 1 3 0 0 2 '0 0 7 -0 3 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 2 3 1 2.
LITERACY 1 0 3 0 0 0 1 1 0 '1 0 1 0 0 do 3 0 1 1 0 0 2 1 1 0 1 I

BBYING 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 -2-3--0-0-0.-a.-0---0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0

LOCAL AUTONOMY 0 0 0 0 ' 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 I 0, 1 '0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0

LOCAL LIBRARIES 0 5 0 0 3 2 2 4 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0. 1 0 3 0 3 0 4

LSCA 1 2 0 1 3 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 1 3 0, 0 0 1 0 1 0 1`
MAIL SERVICE 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 '0 0 1...0,s,A 0 0, 0 0 0 0

MANUSCRIPTS 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 '0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

MARC ' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 II 41 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0, 0 1 0 0 1 0 %,.:0 0

MARKETING 0 0 1. 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 I. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

MATCHING FUNDS 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 1

tIATCHING GRANTS 1 0 0 0 0 0 (0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

MEDIA , 0 1 1 1 3 0 0 2 0' 0 1 5 0 2 0 1 ' 5; I 3 1 1 5 0 0 0 2 3 2

MEDICAL LIVARY NETWORK 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0

IIEDICINe; 0-.0 2 0 000 0'0 10 0 0110 0 0,0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

MENTAL `HEALTH 4.0 0 0 0 0 0' 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 '0 0 0

MENTALLY HANDICAPPED ' 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0' 0 0 0 "0 1 0 1 1' 0 0 1 0 2 9 0 1 0 2 1

MICROFORM 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 O. 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1, 0 0 0 0 1

MINORITIES 1 0 4 0 Q 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 "2- 0 0 0 - 4 1 1 1 0 '3 0 0' 0.
MULTI TYPE LIBRARIES .. 4 8 3 0 2 2 *2 1 1 1 3 3 1 5 4 1,. 2 2 0 2 0 10 2 0 .1 3 3 .1

flUSEUtIS , 0 0 0. 0 0 0; 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 \--0 0 '0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a

NATIONAL ALLIANCE OF 'BUSINESSMEN 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 '0 0 0 0 0, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0 0

NATIONAL COAMBERS OF COMMERCE 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0' 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0

RATIONAL EOUCATZON ASSOCIATION o 0.0 o p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 cf.° 0 0.0
NATIONAL INgIAN OMNIBUS LIBRARY BILL '0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 oo 0-.0 0 0 0 0 0.0 Co 010 0 0

NA/IONAL LIEWI ES 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 1 0 1 0 ,,0.0 p o 0 0 0 0 0 o,o
NATIONAL LIBMIES YEAR 00000-0000000t00000004-00000,00
NATIONAL -LIBRARY ACT -0 0 0 0,000 0 0 0 0 d1 0 9 G 0 0 0 0.90'0001000
NATION1a. LIBRARY AGENCY 0 0 0 0 0 0 '0 I 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0,, 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 ,2 0 0

6 '0NATIONAL LIBRARY OF MEDICINE 0 %

d
1 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1/40 0 0 0 0 0, 0 0 0 0 0.0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 '0 ctNATIONAL LOGO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

NATIONAL NETWORK
.

2 11 0 811 2 1, 2 15, 1 Q 3 1 0 '21' '2 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 1 1 0 0

NATIONAL PERIODICALS CENTER 000.o0.011,000`0011)0000iy0000000
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION 0 0 1 0 b 0 0 0,4tt 0 0 0:'0 0.0 0 0 0 Cr 0 0 0 1 1 0 "0 0 0

'NCLIS .. 0 0 0,'" 0 0 0 0 2, 1 0 0 0 1" 1 0 0 0 1 3 1 0 1 0 0 2 .2 0 1

NEEDS ASSESSMENT 0 0 0 2 2 3 2 1 3 1 2 3 2 1 4 2 1 0 0 1 0 2 2 2 1 2 0 2

NELINET 0 0 0 0 0, 0 0 0 0 0 0, 0 ci,o 0 1 o,o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

NETWORKING 4 6 1 2 S 1 3 1 .3 9 2 5" 2 2- 9 2 0 2, 1, 1 p 6:: 8 0 2 5 0 '0
HEW YORK TIMES DATA BASE° i 00001,90 0 0 0 0 voo o'o 0 0 oio g 0 0 g 6 0 0 0-

NEWSPAPERS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0 ,0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0

NHPRC % 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 % 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 ,0 '1 0 0 0 0

NLSUPH 0 1 6 0 0 0 0 1'0 0 0 0' 0 0 0 0 ,0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Kil PROFIT 0' 0 '0 1 0-, 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000001'-0'0-0"0
NON USERS

.
1 0 1 0 0' 2 2 . 0 9 0 0 2 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 .0 1 0 0 0 0 0'3

OUTREACH 2 2 1 '0 2 1 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 1 7 0 2 0 1 1 .....°

PARAPROFESSIONAL - i 1 0 0 0 0- 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 0 4 1 3 0 0 0 0 2 2' 0 0 0 0 0

PARENTS 1 0 610 1 0 0 0° 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0. 910 oo,000ll 2 s

PER CAPITA 'FUNDING 1 0 0 6 . 0 9 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 % 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o*o 0 c1

PERSONNEL ... . 7 ;,,9 1 4 .-"5 2 2 4. 3 7 2 3 4 1 ,22 11- 3 0 7 5 1 ..9 14 '2 0 4 3 3

PHOTOCOPYING 0 0 0 0 0 0A'0 0 ro 0 0'010 0 8 p o 0..0 10:0 0 o 0

PHYSICAL ACCESS I 0 0 0 2 1 .0 0.4. I 1 1 0 '0 0 2 1. 0 1 0 0 '0 1 2 0, 0 0 3 1

PLANNING 0 0 1 ,0 1 0 2 0 6 o 2 2 .1. 0 2 1 1 , 0 I 2 0 2 1 .0 ' 2 6 0 0.

PNBC 0 0 l000000Aob00000 000000roocr0000
.. ..- -NOTE: Each resole/Hon could fieal with mote th1n one subject. 757



SUBJECTS DEALT WITH IN STATE RESOLUTIONS
(Mississippi through Wyoming)

MS MT NC NE IN NJ 1:M NV Ni OH OK OR PA PR RI SC TN TT TX UT VI VT WA WI WV WY
POLICY
POLITICS
POSTAL SERVICE
PRESERVATION
PRESIDENT
PRIVACY
pRIVATE L/SRARI ES
PRIVATE SECTOR
PROFESSIONALS
PUBLIC AWARENESS
PUBLIC LIBRARIES
PUBLIC OPINION
PUBLIC RE L ATICNS

PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
PUBLISHING

V RADIO
READING

EALING IS FUNDAMENTAL
"RECORDED MATERIALS

RECREATION
RECRUITMENT
REFERENCE
REFERENCE SERVICES
REGIONAL
REHABILITATION
RESEARCH
RESOURCE SHARING
RESOURCES
REVENUE SHARING
RIG:iT TO READ
.RUPAL
SALARY -7

SCHOLARSHIPS
SCHOOL BOARDS

4 sSCHOOL, LIBRARIES

SCIENCE.
SECURITY
SELECT/ON
SENIOR CITIZENS
SIGN LANGUAGE
SUS

Sl.rTHSONIAN INSTLTUT ION
SOL I,PET:'
SPEAKERS.
SPECIA; COLLECTIONS
"SPECIAL CONSTITUENCIES

LIBRARIES ,
STAt DARDS-

. STATE AGENCIES
STATE AID
STATE CONSTITUTION
STAIN FUNDING
STATE LIBRARY
NOTE Each resolution could deai,with mote than one subject

0 0 1

0 3 0
0 0 1

0 1 3
1 2 0

0 1 0

0 0 0
1 4 0

4 0 0

0 2 1

5 7 3

es
0 0 1- 0 0 0 0 1 43 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0'
0 2 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 I 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 2 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 Ls 0 2 3 0 "0 1 0 1 1 3 2 0 2 0 1
0 0 0' 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 °2 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 3. 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1, 1 2 0
1 2 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 ) , 0 0 0 0 ko 111 0 1 0 2 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 d-o 0 0 0 0 0 0 d 0 No 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0
0 1 2 o 1 0 1 o 0 1 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 2 1 2 3 4
3 3 5 7 3 3 0 3 12 0 2 9 14 9 0' 1 8 0 10 20 4 4 4 6 10'00001000000001009001100000-0

6 5 4 2 6 6 5 2 °3 1 2 1 5 0 2 3 3 1 2 1 1 3 5 0 6' '2 '8 4 .
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 2 0 0 0° 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 2 0 0 ,1 0 0 0 2 1 0 1 0 0
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 1
0 I 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 -0 1 1 0 3 0 2., 0 0 0 1 0 2 0. 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 '0 1 0 .0 1 0 0 0 0 1 3- 0 ,40 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

0 0 0 o 10 0 1 0 0 o' 0 0' 6 0 0 0 11 40140o00000-00000 0 0 0 0 0 000000000 2 0 0 00 '0 0 "-..0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q12-0 1 ,0 0 2 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,0` 0'0 0 0 0 1 o 0.'0 00000
1 0 1 0 1 5 1 0 3 0 . 1 0 3 1 0 10' 0 1 I 0 0 0' 1 1 1 2 0 ;,-
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 1 0 0 0` 0 2 1 0 0 0 te. 0
1 4 1 0 0 0 2 0 1 7 0 1 1 0 2 1 I 0 1 0 0 3- 0 0 3. 1 0

2 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0,0000000002007,4°0

6 5 2 3 3 0 2 1 0' 5 0 6 0 1 3 3 0 0 S 3 4 5 3 0 1 1 4 1
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 1 .0 0 4
0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0' 0 0 I 0 0
0 5 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 5 0 1 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 '0 1 1 1 0 1
1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

*0 0 0 0 0 0 '04:4)0- 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 A 0 1 0 0 0 0,0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ci 0' 0.0 2 0.1 0 0
4 1 .2 1 0 3 2 3 3 5 1 5 2 3 12 1 0 2 1' 3 20 . 5 5 4 6 '4.
2 3 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 4 1 2 1 2 4 3 0 3 2 0 3 6 1 0 2 3 3
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0' 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0
O Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 'V 0 0 1
0 1 1 0 1 2 1 .0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 ogol000lo oo 0000000lo.o.toj.

0 0 0 0 0 Roo 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 a 1.1 0 '0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o p o o

.0 o 0 0 00 0 1 0- 0 0 0 0. 4 , 0 0 00 o 0 0 o 0 o 0 ..0.0 0
' o 4 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 , 0 0
0 0 0 0 0.0 1 o 1 0 o 0 0e0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0' 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 s), 6 Cr 0 0 0 0 Q 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 1 2 0 1 I 0 .0 A . 3 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 2
0 0 0 ' .1, 1 0 0 o 4 0 0 0 2 '1 0 1 O. 0 0 `0 0 1 b 0 111

2 1 1 4 .0 4 2 4' 2 0 3 4 2 4 6 2 2 3 .2 0 -7.. 7. 2 6 3. 3
0' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1. -0- ,.0 ,.0 .0 CI 0 0 0 0 '0 - 0 0 0 '0 3

0 0 0 - 0 1 0 0 s i 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 '0 0 0.0 0 0 0 Z-0 0
o o o o o o o o o o 0 o o . o 0' 0 0 0 0 04.0 o o II, 1 0

'T1 3. 6 2 3 13 12 .9 10. 5 1 7 0 08 .15 6 0 .0 6 9 5 0 7 4 13 1 30.11 9 8,17 17 9 3 lo?,,b 8 8: 5 0 6 6 2 .0 5. 2 6 0 4'11 3 2 14

.
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SUBJECTS DEALT WITH IN STATE'RESO UTIONS
. (Mississippi through Wyomin

MS MT NC NO NE NH NJ NM NV NY OH OK OR PA PR RI SC TN TT TX UT VA VI VT .14A WI WV WY

STATISTICS
STUDENTS ,

SUPREME COURT
TASK FORCE
TAX,
TAX INCENTIVE

0 0 0
0 1 0

p 0 0

0 0 1

3 7 0

0 0 0

TEACHERS CO 0
TECHNOLOGY 2 4 4

TELECOM:ILINICATIONS 0* 2 1

TELEPHONE SERVICES 1 0 0

TELEVISION
TOLL KEE TELErHONE 4;' 1 0 1

0 o '0
TR ANSPORTATICN o 1 o

TPUS1TEES 1 4 3

TTY 0 0 0

TUTORIAL PROGRAMSt. 0 0 0
UNION LISiT°. 4 0 0 0

UNICN LISTS 1 1 0

UNIVERSITY 0 3 0

UPBMI 0 1 1

3 5 1

VIDEO , 0 0 1

VOCNTIOTIAL SCHOOLS 0 0 0

VOLUNTEERS% 1 . 3 4

WE (JAPE- 0 0 0

NO! 1E4- 0 0. 1

WORKSHOPS 1 2 0

YOUTH 411 1 1 0

-0*

44-

I . ...

O'N . -,
t.n NOTE. Each resolution could deal with more than one subject

t
1 '7600

0 0 Oi 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 9 0' 1 0 0 1 0 0 0. 1 8 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 5 1 0 2 1 0
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Conferencing Via Computer, by Elaine B. Kerr

introduction

1

This is a report of the application of computer-mediated
communications to the planning, reporting, and implementationVa
national conference. -

The White House Con' rence on Library and Informatiopn

'Services was formally convened in Washington, D.C., in November,

1979. But the meeting was preceded by many months of plannffig,
decision-making, discussion, and review. Beginni<ng about six months

before the delegates actually gathered, the last stage of planning
involved the use of a computer-mediated telecomMunications system

known
'-
as EIES (Electronic Information exchange System). With

resources provided by the National Science Foundation, Texas
Instruments, Inc., and volunteers on the ,EIES network, key members

of the White HodseConference group located in 17 States used

. electronic communications for much of their tire- Conference work.

At the Washington meeting the system was used to record

much of the Conference activity for those on-site and Osewhere:
around the Nation;, and after the Conference was ov r, it was used to

coordinate subsequent implementation and report

This report is essentially a chronicle of the process. It uses
observations aiqsd records of Conference-related on-line traffic apd

questionnaire surveys of the participants to illuminate such-questions

as:

What was learned from this application of computer

technology ?.

If this use of computer cPonferencing were to be applied to a

similar meettibg in the 'future, what changes should be made?

What are the optimum ways of combining face-to-face

interaction, as in a conventional conference, with electronic
interaction via a mediuM such as,EIES?

.This report is rriore a compendium of "lessons learned" than a

sociological documentation of a iDimai experiment rn which precise
hypotheses are.ettirstedlinder controlled conditions. Sincg,-.both the

Conference and the use of EIES were innovative applications of an
"evolving technology, it seemed most reasonable to offer a detailed

account of what transpired, with sensitivity, to unexpected events and
what can be learned from hiridsight. It is hpped thapthis report will,
be of value'both fortiodum4nting this particular application of .

computer-mediated communications and.evaluating its utility for
similar purposes in the future. . .s.

1
Elaine B. Kerr is a research consultant with the ElectrOrric Informgtion

Exchange System (EIES). She received her Ph D in Sociology from Columbia

Uoiversity and is the author of numerous articles on cornpulerized
communications. She:coordinated e '(.4 of EIES by the Conference

Advisory Commitiee and staff.
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.

drientation On May 9, 1979, a presentation of the EIES system was made

at a meeting of the.AdvisoryCommittee,to Committee 'members and

Conference staff in Washington,, D.C. Following a brief introduction

et
to thenature-of computer conferenting, nine ;representatives of EIES,

each with a terminal, demonstrated the-system to training groups of
four or five people. Atone of two sessions Texas Instruments
conducted; at which terminals were distributed, two EIES members -,

were present to supplement specific terminal instructions with
wk "orientation to EIES. Face-to-face tutorials were later held with most of

the staff members and with one AdvisorKommittee member; several
lengthy phone tutorials were conducted when electronic connection
was a problem; and these efforts were supplemented by considerable

,. t on-line facilitation a-nd consulting.
..°

A

c Each user received a "welcoming message' when signing on

-line for the firSt time which explained how to get assistance in

learning to use EIES. In addition, the staff conference moderators
wrote 'separate welcOrnin-g messages to the members of their

conferences. _ -

i...

. . . .

Categorization

se- o '
The 41 members of the White House.Conference on Library

and InfOrmation Services group (Group 26 on EIES) we>e divided into

three categories:
, .

A) 4,dvisor'y Committee: 21 members ('seven voluntarily chose

not to participate in this computerized conferencing effort);

1'

B) Staff: eight members (one of whom resigned during the

project) ;,

C) Observers: 12, of whom five were regular EIESusers and

seven were either affiliated with NCLIS or were oonsupanfs.tt the

White House Conference.

This divisiDn among members of the White House Conference;
Advisory Cominittee,staff, and observers appears in marry of the ,

tables presented below. Some of these total 41 and others 36;
representing respectively the total WHCLIS 'group (G26) or only,'
members of the WHCLIS."billing group". (those whose funding
source on line was from this project). In sorne.,cases statistics for the
non-billing group' users (the 'five EIES observers) were unavailable,

and in other cases they are omittecrbecause their inclusion would
have distorted the meaning of the data, sinEe they were also involved

in many other projects.

769
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Orgifiization

of

The organization of the WHCLIS effort on EIES mirrored the
pre-exigingsubcommittee structure of the Advisory Committee, as
well aslpermitting the later development of more. fluid structures as
needed. Each of thostibcommittees was established-as a separate
EIES conference space:'

,
C264 WHCLIS DELEGATE PREPARA TION
C265 WHCLIS PROIRAM CO.NIMJTTEE
C266' WHCLIS IMPLEMENTATION
C270 WHCLIS PUBLIC RELATLONS
C271 WHCLIS D.ELtGATE SELECTION
C272 WHCLIS' CONFERENCE INFORMATION CENTER
C288 WHCLIS LOGISTICS

I

Each conference waS"open to specific members", who could
read the stored written transcripts of each others' comments and enter
their own. A list of the conference members and how Tar each
conferee -had-read-was--visrhle tcr each participant-Initial membe-rship-
in these conferences was restricted to the official subcOmmittee.
Members, as well as some of the EIES observers, with the staff persqn
in charge, of each area acting as that conference's moderator,
admitting hew members and editing the transcript if necessary. As the
discussion of the various topics proc ded, others were added to the
conference lists. (See Table 1 for the conference traffic analysis")

In addition, all WHCLI S'participaf used a group conference
.(C26: WHCLIS INFORMATION) to sha

2.
neraLinformation and

subc mmittee reports across the bou 1s of of more specific
achy ies.

Three other conferences emerged to meet concrete needs:

C231 WHCLIS'EVALUATION
C279 CITIZEN GROW'S
C290 THE ROLE OF EIES AT WHCLIS

The nbtebook feature of 'PIES was also used as needed,
although to a lesser extent than the conference structure (see Table 2).

. ,
This orgaiiizaton of the WHCLIS work into-the conference

stricture of EWES permitted overlapping and changing,onference
berships ccdrding to the participants' needs and interests.'

. . ) .
The Advisory Committee members belonged to an average of

fOur conferences each (with.a range of 0-n-en? six); Staff members
-, belonged to an average of eight conferences (ranging from 5 to 10);'_

.. and observers averaged six conferences (with a range of one to 11)._...

7.70 'N

AlthoUgh e EIES private and group messages were also used
for more time-b and and temporary kinds of cbmmunicattons, no
evaluation can "made-of this mfssage traffic 'Other than in summary
form (see Table 8), since the evaluator only had access to those
messagge addressed to her
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Initial Usage

,.

Tables 1 and 2 present an overview of the conference and

notebook traffic for the WHCLIS GROUP. The data were manually

colieded on the first of each month by examining each conference
,

io.o.beze of its rntgrnbership, number and size of the new
conference comments, number of different authors, and the extent to
which the members of'that conference were up-to-date in reading the
transcript. Since notebook memberships.were not visible at that point
in the development of EIES, notebook traffic data were simplified.

"As expected, the subcommittee conference with the largest '

membership and most traffic was the group conference (C26:
WHCLIS INFORMAT101). This had been established as the space for

general information-sharing across the bbundaries of other more

specific conferences.

As noted above, each bf the sevensubcomlbittees of the
Advisory Committee was organized lento -its own confe'rence. The

memb.ersj\ip size of these conferences was approximately.equal,
ranging from 15 to 21. But the amount of comments, 'br traffic in

each conference space7-tliffered somewhat, with the total umber of
conference comments ranging from 15.in C270: WHCLIS PUBLIC

RELATIONS, to_54 inC272: WHCLIS CpNFE)ENCE INFORMATION
CINTEK. The average size of the conference comments, however,

was more even, ranging from 22 lines in C272, to 3'5 lines inC276.'
C270 and C272 apparently differed more in tl* tensity of the
conference, traffic than in actual usage. e

The tables illustrate how conference particiPation, as,e1
4

cured

by readership, increased gradually over time. These data e

somewhat diluted the preseneetpf`seyeral users who n er or very

seldoM sjgAedinto any conferences to which they.belonged. Each
.was a relatively low-level user; however, in terms of iota! hours On'

line,essentially utilizing the system only for message traffic.

In alniost alflaties, nearly all conferees had either 'read most

or all 'of the transcript by the end of the period, or had instead read

armost nothing.

r'),p, 4N the three conferences which were established later, only
HE ROLE OF EIES AT WHCLIS;gerierated much activity. It

as used by-1.12 WHCLIS members and 11 general EIES members to
plan the demonstration of the EIES systerrt at the White House
Conference site itself. In addition, two notebooks: N237; EIES AT

WHCLIS NOTEBOOK and N290: WHCLIS KEYWORD DATA,4were
used as backups rot- C290.

The pattern of initial usag as uneven (see Table 3). At least

two of the Seven months of this project were spent starting up,'while
users acquired terminalS, signed on line, and began to learn basic
EIES mechanics. This time lag impeded the initial operations of the
project, since the WHCLIS staff and EIES observers came online well
before the members of the Advisbry-Committee; yet the -'real work of

the grdup could not begin until the Committee had come on line and
become acclimated to using the system.
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.

An expected and normal amount of fumbling, common .to new
, users who Are learning to use-a different mode cornmunicating,
was largely responsible for the ON/ start. System malfunctions, many.
,liotmal" in the sense that EIES is an evolving research effort rather

A than a more fixed and-piNictable commercial system, also
contributed to.some user problems. An additional factor was the

-relatively low usage of EIES by a few key people in the WHCLIS
jeffOrt. The great pressure of time in hia, to accomplish the work

was a tension-producing factor, and it is therefore suggested that an
earlier introduction of EIES intfflthe WHCLIS planning effort would

. have been advantageous to Both goal,achievement and a more
relaxed learning atmosphere.

Users had significant problems-in act ally beginning to use-
EIES. The initial training session on May.9 vas held almost two.
Snonths before most received their terminals and signed on line. By
that time, much of the training itself and,the explanatory materials
distributed at that session had been lost or forgotten.

Adjusting to the intricacies of,iritelligent terminals was a
second major problem. The capabilities of the Texas Instruments
Model 765 Bubble,Memory Terminal far exceesied the requirements
of the EIES system. Although it offered the opportunity for off-line ,

composition, which if facilely used could have saved members much
connect time, in fact only four WHCLIS members learned any of
these routines and none became,adept at them. It was the presence
of theseadvanceditechnological opportunities that ironically acted as
an impediment toithe EIES experience, t,'that beginners tended to
confusethe features and _requirements of The terminal itself with those
of the EIES system. -The recommendation, then, is that "dui-nb" Dither
than "intMligent" terminals tae used, whenever pOssible,for new users.4

,

o

Tables 4 through 9 present some general statistics on the use
of EIES by the WHCLIS' group. Each is presented for Members of the
three categorie (staff, Advisory.Cornmittee, and observers) who were

'active in a particular category durinthat month, rather than for, the
entire group, so that the data would not be diluted by those who had
not yef.signed on line,,who were off-line for that period, or who were
inactive in the Osage Category% 'The'overall number of active users is
presented in Table 4.

Scanning these tables, the general conclusion is that usage .

increased through August,Spotember, arid October, and then
declined-. with the data rise ling a normal distribution. Data are

.rot.inded to.the nearest whole number/and can be.divided by the
number of active users to determine the averages for those active on
line.

.t
. .

(s Table probablppe rpost-interesting, in that it irieticates the
amountof actual triage of the EIES system. These data Slightly

, underreport the amount Of,real use, since time spent in off-line
cgRakoon in the bubble memory is not included. Thq eight staff

,

0,
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members accounted for 38 percent of the total hours used, whereas
the Advisory Committee's usage was less than their proportionate
representatibn. This support the qualitative impression of the staff's
greater activity through carrying the bulk of the administrative work.
It was only in October and November that the Advisory Committee's
usage was relatively high. Although use by the staff peaked in August,
the Advisory Committee continued relatively high activity through
November, and time on line by the observers increased steadily until
December.

Table 6 presents the actual number of times users signed onto
EIES. The pattern resembles Table 5, although observers were
disproportionately represented in these statistics°

Table .7 was constructed by dividing the total hours on line by
the number of sign-ons to derive the average amount of time on line
in minutes per session. After the first month, during which it was
rather high for all three groups, probably because of training and
general acclimation, the numbers tended to increase slightly over
time. The length of on-line sessions apparently lengthened with
familiarity with the system, even though the absolute usage declined
after a midway peak, possibly tecause they were iricreasingly busy
off line. The staff averaged 21 minutes per session, compared with 13
minutes for the Advisoty Committee and 10 minutes for the
observers.

Table 8 presents the changing number of other EIES members,
both within and outside the WHCLIS group, to whom private
messages were sent. The greatest activity for thp group as a whole
was during the month of August, but there were inter i variations.
Although the staff activity peaked in August, SepteThRr and October
continued to be heavy months in the number of people addressed.
Usage by thesAdvisory Committee was steadier, with fairly heavy
traffic from July `through October. The staff's previously documented
greater usage is greatly reduced for the number of addressees,
accounting for 40 percent of the total, compared with 37 percent for
the Advisory Cdibmittee.

Table 9 presents the varying uses made of the different
components of the EIES system. Although messages, especially private
messages, were utilized far more extensively than were either the
conference or notebook spaces, this is somewhat deceiving, in that
the conferences tended to be used for relatively rigid and specified
tasks. Also, some items originally appeqing in private messages were
later transferred to conference comments. Furthermore, many of the
private messages and some of the group messages were requests for
'help and facilitation.

Participation in the public conferences was deliberately
discouraged because of the time constraints on the group4, work,,
except for one public conference on Library Futures to which
members were specifically directed. It may be that this whetted their
appetites for exploring other'public conferences, but this cannot be
directly determined.

768
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User Assistance

L.

Little use was made of notebooks, which represent a
stepping -ott poiril for many of the more advanced features available
on the system. Notebooks are spaces designed for storage of text' and
customized pr'ogrammed procedures, composition of complex items
prior to submission, and co-authorship.

The number of items received greatly exceeds those composed
because of the,"troughput" nature of computerized
communications. Multiple addresses for messages and large', ,

conference memberships mean that the user receives-far more text
material than the amount he or she enters into the'system. (The data
for group messages are somewhat exaggerated, since the, group
evaluator, Whe) composed 121 of these messages, is not inckiled in
the statistics.) The circulation ratio, or average-number of pervns
receiving an item was: for private messages, 2.2; for conferences,
20.7; and for public conferences, 79.8.

-from the perspective of E1ESWHCLIS represented a
somewhat unusual user group, in thayit ope4ated with tight deadlines
and closely defined goals. On the her hand, it resembled other user
groups on line in terms of size, ographic'disperon, mixture of staff---'
and advisory group, and task. s'

I r \
i o

Because of-these kinds'of factors, the author of this report, as
an experienced user of/the DES system and coordinator of its user
consultants, ,ssumedlhe.task of facilitating the effort.' Responsibilities
included ordination, basic training and orientation for both the staff
an the dvisor. Committee, monitonr4 the pr eedings
e oc u enting he use of the systemljnking the i lementation'and
pro:rammi staffs, managing 'time allotations, monstrating the

stem at e Conference in November, and evaluating4he overall
ffort. T is was a very specialized, intense, and focused kind of user

_ cbrisu inwcompared to.thar which is offeredigeneral users of the EIES

An on-line file (conference 253) was maintained with
/ questions and responses to user problems. These questions ranged

,from,the simple mechanics of how to use the s stem to various kinds
/ of facilitation, teaching advanced features, and onsulting on policy

decisions relating to the work of the WHCLIS gr on the EIES
system.
4c.

Access to this conference was restricted to five peoplehe
authopand observers fro'm EIES and WHCLIS) who maintained the
Confidentiality of the user materials that appeared there. Moreover,

'any item with either personal or extraneous text was edited before
being copied into the file.

r
, .

An analysis of user problems spanned 535 items entered in
confeience 253 between May 2 and December 31, 1979. These,
requests from users'do riot necessarily correspond an a one-to-one
basis with items in the Tile,*since many messages contained mufti*
requests, sonde were thank notes, and others included unsolicited

`system.,.' r
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suggestions to users when problems were spotted of which they had
been unaware. .

The tabulation was made by number of user requests. Often
each request involved two or more communications: one with the
original question, one in response with the answer, and frequently
further questions or applications being suggested afterwards BothOthe
length and time span, then,,are variable. There are six categories of
user requests, although usyrs generally did not'associate their requests
with these or any categories (see Table 10).These categories conform
to the major,componepts of the LIES system and provide a useful
framework within w ch to organize requests that, in practice,
frequently crosscut reas of specific, concern.

"Genera usage problems," such as difficulties with terminals
or loggihg on, ere far more characteristic of the earlier than later
WHCLIS us s. For example, "terminal interface problems," or
problems adjuSting to the complexities of the intelligent Texas
Iristruments terminal, were generally overcome within the first month
of useirnilarly, the category of "help in getting started for new
users, general facilitation" required the facilitator. o work intensely at
ti
.

rst with novices who only occasionally needed this kind of and after
becoming used to the system.(,"---

0

/ Some of the problems, such as setting the netwA to half
duplex, signing off line, modifying conference comments, and adding
members to an existing conference were of a mechanical "how'd
nature. Others involved coordination, linkage, and policy,, as in
establishing new conferences, suggesting general organization and
norms, messaging etiquette, and linking with nongrouptsers on EIES.

The WHCLIS users, by and large, did not get involved with the
advanced features available on EIES, essentially limiting their
exchanges to the messaging and conferencing Systems.

The data in Table 11 were collected by a simple count of the
conferene commentsin C253, to show the uneven. pattern of
requestsid assistance and facilitation over time. This is only a rough
approxim ion; since the units here were not the number of requests,
as was e case elsewhere, but, rather the absolute number of
requewt-response sets. When compared with Table 9, these data
suggest that there was a lag of several weeks before new users felt
'sufficiently comfortable with the basic mechanics of using the system
to be aware of just what questions they wished to ask and which
electronic phis they chose to.explore. The number of requests for

e assistance reser9bles a normal distribution curve, with a slow start,
gradual buildup hitting a peak at the end of August, and then aftrather
steady decline (see:Table 11).

An.examination of the number of requests f9r help and
facilitation per user produced Table 12. Almost half the members
used relatively little of the on-line help available to them, whereas
others were disproportionately heavy in their requests for assistance.
The mean number of requests was 30.3. Help was needed, given,,-
and, used, but the reasons why some took greater advantage of it than
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EIES at WHCLIS
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others canoot be completely determined. To this researcher, -the six
users' requesting the most help were alsothe most enthusiastic about
EIES as a communications Medium; but this impressior{might be
spuriousAn that the researcher became best acquajrited with those
who communicated most with her on line,

:

The number of requests for help'varied directly with the
amount of time spent on line (see Table 13). While most of those
spendinpelatively little time on line made comparatively f1w
requests for help, those with more aim on line were more evelli
divided, suggesting that time on Jine alone is not a complete
explanation! A comparison of these , to with Table 1,1 shows that

'requests declined after the ba/sic lea ning mechanics were mastered.
Further questions began to /lead the users into more advanced ,

applications of the DES system.

,
ThefElectronic Information Exchange System was featured at

the White Hoyse Conference as a major component of a working
Information Center, designed by the Library of Congress for the
delegates to use H1 drafting their recommendations and as a prototype
library,of the future. EIES was used for a'variety of purposes:

1 AContinuous'reporting of Conference activities;

Connecting various working groups to one another through
/ electronic reports and messages, and allowing both delegates and

noniclelegates to monitor the progressof all working?groups;

Demonstrating a new technology for the, sharing of
communication and information; .

-

Reporting White House Conference activities to EIES users
and guests unable to be physically present;

- .o

I-4- Allowing interaction among the Conference and three
remote sites in-Hawaii, Kansas City, and New Jersey;

4

Permitting communication between the delegates,and
supporting groups in their home States,, includiAg pre- Conference
participants, State-level advisory comrnittees, and State goverment
officials;

Categorizing and indexing the keyWorkcolJected from the
State pre-Conference resolutions, °

EIES public conference 1028 was established as an on-line site
for viewing reports from the 34 "working-groups, surriNalies of ,

plenary sessions, drafts of resolutions, testimony at open public
hearings, and comments from tho,se.connected both electronically
and at the.site. A group of graduate library student volunteers assisted
in entering a total of 478 comments. Additionally, ElfS-public
notebook 1028 served a smaller communications fuktion, acting as

-

)-
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a news-and-feature service with background information, features,
and general Conference updates.

A special software filtering routin was written on EIES by
- James Whitescarver to permit flexible and customized interfacing

/between accessers of these spaces and their changing needs. Typing
WHCLIS or* WHCNEWS allowed users to access either the

public conference or the public notebook and selectively choose only
those topics they wished to follow, by associations to other
comments or by keywords. Branching structures, and batch or
nobatch options, were also part of this software package.

The resulting compilation of resolutions from the
pre-Conference, on-line copies of the recommendations made by the
delegates, and the final resolutions passed at the White House
Conference make it possible to trace the legislative history of given
issues in the national culmination of the Conference process.

EIES occupied one of the five major sections of the InfOfmation
Center, with seven people representing the system, approximately 25
working terminils for input, demonsfraticin,.and printouts, and .a ,

scrolling terminal with video monitor presenting continuous display
of the Conference's progres. Posted printouts also permitted manual
scanning.-

AP

Pre- and post-use questionnaires were written and administered on
line to elicit descriptive statistics and changes over time, and to help
determine whether the experience of communicating on EIES actually
Kad.an impact on the WHCLIS Nkork process. The pie-use
questionnaire was issued June 27 and responded to almost'
immediately by seven people. Follow-up reminder messages.to
nonrespondents were sent August,10 and August 27. Each a the tWo

`follow ups produced seven additional responses. Six of the eight Off
people responded, as did 14 of the 22 AcK/isory Committee members,
and one of the seven non-EIES observers. EIES observers were omitted
from the data analysis, as their responses were not comparable. The
21 respondents represented 57 percent of the'total number eligible to
respond.

The questionnaire was distributed via RESPOND, .a software
system on EIES developed by Peter and Trudy Johnson-Lenz. Written
in INTERACT, a programrping language embedded within the EIES
system, RESPOND is used to design, administer, and tabulate on-line
survey questionnaires. The most common application, to date,'has -
been to survey participants in various groups about their'reactions to
'the EIES system.

Advantages of computerized coriferencing surveys over 'mail
questionnaires include: decreased time and effort for survey design
and data collection; option for respondents who do not untierstande.a
question to send a message 'Auesting clarification; higher response,
rates than in mailed questionnaires;:possible complex,branching; and
options for multi-round Delphi studies with feedback to participants
between rounds.
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PRE-USE QUESTIQNNAIRE

Your cooperation in completing the following questionnaire,
before you participate in the system for more than an hour or so, is
vitally necessary for a thorough and proper evaluation of the use
that'WHCLIS makes of the EIES system. These questions are
designed to-collect some information on general background and
Communication s011e. Ydu should be able to complete the answers
to this questionnaire in aipout 15 minutes. If you choose norto
respond to.a particular question, you may do this simply by hitting
CARRIAGE RETURN.

1. What is your age?

- Under 25 8 45-54
1 25-34 4 55-64 ,.
7 35-44 & 65 or over .

v .
2. Sex'.

10 Female
11 Male

3 Please indicate the amount.of forrhal education you'have
completed:

s

Grammar school or less'
Some high school
High school graduate
Some college

1 College graduate
3 Some graduate school

16, Graduate degree
1 Abstain,

4. How would you describe your reading spee4?

o

778

(

4 Very fast
14 Fast

Slow,
Very slow

ti

5. Comparing your writing skills and'your speaking skills, would
you say you"were more persuasive when:

7 Writing
13 Speaking

1 Abstain

6. How would you describe your typing

1 ,None
3 Hunt and peck
7 Casual (rough draft with errors)
3 Good.(can do 25 w.p.m. error free)
6 Excellent (canxic..40 w.p.m. error free)
1 Abstain
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7 I think computers are: ,

: 1 : 2 : _3 : 4 : 5 : 6 : ,7 :
i

woriderful ,. neutral terrible >Abstain
9 4 2. '5 . - . - 1

8. Have you ever used computers or computer terminals before?

r
8 Never
7 Seldom
S Frequently
1 Abstain

9. Have you ever utilized a computerized messaging system, ir
teleconferencing, or computerized conferencing system before?

4 Yes
16 No . .,

1, Abstain /
(If yes, please let me know in a private message which stems
you have used.)'

10. Please describe your present impressions Of the degree of
cooperation ancrcohesibn within the WHCLIS group.

- .
1 : 2 : 3 ' : 4

Very Strong Moderate Low
Strong

1 5 11 2 2

11, Of allele members of the WHCLIS group, please estimate how - t

many-you consider to be, pr Ssional colleagues with whom
you have eithferpreviously mmunicated or become familiar
with their work.

5

Nonexisynt AbstaiW.

None
'Fewer than

5 5%10

2 11-15
1 16-29
- 21 -25

26 or more
3 Abstain

5

,.

4

.I. s

12. Of all the members (Attie WHCLIS group, please estimate how
many you consider to be personal friend§.

6 None
2 1

4 2

1 1

. 3 4
2 5

2 . 6 or morer
1 Abstain

.. t 2 774.
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13 Concerning the user information brochure about EIES, 'check
one of the following.

2 Did not receive a brochure
4 Received a brochure, but haven't read it
6 Found the brochure easy to understand

.4 Found the brochure hard to understand
2 Read the brochure, but can't evaluate it.
3 Abstain

J4. Which feature,of the conferencing system do you anticipate as
being most useful to you?

8 Private messaging between individuals
9 Group discussion and conferencing

Text editing features
- Personal notebooks

Bulletin
Searching the conference records .

1 Use of anonymous t orpments or pen names
Other (please specify in a private message to me)

3 Abstain

15. How much time in the average $veek do you foresee yourelf
rasing EIES?

2 30 minutes or less
5 30 minutes to 1 hour
4 1-3 hours
7 4-6 hours
1 6-9 hours

9 hours or more
. '2 Abstain

I
.00

716..

How often do you foresee yowself signing on the system to
send or receive messages or ottscussibn comments?

Once a month or less
2 2-3 Times a month
1 Once a week
7 /Two or three times a week
6 Daily
3 Several times a day
2 Abstain

17. DO you anticipate entering the material into the system
YOURSELF or having someone else do it for 'ou?

12 Type it myself
2 Have it typed
5 Both will occur
2 Abstain
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18 Which of the/following best describes yoUr anticipation of the

system's worth?

- think it will be useless
think it is useful for others, but not for WHCLIS

1 arrrskeptical about it but \A/Ming to try it
1 am basically indifferent or neutral
4 thinkit will have limited, but some, worth for

WHCLIS
8 I think 14 will be useful in many respects .
4 I think it will revolutionize WHCLIS's

work/commOnication, processes
2 It depends (please specify in a private message to me)
1 Abstain \i

19. Compared to the conventional means of communicating with
the WHCLIS Advisory Co?nmittee and staff, do you expeci EIES
to:

8 Involve less,Of your time
9 Invokiemore of your time
2 Involve the same amount of your time
2 Abstain

-
If you would like to make additional comments, please put

them in a private message to me .

Elaine B. Kerr
E1ES Research Consultant

The demographic characteristics indicate that this was a
well-educated, middle-aged, egalitarian group. As might be expected,
they perceived themsehies as fast readers, casual typists, and more
persuasive when speaking than writings beginners on EIES, they

shad a positive attitude toward computers, even though eight had no
prior experience with either computers on terminals. Four indicated
they had used-some kind of electronic mail system before, but gave
no details, even though, this was requested in the questionnaire.

Concerning the existing WHCLIS group, they perceived moderate to
strong cohesion, several who were considered to-,be colleagues, and
most had at least one personal friend in ye group.

..t
thatTheir ttitudes toward the EIES system. at a point were

moderately favorable: half of those who- had read the Users' Guide
rated it favorably. They were evenly dividedin expecting jo use the
messaging and conferencing components of EIES. Mow than half
expected to sign on line east once a day, using the system an
average of four to six urs a week. Half anticipated typing the
material themselves..And just over half indicated very positive
attitudes toward the system's potential utility for their group. (The
degree of this positive pre-evaluation was somewhat surprising, in
thatathe last alternative was worded,to be somewhat exaggerated.)'.
Finally, thTwere split in terms of expecting EIES to involve more or
less of their time compared with conventional means of
communicating.
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One of the three priVate messages receiv ed in response to this,
questionnaire was particularly predictive: "This is really a mixed
group of people; and given the relatively short amount of time they
have to get over any initial barriers they may have with learning to
use' this kind of 4 communications system, I would anticipate very
uneven results."

A number of cross- tabulation's were manually constructed to
determine if some of the attitudinal responses to the pre-use
questionnaire were correlated with actual usage of the EIES system.
The cumulative time used on line a's of Decerilber. 1'8 was used as the
final data point for these analyses. Although the numbers were small,
some patterns did emerge. No relations s were found with amount
of use and these three variable's: reading spe (Q.4), feeling more
persuasive when speaking vs. writing (Q.5), and attitude toward
computers (Q.7). There was a strong and positive relationship
between' perceivecLtyping skills and amount 6f time spent using EIES,
with'those rating 'their typing skills as "caial" to "excellent"
spending considerably more time tinline. This suggests that typing, as
a component of perceived ease of using the system, had both an
attitudinal and mechanical impact'as an enabling fadtor on actual
usage (see Table 14).

Previous use of computers and terminals was also related to
the amount of EIES use, suggesting a second factor incorporating both
attitudes and skills (see Table 15}. And the data in Table 16 indicates
that pre-use attitudes about the anticipated worth of EIES to their
work produced the strongest relationship with actual use. Finally,
those who expected using EIES'tb savthern time rather than cost
them time were far more likely to use the system extensively (see
Table 17).

4

A corresponding post-use questionnaire vas issued on
November 27,'fo which 10 users responded quickly. Follow-up
reminders were sent to nonrespondents on December 19 and January
177 producing another five returns. In addition, copies were mailed to,
the 11 people who no longer had terminals, resulting in artother five
returns. In all, the 20 respondents reprgented a 56 percent response
rate.

Five/ Were'staff members, 12 were Advisory Committee
members, and'three were observers. Of the 20, 16 had also
responded to the pre-use questionnaire.

POST-USE QUESTIONNAIRE

Four coop&ation in completing the,follbwing questionnaire
is vitally necessary for a thorough evaluation of the use that
WHCLIS has made of the EJES system. These questions are designed
to' collect some information about your cdmmunication style and
experiences using this lystem. You. should be able to.complete it in
abotit 15 minutes. If you choose not to respond to a particular
question, you may do this by hitting CR (Carriage Return). ,

s.
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1 Comparing your wntrng skills and your speaking skills, would
you say you Were more when:

Writing
10 Speaking,

3 .AbstaM

I.
2. I think corhputers are:

:, 1 : 2 : 3 : "4 : 5 : 6 : 7

wonder"ful neutral terrible Abstain
6 8 3 2 1

3. Please describe your present impressions of the degree of
co?peration end cohesion withirytKe WHCLIS group:

.1 2 . 3 : 4 : 5 : ,

Very Strong MOderate ,Low Nonexistent Abstain .
Strong

3 5 10 , 1

4 Of all the members of the WHCLIS Advisory Committee, please
estimate how many you consider to be professional colleagues
since you began using EIES?

1 None
8 Fewer than 5
4 5-10
- 11-1
4 16-20
1- 21-25 -

- 26 or more
2 Abstain

5. Of all the members of the WHCLIS,group, please estimate how
many you consider to be personal friends.

1 None
2 1

2 2

2 3

1 4
3 5
9 6 or more

6.. Which feature of thefeerencing system,ded you find most
useful?

11 Private messaging betweeh individuals
Group discussion and cdnferencing
Text editing features
Personal notebooks
Searching the conference records
Use of anonymous comments or pen names ,,

- Other (please specify in a private message to me)

778":
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7. How often did you sign on the system
messages or discussion comments?

Once a month or less
1" 2-3 tiinesl,a month
3 Once a week
9 Two or three times a week
3 Daily
4 Several times a day

to send or receive

8. Did you enter the material into the system yourself or have
0

someone else do it for you?
.- ,

15 Typed it myself
1 Had it typed
3 B eccurred.

Absta

9. Which of the following best describes your evaluation of the
system's worth?

- think it was useless
I think it was'qeful for others, but not for WHCLIS

1 I am still skeplical ab6ut it
I am. basically indifferent or neutral

5 I think it had limitdd, but some, worth for WHCLIS
6 I think it was useful in many respects.
8 I think it revolutionized WHCLIS's 'work/coromunica-

tion ,protesses
It depends (please specify in a private message to me)

10. -.Compared to the conventional means of communicating with.
the WHCLIS Advisory Committee and staff,, did HES:-

7 Involve less of your time
. b Involve more of your time

3' Involve 'the same amount of your time ,
4' Abstain

11. Use Of/EIES has increased my productivity in termsbf the
QUALITY of work recently complIted or underway. '.

4

. 1 : 2 : 3 : 4 : 5' :

Neither f
Strongly Agree nor Strongly s

.$) Agree Agree Disigrel DisagreaDisagree "Abst4in
% --' 2 5 . 9 2 - 2 ;

'.,

12. Use of ElES has inceeasedmyproductivity in terms of the
QUANTITY of work rec9ntlycornpletedsr undelway.

1' : 2 of 3 :. 4 : 5 :

- Neither . .

Strongly Agree nor Strongly ...

Agree Agree Disagree Disagree Disagree AbsraIn
9 ", 5 4 2

P. ,

r)

r
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13. Use of EIES has increased my effectiv,eness as a member of the
WHCLIS group.

1 : .2 : 3 :, 4 : 5 :

Neither
Strongly Agtee nor Strongly

Agree Agree Disagree Disagree Disagree Abstain
5 . 8 4 2 . 1

14. Use of EIES has increased my "stock of ideas" that might be
used igluture'work.

1 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 :
,

Neither
Strongly . Agree nor Strongly

Agree Agree Disagree Disagree Disagree Abstain
9 L4 3 1 3

15.. Has the use of EIES Changed the amount of your use of,other
r media? What about the telephone?

Iticreased
8 ND effect
7 Decreased
S Abstain'

, .

16. What about the mails?

. - Increased ,
4

8 No effect
10 Decreased

2 Abstain

17: What about travel to meetings?

- Increaed
7 No effect

10 Decreased
,3 Abstain

18. During the time that you have been a member of EIES, have
you noticed that it has had any impacts on the way in which
you think and work, in general?

5 No
12 Yes

3 Abstain
(If yes, please describe these impact in as much, detail as
possible in a private message to me.)

19. Comparing my'contributions or effort puOnto EIES with the
amount of information received, I feel thafl.have:

- "; ContributectsIgnifidantly more than I have received
Contributed more than I have received

4 About equal
8 Received more than I havecontributed
3 Received significantly more than I have contributed
5 -Abstain

V
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I welcome any additional comments you might care lo make,
and ask that you put them in a private message to. me. Specifically, I,
am interested in your responses to the following questions:

ir
1) What one or two factors best explain why you have not used

EIES more? .

2) i)Are there any particular features of EIES you have found to be
(please describe and comment): ,

.

/
. )

a) Unique and
.
valuable,to this type of system?

61 Useless; distracting, and/or out of place in this type of
system?

c) What general improvements/new features/changes would. you like to suggest EIES?

3) Any other comments on the EIES system,or its impacts, or on
this questionnaire?

kp z Elaine Kerr

*

EIES Research' Consultant
`. ./

The changes that had oc curred seven months after the system's
inception can now be examined. For only two variables, no , .
significant changes were discernible for the yroup as a whole:

7.

The proportion feeling they were more persuasive w hen
,

writing than wheh speaking (perhaps they had not been on EIES long
enough for this to have an impact). -

... About half expected, and about half found,,the private
message and group conferencing systems to be the most useful
aspects of EIES. (As a group, they did not explore the more complex
features available on the system.) .

Scanning the responses to questions 11 through 19 gives an
impression of the perceived overall utility of the system: r

.Far more agreed than disagreed that EIES had a positive
irnbact on the quality and quantity of their work, as well as their.
'.'stock of ideas" and group effectiveness.

Supportive evidence for the cost effectiveness of
computerized communications is provided by the majority, who said
it had decreased their use of telephone, travel, .and mail.

) Twelve of 17 perceived an impact on their general modes of
thinking and working. -

.4. . 11 of 15 felt they had received more than they had
contributed.

"Th

There was a positive change over firm in the group's attitude
toward computers in general, with an increase from 75 to 85 percent
of positive ratings.- .

71S1
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Impressions of the degree of group cooperation and cohesio
increased, with 32 percent rating if,as strong or very strong at the
beginning and 42 percent at the end. There is, of course, no w of
knowing how mitch of-thi4*increase was a' function of the<groy 's
.working together over time and how 'much would have takeVplace
even in the absence of EIES.

The number considered to be professional colleag6es
increased over time (see Table 18). When the data are confined to
those responding at both. Roints ifi time, and abstentions are
eliminated2this was founoTto vary directly with total/time used on
line. Those interacting on EIES more intensely witivtheir group
members were more likely to experience an increase in the number
they perceived to be colleagues. The number o, personal firiendships
also increased substantially over time, with a (milar pattern
according to time spent on line (see Table 1

4

The freq uency with which they rep- rtedf
times

had signed on
line was checked against -the actual num eF of Imes igne on an
the total amount of time used as a valid ty check, which on the
whole was essentially accurate (see Table '0).There was little
discrepancy between tlie expected frOquency of sign on and reported

actual frequency, With a slight tendency to sign on more often than
Itad been anticipated (see Table 21). . ,

4

. .;

The expected mode of working with EIES, by either typing the
material oneself, having it entered by'someone else, or a eombinatio
of these two, was with two -ex eritions carried-out. As indicated in

owntyping.spent much more time on
suggesting the'tthe experience of
self was reinforcingin leading to
d been anticipated when signing on line.

4/of the Worth Of EIES increased over the
ble scores ranging between a lOw of one ,

mean score at the beginning was 5.7 and at
who responded to both questionnaires, with .

re favorably disposed toward the system's
ee Table 23). As was true for pre .use attitudes

ES pOst-use attitudes were also directly related
ion,line (see Table 24).

.

ginning and the end, the group was about
ether EIES would or did involve more or less

ventional means of communicating. However,
positions over time (see Table 25). Those who at

Table 22, those who dielvihOr
line than those who did not,
interacting with the system
activities other than what

Overall evaluation
seven months. With puss

and a high of seven, the
the end was 6.0.. Those
one exception, Were m
worth as time passed
toward the worth of E
to the total time spen

At bOth the b
evenly divided as to
of their time than
many switched thei
the start had expec ed EIES to save them time were more likely to use
the system frequenly. At the conclusion, however, those who felt that,
-EIES had involved ore of their time had, in fact, spent considerably
more on on line (see Table 26).

The impac lof the system on perceived productivity was
considered in ter s- of both quality, and quantity of "work recently
completed or un erway. Although the group's' "vote" was favorable
to EIES in both cases, the two components of productivity-were not

f
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completely correlatecThith ch other (see Table 27). Perce,ptions of
the effect on both quality a d quantity were also related to time spent
on Jine,'suggesting that t e positive impact of EIES increased linearly
with use (see Tables 2 anti 29).

Although th e was strong agreement that "use of EIES has
increased my eff tiveness as a member of the WHCLIS group" (13
t o two); this w not related to average time spent on line. This was

7> also the.case or increasing one's "stock of ideas" (13 to one).
Although '19 indicated that 11 of 15 felt they.had.received more
from EIE han they had contributed, this too was unrelated to time
spent o line.

The responses to inquiries about the effects of the system On
e of telephone, travel, and mail were positive and interrelated (see ,

_ , able 30). All except four users saw'at least some increase In cost-
. effectiveness. The dissenters used an average of 26.9 hours of time on

line, compared with 33.6 for ,the others responding to this
( questionnaire, suggesting'that perhaps in fact fol..them it was less

cost-effective. The four finding the system mote'cost-effective' (saying
that it had decreased use of all three other media) averaged 61.0

,hours on line. Those who found 'that EIES had had an impact "on the .-
way. in which you think and work, in general" had spent twice as

) much time on line compare ith those Who'reported no impactseeTile 31).

The Re e of the
Res: rcher

788

I
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Although the role of the'researcher as Got g up facilitator
and evaluator posed some potential methodologica dile mas for

"participant observation, this in fact was not a major obl m because
of awarenes's of the situation, because the two efforts were separated
in time segments, and because th.e relevant statistics were collected

, and presented separately.

The use of EIES by WHCLIS represented the first time that a
large-scale coordination efOrt of this type was conducted. In addition
to the normal user consultibg functions available to all users of the
EIES system (basic training, general orientation, people brokering, and
teaching advanced features), tbe researcher was responsible for
general coordination, monitoring all conferences and notebooks,
participating in policy decisions as to the usage of this electronic
communications medium, time management and allocations, linkage
with programmers for developing the required special softwar,e, and
managing the presentation of the EIES system on-site at the White

.'t44ouse Conference.

The researcher's usage statistics therefore are qualitatively.
different from those of the individual members of the WHCLIS group.
They indicate, in part, the amount.of time, effort, and computer space
required to coordipate this kind of effort (see Table 32). In addition to

",':;,the effort documented in this table, it's important to notethe
.-iv. invaluable assistance provided by'three other members of the EIES

team who acted as :iconwItantS to the consultant": Starr Roxanne
Hiltz; who is the EIES evaluator; Charlton Price, who4as responsible
for the initial link between EIES and WHCLIS; ancPMurray Turoff,
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A Note odthe
Methodology of
Evaluatipn of EIES
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who designed and administers the EIES sy.sfe.M. In an important sense,
this entire effort represented a new organizational form in which
geographically dispersed colleagues interacted electroniCally to
generate a specific task and workable product.

A number of usage statistics are automaticdlly collected and
stored in the EIES computer. Users can,access data about themselves,
and the group coordinator and evaluator can also access information
aboUt both the group and specific members. Data presented,here and
elsewhere, however, reflect use made either by the group as a
whole or categories of users, rather than individuals, since the latter
information is considered private and confidential. Data about
individual users were examined only for aggregate purposes; the text
of privkmessages was not and cannot be examined.

The following aa were systematically collected -and examined:

+TIMESTAT: presents time usage statistic for membersof a
specified billing group. (Billing groups on EIES are those through
which line time is funded. They do no usually fully coincide with
EIES groups, since there may well be group participants whose
funding is external to the billing group. Five suc nonbillin group
general EIES users existed in this Case.) +Tit* AT makes visible, by
user, the amount of time allocated, total time ised to date, amount of
time remaining, and,,amount of time used/ du ng the previous month.

+1:IMEBGST:, presents individudu ge statistics monthly, to
examine who is using the system and he requency of using each of
its component part. Data are presen ed or the previous month and
the total to date for the number of i and component lines.
composed and received for private an group messages; private,
group, and public conferences.; priva e, group, and public notebooks;
total number of times 9n; total hour and minutes of use; and total
private message addressees.

The changing group status. per month and over time was
examined monthly with a review of group status command. This is
visible to any' member of the groupand presentsthe individual usage
statistics as outlined above, aggregated for the group as a whore.
Those data reflect the entire EfES group, rather than only the billing
group.

,Each of the.group's 10 conferences and four notebooks were
examined monthly, in order to manually collect the clatkpresented in
Tables 1 and 2. Upon entering any EIES conference, users are asked,
if they wish to examine the "conference status,", which presents the
name of each conference member and the extent to which they are
up-to-date in the proceedings.

Questions and responses from users were copies] into a-,
feparate conference for various kinds of analyses, as pretsented in
Tables 10 -13. These were also non-automated procedures. <Ai

.

Finally, pre- and post-use questionnaires were written and
administered on line, as described above.

784' 789
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Conclusions WHCLIS' use of EIES was the first application of this
computerizedconOtencing system for planning and management of a
large-scale najonal meeting. As such, the results of this exercise are
of interest tohose involved with the WHCLIS effort, those at NCLIS

'and
for implementing the results of the Conference, designers

and other concerned users of WS, and those considering using
computer conferencing for similar purposes.

The methodology for evaluating the use made of the EIES
system by groups coming on line.to accomplish specific tasks is-new
and evolving. Although evaluation' has been an ongoing component
of EIES since its inception in 1976, focused applications of evaluation
techniques to groups.planning a national meeting such as WHCLIS
was a new test both for the system and for its evaluational research.'
We were concerned, in this case, w nderstan.ding the impact of
computer-mediated communications on e nature of the WHCLIS
group and the individuals' work, with del rmining to what degree the
use of this system facilitates the achievement of the group's goals,
and with finding ways in which the system can be changed to the
advantage of current and future users.

EIES is an evolving system for research and development on
computer-mediated communication. One of its fifnctions is to provide

\-4') a facility in which groups can experiment with new applications for
this medium. User groups' cooperation with the evaluational research
program makes it possible to discover the particular advantages and
disadvantages of this technology for specific kinds of user groups and
applications. The major long-term goal of EIES is*to develop a
computer and information technology that permits structuring of
human group communications to the needs and app 'cations of
individual user.groups.

None of these questions or concerns can be answered in a
simple "yes" or "no" manner. Surely the White House Conference
could have been planned and held, even if the communications
capabilities of EIES had not been used. There are strong indications,
however, that the Conference pre-planning was made more efficient
and less expensive because of the presence of EIES.

This is not to say that if we could redo the eff&t, changes
would not be made. There was no need for terminals with built-in
hiemories for off-line composition; simpler terminals and therefore
simpler-arid shorter training sessions would have encouraged greater
use' of the system 'by more participants. Yet initial training should'
have been more intensive and 'more face-to-face, rather than largely
on line (mostly to repeat basics and/orundo misunderstandings
stemcning from the face-to-face`training sessions'that were held).

'Refraining from supplementing EIES training materials. by phone calls
and mail to those not choosing to sign on early and regularly might
have motivated these diffident members to be more active on line:
Since the key to effective results from this kind of communications
system is regular usage, providing incentives for greater participation
would have been helpful. Finally, according to several WHCLIS staff
members, the.earlier introduction of EIES into the WHCLIS effort,

790
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such as at the time cif the State' pre-Conferences, would-have made
the system even more helpful for conference planning,and
administration.

Further information about this report may be obtained from:

Elaine B. Kerr
\-164 East South Street

1VVorthington, Ohio 43085

Furth& information about.EIES may be obtained from:

Anita Graziano
Administrative Assistant, EIES
New Jersey Institute of Technology
323 High Street,
Newark, New-Jersey 07102

/
APPENDIX, AT

410

COMMENTS FROM THE PARTICIPANTS

1-iesponses to Open-Ended Questionniire

c
Q1) What one or,,two factors best explain why you have not used
EIES more?

Wish we had had access earlier. Some Advisory Committee
members did not learn to use the system, I did not fully utilize it until
quite late, and then wenLeroad. Some of the reports fended to be
overly long and poorly composed, I felt, but that may be because of
the time schedule.

The only pressures were the need to sleep and to continue the
obligations of a life that &ready consumed 16 to 18 hours a day. But
for that, I would' have signed on EIES regularly once a day, for 16
hours each time.

The factors that interfered with a more irifensive use of the system
' were: 1) l'ack'of response from other participants; 2) slow response

rate of the systerrr at some crucial times; 3) some difficulties in use of
"ty the TI terminal features (i.e., Bubble Memory, is great, but tkere were

times that the automated functions ran away with the operNion);
4) the verbal diarrhea of some participants, producing such a flood of
outpur%s to destroy communication.

- 'Probably because I had nothing to say..i found it very valuable in
extracting informationfrom the staff.

- Lack of effective training in system4se.

EIES was introduced into,WHCLIS planning process too late to
realize its.full potential.

786. -191
t.
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- I'm only sorry'there wasn't time to do it right.

Q2a) Are there any particular features of EIES that you have found to
be unique and valuable to this type of system?

es.
Opportunity for everyone to be informed.

792

r - I think EIES has started my thinking into new tracks about how the
communication process can be improved in my other work.

- 'It helped 'to reimind me that I had a much.wider circle of 's_,

professional colleagues than I had realized. It put teleconferencing in
sharper focus for me. It stimulated,new thought about other
applications, It provided me with new insights about the social
implication aspects of professional conferencing,)

- I feel that this new process directly, contributed to the success of
our Cbnferencer Without the terminals and the electronic means to
communicate, we would not have been ble to do such thorough
planning.... This way the staff and mer0ers could be kept
up-to-date on all the new developments. If a crucial issue had to be
resolved, the members got on line to present personal views for thp
solution.

- Avenue for exchange of ide.as without calling a meeting. Value
extended only to messages between persons who signed on with
sufficient frequency.

,- The, most important item is that people can talk to each other
through the medium of conference, and it does not seem as though I
am using a mechanical device. After the first few clay4, the terminal

. became human and was able to transmit my thoughN as though I
'was face-to-face with the person at the other end of the line. I got to
know many of the WHCLIS staff and Advisory Committee members
better after communicating with them on line. To be able to
communicate informally, letting someone who is not very aggressive
in a meeting speak out,-%,f,Qther print out, thoughts at his own
speed, made it possible for e)veryone who really got into the
conferencing to be 'more effective. I did not have to compete with
others talking at a meeting, but could write out my messages, get
information into a conference, or get answers back in my own time.
This might have been the middle of the night, as well as during the
day.

- I felt the use of the EIES system-was excellent for the WHCLIS
purposes.

- !Kee. many benefits that could be accomplished with the use of
coriferencing terminalsfaster,.easier ways to communicate with
people in a like field; ease of operation that would'put libraries and
information services into the 21,1t century; and possibilities for the
very young of this country to be able to use it for access to greater
areas of information.
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- It saved thousands of dollars over thp.alternative, the WHCLIS staff
having to meet with the Advisory Committee in Washington. Many
questions could be put on the terminal; comment could-be and was
received by them and from the Committee; and a much sttenger
policy, conference program, awl delegate selection was
accomplished via the terminal. I reel it had much to do with the
extraordinary success of the White House Conference.

.

Q213) Are there any particular features of EIES that you have found to
be useless, distracting, and/or out of place in, this type of system?

- Some bf the ways olP presenting the successive menus were
distracting. I think the systemincludes means for rite to have avoided
them, but it was never \rvorth the effort to find out how,

-` I didn't find it at any time-useless, distracting, or out of.place.

It is not distracting. It is quiet and rather simple to operate.
Although I did not take the time to really use the editing system, I did
use the Bubble Memory and used the machine t& type off line.

Q2c) What general.improvements/new features/changes Would yo
like to suggest for EIES? .

There were several occasions on which I wished to haJe access to
computing capabilitywhiCh I know is there, but don't know how to
get to. I think the means to do so should have been made available
and the instructions for doing so provided. Specifically, I would like
to be able to sort small files, tt54 execute small FORTRAN programs,,
etc.

. 1

The only iprovement I would suggest for another din onstration
,® wouldbe a more concentrated teaching of the operation of the

machine. The short training session was by guess and In gosh. The
TI people were much too technical, and most of the information
received by us was Jar over our heads at that particular time. We
needed to know how to turn on, sign on, a'nd get intWIES with a
few simple instructions. To spend so much time learning how to plug
it in, unfasten it, etc. was unnecessary.

Q3) Any other comments on the EIES,system or, its impacts, or on
this questionnaire?

- I theroUghly enjoyed using EIES; found it helpful; strongly urge that
people not be included in group projects if their usage is going to be
grudging or minimal'. We had one person in my conference whodid
not even accept a terminal. It greatly reduced the ability of the
Subcommitteeto use EIES, since the data, etc., hadio thin be
duplicated in another form for her. And, of course, she could not
interact with any of us other than via phone or mail.

7,93
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-. I guess my simplest enc m for the system is to say: "1 wish I
could\figure out some wa to get into a project or other means of
using EIES again."

As I've indicated to thj.WH'CLIS staff, I wish that EIES had been
integrated-Otto the Albite Hobise'Conference process itself, rather than
simply being an appendage. The,means were there to do so.

o

I find relinquishing the terminal to be a cause of depression. I'm
going to miss the, exchanges with otherso0 the system.

It was all great fun. Yes!°I hope to7Lbe on EIES again ... somehow.. ..
.

T'het Advisory Committee has concluded its advising, its worrying,C-
0 . its work, and disbanded. I the pleasant glow of contemplation about.

the success'of the_Co'nferense1 reaijy did not feel like a disbarided
Committee member, gokeven after returning from our final

. ,..Committee meeting earlier this month. aut now the Federal Express
man has come and male off with my Texas instruments terminal, and %

. I aai 0Ie to recognize'the plain,- ,cold trijth:. Working with the
,Conferkice staff and the Advisory Committee was a-great experience
for rne, and the wonder of the EIES system contributed a great deal tot
that experience. It was eXciting,'andirthi9k it might have been

. exciting eyen to onewhd was at home with computers (which I was tt,
not). Surely no group.of,geographicallycseparated persons of varied

. Yr interests and abilities ever had better,tonimunication than we did. e, _ . .., . . ., gt. \)\I thank EIES and TI for letting me 1:1..a part of.thist -0-eat experi
and-vyill boost the new;pro'ess to thU.bettlof.my"tbility, for I thin

. and communieation in t e-r**t rapid way to the most people. $

that is Aat is importan1/4i4i'this world `-- the ability to get informatio0
11,.

`144 , .. %

i - I was glst to participate! I fdufid thie experience useful.
-, -.4- ,

.
-,... . -. -. EIU'has, of courSe,cradicallIt altdired my profession andyerc*tions

1n many -ways, 3YthrUstineme into.a here-and -now world of
o I \ compOters and telecomaupications that 10 years ago was only A

4., subject for my writing arlcippeecbest4bout the "future." Which came4
first has been a difficult game sincp'the first early bird laid the egg,.
but my impression is that EiES. pushed me in.the direction of greater

. ,.

:. . productivity and analysis (rather than my predispositiOn in those
directions propelling me to EIES).

I ..

..
...,

,
i

The wonderful world of ElE$-drew. me into th,e system. As a way to.
expose a work force" (or't`op*If)-to computers and ...

`'..
telecommunications with hands-on experience,A0 very nearly
unbeatable. It is possible that tfie enthusiasm for life it generates spills
over into increased productivity in executing the task at hand. alit.

1 there is also a high probability that' it does not. There is also a. . is*Ipossibility,of course, that41,y exi4tience/practite is unique. HoweverV full my days, I write'my own.job3ilescription, I simply rewrote my
assignment to include a heavy dose of .4-QTri.ingcomputers." It may

/

be that the number of people who have that freedom, and respond to
EIES with that degree of unrest-aim:10, bo .sh enthusiasm, are
statistically insignificant.

794
9
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APPENDIX B
TABLE 1

WHCLIS CONFERENCE TRAFFIC ANALYSIS

Conference

C26 WHCLIS
Information

C264 WHCLIS
Delegate
Preparation

° C265 WHCLIS
Program -
Committee

C266 WHCLIS
Implementation

.
...&

C270 WHCLIS
Public

''Relations
.

C271, WHalS
/Delegate

Selection

.C272 WHCLIS
Conference
Information
Center

C288 WHCLIS
Logistics

C231 WHCLIS
Evaluation

C279
Citizen
'Croups

v,e1271
C29LN he:
Role of
EIES at:._
WHCLIS

.

".*

0

Date

7/31
8/31
9/30

1001
11/30
12/31

.

7/31
. 431

9/30
10/31
11/30 ..
12/31

7/31
8/31

. 9(30.
' 10/31
11/30
12/31

7/31
8/31
9/30

10/31
11/30
12.131

7/31
8/31
9/30

10/31
11/30
12/31

7/31
.8/31
9/30.

10/31
11/30
12/31**

7/31
8/31
9/30

10T31
rwo
12/31

9/30
10/31
11/30
12/31

11/30
12/31

10/31
11/30

12/31

8/31
9/30

10/31
11/30.
12/31

#
Members

...o' lit
18
38
40
402
40 r, 7

38 ,
f.

20
21

21
21

21

20
.

14

18

21
21 ,,
21
20

5

11

, '213
18
111

17

11

12
13
15
1

15

10
12
13
16
16
16

17
18
19
20
20
19

17

17
17

16

22
21

9
9

9

13
18
20
23
22

.

#
New
CC's

2

23
%S1

24
15

7

9
- 9

1

4

23
8
1

5

6

2'
13

-

1

2

9
2

(1

2

13
4

8
2

11",
39

3
1

0.,..F

26
11

3

2

5

2

25
30
60
42

s

,

Mean
Lines
in CC

1

34
19
14
17

30
'4 I
113

'9
-

16
28

'25
.9

48
14
16
20

13
38
30
56
51

-

10'
53
10
22
27

-

36
20

3
18

-

25
17
23

-

9
10

12

17
18
16
18

.7

# -
Diff.

Authors

1

9
15
12
11

3
1
3
1"

i

1i
3

2

1

«

2

.5
2

6
_

1

2

5
1

1

1

1

3

3
1

2

5

2

1

5

3
2

2

4

2

9
10
12

f 124: .

80-100

50%
53
72
78
88
87

.
20
38'.
62
76
86
85

28
67
71

71
,76
75

20
67
,7
87
83
88,

54
33
77
80
87
93

50
67
85
81
94
95

ett,
18
67
79
85
85
84

59
65
82
81

18
24

89
89

100

77
78
90
78
95

-1

.

'-/

i

Percent Read
60-79 40-59

.
- -

3 3

2

5

5 i
3 3

245 5

5 5

5

# -

21 c

6
'.

5

5

5 ,

5

-

8
6 6

Is 6

6

50
8
7

7

6

6

4,1

10 10

%.

6
5

13 4

.3-

20-39

.,

N

4

13
2

. 5
-

5

-

5

S .
5

5

40f
....

6

-e-

12
11

5

0-19
c

50%

29
22'
18
8
8

'70
33
24
19
14

15

50
28

. 19
19
14*

15

40
33
15

17
11

6

45
17
15
13

7

7

50
33
15

19
6
5

65
22
16
15
15
16

41

29'
18
19

41
57

11

11

23
17

5

4

4

.

.

0

791
795
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'Notebook

N2n
Exhibits,

N258
TI Terminal

N237 EIES
at WHCLIS
Notebook.

. It.
N290
WHCLIS
Keyword:
Data

..4

4
TABLE 2

WHCLIS NOTEBOQK TRAFFIC ANALYSIS

A

i

#
New

Date Pages

Mean
Lines
In NP

#
Diff.

Authors

i

7/31 1 ° 3.2 1

8/31 2, 40 1

7/31 4 36 1

I

. ,

9/30 2 .
10/31 36 . '.

7
13

1

7
a.

11/30 43 '13 5

11/30 16 34 .' 3

I

4

. .TABLE 3
TIME OF INITIAL SIGPI-ON

1 J.

Before 6/15 N 6/1- 7116- 8/1-
6/15 6/30 7/16

.
7/30 / 9/18 Total

Staff .7 1 8

Advisory Committee, 9 2 9 1 .' 21

Ob$erve'rs
5*

3 4 12

.u1

TOTAL ,, 12 12 3 9 5 41

'EIES Observers

4

.

I
TABLE 4 -.

TOTAL NUMBE? OF ACTIVE USERS PER MONTH

June

Staff _ 7

Advisory' Committee . 13,

Observers . 2

TOTAL 17

July August Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

8 8. 7 7 6 6

16 15 17 16 19 18

2 -7 6 4 7 4

26 30 30 . 27 32 28

Total

8( 22%) .

21 ( 58%)

7( 19%)

36 (100%)

Nigh.
TABLE S

TOTAL HOURS ON LINE-BY MONTH (PER ACTIVE USeR)

June

Staff .

t.
24

Advisor,/ Committee 8

Observers 10

42

July August Sept. Oct. Nov.. Dec. Total

32 119' 77
. .

52 17 19 340 ( 38%)

38 87 69 74 60 13 349 ( 40%)

24 28 32. ,41 4* 43 15 193 ( 22%)

'94 234 178 167 120 47 882 (100%)
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" TABLE 6
' TOTAL NUMBER OF SIGN-ONS BY MONTH (PER ACTIVE USER)

ler

.
June . July August . gept.. Oct. ; Nov. Dec. Total

Staff 82 11.8 336 198 1'74 48 27 . 983 ( 26%)

Advisory Committee 20 195 420 . 304 321 ' 253 71 1584 ( 42%)

Observers 40 250 180' 169 248 237 90 1214 ( 32%,) V

TOTAL 142 S 563 936 671 743 538. 188 3781 (100%)
. * )--

TABLE 7
LENGTH OF AVERAGE ON-LINE SESSION IN MINUTES BY MONTH (PER ACTIVE USER).

June \ July, -August Sept. Oct.. Nov. Dec. Totali, °

Staff 4 18 16 21 23 18 21 42 21

Advisory Committee . 24 4 12 14 14 14 _ 11 13

Observers`, 15. 6 ,, 9
:.

11 10 11 10 10

TOTAL 18 10 15 - 16 13 13 15 14

,
TABLE 8

.
Sr.

TOTALiNLJMBER OF PRIVATE MESSAGE ADDRESSEES BY MONTH (PER ACTIVE USER)

June July August Sept.

Staff 87 ( 6) 180 ( 8) 596 ( 8)' 227 ( 7) --
.....

Advisory .
,345

.

Committee 20 ( 8) 244116) (13) 226 (11)

Observers 56 ( 2) -174 ( 1) . '1%6 ( 7) '' 50 ( 4)

TOTO.I. 163 (16) 598 (25) 1107 (28) 503 (22)

TABLE.9-

Oct. *ay. Dec. Total

225 ( 7) 54 ( 4) 22 ( 4) 1391 ( 40%)
_

: .

252 (1.1) 145 (11) ' ;.7 ( '7) 1289 ( 37%)

114 ( 4) 184 ( 3) 56 ( 3) 800.( 23%)

591 (22) 383 (0) 135N14) 3480 (100%)

Staff:
- :composed

Received

Adv. Comm.:
Composed

Received

Observers:
Composed

Received

Total:
Composed

Received

P

)4,
June (
67 (6)

183 (7)

18(8)

27 (8)

24 (2)

54 (2)

109

264.
41,4

ep

July

92 ( 8)

237 ( 8)

111 (1.6)

185 (16)

85 ( 1)

151' ( 1)

288

573

.

.

GENERAL USER STATISTICS

PRIVATE MESSAGES
.

August Sept.

265 ( 8) 124 ( 7)

649 ( 8) 247 ( 7)

'
184(13) 147(11)

471 (15) 301 (17)
-..- l

75 ( 5) 42 ( 4)

185 ( 6) 151 ( 6)

524 313

1314 699 '

0

r
,..

Oct. , Nov.
.

Dec. Tatal

.

167 ( 7) 38 ( 4) 14 ( -4) 767

251 ( 7) 96 ( 6) 79 ( 6) 1742

147(11) 97(13) 51 ( 8) 755

306 (16) 214 (18) 109 (15) 1613

88 (' 4), 62 ( 3) 32 ( 3) 408

116 ( 4) 110 ( 7) 40 ( 31. P7

., -.

402 197 97 1930

673 420 228 4162
,

792 s

4797.
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Table 9 (continued) /

'
:GROUP MESSAGES .

.f

June July 'August Sept. Oct. . Nov. . Dec. Total
, e

Staff: - ,
Composed 21 ( 4) 3 ( 2) . :
Resceived 36 (7) 59 ( 8) 230 ( 8) ----;;122 ( 7) . -1 8 ( 7)

Adv Comm.: .._

,fComposed )
2 ( 1) 6 ( 2) , 10 ( 5) `.,

Received 2 (2) 48 (16) 129 (15) . 329 (17) 82 (16)

Observers:
Composed . , a

Received 3 (1) . ( 1) 61 (A ) 158 ( 6) ( 4)9 .
Total: '

Composed ,
. i .:P 13 ..

%Received 41 , _ /110 "720 r609 . 95

PRIVATE AND GROUP CONFERENCES

June July August Sept. ,, Oct.
. r ifff,Staff,

* 24:

14 ( 4) 19 ( 4) 488

1 ( 1,) 19-497364 (15) : 19 ( 5)

,
1 ( 1 ) 1

43
.

..( 7) . 8 ( 2) 0.281

0.
-..

2 44

1 21 - 46 / j 742
.

Nov. Dec. Total

I

.44

, Composed 11 (3) '15( 5) 7) 101 ()), 41 (7) 15( 6) , 274
--.,Received 85'(1) 52 ( 7) 741( 8) 1045 ( 7) 671( 7) 254 ( 5) 267( 3T` 3115

Adv. Comm.
Composed 2 ( 2) 12 ( 7) 20 ( 8) '73 ( 8) 17 ( 6) 124 )
Received ,19 ( 6) 490 (13) 1172 (16) 744 (15) 846 (17) 28 ( 6) 3299

Observers:
_N 1 ( 1) "2 ( 2) 3 ( 2)

Composed - 0,- 6irReceived 7 (1) 2 ( 2) 575 ( 4) 581 ( 4) 486 ( 7) 49 ( 3) 1960
, .

Total:

ii. VComposed 11 17 103 122 116 . 5 -404 r
1493Received92 71 2792. .116 1586 344 8374

Staff:
Composed

Received

Adv. Comm.:
Composed

Received

Observers:
Composed

Received

Total:
Composed

Received

June July

- - - . .

(1). 138 ( 3)

12 ( 1)

3 (' 1)

.16( 1)

' 3

2 166

798

PUBLIC CONtERESICES

August ° Sept.' Oct. Nov. Dec. Total
..

i
2( 1) , l'( -1) 3

7 ( 2) 52( i,
0

3) .... 467 ( 1) ,666

Q

1 ( 1 ) 6 ( 2) 8 ( 1) 4'( 1) 1 ( 1) 20
®`'51 (2) 349 ( 8) b35 ( 5) 134 ( 5) 96 ( 3) 1177-

-

1 ( 1) 75( 3) al)
. ,

3

25('2) 18( 1) 232

.
r . 8 8 . 4 2 "26

59 176 , 632 159 581 -2075.rf .

S
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Staff. .

June July

Table 9 (continued)
NOTEBOOKS

August
/

Se\RI
(

Oct. Nov.

. .

,d---
Dec. Total

Composed 1 (1) 2 (1) 3 (2) ... 6

Received 24 (2) 24

Adv Comm
. Composed 2 (1) 14 (2) 16

Received - 15 (1) 15

Observers
Composed al (1) 11 (I) 12

Received I

Total.
Composed 2 15 3 14 34

Received 24 15 39

TABLE 10
FREQUENCY OF TYPES OF USER REQUESTS

Category, Number

General Usage Problems 396

Conterencing 275

saging 53

TeZt Composition 59

Notebooks 18

Special Features an-CI-Miscellaneous 100

TOTAL 901

Date

TABLE 11
TIME SPAN OF PROBLEMS

Number of
Requests

5#;--

5/ 2- 5/15 6

5/16. 5/31
6/ 1- 6/15. 25

6/16- 6/30 52

-7/ 1- 7/15 28

7/16- 7/31 58

8/16- 8/31 103

9/ 1- 4/15 40
9/16- 9130 50

10/ 1.10/15 32
p 10/16-10/31 36

11/ 1-11/15 26

11/16-11/30
12/ 1-12/15

(rt./ 10
10

12/16-12/-31' 10

TOTAL 486

ti

794 799
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TABLE 12
NUMBER OF REQUESTS PER, USER

4

Number of
Requests

Number of
Users

12-19 17

21-30 8

33-50\ 5

53-70 5

104 1

TOTAL 1090 36

7,
TABLE 13

AMOUNT OF TIME ON LINE BY NUMBER OF REQUESTS
FOR HELP

Number of Number of Hours on Line
Requests' 1-15 17-29 Total

12-30 17 ( 94%) 8 ( 44%) 25

33-104 1 ( 6%) 10 ( 56%) 11

TOTAL 18 (100%) *18 (100%) t 36

fl

TABLE 14
TYPING SKILLS BY TIME USED ON LINE

Q.6. How would you describe your typing skills?

None

Hunt and Peck

Casual (rough draft with errors)

Good (can do 25 w p.m. error free)

Excellent (can dO 40 w.p.m. erroOree)

Number

1

3

7

sat
3

6

Hours
on Line

19.7

20.9

42.6

31.8

37.1

4111L.,

TABLE 15
PREVIOUS USE OF COMPUTERS AND TERMINALS BY

TIME USED ON LINE

Q.8: Have you ever used computers or computer terminals
before?

Hours
Number on Line

Never 8 28,5

Seldom 7 40.4

Frequently 5 i 38.5

800 795
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TABLE 16
ANTICIPATED WORT -I OF EIES BY TIME USED ON LINE

Q.18: Which of the following best describes your
anticipatiOn of the System's worth?

I think it will be useless

I think it is useful for a ers,
but not for WHCLIS

Number
Hours

on Line

I am skeptical about it but willing
to try it

I am basically indiffereAt or neutral

I think it will have limited, but
some worth for WHCLIS - 6 19 8

I think it will be useful in
many respects 8 21.4

I think i will revolutionize WHCLIS's
work/communication processes 6 63.5

I

TABLE 17
ANTICIPATED RELATIVE TIME BY TIME USED-CAINE

Q.19: Compared to the conventional means of
communicating with the WHCLIS Advisory Committee and
staff, do you expect EIESto:

Hours
Number on Line

Involve less of your time 13 45.3

Involve more of -your time 9 29.3

TABLE 18
COLLEGIAL RELATIONSHIPS BY TIME ON LINE

HoUrs'
Number on Line

Increased in Number 5 47,1

No Change 8 , 36.3

Decreased in Number 1 , 4.2

TABLE 19
--PERSONAL FRIENDSHIPS BY TIME ON LINE

Hours
Number on Line

No Change 4 16.3
,IT

Increased by 1 2 28.]

Increased 2.6 10 39.7

796 801

,1
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A
TLE 20

REPORTED FREQUENCY OF SIGN-ON
BY ACTUAL SIGN-ONS AND TIME ON LINE

Number
Mean Number

of Sign-ons
Hours

on Line

2-3 times a month 1 19 9.4

Once a week 4 25 8.3

2-3 times a week 9 144 39 9

Daily 3 108 24.4

Several times a day 4 402 58.0

ACTUAL

2-3 Times a Month

Once a Week

2-3 Times a Week

Daily

Several Times a Day

TABLE 21
EXPECTED VS.ACTUAL SIGN-ONS

EXPECTED
Several

2 -3 Times Once 2-3 Times Times
a Month a Week a Week Daily a Day

2

2

2 4

1

1 2

.:eilaragebbus,

TABLE 22
MODE OF INTERACTION BY TIME ON LINE

Hours
Number on Line

Typed it themselves ,15 37.9

Both 3 20.1

Had it typed 1 6.6

TABLE 23
OUNCES IN-EVALUATION OF SYSTEM OVER TIME

TIME 1
Limited

Skeptical Neutral . Worth Useful Revolutionary

TIME 2

Limited Worth 2 2

Useful. 1 - 1 1

Revolutionary 2 3 3

802 797
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TABLE 24
EVALUATION OF SYSTEM BY TIME ON LINE

Skeptical

Number

1

Hours
on Line

Limited Worth '5 31.4

Oseful 6 . 27.1

Revolutionary 8 46.9

TABLE 25
CHANGES IN COMPARATIVE TIME OVERTIME

TIME 2

Less Time
TIME 1

More Time Same Amount Total

Less Time 1 3 4

More Time I
a

3 2
'`&. 1

6

Same Amount 1 2 3

TOTAL 5 7 1 13

TABLE 26
COMPARATIVE TIME BY TIME ON LINE

Hours
Nurrler on Line

EIES involved less time 23.0

EIES inyolvecfrnore time 6 60.7

Same amount 3 16.0

.2

p

TABLE 27
IMPACT ON QUALITY IYIMPACT ON QUANTITY OF WORK

QUANTITY INCREASED

Agreed
QUALITY INCREASED

Neither Disagreed Total

Agreed 6 3 9 --

Neither 5 5

Disagreed 1 2. 3

TOTAL 6 9 2 17

803
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TABLE 28
IMPACT ON QUALITY OF WORK BY TIME ON LINE

Quality Increased \Number`
Agreed 7

Neither 9

Disagreed

ar

Hours
on Line

46 9

25.6

31.2

.
TABLE 29

IMPACT ON QUANTITY OF WORK BY TIME ON LINE

Hours
Quantity Increased Number on Line

Agreed 9 39.2

Neither -5 27.9

Disagreed 4 25.0

7.

TABLE 30
EFFECTS ON TELEPHONE, MALI-AN6 TRAVEL

TELEPHONE
Decrosed No Effect

MAILS MAILS
Decreased No Effect Decreased No Effect

TRAVEL

DeCreased 4 1 3 1

No Effect 1 1 4

, TABLE 31
IMPACT ON THINKING AND WORKING BY TIME ON LINE

Whirs
Number on Line

Reported anAmpact 12 40.5

Reported no Impact 5 22.6

'864
3
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TABLE 32
CUMULATIVE USAGE STATISTICS FOR SEVEN MONTHS

Messages:
Private

Items/Lines
Composed

1896/1$596

Group 46/ 397

Conferences:
Private 714/ 6122

Public 31/ 640

N9tebooks:
.

Private 193/ 3939

Public 1/ 32

Total Number of Times On:
Total Hours of Use
Total Private Message Addressees

Items/Lines
Received

; -,.
1610/16941

121/ 1436

766/17084

531/10089.'-

73/ 1646

13/ 375

1528
513

3129

800
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Publications and Media White House Conference on Library and Information Services, 1979.
Produced by the Bringing Information to People. Washington, DC: National

Commission on Libraries and Information Science, May 1979. Poster.Conference
White House Conference on Library and Informat6ton Services,'1979.
Issues and Resolutions: A Siimmary of Pre-Cooference Activities.
Washington,' DC: National Commission on Libraries and Information'
Science, September 1979. 96,pp.

White House Conference do Library and Inform Oon Services, 1979.
Issues and Resolutions: A.Summary of Pre-Conference Activities
Graphic Presentation, Washington, DC: Na ional Commission on
Lib Aries and Information Science, Sep 'm LOF r 1979. Chart.

White House Confeknce on Library and Information Serxices, 1979.
Library and Information Services for Meeting Personal Needs; A
Discussion Guide, by Patricia Glass Schuman. Washington, DC:
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science, October
1979. 44 pp.

White House Conference on Library and Information Services, 1379.
Library and Information Services for Enhancing Lifelong Learning: A
Discussion Guide, by R. Kathleen Molz. Washington, DC: National
Commission on Libraries and Information Science, October 1979:
41 pp.

White House Conference on Library and lnformationServices, 1979.
Library and Information Services for Improving Organizations and the
Professions; A Discussion Guide, by Karen E. Feingold. Washington,
DC: National Commission on Libraries and Information Science,,
October 1979. 29 pp.

White House Conference on Library and Information Services, 1979.
Library and information Services for Effectively Governing Society; A
Discussion Guide, b Susan Crooks. Washington, DC:National
Commission OR Libra ee and Information Science, October 1979.
41 pp.

White House Conference on.Librarj: and Information Services, 1979. '
Library and Information Services for Increasing International
Understanding and Cooperation; A Discussion Guide, by Jonathon F.
Gunter. Washington, DC: National Commission on Libraries and
Information Science, October 1979:30 pp:

White House Conference on Library and Information Services; 1979.
Structure and Governance of Libr,iry Networks; Issues for,
Consideration, by Thomas J. Galvin. Pre-Conference Meetings on '`
Special Themes. Washington, DC: National Commission on Libraries
and Inforniation Science, October 1979. 12 pp.

White -House Conference on Library and Information Services, 1979.
Libraries and Literacy; A Summary Report,oby Marcia Courtney.
Bellassai. Pre-Conference Meetings on Special Thernes. Washington,
DC: National Commission on Libraries and Information, Science,
October 1979. 11 pp.
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White House Confeience on Library and infornjattion Servi s, 1979.
International Information Exchang$ A-Theme icgrife(ence mmary,
by Robert Lee Chartrand and Jane Bortnick. Pre-Colieience e tings
on Special Themes. Washington, DC: Nationat COmmission o
libraries and Information Science, October 1979. 18 pp.

White HouS'e Conference on Library and Information SerVices, '1979.
New Communication and Information Technologies and Their
Application to fn. di vidua I and Community Use; A Theme Conference,
by National Citizens Committee for Broadcasting. Washington, DC:
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science, October
1979. 9 pp.

White House Conference on Library and InformAtion Services4.1979.
Federal Funding Alternatives by Alphonse F. Trezza. Pre-Conference
Meetings on-Special Themes.A/Vashington, DC: National Commission'
on Libraries ancPlnformation Science, October 1979. 17 pp.

White House Conference on Library and Information Services, 1979.
Dialogues on the Futuce of Library and Information Services.
Washington, DC: National Commission on Libraries and Inforniation
Science, October 1979. 3 audiotapes.

White House Conference on Libtary and Information Services, 1979.
The Reference Book Collection of Conference Information Center,
compiled by Margaret E. Melun. Washington, DC: National
Commission on Libraries and Information Science, October 1979:'
35 pp.

White House Conference on Library and Information Services, 1979.
Program Book. Washington, DC: National Commission on Libra
and Information-Science, November 1979. 56 pp.

White House Conference on Library and Information Services,,19791/4'
to People. March 1980. Washington4DC: . V

Natioha ommission on Libraries and Information Science, March
.1980. 20 rpm. videotape. .
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